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GLIMPSES INTO THE MARRIED LIFE OF THE ANCIENT
TAMIL PEOPLE.

By K. G. Sesh/v Aiyar, Esq.

According to Wcstermarck, the institution of marriage has

most probably developed out of a primeval habit of a man

and a woman living together in sexual relationship. In all

climes and conditions, sexual attraction has been universal

;

and from its influence there can be no secure protection, so

long as the human heart is warm. The ancient Tamils were

a brave and warm-hearted people ; and, judging from old

Tamil literature, one may say that they regarded love and

war as practically embracing the totality of life. These two

subjects are dealt with in Tamil literature with remarkable

circumstantiality
; and we may, therefore, conclude that the

institution of war and marriage had been very highly develop-

ed among th^ Tamils in the early days of which, we have any

record.

It is a fajt of history that among peoples of ancient cul-

ture, marriage is usually regarded as a duty. It is so among

the Chinese and the Japanese. According to Westermarck,
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“ so indispensable-is marriage considered by the Chinese that

even the dead are marriedJ the spirits of all males who die in

infancy or in boyhood being indue time married to the spirits

of females who have been cut off at a like early age. *’ Prof.*’

Hozumi observes that among the Japanese the obligation to

marry was so effectively insisted on by public opinion that

there was no need of enforcing it by legislation ; but he adds

that the prohibition of celibacy was enforced only as regards

the present or presumptive head of the family.^ Among the

Hebrews, marriage was regarded as a religious duty. Accord-

ing to a Jewish Code, cited by Westermarck, a man abstaining

from marriage\“ is guilty of bloodshed, diminishes the image

of God, and causes the divine presence to withdraw from

Israel ”
; hence a single man past twenty may be compelled by

the court to take a wife. Even under Islam, which regards

marriage as civil contract, it appears that marriage is “ incum-

bent on all who possess the ability In the Hadis, it is

related that when a healthy man told the Prophet that he had

not married, the Prophet said :
“ Then thou art one of the

brothers of the devil.” Among the Hindus, as is well known,

marriage is a religious duty ;
and they consider children

essential for their spiritual happiness and for the salvation of

the manes of the family. It is so among the Zoroastrians

among whom the belief is, as among the Hindus, no one who

has not a son can enter svarga. To the ancient Greeks,

marriage was of both public and private importance and it is

said criminal proceedings could be taken against celibates in

ancient Greece, The Romans too regarded marriage as a

public duty ; and it is seen from Cicero’s De Legibus that in

ancient Rome the Censors could impose a tax upon celibates.

There is little material that affords us help in determining

whether among the Tamils marriage was enjoined as a

religious duty; but there can be no doubt that social polity

regarded conjugal life as the normal state of life in society.

^ Among the Nambutiri Brahmanas, women dying urftnarried are sub-

jected to a mock marriage before cremation.
® Cf. the Nambutiri Brahmanas.
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That is the conclus^ion that we may safely draw from the

extensive literature that deals elaborately and particularly

with the aspects of love, courtship and marriage among the

ancient Tamil people.

For a correct appreciation of the ancient social institu-

tions of the Tamil race, we must seek information from old

Tamil literature which, embodying as it does the national

poetry of the race, affords an inexhaustible storehouse of

Dravidian antiquities that are of unique interest to a student

of sociology. In ancient Tamil society, love and war were, as

already stated, the two objects excellence of human pur-

suit and they formed the two categories of poetic material or

pond, which the bards delighted to sing about. Tamil rhe-

toricians classified pond into (1) Aham, literally, internal or

subjective state, and (2) Ptiram, i.e., external or objective* pur-

suits. This is a classification of poetic material peculiar to

the genius of the Tamil race and by the time of Tolkappiyam,

the oldest Tamil grammar now extant, there must already

have existed an ancient literature, now unfortunately lost,

which had for its subject-matter this two-fold material, so

that Tolkappiyanar felt the necessity of embodying in his

grammar a special chapter on pond, where we find a compre-

hensive and instructive treatment of ahap-porul and purap-

pond. Ahap-pond relates to the moods and fancies, feelings,

sentiments and passions of lovers placed in diverse situations

and circumstances ; and pnrap-porul, which treats of external

relations, principally war, deals also with the^ political organi-

zation of the Tamil state and society and the rules and con-

ventions regulating the public relations of the Tamil chiefs

and princes. Roughly, of the four-fold objects of life,

Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksa, or, as they are called in

Tamil, Apam, Porul, Inbam and VIdu, the category which

Tamil rhetorioians describe as puram embraces the first two,

and what they describe as aham embraces the third.

For detailed information about the rules and conventions

of the marriage institution as practised by the ancient Tamils,

the reader must be referred to Porulatikaram in Tolkappiyani^
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Iraiyanar Ahap-pond, Hambi Ahap-pohd and other works

dealing with the subject. I have sought to give here only a

bird’s-eye view of this interesting topic so as to serve mainly

to elucidate the appended lyrics from KalH-togai, which is*

acknowledged to be one of the best works illustrative of the

conventions of Ahat-Hnai. Tamil rhetoricians postulate five

regional varieties in the Tamil country, each with its distinc-

tive features and characteristics, both natural and conven-

tional, and peopled by its own stratum of society, differing in

occupation and. in its level of social and economic culture or

development from the people oi other regions. These five

regions are P^lai or desert land, Kiirinji or mountainous

region, Mtdlai or forest region, ManUam or arable country,

and Neytal or sea-board region. Consistent with the charac-

ter of Palai-nilam, its presiding deity is said to be Durga and
the burning sun ; its inhabitants were robbers, and were called

Maravar. These are, perhaps, the Sorai (Sorar) of Ptolemy.

The presiding deity of Kurinji-nilam is said to be Muruga or

Skanda ; and its inhabitants were known as Kuravar, who
lived on millet, ragi and honey. We may note, in passing,

the interesting facts that Va|]i, the bride of Skanda, is said

to be a Kurava maid, who was wooed and won when she was

guarding a millet cultivation, and that many of the hills or

mountains in South India are sacred to Skanda. The deity

that ruled over Mullai-nilam is said to be Mayon or Krsna.

Its inhabitants were neatherds and shepherds, and their

pastime included playing on pipes and grappling w'ith bulls.

They went by the name of Idaiyar. Maruta-nilam was

sacred to Iiidra, Its inhabitants were known as Ulavar. They

cultivated paddy and their staple food was rice. They lived a

life of comparative ease and luxury and had obtained a high

degree of social and economic culture. Vanina was regarded

as the presiding deity of Neytal-nilarn
; the inhabitants of

which were known as Paratar. They lived by fishing and by

sale -of fish and salt. Broadly speaking, then, ancient Tami-

lagam. was inhabited by five occupational classes of people

—

pure„ agrictiltarists, fisherfolk, pastoral people or cattle-
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keepers, lower agriculturists and robbers—each with its own
tutelary deity {Tol. AhaUtinai-iyal 5) and ruling chieftain

and each following its own customs and modes of life. Let

us see how their distinctiveness showed itself in their marriage

customs or the love episodes of their life.
*

^

Tamil treatises deal with Ahap-poritl under three heads :

Kaikkilai, Aintinai and Peruntinai. The eight-fold classifica-

tion of marriage, familiar to us from Smrti literature, is

obviously an exotic in the Tamil country, as a stitfa in ToU
happiyam speaks of inaraiydr-teettn manral ettu (Tol.

Kalaviyal 7), or the eight forms of marriage of the country

of the Brahmaiias
;
but it is explained that th^se eight forms

are comprised in the three Tamil categories above mentioned.

Kai-k-kilai is explained as oni-talai-k’kamam or one-sided

desire
;
and obviousl}- the Paisaca and Rakmsa forms of sflexual

union, the former of which is but a disgusting exhibition of

lust on the part of the ravishcr and latter also a * rape-

marriage ’ which is a survival of the old custom of marriage

by capture, that was perhaps practised either as an incident

of war or as a mode of procuring a wife when it was difficult

to get one otherwise, are instances of Kai-k-ki|ai as neither

of them is the result of reciprocal desire. The Astira form

also falls in this category. It is reminiscent of marriage by

purchase which in ancient days was a concomitant of pro-

gress in economic culture: and it has been noted as a fact of

sociology that marriage by purchase has been of frequent

occurrence, especially among the pure and the cattle-keeping

agriculturists. In this form of marriage, it need not neces-

sarily be that a damsel is or even can be given in marriage

against her will
;
but the consent of the parents or other

relatives of the girl is indispensable and, in effect, it is a union

largely brought about by oru-talai-k-kdmam. However,

adult marriage was the normal occurrence among the Tamils;

and therefore unions based on ‘one-sided desire ’ cannot have

been frequent^ except, perhaps, among Palai-makka] ;
and,

even among them, there is no record to show that it was

prevalent or w'as allowed. One curious consequence of
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Kai-k-kilai was that the unrequited lov^r, in the paroxysm

of his desire, had recourse to the practice of Madaheral,

Maddened by the irresponsiveness of the damsel, the wooer

wore a wreath of Mudar (Calotropis-gigantea^ flowers and rode

through the streets on a mimic horse of palmyra fronds,

proclaiming his love and determined to die if his lady-love

would not wed him.

We may glance at the third categor}^ Perun-tinai is

explained as Pomntd-k-kamam, f.e., inappropriate love or, in

the language of the Hindu law, unapproved: marriage. In

this category were held to fall^the Brahma^ Daiva, Arsa and

Prdjdpatya forms of marriage mentioned by the Sanskritists.

Perhaps they were regarded as inappropriate to the Tamil

folk, because of the religious rites that attended those forms.

However that may be, Ilampuranar, the well-known com-

mentator on Tolkdppiyam takes Peruh-tinai to mean marri-

ages that prevail among the higher castes (Men-makkal) and

are approved by them ; and such are the four forms men-

tioned above.

Aintinai, which is the second category, is the most im-

portant branch of Ahap-porul, It is explained as Anputai-Jc-

kdmam or union from reciprocal desire. This is the Gandharva

form of the Sanskritists and is acclaimed by Tamil rhetoricians

as the approved form of marital union. According to the

Sanskrit school of marriage law, in order to constitute the

legal status of husband and wife in the case of the Gandharva

form of marriage, the ceremonies of Hdma and the rest up to

Sapta-padi must be performed (Vide Balambhatta’s gloss

on Ydjnavalkya, III, 61) but no religious rite is needed for a

valid union according to Tamil usage in this form. Aintinai

consists of two divisions, Kalavu and Karpu. Kalavu is

clandestine love, and it relates to the situation where a young

man and a young woman meet each other in <a secret place,

either by chance or by design, and develop as a result recipro-

cal attachment which ultimately leads to their voluntary

union in secrecy; while Karpu, which is open marriage,

denotes the giving away of a bride openly to a bridegroom of
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proper status and acceptance of her as his bride {Tol, Kairpi-

yal 7). Kalavu was the original method of forming a marital

relation and it was preceded by Kai-k-kilai, while Karpu

*was either the»wconsequence of Kalavu or was sometimes

independent of it. It is explained by Tolkappiyar thaf as in

course of time deceitfulness and treachery violated the sanc-

tity of the secret union, Brahmanas or learned men (Aiyar is

the term used, and it is a corruption of Aryar) enjoined the

rule of Karpu or open marriage, following the usage of the

higher castes (To/. Karpiyal 3 & 4). This rule served the

most useful social object of, giving publicity to the union.

“Publicity,” it has been said, “is everywhere th^element which

distinguishes a recognized marriage from an illicit connection.”

Secret union has a tendency to degenerate into concubinage

and to reduce sexual morality to a low level. To avoid this

result and to give definiteness and social recognition to the

marital relation, which concerned not only the immediate

parties to it but also their families and other members of

society generally, the Karpu method was inaugurated, which

created the status of husband and wife by the performance

in public of what might be called the marriage ceremony,

where the bride was given away by her parents or other rela-

tions. The Karpu form of marriage was not infrequently the

convention that concluded the relation that had begun and

continued in the Kalavu form.

To effectuate Kalavu relation, both parties had neces-

sarily to be of mature age. They might be brought together

by chance and k might turn out to be a case of love at first

sight on both sides and, if the time and place vyere con-

venient, they might have immediate gratification. This is

what the rhetoricians call lyarkaip-ptinarcci. Or the meeting

might have been designed or brought about either as the

result of theiprevious agreement of the parties upon a trystipg

place (Idantalaip-padu) or of the good offices of friends on
both sides (I^'inkar-Kuttam and Pankiyar-Kuttam). If even

by the active agency of friends on both sides the wooer was

not able to move the heart of the damsel, he tried, as we haVe
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already seen> the extreme and often successful step of MadaU
iral, a device which, we learn from Tolkdppiyam, was open

only to the *man to employ and not the girl (To/. Ahat-

tinai-iyal 35), The practice of Keilavu wff5 rendered easy,

particularly among the inhabitants of Pdlai, Kurinjl and

Mtillai regions
;

but in the fertile region of Marutam and

the sea-board region of Neytal, the prevailing form of marri-

age was of the Karpu variety. Even in regions, however, where

the ante-rfuptial freedom of women and their liberty of choice

was unrestricted, social convention came to demand that

their choice should be confirmed by the consent of their

kindred. Whefte the choice of the parents or other relations

was different from a woman’s own choice, she could succeed

in obtaining the husband she had herself chosen by eloping

with him. Westermarck remarks that “ among many peoples

elopement is a veritable institution, recognized by custom as a

method of concluding a marriage or at least as a preliminary

to it.” As a matter of fact, even when marriages were osten-

sibly arranged by parents, they consulted their children before

giving them in marriage. In the Miillai region, the parents

sometimes arranged eriihddal or a fight with a bull, to find

out who was best suited to marry their daughter and if she

had already an accepted lover, the bull fight would hardly be

a source of jollification for her, but would often be a source

of anxiety, perhaps of anguish.

As already stated, Aham aims at the attainment oi inhani

or happiness; but as Victor Hugo observes, happiness, like

the sea, has its high tide; the worst thing for the perfectly

happy is that it recedes.” This tendency has an organic con-

nection with vicissitudes of married life, which will differ

according to the predominating character of the country and

the people inhabiting it. Such vicissitudes supply a variety

of‘ leading themes for Ahat-tinai poetic literature,® The physi-

cal conditions of each of the five regions and the occupation

and general mode of life of the people there hav^ supplied to

the poets and grammarians the special subjective state or

situation of the lovers, ov moiM (Urip-pond) appropriate to
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each of these regional divisions. It is laid down that.’ separa^

tion (Pirital) is the appropriate motif of Palai
; Union (Punar-

tal) of Kurin ji
;
expectant waiting {Inctfal) of ]\Lullai ; lovers’

temporary variance {Ddal) of Mariitam ; and, anxious grief

{Irankal) of Neytal. The nature of Palai soil and the^ pre-

carious life of the menfolk compelled separation between the

men and their wives, as the former had often to go to distant

places in search of means. Kurinji-nilam, with its secluded glens

and highland, abounded in romantic natural scenery that

would fill the mind with elation. The neatherds and shep-

herds of Mullai land went out jn the morning to pasture their

herds and flocks and returned home only jdu the evening,

Maruta-nilam was the seat of ease and luxury and wealth and

pleasure. For that very reason, the temptations there were

great and they easily bred jealousy and misunderstanding,

where there should be trust and affection. Lastly, the absence

of the fisherfolk out at sea would give the women of Neytal-

nilam nights of endless anxiety and vigil for their absent

husbands. The appreciation of these circumstances will show

the appropriateness of the motifs chosen for each region by

the bards and rhetoricians of the Tamil land,

A word now about Kalit-togai. Besides the inestimable

value of the lyrics contained in that Sangam collection, as

illustrating the various phases of Ahat-tinai, the lyrics them-

selves rank very high as poetry. The estimation in which

the work has been held is patent from the well-known Tamil

saying Karrarintar porriim Kali, which means Kalit-togai

which is prized by scholars. It is a collection of 150 lyrics

divided into five sections, each section being the vyork of a

separate author, Pdlai-k-kali forms the first section which

consists of thirty-five lyrics ; and its author is Ceraman Perum-

Kadunko. Not much is known of this Cera king, except

that he was a* literary Maecenas, and was himself a great poet

whose special forte consisted in singing of Xhe palai regional

culture. This fact is attested by the qualifying epithet palai-

padiya which is frequently prefixed to his name. In Puratn 11,

a poetess, named Pey-makal Ilaveyini, acclaims' him as th^
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king of Vanci, situated on the banks of Porunai, and extols

him for his prowess in war and his munificence to poets.

There is, besides, another poem in the same collection, Puram
282, which appears in a mutilated form and«which I gather

also ib praise of this king. He is different from Ceraman
Kadunkd-valiyatan or Ceraman -selvak-kadunk5 valiyMan,

sung by the great and well-known Kapilar, who is also the

author of Kurinji-k-kali, This section consists of twenty-nine

lyrics. Kapilar was a Brahmana ; and besides Knrinji^k-kali, he

ha.s b\so vjr\tten Kiirinji-p-pattn, which forms one of the pattu-

pattiu (the ten idyls) collection^ Inna-narpatu, which forms

one of the pafe\nen-kil-k-kanakku collection, and the seventh

decade of the patirrup-pattii collection. He has also contrib-

uted thirty-one lyrics to Purananurii, eighteen lyrics to

AhananufUi two to Kurufitogai, and two to Narjrinai. He
may be styled “the poets’ poet”, as he has been eulogized

by even the Sangam poets. The third section of Kalit-fogai

is Manila’k -kali, which contains thirty-five lyrics. Its

author is Marutham Ilanakanar of -Madura. He has sung

of the Pandyan king, Ilavantikaip-pallit-tunciya Nan-Maran,

and was also a friend and admirer of Nallantuvanar.

Besides his contribution to Kalit-togai, he has contrib-

uted twenty-three lyrics to Ahananuru and two to Pura-

nanuru. Tradition says that his commentary on Irayanar

Kalaviyal or Ahap-porul, as now called, received approbation

from Rudra Sarmar, though only as second to Nakkirar’s

commentary. The fourth section is Mullai-k-kali and it

contains seventeen lyrics. It is by Colan Nalluruttiran.

Puram 1.90 is by him. The fifth and last section of Kalita

togai is Neytal-kalif w^hich consists of thirty-three lyrics. Its

author is Nallantuvanar of Madura, who has contributed the

invocatory lyric to the collection, thus making the total num-

ber of lyrics in Kalit-togai 150. He was a Brahmana, and he

has been eulogized by Marutan Ilanaganar 6th, 8th, 11th and

20th. Paripddals are his work; and Aham 43 i$ also by him.

I have given below English renderings of a few lyrics

from each of the five sections of KaliMogai. It is impossible
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to reproduce the beauty or even the exact ideas of the original

in the translation. I believe, however, that these are fairly

close renderings ; and, if they succeed in attracting due atten-

tion to the poewis in Kalit-togai^ which as regards poetic

sentiments, artistic finish and beauty of form and expression

are unsurpassed in ancient Tamil literature, I am certain I

shall have added to the lasting joy of my readers, as I know
these poems will be easily recognized by .them as things of

beauty.

Specimens from Kalit-togai.

I. Palai-k-kali.

1. A Daring Wife.

{Palai 5.)

Thou tellest me the desert is so parched

For utter want of rain that the wild deer

On prickly cactus plant is forced to feed
;

And, by the shafts of heartless robbers pierced,

Wayfarers in that arid region lie

Writhing with thirst which they attempt to slake

With tears that trickle to their dried-up tongues

!

My lord and husband ! thou dost not, perhaps.

My nature comprehend. It is not meet

Thou shouldst our bond thus disregard and go !

To go with thee and in thy journey share

With 4:hee the perils of the desert track.

Know that alone can give me happiness

!

2. Wealth or Wife ?*

(Palai 6.)

1. Fair Sir ! May I a simple question ask ?

You say you mean to go in search of wealth

To foreign lands, beyond the desert wild,

Where scorched by summer heat, the elephants,
^

With bodies shrunk and thirst unquenched pursue,

Mistaking it for water, the mirage !

Know you how my dear mistress feels when you

Your preparations make to leave your home ?
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2. While you the bow*string tighten and but test

Its tautness with yoUr fingers, know from me,
Across her shining face dim sorrow spreads,

As does a dark cloud o’er the faultless moon !

e

3. While you gird on your belt and fill with care

With arrows sharp your quiver, know from me
Her tears her lids with black cosmetic lined

O’erflow ; like pouring rain from out the cup
Of water-lilies, slender-stalked and blue !

4. While you unfeeling, caring but for wealth.

Your trusty shield well burnish, know from me
The shining bangles her round wrists desert,

As falls the pollen from bright-petalk^d flowers !

5*. Know, if you do depart, her life will cease !

The wealth you may bring home from distant lands

May bring you pleasure. Will it also bring

Your anxious lady back to life again ?

3. The Runaway.

(Pdlai 8.)

1. Hail, holy Brahman sage : and hail ye all

Holy disciples with kamandulam
And trident, symbolizing unity

Of the Trimurtis ! Ye who ’neath the shade
Of umbrellas traverse these burning sands,

Have ye in this wild desert seen a pair,

*My daughter and another woman’s son,

Who from their homes, their union clandestine

Becoming known, have to the desert fled ?

2. Not that we have not seen them ! We have seen

The pair, and hold their conduct right. Be you
The mother of the fair young lady, decked
With jewels bright, who qbose accompany
Her lover of manly virtue through the sands ?
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3. Thd fragrant sandal, though on mountain born

Has value but . to those that use its paste.

But to the mountain, of. what use the tree ?

E’en scuyour daughter in respect of you !

4. The precious shining pearls, though ocean born,

Are useful but to persons wearing them ;

But to their native ocean of what use ?

E’en so your daughter in respect of you !

•

5. The music-sweet the seven-stringed yal^ doth yield

Gives pleasure to the singer ; but the yal

Does it from music any joy derive

E’en so your daughter in respect of you !

6. O ! Worry not yourself on her account.

The chaste young wife has with her husband gone,

Who dearer than her parents is to her.

No higher merit for the wedded pair

Exists than constancy. That helps, besides.

To keep the two inseparate in heaven.

11. Kurinji-k-kali.

4. A Maid’s Confession.

(Kurinji 1.)

O thou whose eyes like lotus petal shaped

Have lids which are with black cosmetic graced !

Pray, listen to my tale. My rnatchlesg swain

With look commanding, armed with arrows keen,

Would often come, as if he was in search

Of elephants. He used to look at me ;

And though his eyes betrayed his feelings, he

Spoke not a word. I, too, indifferent

At first,* began to think of him, and lost

My sleep. He would not openly declare

His love*; and I through female modesty

^ Vina.
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Kept silent. While in this sad plight, afraid

He failed to see how matters stood, and he

Might die, I thinned and anxious grew. And then,

0 thou with fragrant forehead ! ventured I

E’en with immodesty to act one day.

While near the millet field, upon the swing

1 rested, guarding from the swarm of birds

The crop, he came one day, to where I sat.

Would he just for a while move to and fro

My swing ? I asked. He would be glad, he said ;

And forthwith ’gan to mov^ it. Feigning then

I had lost hold, I fell upon his breast.

He caught me in his arms, and there I lay

Like one unconscious. With his amorous eyes

Regarding me, of people’s spiteful tongue

He minded me; but I on hiding bent

From prying eyes that I had only feigned.

Lay unconcerned in his encircling arms !

5, A Threshing Song.

(Kurinji 5.)

1. Sing we, my friend, of the lord of the forest

!

Seated aloft on a machan suspended

From the dsini^ tree on the high hill, he hurls

.Stones with the sling when he hears the dull foot-fall

Of the elephants, both bull and cow, which in herds

Roam and destroy the produce of the forest.

During day, screened by the dark and dense rain

Pierced by erratical lightning and thunder ! [pour

2. The flying stones strike ’gainst the vengai^ tree

Which, shaken, sheds its shining flowers ; they

P'rom the dsini tree its ripened fruit
; ^

[loose

Pierce through the hives with honey filled and cause

From off the branches of the mango tree

Green clusters of young fragrant fruits to fall

:

* ^ The Sal tree (Shorea robusta). 2 Petrocarpus marasupium.
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Rend the large leaves of plantain plants which bear

Bunches of pulpy fruits, and in the end

Remain embedded in sweet honey-jack

!

Come rnaid, of him sing we a threshing song !

3. The waterfall glistens ! The waterfall glistens !

The waterfall fed by the rains !

Though it falls down the hill

Owned by him who has broken

His plighted word to me !

4. How could he be fals^ ! How could he be false !

He who should protect you from fea^!

If thy lord of the hills

Should be false, e’en the moon
Must be hot like burning fire |

5. The drizzle yet falls! The drizzle yet falls I

The drizzle fine each day 1

It descends on the hills

By the deserter owned !

See, my bracelets have slipped away !

6. Would he you desert ? Would he you desert ?

Not he of the kind who forsake 1

If the mountain lord’s love

Could so basely be false

The cool tank might the lot»s burn 1

7. Sapphire-like look the hills ! Sapphjre-like

As unwashed sapphires they appear ;

The hills owned by him
Who forgetful of me
My nuptial bed avoids !

8* He will not you forsake ! He will not you forsake 1

The lord of the hills never w^ill !

If his love should prove false,

The sun itself would be

Of darkness all compact

!

look the

[hills I
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9. While we. our threshing song together sang,

The hill lord who alone to your embrace
Has claim, stood overhearing us behind !

Benekth yon^vengai tree in bloom^, behold

Your father sits ! The union you desire

Has he approved and blessed. Be not afraid !

111. Maruta«k-kali.

6. A Wife’s Complaint.

{Marnhxm 5.)

•t
‘

1. In thy well-watered country, where in ponds

O’ergrown with gemlike flowers of various hues,

The graceful hen, while sporting with its mate
Sees it dive underneath a lotus leaf,

And, taking the reflection of the moon
In the transparent water for the cob,

In haste to it proceeds, when lo ! it sees

Its mate to it advance, and filled with shame.

Conceals itself behind the bank of flowers I

Thy city is begirt with smiling fields !

Attend a while to what I have to say.

2. Hard-hearted, long hast thou forsaken me !

My beauty’s wasted, and my eyes have known
No sleep ! x\nci if unable to sit up,

I seek my couch at times to close my eyes,

The sounding drums v.^hich daily do announce
• Thy visits to thy. artful courtezans.

Who fragrant garlands wear, prevent my rest !

3. Thou hast neglected me ! My weeping eyes,

deprived of sleep so long, seek transieyit rest.

Comforted by my darling son’s caress.

The merry song thy youthful mistresses

Sing as they dance in jollity in homes
Thou hast provided, drives such rest away !
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4. Thou hast deserted me ! No sleep have I 1

My eyes, with tears though flooded, still may close

Their lids to have some passing rest. .Akis !

The tinkKng of thy noble horses' bells,

Yoked to the cars that bring thy concubines,

Bedight and fair, that trifling rest destroys !

5. These interruptions of my rest may pass,

deepest pain I feel when through the street

Th’ unskilful bard upon his arm parades

His lute on which he thrums his odious tunes

To thee, when thou art with thy paramour !

7. A Wife’s Reproach.

{Marutani 14.)

1. Oh listen, lord ! Thy prosperous land abounds

In paddy fields, where hover chirping birds,

And where, betwixt stra}^ lotus blossoms caught.

Shine ears of golden corn, as gay as does

The circlet which accomplished dancers wear

On their fair forehead, when upon the stage !

2. Take not my son, bejewelled as thou art,

As thou wouldst be when with thy paramour !

The slaver from his ruby lips will flow

On thy broad breast and streak the sandal paste !

And if it does, she will therefrom believe

Thou hast another’s company enjoyed.

And she will feel distressed !

3. Do not embrace my son ! For he will seize

And twist the pearl strings dangling on thy breast

On which thy jewelled mistress may recline !

And if he does, she will the twisted string

Disco>fer, and in dudgeon will repel

Thy amorous advance !

4. Lift not my son, e’en if he comes to thee

The floral wreath worn on thy head, the wreath

O’er which the bees swarm bumming, he.will crush !

2
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And if he does, thy mistress thence will think

Thou hast another taken to thy bed,

And‘be irate with thee !

c

Stay thou not longer in the street to coax

With idle words my son of flower-like eyes.

He will the ornaments thou wearest spoil

!

Leave him alone, and to thy mistress go !

8. A Scene from Domestic Life.

{Martitam 16.)

Behold my prattling child, from whose sweet mouth,

Like flawless coral bright, the slaver runs

And moists the shining jewels worn beneath ;

Whose head, so shapely and perfumed, is decked

With golden crescent, strung with shimmering

[pearls,

To which is pitched the dangling pendant round !

Whose clothing thin his lovely form reveals,

And slipping off, obstructs his toddling feet,

Whereon the jewelled anklet sounding gleams.

He now deserts my flowing breasts, to take

Along the court the go-cart which, on wheels

Revolving, guides his short and feeble steps !

He is my very life ! In sooth, he looks

The image true of Muruga, begot

Of Him who sits beneath the banyan tree !

So constantly have I to wait on guests

That oft, my king ! I am from thee away ;

And thou forgetting me, thy mother, goest out

Into the street with fondling nursery^maids

Who shape thy babble into speech. Be thou

Magnanimous to let me hear some words

Thou hast now newly conned, and fill with joy

My heart which, doting on thy prattle, feels

Thy lisp is sw^eet as nectar evermore !
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3 . Alas ! my jewelled maid ! When I am sore

Afflicted in my mind, because my man,
Whom I have fondly loved, hath faithless proved,

And to»my well-beloved child I turn

For some assuagement of my deep distress.

He prattles without cease ‘‘ papa papa

And if forgiving him, I him caress

And lift him on my shoulder bamboo-smooth.

Why does he still repeat the galling word >

4 . O ! Is he here ? Like thieves despatched to rob

The enemy of weapons, has he come
But to humiliate me and deprive

Me of my child’s affection, not indeed,

From any love for me he may possess !

5 . Suspecting likel}^ depredation, oft,

The watchmen on the forts give out they saw

Robbers, though none was seen. Just so, you too.

When I am innocent, in vain accuse

Me, and in anger keep away from me !

Who will your orders ever disobey ?

6. Away ! Not even the desire to see

The child has brought you I All devoid of shame.

You stand before me in the wind to flaunt

The dust perfumed that from your mistress’ hair

When 3’ou embraced her, to 3’oiir clothes had clung

!

7 . If 3’ou, despite my solemn word, [Wsist

In 3^our mistrust, then in my arms shall I
.

My darling son bear off from here, that 3^011,

As hastes the cow with loving eagerness

To where her calf is tied, may fl}’ to me !
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IV. Mullsd-k-kali.

9. A Maid’s Assurance to her Mistress.

(Mullai 7.)

To try the mettle of the shepherd folk

And of the neatherds of this pasture tract,

My kindred, rich in cattle, thought it meet
My murderous bull with dappled ears to loose

Into th’ arena wide among the herd.

Caught by my lover, the vicious, spotted bull

Infuriate picked with its Shining horn

The jasniine wreath which on his head he wore,

And, leaping, tossed it off upon my head.

Exposing our relations close to all ;

And with eagerness of one who had
Regained what he had lost, I seized the wreath

And wore it on m\^ hair. Tell me, my maid.

Do people say rny mother is ciware ?

Suppose she is ; what is the harm thou fearest ?

Is not the wreath thy faithful lover’s gift ?

My mother thinks I am all innocent.

And know not with what blossoms to adorn

My hair ! If now she should have heard I wore

The garland that my secret swain had wove.

What could I do her anger to appease ?

Henceforth, thou needst have no uneasiness.

How so ?

He is a shepherd’s son, and thou

A shepherd lass ; and each the other loves.

What then is there thy mother to distress ?

Nothing, if but my mother thinks like the^e.

Dost thou doubt still ? A strong-armed shepherd lad

Thou lovest ;
nathless, if thou art afraid

E’en of thy mother, there could hardly be

A cure for thy existing malady !
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Oh ! if my sickness has no remedy,

Shall I not be afflicted evermore ?

Thy parents and thy brothers, who had. heard

Thou hadlt his garland worn on thy well-washed

And lucent hair, believing Visnu’s grace

Has brought together thee and thy true swain,

Have on your open union resolved.

10. A Tryst.

{Mnllai 10,)
•

1. Thou hast been courting in this syl>6iftn tract

All shepherd maids. Is thy desire so wild

Like scorpion sting it remedy demands
Immediately, to remove the pain ?

If in a sportive mood, when thou wert near,

I let thee press me, dost thou thence expect

I straightway should resign myself to thee ?

When buttermilk I sell, I may allow

The bu 3^er some excess; should I, for that,

When selling butter in like manner act ?

2. Fair daughter of the well-bred shepherd tribe !

If thus thou sa^^est, I must needs depart.

Alas ! my agitated heart, entwined

Round thee, as round the upright churn the cord.

Will leave day after day in search of thee

And keep away, forgetting to return;!

!

3. The cow which overnight has calved does not

E’en after dawn go out to graze, but keeps

Still circling round its young penned in the shed !

So is my heart in my concern for thee

Distressed, and daily does about thee move !

4. My pain grow s dail}/ ; and I feel my life

Frustrated of its aim... I am like one

Who looking for rich butter, gets at last

Thin milk from which the cream has been removed.
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5. Art thou e’en so ? Exposed to public view,

Thou dost of one of decent parents born
Gratification urge without delay ;

Declaring else thou wouldst give uj? thy life!

My relatives may see thee ; now begone !

Tomorrow to the pasture lands alone

I take the calves to feed and tend them there.

V, Neytar-kali.

11. The DREAiiED Evening.

{Neytal 2.)

The sun which late had clothed the land with light

Has back its rays withdrawn and disappeared

Behind the western hill. The evening dusk

Which, sombre like the hue of Him wiio wields

The mighty discus, spreads, is put to flight

By th’ envious moon. The lotus, like the eyes

Of those that with their lovers the night had spent,

Its petals closes ; and the trees hang down

Their tops in slumber, like great men wdio hear

Themselves belauded. Flowering plants are clothed

With opening blossoms and the buzzing bees.

As though on slender bamboo flutes they played.

Hum swarming round. Birds seek their nests for rest.

To meet their calves that in the stalls are kept.

The .longing cows haste to the village ground.

Each to his home returns, and the Brahmans

With Vedic rites enjoined greet the eve.

Fair maids begin to light the evening lamps.

Such are the scenes attendant on the hour •

The simple thoughtless folk call eventide.

They know^ not that is when young ladies fair

Uneasy feel as though their soul >vould leave

Their body frail in which it is encased.
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12. The Contrast.

(Neytal 13.)

1. As passes after happy years a king,

Extollec^by all as the embodiment
Of equal justice, goodness and of truth,

Which virtues with his death have disappeared,

So sets the sun that through the livelong day

Had clad the land in rays of glowing light;

And twilight dusk now spreads upon the lasid,

As ignorance upon th’ unlettered mind

!

2. Lo ! In this eventide the Brahmans raise

Their sacrificial fire ; and ah ! in me ^

Is lit the longing for my absent lord !

3. Lo ! In this eventide the lotus flowers

In dusk\^ pools their [)etals close ; and ah !

My aching heart is plunged in deep despair !

4. Lo ! In this eventide from shepherd’s pipe

Sweet strains proceed that ache the heart; and ah

Distressed my lover is away, my eyes

More lovely far than flowers, droop with pain !

5. The fever of desire raised by the heat

Of fiery evening is forth assuaged.

When back to me my absent lover comes

xAnd touches me with amorous, dallying hands;

E’en as the enemies of the great king,

The Pandya, who to his subjects' good

His own advantage aye subordinates,

Flee when assailed by his victorious arms !
•

‘

13. The Unrequited Lover.

(Neytal 22,)

1. Long life to ye of wisdom ! If it be

The binding duty of the great to feel

Fon others’ pain as for their own, then hark

To this my story. Like a lightning flash
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Midst darkening rain, my damsel showed her form

With beauty radiant, and carried off

My heart ! Since then I have no wink of sleep.

Behdld ! I wear a wreath of dvir^ai^

And tnadar^ flowers ; and with a sounding bell,

I ride this horse of dark palmyra fronds !

That I the burning fever may allay

With which my beauteous maid torments me still,

I shall, if you will hear, my plaint disclose.

2. Tossed day and night upon the bellowy sea

Of M/na-fever, which but me consumes,

And^leaves untouched my lad
5'-love, whose words

Are hone3^-sweet, I use this frondent horse

In hopes it will as life-float prove and help

Me swim across.

3. This very horse of fronds, upon me forced

By my enchantress fair will bring the cure

To my disease.

4. The shafts that Cupid aimed when I was struck

m)^ bejewelled maiden’s loveliness,

Have made me cra.zy and a laughing stock !

They have the fortress of my manliness

Destro^'^ed and swept the ramparts of my heart !

5. But even through this horse, the gift I owe
My fair-browed maid, I am resolved to gain

My due reward

!

6. • The beauteous maid, with teeth like jasmine buds.

My heart has captured, and I am consumed

By kdina-fever ! Would it had my life

Put to an end outright ! It does, instead,

Protract my torment, slowly burning me

!

^ Also called avarai or nilavS-kai (Senna).

3 Erukku (Calotropis gigantea).
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7. But even by this horse, my lady-love,

Adorned with burnished jewels, me affords

Prospect of shelter from my fever-heat

Unbearable.

8. This is my tale. If ye, O wise men, know
The torture and the misery I feel.

Your duty ’tis to help me gain relief,

As sages of ascetic merit great

Help worthy kings, though erring, heaven*to gain



SAYINGS OF BASAVANNA*

By M. Venkatesa Iyengar, Esq., M.A.

I

Basavanna (or Basavaraja or Basaveswara or Basavideva, for

he is known by all these names) was the Shaivite reformer

of the Karnatak country who gave its present form to the

creed known as Sivachara. ‘ Basavanna ’ is the simple

Kannada form of the name and most likely the one he bore

in life. The life of Basavanna is not definitely known in

more detail than the life of many an other great man in our

people’s histor}^ The following facts are, however, generally

accep,ted. He was born and did his work in the twelfth cen-

tury ; he came of Brahmin slock
;
gave up the practices of his

community as they seemed to him too ritualistic and over-

formal went over to the Veerasaiva faith which in those

days seems to have been making headway in the country;

became employed in the court of Bijjala in Kalyan and rose

to considerable power ;
and used his unequalled abilities and

opportunities for spreading the faith which he had adopted.

This active propaganda on behalf of a faith made enemies

and there was civil disturbance in the country. Bijjala,

Basavanna’s patron but probably an opponent of too rapid

reform, met his end in these disturbances from the hands of

Basavann^’s adherents. Basavanna also was in fear of assas-

sination from enfemies. It is likely that he was assassinated.

At any rate he disappeared from life about the same time.

2. This bare outline of the life gives no idea of the kind

of man that Basavanna was. To most men in his time he

must have seemed a fanatic, too eager for change and unmindful

of the commotion he was causing in the najne of popular

uplift. Even to men on his own side he did not always

seem faultless. Plenty of people of his and later generations,

however, saw in his life an achievement possible onl\' to an

incarnation of Godhead. These people deified him and
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worshipped him. What was the fact about Basavanna ? What
kind of man was he ? What made him give up his early

surroundings and take to a new faith ? From where came the

^rength of the copviction which he carried to fhe propaganda

of the Veerasaiva creed ? If we read merely the generally

accepted accounts of the reformer’s life, we do not find the

answer to these questions. These accounts do not bring the

human Basava before us. This human person, however, we
see intimately in his sayings, of some of which a trginslation

is given below.

3. These sayings* appea^ mostly to have been recorded

by Basavanna from time to time as expressing th^ thoughts that

were passing through his mind. This seems to have been

the practice of the leaders of the movement at the time. As

success came, as criticism came, as friends praised, as enamies

derided, as his own heart seemed to a[)})roach and recede

from An ideal which his conscience set before him, this* man
gave expression to his joy, his pain, his modesty, his confidence,

his exaltation and his depression in a sort of diary which he

kept. The observations are generally addressed to his deity

Kudala Sangameswara. Each entry is short in itself. Pos-

sibly several were written when he was passing through one

mood. They are somewhat in the style of the meditations of

Marcus Aurelius or of the Imitation of Christ. Whatever

the mood they express they show an intensely human person,

noble of nature, inherently modest, yet courageous in action,

feeling his, human weakness but strong in his reliance on

God, very lovable, very kindly, ever striving ^fter good. They

constitute a record of religious experience of a kind not often

met with in Indian literature nor very often even in world

literature. These meditations of Basavanna are therefore of

* The “ vachanas ” as they are callecl^of the Veerasaiva teachers used to be

sold in incorrect fc5l'tns printed on bad paper in the book-stalls in the market-place

till a few years ago when Rao Skhib F, G. Halakatti, an advocate of Bijapur, took

up the work of compiling a correct edition. The Ihanks^ of ail Kannada people

are due to him for having placed tb.ese sayings before them in so pleasing a form

and ensured for the sayings of a number of worthy Kannada teachers the attention

and respect that is due to them.
'



great importance to all persons interested in the history of

religion.

n
4 . We rnay begin this selection of .the sayings with

Basavanna’s intensely human cry to God to answer and
accept him.

“
* Lord, lord I am crying ;

‘ Lord, lord I am wailing;

O Lord, why not answer in reply? I am always

, calling to 3 011 ; whx’ are 3’on silent ? Why do you

not answer? O God, My God Kudala Sangaina.”

Was it in my power tp be born where I, not you,

' wished ? Or can I die but where you end me ? Is

it in mv' power to be but w here 3^0u keep me ?

Alas ! O God Kudala Sangama, say I am yours ;

call me yours.”

“ Alas ! M3^ master, 3 011 are without any pit3'. Alas !

My God, you have no mercy. Why did
3
011 make

me such a travailer on the earth ? Why did you

create me hopeless of heaven ? Why did you give

me birth ? O God Kudala Sangama, listen and

tell me. Could 3^011 not have made some plant

or tree rather than me?”
“ Like the cow' which has lost its way in the jungle I

am crying Amba, Amba. I shall be calling, God
Kudala Sangama, until you tell me ‘Live thou

and be immortal.’ ”

“ If you are gracious, the dry stick wall give forth

shoots. If you are gracious, the dry cow wall

give milk. With your grace poison would become

ambrosia. With your grace all good would be at

hand. O God Kudala Sangama.”

5 . Most teachers try to lead man to the love of God by

saying that the life of the world is no unmixed blessing.

This teacher follows the same course.

‘‘The lamb that is brought to slaughter eats the leaf

tied for decoration ; not knowing that it is brought

to die, it feeds its pitiful carcass.”
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“ The frog which is caught in the mouth of the snake

itself desires the fly moving near its mouth. So

is our life. The man condemned to die drinks

milk and ghee. How much longer does he hope

to live?”

6. So man must think of the more lasting happiness

which comes of trusting in God. If we would get God to

save us however, we should trust fully in Him.

‘‘They believe not, nor have faith. But fhey call.

The men of this earth know not how to believe.

If they believed *and called, would He not

answer ? They who believe not ancf trust not, yet

call, ‘ Lay them on the ground, tread on them

and triumph,’ said our God Kudala Sangama.”

7. Real faith and service are greater than mere learning;

service of God is the only thing worth while. Life in the

world is of real value as it fits us for a higher life.

“ Hei wlio knows the Geetha is not wise; nor he

who knows the seicred books. He only is

wise who trusts in God. Aye! He only ! and he

who serves the servants of God. He is wise who
relies on God Kudala Sangama and can defy the

Lord of Death.”

‘'What is the life of him, what his existence?— what

is his progress, or what his movement?—what

his word, what his being ?—who does not act as

your humblest servant, God KudcJa Sangama ?”

“ This world is the testing-house of the creator. Who-
ever passes here passes there. He who does not

pass here cannot pass there. O God Kudala

Sangama !”

8. Here#is a code of personal conduct for the devotee.

“ Rise with the dawn, bring the holy water and the

holy leaf and worship God betimes. A little

later and who knows you ? Serve God Kudala

Sangama : ere time passes, ere death comes.”
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‘‘Worship God in the eight ways
;
,serve Him in the

sixteen
; look on when others worship, sing the

song of His praise ; rejoice in the presence ’of

3^oux God ; speak speech concerning the Lord and

be merged in God Kudala Sangama/’
9. Condemning those who would pay and get worship

in the household done b}^ others, Basavanna says :

—

“Is» it right to get done by another the duty to one’s

* wife ? Or the feeding of one’s body ? A man
should perform the worship of his God himself.

How can he get it? done by another ? They do it

fa.' show, they do not know you, my God Kudala

Sangama.”

Breathes there a man who says to another, ‘ Be thou

me, and do this eating for me—this husband’s

duty for me.’ Worship God with your heart.

Worship God with your bod}'. If you w-orship

but give not your body and your mind thereto,

what in your worship will God Kudala Sangama
accept ?

10. Referring to much show in worship, he says :

—

You bring cart-loads of sacred leaf and anoint images

anyw'here and everywhere. Worship without

fatigue. Our God likes not fatigue in w’orship.

Will our God Kudala Sangama soften for mere
• w^ater ?

”

No. He softens only w ith real devotion. Again :

“ They prepare dishes and place them before the

. Linga and say, ‘ we have worshipped. ’ Listen to

me. Their worship is like the w'orship of him
who leaves his cheap shoes at the door and goes

into the temple, and stands before the Lord
; but he

is thinking not of God, but of his cheap shoes.”
“ Give unto the servants of God that which you pos-

sess. The house of the man w^ho makes parade

and w'orships and says he is worshipping conti-

nuously ; it is like the house of the public woman/’
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‘‘When the strumpet’s son performs ceremonies, he

names his mother not his father. O God Kudala
Sangama.”

That is* to say, those who worship for show look for

the world’s approval—not God’s. The world has got them
and owns them. They do not know God.

11. Then of giving to God’s servants and their taking,

he says :

—

“ The devotee ought not to give, and God^s servant

ought not to receive as when the quarry that

cannot run yields its flesh to the hound. To take

so is to fall low, to eat human fl;^feh. The giver

should give, his body and his mind assenting.

The man of God should take only what is so given.

O God Kudala Sangama.”
12. Of people observing religious fasts and other such

discipline he says :

—

“ Endurance in whatever happens were discipline
;
not

to conceal what one possesses were discipline ; to

do without erring were discipline
; to speak with-

out uttering falsehood were discipline ; when the

servants of our God Kudala Sangama come, to

give them what one hath as to the owners, that

were the discipline of disciplines.”

On the contrary, discipline is often assumed because

one can so enjoy delicacies.

“ The discipline of milk ! The discij^line of the cream

of milk! And when cream is over, the discipline

of rice and ghee
;
of butter and of sugar

;
I have

seen these but not the man whose discipline is of

gruel. Of all the servants of our God Kudala

Sangama, there was but one whose discipline was

m gruel. That one was Madara Chennaiya.” .

13. Speaking of men who observe the form of worship

rather than its spirit, he says :

—

“ When they see a serpent carved in stone, they pour

milk on it ,* if a real serpent comes, they say, kill,
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kill. To the servant of God, who could eat if

served, they say, go, go. But to the Linga which
cannot eat, they offer dishes of food.”

14. Basavanna’s code of conduct for men is very high.

Man becomes immortal by d good life and remains mortal in a

bad one.

The badge of the relationship between God and His

servant is to speak the truth, to act according to

‘ speech. The worldly man who speaks lies, who
acts contrary to speech, our God Kudala Sangama
will not accept.”

“ ListenUo me brothers. The world of the Gods and
the world of mortals are not different. To speak

the truth is the world of the Gods. To speak un-

true is the world of mortals. Cleanliness is

heaven
; uncleanness is hell. You are witness of

this truth, O God Kudala Sangnma !

”

15. Kindness and courtesy are the essential marks of

devotion to God :

—

He is a devotee who folds his hands to another
devotee. Sweet words are equal to all the holy

prayers. Sweet words are equal to all the penances.

Good behaviour is what pleases the God of eternal

good. Kudala Sangama will have naught of

aught else.”

“ What is that righteousness that has not kindness ?

To all^ alike there should be kindness. Kindness
is the root of all righteousness. God Kudala

, Sangama will have naught of aught else.”

16. In another place Basavanna asks for guidance
in life :

—

Dull of w'it, I see not the way. Lead me as the\*

, lead the born-blind by staff placed ni the hand.
O God Kudala Sangama ! Teach me to trust,

teach me to love, the way of your true servants.”

17. Love of God is the essence of a successful life.

Without it life is empty :

—
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“ My God, I wait like a woman who has bathed and

rubbed on turmeric, and decorated herself, but has

not the love of her husband. I have rubbed on

the sacred ash. I have put on the holy beads.

But Lord, I have not your love. Men of our

creed do not live as renegades. Love me and

save me, God Kudala Sangama.”

18. Speaking of his failure in language common in re-

ligious self-condemnation he says :— •

“ As the washerman is anxious for the clothes of the

village, I too was foolish and thought of land and

money as mine. I failed utterly an8 they did not

know. O God Kudala Sangama.”
“ I am an offender in all the three ways. Take pity

on me for once. Now that I know, do to me
what you will, if I offend hereafter. O God
Kudala Sangama."’

It avails not to ask the Gods; to ask man does not

avail. O mind, lose not your anchor; do not

pray here and pray there and lose hold of your-

self. To pray to any but God Kudala Sangama
nothing avails.”

‘‘ The hound that is to be carried to the field, can it

catch the hare? It is ridiculous that the hero who
has not fought should describe an action that did

not occur. O God Kudala Sangama, I too am a

devotee!” •

19. This is how he throws himself on God :
-

My faults are an endless million. Your patience is

limitless. Your feet be witness if I err hereafter.

O God Kudala Sangama.”
” I thirJi of you. You do not know me. I serve you,

but you are not aware of me. How shall I live ?

.

How shall I bear existence ? O God Kudala

Sangama, you alone are life and light and way

for me. Remember.”
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Lord ! You are all the sorrows and all the joys of

life to me. I know none else, O God, you alone

are mine. My father and my mother are you,

O God Kudala Sangama.”

As physician to the disease of life came I to you.

You are the giver of faith. ‘Take mercy on me,

O Father, O God, O Victorious Lord of the

world !’ thus says my mind. ‘You are my re-

fuge,* says my mind to God Kudala Sangama.**

20. People praised him ,as a devotee but he felt smaller

than ever in ^|ie presence of God’s servants.

“ Like a crown on the head of a dwarf, like the

bedecking of a noseless face, or as a blind man’s

amour, my life has become laughable. Is the

shame not enough of saying in the presence of

your servants, O God Kudala Sangama, that I

too am a devotee ?
”

“ I am a jungle-berry by the side of the mango-

fruit. How shall 1 say that I am a devotee?

Knowing of your servants ? Have I no shame ?

In what sense can I be your servant along with

those others who serve you, O God Kudala

Sangama !”

“ Smaller than I there is none. Greater than your

servants there is none. Your feet are witness

to /hese truths. My mind is witness. My God
Kudala Sangama.”

Standing in the shade of a tree, who would try to

distinguish his own shadow ? In the presence

of your devotees what devotion is mine ? Would
not the claim that I too am a servant destroy ?

O God Kudala Sangama!”
“ No devotee am I. Only, I wear the form of one.

Graceless, sinful, foul is my name, O God
Kudala Sangama, I am only a child of the

household of your servants.”
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“ Much show and emptiness are mine. I am a

vaunter. No more am I in truth than a servant

of the saints who have faith in you, O God
Kudala Sangama !”

People familiar with religious literature will know how
to understand this language of strong self-condemnation.

The nearer the devotee gets to his ideal the more the

remaining distance beween him and his goal pains him
;
as

when waiting for a beloved one the last half hoiir seems

longest.

21. This is how he descdbes his ambition.

I desire not the height of Brahma, do I desire

the position of Vishnu nor of Siva. I desire

no height but this. Grant that I may know the

feet of your saints, O God Kudala Sangama.’-

22. Egoism destroys all the good that devotion may do.

The feeling of devotion itself comes from God.
“ My devotion has been like the labour of the bull

going round the oil mill which had no oil seed in

it ; or like eating salt after washing it in water has

it been
; my God Kudala Sangama. Is not the

pride that / did it sufficient to burn the good ?”

“ I am not the man who serves, nor am I the man who
gives, nor is it I that beg. None of these, O God,

except by your mercy. If the servant girl is

indifferent, the mistress must do the work of the

household herself. So you are serving in your own
household, my God Kudala Sangama.”

23. The praiselof people hurt him :

—

“ I have not a sixth part of a mustard seed of devo-

tion
;
yet they call me a devotee ! What sin is

mine ? Is it right to reap before the crop is grown ?

A41 the teachers praise me for a courage and a

goodness that are not mine. Is this the discipline

for me. Lord Kudala Sangama !”

“ My people who loved me praised me over and over

and raised me to a golden cross. Their praise
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killed me. Friends, your regard was as a sharp

dagger to me ! Alas ! I am hurt
;
I cannot bear it.

O Lord Kudala Sangama, if you would be merci-

ful, come between me and theii praise, O Good

One !”

Elsewhere he says that the men who found fault with

him did him good. Those who praised him only hurt him.

Their weapon was of gold because they meant well but it hurt

none the less.

24. Basavanna preached one God, and desired people

to give up the many lower forms of worship that then, as at

all times, prevailed among the people.

“ To the Maraiya and Birai 3-a, the sky-wanderer and

the village-trotter and Antara and Bentara and

Kantara, and Malaiya and Ketaiya who dwell in the

barren hillocks and on the wa^^sidc, in the wells

and tanks and in the flowering shrubs and trees,

in the midst of the village and in the squares of

towns and in the large banyan tree
; and who

want gifts of milch buffaloes and little calves
;
and

who get hold of pregnant women and women in

confinement, the young woman and the daughter-

in-law ; and beg and fill their bellies—to these

hundred pots is not the one stick ‘ the Lord

Kudala Sangama is our refuge ’ a sufficient

answer ?”

The lower forms of worship do not save man ;
-

“ Chew the bamboo leaf
;

all you get is the chewing

itself and no juice. Churn water ; all you get is

the churning and no butter. Spin sand ; all you

have done is to spin merely
;
you get no rope.

Bend to gods other than God Kudala Sangama
;

you have merely hurt your hand by pounding much
bran.”

‘‘ They keep a lamb for the small divinity who comes

in the woods and feel happy. Can the lamb die

and save those whom God has doomed ? No
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leaf, bring water from the spring, come in joy and

stand humble, and worship our* Lord Kudala

Sangama with heart and soul.
”

“ A pot is divinity; a tree is divinity
; the stone in the

street is divinity ; a lamp is another
; the bow and

the bow-string are still other divinities. See!

The measure is a divinity, and the thing measured

is another. Look here, friends 1 There is no

standing room on account of these many gods.

Believe me there is but one God and he is our

Lord Kudala Sangama.”

25. Speaking of persons who accepted his faith but

continued to share in the other forms of worship, he says :

—

“ The men who worship God and then bow to lesser

divinity are like the mule born of the ass and the

horse. How shall I call them devotees ? Or
servants of God ? Or his saints ? Believe me, Lord

Kudala Sangama loves not the men of two

minds.”

In another place :

—

“ To the good wife, my friends, but one man is

husband. To the devotee who can be devoted,

but one God is God. Give up. Give up. Thought

of other divinity is evil. To think of any other

God is infidelity. If God Kudala Sangama should

know, he will cut your noses, friends.”

26. Basavanna knew man’s weakness and distrusted the

pleasures of the senses but did not believe in penance and

torture in the name of discipline. He had no faith in denying

the faculties that God has given to man.

“ Spread not the green of the pleasures of the senses

before me. What does the brute know but to

bend to the grass ? Take away my desires, feed

me with devotion, and give me a drink of good

sense. O God Kudala Sangama.” •
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The denial of our faculties is attended with danger.

The live senses trouble always. Did Siriyala and

Ch^ngale cease to live as husband and wife ? Did

the Sindhu Ballala couple give up the joys of

married life ? Lord Kudala Sangama, sin for your

devotee is in lusting for another’s woman, another’s

money.”
“ ^re there people who tortured the body, tortured

their mind and touched your feet ? To say so,

would it not destroy ? God Kudala Sangama, the

pam of your devotee is your pain.”

27. Ceremonial purification is no good unless the will to

purity goes with it.

.
‘‘ Brethren, bathing in the stream and washing your-

selves, bathe and wash yourselves of the sin of

living with strange women, of the lust for

another’s money. Wash yourselves of these. My
Lord Kudala Sangama, if they give up not these

but bathe in the stream, the stream will have run

in vain for them.”

28. He thought of his body as his temple for his God :

Those, who have, build temples for you
;
what shall I

build ? I am poor. My legs a,re pillars, this body

is the temple. My head is the pinnacle of gold.

See, my God Kudala Sangama. Hear, my Lord,

with the fixed temple others may tamper, not

withnhis moving one.”

29. It is hard to discipline the mind :

Like the dog placed in the palanquin is the mind. If

it sees its old desires it reverts
;

it must run
; fie

on this itlind ! It runs to the pleasures of the

senses. My God, it will not permit me to re-

member you constantly. My Lord Kudala Sangama,

grant that I may think of you, 1 pray you, O
Good One !

”

“ It will not examine itself. It always sets out to

examine another. What shall I do with this
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mind ? How shall I deal with this mind ? O God
Kiidala Sangama !”

30. Appearance of goodness is no good. The fact is

more important : •

“Those who are evil within but goodness without and

appear as devotees, our God does not want. They

are no good in the path of God—none. Those

whose inner and outer selves are not one, our God
Kudala Sangama will seem to accept at .first but

will reject in the end.”

Going through the form of worship does no good to

the worshipper. The worshipping mind is necgssary :

“ How long should 30U keep a stone in water to make
it soft ? What is the use of keeping it there ? If

the mind is not firmly fixed in you, God Kudala

Sangama, how long shall I worship you and for

what good ?”

31. Difficult is devotion :

“ Difficult is the path of devotion. It is like the saw.

It cuts going forward. It cuts returning. God
Kudala Sangama, if we play with the serpent, will

it leave us easily ?”

“ If I should say I believe, I have faith, I have given

myself to you, you shake the body and see
;
you

shake the mind and see
;
you shake possessions

and see. If with all this, I remain firm, our God
Kudala Sangama rejoices at the faith.'’

32. And faith is useless without good vsforks

:

“ Like the wife who is sorry that her husband is grow-

ing lean, but does not give him food when hungry,

she knows not of his coming, she does not use

her opportunity ”—this is devotion which does not

express itself in service of God.

33. A man’s life shows if he has God in his heart, says

Basavanna, for then like a house in which the owner is dwell-;

ing the life will be clean. If he has not God in his heart but

puts on the trappings of a servant of God, his life will stink.
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“You may put an iron ring round a pumpkin. It gets

no strength from it. It rots all the same. God
Kudala Sangama, if a man whose mind is not re-

formed is given the baptism of 'your servants, how
will he get devotion ? He will remain as he was.”

“ You may make a Vinayaka out of cow’s dung and

throw champaka flowers on him. He will look

pretty but will smell of cow’s urine. If you wash

a doll made of mud again and again in water it

does not change its nature
;

it only becomes more

and more muddy.* If you administer the vows

o£ God’s servants to a worldly man, he does not

cease from his wickedness and become a saint, O
God Kudala Sangama.”

34. Speaking of persons who wear the symbol of reli-

gion but lead impure lives, he says :

—

“ The body has desires. They eat meat and drink

liquor. The eye lusts and they foregather with

strange women. What is the use of wearing your

symbol, O God Kudala Sangama?”

“The wife who does not love the husband, the devotee

who is not devoted to his God, what matters it,

O God, my God, if these live or die ? O Lord

Kudala Sangama, their life is like letting the calf

to suck when the udder has run dry,”

35. To God’s servants there is no caste. Bad conduct

is low caste. Good conduct is high caste.

“ He who kills is the Madiga
;
he who eats forbidden

• food is the Holeya. What is caste? What is their

, caste ? The servants of our God Kudala Sangama

who wish good to all beings ;
these are high born.”

36. To God’s servant all the days are one. The super-

stitions of astrology and horoscopy cannot dwdll with a real

faith in God.
“ Say not ‘that day’, ‘this day’, and so on and so forth.

To him who says ‘God is my refuge,’ all days are

ope. To the man who relies on God, all days are
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the same. To him who remembers our Lord

Kudala Sangama without remission, every day is*"

like every other day.”

37. This is*how he advises man against bad temper.

The simile is one of the most beautiful given in the context.

“ What is the use of being angry with those who arc

angry with us ? How does it matter whether

anger is against others or one’s self ? A man’s

anger is injurious to his own goodness. Jt is a fall

from wisdom. God Kudala Sangama, does the

fire in one housa burn the neighbouring house

without first burning the house w^ere it rose?”

38. For himself he cries :

—

“When will this travail of samsara cease? When
will my mind be converted ? O God Kudala

Sangama, when, ah when, will that time of real

bliss come ?
”

“ It is no use, O soul, seeing the good and longing for

it lustfully ; stretching your arm for the fruit of

the palm and looking up only hurts the neck.

My God Kudala Sangama, man gets nothing till

such time as it pleases you to give.”

“ Make me lame so that I shall not waste time gad-

ding about. Make me blind so that my eyes shall

not wander looking on things. Make the ears deaf

to aught but what concerns you. Let not my mind

desire anything but the service of your saints.”

“ If the servant is beaten, the disgrace is the master’s.

God Kudala Sangama, teach me and lej: me win

in the fight. Let me win !”

39. We may close this series of sayings with this one of

the grand surrender to the Godhead.
“ Whtn I have said that this body is yours, I have ,no

other body ;
when I have said that this mind is

yours, I have no other mind; when I have said

that my wealth is yours, there is no other wealth

for me. If I have known that all these three
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possessions of mine are yours, what further

thought need I take, O God Kudala Sangama ?*’

m
The sayings given above have been selected with the idea*

of indicating the directions in which the mind of the teacher

flowed. Their importance is mainl)^ due to the fact that the}"

bring the personality of Basavanna nearer to view. One feels

a love and a respect for the author of the sayings which

could not have been given to any person who was merely a

teachet. This man was a sincere seeker after truth, and

could make sacrifices for what he thought was the truth.

He felt a lovejor mankind that we see only in the greatest

teachers of humanity. Love of mankind, pity for man-
kind, pity indeed for all life, was the central fact of

Basavanna’s religious teaching. In the midst of wealth and

power he strove for realization as only few have striven in the

course of history. This man looked into himself pitilessly.

No part of his being was dark to him. So we hear in these

sayings the same voice of our common humanity which is

heard in the psalms of the Hebrew King, in the Christian

St. Augustine’s Confessions, and in the songs of the Vaishnava

devotees from Nammalwar to Purandaradasa. Basavanna

loved God and he loved those whom he considered the

servants of God. All his wealth he held in trust for his God
and that God’s servants. He had, howev^er, no illusions

about the essentials of the service of God. A good life was

to him the test of a good faith and a clean life the only proof

of faith in God. * He no doubt believed in heaven and hell,

but to his mind heaven and hell were realizable in this life

and were close at hand. He scouted the idea of possession

of material good for its own sake
; but did not preach renunci-

ation as such. To deny the faculties seemed to him futility.

To recognize in them impulses through whick our nature

could rise and to minister wisely to uplift through them
; that

with him was the main part of religion.. His creed, like all

.creeds worthy the name of religion, begins in rules of con-

:,duct and ends in a mystic doctrine of realization. The rules
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of conduct are as lofty as any to be found in other creeds.

Of the mystic doctrine those only are competent to speak

\vho have tried to realise it in their lives. In^conception, of

which, however, one can judge from outside it is as noble as

any other that is current. To see one life through all the

universe, to see one’s life as one’s light in this great array of

lights, to merge one’s light in the Great Light and serve God
by serving His servants is mysticism no doubt ; but it is

mysticism made practical.

40. Several of the ‘ vachanas ’ seem to have been called

forth by events in the society o'f which Basavanna was leader.

is usual in such cases, questions were probably referred to

him for opinion by the elders. Some of the ‘ vachanas ’ look

as if they were opinion given in such cases. Others relate to

social practices in the new community. Basavanna strongly

disapproves of people of his community clinging to old

practices. He is plain-spoken in speaking of other’s errors

but not more plain-spoken than when he criticizes him-

self, Similarly, he speaks of the teachers of his community

in great respect as teachers, but insists in plain language on

the need for a good life in the teacher if he would keep the

respect of the followers. Indeed, the single-minded devotion

of Basavanna to the truth, as he saw it, is a conspicuous

feature of these sayings. Always the words come straight

from the heart and go straight to the heart. They are

simple, direct, full of power; pleasant even where the ex-

pression is a little rough and gracious with simile and

"^metaphor taken from village life ; and flavoured with a

humour which, strangely enough, is' not out of place in the

midst of so much seriousness.

41. A somewhat lonely and wistful figure is' Basavanna

to persons who look at the life. He made sacrifices for truth

and wanted to establish it on a firm basis and to make it tlic

property of alb men. People saw his good intentions and'

accepted him as a teacher, but coiild not always foHbw the

teaching. This is the tragedy of most great lives. A inan

gives up everything the world values, he gives up him Self, for
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the truth. People will respect him for the sacrifice and
gather round him, but they will want not the truth but him
and will put him on the throne he meant for truth. In many
of these ‘ vachanas ’ we see the sorrow \Vhich this reformer

felt in the fact that the followers of his creed still clung

to the errors which he was most anxious to eradicate ; to

eradicate which, in fact, he had given up the old and come
over to the new faith.

42. ^ In any history of Indian religion, BasavannaSs sure

to be given a prominent place. In the history of human re-

ligions his place cannot be vbry different. He came into

the midst of Hi movement for reform
; became the leader

of the movement; put faith into thousands and thousands

of his generation and established on a firm basis a creed that

to-day is accepted by three million people and more. The
Veerasaiva movement was essentially a popular movement.

It developed a school of poor priests. It abolished the old

priestly class. It adopted the vernacular as the medium for

inculcating the highest truth to the populace. It gave to

women an important place in religious and social life. It set

out with one ideal of realization for every individual, high

and low'. Much of the credit for these characteristics of the

movement should without doubt go to Basavanna who first

defined the directions in w’hich its work should develop.

43. All civilization may be said to have a form and a

spirit even as man has. As the form decays, the spirit has

to throw it off and take on new forms. To cast off the old

form is merely the sign of life. Not to cast it off when it has'

decayed is to hug death. The civilization of India has, from

time to time, developed moV'ements for reform from within.

The movement which Basavanna headed was one of them.

Its history indicates that the national soul was awake at the

time and was struggling to get free of much evil that ruled

society in the name of religion. The mind of the nation thus

struggling to be free is well reflected in the life and thoughts

of the leader of the movement—in his noble character and

earnest faith and in his sincere devotion to truth.



THE DATE OP MANIKYAVACAKA.

By K. G. Sankar, Esq.

MAnukvavacaka was one of the greatest Saiva saints and

poets of South India. His true name seems to have been

Sivapadya, and he was a native of Vadavur in the Pan^iya

countrj^.^ Early in life, he became a minister of the Pandya

King Arirnardana, and, in connection with his career as a

minister the traditional biographies relate that Siva himself

became his gum, in the state of a Brahman, and, for his

benefit, performed some miracles, including the transformation

of jackals into horses and vice versa, the doing of an earth

-

carrier’s work in exchange for food and being caned by the

king for neglecting his duty. The details of the story are

available in English in the late Dr. G. U. Pope’s Oxford

edition with a verse translation of the saint’s Tiriivaoakam,

The miracles alluded to may not be deemed worthy of belief

in these days, but, as the following quotations from Tiruvd-

calcam show, the poet himself seems to have believed in them,

and they have ever since been invariably and exclusively associ-

ated with his life. The quotations given below are by no

means exhaustive :

—

( 1
)

u{Temaf.(jumpma(^u uifliDfreSp

iSmaiuuQu(iff

piremL^fT^ . .

.

^lijSssm^Q ^<sm®QaiTeasn^(r^&fl

snLii^iusSuj^L^

LorriEJS j5J^earesfli\) ^is^iuQiLLsaau

uirikairuj u/fia-ih,

(2) uiipiiurShuu uiflQLDpQsn 66srL-trm

,

LoemaiDih ji7 sk-eSiQsn^L^aQaneunm QiDrTp^<sm(^^

^fi0QJLhLDtr^,)

1 Nambi Andar Narabi : Cp<siTuP^ ^(5UU«fer6wPiu/T 68.
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(3) itemu/rm u>^e8)jraSp Qffij/S(§efl^

^mL^irQeo utreiaru^tumpSff^esru ueei^QsirmL^

Lfahuiri^eo, * {S(J$uyfii^eSi ,)

(4)
(^ireOiSlsu* uffiCcLCtpQsiresarQ fsosiin ^eaart^nfk,

(fid^uQurrm^^eo,)

(5 )
tSIiKSlQisiruL^ iD&knr^LDih^ Qu(j^iB^eo>pu Qu^lo

(fi0ss(ifd(^mpu u0sih,)

(6) LDf^^Q2rrrQp^ui^(cs:ear,

(7) ,,,r!kfRsQefr^&)frih •

Qu(n^iW(^fie^ir turrsBuj ojnirmQp iu^Qurr^Q&r,

(8 )
fSfBesitiJS (^^iseuru ufBiutTsB ^ir&>QLD&>&)iT i^lsipeSlp^

QuiBiuQ^^esr^ LD^GOiirQajdoeoir ih iS^^Q/^ppuh QuQ^iE^soip-

luniu i^^GSrikpiJin^d/so,'^

The Tiruvdcakam has had the honour of being included in

the Saiva canon compiled by Nambi A.ndar Nambi, and it

constitutes the eighth Tirumurai thereof. But, for some

unknown reason, the Tiruccirramhalakkdvaiydr, the only

other extant work of our saint, is excluded from the canon,

though Nambi was aware of its existence and evidently

accepted its authenticity. Nambi’s biographer Umapati

Sivacarya (c. 1313 A.C.) informs us that Nambi compiled the

5aiva scriptures by request of a king named Rajaraja Abhaya

Kulasekhara. This Rajaraja is usually identified with Rajaraja

I (985-1014 A.C.), the only Rajaraja known to have been a

predecesi?or of Anapaya Kuluttunga II (1123-1146 A.C.),

whose minister Sekkilar expanded Nambi’s meagre account of

the sixty-three Saiva saints into the voluminous Tiruttondar

Purdnam, But,* though Nambi began his work of compilation

in Rajaraja’s reign, he could not have completed it before c,

1025 A.C., as he includes a hymn dedicated to Gangaikoiida-

Colesvaram temple, founded by Cola Rajendra I {acc. 1014

A.C.) in the ninth Tirumurai, Mr. Somasundara Desikar,

however,thinks that the Rajairaja in question must be identified

with Aditya Karikala (c. 970 A.C.) and quotes in support a

verse from the Leyden grant, which, according to him, gives

Aditya the titles Karikala, Rajaraja and Kulasekhara. The
verse, however, means something quite different, as Mr. Desikar
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could have himself found out, if he had only consulted any

competent Samskrt scholar.

Attending to the cases of the words and the use of ca^ the

anvaya of the verse should be ^T%^*2arT%^T^TfSt:

5TT?TR ^^['TtT^rlC, and this can only mean that

Paraataka II of the previous verse, here referred to as

Rajendra and Ravivamseisikhamani, was the father of Aditya

Karikala and Rajaraja. In fa/:t, we know from other C5la

inscriptions that Rajaraja I was the younger J)rother and a

successor of Aditya Karikala. To arrive at his inference, Mr,

Desikar makes another mistake of confounding the Aditya of

Nambi’s Tiruvantadi with Rajaraja, when, at the most, it is

only necessary that both should have been his contemporaries,

as in fact they were. Nambi therefore may safely be assigned

to c. 1000 A.C., and this date would be the later limit for

Man ikyavacaka

.

The earlier limit is found in Manikyavacaka’s references

to the * tempest of Mayavada’^ and to the temple of Kanci

Ekamranatha,2 as they enable us definitely to date him after

Sri Sankaracarya. Mayavada or Advaitavada, no doubt,

existed even before Sri Sankara’s time, but it became a raging

tempest only through his activities, and the temple of Ekamra-

natha is well known to have been built by C5la Rajasena at

the instance of Sri Sankara himself. Sadasiva Brahmeridra

(c. 1600 A.C.), for example, refers to the latteft: event as follows

in his GttruratiiamCdihd (27).

The temple ^is mentioned in the Mattavildsa (p. 13) of

Mahendravarman I, and the Colas were ruling at Kanci only

before the time (c. 600 A.C.) of his father Simhavishuu.

^ iLiTiurreufr^ Qwotr^Lh —Parrittimvahaval,

* ^((jCpfiyaicUoin- G‘5^ii)G'UTp — Tir/ipparcun^m

,
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Sri Sankara is usually assigned to 788-820 A.C., but only

because he is confounded with Abhinava Sankara, and in sup-

port of this date are cited the references to the Saiva saints

Jnana Sambandha and Siruttoncja of the seventh century A.C.

in Saundarya Lahart (75) and ^ivahhujangam (13). But the

authenticity of these stotras is doubtful, as there were several

Sankaracaryas. The only works that can be definitely

ascribed to Adi Sankara are his hhdshyas on the Upanishads,

the Gita ’and the Brahmasutra and from these it is only

certain that Sri Sankara must have lived after c, 500 A.C.

For, as Mr. Vidhusekhara Bhat^tacarya has pointed out, the

Sutra-bhdshya'\\\, 2. 28) quotes the half verse ^
from Dingnaga’s Alamhana-parVishd (fifth century

A.C.), and Sri Sankara mentions several kings, including

Krshnagupta,^ who is known to have founded the later Gupta

dynasty in c. 500 A.C. Manikyavacaka cannot therefore have

lived before c. 500 A.C.

Between these limits, c. 500 to c. 1000 A.C., it is possible,

from the internal evidence of Manikyavacaka’s works, to fix

his date more closely still. In the first place, he addresses

Siva as resting on Sirappalli^ and as Arikesari.*'^ Sirappalli is

now called Trichinopoly, where the earliest temple, f.e., the.

cave-temple on the rock above the Matrbhutesvara temple,

was built by Pallava Mahendravarman I. Manikyavacaka can-

not therefore have lived before c. 600 A.C. Again, Arikesari

is known to have been a title of Pandya Netjumaran, the

famous Saiva saiqt and hero of Nelveli, and it is quite probable

that Manikyavacaka is alluding to a temple built by that king

and named after him, like, in later times, the ParameSvara

Vishnugrha, Rajaraje^vara and Gangaikonda Colesvara

temples. This inference is, as will be seen presently, confirmed

by other evidence available to us.

' On the other hand, Pattinattu Pillaiyar refers to

Manikyavacaka as Qu0ii^sj)puL9<ck'Beir (Tirnvi-

daimarudur-mtimmanikkdvai)

,

and Pat^inattar was, according

^ Sutra-bhashyd, iv. 3. 5. 3 PdfjittiruvahavaL
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to his traditional biography, the guru of PattirakiH, kin^

of Unjenai Makalam, who is said to have renounced his throne

and become a Saiva saint. Unjenai Makalarp is evidently

identical with Ujj^in Mahakala and so Pattirakiri may be

identified with Bhartphari (Tam. Parttirukari), whp, according

to an ancient Indian tradition, gave up his throne of Ujjain

for a homeless life, and who had died before I*tsing wrote iq

693 A.C. The identification is confirmed by thp, following

verses from Bhartphari’s Vairagya-iataham, which* express

his ardent devotion to Siva and desire for renunciation and

moksha :

—

% rfSTlf^r II

^ ^RTor?Trw?:?Tfe5fi^f’;r[% i

aT?r nr<lRi«T Ji?fr\5Ti^i5trT%rm'^r^ ri

Manikyavacaka cannot therefore have lived after c. 750 A.C.,

and since, as shown already, he cannot date before c. 600 A.C.,

he may be definitely assigned to the seventh century A.C.

This conclusion seems to be confirmed by a Malabar

Christian tradition recorded in a Manuscript ‘ History of

Christianity in Kerala from which the relevant passage has

been extracted by Mr, T. K. Joseph and appended (Appendix

ii) to his Malabar Christians and their Ancient Documents.

It relates that some Christians of Kaverippumpat^Jinam, to

escape persecution, emigrated to Kurakkeni (Quilon) in

fBiDQpQL^ sivjs^^iTtiSl'^Qp 4f/r60ii) 29J and settled jthere and that

315 years later Manikyavacaka reconverted some of them to

Saivism. Mr. Joseph takes both 293 and 315 to refer to the

Christian era. But the context seems to imply that 315 is to

be counted from the date of settlement in Quilon, and it is

extremely doubtful if the Christian era was in use in India as

early as the third century A.C. The word Karttd (creator)

may apply to God, or, in another sense, as founder of the
“ Syrian ” Christian sect, to St. Thomas, but it cannot apply

to Lord Jesus, who is more appropriately called Rahshakar

(Saviour). It is therefore highly probable that Jthe 293 years
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^re to be counted from the alleged martyrdom of St. Thomas
in 72 A.C.^ On the basis of these inferences, Manikya-

vacaka’s reconversion of the St. Thomas Christians may be

dated in 72+293+315=680 A.C., and ‘this date is quite

consistent with the date already arrived at for Manikyavacaka.

It may also be noted that this tradition indicates the existence

of Quilon so early as 72+293=365 A.C., and the theory

therefore that the Kollam era of 825 A.C., dated from the

foundation of the city of Quilon, must be discarded.

InhA^Tifukhdvaiydr {a. sl\orter form of Tiruccirrambalak-

kovaiyar), N^jl^ikyavacaka refers to a Varaguna Pandya as a

contemporary worshipping the God of Cidambaram^ and as

a conqueror.^ This Varaguna is usually identified with one

of the two Varagunas, who lived in the ninth century A.C.

But Manik37avacaka refers to him again in the Tiruvacakam,

where he says that the Pand}^a country' was converted into

Sivaloka,^ and that the Paiiglya was awarded moksha without

entering hell or heaven.® These references clearly identify this

Varaguna with the Varaguna of the Tiruvilaiyddal Purdnam
(thirteenth century A.C.) to whom Siva showed Sivaloka in

his bodily form and whom He relieved of the sin of Brahma-

^jicide at Tiruvidaimarudur. This Varaguna and his pious

works at Tiruvidaimarudur are mentioned in detail by Pa^ti-

nattu Pillai in his Tirnvidaimarndur-mummanikkdvaifi

Again, Tiruvidaimarudir is invariably associated in Saiva

tradition with the freeing of Varaguna from his sin, and as

Mr. K. G. Sesh^ Aiyar pointed out long ago, Tirunavukkarasar

^ Thomd Parvanty 1601 A.C,

* Q^€isr6Br6uC€sr^^ .^/Dpiijuso^^rroifr, t;. 3O6 .

^ 7;. 327.

U(T€B6ti^ <5Pol/C?oOfr4S '^Tiruvamm%nai.
• ^ mOsnQ Sr€ufri^ fhaesBeoib LjafTLO^b

L/O «SjP U/T sfor tifL lU Quit fbfi^--^Pdrrf///ruz/adazfa/-

^ sjetfriSp iSf^susniLjU)
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of the seventh century A.C., refers to this incident more than

once in his hymns on Tiruvidaimarudur.

^ (1) u^0irsL.fhs66ffr Qm'^eoQoj ^wsis^n’ Sm(n^iT {Tirnmurai iv).

(2) ^muiT ^!Sis^L^ir6B>Q} Qsu.(s^iSm(jfj {Tirumiirai iv).

(3) <sT^ik ^irs(^ (Tirumurai v).

The Varaguna, mentioned by Manikyavacaka, cannot there*

fore be identified with either of the Varagunas of the ninth

century A.C.

A clue to the identity of this Varaguna is found in an

incident which is said to have happened in his reign. Accord-

ing to the Tiruvilaiyadal Purdnam, a poet Banabhadra

pleased God S5masundara with a hymn, who therefore sent

him to his devotee Ceraman Perumal for his reward. Manikya-

v&caka too refers to this episode in his Tiruvdcakam} This

anecdote is related by Sekkilar in his Tiruttondar Purdnam
as one of the incidents in the life of the Ceraman Perumal,

.who was the friend of the ^aiva saint Sundaramurti. Sundara

in his turn refers to Ka(iava (/.e., Pallava) Kalapcingan as a

contemporary f§aiva emperor and saint.^ The only Pallava

king who was both a Saiva and named Simha (Singan) was

Narasimhavarman II Rajasimha, who built many temples to

Siva and proudly called himself a Saiva Siddhanti.® As

Rajasimha lived in the latter half of the seventh century A.C.,

his contemporaries Sundara, Ceraman Perumal, Varaguna and

Manikyavacaka may be assigned to the same period. The
Pandya of that period is known to have been Nedumaran,

who was converted from Jainism to §aivism*by Jnana Sam-

bandha, and who, according to the illustrative stanzas of the

Kalaviyalurai, had the titles Varddaya and Arikesar'i, which

suggest identity with Varaguna and Arimardana of the

Tiruvilaiyadal Purdnam. Jnana Sambandha therefore seems

likewise to have been a contemporary of Manikyavacaka, and

his friends included (1) Tirunavukkarasar, who is said to have

^ unr(_nr) urPsr — Tinivammattai.

^ auio^tpih^ 6i/60(?4B6\?nr/E/

s
&\^^^ma^—Tirutt<mdattohai.

® South Indian Inscriptions^ Vol. I, No. 34. •
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converted, a Pallava Giinadhara (wrongly identified with

Gunabhara Mahendravarman I), (2) Siruttondar, who destroy-

ed Vatapi for .his master Pallava Narasimhavarman I, ani^

(3) Kulaccifai, the minister of Nedumaran. It is therefore

not surprising to find that Tirunavukkarasar refers to the

miracle of converting the jackals into horses,^ and that

Manikyavacaka refers in his Kirttittinivahaval to the episodes

of Parvati giving her breast-milk to the child Jnana Sam-

bandba (s(jpLi>eoLD^ssf^i> of God favouring

Ceraman Perumal with the sound of his anklets in his daily

worship ^eoiiQurreSI smLuqlaj usaari^uD)^ and of his enlighten-

ing Sundara is^Qiu [Em&snjnqih), In the

face of all these references, the objection that Sundara omits

to include Manikyavacaka in his })oetic list of Saiva saints

(Tiruttondaffohai) cannot stand. The list cannot have been

meant to be exhaustive, as it omits Agastya, Patanjali and

Vyaghrapada. Again Mr. K. G. ^esha Aiyar rightly contends

that the term Poyyadimai4lldda-pulavar, right in the midst

of purely individual names {%\ 7) cannot, with Nambi Andar

Nambi,^ be applied to the forty-nine Sangham poets, some of

whom at least professed other faiths like l^iiddhism and

Jainism, but may reasonably be construed to refer to

Manikyavacaka, ^^hom the earlier Tiruvilaiyadal Purdnam
often refers to as Meyyadiyan and Pddanmdwitnivar, This

interpretation is confirmed by the fact that the tenth verse of

the Tiruftondattohai is exclusively devoted to group-names,

which are comprehensive enough to include all who may

reasonably be described as Poyyadimai-iUdda-pidavar,

The Vaishnava saint Periyalvar and his daughter Andal

likewise seem to have lived in the same period. The former

mentions Nedumaran as his contemporary in the following

lines from his Periyalvar Tirumoli (iv. 2. 7)

Qsirdresr^jb s^aQojeoQsidr Q.B(SlLDiT0drr

Qsneaan^rrQis Qjsm^0iDneSl(n^^ Q^n^Quj,

^ Qff^djojrr^ih—’Ttnmurativ;

^ Tirutto^a Tiruvantddi^ v, 49t
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The traditional biographies of Periyalvar refer to the same
king as Vallabhadeva. Vallabha must therefore be a title of

Nedumaran. There have been many Maravarmans among
fhe early Pandyas, but only tlie hero of Nelveli seems

to have been called Necjumaran
; and Vallabha is one of the

titles given him in the Kalaviyalurai (v. 187). It has been

hitherto thought that two other Pandyas had this title, Jatila

Parantaka and Sri Mara, son of Varaguna I. But this is a

mistake. The only reason for thinking that Jatila Parantaka

had the title is that Jinasena (783 A.C.) refers to a Sri Vallabha

of the South as his contemporary in the following verse :

—

I

s^frr ii

{HariviunJa—Colophon 51).

This verse has not been properly understood till now% at

least by Mr. V. A. Smith and Dr. R. Shama Sastri. It means

that in Saka 705—783 A.C., Indrayudha protected the North

(Kanauj), (Dhriiva) Sri Vallabha (a common Rashtrakiita title),

son of Krshiia (I), protected the South (Dekhan), Vatsaraja

of Avanti protected the East (Malva) and Jayavaraha protect-

ed the West—Soramaiicjala (Surashtra). The Vallabha of this

verse was therefore a Rashtrakuta, and not a Pandya at all.

As for Sri Mara, the reason for thinking that he had the title

Vallabha is the following pada from the Cinnamanur plates

published in Sen Tamil (xxiii. 258) by Mr. A. S. Ramanatha

Aiyar from a transcript of the late Mr. T. A. Gopinatha

Rao :

—

The anvaya would be

It is readily seen that here Vallabha is not a title at all, but

part of an adjective qualifying It is therefore cle^r

that Nedumaran Vallabhadeva, the contemporary of Peri-

yalvar, can be identified, among the early Pandyas, only with

the hero of Nelveli, who was the third ancestor of Jatila

Parantaka (770 A.C.) and therefore dates c. 700 A.C.
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Another indication of Manikyavacaka’s date is found in

his reference to Siva as the lord of Paiidyadesa, who gave

TamiP and in the following verse (20) from his Tirukkovaiyar^

which refers to Tamil research at Madura:—

SeoijDQjnm

OpGSiponr^iufr LD^S3f>^L^eSl(^djik^ Q^nessri^is

^etupQjiruj jpssii^isp'^ OdJirojear/Sl (^^eOLjsQsir

^e8>pQ]iT/$L^^eB>ir^ QfifrLLQs^QsrrGOmh L^(^iBQpdjfiajQp,

The Tamil Sangham at Madura was evidently founded forcom-

spiling and editing the early Tamil classics, including those now

known as Ettuttohai, Pattupp&Uu and Patinenkilkkanakku.

Nambi An(Jar Nanibi (c. 1025 A.C.) knew of only one Sangham,

which included Nakkirar, Kapilar and Bharanar among its

forty-nine poets and scholars.^ The Tiruvalluvamalai gives

the names of these forty-nine poets, including also Kauniyanar

and Kulapatinayanar, who are apparently identical with the

saints Jnana Sambandha (usually called Kauniyan from his

gotra) and Kulaccirai, and mentions as their contemporaries

Ifaiyanar (supposed to be Siva himself) and Pandya Ugrap-

peruva]udi. Nambi Andar Nambi in his Tiruttonda Tiruvan-

tadi refers to Kulaccirai as the minister of the Pandya who

founded the Sangham at Madura utre^u^ium

psBrm-^siTifi), According to the Tiruttondar Purdnam, Kulaccirai

was the minister of Nedumaran, but as the Cinnamanur plates

ascribe the founding of the Sangham at Madura

s^ihsui €a>Qj^^ih) to an ancestor of Arikcsari (Nedumaran), we

have to. infer th^t Kulaccirai was the minister of both Nedu-

mafan and his father Jayantavarman, who founded the San-

gham. The connection of Siva (Iraiyanar) with this Sangham

is confirmed by the Tiruvilaiyddal Purdnam^ and Ugrapperu-

valudi seems to be identical with Nedumaran. Perhaps he got

that nickname from his persecution of the Jains at the instance

of Jnana Sambandha. That Nedumaran was, like Ugrapperu-

valudi, a contemporary of Nakkirar is indeed clear from the

^ ^uPg^€rP4(§ih0ssBr uirsmu^L muL^ireusar—Tinivammdnau

* TiniUmda Tiruvantddi^ v, 49.



latter’s Kalaviyalurau The preface to this work, which contains

detailed legends about the three Sanghams, was fto doubt

believed to be Nakkirar’s like the rest of the work by Pera-

sitiyar and Adiyai;kkunallar of the twelfth century A,CA
But it must be a later accretion, as it mentions nine genera-

tions of Nakkirar’s sishya-parampara, and as even Nambi
Andar Nambi (c. 1025 A.C.) was not aware of more than one

Sangham. But there can be no doubt as to the authorship of

Kalaviyalurai itself. It is a commentary on Iraiyanar’s

AhapportU, and, of its 379 illustrative stanzas, 329 belong to

a Kovai in praise of Nedumaran^ Of these again, eighty-three

are actually found explained in the commentary,, and without

these 329 stanzas, the commentary would be meagre and

practically useless. It is therefore certain that the Kovai

formed part of Nakkirar’s original commentary, and as one

of its stanzas (214) refers to the hero as a contemporary king.

Nakkirar must have been a contemporary of Nedumairan.

This king is said to have had the titles Arikesari (22), Paran-

ku^a, and Vallabha (187), and to have fought at Nelveli (22),

Sankamangai (266), Pali (309) and ^^ennilam (235). He is

also said to be a Saiva (256 and 257). It cannot therefore be

doubted that he was the third ancestor of Jatila Parantaka of

the Velvikudi plates, vvho had the same titles and won the

same battles, and also the ^aiva royal saint Ne(Jumaj:an. As

Manikyavacaka refers to the activities of the Tamil Sangham

at Madura, he cannot have lived before the ages of Nakkirar,

and this inference also confirms the conclusion already arrived

at that he should be assigned to the close *of the seventh

century A.C.

^ Peraiiriyar : Commentary on Tolkdpyam^ 1237, 1493, 1594 and 1598

;

Adiyarkkunallar : Commentary on &ilappadhikdram^ viii. 1-2.



THE KADAMBAS OF BANAVASE.

. Section II.

By V. Raghavendra Rao, Esq., M.A.

(jConiintted.)

The Kadambas describe themselves as members of the

Manavyi Gotra, as Haritiputras, and to be meditating on

Shadanana and his seven mothers.^ The Satavahanas and the

Chalukyas also claim to belong to the same gotra. Accord-

ing to ApastaSnba, this should pertain to a Kshattriya

proper. A doubt, therefore, arises as to whether the Kadambas

were real Brahmins or were a twice-born caste that had

abandoned its own profession and pravara for a secondary

one. The tutelary deity of their family was Jayanti (Bana-

vase) Madhukesvvara, a form of Vishnu.^ Figures of lion

and monkey were chosen by them for their heraldic bearings,

and blazoned on their coins and banners.® The Hoysala

tiger-crest is but an adaptation of the Kadamba lion-crest.'*

Besides these animal designs the lotus was also a favourite

emblem of theirs and is found engraved on their coins and

temples.® The Kadambas were also distinguished for the

possession of a peculiar variety of musical instrument known

as permatti.^

The kings of the Kadamba dynasty were motivated by

lofty ideals of ^government. They bore the titles of the

“Dharma-mahai'Sjadhirdjah, supporter of justice and their

motto was “Pratiknta-Svddhydya-charchcho, pardh” which is

better interpreted as “ skilled in repeating the sacred

writings”.'^ These rulers strove hard at their post for the

1 Ep. Car., VII, Sk. 176.

* 2 Bom. Gaz.^ Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 560.

^ Ibid.^ pp. 560, 564 ; Elliot’s Coins

^

p. 66.

^ 116.

5 Elliot's Coins, p. 66.

® Mys. 6* Q'., p. 26.

^ Mys. &*
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good of their subjects.^ They set their face firm against

extortion and ill-gotten wealth.^ As a corollary, the Kadamba
kings boast that they enjoyed “ the good wishes of their

Subjects”.®
,

Banavase was the metropolis of the kingdom, while

Palasika in Belgaum and Uchchasringi in Chitaldurg were

seats of subordinate viceroys.^ Triparvata is also mentioned

as another provincial capital and it is still unidentified. the

viceroys of these places were usually the junior , members
of the royal family. Kakustha acted as Yuvaraja under his

father.^ A gift by Vishnuvarma, the nephew of Santivarma,

had to be made with the permission of his uncje “ the master

of the entire Karnata region”.®

The work of the central government was decentralized

into separate departments, as is seen from the references to

the offices of a “private secretary and a minister and general

superintendent”.®

The kingdom was further sub-divided into mandalas and
vishayas for the convenience of administration. The grama or

village was the smallest unit of government. Several villages

were grouped into a vishaya, a number of vishayas into a

mandala and several mandalas were combined into a province

under a Viceroy. A prince was appointed as a chief among
ten mandalikas \w\ih the right of collecting custom duties.®

Raja Krishnavarma granted away the Kolanallura grama in

the Vallavi Vishaya.^^ It also appears probable that in

1 Ep. Car,. V, Belur 121.

Ind. Ant,. VI, p, 31.

" Ind, Ant.. VI, p. 22.

4 Bom, Gaz., Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 285.

5 Ind, Ant.. VI, p. 22.

« Ibid,

7 Ep. Car,,Vll. Sk. 29.

® Ind Ant..

Ayuktakah saruasyanusktdtd

.

» Mys. A. R., 1911.

Ep. Car., Belur 161.
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addition to these officers, the Rajjukas might have been func-

tioning as a Rajjuka (or the survey settlement official) is men-

tioned in an early Satakarni inscription^ and as the Kadambas
respected their predecessors and confirmed tjieir gifts without*

hesitation.

2

There was also a well-recognized system of taxation.

The number of taxes levied upon the people is said to have

been of thirty-two kinds but a village was exempted from ajl

the thirty-etwo kinds of taxes.^ The existence of custom dues

is also alluded to in another place. A “ gleaning tax ” is also

known to have been abolished in a village^ ‘‘ A royalty of

ten per cent oft the produce ” was sometimes collected in lieu

of all other kinds of taxes.^"*

The lands were measured and records kept up. Lands

are mentioned as twenty nivartanas in extent. Mrigesa gave

away thirty-three nivartanas of land.^ The nivartanas were

an ancient unit of linear measure as old as the Arthasdstra

and current in the days of Gotamiputra Satakarni.*^ The
standard of measurement was supplied by the royal foot just

as it was also customary with the later Cholas.®

Another variety of measurement of land was with refer-

ence to the quantity of grain necessary for its sowing. For

the purpose, sixty-five paddy fields were considered sowable

with twerity-five khanditkas of paddy Whenever a village

was given away as a religious endowment, the fact was

anridunced throughout the neighbouring villages and those

gifts were exempt Jrom all duties and even tl^e king’s officers

were forbidden to enter such villages

1 Ep, Cay., VII, Sk. 263.

2 md„ VII, Sk. 264.

8 Mys. A. A*., 1918. p. 40 ; Mys. A. A., 1910.

* Ind. Ant., VI, 23.

« Ep. Car., V, Belur 245.
*

« Ep. Car., VII, Sk. 29 ; Ind. Ant., VI, 23.

^ Vaidya ; Med. /., p, 133 ; Arthasdstra, p. 67.

« Bam. Gaz., Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 150 ; Ep. Car, VII, Sk. 29.

» Mad. Ep. R., 1914.

,
^^ Ep. VIII, Sb. 33.



During their day, the Kadamba kings followed a primitive

system of reckoning time which was also obtaining in the early

centuries of the Christian era. They adopted the twelve-year

cycle of Jupiter, ir^ which the year is also simplified into three

seasons, hot, rainy and cold, instead of the familiar six, each

season being further sub-divided into eight fortnights, with

reference to the waxing and waning moon.^

The coins of the Kadamba monarchs reveal an orderly

evolution from crude punch-marked pieces to the highly deve-

loped die-struck padmatankas'' embodying in them lively

patterns of animals and flowers, and noted for beauty of

execution. Their earliest coins were simple pieces of gold with

the device of a lion punched over the earlier signs. In the

next stage, the lotus is found in the centre with four punch

marks around. It is from the introduction of the lotus device

that the coin gained the soubriquet of '' padmatanka ”, justly

famous in the south, even long after the passing away of its

originators. The image of Hanuman, usually found in their

banners, was also introduced into their coinage during

this stage.

Among the coins of the third stage three varieties are to

be found. One type has a lotus in the centre and four lions

in the corner, with a floral device on the reverse. Another

variety is stamped with the svastika symbol in the centre and

four lions around it ; and the third type has a central lion with

four smaller lions around it. The last and highly developed

stage is marked by the introduction of die-st^ruck coins indi-

cating an advance in the method. This class of coins has

the device of a full-grown lion looking backwards with-a flower

design on the reverse side. These Kadamba coins were 6o

remarkable for their beauty and technique that the Chalukyas,

their successors, imitated the coins of their predecessors, thus

acknowledging their superior cultural endowment.

The earliest examples of architecture to be found in

Western India are its cave-temples, such as those of Nasik

1 /tom. Gaz., Vol. I, Pt. II, pp. 279, 288.
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and Karle. The Kadambas were the first in the Deccan to

build structural temples as distinguished from the excavated

caves and rathas. The Kadamba temples are the earliest

examples of the Dravidian architecture whose prototype wa*s

but the primitive hut of the South Indian villager,^ and which

the Kadamba temples reproduce so faithfully. The plan of

their temples is as follows : it is generally a rectangular one,

usually with a square manfapa attached to the front of the

shrine ; a.nd even the pillars and beams are square.- Also,

there is an occurrence of a “fluted ” type of pillar.*^ The cen-

tral shrine is surmounted by .a pyramidal gopuram “ with

plain stages Qnly, showing a toothlike ornamentation, sur-

mounted by a kalam'\^ Other distinguishing features of the

Kadamba temples are their niches and perforated windows on

both sides of the door leading into the Garhagriha. These

screens were later on adopted by the Hoysalas and placed all

round their temples. Hence, the temples of the Kadambas
signify a rudimentary stage of development whose fullness of

perfection was to be attained only by their successors of

Dorasamudra.

On the other hand, in the field of sculpture, the

master-craftsmen of those days proved themselves masters of

their art, challenging comparison with the best examples of

the art anywhere in India. A good specimen of the Kadamba
sculpture, found at Halsi, was tlie relief figure of the “ Sapta-

matrkas” described as remarkable for their beauty.^ A
better illustration of the art of the stone mason of the period

is a statue of Durga surpassing in its vigorous expressiveness

and classic simplicity even those found in the earliest of the

caves of Badami.®

’ Dubreuil : Dravidian Arc/iiUciure, p. 25 ; D. /.//./„ Vol. II, No. I,

p. 98.

‘ 2 /did., p. 100.

® /did., p. 128.

/did., p. 98.

5 B./M.J., p. 99.

« /did., p. 125.
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The earliest inhabitants of Mysore were a race of Naga

worshippers. 1 The province of Shikarpur was known as the

Nagarakhanda.2 On this primitive and indigenous religion

were imposed, successively, the three northern religions of

Jainism, Buddhism and Saivism. Jainism was introduced into

the south by Chandragupta Maurya.^ His grandson Asoka

sent down Buddhist missionaries named Rakkhita and Maha-

deva to Banavase and Mahisamandala respectively."* During

the spacious days of the Satakarnis the Vedic reli*gion also

found its patrons. Since Brahmins are found in Ceylon as

early as the fourth century 6.C.® it is not improbable that

Jainism in South India began as a rival of Brahfninism rather

than of the serpent worship. Yet, after the Naga worship,

Jainism claimed the largest number of votaries, though traces

of Buddhism were found in the districts of Chitaldurg and

Banavase.^ So at the dawn of the Kadamba power, Jainism,

Buddhism and Saivism identified with serpent religion were

carrying on a triangular contest in the field. Whereas Jainism

became the dominant religion in Eastern Mysore under the

Gangas, the worship of Vishnu and Siva was adopted as the

state religion of the Kadambas whose family God was the

Jayanti Madhukesv^ara. And in this struggle, the religion of

the Goutama was driven into obscurity.

But the Kadamba kings of the middle period from Mri-

gesa to Harivarma were unable to resist the onset of Jainism,

as they had to bow to “ the supreme Arhats ” and endow
lavishly the Jain ascetic groups. Numeroys sects of Jaina

priests, such as the Yapiniyas, the Nirgranthas and the

Kurchakas are found living at Palasika.*^ Again Svetapatas

and Aharashti^ are also mentioned. Banavase and Palasika

1 A/ys. Cj:., p. 202.
2 /du/.

^ Afys, Gaz., I, p. 280.

* Ibid., p. 293.
'* Hinduism and Buddhism, Vol. Ill, p. 13,

Mys. Gaz., Vol. I, p. 293 ;
Ind. Ant., XIV, p. 333,

Ind, Ant,, VII, pp. 36, 37.

fbid,, VI, p. 31,
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were thus crowded centres of powerful Jain monks. *‘Four

Jaina MSS. named Jayadhavala, Vijayadhavala, Atidhavala

and Mahddhayala written by Jain Gurus Virasena and

Jainasena living at Banavase during the* rule of the early

Kadambas” were recently discovered.^ This dominance of

the Jains received a check in the days of Harivarma, and

Kara and Narayana reigned supreme instead thereafter.^

In the days of the Jain supremacy the Vedic religion was

neither f)ersecuted nor was it insignificant in the West. Saka

Ushavadatta and Gotamiputra Satakarni were great patrons of

Brahmins in Western India.® Kings from Mayura to Kakustha

of the Kadatnba dynasty were devoted to the Vedic gods

and to Asvamedha sacrifice, quite opposed to Jainism.^ The
Brahmins of Thalgunda were the recipients of villages donated

by Mayurasarma during his eighteen Asvamedhas. Mayura-
sarma was a great supporter of Brahmins. The Brahmins of

his time were well-known for their love of Soma drink.®

Brahmins of Atharvaveda were flourishing in the kingdom
under the royal patronage.® Krishnavarma II was a believer

in Brahma and he celebrated horse sacrifices. Thus, the Vedic
religion, revived by Harivarma and nurtured by Krishnavarma
II, continued to prosper under the Western Chalukyas of

Badami whose patron God was Varaha (the boar avatar of

Vishnu) and who were famed for their Asvamedha and
Agnishtoma sacrifices.'^

The Bannahalli i)lates of Krishnavarma II throw some
light on the kiqd of education then given to princes of the

blood. Vishnuvarma was taught the management of horses and
elephants and the use of the bow. To keep the mind in tune
with the body, he was also made proficient in grammar and
logic. His son Simhavarma was “skilled in many branches

1 n.LHj., p. 98.
*

2 AS.R.W.C., 1915.

® Bom. Gaz., Vol. I, Pt. II, pp. 148-149.

Ep. Car., VII, Sk. 176.

® Ep. Car., VII, Sk. 176; Ep, Car., V, Ak. 117.

« A.S.R.W.C., 1918.
t Bom. Gat., Vol I, PI..II, pp. 337-338.
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of learning.”! They sought to emulate Udayana, Indra and

Arjuna in their respective spheres of knowledge.

In the period of the Kadambas were witnessed also mari-

time and coloniaractivity in the western coasts of the Deccan.

The earliest reference to the naval power of the Kadatnbas is

to be found in the Silappadikaram^ the famous Tamil classic,

wherein Seran Senguttavan is said to have burnt Kadal-

Kadambas or “ Sea Kadambas In the province of Burma
have been discovered inscriptions whose alphabets Bear strik-

ing resemblance to those of the Kadamba dynasty.® The far

distant Camboja received its* earliest Indian colonists from

the basin of the Thungabhadra, the home of the Kadapi-

bas.^ The founder of the Indian dynasty of the rulers of

Camboja was a Brahmin of Kaundinya Gotra whose members

were equally respected in India and were recipients of honour

from Kadamba kings.° Those Brahmins carried with them

the artistic and religious traditions prevailing in their old

homes. On a closer scrutiny, the plan of Angdr V&t can be

found to be but an exaggerated type of the modest pyramidal

gopurams of the Kadambas. The originals of the Mukha-
lingas and Hari-Haras of Camboja are to be found only in

and around Pattadakal in the Bijapur District, a stronghold

of the Kadamba power. It is not unlikely that the Far

Eastern India received fresh supplies of colonists, the Indian

Pilgrim Fathers, from Banavase, after the country lost its

independence owing to the aggressions of the Chalukyas of

Badami. •

Now we may bid good-bye to the great rulers of Banavase,

the fore-runners of the Chalukyas and Hoysalas in the field of

art and literature. And the story of their descendants who

revived their name nearly four centuries later will call for

separate attention and treatment.

^ Ep. Can, V, Bl. 121.

2 Seraft Senguttavan^ by M. Ragbaviengar, p. 791.

2 Hinduism and Buddhism ^ p. 51.

Ibid,, p. 106, “The Art of Java,’* p. 16, QJMS., XVII, No. 3 p. 169,

O. C. Ganguly.
6 Mp. Car,, VIII, Sk. 264,
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SOCIAL LEGISLATION IN ANCIENT SOUTH INDIA.

By C. M. Ramachandra Chettiar, Esq., B.A., B.L.

[Gontimied from last issue,)

IV, Judge-made Law.

In ancient days there was no system of judiciary similar to

the one now prevalent in this country. The king was the

legislator and also the supreme judge in the whole kingdom.

But practically his jurisdiction was restricted to his capital

and perhaps to a limited extent to the country sdurrounding it.

In bigger towns in the moffussil where his viceroys or governors

ruled, they exercised similar powers. But in the majority of

the villages and the country-side, the village assemblies were

the real bodies which administered justice. As at present,

these tribunals while trying cases which came before them,

unconsciously became makers of law as well.

When questions of interpretations of rules, procedure

and conduct come in, the judiciary in giving shape to them

become real law-makers. There is nothing new in this matter

as it is prevalent in all the civilized nations even at present.

In South India there are innumerable instances where the

villcige tribunals promulgated rules and regulations of conduct

between various communities thereby legislating on social

matters. We shall examine a few instances under this head:

1. Settlement of a Caste dispute between Pattanoolkarans

andSettis :—An inscription at Pattiswaram*^ in the Tanjore

district dated 1634 relates to a Valakku Muri or a

petition made in the case of a dispute among the weavers

jureo^fTirssr ', and the Settis of Pattiswaram regarding the order of

precedence in the receipt of betel leaves and arecanuts during

marriages. It was agreed that in cases of disturbance caused on

this account, a new cloth worth five panams shall be offered to

the goddess along with thirty arecanuts and a hundred leaves

257 127 f Reports
,
igiy : p. 117.



perhaps as an expiatory fine. Such petitions before the assem-

blies and their decisions on them will clearly enhance or lower

the status of one caste or the other. In South India the

receipt of betel leaves is the test of superiority and inferiority

of one caste over another and it is well known that consider-

able expenditure is incurred by priests and trustees in such

disputes in South Indian temples for such honours.

2. Royal writ for separation of sub-divisions from one

another Jn one community •—During the Nayak rule at

Madura, caste regulations were more stringently and rigidly

enforced. They even created divisions among joint commu-
nities and strictly enforced the rules regarding them. One of

the kings, Virappa Nayak issued two royal writs, one in S.

1545 (1623 A.D.) and the other in S. 1547 (1625 A.D.) to the

five sub-sects f among Kammalars or the artisans facilitating

their separation from each other and the consequent dismem-

berment of the community. The reason for such a writ is not

given but the initiative seems to have proceeded frorri the

sub-sects themselves and the king favoured the separation.

How different are the feelings among sub-sects at the present

day ? The latter of the two records clearly enjoin the mem-
bers of the sub-sects not to intermingle with each other, the

words used being sk,LLL^QQj3mi^inh'\ The temple

authorities also followed the writ by declaring the same in-

junction to the subordinates.

V. People-made Laws,

The third b6dy which made laws were the people them-

selves. They met and by mutual agreement imposed rules

and regulations for their own guidance and for mutual

relationships between various sects. These self-imposed

regulations have come down even to this day among certain

castes and are being enforced at their caste meetings.

* 309 and 378/17 Reports, igij : p. 134.

t The five sub-sects among the artisans are Qarrsoeoesr (Blacksmith),

QaiT^^asror (Mason), «6&r^g)6Sr (Brass-smith)^ ^Cufretr (Goldsmith)

and (Carpenter).
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1. We have already mentioned one instance of separa-

tion of five sub-sects of artisans which at first proceeded from

the sub-sects themselves and afterwards was confirmed by the

king in his writ.
*

2. An interesting example of social legislation by the

people themselves without reference either to the king or to

any religious pontiff is recorded in an inscription at Kila

Paluvur*’" which could be assigned to 1430 A.D. (Deva Raya’s

reign). It records an agreement relating to some social

conduct among the Valangai and Idangai (right hand and left

hand) castes residing in the eighteen sub-divisions of

Irungolavala-Nadu (@0®(?tf/7Wflucrr tsirQ),

3. An interesting parallel to the above-quoted inscrip-

tion is found in a Padavidu recordf dated S. 1347 in the

reign of Deva Raya wherein the several sects of the Brahmans
of the kingdom of Padavidu comprising the Karnataka, Tamil,

Telugu and the L§,ta Brahmans signed an agreement that

henceforth marriages among their families had only to be

conducted as Kanya Dana “ Free gift of the bride ” and that

no money should be received as bride-price. The text is as

follows :

—

Qp^eorrs lL<SI irn^uj^^ uirtrLueairr

SeO ^eorretriT Qp^eoneifr

QaiT^iTfi^ ^Qenj^ jffQerveiL^ ^treto9uSeofas(^th (^ojfrpjpi'o

ueaat ^ s^iurr^iriBinns (sSmifpjpih ueaareaaiiSL^Qjffnsemji sear

uJfr^iTfBih uem^^Loeo Qumar auaisiQu Quaaar {^(ti^^rrev Qurrdji

eSIeunpjpih ueomeaS(^60 ^irn^ ^^lLu^Q iSi it (TLDiDom uj

^

j57«0Li) L^/DLOufTss SL^QjnQ

(

tSstgn u<om€sS ^iriD m^jSnuear slduj u^iTih.^^

Tt will not be out of place here to note that “Kanya-Sulka”

of the olden days has given place to “Vara-Sulka” (bridegroom

price) and that a similar movement is going on among the

Brahmans to put a stop to this ‘Wara-Sulka” which is doing

so much havoc among that community. The recent resolu-

tions of the Brahmana Samajam to put a stop to this Sulka is

a^parallel to the edict quoted above.

* 253/26» see p. 111/26, A’/?. Reports,

tS. 11, Vol. I, p. 82.
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VI. Rigidity of the Caste System—How Increased.
'

We have already noted that the Aryan civili/^ation would

have helped in ‘making the castes more and more rigid. Dur-

ing the Chola ascendancy which was the period of gigantic

temple building, religions began to influence the people and

the old Tamilian faith began to be influenced by Northern

cults. Tamilian priests were replaced by Brahman priests in

temples and along with the recitals of Tamil Tevaram and

Prapandam, Sanskrit Vedas were recited. This period was

followed by the Vijayanagar period whose kings adopted the

Aryan cult throughout their system. The Nayak kings of

Madura who began as the viceroys of Vijayanagar carried

their civilization and ideals towards the south. They were

pious and conservative people. They imposed the rigour of

the caste rules more and more on the people who found the

trammels unshakeable. Caste system was considered sacro-

sanct and there were occasions of royal interference to check

breaches of its rules. A few examples will shosv what they

did to enforce the rigidity of the caste system.

(1) It was Veerappa Nayak who enforced separation of

the five sub-divisions of the artisan community and enjoined

them not to intermingle with one another. Though it was

initiated from the people it was enforced by the king who
fanned such feelings among them.

(2

)

" There is another instance of caste prejudice mani-

fested by Vijaya Ranga Chokkanatha who felt himself insult-

ed at the Ceylon Embassy which carried a proposal for marital

alliance between the two royal dynasties the reason being

merely due to caste considerations.

(3) The king’s interference in the case of dispute quoted

above regarding the privileges between Kudumbar and Parayar

and settling it by favouring Kudumbar shows how he wanted

to maintain the superiority of one caste against the other.

(4) There is another instance in which members of one

religious sect are punished for showing inclinations towards

another and for wearing their symbols. As early as the time
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of Rajaraja II* the assembly of Thirukadaviir censured the

conduct of their disciples (Maheswaras) who besides wearing

and distributing among themselves the red lilies {Qs^iwsQ^iiiru

qbi^/_//i))distinctIy exhibited their leanings towards Vaislinavism.

The assembly seeing this outrage resolved to confiscate their

lands in favour of the temple.

(5) Another inscription of Vira Pandya dated 1370 A.D.

shows how a long-standing dispute between the Parayas and

the caste people, which had ended in bloodshed, was settled by

making the Parayas to beat drums for caste people and to

receive a Padakkii of paddy in return and how' each resident

was obliged to measure out a Kalam and Tani of paddy for

the service rendered. Such instances show' how the caste

rules were regulated and enforced among the various com-

munities.

VII. Change and Revision of certain Customs and Habits.

We often find that certain particular customs w^ere newly

introduced, altered or revised by the three-fold legislative

authorities above mentioned. As it would be interesting to

quote a few, I mention some selected instances hereunder ;

—

(1) Under the Mithakshara law the lot of a widow' is very

poor and miserable and we follow' the same law' even in the

twentieth century. The limited nature of her estate has not

been bettered even to-day. But in the twelfth century she

seems to have had better legal rights. An edict of Rajadhi-

reija 11+ dated his fourteenth year (1185 A.D.) says that a

woman who is wedded to a person shall, on t]ie demise of the

latter, become the ow ner of the lands, slaves, jew'els or other

valuables and the cattle of the deceased husband.* But if

before his death he had made default and his lands had been

sold, the purchaser shall have the right over the lands and

slaves that belonged to the deceased. Another inscript ion

during the reign of the same king says that a Brahman wido^v

held proprietary right over the family property after the death

No. 257/25, p. 84 of 1^25 ,
Kp* Reports,

t r. 97 of 19 Kp. Reports, No. 429 and 538 of 19.

t 494/13, p. 108/13 Ep, Reports,



of her husband. Can a Hindu widow expect such a right

under the law as administered at present ?

(2) During the days of Rajadhiraja I, dancing girls

(Q/Bsuiru^ajiriT) were married and lived like other family women
(No. 147/13, p. 29/13). We also find the existence of the

practice of women selling themselves to the temples. Generally

ladies volunteered their services to the temples in perpetuity.

One curious instance is found of a lady selling herself along

with six oj her sons and grand-children to the God at Talai

Chengadu. In such cases they dedicated their entire services

for a. small consideration. In on^ case fifteen persons were sold

for as lowana^mount as 30 Kasus (p. 95/25, Bp. Reports).

How different stands the present day dedication of girls to

temples and how has society fallen now-a-days, for, now

dedication means prostitution.

(3) The position of the Brahmans at various stages can

be very well compared with that given in Manu. In the twelfth

century it was enacted that a Brahman should not till lands

with bulls yoked to the plough (97/29, Ep. Reports). But he

could trade in the bazaar and enter into an agreement to

supply sugar and other things in lieu of interest on the sum
lent (147/28 Ep. Reports). One is surprised to find Brahmans

allowed to trade in these da.ys while the general notion is that

a Brahman loses his caste if he is an

(Brahman who sells rice). Certain Brahmans who turned

traitors to the State and committed robbery and murder

were dealt with as people of the lower classes would be dealt

with and their properties confiscated and sold, and the

proceeds deposited in the State treasury, (p. 88, Ep. Reports,

10). Here the special privileges given to that high class were,

it may be pointed out, not shown to them by the rulers.

(4) Sometimes certain Non-Brahman castes were being

honoured by special privileges, like giving gotram, Rishi origin

and sacred thread, etc. Vanians were similarly given 1,000

rishi gotrams, 500 of them being given sacred thread, while

Teligts of Andhra Desa were given 1,000 gotrams and other

honorific privileges (90/12, Ep. Reports).



(5) A curious instance is mentioned in an inscription at

Aragalur (99/14, Ep. Reports) that when there w^as a dispute

over the management of the temple of that* place, between

the Chettis and Vanians (oil-mongers) it was decided that

whoever bid most for the management was given the right. At

first the Vanians did bid and they were given the management

and when their work slackened, the others raised objections

and recovered the management by offering a higher gift. Such

ideas abqut management still occur in the country.

(6) Instances are found^ in which town-planning had

been given much weight in this country. Silappadigaram

gives a graphic idea of what town-planning was in those days.

The main principle was that each community was allotted

separate quarters for the purposes of communal, economical

and social developments and for their happy living. Similarly

in latter days we find the system being adopted and developed.

There are innumerable records to show how the kings enforced

communal quarters. An inscription of Soundra Pandya I

very clearly describes the foundation of a new village and

gives details of distribution (92/14). According to it each

community is given separate quarters and separate privileges,

and rules are enacted to prohibit encroachments of any kind.

Such ordinances promote communal happiness greatly but

unification and nationalization are killed. Under such

conditions the rigidity of the caste system and communalism

were fostered and as a result the present caste-ridden society

has come into existence. •

VllL Conclusion.

From a study of the several examples quoted above, we

may easily point out that there is sufficient material to prove

that society was also kinetic in olden days, sometimes in

relaxing and sometimes in enforcing rigour and was never in a

static position and it is high time for the present generation

to study the subject thoroughly so that they may adopt a

similar attitude towards progressive policy.



KELADI DYNASTY.

By S. N. Naraharayya, Esq., B.^A., LL.M.

{Continued,)

IV. Chicka Sankanna Nayaka (1558-1570).

Chicka*Sankanna’s days were very troublous. The days

of peace were gone. Vijayanagara was tottering under the

hostile combination and its vassals, too, shared the commotion.

There were ever ready Bijapiir Muhammadans to help the

enemies of Vijayanagara and, with the help of an army under

Manzar Khan of Bijapiir, the enemies on the frontier rebelled

and gave him much trouble. It was not difficult to vanquish

the frontier rebels but Manzar Khan persisted in opposing

him. And, after a long contest, he too was defeated and

expelled. At about this time the Muhammadan confederacy

fell on Vijayanagara, defeated and killed Kama Raja who was

the last at the head of Vijayanagara affairs and overran the

country. The gieat Meshapala dynasty of Vijayanagara was

gone and some of their representatives ran to Penugonda and

Chandragiri. The Keladi rulers thus became practically

independent though they formally continued to owe allegiance

to the representatives of their overlords. Chicka Sankanna

vanquished Gaura Deva and Baira Deva and exacted tribute

from them, Hq had a son called Siddappa wffiose son was

Sivappa Nayaka of whom we shall hear later.

Sadasiva, the second of the line, during the infancy of

his sons, installed his brother Bhadrappa and Bhadrappa

in turn installed Dodda Sankanna on the throne when he

came of age. It is curious to note that Bhadrappa reigned

as a ruler and not as regent. Possibly Keladi had not

yet attained the full status of a kingdom in which case

primogeniture alone ought to have guided the succession.

It might also be that the emperors w'ould perhaps have

wished that, as the chieftains of Keladi were their vassals.



there should be a competent person at the head of its affairs

who could be ready to serve them. In any case, it is to the

credit of the Keladi royal house that no chiefta^in sought self-

aggrandisement to*the exclusion of the rightful heir when he

could have done so. This remarkable absence of court

intrigues was a source of strength to Keladi as contrasted

with the affairs at Poona especially in connection with

Raghoba, who is rightly described as the sole cause of the

loss of Mahratta rule. •

V. Rama Raja (1570-1582).

Now that Rama Raja had come of age, Chi^ka Sankanna

installed him duly on the throne. Rama Raja’s rule does not

seem to be of any special importance though it lasted for

twelve years. Chicka Sankanna who seems to have been yet

alive placed his sounger brother Venkatappa on the throne

and went into retirement.

VI. Venkatappa Nayaka I (1582-1629).

Then began the reign of Venkatappa* Na)'aka, Hiri

Venkatappa as he is known, there Indng another of his name
on the throne subsequently. Hitherto, there was the consoli-

dation of Keladi territories. Now time and circumstance

could make them inde[)endent rulers. Venkatappa Nayaka’s

dominions extended to Masuru, Shimoga, Kadur and Bhuvana-

giri (Kavalcdurga) to the east and carried to the sea at Honore,

and south as far as Malabar. Being now firml}' establi.shed,

he was able to add fifty per cent to the land t^^venue through-

out the great part of Kanara.

He had a son, whose name was Bhadrappa. * Though

very young, he was married to the daughter of Venkatadri

Nayaka of Belur, a kinsman of the Vijajanagara emperors.

This inter-sect marriage between the two houses seems to have

been prompted by reasons of policy. Vijayanagara had

fallen and the representatives of tlie Meshapala dynasty

had to retire into insignificance and needed strong support

and connection to avoid extinction of all claims to royalty.

But the Keladi chiefs, though vassals of the empire, having



escaped the scourge of Talikote, had grown powerful and

important though formally at least owing allegiance to the

Vijayanagara house. It might have been deemed necessary

to cement the friendship of the two houses by blood union

so that the Keladi vassalage at least might continue to them
and be of some support. The Keladi rulers were Lingayats

and the Vijayanagara family is said to have been of the

Yadava race. Somehow, all sect-distinction seems to have

been abandoned on both sides by long intimacy and friend-

ship. We have seen Dodda Sankanna naming his sons

as Rama Raja and Venkatappa (Vishnu names) which

generally Lingayats do not bear. Besides, it has also been

seen that he sojourned for rather a long time at Vijaya-

flagara itself, and there perhaps either copied the manners,

etc., of his overlords or tried to commend himself to them

by these little acts,—a fact often observed wherever there

are feudatories and overlords. Again, Venkatappa seems

to have done much to revive the position of Sringeri Mutt,

and in one of -the inscriptions of Sringeri (No. 5, Mr. Rice’s

Collections) he is described as “ Venkatappa Nayaka, grand-

son of Sadasiva Nayaka of Keladi, revives Sringeri, etc.,”

and considering that the Vijayanagara houses also were

the creatures of Vidyaranya (who graced the seat of Sankara-

charya at Sringeri) both the houses seem to have cherished

the same sort of religious notions and practices. Further,

it will be seen that the Keladi rulers performed Vajapeya

and other sacrifices, and in respect of spiritual philosophy

too both seem* to have had the same principles, and

Venkatappa in a Koppa inscription (No. 61, ibid.) is described

as ” Visiiddha'Vaidika-advaita-siddhdnta’pratishthapaka, es-

tablisher of pure Vedic and Advaita conclusions”. It will also

be seen that the rulers of Keladi donated both Siva and Vishnu

temples, also built some temples for both deities and made
land grants to Brahmins and also favoured Jangamas.

Whether they were prompted by policy or were without any

bigotry or sense of distinction in all this, it is immaterial

or the present. It is enough to say that of sectarian leanings
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or revulsions there hardly seem to have been any between the

two houses. Though in this respect there seemed to be no

impediment for a marriage of the sort, yet in like cases tried

for the first time there seems to be some strange agency at

work if religious scruples too are preserved intact on both

sides. Also some sense as of mea culpa seems to secretly gnaw

the core of the married on both sides and though each sub-

mits to the other, it is hardly likely that any passionate attach-

ment would exist between the two. There is seen some sort

of miserable indifference and sufferance on both sides. Bhad-

rappa got a son by that princess. However for no explicable

reason he conceived a spirit of non-attachmeiat (Vairagya)

though he was very young and was surrounded by all that

royalty could present and became an ascetic. The task of

bringing up that son who was known as Virabhadra devolved

on Venkatappa.

The king (we can call the Keladi rulers so now) had a

military career as well. While once he sojourned at Holehon-

nuru and was unsuspectingly sleeping, one Hanuma Nayaka

with the help of an extensive Muhammadan army under

the generalship of Manzar Khan suddenly came and surround-

ed the walls. The king heard the news and rose, mounted

his horse and rode alone out of the town. There he collected

what men he could, dashed on the chief enemy, and slew him,

and ordered pursuit of his men. Man^sar Khan held out

longer but only to be defeated and driven back. The king

celebrated the victory by planting his flagstaff at Hanegallu.

The elder son of Hanumappa sued for peace, ftffering Lakku-

valli, Gaujanuru and Shimoga. The king warmly received

his surrendering ally and had him for some time with him in

his camp on the Tungabhadra. Hanuma’s younger son did

not like his brother's action, arrived with a large force and

attacked. them both. He was, however, overpdwered and had.

to fly and hide himself at Banavara.

The king returned home but was soon called to quell the

risings of his enemies at Danivara, Kumbesi and other places.

Then at Hebbe, Jagafa and other places which were his



strongholds, he built strong and impregnable fortresses.

Other enemies assuming titles of Maftdalikas (rulers of pro-

vinces) and ^amantas (tributary chiefs) gave him trouble.

He curbed and subjugated them, and for purposes of protec-

tion he built strong fortresses in places infested by them. He
had to march against Bhaira Devi, queen of Tulu country.

She was mighty and [)o\verful and tyrannically oppressed her

people. He captured her, made her a prisoner and annexed

all her territories. Next, he had to oppose Sankaranarayana

Bhatta, a Brahman of Bidanur (Vennpura, properly Bidarur)

who caused disturbance on "the outskirts of Keladi. He
deprived him*of his power and, recognising that he required

no more punishment as loss of honour was complete death to a

Brahman, he ordered that whatever enjoyment or food he

might ask for should be piovided. He then marched on

Kauravadurga and, vanquishing the enemies who had occupied

it, repaired and strengthened their fortresses. Vanabhudurga

shared the same fate and at the top of it he built a series of

temples both of Siva and Vishnu. His last work was

to espouse the cause of the queen of Olaya against the

Bangar Raja who was an ally of the Portuguese, and came

into conflict with them. He actually ousted the Bangar

Raja, but the Portuguese were content to conclude a treaty

with him (1623) and protect their interest in the pepper

trade.

Venkatappa was a type of Hindu ruler as pious and

generous at home as implacable and fierce in the held. At

Sringeri, he built a Mutt for the accommodation of the vene-

rated Swami (then Abhinava Narasimha Bharati), presented

an Agrahara to Brahmins, and it is this that gave him the

name of “ Sringeri reviver ” as already noticed. He built

a Mutt for Jangamas also and allotted suitable land grants

for their upkeep. He built a fortress at what was formerly

called Anantasivapura within the territories of the great

emperors, and called it Anandapura. There in the temple

of Tandavesvara he installed a Sivalinga and built a new
temple for the deity Ramabhadra providing both as usual
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with land grants for purposes of worship. He also built

there a big Mutt called Champasaras for holy Jangamas.

Hitherto, Ikkeri was but a camping place, and under

Venkatappa it became a second capital. He built a gorgeous

palace there and at Sangola he sank a tank and raised

a beautiful park. He built a city called Sadasivasagara

with a palace and a swimming resort, and another called

Visvanathapura on the Varada. His presents of Agrahara to

the learned were several. He is also said to have performed

Vajapeya and other sacrifices. One of the Agraharas was

called Viramma-Agrahara in .memor}’ of his mother, and

another of the same name in honour of his ^vife who was

also named Viramma. Several other temples and particularly

that of Mukamba, their tutelar deity, received his full attention

in making provision for detailed worship.

An Italian nobleman Pietro Della Valle who had been

wandering through Turkey, Egypt, Arabia and Persia accom-

panied an ambassador to Ikkeri and has left an account of

Ikkeri. There was a line level road from Sagara to Ikkeri

which had a splendid avenue of trees on either side. These are

the magnificent dhupa trees which can be seen even to this

day. “ He (Italian nobleman) travelled alone through the

country marching at his pleasure
;
and as the roads through-

out the dominions of Venkatappa were very secure he des-

cended the ghats slowly ” (Rice).

Ho was a patrc^n of learning and literature, and caused

several works to be written b\’ the learned,—on poetr}’, drama,

Dharmasastra and the like. He patronized music and the

art of Dance (Natyasastra) and built a theatre to e^ncourage

them. Two events, viz,, his son’s life and the death of

Siddappa, his uncle’s son, filled him with feelings of non-

attachment (Vairagya) and brought him an aversion to all

mundane enjoyments. He devoted himself to the good of

the people in this world and in the next. He began to study

Adhyatma philosophy and to listen to Puranas. In the Uttara-

Khanda (latter part) of the Padma Parana, there is a theme

called Siva-gita, which like the Bhagavadgita consists of
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eighteen chapters and is said to have been taught to Rama-

chandra by Paramesvara. He got it translated by one Tiru-

mala Bhatta into Kannada Vardhaka Shatpadis and it is said

that that work is printed and published. He seems to have

got written by the same author two other works in Sanskrit,

(1) Siva-ashtapadi, and

(2) Tantrasara, a work on Agama, on which one

Ranganatha DIkshita is said to have written

• a commentary.

The king, it seems, dreamt of a veterinary doctor one night

and one resembling the figure he saw in his dream met him

the next day.* He caused a work to be written by him.

It is said that one, by name Ramanujachar3^a, a staunch

Visishta-advaitin (not the founder of that faith, but some

learned scholar of the same name) lived in his court. He
was famous far and wide as an exponent of Visishta-advaita

and had won manj^ titles and marks of honour. The gram-

marian Bhattoji Dikshita arrived there on his return from

Benares. Bhattoji Dikshita had two grievances against

Srivaishnavas. First, a Srivaishnava author (Ranganatha ?)

had written a criticism on his work Manorama giving it

the indecent name of Manorama-kuchamardana, and secondly,

the same person had heaped insults on the great Appayya

Dikshita whom he would refer to by nicknames as Lamba-

karna, etc. He at once challenged Raman ujacharya and

prevailed in the controversy that followed and Rarnan uja-

charya had to relinquish all his honours, etc., in favour

of his adversary. This is said to have taken place in 1578

Srimukha 3^ear. In that case it must have been in the

previous reign, or there is some inaccuracy in the attempted

chronology itself. The king bestowed on Bhattoji Dikshita

the title of Visishta-vaidiha-advaita-siddhanta-sthapand-

charya besides extending to him other usual marks of honour
and court presents.

As he grew old and death seemed near, he installed his

grandson Virabhadrappa (Bhadrappa’s son) on the throne and
placed at his disposal all the grandeur of the State. Besides,
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there were Sivappa and Venkatappa, the grandsons of his

uncle Chicka Sankanna, and during the reign of Virabhad-
rappa, Sivappa had management of all the affairs.

VII. Vlrabhadrappa Nayaka (1629-1645).

During this reign, there was peace for a long time but

the king was suddenly opposed by his cousins who came with

large forces. This is possibly due to the fact of his birth by
the sort of marriage already referred to. Though reluctant,

he had to vanquish them for the safety of the kingdom.

Again, Hanuma Nayaka of Basayapattana marched unchecked

as far as Ikkeri. As he was retiring with booty, he was pressed

and defeated, and after a siege Basavapattana fell, when all

Hanuma’s territories and their belongings were annexed.

There was a formidable invasion by Ran-dulha Khan of

Bijapur assisted by the Rajas of Sunda and Bilgi and

the Chiefs of Tarikere and Banavara, but Virabhadrappa was

able to successfully stave it off. He had an able general in

Sivappa who subsequently subdued Tuluva Tulava and

Bairasa Odeyar of Karkala invading Malayala and entering

Coorg. The king had no children. This and the remorse

he felt for the slaughter of kinsmen in war made him

despondent and indifferent to worldly affairs. He retired to a

life of meditation, installing his cousin Sivappa on the throne.

VIII. Sivappa Nayaka (1645-1660).

Sivappa Nayaka’s rule began next. As it is an eventful

career, it is hoped to give it as a sequel to this though as part

of Keladi dynasty a brief account of him is given here. His

predecessor had removed the capital to Bidanur (Venupura).

It is so called because extensive bamboos had grown there

which Sivappa Nayaka caused to be cut and removed; it

ought to have been Bidarur : after Hyder Ali captured it he

changed its name and called it Hyder-nagara after himself,

and it is now known simply as Nagara and Sivappa Nayaka

greatly extended it. He was the most distinguished of the

line and his expeditions in Mysore extended to Balam, to

Vastara, Sakkarepatna and Hassan. He had a standing army
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of forty to fifty thousand and his territories extended from

the Tudry river to Kasargod and Nilesvara. Sri Ranga Raja

was a rightful scion of the Vijayanagara Meshapala line. The
chieftain of Befur had grown very powerful^and was a profess-

ed enemy of the Meshapalas. Sri Ranga Raja fled to

Sivappa Nayaka for refuge in 1646. The Keladi rulers had

not forgotten that they owed their all to the Vijayanagara

Meshapalas, and Sivappa Nayaka too, feeling likewise, thought

it was his sacred duty to subdue him and restore Belur

to its rightful sovereign and to this he was rightly urged

by his brother Venkatappa. .Accordingly, he inarched and

took Belur (Velapura) and captured the enemy there with his

unarmed hand (1646). Sri Ranga Raja heard of this and

went to meet Sivappa Na
3
’aka at Belur alone. He bestowed

on Sivappa Nayaka several titles, an elephant called Rama-

bana, ear-rings of sapphire and a pearl of immense value, an

umbrella of honour called Jagajjhampa (literally, world-leap),

honours of Sankha and Chakra emblem, and rich dress —all

of which Sivappa lo3
ally received at the hands of his overlord,

though now a nominal and impoverished overlord. Having

secured Belur and also Sakkarepatna for Sri Ranga Raja, he

next attacked Srirangapatna on his behalf, and it is there

that he gained the sobriquet of Ikkeriya Pinda Mysura Minda,

There were several and frequent conflicts between the

Mysoreans and the forces of Bidanur and also several invasions

by Bijapur armies, in all of which he came out successful.

Sivappa Nayaka built an Agrahara called Sivarajapura

after his own nftrne on the banks of the Tungabhadra. He
too granted Vrittis to Brahmins and performed Vajapeya

sacrifice. He built several fortresses in Kerala, repaired old

wells and restored dilapidated temples. He made sufficient

arrangements for worshipping deities at important shrines,

of Siva and Vishnu from Ramesvara to Kasi, and made
extensive gifts to Brahmans and fed Jangamas. He intro-

duced a land assessment called shist and it is said that he

collected extensive treasure when he invaded Kerala. He
had over thirty thousand Christian subjects too who were
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originally the natives of Goa and Salsette. A Mussalman

merchant Shah Bhandari Isak was his favourite and traded

in the western coast and at Bidanur. He installed his

younger brother V^nkatappa on the throne and, entrusting his

two sons Bhadrappa and Somasekhara to his care, he became

a Yogin.

IX. Venkatappa Nayaka II (1660-1661 ).

This Venkatappa Nayaka is called Kiri Venkatappa

Nayaka as distinguished from the Hiri Venkatappa Nayaka

whose reign is described above. This was a short reign

marked by justice and piety. He encouraged Lingayats and

Vaishnavas alike. When his nephew Bhadrappa grew com-

petent to rule, he installed him on the throne and went into

retirement.

X. Bhadrappa Nayaka (1661-1663).

Bhadrappa Nayaka who ascended the throne next had

the reputation of being just and generous. A chief on the

eastern frontier rose in rebellion and occupied some fortresses

on the border. He removed the fortresses, drew back the

enemy and also took Sirya. Similar disturbances arose on

the western frontier too and when the king marched, the rebel

chief surrendered and true to his renown Bhadrappa allowed

him his territories intact. When he was thus engaged, Bijapur

armies are said to have taken Bidanur and besieged Bhuvana-

giri. But, with his return, they were overawed and peace was

eventually concluded. The rebel chief on the western

frontier, smarting under a sense of humiliation, intended to try

a chance again and applied to Bijapur for help. But. Bijapur

had many a lesson at the hands of Keladi rulers and, being

refused help, he had to rest satisfied with the treaty concluded.

The other notable acts of Bhadrappa are those relating

to piety and munificence. He made Hiranyagarbhadana (gift

of a dummy of sesamum cake filled with gold in the interior)

at Tirtharajapura, and Tilapurushadana (gift of one’s own

weight of gold) at Ramachandrapura on the banks of the

Sarasvati. He built there three Agraharas, one Sivarajapura
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to commemorate the memory of his father, a second Venkata-
pura to the memory of his uncle, and a third Bhadrarajapura
in honour of hirpself and provided them all with suitable land

grants. He also arranged for special worship of Sri Krishna

(at Udipi), of Guha (at Subrahmanya), of Kotisvara (at

Sankaranarayana), and of Mukamba. He also built Mutts

for Jangamas with land grants attached thereto.

XL Somasekhara Nayaka I (1663-1671).

Bhadrappa was followed by Somasekhara Nayaka on the

throne. Somasekhara had extensive renown in the art of wield-

ing various w^pons. His rule was one of peace except for one

event that Sivaji, the founder of the Mahratta empire, made
a sudden descent on the coast of Kanara, sacked Barcelore or

Kundapur and sailed back to Gokarna levying contributions

on the rich mercantile tracts (the English factory at Kanara
paid 112 pounds). It w^as a misfortune that Somasekhara
went mad and committed great enormities. He is said to

have ripped up pregnant women with his own hands and
found gratification in seizing every beautiful girl he met. He
is said to have been assassinated by a Brahman Somay37a,

who in turn shared the same fate at the hands of the Linga-

yats, in revenge for having killed their king. He is known as

HuchcJia, lunatic and his effigy is represented at the Agho-
resvara temple as manacled and fettered as already noticed.

Nevertheless Channamma, his able consort, maintained order

throughout the kingdom and it is due to her wisdom that

there was prosperity everywhere. Basavappa Nayaka or Basa-

raja was the son, some say adopted son, of Somasekhara
Nayaka,

Xn. Channamma (1671-1679).

Channamma herself ruled, as Basavappa was young.

Apparently, there was no other male descendant of the royal

line. Though Somayya would otherwise have w^on the res-

pect and gratitude of Lingayats for ridding them of a monster,

it is said that Lingayats murdered him for the sole reason

that he killed the last male of the royal line who professed
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their faith. Channamma, however, ruled with ability and

strict adherence to duty, statecraft and reputation. Seeing

there was a woman at the head of affairs jn Keladi, the

neighbouring chiefs began to open predatory campaigns on

the frontiers and occupied several fortresses. She quickly

sent armies to quell them and their elephants and horses and

valuable ornaments were all taken away. Thenceforward, she

took care that the frontier chiefs were all kept under control.

The most notable event of the reign was the defeat of

the Mughal army headed by Aurangzeb in person. They
pursued Ramaraja (Rajaram), ^on of Sivaji, and in evading

and flying from them he arrived a fugitive in Kteladi. Chan-

namma treated this refugee with kindness and due respect, and

promised him protection. Aurangzeb was furious at this and

sent her an ultimatum to surrender Rajaram at once, failing

which, he threatened, his powerful forces would overrun and

annex Keladi. Great w^as his chagrin to hear that, undaunted,

the heroic queen refused to surrender Rajaram and repulsed

his threat with contempt. War ensued, and for the first

time in the history of the Great Mughal, his army, w^hich had

succeeded in reducing to subjection the proudest princes of

Rajaputana, was utterly routed and fled back with great loss :

it was a cup of deepest humiliation to Aurangzeb that it

should have been so by the armies of a petty kingdom ruled

over by a woman. Channamma's fame as the vanquisher of

Aurangzeb spread far and wdde and will descend to posterity.

She built an Agrahara known as Channammagrahara

after her own name. Her forces took Basavapatna and she

fortified Harikere which she named Channagiri after her

own name. She also granted Vrittis to Brahmans and

built Mutts for Jangamas. She is said to have once fed

196,000 Lingayats.

It is not easy to estimate her character especially as sh^

had a mad husband who was eventually assassinated and (if

the account that Basavappa w'as an adopted son be true) had

no child of her own and nevertheless was able to keep clear

of the troublous elements and maintain the dignity of her
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State even against Aurangzeb. However, the following which

are alleged to be her last words to Basavappa would give a

key to it :
—** Dp not change the words you once utter and do

not neglect 3'our duty anywhere. Take care you ever talk

sweet w'ords and disclose not your heart to a dissembling

knave. Tread not an unworthy path and make no difference

among kinsfolk. Avoid acts of sin, practise noble deeds, and

meditate upon the feet of the Almighty. Show mercy to living

beings aud shield those that seek refuge. Do not speak re-

vilingly of others, and do not move in the world without self-

restraint. Overcome the defects of lust and the like and

loathe the cycie of births and deaths. Leave fear in adversity

and shun haughtiness in prosperity. Ponder over the basic

principle of truth and realize the esoteric Advaita. Miss not

an opportunity and honour those proficient in the Vedic lore.

Regard life as but a dream and reflect on the question, ‘ Who
am I ? * Laugh without making yourself laughable and speak

words unsurpassed. Live as an object of people’s praise

and resort to the path that knows no return. Propitiate Siva

in various ways and enjoy eternal bliss, and take care you

do not forget this at any time.” Noble words indeed of a

heroic queen I

Xin. Basavappa Nayaka or Basavaraja (1679-1714).

Basavappa was the next .ruler. His acts of liberalit}'

.and mercy were manifold. All ascetics, irrespective of their

sect, were provided with an umbrella and a blanket, and way-

farers were fed at the dasahoras. At nightfall, men were

sent into the streets with cooked rice for wanderers and milk

and butter (halu-benne) for children. All orphans and the

helpless were picked up and maintained in due manner. He
did not forget that his father was murdered and as a public

atonement for it he imposed an extra assessment of 1/160 of

the standard rent and the amount realized thereby was

spent in erecting Cehtras (Inns) for feeding pilgrims. Like

his ancestors, he too had no bigotry of any sort and favoured

alike Jogis, Jangamas, Paramahamsas and Fakirs. But one

account is connected with his name and that is, he is said
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kshetra (possibly Mangalore) and got them converted to

Lingayatism. They were then given the names, of Shadakshari

and Panchakshari# He maintained and gave them good edu-

cation and the}^ in time became the famous ministers of the

State. It may incidentally be noted here that the Keladi

family buried their dead bodies and often queens chose

to be buried alive with their lords as self-immolation

(Sahagamaiia). •

Basavappa Na^^aka was a patron of literature and caused

the following works to be composed or compiled under his

name, viz ,
:— •

(1) Sivatattva-ratnakara^ a work of an encyclopaedic

kind, and (2) Suradruma, both of which are in Sanskrit, and

(3) Sukti’Sudhdkam which is partly in Kannada and partly

in Sanskrit.

His patronage for learning was so extensive that he was

styled Suri-nikara-kalpadriima ”, a wish-yielding tree of the

group of poets (or the learned).

XIV, Somasekhara Nayaka II (1714-1739),

Somasekhara Nayaka who succeeded him seems to have

attacked and taken Sira and Ajjampur,

XV. Basavappa Nayaka II (1739-1754).

Basavappa Nayaka II was the nephew of Somasekhara

Nayaka II (his father’s name being Virabhadrappa). He was

a wise ruler and is distinguished as “ Buddhi ” (‘wise’,—some

say, Biidi, white ashes, possibly because of his excessive love for

sacred white ashes). General prosperity seems to have* reigned

everywhere during his rule and Bidanur was called “the

granary of India ”. The following passage might be quoted in

full as of interest :
—“The Bednore prince is much more magni-

ficent and powerful than those of Malabar. His kingdom pro-

duces many peculiar commodities such as sandalwood, which

is found there in great abundance as well as rice...The city

(Bidanur) where the Raja holds his court lies some leagues

inland and is connected with the sea-port by a fixie road
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excellent order. The road is so secure that any stranger might

go and sleep with his bags full of money and nobody would

molest or rob him. For if such a thing occurred the people

in the neighbourhood would not only be punished but would

be forced to make good the money.” (Jacobus Canter Visscher,

cited in the Mysore Gazetteer (1897), Vol. II, p. 435.)

These were the days when we hear of Chanda Sahib in

connection with the troubles in Karnataka. In 1748 Bidanur

was at war with Chitaldroog. Chitaldroog was completely

defeated and, in a hand to hand fight on elephant’s back,

Somasekhara*^ Nayaka and Madakeri Nayaka of Chitaldroog

met, and the latter was slain after a very-hotly-contested

combat. Chanda Sahib himself became a prisoner and his son

was killed. He was being taken to Bidanur. But informing

his Mussalman guards of his prospects, he escaped with them

to the French instead. In 1751, the chief of the English

factory at Telicheri concluded a treaty with the king to safe-

guard their interests.

XVL Channa Basappa Nayaka (1754).

Channa Basappa Nayaka was the adopted son of Basa-

vappa Nayaka II. His reign w^as nominal, for he remonstrated

with his adoptive mother for her amours which had become a

public scandal and for that reason he w as soon put out of the

way by a Jetti (athlete) who dislocated his neck in the bath.

XVIL Viramma (1754-1757).

This was Ifhe mother of the murdered Channa Basappa

Nayaka and she succeeded in her own name as his adoptive

mother and adopted another son w'hose name was Soma-

sekhara.

XVIII. Somasekhara III (1757-1763).

The two reigns may be considered together. Viramma

was a notorious character and the heroism of the Keladi house

departed with Somasekhara Nayaka II. At the time, there

was an invasion of the Mahrattas which threatened the country

and the foolish queen had to impose 50% additional tax to buy
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them off. This completely estranged the sympathy of the

people to the royal house and her adopted son was unable

to control the hostile elements. The advisers of the State

including the pr^me minister were kept in prison
;
there was

chaos everywhere
;
and the time was ripe for the fall of the

Keladi house.

By this time, Hyder Ali appeared on the scene and was

extending his conquests everywhere. He finished his conquest

of Chitaldroog in 1763 and the conquered chief of CJiitaldroog

introduced to him a pretender who professed to be the prince

Channa Basappa who was ijiought to have been murdered.

The crafty Hyder knew how to make use of l^e opportunity

and marched on Bidanur ostensibly to restore him to his

rightful throne but in fact to serve his own ambitious designs.

The queen tried to get back the imprisoned minister by offer

of money which was raised cis Hyder approached the capital,

but it was too late. Hyder secured the minister’s aid and by

a secret path revealed by him entered the city and captured it

(1763). All hope being gone the queen, her paramour and her

adopted son fled to Belladiirga leaving orders to set fire to the

palace. But Hyder extinguished the flames and, scaling up the

houses, acquired a booty estimated at twelve million sterling.

All the three were seized and sent to Maddagiri together with

even the pretender whose cause Hyder had ostensibly espoused.

They were liberated when tlie Mahrattas took Maddagiri.

Viramma died on the way to Poona and Somasekhara ended

his days there unmarried.



THE LIFE AND WORK OF KESIRAJA.

By Mahamahopadhyava Arthasastra Visharada
Dr. R. Shama Sastry, B.A., Ph.D* M.R.A.S.

Students cf Kanarese language and literature are quite

familiar with the name of Kesiraja. They know that he is the

author of Sabdamanidarpana, a well-known work on Kanarese

grammar. Beyond that they know very little. Their igno-

rance of such matters is not due so much to their lack of

desire for sucl^ information as to the absence of biographical

works. Want of political, literary or religious histories of

India has wrought such a havoc that in the matter of “ who is

who ” our information is either legendary or incomplete. The

result is either plagiarism or robbing Peter and paying Paul,

either intentionally or ignorantly. The attribution of Gadd-

yuddha (a Kanarese literary work of a Brahman poet called

Ranna) to a Jaina poet of the same name is an instance in

point, as shown by Mr. Srinivasa Rangachar (the distin-

guished Sanskrit and Kannada Pandit of the Training College,

Mysore) in the pages of the Mythic Journal. The same re-

search scholar has now unearthed a second instance of robbing

an-author of his credit and paying it to another, no matter

whether the latter was in existence or not. In the former

case, there was however a Jaina poet of the same name and

of no less charming poetical capacity. But in the second

case which has a bearing on the authorship of the Sabda-

inanidarpana the author, though a Brahman, was some-

how or other allowed to pass for a Jaina.

Before proceeding with the reasons marshalled by Mr.

Srinivasa Rangachar to prove his case, it must be stated

that this investigation is entirely free from religious or

se'etarian bias. The Sanskrit and Kanarese literary world

is quite aware that neither the Jainas nor the Brahmans are in

need of acquiring glory by such false ascriptions. Scholars

of both the communities have established their reputation for
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genuineness of which is beyond question. Mr. Srinivasa

Rangachar confesses that his attempt is only^ to find out

the truth and not at all any partiality towards the Brahmanic

sect or hatred of Jaina scholarship. If he fails in his attempt,

he will be all the more pleased, because it will end in settl-

ing the question once for all. Besides, he says that he is not

the first to enter into the field. On pp. 128-149 of his

“ Thoughts on the Life and Time of Some Poets '"•(Kelavu

Kavigala Jivana Kdla Vichdra) Dr. A. Venkatasubbiah, M.A.,

Ph.D., has discussed the questimi at some length and come

to the conclusion that Kesiraja, the author ol the*Sabdamani'

darpana, is not a Jaina but a Brahman. Rao Bahadur

Praktanavimarsavichakshana R. Narasimhachar holds the

opposite view and has questioned the conclusions of the

Doctor. The latter gave a reply and published it in his

work. Mr. Srinivasa Rangachar’s attempt is to add to the

reasons of the Doctor.

To begin with, the author of the Sabdamanidarpana

gives very little hint as to his genealogy, religion, etc. In the

colophon of his work, he says that the Sabdamanidarpana

composed by Kesiraja, professor (Achdrya) of Kannada

language and literature and its merits, is, as it w^ere, a mag-

netic needle to the iron nails of doubts clinging to the heart

of Kannada grammarians. Nor is any one of his other works

mentioned by him in the grammar yet discovered. His other

works are: (1) CholabMpdlacharita^ (2) Siibhadrdharana, (3)

Prabodhachandra. Dr. Venkatasubbiah is, h*owever, of opi-

nion that they are of Brahmanic culture. To say anything

decisively of their contents without seeing the works is to

paint a w^all without it.

It is equally far from convincing to say that his Vedic

quotations point to his faith in the Vedas. Besides, he ha§

also quoted from Jaina literature.

But his description of Sarasvati, the Goddess of Speech,

as conceived by the Brahmans, and with no mention of the

same Goddess, as conceived by the Jainas, is a proof that he



was a Brahman. Speaking of the Goddess in the introduc-

tory verse of the grammar as ‘‘ possessed of pure body

{nirmaldcruti) he gives to her a corporate existence, while

according to the Jainas she is merely an ^fibstract conception.

This is made clear by Pampa in the ninth verse of the first

canto of his Adiptirdna. There he says— Different is the

Goddess who presides over the speech of the great Jinendra.

The same Goddess, having taken a feminine form, bestows

on millions of Her devotees who contemplating on Her read,

hear, and worship with deep devotion. I bow to Her. May
She endow ns with power and capacity of speech.’' Still

clearer is the distinction drawn by Andayya, the author of

Kahhigara Kdva^ between the Brahman and Jaina concep-

tions of Sarasvati. Tlie former he describes as the consort

of Brahma, the Creator, and the latter he describes in the

second verse of his Kdva as ** the fountain of knowledge, nur-

sery of beauty, the goal of magnificence, the abode of love,

the boundary of knowledge, the source of greatness, and the

chief object of praise ; and he prays to such Sarasvati for the

successful execution of * his proposed Kdva,'* Likewise,

Bhattakalanka describes Sarasvati “as the embodiment of all

kinds of speeches proceeding out from the lotus-like mouth

of the Vardhamana” (first verse of the Sabddnusdsana), As

Kesava or Kesiraja explicitly refers to the corporate form of

Sarasvati as distinguished from the incorporate form of the

Goddess of ^the Jainas, and as he makes no mention of the

same tis conceived by the Jainas, it follows that he was not

a Jaina.

(2) It is true that like the Jainas, the author regards

sound and speech as a kind of matter, white in colour, and

gives expression to it in Sabd, 1, 9. In his commentary on

this verse Nittur Sanjivayya speaks of it as a Jaina conception

and implies thereby that the author was a Jaina. But men-

tion of this theory in the work cannot be taken as a proof

that the author was a Jaina. For, there are many philosophic

schools among Brahmans who have expounded and accepted

the same theory. In his Nyyasiddhdnjam (p. 143) Vedanta
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Desika describes spoken letters having various colours—red,

yellow, white—and Bhattojidikshita holds the same view in his

Kaustubha (p, 8). In his Sabdenditsekhara Nagojidikshita

holds the same th^ry {vide p. 17). Rangaramanuja, one of

the ancestors of Mr. Srinivasa Rangachar, has stated in his

Pratitantrapmkriyd that as sound is found to destroy wall and

other material objects, it should be regarded as material.

Mpreover, the Sphota-vada of Brahman grammarians is based

on this theory. Hence, it is no proof of the author, being a

Jaina.

(3) Again Kesiraja cannot he a Jaina for the reason

that, following the view of Brahman grammarians, he says in

Sabda, 1, 10 that tlie attainment of MuJciiy emancipation, is

dependent on the study of language, as stated in Harikari-

kas :

—

Sabdamaiiidarpatta :

—

Vyakaranadindepadamavyakaranada padadinartha marthadi

tatvalokam
|

Tatvalokadinakankshipa inuktiyakkiimadebudharge phalam.
|

[From grammar one knows the formation of words and their

meaning. From the knowledge of word-meaning one under-

stands the nature of Tatvas (the 25 Tatvas). From the

knowledge of the Tatvas one attains Mukti.]

Harikarikas :

—

Arthapravrittitatvanam sabda eva nibandhanam
|

Tatvavabodhassabdanam nasti vyakaranadrite
\

Tadvaramapavargasya vagmalanam chikitsitam
|

Pavitram sarvavidyanamadhividyam prakiasate
|

(Right meaning of words is dependent on the correct form

of words. Correct formation of words is dependent on gram-

matical knowledge. Hence through grammar, which cleanses

speech of all its impurities, there comes the knowledge of the

sacred texts which is the cause of apavarga, Mukti.)

(4) Again Kesava cannot be a Jaina inasmuch as he

lays claim (Sabda, 6, 38) to the knowledge of the Vedas and

the Sastras which are Brahmanic, as evidenced by the names

themselves. The verse runs as follows ;

—
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Stavaniyam tadadhinavadakhilasastramnayamam kOde,

Ballavarillennadirorvanimdabhinavabrahmam gadembante

Toruvanatmiyavachovichitrataravidyavesavain kesavam.
“ In poetic art Brahma, the Creator alone, is an efficient

doer, possessed of dexterity, and therefore worthy of all

praise; there is none who can have pretension to the know-

ledge of the Vedas (Amnaya) and Sastras, which depepd

upon Brahma for their very existence. Do not say thus,

for poet Kesava shows himself like a new Brahma and is an

abode haunted by all kinds of* literary and other knowledge.”

The vv^ord Amnaya in the above verse as elsewhere means the

Vedas. No such names as Amna^^a, Veda, and f^ruti are

given by the Jainas to their sacred literature. Sastra, however,

is a word used to denote by the Brahmans and the Jainas

alike their respective mandatory religions writings. The
revealed texts of the Jainas are called Agamas and Sruti

and those of the Brahmans Amnaya, Veda and Sruti. Hence,

it unquestionably follows that in virtue of his study, know-

ledge of, and devotion to, the Vedas Kesava must be a Brah-

man of Brahmans and none but a Brahman. The Vedas are

regarded by the Jainas and followers of other religions as a

mass of writing of no acceptable authority and deserving of

no study. {Vide Prameyahamalamdrtdnda, p. 112of Prabha-

chandra, famous Jaina scholar.)

(5) To'illustrate the application of his grammatical rules,

Kesava makes quotations from the Vedas as one xsho is

thoroughly familiar with them.

(6)

,
Unlike Bhattakalanka who shows no respect to

Panini and in his commentary on the Sabddnusdsana, a

Kanarese grammar in Sanskrit, criticises Panini rather dogma-
tically than with any cogent reasoning, Kesava respectfully

and strictly follows Panini. {Vide Sabdanusasana

:

Sutra,

Avadhau apaye ”.)

(7) In his “Lives of Some Kanarese Poets,” \Kelavit Kavi-

gala Jivita Kdla Vichdra, p. 189) Dr. Venkatasubbiah says that

Kesiraja, Mallikarjuna, his father, Kavi Sumanobana, his
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maternal grandfather, were all Smartha Brahmans of the

Kamme sect. Rao Bahadur R. Narasimhachar says in his

Kavi-Charife that Kesava was a Jaina. This opinion is per-

haps due to the mcauing (according to him) of a verse of Janna’s

Ananfanathapurdua, The verses connected with the genea-

logy of Kesava and Janna are as follows:

—

Kavisumanobanana yadavakatakacharyanaseva dauhitranenam,

Kavikesavanern yogipravarachidanandamallikarjunasiitanem.

{Sabda. 1, 2.)

Sankarapntram kavikammevamsanadhikagnam kasyapam,

Sankara^uddhantanganagangegenudayam geydano kasyapod-

bhava karam sahityaratnakaram.

—

{AnantandPhapurdna.)

Bhalalochanam kavisumanobanana maganendakhila kshonige

pesaraytu.

—

(Yasodharacharita.)

Jannangupadhyayanindunrisimhakshitipalanalli katakopadhya-

yanarernba suktinavinojjvalabananappa sumanobanam kavi-

sreshtharol.

—

{Anautandthapurdua.)

I, tlie son of the daughter of the poet Sumanobana, pro-

fessor of military art of the army of the Yadava kings, the

Hoysalas; I, Kavi Kesava byname, am the son of Chida-

nandamallikarjuna who is the best among Yogis.

I (Janna) am the son of Sankara of the Kamme sect and

of great knowledge, and of Kasyapa-gotra ; and am born of

Gange, the wife of Sankara, and am an ocean of literary

knowledge.

That Bhalalochana, that is, Janna, is the son of Kavi

Sumanobana, is (another) world-wide name.

Janna’s teacher and professor of military art in the army
of the (Hoysala) king Nrisimha is Kavi Sumanobana whose
wise sayings are like brilliant arrows and who is the best

among poets.

From the above verses, it is clear that Kavi Kesava or Kesi-

raja was the son ofChidanandamallikarjuna and maternal grand.-

son of Kavi Sumanobana, who was the teacher of Janna, the'

son of Sankara, a Brahman of the Kamme sect. In accordance

with the Hindu custom of a teacher looking upon his faithful ^

student as his own son, Janna, the student of Sumanobana,
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was also called the son of Sumanobana. Thus though his

father and teacher were Brahmans, Janna seems to have

become a Jaina, as shown by his writings. So far as Kesava
is concerned, there can be no doubt that be was as much a

Brahman as his father whose Brahmanical religion is evident

from his Sannyasa title “ Chidananda”, knowledge and bliss,

which characterise Brahmanical Brahma.

(8) The most conclusive proof of Kesava or Kesiraja

being a Brahman is furnished by the inscription found on the

left wall of the Isvara temple in Belguli in the Taluk of

Chennarayapatna, Hassan Dfstrict (H. 244). According to

the inscription, the genealogy of Kesava is as follows :

—

Ramadandadh ipa

1

Sridharadandadhinatha

Mallidevadandadhipa Damaraja Kesavaraja Senadhipa

I I I

Madhavamatya Beliarasa Sridamadandesa

Harihara Madhava Achana Davarasa Kesava Mallapa Maramayya Kanjala-

I

I

devi

i -‘'I !

Madhava Bettarasa I

Damanadandanatha Kesava Bettachamupa

From the fnscription, it is clearly known that Kesava was

known by such names as Kesavadandanatha, Kesavachamupa,

Vira-Ballala's Mantrimandanasiromani and Kesiraja.

,
In inscription No. 242 found on the east side of the same

temple, Kesava is praised as “ punyasrayavirpantirdapam

srisrutivihitapuranoktamargakke”, a meritorious shelter for

the religious path chalked out in the Vedas and the Puranas.

The inscription is dated 1252 A.D. For want of space, the

inscription is not copied here. It is probable that the Kesava

Dandanayaka of the Chalukya king, Satyasraya who is said
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to have revised the Gaddyuddha of Ranna, is connected with

the family of our Kesiraja. One important fact that deserves

notice here is the brilliant part played by Brahmans as

generals of the arnjies of the Chalukyas and the Hoysalas.

The inscriptions speak of the brilliant success they have

achieved in various battlefields and of the title of Raja con-

ferred on many of them.

It is very well known that Mallikarjuna, Kesiraja’s father,

wrote his Suktisiidhdrnava for the entertainment* of the

Hoysala king, Virasomesvara. Thus a number of the Brah-

mans in the time of the Chalukyas and the Hoysalas were not

merely unrivalled scholars both in Sanskrit and I^anarese, but

also brave generals famous for their victories in many battle-

fields. Their monumental literary works are even to-day our

every-day text-books. As regards their warlike spirit and

bravery, the following verse of the inscription referred to above

speaks for itself :

—

Malavadandanathagajakesari cholachamiipasailadambholi

varalasainyapatisagarabadabativravahni nepalabalesanjavana-

kunjaranembudu dhatri vTraballalana mantrimandanaSiromani

kesavadandaniithanam.

Kesiraja’s kinsmen are thus extolled in another Kannada

verse :

—

Ballalanripanarajyadolellarolavaradhikapunyaranupamasauryar

Kalladavidyeyumavargalgelladaripubalamumillabhumandaladol

Into what a condition the modern Brahmans have fallen

from the high summit of glory of the Brahmans of the Chalu-

kya and Hoysala times ! Would they look back and advance

forward ?

To sum up, like his ancestors, Kesiraja w^as a Brahman
scholar learned in the Vedas, Sastras, and Kannada literature.

He was not merely a pious religious scholar but a brave general

of the Hoysala army famous for his victories. In recognition

of his civil and military services, he won the title of a Raja.

As a literary man, he composed the Sabdamanidarpana^ the

best grammar of the Kannada language.
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To say that he was a Jaina scholar well versed in Jaina

secular and religious literature is inconsistent with the military

profession which as a Dandanatha he exercised. The combina-

tion of religious and military knowledge apd functions in one

man is against the history of the Jainas. Moreover, the Bela-

guli inscription says in clear terms that Kesiraja followed the

path chalked out in the Vedas and the Puranas.



STUDIES IN BIRD-MYTHS.

No. XXXV.

By Prof. Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L.

[On an Ao Naga Etiological Myth about the Origin of the

Cock's Crowing before Sunrise.]

The red jungle-fowl {Gallus ferrugineus Blyth)*is clearljr

the ancestor from which the domestic fowls are descended.

The domestic fowl is well known for its habit of crowing

before sunrise. It, in fact, heralds the approacli of the dawn.

It is for this reason that Shakespeare has called it the bird

of dawning"'. In h\s Elegy written in a Country Church-

yard Gray has referred to the aforementioned habit of the

domesticated cock in the following stanza :

—

“ The breezy call of incense-breathing morn,

The swallow twittering from its straw-built shed,

The cock's shrill clarion and the echoing horn

No more shall rouse them from their lowly bed.”

The Ao Nagas are a tribe of the Naga race. They live

in that part of the Naga Hills, which is bounded by the Dikhu

river on the south-east, the edge of the plains on the north-

west, the Konvakas on the north-east and the Sernas and the

Lhotas on the south-\Nest. These Ao Nagas must also have

been struck by the domestic cock’s habit of crowing before

sunrise and, thereby, heralding the approach of dawn.

They narrate the following myth to account for the

origin of this habit of the cock:

—

Once upon a time, all mankind complained of the sun’s-

heat. This displeased the sun very much, as he did not like

that men should talk about hini in such a disrespectful waj^..

He, therefore, set in the evening as usual and refused to rise

in the morning. The earth was, in consequence thereof,,

enveloped in darkness; and all men were in great distress and

despair. Deputations were sent by men, beasts and birds to

7
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the sun for entreating him to come out ;
but their solicitations

Mvere to' no purpose. The sun refused to listen to their prayers

and entreaties. At last, they besought the cock to go to the

sun and persuade him to come out and shed his rays upon the

earth again. The cock agreed to do so. But he very reluctant-

ly started on his journey, as he was afraid of a jungle-cat

who, he feared, would eat him up on the way. He, however,

reached the sun and tried to induce him to come out, saying :

You have six doors to come through for your rising every

morning. As you will o[)en each door, I shall crow so that

all men may know that you arp coming.” But, in spite of

this cajoling,^ the sun very sternly refused to come out. At

last, the cock said: I have come so far to see you. You

must, at least, promise to do this much for me. If I am
attacked by a jungle-cat on my way back, I will crow; and

you must come to my rescue.” To this the sun agreed ;
and

the cock went back on his way. When he had gone a

short distance, he crowed though there was no jungle-cat

anywhere in the neighbourhood. Hearing the cock’s crowing,

the sun, in fulfilment of his promise, came out from the

underworld to help him. It is for this reason that the sun

rises every morning when the cock crows.*

From a study of the foregoing myth, we find that

—

(1) The cock got the better of the sun by practising a

fraud upon him.

(2) But this fraudulent act of the cock is justifiable on

the ground that it w^as done for the good of all mankind.

(3) Even in the great Indian epic the Mahabhnrata^ a

fraudulent act of this kind has been justified. The great

Kaurava hero Dronacharya was performing prodigies of

valour. His opponents—the five Pandava brothers— found

no possibility of vanquishing him except by fraud. As Drona

had said that he would be vanquished only when he would

be stricken with a great sorrow, the eldest Pandava prince

Vide The Ao Nagas, By J. P. Mills, M.A., I.C.S. London: Macmillan

^ Co4 Ltd., 1926. Page 314.
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Yudhishthira falsely informed the former that his son
Ashvatthama was dead, adding, in an inaudible undertone,
the words “ Ashvatthama the elephant On hearing .the first

portion of Yudhishl^hira’s assertioti, Dronachiirya was stricken

with great sorrow and was easily killed by a Pandava warrior.

Dy means of this justifiable fraudulent act done by Yudhi-
shthira, the whole plot, which had been concocted by Sri

Krishna, of destroying the Kauravas, was carried out.

As regards the parallels of the aforementioned Ao Naga
myth, Mr. J. H. Hutton, in a note to the foregoing story,

says :
“ The Santals have the ^?ame story. (Macphail, The

Story of the Santal, page 20.) In the Thado legfend, the sun

was recalled after the Thirnzing, when the world was engulfed

bj' a cataclysm of fire, fiood and a great darkness by a white

cock which, as far as I remember, danced on a flat stone.”

So far as my own knowledge goes, the central idea

contained in the foregoing Ao Naga myth, with this much
difference only, namely that the place of the cock has been
taken by the planet moon, is also embodied in the under-

mentioned Bengali nursery rhyme ;

—

Text (in Devanagari script) of the Bengali Nursery Rhyme.

1 5rr#r,

^ 5rr 3Tr:
;

V »n?r,

5R> wm,

% rTTf , rfWR: slW

—

'4 3TWIT ^*1 «ri%,

i ^ wl
English Translation.

1. The Sun, having, for some reason or other, become
angry and refused to rise and shed his beams upon the earth,

the (planet) Moon went to the Sun’s house (for the purpose

of coaxing and cajoling the latter to rise).
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2. (On the Moon’s arrival there), the Sun offered him a

wooden plank-seat to sit upon.

3, 4, 5 and 6. (But the Moon refused to take his seat

thereupon, saying :)
“ I shall not sit upon the plank-seat,

(because) men are dying for (want of) rice (and) kine are

dying for (want of) grass.”

8, 9 and 10. (The Moon further said) :
“ It is for this

reason that (I) have come to 3’^our house. So be good enough

to carry'out the request that I am making to you, (namely),

that ()'ou should rise to-morrow and shine brilliantly so that)

the earth may get heated by tb-morrow’s sunshine.”



STUDIES IN PLANT-MYTHS.

No. XIII.

By Pkof. Sai^vt Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L.

[On a Modern Indian Etiological Myth about the

Evolution of the Tobacco Plant.]

The tobacco plant {Nicotiana rmtica and iV. tabacuin^ was

introduced into India about the year 1605 A.D. and is now

cultivated all over this country and largely used in the

same way as in other countries. It is smoked in the pipe,

chewed alone or with the betel-leaf, or taken as snuff. Smok-

ing in a pipe made of cocoanut-shell or of metal is, however,

practised universally. Tobacco thus smoked is called gurdku

and is prepared by mixing pounded tobacco-leaf with un-

refined sugar and fragrant substances like patchouli leaf and

otto of roses.

Its Bengali name is Tamdk; in Hindi, it is called

Tdmdkti^ and in Burmese Tsha. As this plant has been

recently introduced into this country, there is no name for

it in Sanskrit.

The undermentioned myth about the evolution of the

tobacco plant is current in some parts of India:

—

Once upon a time, there lived and died a young lady

whom no one wanted to marry. Among the Hindus, it is

considered liighly disgraceful for a girl to remiin unmarried.

It is further narrated that, on account of the fact that nobody

wanted to woo and wed her, she died of a broken heart. It is

stated that the benign gods felt great compassion for her

sorrowful end. They decided that, as no one w^anted to marry

her while she was living, they should arrange matters in such

way that everybody should ask for her, now that she wxis

dead. Having come to this conclusion, they metamorphosed

her ashes into the tobacco plant. Ever since then, men

have come from far and near for its leaves. In this w'ay, it
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came to pass that one, who had been neglected while she was
living, was wanted by all men after death.*

[It is to be regretted that the authoress Srimati Sovana

Devi has not stated in what part of India the foregoing myth

is current. Should any reader of this Journal be aware of the

locality in which it is current, he will greatly oblige the author

of this paper by communicating the information for publica-

tion in the pages of this Journal

From the study of the foregoing m\‘th, we find that:

—

(1) It is considered a great disgrace among the Hindus

for a girl to ^remain unmarried.

(2) The benign gods felt com[)assion for the unfortu-

nate girl who died of a broken heart at her disgraceful condi-

tion.

(3) The gods gave expression to their appreciation of

her by metamorphosing her into the tobacco plant.

(4) They also indirectly punished all mankind by

obliging them to make amjde amends for their neglect of her

while she was living by compelling them to seek for her

after she was dead and gone.

(5) In a' myth from Sylhet, it is stated that the benign

gods took pity on a girl who died of grief on the death of her

brother and metamorphosed her into the Indian cuckoo or

the Jack-fruit bird. Sirnilarh’ in Greek m
3
’thology it is nar-

rated that the gods changed the girl Philomela into the

light-winged Dryad of the trees ”—the nightingale.

t

(6) In fereek mythology, there are recorded instances

of the. benign gods having metamor[)hosed men and women
into trees, out of pity for their distressed condition or as

a reward for the genial and lavish hospitality with which the

latter had entertained the former while travelling upon this

.mundane world.

Indian Nature Myths, liy Sovana Devi. London : Macmillan & Co.,

Ltd., 3919. Pages 38-39.

t Vile my article entitled. “ On a Bird'Myth from the District of Sylhet in

Eastern BengaN' in this Journal Vol. XIII, pages 665-669.
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Take for instance the case of Daphne. She was the

daughter of the river-god Peneiis and was loved by Apolla

while he was living in exile upon the earth. On one occasion^

while Apollo was jMirsurng Daphne on the banks of the river

Peneus, she piteously appealed for help to the gods who^

feeling compassion for her in her distressed condition, meta-

mor[)hosed her into the laurel tree.

Then again, there is the case of Philemon and Baucis.

Philemon was a poor man of Phrygia and lived* with his

wife Baucis in a hut. While Ju[)iter and jMercury were

travelling upon this mundane world, they took shelter in the

hut of the aforenamed poor couple who entertained them

very hospitably during their stay with them. As a reward for

their genial hospitality and kindly treatment of them, the gods

transformed their hut into a magnificent shrine dedicated to

themselves and appointed their host and hostesS to be their

own priest and priestess. Here the poor couple lived happily.

After their death, Jupiter and Mercury metamorphosed them

into two trees which grew before the doorway of the afore-

mentioned shrine.

The decision of the gods was quite right, for all people, at

the present day, are fond of smoking and find solace in the

pipe or the hookah, so much so that Lord Byron has sung

its praises in the two following passages of his poems :

—

(i) “ Sublime tobacco ! which from East to West

Cheers the tar’s labour or the Turkman’s rest.”

\The Island, Canto ii, St. 19.]

(ii) Divine in hook as glorious in a pipe,

M^hen tipped with amber, mellow, rich and ripe;

Like other charmers, wooing the caress,

More dazzlingly when daring in full dress

;

Yet thy true lovers more admire by far,

Thy naked beauties—Give me a Cigar !

”

, [Ibid., Canto ii, St. 19.]



REVIEWS.

Mahabharata.*

Critical Edition.

{Published by the Bhaudarkar Inslifufe^ Poona.)

The succeeding fascicles which have been issued under the

able editoiship of Dr. Sukthankar and his learned coadjutors have

fully justified the expectations of the enlightened. The manage-

ment have accomplished so far wh>il they set out to achieve, rvs., a

.scientific and purified edition of the great Indian epic, the

Mahabharata. The established text, which is a distinct contri-

bution to the philological history of the epics of India and an

addition to the glory of Indian scholarship, has been the result of

a patient weighing of discordant readings and a dispassionate

•estimation of their relative value.

The get"up and illustrations are excellent and the parts are

issuing in quick succession, considering the trouble involved in

the publication.

We echo the appeal, made by the publishers and already

referred to in the Journal (Vol. XIX, p. 238), that liberal donations

will be forthcoming in support of this undertaking of international

importance. K. N.

Archaeological Report of H. E. H. The Nizam’s

Dominions for 1927-28 A.C.

Each succeeding*year, the annual report of the Archseological

Departme.nt of H. E. H. The Nizam’s Dominions, becomes more

and more interesting and with the publications of the Hyderabad

Arobseological Series and of the Hyderabad Archaeological Society

reveal a mine of valuable information. And as if to supply the

lacunae, there is a miscellaneous series which includes guides to

Gblkonda fort and tombs, the Ajanta frescoes and the Ellora

•cave temples.

The work of Mr. G. Yazdani both in connection with these

publications and with the Indo-Moslemica as well as with the
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Ajanta Album is commendable. We are glad to observe the

passage between caves III and IV at Ajanta was repaired and

•drainage of the footpath in front of the caves was improved as

also the passage to cave I. The anxiety of the Government to

maintain tlie antiquities in the dominions in a state of good

repair will also be apparent from the circumstance that a grant

of Rs. 25,000 per annum has been sanctioned for live years for a

thorough repair of the monuments at Bidar.

A considerable amount of valuable work is being undertaken

and successfully accomplished in the domain of Moslem epigra-

phy. In the field of Hindu epigrapliy an inscription of the

Kakatiya King Pratapa Rudra dieted (1171 A.C.) has been found.

'Phe remains of the ancient Vijayanagara Empire are widely dis-

tributed throughout the dominions and we look forward to the

enlightened department of the State to unravel the mysteries

sui rounding the foundation of that empiie and the glory of

Vidyaraiiya.

'Phe illustrations and plates appended are excellently got

up like the rest of the matter contained in the Report.

S. S.

Mysore City.

Bv Constance E. Parsons.

{Oxford University Press. Price Rs. 7 .)

It was over twelve years ago that a handbook for Mysore City

was published and a valuable and instructive guide book to the

garden city and capital of the Mysore State was a long-felt want.

The book before us supplies that need admirably^. Miss Parsons

is well qualified for the task she has set before her and she has

most successfully accomplished it.

It is no ordinary guide book for a traveller but an interesting,

accurate, detailed and up-to-date study of Mysore and its environs,

beautifully and picturesquely illustrated, that one meets with in

the ‘Mysore City’. Everything worth a visit within a, radius

•of fifteen miles is included, with a vivid and historical narrative, in

proportion to the importance of the place, from the old Kannam-

badi (Krishnaraja Sagara) to Sravanagutti and the outskirts of

-Chamundi. Of the history of the royal family and the several
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objects of interest with which they are connected, there is also

a correct and trustworthy account. The Wesleyan Mission Press,

Mysore, is responsible for the splendid get-up and the letter-press.

S. S.

Yoga : Personal Hygiene.

By Shri- Yogendra.

{Price Ps. /o.)

This work forms the second volume of the Scientific Yoga Series,

designed in twelve books, to cover the entire field of personal

training secreWy taught in India during the past five thousand

years. It is claimed that the practical and scientific measures of

physical, mental and spiritual culture will be available in this

series to the searcher after self-culture and that ‘compared with

the knowledge of our most modern sciences, this ages-old system

of self-culture reveals an unusually practical and rational st'heme

of living to extend liuman life, not only as to length, but also as

to breadth and depth. ^ The preface to the volume under review

has been written by Dr. John W. Fox of America and the book

which is excellently got up is printed in India. The illustrations

are mostly taken from the various postures and 'isanas of Sliri

Yogendra himself and exemplify the practicability of putting his

theory into actual practice.

How far Shri Yogendra is justified in saying that what he has

described are those practised by the yogis from the aspect of

personal hygiene may be a debatable point, although he inclines

the reader to an impression, which gains additional support

through the page^, that it is so from the extracts from Goraksha

Faddhafi, Hathayoga Fradipika, Sivasamhtia, Voa^a Siddhauta,

Yo^rasutra, etc., quoted in the beginning of each chapter. The
author has doubtless drawn his main ideas from them but the

shape in which they are presented is the result of his own ex-

periences and the changes which the ideas found in those works

h^ive undergone in the light of modern conceptions and notions,

with the consequence that the system which Shri Yogendra

propounds can hardly be called Yoga.

Nor can the practices recommended by him in the book

be called strictly Yogic. It is somewhat curious and indeed
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interesting to observe that while he has acquired these practices

from His Holiness Paramahamsa Madhavadasji, they happen to

be widely different from those taught by his master and found

illustrated in the Mimamsa. the well-known Yogic Journal

edited by Sri Kuvalayananda.

'J'he work forms a very interesting and instructive study ; the

Sanscrit glossary will be found very useful ; and the index is

full. It is done in a popular form so as to benefit the

lay reader. 'Phe medical reports of cases treated by the author

and the testimony of the patients might well have been omitted

from the point of view of the cultural value of the publication.

The Adichanallur Skulls.

Bv S. ZU(’KP:RMAN, M.A., M.K.C.S., r..R.C.P.

With Notks ry Prof. G, Elliot smith, f.r.s

of the Madrasi Government Museum, Vol, P, 7.)

The pre-historic remains of Adichanallur provide the student of

Indian History an important link with the earliest culture of the

Deccan. 'This aspect of the problem has been the subject of the

interesting bulletin of the Madras Museum written by S. Zucker-

man of the London University under the auspices of Prof. G. E.

Smith, F.R.S. 'Two of the Adiclianallur skulls were sent to London
for examination and the volume under review embodies the results

of careful investigations by the foremost anthropologists of our

time.

According to Prof. Smith, the two skulls,represent the two-

fold racial strata found in the southern end of the peninsula,

Australoid and the Mediterranean, the latter being tire predomi-

nant element in the South India of to-day. The Australian affinity

to the Indian element was first emphasized by Huxley in 1865 and

this general surmise receives added support from one of these

skulls. Is the Dravidian, then, a later immigrant into the Squth

where a mosaic of the Indian population is said to be found?

R.
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Sri Vaishnava Brahmins.

By K. Rangachari, m.a., l.t.

{Bulletin of the Aladras Government Aluseum.)

{Price Ps, 5 -72 .)

Under the editorship of its Superintendent, the Madras

Government Museum has been issuing periodical bulletins and

in the New Series, General Section, Vol. II, part 2 is devoted to

a splendid and very readable account of the Sri Vaishnava

Brahmins ffom the pen of Dewan Bahadur K. Rangachari, M.A.,

L.T., late Anthropological Assistant of the Madras Museum. Here-

in Mr. Rangachari has aimed at recording the customs of the

people and does not purport to give a critical study of the tradi-

tions, customs and ceremonies of the Sri Vaishnavas. As a reputed

scholar, an anthropologist and as a Sri Vaishnava himself, the

author is well qualified for the task he has set before him.

The group of Brahmins known as Sii Vaishnavas appears to

have had a separate existence according to tradition from the

time of Nathamunigal at least but it was the great preacher

Ramanujacharya who gave body and shape to the Visishtadvaita

doctrine as we now know it and attracted adherents from all

classes of the population. The essential difference between the

Smartha Brahmins and the .Sri Vaishnavas in the matter of

worship lies in the fact that while the latter recognize Vishnu as

the supreme deity in the Universe and do not recognize any

other as such, to the Smarthas, Bramha, Vishnu and Siva are all

manifestations of the Godhead.

After referring to the antiquity of Vishnu worship in section

2, Mr. Rangachari^passes on to the Vaishnavism of South India

in section 3 . The Azhvars, twelve in number, belonging to B.C.

4203 to B.C. 2706 and whose writings are found codified in the

Nalayiraprabandham are next described at great length and

followed by the Acharyas in the following section. Nathamuni

himself is said to have been born in 3684 of the Kali Yuga.

Then comes Ramanuja who was born in 1017 A.D. of Advaitic

parents* and his teacher was Yadavaprakasa, an Advaitic

sanyasin. While Sankara holds that Brahman is the only real

thing and all else including ourselves and our experiences are

non-existing and unreal ; that the belief in ouj individual
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existence arising from our bodily experience and its entangle-

ment in the sanisara is due to an error ; that the hig*her knowledge

shows the whole world and its inhabitants enveloped in ignorance

and in the grip of jllusion ; and that therefore God is impersonal

and consequently indifferent to the love or suffering of humanity,

Ramanuja considers that a Brahman thus devoid of all gunas^

(Nirguna Brahman) cannot be expected to satisfy the cravings

of an intense religious insight, and that it is impossible to infer

the existence of such a one by any means—perception, inference or

scriptures. There is an Absolute Being but everythifig in this

Universe outside it is not unreal or illusory. Everything is real.

There is a very intimate relatioA between the soul, matter and

God. God permeates and forms the basis of everything in this

Universe. He is not merely a transcendental Absolute Being

above and beyond the finite Universe but He is both immanent

and transcendent. Although the conscious (chit) and uncon-

scious (achit) objects of the Universe co-exist with God, they

yet derive their existence from Him and are sustained through Him.
The pluralistic Univer.se is real in precisely the same sense as

God is real. Thus matter and soul are dependent on God as-

their ground and they are what they are because of the Brahman.

God is the soul and controlling power of the Universe.

Incidentally, he refers to the contribution of the Sri Vaishnavas

in the Hindu Revival of the fourteenth century. Vedanta Desika

joined hands with Vidyaranya, a worthy rival who continued the-

w^ork of Sankaracharya in opposing the spread of other religions.

As both Desika and Vidyaranya were men of extraordinary intel-

lect and encyclopaidic knowledge, they preached and worked to

establish the faiih of the Hindus (39).

The two ways of worshipping God, the* establishment of

utsavamurtis, and worship of gods in the temple according to the

Pancharatra Agama are also described in great detail. The

accuracy of the accounts and* the wealth of detail for each descrip-

tion are marvellous. There are twelve plates in illustration of his-

texts, some of them referring to conversions. A copious index

makes reference easy. We congratulate the author and the

authorities of the Madras Museum on the excellent monograph on

Sri Vaishnavism presented to the public.

S. S.
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Catalogue of the Musical Instruments Exhibited in the

Government Museum, Madras.

By 1\ Sambamoorthy, b.a., b.l.

This book forms pari iii of the Second Volume, New Series,

Oeueral Section of the Bulletin of the Madras (Government

Museum. It is in seven sections, the second of which deals

with the classification of the various instruments of Indian music

while the first, third and fourth sections with the introduction, evolu-

tion and the place of music in Indian life. The latter could

have been made more elaborate and informative. The develop-

ment of the Indian musical instriiments is an important subject

and no amouift of study could be too much for its analysis.

A list of the various instruments in the museum is given for a

guide to the visitor with inteiesting descriptions and illustrations

of most of them. M. V.

Pramana Samuccaya of Dinnaga.

(CHAPTER I).

Edited by H. R. Rangaswamy Iyengar, Esq., m.a.

Foreword by RAiATANTRArRAVixNA

DR. Sir B. N. Seal, Kt.

(iYjf. y.)

The famous Dinnaga represents the higli water-mark of the

Buddhist Logic and is its great protagonist. Opinions differ regard-

ing the religion of Dinnaga, He was undoubtedly of Brahman

parentage^ while perhaps he had marked sympathies and leanings

towards Buddhism. The historical importance of this Buddhistic

work can hardly* be over-estimated, while considered from the

point of view of intellectual acuteness in founding a new system

•of logic, its place may be on a par with the work of Udayana or

•Gadadhara.

'Though the publication is incomplete, containing only the

initial chapter, yet the authorities of the Mysore University and

the talented young scholar deserve to be congratulated for

making a Tibetan work available in the Sanskrit Language.

Along with its Sanskrit tika^ an English translation would have

rendered the book welcome to a wider circle of readers.

*V. N. D.
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Ramavarma Research Institute Bulletin.

VOL. 1, No. I.

We welcome this btillelin into the ranks of archaeological publi-

cations in India. The object of the Institute under whose

auspices it is issued is, like ours, to collect books, journals and

unpublished manuscripts in the history of South India and of

Kerala in particular ;
to afford facilities for research

;
and to publish

a bulletin and a series of rare and important works : and we have

every sympathy with it.

The bulletin opens with a mioe line-sketch of Siva from a

mural painting in the Mattancheri Palace, Cocl^n. Professor

Winternitz writes on two new Arthasastra MSS. which again have

been found in S. India. The second MS. No. 647 contains in

Malayalam characters the complete text of the Arthasastra.

Even though these refer to Kautalya and Kautaliya, the Pro-

fessor still considers Kautilya to be the original form of the

name, relying on the Puriina MS. The texts offer some new

readings and support the better readings of the Lahore and

Trivandrum editions, some of which have been noticed by Dr.

Shama Sastry, Mr. W. Gampert of Prague writes on ‘Old classi-

dcations of sins in South India’ and Prof. Rama Pisaroti

gives a study on Cranganur with reference to Makotai on which

an article appeared in Q.J.M.S., Vol. XIX. He identifies it with

Muzuris or Masuridevata (Goddess of Small-pox) [pp. 35-36].

The identification of I^aralia and Purali is also attempted. In his

essay on the Kilirur temple Mr. Krishna Menon says^the worship

of gods was unknown to the Vedic religion and it was copied by

the Hindus from the Buddhists for purposes of adoration and

meditation. There is an article on the alveolar /, // in Malaya-

lam and Tamil by Mr. L. V. Ramaswami Ayyar. Mr. Govinda

Wariar writes an interesting essay on Goda Ravi Varnia in Cochin

history. The alphabetically arranged appendix shows about 650

books in the library, a good beginning for a new institution.

S. S. .
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Karnatak Hi^itorical Review.

VOL. I, No. 1.

We welcome the first number of this review published under the

auspices of the Karnataka Historical Resear6h Society, Dharwar,.

founded with aims and objects similar to our own. A melancholy

interest attaches to its birth as its guiding spirit Dr. R. H.
Shirahatti, a close and devoted student of Karnatak history^

passed away before its publication. The place of honour is

appropriately given to an article which discusses the date of the

Gomata image at Sravanabelgola by Mr. M. Govind Pai. It is

proved as Sunday the 13th March 981 A.C. Rev. Heras identifies

Triparvata wjth Halebid, the ancient Dorasamudra of the

Hoysalas, in his usual, lucid, thorough manner. Dr. R. Shama Sastri

reverts to the authorship of the Gadayuddha in another article,

(already published in Q./.AI.S

,

July 1930). These are followed by

other articles, by Messrs. Bengeri, Sharma, Karmarkar and
Alur. The contribution of Virakals and Mastikals to history and
literature is a very important subject and deserves a more detailed

consideration than it has been possible for Mr. Alur to give in his

short note. It is a vast field of study in itself and we trust a

more comprehensive article will be forthcoming in subsequent issues

of the Journal. We congratulate the Managing Committee of the

Society on their very laudable endeavour. S. S.

Sayings of Vijaya Dharma Suri.

Miss Charlotte Krause, ph.i). (Leipzig), a staunch devotee

of the late Vijaya Dharma Suri, has translated, with admirable

accuracy, a hundred and eight sayings of that Jaina monk into

faultless English,

Who will not echo the sentiments contained in such sayings

of the Saint as the following?:

—

“Let there be diversity in this world, but let there be

no enmity ! Let there be competition, but let there be

, no jealousy !

’’

This neat little booklet and other works of the learned

Acharya which have appeared in the Sree Yashovijaya Jaina

Granthamala, Bhavanagar, will amply repay a careful study.

K. N. ^
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The Mysore Tribes and Castes.

VOL. III.

That renowned, learned and patriotic son of Mysore—Mr.

H. V. Nanjunda5»ya, M.A., M.l.., C.I.E., Vice-Chancellor of the

Mysore University—undertook a detailed ethnographic survey of

Mysore and published several interesting and instructive mono-

graphs on the various tribes of Mysore.

After his demise, the work has been entrusted to a well-

known scholar of anthropology and ethnography—Rao Bahadur

L. K. Ananthakrishna Iyer, B.A?, L.T., who has, after carefully

enlarging, revising and editing the matter, planned to publish

four volumes of which two (Vols. II and III) have already ap-

peared and two more are in the press.

How valuable and useful the publication is can be judged

by the thoroughness with which each subject has been dealt with.

The origin and early history of tribes including migration and

distribution have been given ; their habitation and social organ-

ization depicted ;
their physical character and appearance

as well as dress and ornaments delineated
;
their dietary detailed

;

their religious customs respecting worship and rites of marriage

and funeral as also fasts and festivals portrayed ; their mytho-

logy noticed
;
and their contribution to history, literature and archi-

tecture recorded. In the revised edition of the Mysore Gazetteer^

Mr. C. Hayavadana Rao has given an abridged account on

ethnology in Mysore, which is largely drawn from these materials.

We, therefore, look forward to the early completion of this

great work by the publication of the remaining volumes.

K. N.

Apastamba Sulba Sutra.

^Mysore Oriental Library Publications?^

Students of Vedic sacrifices will find the Sulba Sutra a very

useful guide regarding the entire technique of sacrifices including

the construction of altars.

The Sulba Sutra, which forms the last prasna of Apastamba

Kalpa Sutra, contains six patalas and twenty-one khapdas apd

P
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has three illuminating bhashyas by Kapardaswamin, Sundararaja

and Karavinda.

The letter-press and get-up of the book is, as usual with

these publications, quite good. Its usefulnf^ss has been further

enhanced by the addition of a long list of manuscript variants in

reading.

K. N.

Speeches of Sir Mirza M. IsmaiL

(1926-1930)

c

The speeches of Sir Mirza Ismail may lack the florid rhetoric

of Sir Albion Banerji or the grand idealism of Sir M. Visvesvaraya,

but they have a peculiar charm of their own : they are genial,

gentle, and sincere. His life-long devotion and unequalled

loyalty to the person of the Maharaja as well as his keen

solicitude for the well-being of the State of Mysore can be read

on every page of the book under consideration. He has struck a

new note in Mysore politics. The cry of Mysore for Mysoreans

is not enough : it needs to be supplemented by that of Mysoreans

for Mysore.

This is not the place to exalt his works or to magnify his errors

and he has his weaknesses like the rest of us, perhaps a little more,

perhaps a little less. But judged from the speeches and the public

career of Sir Mirza Ismail, few will deny the transparent earnestness

and refreshingly easy manner which characterise all his actions

and thoughts. The collection before us serves to remind us of the

man In Mirza Ismail and the humane man that he is more than

anything el.se. Public speeches generally are calculated to be a

mirror of the life aromd at the time they are made and the

prosperity of Mysore is writ large in the speeches of the friend

and counsellor, loyal subject and obedient servant of His

Highness Sri Krishnarajendra Wadiyar of Mysore, who worthily

represents his ruler and his country in the councils of the

Empire.

S. S.
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Visvakarnataka.

(Yugadi Sanciiike)

Mr. T. T. SIIARMAN, the talented editor of the Kannada Weekly,

published in Bangalore, has brought out this special number con-

taining valuable articles on various topics of public interest from

the pen of well-known men. On the cover is to be found a

photograph of the famous Gandabherunda pillar at Keladi in

the Shimoga District. The portrait of Mirabai is very appealing

to the eye.

The object of the work is to supply the lay Kannada reader

with information, accurate yet concise, on topics dealing with

science, politics and literature. The success of life effort can be

gauged from the fact that Rao Bahadur B. Venkatesachar WTites

on the progress of science and its application to life and points

out how the genius of Seshadri Aiyar bi ought electricity to the

doors of the people of Mysore. The contribution of the Indian

to the scientific knowledge of the world is the theme of Mr. P.

Srinivasa Rao. In the field of politics and administration, the

love of liberty inherent in man, the relationship that ought to

exist between the State and local self-governing institutions, and

the Indian attempt for Swaraj with illustrations are admirably

delineated by several writers. Eight articles have been contrib-

uted on literary matters and the leading lights of modern

Kannada have been dealt with by Mr. K. V. Puttappa, himself a

poet of a very high order. We wish the attempt every success.

S. S.

Bramhasutra Vriksha. «

By Dr. a. Venkataramapandit,

J^rinci pal^ Meenakshi Ayurvedic Colle*^c^ Chidambaram,

(Price As, 4 .)

Mk. Venkataramapandit has attempted to provide tlie

busy learner with the Brahmasutras at a glance in the Kannada
language. Divyafyoti^ a Kannada I'heosophical monthly, for

November 1930 gives some details and Mr. Pandit evidently intends

to append the present table to a short introductory study of the
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Brahmasutras SO as to be in a more permanent and enduring form.

He appears to have already published 300 pages of the Brahma

Sutras in Kannada with this object. The genealogical tree natu-

rally divides the Brahmasutras into four chapters, vh,, (1) Samanva-

yadhyaya, (2) Avirodhadliyaya, (3) Sadhanadliyaya, and (4) Pha-

ladhyaya. According to the first, which is again sub-divided, the

end and aim of all Vedantic doctrines is Advitiyabrahma.

The second chapter, which is likewise sub-divided, propounds

that with what is enunciated in the first chapter there is nothing

inconsistent to be found in the Sankhyas or in the Vedanta

Sastra. The remaining chapters are also similarly sub-divided.

Moksha is said to be the attempt to attain perpetual and ever-

lasting bliss through the abandonment of enjoyment or sorrow.

We congratulate the author on his excellent effort and we are

confident it will be found a valuable guide by students anxious to

study the Brahma Sutras but who are still unable to find sufficient

time for it.

S. S.
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Harsltavardhana in the Karnatak.

(BY B. A. SALETORE, ESQ., M.A.)

The authorship of this article, has been ascribed to Rev. Fr. H.

Heras, SJ., in volume XXI, No. 4, of the Quarterly journal of

the Mythic Society,

Rev. Heras has since written to us (on May 2) that the

article in question was written by one of his post-graduate re-

search students, Mr. B. A. Saletore, M.A. who is now in London

preparing a thesis for obtaining the Ph.D. Degree of that

University.

We regret the error owing to inadveitence. In the index for

Volume XXI issued with this number, the error has been rectified

and the further instalments of the article will be continued in

Mr. Saletore’s name.

The statements made and the responsibility for them, so far

as “Harshavardhana in the Karnatak’’ is concerned, are of course

Mr. Saletore’s and Rev. Father Heras is in no way responsible

for them.

S. Skikantaiya,

General Secretary^

Mythic Society.



EDITORIAL.

In the Indian Antiquary for April 1931, the .life and work of that

distinguished Orientalist, Sir Richard Temple, is given in ‘ In

Memoriam’. ‘When the end was at hand he was not even

feeling ill : death came to him quite suddenly, caused by a clot

on the brain, while he was working with his papers actually in

his hand/ His outstanding characteristics were ‘ his indefatiga-

ble industry amounting to a joy of work, his exceptional range

of knowledge and interests covering almost all branches of
•

oriental research, his wide personal experiences of all provinces

of the Indian'Empire, and his liberal and broad-minded outlook

that enabled him better to understand and appreciate the cultures

of the East as a whole/

The Mysore Blue Booh and Publicity Journal for March 1931

contains an account of half a century’s progress of an Indian

State. That is the story of Mysore since the Rendition. Of the

subjects dealt with attention may be drawn to (l)Railways and Irri-

gation Works, (2) Mining and Geology, (3) Electric Installations,

(4) Mysore Economic Conference, (5) Industries and Commerce,

(6) Agriculture, (7) Education—University, Secondary and Primary,

(8) Mysore Iron Works, and (9; Constitutional Uevelopiuenl. Under

Ruling Family, regarding Sri Chamarajendra Wadiyar, it may be

said, ‘ Dignified and unassuming, his bearing was that of the

English gentleman. An accomplished horseman and whip, fond

of sport, a liberal patron of the turf, and hospitable as a host,

while at the same time careful in observance of Hindu customs,

he was popular both with Europeans and Indians. He was

devoted to his family and of a cultured and refined taste which

led him to take special pleasure in European music and works of

art. He was also diligent and conscientious in attending to

business. He had, further, travelled much and been brought

into intercourse with most of the leading men in India, who were

impressed with his high character.* Under the able guidance of

Her Highness the Maharani Kempananjammanni Avaru, Vani

Vilasa Sannidhana, at a time of great trial and personal sorrow,

the advancement of the country found no interruption. His
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Highness Sri Krishnarajendra Wadiyar IV was installed on 8th

August 1902. The Silver Jubilee of his reign was celebrated on

8th August 1927 with an enthusiasm unparallelled in the State.

During this period, ^the State has made considerable progress,

notably in education, irrigation and electric power development,

and in measures calculated to awaken the people to a correct

sense of their duties and responsibilities. His Highness is a

keen sportsman, a fine polo, tennis and racquet player and

a liberal patron of the Fine Arts.

Lily Dexter Green gives a very interesting picture of the

Nature Study in the Sanskrit drama, Sakuntala, in the j\Iarch and

April issues of the Indian Antiquary

.

The origin of caste in India has been the subject dealt

with by several hands from time to time and the latest effort

is that of Dr. Biren Bannerji. He considers there is no

equivalent to it known to the Indian and that ‘ caste ^ is

derived from the Portuguese ‘ Casta L After discussing the

occupational, somatological and totemic theories in succession,

he finds the occupational suggestion to be puerile in the extreme.

Regarding the somatological basis, it was due to a wrong interpre*

tation of varna meaning colour. I'he colour complex was more the

result of the nature of the avocations and the kind of life led by

the people. 'I'he only distinction in the ancient books was between

the literate Arya and the aboriginal and illiterate Dasyu. He then

proceeds to discuss the correspondence of caste to race from the

statement of Risley wherein a man’s caste is said to be known

from the inverse ratio of his nasal index,—only to reject it. Even

the cephalic index of the different castes is not helpful towards

a solution. As several anthropological types are met with in

each particular caste, it cannot be taken as a somatological

division. The colour is equally elusive as the skin in every

family varies from light olive to dark brown and black is rarely

found. 'Phus, the totemic theory, though beset with some

difficulties, yet holds the field. Caste was probably a Dravidiah

institution adopted by the Aryan conquerors of India. Magic,

in which the Dravidian priest had something to do, was connect-

ed with caste. Even this is only partly true, because there was a

•caste syj^tem in Greece. His final conclusion is that caste is not
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an anthropological division, but is the outcome of primitive

superstitions. One may well ask : Is caste a pontifical denial

of the brotherhood of man ?

The Man in India for January-March 1931 has an article on

the Goddess Bhattarika by Knlipada Mitra and Ghanashyam Das

in which it is said that the male form of Bhattaraka and the

female form of Bhattarika occur in the names of gods and goddesses

in the A^ajrayana cult of Buddhism. Bhattarika means the

venerable old lady. The authors suggest that the cult of Siva

was not originally Aryan, that Sakti worship was imported from

the non-Aryans and that the Aryans were patriarchal in religion

and government.

H!

In the Journal of the A^nerican Oriental Society for March

1931, Mr. Slutterheim Willem dilates on the meaning of the

Hindu-Javanese candi and says that the so-called ‘ Hindu temples ’

of Java are not temples nor are they built by Hindus. According

to him they were built by the Javanese and at most the Hindus

were their teachers in preceding times. The close affinity

generally regarded as existing between the Hindu and the Java-

nese styles is similar to that in Europe, where buildings of the

Gothic style in England and Germany were not necessarily the

w'ork of French artisans from the lie de France. This view is

sought to be supported from the variations in canonical rules,

ashes and other relics found beneath the statues of images and

others.

Mr. Nirmal Kumara Bose writes on ‘The Aboriginal Inhabi-

tants of Western Orissa ’ in tlie April issue of the Modern Revieiv,

It is interesting to observe that an organization of the bachelors’

club exists amongst most of the tribes, though in rules and

functions they differ. Mr. G. E. Watts dealing with India’s

sacred rivers naturally gives pre-eminence to the Ganges which

is reputed to wash off the endless sins of man by its one bath.

His attention evidently is not attracted to the rivers of the South

or the sacred Kaveri would not have been omitted.
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The Jaina Gazette for March and April 1931 contains some

sayings of Lord Mahavira, extracted from Dr. Jacobi’s transla-

tion of the Uttaradhy.iyaiia Sutra. Of these, one may be given.
“ One does not becojne a Sramana by the tonsure, nor a Brahmana

by the sacred syllable Om, nor a Muni by living in the woods, nor

a Tapasa by wearing (clothes of) Kusa-grass and bark.

One becomes a Sramana by equanimity, a Brahmana by

chastity, and a Tapasa by penance.

By one's actions one becomes a Brahmana, or a Kshatriya, or

a Vaisya, or a Sudra.”

•

Mr. R. E. Enthoven, C.I.E., I.C.s. (Retd.), read a paper on

5th March 1930 before the Anthropological Society of Bombay on
‘ The Tribes and Castes of Mysore’ and the same has been

published in Vol. XIV, No. 5. After complimenting the Risley

scheme for a .systematic survey of the tribes and castes in India,

he gives an appreciative note on the recent work on the ‘ Mysore

Castes and Tribes’ Vol. II, by Mr. Anantakrishna Iyer.

Sir J. J. Modi read a most interesting paper on Swastika as a

symbol. According to him, the symbols play a very large part even

in enlightened civilizations in the life of the people. As peacock

is the emblem of immortality, the fish of activity, the palm of

victory, the anchor of hope, and so on amongst the several

peoples of this earth; so Swastika which is a kind of mystical

mark on persons and things denoting good luck, is a very

familiar protective symbol in India. He says it was a world-

wide symbol also, found in various parts of Asia, Europe and
America.

jh

sH *

In Vol. XV, No. 1 of the Karftaiaka Sahitya Parishat Pairika
Rao Bahadur Narasiinhachar continues his study of Kannada
Poets—Santinatha ( ? 1120), Trivikrama Pandita (1149), Mara-
marasa and others. Bhasa’s Ahhiseka is translated into Kannada.
Mr. Bhujabala Sastri gives a sketch of the life of the well-known
king Chavundaraya, remembered, more than for anything else,

for his colossal statue of Gomata. Among the village songs, the
popular songs of the grinding stone their

prosody, their different types and the manner of singing them are

given by Mr. B. Krishna Sarma, with some choice selections. The
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subjects dealt with comprise such topics as mother-father, son-

daughter, brother and sister, marital love, the life of a girl in

her mother-in-law’s house and her wailings, and worldly experience.

In No. 2 the Sringeri Kaifhyat is continued from Vol. XIII,

No. 1, p. 72, by Mr. B. Rama Rao, in which a letter from Gen.

Mathews to Tippu Sultan is referred to. A short account of the

rulers at Nagara is given. A description of the total hundred and

six agrahars left to the Jahagir, including seventeen which have

been discontinued, is found. Jairniitibharata translated from the

Sanskrit" text is continued from previous issues.

Vol. IV,^ No. 1 of the Ttiveni has a coloured portrait

Pushpalankara by Damerla Rama Rao, of whom Mr. Oswald

.Couldrey gives an interesting account in the sequel. Mr. V,

Narayanan in his short essay on the Ancient Tamil Civilization

says that the evidences of an independent Tamil civilization

.are inconclusive. Prof. Venkatarangaiya says in another article,

‘ the task of the historian consists not merely in the assembl-

ing of facts arranged in chronological order, but in their

interpretation with a view to explain the nature of their sequence

and the vital factors that guided the motives and actions

of persons responsible for the events ’ p. 51). In addition to

the concluding account on the Sittannwasal Frescoes, Mr. Sundar

Sarma contributes a note on those discovered at Kanchi by

Prof. Dubreuil in the Kailasanatha temple. These pictures are

rightly described to be marvellous and executed in the very

critical and definite style of. the Sittannavasal frescoes.
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C. R. Kalyanasundaram
Panthulu .. ..3 4

Punjab University Library,
Lahore . . ..54

S. S. Sinha . . ..64
A, S. Vaiclyanatha Iyer . . 6 4

H. Nowroji .. ..5 0
Imperial Library, Calcutta. . 4 8

E. H. L. Seppings . . 3 4
W. G. Urdhwareshe . . 3 4
S. T. Moses . . ..34
R. C . Proctor . . ..34
Provincial Museum, {-ucknow 3 4

Bhagavadatta . • ..34
Suryaprasad Mahojar . . 3 4

B. ISL Sarma . . ..34
B. Plthirajulu Naidu .. 3 4

Sir K. P. Puttanna Chetty ..50
M. Raja Rao . . ..50
N. Shama Iyengar . . 5 0

S. P. Rajagopalachari . . 5 0
R Rama Rao . • ..50
Supdt. of Archaeology,

Gwalior .. ..3 6

P. S. Govinda Rao . . 3 4

Is. M. Library, Rangoon . . I 4

Kamta Prasad Jain .. 3 4

S. Rama Iyer . . ..34
V, T. Krishnamachariar » . 3 4

Messrs.

RS A.

S. Somanatha Pillai 3 4

H. Haridas Mitra . • 3 4

A. V. Seshachar .

.

3 4

S. Paranavitana .

.

6 4

G.R. Carline 21 0

H. Gulliford 6 0

lly. S. L. Polak .

.

30 6

B. M. Srikantia .

.

5 0

Kungl. U. B. Uppsala U 0

H. V. Rama Ivengar 5 0

F. W. Kendall .. 10 0

John Gibb 3 0

C. V. Narasaiya 3 0

P. S. Lakshminarasu 5 0

R. Balasubrahmanyam 5 0

Teachers’ College, Saidapet 27 8

John Gibb 5 0

K. Ramavarma Raja 2 0

S. Srini vasachan 3 0

K. Anantasami Rao 5 0

S. Hiriannaiya 10 0

G. H. Krumbiegel 5 0

S. Krishnamiirthy 3 4

C. Krishna Rao .

.

3 4

K. Knshnamurthi Kao 3 4

K. V. Rangaswami lyenga 3 4

P. Narayana Menon 3 4

Nilakantaiya 3 4

K. Kama I’lsharoti 3 4

K. T. Paul 3 4

IL P'ernandez 3 4

11. A. F. Bracken .

.

3 4

H. J. Bhabha 3 4

P. K. Gode 3 4

B. Krishniengar .. 3 4

J. A. Saldhana 3 4

G. 11. Marsden ..

Pittapiir Raja’s College,

3 4

Cocanacia 3 4

C. W. E. Cotton .. 3 4

II. Ileras 3 4

M. R. Narasimha Sarma 3 4

N. S. Narasimha Ivengar 3 4

S. Paramesvvara Iyer 3 4

C. J. Hall 3 4

Bombay University T>ibrary 3 4

A. Suryanarayana Rao 6 4

V. Raghavendra Rao 5 0

I). Venkatramiah 10 0
Belur Srinivasa Iyengar 2 8

Madras Record Office 5 0
B. Sundarabhashvam 3 4

C. Raitt 3 4

Indian Museum, Calcutta 5 4

British Museum . 5 0

H. B. Mylvaghanam 5 0



Books received during the Quarter ending
30th June 1B31

Presented by
University of Mysore—

1. Dinnaga’s Pramana Samuccaya (Chapter l)—by H. R.

Rangaswamy.

2. Apastamba Sulba Sutra (O. L. S. Series No. 73 )—Edited

by D. Srinivasachar.

3 . (o. L. K. Series No. 18)—

Edited by I). Srinivasachar.

4 |3y Veerabhadranripala (O. L. K. Series

No. 17)—Edited by D. Srinivasachar.

University of Madras—

The Calendar for 1930-31, Vol. II.

Government of India—

Catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts in the Library of the

India Office, Vol. II—by C. A. Storey.

Government of Mysore—

Administration Reports for 1929-80

—

1. Government Gardens Department.

2. Muzrai Department.

8. Revenue Department.

4. Department of Industries and Commerce.

5. Department of Public Instruction (Duplicate).

6. Co-operative Societies in Mysore.

7. Mysore Agricultural Department.

The Authors—

1. Dastur Kaikabad Mahyar\s Petition—by Dr. J, J. Modi,

2. Elephant Catching: Ancient and Modern—by P. S.

Govinda Rao.

Government of Hyderabad-
Annual Report of the Archasological Department of H. E. H.

the Nizam’s Dominions for 1927-28 A. C.

X~
1. British India, Vol. II—by W. W. Hunter.

2. Poverty and Un-British Rule in India—by Oadabhoy
Naoroji.

10
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St MulhiMwmmi Irer* Bsa.-*

Omar Khayam (Bengali).

Messrs. GAtissh & Co.. Madras—
Shakti and ShUkta—by Sir John Woodroffe.

Bhandarkar Oriental Institute—

Maha Bharata: Adiparvan, Fascicule 5. (B.O.R.I. Edition)

—by V. S. Sukhthankar.

Superintendent. Government Museum. Madras—
1. Sri Vaishnava Brahmans. (Bulletin, N. S. G. S., Vol. II,

• Ft. 2)—by K. Rangachari.

2. Catalogue of the Musical Instruments Exhibited in the

Government Miiseum/Madras. (Bulletin, N. S. G. S.,

Vok. II, Ft. 3)—by P, Sambamoorthy.
S. M. S. A. Sablia. Bangalore—

—

l

3y panduranga Krishnacharya.

Kem Institute. i.eiden—

Annual Bibliography of Indian Afchaeology for the Year 1929.

Pudukkottml Durbar—

1. Inscriptions (Texts) of the Pudukkottai State.

2, Chronological List of Inscriptions in the Pudukkottai
State.

Government of Travancore—

Travancore Archaeological Series, Vol. VIJ, Ft. 1—by A. S.

Ramanatha Ayyar.

Purchased:—

1. Madura Manual—by J. H. Nelson.

2. Indian Antiquary, Vol. XIII.

3. Inscriptions on Copper Plates in the Nellore District—
by A. Butterworth and V. Venugopaul Chetty—Vol. I.

4- * Do. do. Vol II.

5. Do. do. Vol. III.
6. Theodore Roosevelt and His Time

—

by J.B. Bishop, Vol. I.

do. Vol. II.
7. Do.
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GEOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES IN THE
CEYLONESE CHRONICLES.

By Dr. Bimala Churn Law, Ph.D., M.A., B.T.

The Ceylonese Chronicles incidentally refer to a large

number of countries and localities, important in the history

of Buddhism, in India and Ceylon. Most of them come in

for mention as a result of their association with the life and

religion of the Buddha or in connection with the historical

inter-relation, or the part played by them in the history of India

and Ceylon. Most of these places and countries are already

known from other, mainly Buddhist, sources, and few of them

require any new identification. Even then, they add to our

geographical knowledge, and not a few of the* references are

of more than usual interest. Such are, for example, the

references to Alasanda in the city of the Yonas in the

Mahavamsa, or to Yonaka in the Dipavamsa in connection

with the building of the Great Thupa, and the sending pf Mis-

sions by Moggaliputta respectively. Alasanda, as is well known,

is Alexandria in the land of the Yonas, probably the town found-

ed by Alexander in the country of the Paropanisadae near

Kabul. The Chronicles refer in common to the following

places and countries in India and Ceylon

;
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North and North-West India—
Gandhara=modern Peshawar and Rawalpindi districts.

Y©na or Yonaka=the foreign settlements on the North-

Western Frontier, perhaps identical with theGraeco-

Bactrian kingdom.

Anotatta lake=one of the seven great lakes in the

Himalayas.

Western India—
* Aparantaka comprises modern Gujrat, Kathiawar and

* the sea -coast districts.

Snppara {D'lp,) or Supparaka (Ma/j.)=Surparaka (Sans.),

modern Sopara in the Thana district, north of

Bombay.

Maharattha=modern Maharashtra.

Mid-India and Eastern India—
Kapilavatthu= the birthplace of Gotama, and capital of

the Sakya tribe in Nepal.

Kiisavati=identical with later Kusinara.

Kiisinara=a town of the clan of the Mallas in modern

Nepal.

Giribbaja=Rajagriha, modern Rajagiri in Bihar.

Jetavana=a park and monastery near SavatthI in the

Kosala country.

Madhura=another name for Mathura, modern Muttra..

Ujjen1=now Ujjain in the Gwalior State; old capital of

Avanti.

Uriivela=m ancient Buddha Gaya in the Gaya district.

KasT=modern P>enares district.

Isipatana==the famous deer-park of J^enares where Bud?

dha first turned the Wheel of Law.
Tamalitiya {Dip-) or Tamalitti (A/aA.)=Tamralipti, mod*

.
ern Tamluk in the district of Midnapore, Bengal,

Pataliputta=identical with modern Patna and the adjoin-

ing region.

Pupphapura=Pushpapura identical with ancieht Patali-

piitra.
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Baranasl=»=modern Benares.

Mithila=modern Tirhut in Bihar.

Rajagaha==modern Rajgir in Bihar.

Vanga {Dip.) pr Vanga (Mah.)=identic'dl roughly with

Eastern Bengal.

Vesali=modern Basar in Muzaffarpur, north of Patna.

The Deccan and South India—
Vinjha {Dip.), Vinjhatavl {Mah.)=^l\\e Vindhya mountain

with its dense forests.

Damila— the Tamil country.

Ceylon—
^

Suvannabhumi=not in Ceylon, generally identified with

Lower Burma comprising the Rammannadesa.

Malaya=central mountain region in the interior of Ceylon.

Abhayagiri=outside the north gate of Anuradhapnra.

SIlakuta=northern peak of the Mihintala mountain.

Jetavana=a park monastery near Savatthi in the ' Kosala

country.

Kalyani==modern Kaelani, the river that flows into the sea.

near Colombo.

Cetiyapabbata=the later name of the Missaka mountain.

Nandanavana=between Mahameghavana where now the

Mahavihara stands, and the southern wall of the

city of Anuradhapnra.

Lanka=identified with the island of Ceylon.

Missakagiri {Dip .),—pabbata modern Mihintala

mountain, etist of Anuradhapnra. •

Dighavapi= probably *the modern Kandiya-Kattu tank

in the Eastern province.

The Dipavamsa, however, exclusively mentions several

countries and places which are not mentioned in the

Mahdvathsa.

North and North-West India—
Kurudipa=probably identical with Uttarakurii.

. Takkasilaspsmodern Taxila in N. W. P'rontier province,

Sagala (reading doubtful)=^modern Sialkot in the Punjab.
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Western India—
Bharukaccha=modern Broach, an ancient seaport in

Kathiawar.

Lalarattiha=ideirtical either with Lata in modern Guj-

rat or Racjha in Bengal.

SShapura=capital city of Lata or Radha country.

Mid-India and Eastern India—
Anga=identical with modern Bhagalpur region in Bihar.

Campa==modern Patharghata in the district of Bhagalpur.

Magadha=a tribe dwelling in the territory now repre-

sented by modern Patna and Gaya districts in

Bihar.

Malla==a republican tribe of ancient Kusinara and Pava.

Vardhamanapura==Vardhamanabhukti of inscriptions,

modern Burdwan.

Veluvana=the famous bamboo-garden monastery in

Rajagriha, modern Rajgiri,

Vedissa=Vidisa, modern Bhilsa in the Gwalior State.

Hatthipura==Hastinapura (Sans.)—generally identified

with an old town in Mawana Tahsil, Merat.

Indapatita==Indraprastha, near modern Delhi.

It may be noticed in this connection that in the Dipa-

vamsa, Anga, Magadha, Vahga and Malla are mentioned in

the plural, not as Vahga in the singular as in the Mahdvathsa.

The tribal significance was maintained in the Dipavathsa^

whereas in thejater Chronicle it was overlooked.

Ceylon— ^

Anuradhapura=ancient capital of Ceylon, now in ruins.

Aritthapura=in North Central province, north of Haba-

rana.

Naggadipa=probably an island in the Arabian sea.

Tembapanni=most probably identical with the island of

Ceylon.

The Mahdvathsa likewise refers exclusively to several

goqntries and places not nienfioned in the Dlpavathsa^
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North and North-West India—

Alasanda=Alexandria, the town founded by Alexander

in the Paropanisadae country.

Uttarakuru==a,country north of Kasmira, mentioned in

Vedic and Puranic literature.

Kasmira==modern Kashmere.

Mid-India and Eastern India—
Avanti==the region round modern Ujjain in Gwalior,

Madda=see Dr, B. C. Law’s “ Some K^atriya Tribes of

Ancient India ”—Chapter opt the Madras or Maddas.

Mahavana=a monastery in the ancient Vajji country
;

mentioned also by Fahien.

Dakkhinagirivihara==a vihara in Ujjenl.

Payaga=modern Allahabad.

Pava=a republican state inhabited by the Mallas.

Kosambi=modern Kosam in Allahabad, on the Jumna,

capital of the Vatsas.

South India apid the Deccan—
Cola=the ancient Chela country whose capital waff

Kanchipuram, modern Conjeeverani.

Mahisamandala=identical with Mandhata island on the

Narbada, ancient capital—Mahi§mati. A district

south of the Vindhya.

Vanavasin=modern Vanavasi in North Kanara, preserves

the older name.

Ceylon—
Akasa Cetiya=situate^ on the summit of a rock not

very far from the Cittalapabbata monastery.

Kadamba nadi=modern Malwatte-oya by the ruins of

Anuradhapura (Kadambaka nadi in the Dip,),

Karinda nadi=modern Kirinda-oya in the Southern pro-

vince where must be located the Panjali-pabbata. .

Kala Vapi=built by Dhatusena by banking up the river

Kalu-oya or Gona nadi.

Gambhira nadi—seven or eight miles north of

Anuradhapura.



Gona nadi^=imodern Kalu-oya river.

Jetavanarama=near Abha3'agiri dagoba in Anuradhapura.

Tissamahavihara=in South Ceylon, north-east of Ham-
bantota.

• t

Tissavapi=a tank near Mahagama.

Thuparama=a monastery in Anuradhapura.

Pathama Cetiya=outside the eastern gate of Anuradha-

pura.

Ma:iihira=now Minneriya, a tank near Pulonnaruwa.

Mahagahga=identical with Mahawaeliganga river.

Mahatittha=identical with modern Mantota opposite the

iskiid Manaar.

Mahameghavana=50uth of the capital Anuradhapura.

Dvaramandala==near Cetiyapabbata (Mihintale), east of

Anuradhapura.

Pulinda=a barbarous tribe dwelling in the country

inland between Colombo, Kalutara, Galle and the

mountains (Geiger

—

Mahavamsa, p. 60, note 5).

Ambatthala—immediately below the Mihintale moun-
tain.

Besides these, there are a number of references to

countries and places of Ceylon of lesser importance. They

have all been noticed and identified in Geiger’s edition of the

Mahavamsa.



THE VIVEKA-SARA OF SANKARANANDA.

By Arthasastra Visarada Mahamahopadhyaya

Dr. R. Shamasastry, B.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S,

{Continued from Vol, XXI, No, 4,)

How Misery Arises

The cause of misery is explained as follows:

—

The Atman appears reflected in an impure form* owing to

the impure state of the intellect, just as a rope appears as a

snake. Though the Atman is identical with happiness, still

in his objective appearance he appears as miserable or un-

comfortable. Hence there arises the feeling of misery in the

mind. Since the Atman is liable to no change, he can be the

cause of neither happiness nor of misery. When he is in his

own state, then happiness or pleasure which is his nature is

perceived. Though happiness is his nature, still the rise of

innate eternal happiness is not felt, and the real nature of the

Atman is not known. Man is accustomed to feel happiness only

in the presence of agreeable objects. Just as a barren woman
cannot feel the happiness of embracing a child, so a man who
is ignorant of the real nature of the Atman cannot under-

stand Atman-happiness or self-pleasure. Only at the sight

of the moon in the full moon-night of a summer. day, his light

is felt to be comfortable. If the moon is covered with clouds,

no pleasure is felt. Primordi^il ignorance like darkness covers

the real nature of the Atman. When this ©over is removed

absolute happiness whiclf.is the nature of the Atman is ex-

perienced. That the Atman’s nature is happiness and light

has been already referred to. That his nature is light is

proved not only by the Vedas but also by experience and

reasoning. The sun, for example, illuminates all things on the

surface of the earth. Without the sun’s light nothing is seen,

The sun and the things lighted or illumined by him are seen

with the eyes. Without the light of our eyes neither the

pun nor the things illumined by the sun are seen, by U5,
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Hence our eyes are the illuminator of the sun and the world.

Then it is the mind that shows us the eyes, the sun, and the

things. Hence the mind is the illuminator of the eyes, the

sun, and the things. Then lastly it is the Atman that brings

to light the mind, the eyes, the sun, and the things. Tt is in

the experience of all that in thought a mental picture of all

these things is formed, though the eyes are closed. The illu-

minator of such mental pictures is the Atman and Atman
alone. The perception of the sun is dependent on the eyes ;

the perception of the eyes is dependent on the mind, the per-

ception of the mind on the Atnjan ; but this perception doe^

not depend upon anything else. For he is self-illuminator.

To indicate his existence, as implied in the expression ‘ I am
he does not need the aid of anything else,—neither lamp-

light nor the sun, neither the eyes nor the mind. To prove

his existence neither the Vedas nor the evidence of syllogistic

reasoning, neither analogy nor the evidence of implication

IS needed. He is all-pervading and shines himself, illumin-

ating everything. Whatever is non-self is visible. Hence

it does not shine nor does it illuminate other things. Matter

that is associated with the Atman borrows light from him and

illuminates the rest. Just as lamplight resting on the wick

illuminates the wick, the oil-can, the house, the pillars, and

all other things over which the light falls, so the Atman not

only shines himself but also illuminates everything else

;

coming in contact with the intellect, he illuminates it and

its work
;
likewise he illuminates the mind and its workings,

the eyes and their actions, the sun and his form and action and

the material objects and their qualities. Himself remaining

ae immutable and unchangeable, he makes everything know-

able. In the work of illuminating material objects, the sun’s

function is limited to the removal of darkness. The indica-

tion of form, name, genus, number, colour, quality, birth,

growth and decay,—all this is due to the light of the Atman

himself. Never can the sun indicate the shape and name of

things as the Atman does. Hence the Atman alone is the

iUurhinator of all things in their entirety. Neither the body
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nor the limbs, neither the senses nor the mind nor even

the intellect can bring the objects home to the understanding

of man, unless there is the light of the Atman to illuminate

those objects. When a man is dead or asleep, there are the

body, the senses, the mind or the mental organ, still there is

no perception of anything at that time. If they were them-

selves capable of perceiving things, they could have done

so in sleep or after death. Hence it follows that they are

not capable of illuminating either themselves or ^anything

else. When these organs are active, they illuminate things

not by their own light but by the borrowed light of the

Atman. Just as an iron ball, when red hot, acquires or rather

borrows the power of heat and light, so the body and the

organs acquire the power of illumination by virtue of their

association with the Atman.

Buddhi or the intellect is not the Atman. For it is

changing every moment, and cannot therefore be expected to

recollect what was done long ago. Hence an immutable and

unchangeable intelligent being there must necessarily be to

recollect and retain past and present impressions and their

connecting link. That being is known as the Atman.

Complete Definition of the Atman

The Atman is one alone ; he is knowledge solidified

;

not illumined by anything else except by himself
; he is

invisible
;
pure ; all-pervading ; immutable and unchangeable

;

witness of all things ; like an anvil he bears the brunt of all

physical and mental actions and retains th^ir impressions ;

he is not tainted with the contact of anything else ; he is

imperishable ; and perfect.

The Atman in the Three States

In the waking state the Atman brings home to the mind
the sun and other visible objects.

In the dream state when all the senses are inactive and
when only the intellect is active and when the whole of the

objective world together with the sun’s light is ciit off, the

Atman shows to the intellect only the impressions of th^
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internal or the external world. . These impressions are only

imaginary and not at all real.

In deep sleep, however, the intellect also is inactive and

the Atman enables the mind after waking to recall its un-

awareness of anything during the sleep state.

The Sruti also says that because the Atman knows what

takes place in the three states of waking, dreaming, and

deep sleep, he is the revealer of all things. He is the meaning

of the pronominal word, “ I I dreamt, slept, and now am
awake”—this is the experience of every one touching three

diffeirent states of three different times. This experience

comes to him who is the meaning of the word “ I
^
Hence

it follows that the Atman is eternal and revealer of all

things.

The Witness of the Three States

The experiencer of the waking state is called Visva ;
the

dreamer is called Taijasa ; and the experiencer of deep sleep

is termed Pragna. None of these, however, is to be mistaken

fpr the eternal Atman who is called Sak§in or witness of all.

Th6. distinction between the true Atman called Saksin, and

the pseudo-Atmans called Vi^va, Taijasa, and Pragna is as

follows :

—

Visva, the knower of the objective world together with

his objective world, is not at all cognized during the state

of dream ; nor does he know the objects presented in dream.

For, he does not see the distinction between the objects of

the waking and dream states together and feel them. Hence

Vi5va must be ‘taken to be different from the Taijasa and

Vi4va must necessarily be non-existent during dream. As
Vi^va does not exist in dream and does not know what hap-

pens in dream, it follows that he cannot be the meaning of

I ”. Likewise Taijasa with his fancied world does not at

all exist during deep sleep ; nor does he know what happens

at that time. If Taijasa were existent during deep sleep

;there would be no difference between dream and deep sleep.

; Likewise Pragna, the presider over deep sleep, does not exist

ihi dream or waking state. If he were there, neither the



di^earn state nor the waking state would differ from the state of

deep sleep. Hence it follows that Visva, the presider over

the waking state, is aware neither of the dream state nof
of the state of deep sleep ;

that Taijasa, the presider over the

dream state, is aware neither of the waking state nor of the

state of deep sleep ;
and that Pragna, the presider over deep

sleep, is not aware of the other two states. Hence it also

follows that they are different from each other and that none

of them is aware of all the three states
; and that none of

them can therefore be the Atman who knows all tfiose three

states. The Atman, however, does know all those states,

hence it follows that he is existing, witnessing what happens

during each of those three states. Hence he alone is the

meaning of the word “ I Atman called the Sak§in, how-

ever, presides qver each of the three states and enables Visva

to know the objects of the waking state ;
Taijasa to know

the fanciful world of the dream state ;
and Pragna the dark

bliss of the state of deep sleep.

The Three Bodies

The body consists of three different bodies ; the visible

physical body consisting of head, hands and other limbs, is

called the Anna-maya sheath and is composed of the five

gross elements. The presider over this body is called Vifiva

and his state is the waking state. The five subtle sense-

organs, the five subtle work-organs, the five subtle Pranas

or vital winds, the mind, and the intellect,—these seventeen

constituents of the body form the subtle body composed of

subtle elements ; the presider over this body is called Taijasa

and his state is that of dream. The third body is called

the causal body. It is the seat of nescience which has no

beginning, indescribable, possessed of the three qualities,

called Satva, Rajas, and Tamas, and undifferentiated. This

nescience called Avidya, a pseudo-form of sentience, is the

third body presided over by Pragna. The Visva, Taijasa,

and Pragna are all pseudo-forms of the Atman, mutable and

changeable, inasmuch as each of them has its own condi-

' lions, and one does not appear in the condition of the other,
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Sinc^ they are conditioned, they are all transient. He who

witnesses the three states, the presiders over those states,

their changes, and their functions, himself remaining entirely

unaffected, is the Atman called Saksi, known also as Ku^astha,

an anvil or a summit witnessing all, itself being unaffected.

The Vedas also declare that he who dreams, falls into a sound

sleep and is awake, is one. This statement should not be un-

derstood to mean that Visva, Taijasa, Pragna and Atman are

all one with different names. For Visva or waking-conscious-

neSs, Taijasa or dream-consciousness, and Pragna or sub-

•Consciousness of deep sleep are, as already shown, different

from each oth^r on account of their circumscribed conditions.

If they were regarded as one, there would be no difference

between the states. Since the states are different, as experi-

enced by all, the forms of consciousness conditioned by those

States must necessarily be different. If then an Atman dif-

ferent from all these three is not acknowledged to be existing,

there would be no possessor of continued experience, since

Vi4va and other presiders over the three states are all momen-
tary, not cognizing each other. Hence it follows that there

must necessarily exist one who possesses the thread of all

past experience coupled with that of the present. This

possessor of life’s experience is called the Atman. Likewise

the Upanishads distinguish between the Atman and the pre-

siders over the three states. Explaining the nature of the

Atman, they say that he is not antah-pragna, meaning that

he is not Taijasa whose sense is inward ; that he is not

bahih-pragna, mefaning that he is not the Visva whose sense

IS only objective ; that he is not ubhayatah-pragna, meaning
* that he is not mere sensation, a pseudo-form* of consciousness;

that beds not pragna, meaning thereby that he is not buddhi

or the intellect ; that he is not apragna, meaning a state or

condition ; that he is not pragnanaghana, meaning thereby

that he is not solidified sub-consciousness called pragna
;
that

he is not drishta or seen, distinguishing him thereby from

the visible world
; that he is not vyavaharya or describabie

in positive terms ; that he is not grah3'a or knowable to the
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senses ; that he is not lak§ana or inferable ;
that he is

achintya, meaning thereby that he is not thinkable in alter^

nate ways, as done in ignorance ; that he is not vyapadesya

or definable as doing this or that ; but that he is ekStma-

pratyaya-sara or the essence of continued sentiency. From
this long description it is clear that he has no difference in

himself, that is, he is unvaried ; also by the words prapancho-

pasama and advaita he is described as having no difference

from a dissimilar or similar thing. Hence it follow^ that the

Atman is alone
; that he is the meaning of the word “ I ”

;

that he is quite different from .Visva and others; that he is a

witness of all the three states ; and that he is tlje possessor of

all experience.

The Atman is Immutable

From the statement that the Atman shows everything

and knows everything, one may be led to think that the

Atman acts inasmuch as he shows and knows things, just

as a man is seen to act, when he is seen moving. It is a rule

that whatever acts, is mutable and changeable. Hence it

follows that as the Atman acts, he is mutable. It follows,

therefore, that the Atman is transient and not at all eternal.

The reply to this objection is as follows :

—

When we say that the Atman shows and knows things,

the meaning is that the intellect shows and knows everything

with the light borrowed from the Atman, with whom it is in

constant association. When a king goes on a procession

mounted on an elephant, we are accustomed to say that the

king moves. But on a little reflection we see that the king

does not at all move, but it is the elephant that moves.

Again when we say that a stone stands or a gem throws light,

1

we must understand that there can be no action of standing

or arrest of motion in a stone ; nor can there be the action of

throwing light on the part of a gem. Things are, however,

seen in the light of the gem ; but no action on the part of the

gem is, however, seen. The action of throwing light is merely

apparent but not real. In the case of the Atman also, action

i3 merely apparent but not at all real Hence it follows that
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the Atman is immutable and unchangeable, but self-illumina-

tirig like the sun and a gem. In the light of the sun the eyes

see colours of things and the sun seems to do the act of

bringing them to light
; but the sun does no such action. All

that the sun does is that he sheds his own light and the

colours manifest themselves though there is no movement on

the part of the sun. Likewise in the presence of the Atman,

the intellect comes to see and know everything ; but in this^

act of seeing and knowing on the part of the intellect, there is

no action whatever on the part of the Atman. He is perfect

and immutable, and it is only in his light that everything is

lighted and manifested. Without the light of the sun no

material object can reveal itself. Likewise without the light

of the Atman nothing of the world can reveal itself. Just as

a red-hot iron is said to give out light and heat only in virtue

of its association with fire, so the intellect shows and knows
things only by virtue of its*association with the self-illuminat-

ing Atman. Just as the thickness, length, movement and

other acts of a red-hot iron ball or rod are attributed to the

fire itself, so the actions of the intellect are attributed to the

Atman, Like the fire the Atman is devoid of all kinds of

qualities and actions. Just as heat and light are the natural

characteristics of the fire, so light and knowledge are the

characteristics of the Atman. Just as the fire on an iron ball

Or rod, burns grass and other things, so the Atman on the

rntellect reveals and knows the whole world. The Upanishads

also declare that he knows everything and that there is none

that can know him. The Bhagavadgita also says that he

knows both the past and the present. It should not, however,

be objected that since the Atman is said to be the agent of

knowing, he becomes an actor in the act of knowing and that

therefore according to the principle that whatever possesses

action is transient, he becomes transient like every other

thing. This objection has already been explained away.

Just as the sky seems to move by virtue of the ascription to it

of the movement of something else, so the Atman who is eternal,

complete in himself and devoid of parts appears to act by
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the action of something else. Knowing is his nature* His

knowing iTecomes manifest in association with the intellect!

In the manifestation of his knowing the intellect plays

the part of spectacles to a man of short or long sight in read-

ing. Thus with the aid of reasoning, experience and the

Upanishads it is proved that light, knowing, bliss, eternity,

and knowledge are the nature of the Atman. It is only to

render the nature of the Atman clear that he was elsewhere

identified with Pragna or sub-consciousness of deep^leep. It

is usual with people to point to the branch of a tree and tell

a young child to direct its eyesr across the branch pointed out

towards the sky straight and see the moon. Likewise here

the identification of the Atman with the Pragna or sub-consci^!

ousness of deep sleep is only to show where to look for recog*

nizing the presence and nature of the Atman. Now it has

been made clear that the Atman is different from Visva,

Taijasa and Pragna who are all conditioned and that the

Atman is not at all conditioned like them and that he is

immutable, changeless, pure, and witness of all and that .he is

the meaning of “ I ”. What is implied in the Upanishad in

identifying the Atman with the Pragna is to point out the

nature of Moksha or emancipation. The state of emancipa*

tion is almost like the state of deep sleep, in that both are

undifferentiated states of bliss; the only difference between

them is that while deep sleep is a state of ignorance,. Moksha

is a state of pure knowledge. This is the only aim of the

Upanishad in identifying the Atman with Pragna or the state

of sub-consciousness in deep sleep, but not re'ally the identit

fication of the Atman with Pragna. f

The Atman is One, but not Many
It is usually held that there are evidences .such as (l!)

perception, (2) inference, (3) the Vedas, and (4) the Smritis

to prove that instead of one there are many Atmans. It i$

evident to each and every person that he has a self or Atman
different from that in the body of another. There are so

many species of beings, each of which has a self. For tht

difference of the body indicates the difference of the self also;
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the syllogistic reasoning is that the Atman or self is different

in each body, because the bodies are different, ^y saying

that there are Aditi, the Devas, the Gandharvas and so on,

the Vedas make it clear that there are giany Atmans. By
saying that one in a thousand attempts for Moksha, the

Smritis also declare that there are many Atmans. Again if there

is only one Atman common to all, there will be no difference

between a happy and a miserable man. For on the hypothesis

that, though the bodies are different, the Atman in all of them

is one, all persons should be happy or miserable, one feels

happy or miserable. Again ‘if there is only one Atman
common to the bodies of angels, wise men, and idiots, all

have to be omniscient, wise or idiots; but the experience of

the world is of the reverse nature. Hence it follows that

there are as many Atmans as there are bodies.

The above objection does not hold good : the reasoning

that there are as many bodies as there are Atmans, or that

there are as many Atmans as there are bodies, is not valid.

For though the body of a child is different from that which

the child will have as a youth, and though the body of a youth

differs from that which the youth will have as an old man,

no difference in the Atman is acknowledged. If there were

as many Atmans as the stages of the body, then a youth

would not be able to recall what he experienced as a young

man, nor would an old man be able to remember what he

experienced , in his childhood or youth. Hence it follows

that the principle that there are as many Atmans as

bodies is not at' all valid. It holds good on the other hand

that though the bodies may be different, the Atman is one.

Similarly though the bodies during the states of waking,

dream, and deep sleep differ from each other, the Atman who
witnesses them all is, as pointed out already, one. The body

is like an environment, and is a condition. It is a principle

accepted by all that when the environment and conditions

^differ, experience also differs. Accordingly the experience of

happiness or misery is not the same to all', for the bodies are

different. The body is known as bhogayatana or seat of
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ferent, the Experience of happiness or misery is also different.

Just as a red-hot pot changes in its colours owing to heat,

though the heat re^mains the same without any change, So

though the body or bodies may be and are changing from

time to time or from man to man, the Atman remains the

same. Variation in the experience of happiness or misery

according as the bodies are different is all due to difference

in deeds done. The intellect and the mind wljich are

material in their form do, however, vary with the bodies.

The function of the intellect (buddhi) is knowledge (gn&na)

and it does not go elsewhere leaving the person to whom
it brings knowledge of things. Just as the flame of a light

or fire changes from time to time and does not remain in

the same form, so the intellect and the mind are changing

from moment to moment and do not remain constant. Since

the intellect and the mind do not come in contact with all

things, the knowledge they bring in to their possessor is

limited. Hence no man can be omniscient. Just as the

sky and the atmosphere convey the waves of light and sound

only to a limited place around where a light is kept or a

drum is struck, though the sky and the atmosphere are

pervading the whole universe, so though the Atman is one

and omnipresent, the knowledge which the intellect and the

mind arouse in the light of the Atman is confined to that

body and those things with which they are associated at

the time. Since the mental functions vary and are confined

to a few things at a time, no one can be omniscient. Just

as happiness and misery are due to good -and bad deeds

respectively, so emancipation and bondage are due to know-

ledge and ignorance respectively. A man may be standing

in the ocean of nectar; still he will not be immortal unless

he drinks the nectar. Likewise though the Atman is one

and all-pervading, still it is only he who has drunk the

nectar of true knowledge of the nature of the Atman that

gets emancipation. Hence it is clear that the objections

raised above are all groundless. Again perfection and
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compteteness of the Atman is accepted by all. If there are

many Atmans like lamp-lights, then the Atmarf would not

*be all-pervading. It is admitted that he is all-pervading

like the sky. The Vedas also declare thaj the learned describe

the one as many
; that one god is hidden in many ;

that

he appears as many, though he is one ; that ignorance drives

many a man to regard him as many.

The Atman is Advitiya, Secondless

It ,may be questioned that when there are the sky and

other things perceptible to the eyes, it is against reason to

say that the Atman is one alone and that he has no second

thing similar or dissimilar to him.

This question will not arise, if the nature of our percep-

tion and other evidences are well considered. The whole

world is like the appearance of silver on a conch-shell and like

the blue colour of the sky. It may be now questioned :

—

whether the world consisting of the sky and other things

remains in the form in w’hich it appears to us, or whether its

true form is quite different from that in which it appears to

'US ? If it is held that it remains in its apparent form, the

reason for holding that view should be stated. Is it percep-

tion; or inference, or analogy, or the Vedas, or the evidence

of implication, or the evidence of negation (abhava), or tradi-

tion or some other evidence ? It is not, however, perception,

(pratyaksha), for perception does not represent things in their

own form. For example, looking at the moon and the sky

people usually say that he is as long as a span in his diame-

tricaMength, and that the sky is blue. But the moon is far

>biggcr than a span and the sky is not at all blue. Our per-

ception in these and other matters is as false as our percep-

tion of silver on a conch-shell. Looking at the form of an

elephant carved out of wood, we call it an elephant ; likewise

though a pot or a wall is mere earth, we give it a different

name and distinguish it from the earth. There is no syllo-

gistic evidence to infer the existence of the world in its own

form^ Nor can there be the evidence of analogy, for we have

not seen or heard of anything with which we can compare
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analogy of an animal called gavaya with a cow, both the

animals compared exist. There is no Vedic Vakya to prove

the existence of the. world in its own form. On the other

hand the Vedas declare that duality is mere appearance. As
to the implication inferable from the sayings of people that

“ this is the earth, this is the sun, this is the river, this is a

mountain ”, that implication, namely, the earth, etc., must exist

in its visible form, as otherwise the sayings of people will

have no basis, is not at all valid ; for though there is nothing

corresponding to whatever is se*en in a dream, dream-vision of

things is not held to be a valid evidence about the existence

of things seen in a dream. Nor can negation be an evidence

here ; for the question of existence of the world in its own

form at issue is a positive hypothesis, and negation proves only

a negative hypothesis, as for example, Devadatta is dead, be-

cause he is nowhere seen. In such a doubtful question as

the existence of the world in its own form, no popular tradi-

tion can possibly be an evidence ; for people may even say

that ” here walks the man, the son of a barren woman,
holding a bow made of the horn of a hare”. As to the

evidence of probability, referred to by other evidence men-

tioned above, it cannot hold good here :—For the statement

that the world exists in its own form, because it serve^ all our

working purposes in its own form, cannot be valid. For even

in the absence, in any form, of things seen in a dream, they

are seen to serve our working purposes : men are seen to

die of snake-bite fancied in a dream. The world may after

all be like a world dreamt of. For these reasons the world

cannot be believed to exist in its apparent form.

Compare the above with the conclusions of Kant :
‘‘ The

thing in itself is not at all seen,—Das Ding an sich ist nicht

gesehen.
”

Again if the world be believed to exist by virtufe of its

being talked of, there arise two alternative questions, (1)

whether it is self-existent or (2) whether it derives it^ exist-

ence from something else- It is not self-existent, because in
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defepf^leej^ it Js not seea to exist, and because its existence is

cbntt'^iGted by the exclnsivo existence of that which is its

Jii-st as a-rope is the basis of a snake for which it is

mikkken, Sb the Sttiian or Brahman is the basis of the world

which Uke a phantom appears on its basis. Just as a fancied

^nake is 'super-imposed on a rope, so the world is super*

imposed 00 Brahman^
- ' - The World, a Creation of Brahman ?

It fe a mistake to suppose that because the world is seen

to exist by the young, the old, and all, and because the Vedas
also declare that the world has evolved out of Brahman, like

a pot out df cla)^ the w’orld must necessarily exist. ^ For it

has already been shown that perception, or pratyaksha, is

misleading ahd that our eyes and other senses do not represent

things as those things are in their own form. As to the Vedic

statement that the world is the creation of Brahman, it means

that Brahman is the material cause of the w^orld. It is known
to^all that the effect of a material cause is identical with its

cause; and it is never different from it. Even if it is held

that an effect is different from its material cause, even then

it must mean that the effect differs from its cause only in it«s

form and appearance, but not in its essence. It follows there-

fore that the effect is identical wdth its cause. The difference

betw'een a material cause and its effect is only in appearance

of the latter, which is not at all real. Just as clay, the cause

of a pot, and pot, the effect, differ only in form, so the world,

the effect of Brahman, its material cause, differs from Brahman
only in regard to its form ; and that form is only artificial and

unreal, that is, not eternal. Hence it follows that Brahman
only is eternal and

‘

permanent. Just as clay mixed with

water is transformed in the form of a pot, so Brahman by

virtue of its nature to appear variously transforms itself or

appears in the form of the varied world. The Vedas also

<Ieclare that form and name are only verbal and not at all real.

This explanation is based on the theory of transformation of

Brahman in the form of the w^orld. In the theory of trans-

formation the cause is held to disappear in the form of its effect.
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ttfence it will follow that Brahman, the i^aterial cause of

world, disappears and transforms itself in the form of the

world. As it is against the view that Brahman is eternal tq

hold that Brahman disappears arid changes itself in the foruJ

of the world, others resort to the theory of Vivarta .to explairi

the evolution of the world. This theory is almost similat to

the theory of transformation or Parinamavad^i.
,
The difference

between the two theories is that while in the theory of trans-

formation, the cause losing its own form appears in the form

of its effect, in the latter the cause remaining in its own form

brings about its effect in a different form. For example, when

the ocean is disturbed, there appear waves and foam. Here

the ocean is said to be the vivarta-cause of its waves, foam,

bubbles. Here the ocean is seen to retain its own form dis-

tinct from its waves and foam. Similarly when a conch-shell

appears as silver, the former is said to be the vivarta-cause

of the latter. Here, though unperceived, the conch-shell

retains its form and gives rise to the appearance of silver.

Likewise Brahman retains its form, while giving rise to the

evolution of the world. It follows, therefore, that the world is

unreal in its own form, and that it is merely phenomenal. It

also follows that Brahman or Atman is the only entity that is

real, and that the world is mere appearance. The Vedas also

declare the same idea, saying that Brahman is one alone with-

out a second. This can be proved by the evidence of percep-

tion. It is known to all that in deep sleep there is nothing

except Brahman or Atman. It is in the experience of Yoga-

practisers that in Samadhi, a kind of deep contemplation with

the mind absorbed in the Atman, nothing but the presence of

the Atman or Brahman is cognized. There is also the syllo-

gistic reasoning in support of the same view :—Brahman is

one alone and secondless, because it is all-pervading, because
it is the one basis of all kinds of phenomena, because the

visible world can exist till it is negatived by cognition of

Brahman, its eternal basis, and because there is no possibility

of anything else to remain, when the whole space is occupied

or pervaded by the omnipresent Being, Brahman or Atman.
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Whatever cannot be spoken of in this way cannot be

Brahman ; a pot, for example, cannot be spoken of as omni-

present, etc., hence it cannot be one alone without a second.

Whatever appears as a distinct thing from another in name,

form, colouf, in its class, or action should be considered as

Brahman in its essence, its distinction due to its name, etc.,

being rejected as phenomenal.

{To be continued.)



HR. V. N. NARASIHHA IV£n6AR^S DIARY.

Introductory Note.

The late Mr. V. N. Narasimha Iyengar, after serving in the

several departments of the State, finally retired as Palace

Comptroller (?). His papers were left with me several years ago.

I regret I was unable to go through them and make theni

available to the public, till now.

Mr. Narasimha Iyengar was a prolific writer with an

incisive style. His correspondence is copious : he had friends

in all parts of India and England with whom he maintained

a continuous stream of correspondence in literary^ and histori-

cal studies and on social and political matters. He was also

a reformer in religion. His connection with the Survey and

Census operations in Mysore and his intimacy with the giant

intellects of the day gave him vast opportunities which he has

utilized to the full.

On the 14th December 1872, Mr. Narasimha Iyengar

left Bangalore on a pilgrimage to Benares. Some of the

impressions which he gathered in the course of the journey

as well his experiences of the tour deserve notice. In the

Diary, which has been preserved and from which certain ex-

tracts are given in this issue, will be noticed the keen insight

and the remarkable powers of observation which he possessed.

The reader will get an insight into the conditions of railway

travel in those days.

Mr. Narasimha Iyengar was, as he says, the first

Mysorean who started on a prolonged tour through the classic

north, with the object of enlarging his experience of the world

and of looking at things with a critical eye, uninfluenced by

any superstitious notions.

I am omittiftg from the Diary the writer’s experiences

regarding differential treatment between Europeans and

Indians, the lack of accommodation in the trains and several

other matters, as the lapse of half a century has seen marked

progress in all these directions.

S. Srikantaiya. -
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EXTRACTS.

14th December 1872, Started from Bangalore,,.on a

prolonged tour through the classic north, with the object of

enlarging my experience of the world....
,

The country around the railway wore a most enlivening

and smiling aspect with paddy and sugarcane fields uncut and

with their wavy, golden and green lands. The recent and un-

usual floods which characterized this year also lent to the

scene a welcome addition. The heights of the eastern ghats,

too, tossed about as they are in wild confusion forming a

labyrinth through which the great serpent-like train wriggled

its way to the plains, rendered me more than ever thoughtful...

As we progressed in our journey, we felt the heavenly

climate we were leaving behind....

Arkonam (reached by 5-15 seems to be entirely a

creation of the railway. It is a busy town, the trade of which

is fed by the travellers, whose necessity is the opportunity of

the small traders. Rice was being sold at fourteen seers a

rupee, and good ghee was also procurable...The charge in the

Brahman chatram is two annas per ordinary meal, embracing

rice, charu, curry, an inkling of ghee and tyre.

Ducks are reared here in abundance by the ryots and

sold at four annas each. A person exporting them to Bangalore

would soon acquire a competence.

15th December 1872. Started for Tirupati, after a hasty

breakfast al)out 9-50 a.m.

The Iron Road pierces a wild and picturesque part of the

country. The works are very costly, crossing numerous^ rivu-

lets and streams which were all running more or less on

account of the unusual floods of this year. Several huge

rocks too were basted and cut through to make way for the

invincible iron-horse. The cultivation is more in valleys which

alternate with the hills. Ragi and javari flourish as we
approach Tirupati which is a large station....

We got into a bullock cart which would not go faster

than about a mile an hour, notwithstanding the twisting of



the tails of the bullocks. The heat was parching. After

alternately walking and squatting in the cart for about three

hours we arrived at the town of Tirupati, which is about six

and a half miles from the railway station.

The town is imbedded in a wide valley, enclosed by the

Tirupati and Chandragiri ranges of hills, which are a conti-

nuation of the Eastern Ghats. It is tolerably clean and popu-

lous. The houses are almost all terrace-roofed and built with

brick-in-chunam. At the entrance, there is a Mari or Grama
D6vate temple. At the front of it, two huge stone figures

of Sri D6vi and Bhu Devi, wives of Vishnu, are placed opposite

each other, and the road runs between them. These belonged,

it appears, to a revived temple and Mr. J. D. Robinson, the

Collector, had them placed where they are. They are nicely

Carved but the breasts are too disproportionate. They repre-

sent the goddesses unrobed in a sitting posture. There is a

fine park* in the town called the People’s Park founded by

Robinson aforesaid. It is very gracefully planted with trees

of all sorts, inclusive of the casuarina, and there is a small

stream flowing through it from a small tank. There are good

roads intersecting the town The chief attraction of the

place is the temple of Govindarajaswami. It is a very spa-

cious structure : the entrance is crowned with a stupendous

spire or gopuram of seven stories, with brass kalasas at the

summit. It is of brick and chunam work, profusely orna-

mented. A great many of the figures are unfortunately most

obscene. It is a feature inseparable from these structures and

frCm the cars, a large specimen of which is also here. The road

from the chief entrance to the second is lined on both sides

by the houses of the temple officials and other smaller temples.

Opposite the second gate, there is a very beautiful fountain

fed from a nMa or spring about two miles off. The central

work is out of order, but the water overflows the four sides

of the cistern all round the year. It is deep and square.

All the people wash themselves and perform their rites on its

margin, though no one is allowed to dip in his body or feet in

the water. Much of the water runs to waste, creating a marsh



in the neighbourhood...The temple seems to be a cluster of

buildings of several classes and ages. Part of it is in disrepair

and part under restoration. It cannot lay much claim to

architectural beauty, excepting in the matter of a few stone

pillars and a stone mantapam. The former are well carved,

and divided into four sides, three being rounded and forming

smaller pillars, and the fourth cut into a horse or lion ram-

pant, the whole being a single block. There are a great many
of these pillars in the temples. The mantapam is a most

richly carved pavilion about twelve feet square, wrought out of

gneiss. It is installed in a spacious court to the right of the

principal idol.. Owing to the vandalism of the temple people,

it is completely covered by a thick coat of filth, very tough and

ages old. The whole of the cluster of buildings up to the

second gate forms a square which is fortified by substantial

grey granite walls. The internal and external walls are built

of slabs (some being of black stone) which are covered with in-

scriptions in Grantham, Tamil and Telugu, No one seems to

have deciphered them.

Here the people are Telugu, and their manners and cus-

toms have a tinge of those of Madras.

About two miles from the town of Tirupati in a northerly

direction is a picturesque waterfall called Kapila Teertham. A
volume of water falls from a height about six feet from the

summit of one of the Tirupati range of hills. The cataract falls

into a large stone-faced oblong pond which is surrounded on

three sides by several mantaps and temples. It is a very ro-

mantic spot, near enough to the town to be reached by a whole-

some walk and yet far enough not to be defiled by the people.

The sight of the town in the moonlight is very charming.

Mr. J. D. Robinson has shown much taste and skill in the

laying out of the Park. There are several idols placed at the

angles of the roads which pass through it, taken from the

ruined temple aforesaid. One was a very large sleeping figure

of Ranganatha very nicely carved, though not richly. There is

a huge stone serpent with five heads and the hood extended.

It is about six feet high.
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16th December 1872,—Tirupati.—The first range of hills

presents to the distant observer the form of a huge serpent,

lying on the ground with its body extended in curves. This is

due to the depressions in the surface of the range. Hence

the whole is dubbed Seshachala or mountain of Sesha. The
sthala purana goes to say that the hills are the avatars oi

the serpentine god.

The dhooley bearers keep singing one after another in a

monotonous tone. The refrains are noom and voice. The
ascent is very steep for the first two miles, the primitive road

maker not having very extended ideas of road making. The
whole way up is covered with stone steps, the smoothness of

which bespeak the countless millions of devotees who have

gone over them. The way up to the ghali gopuram is excep-

tionally steep and difficult. We hurriedly estimated the

gradient to be in some places one in three. Almost all the

steps are engraved with the names and particular acts of pil-

grims, The engravings have been much worn off by the feet

of subsequent visitors to the temple. The hill sides are

covered with scrub jungle which, I was told, shelter all sorts of

wild animals, excepting perhaps the elephant and lion. The
first gopuram or gate is the ghali gopuram aforesaid. There is

a Bhairagi Matha here which is richly endowed with inams

for feeding the pilgrims. We did not observe, however, that

there was any show of hospitality. The trees in these jungles,

although proudly looked upon by the natives of the country,

are pigmies when compared with the giants of the Western

Ghats. In one part of the road, up to the top of the hills,

there is a precipice with perpendicular sides, which reminded

me of the Western Ghats. It was very grand) looking into it

from the brink and as the road was not parapetted in some

places, I could not help feeling exceedingly nervous and un-

comfortable when the bearers hurried my dhooley close to the

mouth of the yawning abyss.

One of the curses of the shrine is the number of unfortu-

nate and threatening beggars who beset all the pilgrims and

chance visitors
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After a weary trudge of nearly ten miles over seven hills,

the dhooley was at last deposited in front of a ruined gate.

It appears no one is allowed, out of respect to the God, to

proceed in dhooley or palanquin be3^ond the gate, the Svami of

Sringeri being an exception so far as to be able to go a few

yards further. It is a rule of the shrine that no one can

ascend the hill with shoes on. We were all bare-footed. The

small polyangular pebbles which pave the wa}^ up the hill

made alarming gashes and cracks in our soles. After leaving

the dhooleysy we proceeded on foot to the next gate which is

still more dilapidated. To the Jeft is a stone mantap with a

thousand carved pillars, which was under repair when we

visited the shrine. Turning to the left, we came upon a street

which led us to the gate of the temple and which gradually

descended to the level of another street running at right

angles to it. There was a stream of water, the draining of the

small settlement, running along this street.

There is a bathing pond, Svami Pushkarinit whose water

was full of organic impurities and covered with a pretty thidk

green scum. The local Parana says that there are nine

teerthams or holy waters in it.

The architecture of the temple is of the same style and

age as that of the temple in the town of Tirupati. Some of

the
.

pillars were more richly carved and there is another

Kalyana Mantapam of the same kind as the one below, only

this is in a better state of preservation. There are several

stone and bronze statues of bygone kings whose donations

to the temple tend to swell its revenue In the inner com-

pound, there is a well whose origin is mythological and it is

said that flowers which would float in any other water would

sink at once in this. We tried the experiment and it was not

proved.
i

On gliding past the vestibule, leaving the outer gate,

where a bell is incessantly being tolled, we could see the

great God Srinivasa here visible in all its glory. It is an

idol about seven feet high standing on a high pedestal, with

four arms and cut of a fine-grained blackstone. It was coated
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'with gold armour, and bejewelled ornaments. The forehead

was adorned by two large perpendicular streaks of pachcha

karpuram in imitation of the tri-marks. The first two arms

hold golden representations of the Sankha and Chakra which

were not originally cut out of the stone block. They were,

however, blackened so far as to appear to be stone to the un-

initiated. This is the god which attracts so many devotees

from all parts of India ;
which it is believed to be dire de-

struction to offend ;
which can only be propitiated by rich

donations
;
which inspires the scoffer with dread ; and which

is believed to survive all the great deluges which will one day

overtake the world. Looking at its express ioi>less face, we

could not but be disappointed at the reality falling far short

of reputation. The wealth of the temple is considered fabu-

lous, The managers are the Bhairagees w'ho have got un-

checked sway over the vast wealth of the institution The

chief guru pf the Bhairagees is called the Mahan t of the

Math of Hatti Ram
The temple receives donations from men in all parts of

India. The most careless idolater dreads this god The

collections are estimated at four lakhs...

One of the sources of the temple revenues is the sale of

the prepared rice Numerous grandees have instituted

charities in this temple, by which the founders intended that

the food after being shown to the god should be distributed

to travellers and poor people. But what we see now is a

'direct violation of the intentions of the founders. In the first

•place, the food is not properly prepared....Our Maisur Raja

has founded a charity by which one gangala or large vessel

full of rich food should be daily offered to the idol and distri-

buted to the poor and strangers. There is a chatram of the

Maisur Maharaja on the hill....

The Kalyaiia Mantapams above referred to are used when

the ceremony of the god’s marriage is gone through every

year. They are really very good pieces of sculpture.

The Garbha-griham or holy of holies is darkened by the

fumes of camphor which is incessantly burned at the request
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of devotees. One waving of the camphor called MangahiTati

costs one rupee.

At the foot of the hills, there is a big spire part of which

was, it appears, struck down by lightning. Numerous big

pairs of shoes and wooden sandals are kept here and the

legend is that they are used by the great God Srinivasa. On
the top of the hill, no one is allowed to wear flowers in his

locks in honour of the god. The tradition is that some

ruffianly pujari had been formerly keeping a mistress to whom
he conveyed the flower intended for the god. One of the

Anegondi Rajas, who was at the period master of the country*

enquired aboi>t the matter, when the pujari secretly transferred

the flowers to the god from the head of his charmer. The
Raja received it but noticed a hair in it which the pujari

affirmed belonged to the god. In order to save his worshipper’s

neck, Srinivasa Svami confirmed the falsehood, but ordered

that nobody should wear flowers hereafter while on the top of

the hill. Within the second prahara or circle, there is a small

cistern into which the washings of the god flow through a

secret channel. There is a profuse waste of the scents and

the water is impregnated with a solution of them. But, in

other respects, it is very filthy and unfit even for our touch.

Every pilgrim is required to swallow a handful of this filth,

on pain of the direst consequences. Purnaiya, it appears,

loathed to do this, and instantly lost his eye-sight. Some one

advised him to do penance part of which consisted of washing

his eyes with the ThoUi TeertJiam as this cistern water is

called. His faith was rewarded by the restoration of his eyes.

The descent is weary and distressful walking. Telugu is

spoken throughout the country. The ethnology, manners and

customs of this region differ from those of the Madras side.

17th December 1872 ,—From Tirupati, the railroad goes

through a hilly and wild country and the survey was very

striking, especially as we looked at it in the moonlight.

The knowledge that there is a police station on the top

of the hill and that any injury to our person and property will

not go unpunished were very reassuring to us.
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The Bhairagi Math people have watchmen at intervals

along the ascent. They are armed with antediluvian match-

locks, such as are found with the Hale Paika men of the

Malnad.
^

The late Mr. Singriengar of Bangalore is a well-known

character here. He has founded several charities and *‘seves”

or services and his chattram at “Aitepalli*', twelve miles from

Tirupati is well known to most travellers. It was the ark of

safety and comfort before the days of the railway. .

We did part of the descent walking. It was very weary,

and I felt the pain in my thighs and calves for days after.

The descent from the Ghali Gopuram is vary distressing

and fearful. It was about 6 p.m. by the time we returned

to the town of Tirupati, utterly exhausted and weary.

The town of Tirupati and the settlement on the top of

the hills are full of monkeys. They thrive in the same

manner as the Brahmans who are' equally filthy. Mr. Darwin

would have found a great many facts here in support of his

theory of the descent of man, and the survival of the fittest.

In pursuance of our programme, started after tea, for

Tiriichanur, about two miles from Tirupati, We were very

kindly assisted by Shama Row, a local pleader and a very

intelligent man. There is a temple at Tiriichanur dedicated

to Lakshmi and it is in charge of the Mahant. It was under

repair. The style of architecture is the same as at Tirupati.

There is a very nice pond near the temple, which contains

clear water, although people wash themselves freely in it.

The vegetable matter in the pond absorbs all organic

impurities and hence the clear water.

{To be continued,)



LINGUISTICA.

By L. V. RA.MA.SWAMI AiYARj Esq.., M.A., B.L.

If in the final quarter of the nineteenth century the study of

comparative speech-science or linguistics as built up by

Indo-Europeanist scholars won for itself a unique place among
the depai;tments of learning, this science has, within the last

thirty years, made still further strides in three directions

particularly.

Intensive specialization is proceeding apace in Indo-

European and connected fields. The work initiated in the

last century is being pushed forward vigorously
;

and so

numerous to-day are the branches in which intensive progress

in research has been achieved that it has become next to im-

possible for any present-day scholar to acquire anything more

than a generalized idea of the subject . as a whole. New
materials are being collected assiduously, old perspectives are

being revised and enlarged, and our knowledge alike of the

details and of the generalities is being enhanced. The
acceptance of the principle that dialects and folk-speeches

could illumine the truths of speech-science much better than

literary forms of speech and standardized varieties has led to

a partial rivision of our methods of approach. Dialectography

or linguistic geography is laying bare to us interesting new
facts about the incidence of phonetic and semantic changes.

‘Experimental phonetics’ is trying to clarify our views about

sound-changes from a novel and significant standpoint. The
study of accentology has revolutionized the study of certain

asjTects of the history of languages. Investigations into

comparative syntax are revealing new view-points of which

we had but hazy notions hitherto. The importance of speech-

psychology is receiving greater recognition than before, and

in this connection the ‘ social ’ aspects of language-develop-

ment have begun to claim attention. The development of

the comparatively new subject of semantics is helping
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forward the process of the reconstruction of the past history

of forms. Thus we are witnessing to-day an extraordinarily

rapid development in what a French linguist has called the

‘ diachronistic ’ and the * synchronistic ’ aspects of Indo-Euro-

peanist linguistics. •

Greater interest is being shown to-day in the study of the

language-families other than Indo-Germanic. While the work

turned out here is admittedly meagre, scholars everywhere

are agreed in recognizing the value of extra-/Gc. studies

both for the enlargement of our existing views and for the

solution of the general problems of language. The language-

families of America, of “ Austro-asia ”, of Central Asia and

China, the non-Aryan speeches of India, the Semritic and the

Finno-Ugrian families,—all these are engaging the attention

of linguists who have mastered the discipline of Indo-German-

ist studies. It is yet too early for us to expect here the

precision of method and the sureness of facts which we asso-

ciate with IGc, studies ; but the fact that many Indo-German-

ists themselves have envisaged the importance of the new^

spheres of work is in itself a considerable step in advance.

Yet another direction in which a new outlook is

becoming popular is in the application of comparative linguist-

ics to the confirmation or correction of the results of compa-

rative sociology and culture. Linguistics by itself cannot

elucidate these things
;
but linguistic facts, if used with caution

and reserve, might afford valuable confirmatory evidence of

what history, archaeology and ethnology might tell us of

the pre-historic past. “ Letzten Endes, ” says a German
scholar, “

i St die Sprachforschung eine Unterabteilung der

Kulturgeschichte der Volker.”

All this increased activity in the world of linguistics is

reflected in some of the recent European publications.

The history of Sanskrit or old Indo-Aryan is of the

utmost importance to the students of Indian Linguistics;

and 01

A

being intimately allied to IGc, the progress achieved

in the latter has had its reaction on our views of the former

also. The revised second edition of Prof. Thumb^s
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popular “ Handbuch des Sanskrit” (2 parts, Grammar and
Texts, in the “Indo-Germanische Bibliothek ” series, published

by Carl Winter, Heidelberg, 1930) embodies the results of the

latest IGc. researches so far as they affect the history of

Sanskrit. The popularity of Thumb’s ^^ork was due to the

fact that it brought together in a brief and systematically

arranged form the descriptive and historical aspects of OIA,

To the Indo-Europeanist who found himself forced by the lack

of a synoptic handbook to restrict his attention to Greek and

Latin, Thumb’s volume was a god-send. There was indeed

no want of comprehensive treatises of Sanskrit containing the

exposition of details ; but a concise resume of a minimum of

essentials useful for comparative study, synthesizing the

descriptive and historical sides, was* first furnished by Thumb’s

Handbook. The second edition has been prepared by the

great master of IGc, studies, Prof. Hirt, with considerable

improvements and notes incorporating the latest views. Prof.

Hirt has rewritten some portions of the work (e.g., the whole

of Ch. VII treating about Gradation), and he has added a

Nachtrag of thirty-five pages of small print, containing a

wealth of suggestions and references. Particularly noteworthy

among these are those on the age of the Rg-Veda (§27), the

neutral vowels of IGc. (§§58, 59), Fortunatov’s Law (§87),

the origin and history of Sanskrit inflexional endings (§§230,

238, 244, 245), OIA numerals (§377), verb-endings (§418), the

Conjunctive and the Injunctive (§§440, 441), Causatives as

original "combinations (§ 593), samdsds of the type of

(dependant) and (thankless) (§667), the origin ol samdsds

generally (§670), etc.

Prof. Hirt’s independent researches into many IGc.

problems, particularly Ablaut, are w^ell known. Further, un-

like many another scholar, he has not fought shy of the

problem of the origin of inflexional endings, verbal termina-

tions and suffixes. His contribution to all these special

topics is of unique value, notwithstanding the fact that some

of his views may not be shared by others. All these new

results which have a direct bearing on the study of OIA have ^
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been indicated by Prof. Hirt in his notes and Nachtrag to

Thumb^s volume. The new edition of this work has there-

fore gained immensely by being revised by this IGc. master.

Its popularity and usefulness have thereby been immeasur-

ably increased. Students of Sanskrit Linguistics would find

valuable guidance in the new edition of Thumb’s work and in

its latest orientation.

A sure index to the progress, in range and in depth, of,

JGc, studies is furnished by the two monumental etymologi-

cal Dictionaries : Boisacq’s Dictionnaire etymologique de la

langue grecque and Walde’s Lateinisches etymologisehes

Wdrterbuch (both published by Carl Winter, Heidelberg).

An indispensable condition precedent to the composition of

a satisfactory etymological dictionary is the existence of

.

linguistic research (extensive and intensive) in connection with

the language concerned. Generations of scholars had well

prepared the materials for Greek and Latin ; and these only

remained to be utilised by master-minds with correct powers

of judgment and an accurate sense of proportion. Boisacq’s

work is a marvel of precision, judgment and scholarship in

this line. The structural and the semantic contents of Greek

words of all dialects are chronologically traced, the latest

view-point in regard to loan-words is envisaged {viz,, Meillet’s

view that all Greek words need not have been IE in origin

but may have been borrowings from pre-/iB speeches), the

most recent results of epigraphy and philology are requi-

sitioned, the affinities are discussed exhaustively and copious

references are made to the literature on each point. A mine

of information is contained under each item, and the work is

indispensable not only to students of Greek but also to all

linguists who concern themselves with etymological studies

that may have at all a connection with IGc. Walde’s etymo-

logical dictionary is a work of equal merit and importance.

It is passing through its second edition and already two parts

of the work have been issued. The previous editions which

evoked the encomiums of scholars, are being amplified and

improved by the present editor, J. F. Hofmann. The results
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of the latest researches (t.c., the question of borrowings and

Etruscan connexions) are as far as possible being embodied.

The work, when completed, will prove to be as much a monu-
ment of the depth and range of Indo-Europeanist linguistic

research as Boisacq’s work mentioned aboVe.

Specialist research in the ramifications of IGc. tells the

same tale of minuteness and methodology. A short mono-

,graph for instance (published by Carl Winter of Heidelberg

in the “ Slavica ” series) on “ Slavische and Indo-Germanische

Intonation ” by K. H. Meyer attempts to reconstruct method-

ically the character and variations of IGc, accent by tracing

them back from an analysis and comparison of accentual

features of Greek and Ur-Slavonic on the one hand and the

reverse peculiarities of Lithuanian accent on the other. The
author demonstrates that Ur-Slavonic features are directly

descended from and reflective of the IGc, traits, and that the

Lithuanian peculiarities form a departure from the normal.

This is the main thesis of the paper, while a few other ques-

tions are also dealt with, the most important among which,

from a general point of view, are that the rigid demarcation

usually drawn between dynamic accent (or stress) and musical

accent (pitch) and the inferences drawn therefrom are unreal

and that qualitative Ablaut in IGc, must have been brought

about by dynamic stress and not by musical pitch wh^ph,

unlike the former, is extremely inconsistent and shifting. In

regard to this last point, a difference of opinion is possible as

to whether it is proper to attribute (as the author does on

page 43) to the older stages of language the conditions

governing pitch in modern speech. However this may be,

the thesis on the whole is an excellent illustration of what the

younger European scholars trained in the discipline of scien-

tific linguistics are achieving in specialist spheres.

We have already adverted to the increasing recognition

by Western linguists of. the need for studying language-families

other than Indo-Germanic. The most conspicuous among
the advocates of this new outlook belong to the “ Anthropos’*

school of linguists headed by the eminent Catholic savant^
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Father Wilhelm Schmidt, It is this enlarged perspective

that underlies the monographs in the “ Linguistische Bibli-

othek ” series edited by Fathers Schmidt and Koppers.

Volume IV oi this series is a very bulky work on Die nomin-

alen Klassifications-systeme in den Sprachen der Erde by Dr.

Gerlach Royen (published by “ Anthropos ’’—Administration

1930). The exceedingly comprehensive outlook of the author

is indicated by the following observations of his in the Pre-*

face, which mirror the attitude of the ‘‘ Anthropos* ' school

itself :

—

“ Es beginnt sich immer mehr die Erkenntnis durchzu-

setzen, dass ein Studium des Sprachlichen, dife sich auf ein

kleineres Sprachgebiet einengt, nicht nur im Stoff beschrankter

bleibt, sondern auch ausserstande sein wird, in die tieferen

Fragen nach Warum und Woher der sprachlichen Tatsachen

entdeckend einzudringen. Die Ansicht, dass die Indogermanist

dadurch, dass sie lauter Fragen rein formalistischer Art

nachgeht, sich in eine Sachgasse verrant hat, wird ohne

Riickhalt von jenen Sprachwissenschaftlern vertreten, die

ihren Gesichtskreis etwas weiter erstreckten als bloss auf

indogermanisches Sprachgebiet.”

The subject of the classification of nouns, when approach-

ed so comprehensively as in the present work, embraces quite

a phenomenally large variety of problems each of which would

demand a monograph for itself. Of this fact the author is

not unaware, as we note from the beginning of chapter III ;

—

“ Es ist nicht unsere Aufgabe, alle Schwierigkeiten zu

losen und noch weniger, alle Probleme endgultig zu behan-

deln Wir hegen indessen die stille Hoffnung dass unsere

vielfach nur fragmentarische Besprechung junge Linguisten

anregen wird, die verschiedenen Einzelfragen zum Gegenstand

von Spezialstudien zu machen. ”

The author’s object is only to put together, with critical

remarks, the views of scholars on various topics’ and to

adumbrate new perspectives of his own. This work, such

as it is, has been well carried out, and the author is entitl-

ed to the gratitude of all linguists who will find in this
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work valuable guidance for a critical understanding of

authoritative views, and incentive .for pursuing special topics

further.

IGc, problems form the main centre of interest, as is

only to be expected from the enormous progress achieved

here ; but under the inspiration of his guru, Prof. C. C.

Uhlenbeck, the author has collected, classified and compared

many interesting materials from other language-families also.

The different theories (excepting “zu kuhne Hypothesen oder

unbeweisbare Phantasien” which are shunned) are reproduced

as far as possible in the words of the respective opponents,

and these vi5ws are critically anal57sed.

The views of scholars from Protagoras down to Schuch-

ardt, Meillet and Wackernagel, on the origin and character

of nominal gender, are reproduced in chapters 7 and 77. This

section covers two hundred and seventy pages and, besides tlie

actual documentation, contains certain helpful critical view-

points, though in the main it is more or less an objective

chronological survey of the development of ideas in regard to

7Gc. gender and the gender-systems of other language systems

alike. In fact, the author quotes approvingly the view of

R. Gatti :
“ Viele wiirden zu anderen Einsichten gekommen

sein, wenn sie ‘un po’ fuori delPindoeuropeo’, Umschau gehal-

ten hatten.” Objective on the whole as is the treatment here,

the views of one great scholar. Prof. Meillet regarding 7Gc.

gender are -subjected to an exhaustive critical examination

(p. 218 because “ Meillet’s Autoritat als Sprachwissenscha-

ftler ist so gross.”

The third part of the work (being the major portion^

covering about 670 pages) deals with a very large number of

topics connected with the classification of nouns. Some of

the most interesting and striking among these are the follow-

ing :

—

1. Sexual Bilingualism and its possible relationship to

the origin of gender : among others, the view of Fraser is

dealt with here ; but on the whole Fraser’s theory (in the

author’s opinion) is a mere “ card-stack in which hypothesis is
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piled upon hypothesis and which may tumble down at the

slightest breeze.”

2. Gender-differentiation as the reflection of Psycho-

pathia sensualis

:

IJildersleeve’s fantasies, among others, are

criticised here : Bildersleeve’s methods are ‘‘ die Karikatur

einer ernsten Untersuchung, ein symptom der moralischer

Dekadenz.”

3. The possible influence of mythological personifica-

tion on the origin of gender,—too frail a hypothesis (in the

author’s opinion) to support a convincing gender-theory.

4. The discrepanc}^ between sex and gender : old views

are fully discussed, and the author suggests a new^ explana-

tion of his own (p. 436 ff.).

5. Nominal formatives and suffixes : Jespersen’s theory

of ‘ Syncretion,’ Bloomfield’s ‘ Adaptation ’ and other views

are mentioned and illustrated.

6. Sound-s37mbolism, accentual variations, vocalic and

consonantal inter-mutations, and their possible relationship

to the origin of gender : these are very interesting topics from

a general point of view, and useful materials from many non-

IGc. languages are here collected and discussed. This is

of course a field “ auf dem das Irrlicht der Phantasie den

Sprachwissenschaftler licht in den Sumpf locken kann”
;

nevertheless the subject, when cautiously handled, is not

without unique importance in the clearing-up of many linguis-

tic problems. It may be interesting to note here that some

of the phenomena adduced in these sections have parallels

in Dravidian.

7. Prof. Uhlenbeck’s theory of casus energeticus B.nd casus

inertice together with a discussion of other views on the

origin of cases: the subject shunned by many till a, few

decades ago as belonging to the sphere of ‘ glottogony has

now, rightly enough, begun to engage the attention of even

IGc. specialists.

While the above topics are of general interest and are

discussed alike with reference to IGc, and to other language-

systems, §§9, 10, 12 and 13 are concerned mainly with IGc.
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problems; §§9 and 10 contain only summaries of the author’s

Dutch thesis on the IGc. nominal-system.

Helpful critical views are interspersed throughout the

third part of the work, and these enable the student to adopt

a correct orientation in regard to the many controversial

topics.

Dr. Royen’s work* is indeed a valuable symposium and

a useful guide. Both as a book of reference in the department

with wh*ich it is concerned, and as a thought-provoking guide

to future specialist studies on the various aspects of the vast

problem of nominal classification (which, be it observed here,

touches ancT overlaps many another linguistic question), this

volume will be welcomed by linguists. Reflecting as it does

the enlarged outlook of modern researchers who postulate the

necessity for studying other language-systems than /Gc., the

book will also prove useful to students who may be particular-

ly concerned with individual non-/Gc. language-families.

• All this phenomenal advance in the study of linguistics

in Europe has had its reactions on Indian scholars also.

A distinct impetus has been given to the study of Indo-Aryan

linguistic problems by the works of European scholars like

Profs. Bloch and Turner and by the completion of the great

Linguistic Survey of India by Grierson. India is a vast

linguistic museum and the problems awaiting investigation

are countless in number. So far as Indo-Aryan is concerned,

the brilliant pioneer work of Grierson has to be extended

further by the collection of additional material and comparison

of features. Individual scholars like Prof. S. Varma of Jammu,
Prof. S. K. Chatterjee of Calcutta and Prof. Baburam Saxena
of Allahabad—all of them well trained on Western lines

—have taken up this work with commendable earnestness.

The study of the non-Aryan ‘ Austric* dialects of India is yet

* We may observe here that the book, though provided with bibliographi-

cal lists and a good index, lacks a detailed table of contents, and this renders
the handling of the book extremely difficult. Of course the topics are indicated
at the beginning of Chapter III ; but this is inadequate in view of the variety
and complexity of the topics discussed.
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in its infancy. Here too, individual scholars are busy collect-

ing materials. Rev. P. O. Bodding of the Santal Mission is

now bringing out a comprehensive lexicon of the Santfili

language, while for MuncJ^ri a lexicological encyclopaedia is

being published by Father Hoffmann in Patna. Rao Sahib

G. V. Ramamurthi, the veteran Savara scholar, is engaged in

the composition of a grammar and a dictionary of Savara.

We must not also omit to make mention here of the remark-

able labours of Prof. Przyluski of Paris who has struck out a

new path of inquiry in which the application of the facts of

lA and Kolarian linguistics to the outlining of new historical

perspectives is playing a prominent part.

So far as Dravidian is concerned, we must confess that

much work has not yet been done. Arnong non-Indian

scholars Prof. F. O. Schrader appears to have written a great

deal on Dravidian but his work has not yet been published.

Prof. Bloch is taking a keen interest in Dravidian studies,

particularly in the sphere of Aryo-Dravidian connections;. and

Mr. E. H. Tuttle of America has published a number of papers

which, while they cannot be said to have solved Dravidian

problems finally, are certainly original and thought-provoking.

At this stage, for Dravidian, far more important is the collec-

tion of materials than the adumbration of theories. Many of

the lesser dialects still await analysis and investigation by

trained scholars. For instance, we may mention here that

there are no satisfactory accounts of Tdda and Ko<Jagu; Pope’s

short account of T6da and Cole’s sketchy grammar of Kodagu,

both written more than about three-quarters of a century ago,

are totally inadequate and incomplete. The local and pro-

vincial peculiarities of even the major dialects require to be

analysed further. Satisfactory vocabularies and grammatical

records exist now for Kuru/e/t and KAi ; but they are wanting

for G6n(Ji, Malto and Madras sub-dialects like Ba<Jaga, Irula,

and Vizagapatam K6i. Notwithstanding the availability of

materials in the major dialects, we have yet to possess connect-

ed historical grammars in which the features are traced chro-

nologically from the earliest extant texts and inscriptions.



.The recent formation of a Linguistic Society of India

(organized by Profs. S. Varma, S. K. Chatterjee and A. C.

Woolner) marks a milestone in the study of Indian languages.

We may confidently hope that this Society will co-ordinate

the activities of scholars all over India and help forward the

study of Indian Linguistics in all its branches.



HARSHAVARDHANA IN THE KARNATAK.

By B. a. Saletore, Esq., M.A.

{Continued from VoL XXI, No. 4.)

These ideas of a Dig-Vija)^a are reflected in the “Ratnavali”,

a drama written by Harsha.

(i) In the reply given by Vasubhuti, the ambassador of

the king of Simhala, to King Vatsa the king of Kausambhi,

it is evident that the latter desired to marry Ratnavali in

order that he might become the emperor of the world.

“ In consequence of the prophecy of the seer, that

whoever should wed Ratnavali, my master's daughter, should

become the emperor of the world, your Majesty's minister,

as you are aware, solicited her for your bride.”^

(ii) From the speech of Yaugandharayana the same idea

can be gathered.

Please, Your Majesty, to be seated, and I will tell you.

It was formerly announced to us by a holy seer that the

husband of the princess of Simhala should become the emperor

of the world
;
we, therefore, earnestly applied to her father to

give her hand to our sovereign; but unwilling to be the cause

of uneasiness to the queen, the monarch of Sirhhala declined

compliance with our request ” ^

(iii) The concluding portion of the king’s speech bears

witness to the same idea.

“ What more is necessary? Vikramabahu is my kinsman.

Sagarika, the essence of the world, the source of universal

victory, is mine; and Vasavadatta rejoices to obtain a sister.

The Kosalas are subdued : what other object does the world

present for which I could entertain a wish ? . , . .

When we couple what Bana has said together with the

assertions of Harsha himself and with those of Hnien Tsiang

1 Wilson, The Theatre of the Hindus, II, p. 310.

2 Ibid., II, p. 315.

8 Ibid., II, p. 317.
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with the fact of Harsha’s being called the Lord of all the

Northern Way (Uttarapatha) even in the Inscriptions of

Southern India, we may give credit to the belief that Harsha

did entertain, at the beginning, imperialistic designs, and that,

he did spend a part of his reign in extensive conquests in

northern, eastern, and western India. . But here, however,

our supposition ends.

Before I give some reasons for rejecting the idea of a

Dig-Vijaya by Harsha, and consequently of the idea of his

having ever come to the south, it would be better if we

understand the position taken by those who believe in

the southern campaigns of Harsha.^

The following may be given as the reasons for saying

that Harsha came as far as Mysore :

—

]. The internal evidence in the “ Harshacharita

2. The fact of Harsha. being called “ Lord of all the

Northern Way”.

3. The existence of a couplet in Sanskrit supposed to

have been written by a man called Mayura, supposed to have

been the father-in-law of Bana.2 In this couplet it is said

that Harsha conquered the Chola, Dravida, and Karnataka

countries.

4. And finally, the discovery of a Viragal in the Shimoga

District of Mysore, in which it is stated that Siladitya’s

general fell fighting against a Bedar king, causing, though,

the flight of Mahendra.3

1. At the very outset it may be noted that in the “Harsha-

charita ” we have a hint as to the line of action which

Harsha intended to take after fulfilling his vow. The ashram

of the great sage Divakaramitra cast a spell on the king, who
after the completion of his vow, as we have already seen,

intended to take to the red robes much in the same way as his

sister promised to do then and there in the presence of the

^ S. Srikanta Sastri, .S., 1926, p, 487.

2 Niharanjan Ray, O.C., p. 78 seq,

^ Dr. Shama Sastry, M.A.R., 1923, p. 83.
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great ascetic.' This may explain why “ every fifth year he con-

voked a great assembly of deliverance (Maha-moksha-parishad)

and distributed the stores of his treasuries in charity/’^

As against this it may be argued that the same objection

which was put forth in the case of Huien Tsiang, viz,^ that

the information might have been based more on hearsay

rather than on personal observation, might also be raised

against the writer of the Life of Huien Tsiang ” who compiled

this “ Life” many years perhaps after Harsha’s death. But as I

shall have an occasion to say, Huien Tsiang himsfelf bears

witness to the great “ Maha-moksha-parishad ”, and in this

instance, there cannot be a doubt as to the sixth quinquennial

assembly held towards trfie end of Harsha’s reign!^

2. Admitting all objections against the writer of the ^‘Life,”

let us take Huien Tsiang’s testimony. Huien Tsiang visited

Harsha towards the end of his reign. He mentions various

parts of India, and when he comes to Maharashtra he speaks

of the unsuccessful attempt made by Harsha to subjugate

Pulakesi, the great western Chalukya king.^ The Chinese

pilgrim describes Andhra,^ Dhanakataka, Chola, Dravida,

Kanchi, Malakuta, Malaya, Mount Potalaka, Konkanapura,

Sirhhala, and then Maharashtra over which ruled Pulakesi IL

If the memory of Harsha’s invasion of the south was as

green in the minds of the people of the Dravida land proper,

as it was in Maharashtra, Huien Tsiang would not have failed

to remark about Harsha’s advent into the south. If Huien

Tsiang could have noted a defeat which took place, as I shall

presently endeavour to prove, nearly thirty years before the

date of his visit to the court of Harsha, he could as well have

noted the news of the southern conquests of Harsha about

the same time. An objection might be raised against this^

—that Huien Tsiang never personally visited the Chola and

1 Bana, O.C., pp. 257-58.

2 Beal, Life ofHuien Tsiang, p. 83.

^ Max Muller, Indian Antiquary, XII, p. 232.

* Beal, O.C., II. pp. 256-57.

• Hid., pp. 217-53.
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Dravida lands, and therefore, could never have known about an

event which did not shed honour on the bravery of the

southern people. In the Chola and Dravida lands people were

silent because of the victories of Harsha, and so Huien Tsiang

could not have known about them; while^in the Maharashtra

the people were glad because of the defeat suffered by Harsha,

which they remembered not only in their own generation but

for hundreds of years to come. This sounds plausible

enough. But on a closer examination we shall see that the

people of the Chola, Dravida and Karnataka lands, especially

near-abouts Shimoga, did not know anything about Harsha

because he never came to the south.

The entfre supposition of Harsha’s southern conquests

rests on a clear understanding of his relation with Pulakesin 11.

Dr. Muzumdar writes:

—

It seems, therefore, very probable that in his attempt to

chastise the king of Malwa, Harshavardhana found himself

confronted by a hostile confederacy of powers in and round

Gujerat [)eninsula. Harsha probably scored some successes

at first, for, as referred to above, the king of V^allabhi had to

seek the protection of the Gurjara king of Broach against him.

But the confederacy soon gained the alliance of the great

Chalukyan king Pulakesi II and Harsha’s discomfiture was com-

plete.”^ Dr. Mookerjee is of the same opinion. “ Probably this

conflict was brought about only by the aggression of Harsha,

who after vanquishing Dhruvasena II, king of Vallabhi, felt

tempted to extend his conquests still further and try conclu-

sions with Pulakesin 11, whose dominions he had to invade in

the course of his conquests running smooth and uninterrupted

so long.”^ Mr. Niharanjan Ray is uncertain as to when

Harsha came to the south—whether before or after his

.defeat at the hands of Pulakesi. “ It is difficult to ascertain

whether this advance of Harsha into the interior of the south

w^as made before his defeat by Pulakesi or after. It might

be that Harsha, like Samudragupta, entered the south first

1 Muzumdar, O.C., p. 317.

2 Mookerjee, O.C., p. 33.
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by the eastern gate, and elated with success in his raid in

eastern Deccan, tried to repeat the same in the west, where

he met with an ignominious and disastrous defeat ; or the

order was quite the reverse, that is, being first defeated by

Pulakesi II, he tlied his luck in the east, and met with

success/*^

3. To have some idea of Harsha’s advent into the south,

let us examine the third argument brought forward by the

exponents of the theory of Harsha’s southern conquests—the

couplet attributed to Mayura. It runs thus :

—

Bhupdlah SasibhdsJcardnvayabhiwah kenam ndsdditdh
1

Bhartdram punar ekameva hi bhuvastvam deva manyd
• make I

Yendugam paritnrsya Kuntalamathdkrsya vyudasyd

yatam I

Colatn prdpya ca madhyadesdmadhund Kdncyam karah

patitah'"'^

At the very outset it may be noted that the fact of

Mayura being the father-in-law of Bana is questioned by

Mr. Sastri himself. It would have been better if more

tangible evidence were given about the identity of Mayura,

and about the exact source from where this couplet was taken.

But a reason which prompts me to reject this couplet, even

granting that all that has been said about Mayura to be correct,

is the relationship of Mayura with Bana. There is nothing

strange in a father-in-law making public the fact of his

son-in-law holding a very high post, like the one which Bana

held at the court of Harsha. If this be granted, we may

easily understand why Mayura was so loud in his praise of

Harsha—the greater was the fame of Harsha as the conqueror

of the whole world, the greater would be the name of Bana

as the court poet of a renowned royal patron. The evidence of

the couplet may be rejected on the ground that it was written

by an uncertain author, more with the idea of making his

son-in-law loom large in public estimation than with the idea of

1 N. Ray, O.C., 789.

* Sastri, J,R,A,S,, O.C.
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commemorating the victories of a monarch under whose bene-

volence the talented poet lived. It can only be regarded^

therefore, as “ praise in the conventional exaggerated style of a

poet given to punning and without any reference to historical

accuracy.”^

4. We shall now have to examine the last point upon
which the supposition that Harsha came to the south is based.

The Viragal, as it appears in the Mysore Archceological Report

for 1923, is as follows^:

—

“ While Siladitya, the light of the quarters, the most

powerful, and a thorn in the way of the bravest, ascended the

throne of his empire, Pettani Satyanka, a brave soldier capable

of destroying 'his enemies in the battle-field, pierced through

the thick of the battle with the brave Bedara Raya, so as to

cause frightfulness to Mahendra, and reached the abode of

Svarga. Whoever preserves the field of crops (gifted to his

relations) attains good and he who removes it will be guilty

of five great sins.*'

In the original the inscription begins thus
“ Svasti Sri Sila-adityan dUdm-bharggan dkevdlan aggala

Kantakan perdlke vare Pettani Satydnkan attuvala bhatan

btdare Mahendran Bedara rdyara Malappara Kdlegtidule

viridu Svarggalayakkeridan heleya mala Kadon Kalydnam
akke alivon pancha ma”^

Dr. Shama Sastry commenting on the above writes :

—

“ The inscription is in old Kannada characters, the for-

mation of which is quite similar to those of the seventh

century A.D. It is a Viragal or memorial stone set up to

commemorate the death of one Pettani Satyanka, a com-
mander of the army of Siladitya, in his fight with a tribe of

hunters forming the army of Mahendra. The inscription

supplies no clue to ascertain who the Siladitya and the

Mahendra mentioned in it were. On palaeographic grounds
I am inclined to identify the Siladitya of the inscription with

^ J.R.A.S.,Loc. Cit.

* 1923, p. 83.

* /ad.
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Harshavardhana-Siladitya and the Mahendra with Mahendra-
varman I of the Pallavas, the contemporary of Pulakesin II

of the western Chalukyas. It is not improbable that Harsha-
vardhana’s rule extended as far as Shimoga. The spelling

of Siladitya as Sila-a-ditya is, however, inexplicable.”^

And both Mr. S. Srikanta Sastri and Mr. Niharanjan

Ray base their remarks on the identification of Siladitya

with Harshavardhana and of Mahendra with Mahendravarma,

the Pallava king, as given by Dr. Shama Sastry. With the latter,

viz,, the identification of Mahendravarma, I am not cdncerned

for the present. But it appears to me that both Mr. Sastri

and Mr. Ray have not quoted the inscription, or at least

one important clause rn it, as it appears in* the Mysore

Archceolo^ical Report just cited. Mr. Sastri, whom Mr. Ray
follows, has wrongly inserted the phrase when Harsha

came conquering, and Mahendra fled in fear”, where it ought

to be ” while Siladitya, etc., ascended the throne of his Empire

Pettani Satyanka, etc,, pierced through etc., so as to cause

frightfulness to Mahendra.” (The italics are mine.) I do

not know what justification one could have in inserting the

clause which Mr. S. Sastri has used for the correct interpreta-

tion given by Dr. Shama Sastry.

With this remark we shall look further into the Gaddemane

Viragal. Viragals, as is well known, are not in the nature of

elaborate inscriptions, and therefore, many of the details

about the kings are missing in the Viragal. Siladitya,

mentioned in the Gaddemane Viragal does not refer to Harsha-

vardhana of the North. The following are the reasons :

—

1. There is nothing in the name of the king mentioned in

the Viragal, except the word Siladitya, to warrant our

supposition that it refers to Harshavardhana. True Harsha

was called Siladitya. This we have on the authority of

Huien Tsiang.^ (But Huien Tsiang also gives another title

assumed by Harsha, Kumara. Moreover, Siladitya was a name
which was, as we shall see presently, common with* certain__ __

2 Beal, O.C., I, p. 213.

4 p
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western princes of India. But this is not the only objection.

Harsha was known either by the name of Harshavardhana

or Sri Harshavardhana in all the inscriptions of Southern

India, not only of his own times but even of the times of the

Rastrakutas. It cannot be believed that the name “ Harsha”

or Sri Harsha ” which was so very well known to the people

of South India, could have been omitted in a Viragal,—which,

as is supposed, is the only Viragal we have yet discovered, of

Harsha in the South—by the sculptor who thought of giving

only one of the two names which the Chinese pilgrim gives

to Harsha.

2. If we compare the titles given in the Gaddemane

Viragal with the titles given to Harsffa either in the “ Harsha-

charita” or in the inscriptions, we fail to see why his name

was not adorned by the same epithets in the South Indian

Viragal as well. Bana gives the following titles to Harsha :

—

** Of the king of kings, the lord of the four oceans,

whose toe-nails are burnished by the crest gems of all other

monarchs, the leader of all the emperors. On the sonpat

seal of Harsha, we have the titles as given below^ :

—

Paramabhattaraka and Maharajadhiraja, the glorious

Harshavardhana. ”2 In the southern inscriptions, Harsha is

often called ^‘Lord of Uttarapatha”.

3. Let us study again a little of the situation in North

India at the time of the accession of Harsha, in order to

understand the significance of the phrase,
—

“ While Siladitya

ascended the throne of the empire.” On the news

of Prabhakaravardhana’s death, some feudatories seem to

have rebelled against Thanesvar. This is evident from the

“ Harshacharita”. “ My lord,” the man with an effort said

(to Raj3^aYardhana), “it is the way of the vile, like fiends,

to strike where they find an opening. So, on the very day

on which the king’s death was rumoured, His Majesty Gra-

havarma was by the wicked lord of Malwa cut off from the

living along with his noble deeds. Rajyafiri also, the

^ Bana, O.C., p. 40; Muzumdar, O.C., p. 316.

2 Corpus Indicarum,!!, p. 232.
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princess, has been confined like a brigand’s wife, with a pair

of iron fetters kissing her feet, and cast into prison at

Kanyakubja. There is, moreover, a report that the villain,

deeming the army, leaderless, purposes to invade and seize

this country as well. Such are my tidings : the matter is now
in the king’s hands. This was, however, but the beginning

of the trouble. From Simhanada’s speech we can gather

something about the state of the kingdom. Says Simha-
nada :— •

“Think not, therefore, of the Gauda king alone; so

deal that for the future no other follow his example Re-

move the unhealthy rigidity of stiff unbending heads by

forehead applications of sandal salve consisting of the gleam

of toe-nails Like the autumn sun, set your forehead-

burning footsteps upon the heads of kings Let your

enemies with nail-scorching clouds of smoke from sighs all

hot with the vexation of trembling crest gems, give your feet

a dappled hue My lord’s body, baked in the flame of

humiliation, cannot without the cool application of the

crimson sandal unguent of foes be relieved of this dire fever

of pain. ”2 The very fact of Malwa’s threatening to invade

Thanesvar shows us the dangerous condition of tiiat kingdom.

And Rajyavardhana refused, as we saw, to permit Harsha
to accompany him in his western campaign, perhaps because, of

another enemy in the east, the cruel Sa^anka of Gauda.

Close on the heels, of the news of death of Rajyavardhana at

the hands of Sai^anka, came the awful tidings of Rajyasri’s

flight to the Vindhyas. Harsha was beset with insurmount-

able difficulties which might be summed up thus :

—

() The immediate task of rescuing his sister ;

() The next urgent duty of taking revenge on the

Gauda king
;

(c) And finally, the work of getting all those princes who
had rebelled under his control.

1 Bana. O.C.. p. 173.
^

2 Bana, O.C., p. 186.
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In the face of such tremendous odds, it cannot be

imagined that Harsha would have himself led an expedition,

or as Mr. Srikanta Sastri says, that Harsha would have

come conquering to the south ; or that he would have sent

a “brave soldier”—for that was what* Pettani Satyanka

was, and not an officer of the status of a commander-in-

chief—to the south, a region wffiich being perfectly new,

required greater tact than that which Harsha had shown in

the subjugation of the east. If at all he came to the south, he

would have come himself; and if he failed to come himself,

he would have sent his most trusted general at the head of

the southern expedition. But neither of the suppositions

can be entertained because of the * great difficulties which

Harsha had to confront immediately on his accession.

If the Gaddemane Viragal inscription does not refer to

Harshavardhana, then, to whom does it refer? The Viragal

in all likelihood refers to the Valabhi kings of Saurashtra.

The name Siladitya, the titles given to this monarch, the

mention of the Sahyadri mountains in the inscriptions of a

Valabhi king, and finally, the similarity of the name of a

Valabhi king, as found in inscriptions with that given by

Huien Tsiang—all point out the fact that the Gaddemane

Viragal was a* memorial stone of the Valabhi kings, perhaps

the only one of its kind as yet discovered in the Karnataka

land.

1. The name Siladitya .—The name Siladitya, as it ap-

pears in the Viragal, strongly suggests that it belongs to the

Valabhi kings amongst whom, more than in any other royal

family in India, there were no less than eight Siladityas. It

is true that the name Siladitya was also used by kings who

were not of Valabhi. Huien Tsiang speaks of a Siladitya of

Malwa, who lived sixty years before the date of the visit of

the Chinese pilgrim.

^

2. It is not so much the name as the titles assumed by

the king called Siladitya in the Gaddemane inscription,

which make us believe that the Viragal belongs to the*

1 Beal. O.C.. II, p. 261.
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Valabhi kings. Among the titles given to the king in the

Gaddemane inscription are the following :

—

“ Sri Siladitya, the light of the quarters, the most power-

ful, and a thorn gi the way of the bravest,, ” Even
supposing we take a Siladitya (son of Dharasena II) who is

said to have ruled about 653 A.D., some of his titles
—

“ who
covered the whole horizon with multitudes of his wonderful

virtues, which made the whole world rejoice, who carried a

heavy burden of serious projects on the pedestal of his

shoulders, the splendour of which was increased by the flash-

ing of his sword, that possessed the lustre of victory in

hundreds of battles seem to be marked departures from

the titles found on the Mysore Viragal—“the light of the

quarters, the most powerful, and a thorn in the way of the

bravest.” One of the Valabhi kings, Siladitya V, the

eighteenth king is said to have had the following titles :

—

“ His {ix.y SilMitya IV’s) son is the ardent devotee of

Mahesvara, the great king of kings, the supreme lord, the

illustrious Siladityadeva etc., etc.”^

Then again, the titles of a Sri Siladitya are given thus

“ who by his prowess in delivering the great world, which

was sinking under the waves of weight of the agitated sea of

Kali, manifested his being an extraordinary excellent indivi-

dual
;
who thus was, as it were, a second philosopher’s stone,

accomplishing the desires of all people ; who made a

place for himself in the world, etc., etc.”^

The titles of Siladitya VI surnamed Dhruvabhata are

given thus:—
“His {ix., the fifth Siladitya’s ) son is the ardent

devotee of Mahesvara, the supreme sovereign, the great king

of kings, supreme lord, the illustrious Siladityadeva, who
meditates on the feet of the supreme sovereign, the great

king of kings, supreme lord, the illustrious Bappa.”^

1 Ep. Ind., I, pp. 89-90.

2 Biihler, Ind. Ant,, VI, p. 16.

3 J. B, B, R, S., XI, pp. 354-55.

^ Itid, Ant., VII, p. 80.
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The titles given to Siladitya I are the following :

—

“His (f.e., Dharasena’s) son was Siladitya, the great

Mahe4vara, who meditated on his father’s feet—who filled

the circle of all the quarters by extraordinary virtues which

were united in him, and which delighted 'the whole world

—

the burden of whose great desires was borne successfully b\^

his shoulders, which were brighter than those of others, in

consequence of his conspicuousness amongst the allies,

who had obtained destruction by winning a hundred battles.”^

It is not* so much upon these titles which do not admit, I

confess, of complete verification, that the identification of

the Mysore Viragal with a viragal of the Valabhi kings

depends as on the examination of 'the first birudu whicli

the Valabhi kings took, and which is also found in the Mysore

Viragal. It is the title of Sri, It may be pointed out tVuit

dwelling too much on the word Sri which is used so com-

monly in all inscriptions, will not be of much avail in the

matter of proving our point. But it may also be noted that

the title Sti was a peculiarity of the Valabhi kings, and that

they had good reason to adopt it in the place of the other

birudm found in all inscriptions. It is true that “ ^ri ” is also

used in connection with Harsha. But then we are to

remember that Harsha is always called “ Sri Harsha” in

all southern inscriptions, and never “Sri Siladitya With
the Valabhi kings, at least with one branch of the family

which was not of the main line, the birudu ^ri stood for a

royal title. But it ought to be noticed that the grantor

Dhruvasena II, called also Baladitya, does not assume the

title of ‘ Maharaja and that none of his predecessors receive

any epithet but ‘
‘ the illustrious’. It may be that the

omission is due to an accident, but considering the habitual

,
grandiloquence of Indian princes, the case is suspicious, and

it would not be surprising if it were found eventually that

Dhruvasena II had some cogent reasons for being silent

about his magnificence. We know that Harsha was called

1 Ind* Ant., I, p. 15.

^ Buhler, Ind, Ant,, VI, p. 13.
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!5iladitya only by the Chinese pilgrim
;

^ but we know from

epigraphical evidence that there was a line of kings that had

the hiriidti of Sri attached to their names.

But here two objections are to be answered :

—

1. If the Mysore Viragal is of the Valabhi dynasty,

why is it that a very important clause— worshipper at the

feet of the MaheiSvara,” which is found in all Valabhi inscrip-

tions— is not found in the Mysore inscription ?

2. If the Gaddemane Viragal really belonged to the

Valabhi kings, why is it that the title “ Maharajadhiraja ”

given to many of the Valabhi kings is not found in the

Mysore inscription ?

As has been already said, the Gaddemane Viragal is not

of the type of an elaborate eulogy of monarchs written in

the shape of an inscription. Moreover, the king, whom we
shall try to identify with one of the Valabhi kings, was not

of the royal line. He could not assume the title of “Maha-

rajadhiraja, ” for various reasons—hence he used only the
“ illustrious Siladitya”.

3. The third reason which might be put forward to

prove that the Gaddemane inscription belonged to the Valabhi

kings, is the fact of one of the Valabhi kings having con-

quered the Sahyadri mountains. * Now it is known very well

that the Sahyadri mountains stand for the Western Ghats.

^

One of the Valabhi kings is said to have been the “ lord of the

Earth, whose (i.e., Earth’s ) two breasts are the Sahya and
Vindhya mountains whose tops clothed in black clouds appear

like (her) nipples.”^ This was Derabhata also called Siladitya.

But here it must be confessed that the chronology of

the Valabhi kings is by no means a settled question. Dr.

Fleet writing on the supposed identification of Derabhata with

the Derabata of Huien Tsiang has remarked :

—

“ These passages present points which must be carefully

considered before any final opinion is arrived at in respect

^ Beal, Life, p. 83; Corpus Indicarum, III, p. 39.

- Vishnu Purdna^ p. 474 ;
Dey, Geographical Dictionary, p. 171,

3 p. 352 ; Ep. Ind., I. p. 91.
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of the identity of the person, or persons, intended by Huien
Tsiang

; the more especially because the dates render it im-

possible that he should be Siladitya VII of Valabhi, the only

one in the family for whom as yet we have obtained the

second name of Dhruvabhata
;
and because M. Julien tells us

(Ind. Ant., Vol. Ill, 163, note) that the Chinese translation of

the name Dhruvapatu of Valabhi was Teh-’ang-Jou, ‘constantly

intelligent’, which of course supports the supposition that

the termination of the Sanskrit name, the first part of which

dhruva means ‘ constant,’ really was ‘patu’ ‘ smart, dexterous,

intellectuar rather than ‘ bhata ’
‘ warrior ^ Could it be

that the Siladitya mentioned in the Gaddemane Viragal w^as

one of the Siladityas of Valabhi, and especially could he

have been the Siladitya mentioned by Rao Saheb Mandalik ?

The following facts suggest the identification, although at

present I am not in a position to assert this identification

with greater confidence

—

{a) Siladitya who is supposed to have had the Vindhya

and the Sahyadri mountains as the two breasts of the Earth

over which he ruled, w^as a great general.

(6) He w'as not of the direct royal line.

These two points might explain why being not of the

main line, Siladitya did not use the hirudii of “ worshipper

at the feet of Mahesvara” which is found in all the inscrip-

tions of the Valabhi kings; and w'hy he used, instead, only

the “Sri” “-the illustrious”, thus keeping in conformity with

practice of the Valabhi kings of appending the hirudu of Sri

to their names, and also with his position as a great com-

mander. We are to imagine that there must have been

some cause for the extension of the Valabhi arms into the

Karnatak which we are not able to find out at present. This

would explain why “ a brave soldier capable of destroying

enemies in the battle field,” like Pettani Satyanka, could in

the thick of the battle with the Bedara king, who could only

have been one of the forest kings of the Sahyadri mountains,

give up his life for the sake of his master. That there is

^ Corpus Indicarum, III, pp. 40-42,
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nothing improbable in a very close connection between Kar-

natak and Saurashtra, may be gathered from the successful

attempts made by the western Chalukya kings in founding

a western Chaluk^^a branch in Kathiawad, in the times of

which we are studying. It is true that the Valabhi dynasty
may be dated towards the end of the fifth century A.D.,

when Senapati Bhattaraka rebelled against his master, the

Gupta king ( Skandagupta ), and established himself at

Valabhi, not far from Simhapura (modern Sihor).^ Some would

place this Bhattaraka, however, in 629 A.D. - The dynasty

thus founded about 485 A.D. lasted till 765 A.D. with about

nineteen kings in all.'" Admitting the possibility of a controversy

about the exact relationship between the word “ Chalukya ”,

as it appears in the history of the western Chalukyas, with the

word “ Solanki” as it appears in the annals of Gujerat, there

seems much justification in the statement that Jayasimha

(the second son of Pulake^i II), the younger brother of

VikramMitya, was probably given the province of Gujerat, and

that thus Jayasimha “ became the founder of the Gujerat

Chalukyas.”^ If this be accepted, we have a situation in

Pulakesi’s times, i.e., in the times of Harshavardhana him-

self, in which the western Chalukyas made an attempt to

carry their army into Gujerat. Could this have been done as

a retaliatory measure by the great Pulakesi’s successors

against the depredations the date of which we do not know,

into the land of the Kanarese people ? That the struggle

between Pettani Satyanka on the one hand, and the Bedara

Raya along with Mahendra on the other, was indeed a battle

cannot be doubted. The Bedara Raya I am unable to

identify. About the identity of Mahendra we shall presently

make a guess. We know very well that Pulakesi swept his

sword practically over the continent. We know too that

^ Arch, Survey of Western India (Gujerat Architecture), Vol. VI, p. 3.

2 Beal. O.C., II, 26, note 72.

® Arch, Survey of Western India^ Ibid.fp. 3.

^ Bhagvaiilal Indraji, /.B.B./^.A,S,, 5 XWl, ;
A,S,W.I, (N.G.),

(II) — Mulraja is given here as the founder of the Chalukyas in Gujerat.
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the western' Chalukyas held undisputed sway over the

western parts of India, especially over Maharashtra and the

Karnataka and Konkan, for a very long time after Pulakei^i II,

although they could not escape the challenge of many a

powerful Karnataka dynasty.^ It may be argued that the

designs of Pulake^i’s successors were merely the ambitious

atempts of aggrandisement.

(To he continued ,)

^ Fleet, Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts (2nd Ed.).



DATE OF MANIKYAVACAKA.

By T. G, Aravamuthan, Esq., M.A., B.L.

The date of Manikya-vacaka, a vexed question not only in

the history of Tamil religion and literature but also in the

political history of South India, has recently been discussed

in English by two writers, Prof. K. A. Nilakantha-Sastri ^

and Mr. K. G. Sankara.^ The controversy is an ancient one

and discussion has been abundant, though much of it is far

from illuminating. Depending as we have to for our materials

on a number of hagiographies and chronicles and on a series

of hymns in all of which history is very much out of place, a

solution is hard to reach unless, in interpreting them, we

place ourselves en rapport with the spirit that pervades them :

any attempt on other lines is bound to lead to results of a

wholly misleading character. If only we would read the

hagiographies in the light of the hymns we would get an

unedifying glimpse into the mysteries which envelop the

growth of these myths. For lack of such study, portions of

the literary and the political history of the Tamils are very

uncertain. So frequently have investigators into the Manikya-

vacaka problem been lost in the mists that I would scarcely

have thought it useful to hang out warning lights, were it not

that the mental outlook from which Prof. Nilakantha-Sastri

and Mr. Sankara view the problem and the methods which

they adopt to solve it threaten to take us from the edge of

the fog into the thick of it.

Prof. Nilakantha-Sastri brushes aside ‘minor consider-

ations’ and rests his conclusions on answers to what he

considers to be the three ‘ main questions ’
: ‘Was Manikka-

vacaka the earliest of the Saiva saints who preceded the

Tevaram Trio^ or did he come after them ? Is it a fact that

he is not mentioned in the Tlrnttontattokai ? If it is, how

^ /0/i, (1927 April) i, 127-130; practically repeated in his P/C. (1929),

66-7 n,

2 QJMS. (1931 July), xxii, 45-55.

^ Obviously, the Professor meant merely to ask :
' Did Manikya-vacaka

precede the Tevaram Trio ?
’
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can we account for this omission ?’ To the first question his

answer is in the affirmative and to the second in the negative

and, consequently, an answer to the third is not called for,

though he has an answer ready— that an argument from

silence cannot be pressed far. The answer to the first question

is grounded on (a) the contention that the miracle of the

transformation of jackals into horses mentioned by the earliest

of the trio, Tiru-Navukku-Arasu, is definitely claimed by

Manikya;vacaka to have been performed by Siva on his

account, (b) the view that Tini-Navukku-Arasu*s mention of

a Vacaka is a reference to Manikya-vacaka, and (c) the ‘ tradi-

tional belief.’ that Manikya-vacaka is several generations

earlier than Jnana-sambandha, the contemporary of Tiru-

Navukku-Arasu, for which ‘ clear proof* is found in ‘ all the

lists of the Pandya kings that have come down to us ’, though

they ‘ are not perhaps very valuable to the historian’. The

answer to the second question is based on the alternative

contentions that Manikya-vacaka is referred to in a periphrasis

and that if he is not, it does not matter, for Nambi-Andar

Nambi and after him Sek-kilar might have gone wrong and

‘ continuity in religious tradition seems to be quite possible

with a break in secular historical tradition

It is necessary to ask, at the outset, whether these reasons

have been tendered after a careful consideration of the facts

and the implications. Why are not alternative sugges-

tions mentioned or examined ? The authority of Mr. K. G.

Sesha-Aiyar and Mahamahopadhyaya V. Swaminatha-Aiyar

is invoked, but why ignore altogether the admirable rejoinders

of Mr. S. Anavaratavinayakam-Pillai^ and the late K. S.

Srinivasa-Pillai ? ^ Why is tradition accepted when it places

Manikya-vacaka earlier than Jnana-sambandha and rejected

when Nambi-Andar Nambi and Sek-kilar pass Manikya-

vacaka over in silence ? Is the first tradition more reliable

than the second ? Why should the traditional genealogy of

the Pandyas be accepted when Manikya-vacaka’s date is in

^ Peru Makkal Varalaru (1922).

2 Tamil FaraW (1922), ii. i. 67-111.
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question and be summaril}^ cast aside when the history of the

Pandyan kingdom is concerned ?

Mr. Sankara’s line of argument is different. He seeks

to establish a chain of synchronisms and his conclusions may
be summarised thus : Jnana-sambandha was a contemporary

of Nedu-Maran whom he converted to Saivism : Nedu-Maran

had an alias^ Varaguna, and dates c. 700 A.D.
: Jnana-

sambandha seems to have been a contemporary of Manikya-

vacaka, and his friends included Tiru-Navukku-Arasu, Sirut-

tondar (who was a general of the Pallava Narasimhavarman I)

and Kulac-sirai (the minister of Nedu-Maran) : Sundara,

Seraman-Perumal, Varaguna alias Nedu-Maran and Manikya-

vacaka were contemporaries of the Pallava king Narasimha-

varman II of the latter half of the seventh century A.D. :

Pattanattup-pillai mentions Manikya-vacaka and must be

assigned to about the same half of the same century : Periya-

Alvar and Andal w^ere contemporaries of Nedu-Maran: the Nak-

Kirar of the Tamil Academy was another of Nedu-Maran’s

contemporaries : Manikya-vacaka could not have lived before

the age of Nak-Kirar : the Tamil Academy was founded by

Jayantavarman, the father of Nedu-Maran: Manikya-vacaka

must, as a result, be assigned to the close of the seventh

century A.D.

Here is a series of synchronisms which, though bewilder-

ing at first sight, would be put in a nut-shell if we said that

the legendary Sangam was founded by Jayantavarman-Pandya

and that Nak-Kirar, Tiru-Valluvar, Tiru-Navukku-Arasu,

Jnana-sambandha, Kulac-sirai, Sirut-tondar, Pattanattup-

pillai, Sundara, Seraman-Perumal and Manikya-vacaka are

to be assigned to the period covered by the reigns of Jayanta-

varman and his son Nedu-Maran alias Varaguna, that is, the

second half of the seventh century A.D. This conclusion is so

startling that one would expect much more evidence and reason-

ing than could be compressed within the limits of a short article.

A consideration of the points in issue being dependent

on an understanding of a portion of the legend of Manikya-

vacaka, we may start with the issue about the tradition of
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the miracle of the metamorphosis. Manikya-vacaka having

been consigned to prison by his master the Pandya king for

having diverted to superstitious uses the moneys which the

king had put into his hands for purchasing horses for the

cavalry, the Lord Siva collected the jackals of the wilds,

metamorphosed them into horses and rode into Madurai at

the head of an unending troop of cavalry. The king and

his subjects were delighted and Manikya-vacaka was released.

Overnight, the Lord remetamorphosed the horses into jackals

and Manikya-vacaka fell again into disfavour.

The miracle of the metamorphosis is alleged by Prof.

Nilakantha-Sastri, who merely follows earlier writers on this

point, to be referred to by Tiru-Navukku-Arasu, a saint

generally assigned to the seventh century A.D. The reference

is all too brief : speaking of the Lord the hymnist calls him,

* He who would turn jackal into horse^^ The problem is

whether this contains indeed a reference to any miracle that

had been accomplished in fact. The plain purport of it

seems to be no more than that the Lord in His omnipotence

can make so vile a creature as a jackal into so noble an

animal as a horse. No miracle actually enacted seems to

lurk in these words. In the vefy stanza in which Tiru-

Navukku-Arasu refers to the turning of the jackals into

•horses he mentions some other transformations as well^ which,

however, do not find a place in the Manikya-vacaka legend :

the only possible inference is that Tiru-Navukku-Arasu

alludes in the stanza to the Lord’s omnipotence in general

and not to the Manikya-vacaka legend in particular.^ Even if

we take it that Tiru-Navukku-Arasu’s reference is to a miracle

which the Lord had actually worked in the past or in that

hymnist’s days, we have yet to discover the link which would

^ Gs^djeuirgnib

GsasssfL^fTL^ eusoeofi^ih rB/rjpi Gffdjsuir^ih

r^cSTf/r^^ iDir^rrioirih^ ojibuxrrOesr.

« See Srinivasa- Pillai, Tamil Varalaru, ii, i, 79-80.
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connect the miracle with Manikya-vacaka. We see more in

the verse than meets the eye for no reason other than that the

tradition about the miracle sits on us to-day with all the grip

of a tenacious incubus. If we could be sure that the tradition

of the Manikya-vacaka miracles was current coin about the

days of Tiru-Navukku-Arasu, we may concede that that saint

might have had the miracle in mind though he has not been

explicit enough in the words he employed. Not a trace,

however, of the tradition is to be found for centuries before or

after him. There are of course the passages in Manikya-

vacaka’s hymns which are usually pointed to in this connec-

tion, but these will be dealt with presently. Tw.o passages in

another book of praise, the Kalladam, are often cited as

records of this tradition,^ and there are some who would have

it that the work was inspired by Manikya-vacaka’s Tiruh-

Kovaiyatf and yet we do not find in those passages the

faintest suggestion associating the miracle with Manikya-

vacaka. The earliest work to record the association is the

Tiru-Vilaiyadal Ptiranam of Perum-Parrap-Puliyur Nambi,

of whom we know very little except that he might have lived

about the thirteenth century A.D. Perum-Parrap-Puliyur

Nambi might not himself have been the author of the myth

and he might have only utili^sed one which was two or

three centuries old even in his days, but how are w^e to hale

the myth six or seven centuries back and assign it to the

days of Tiru-Navukku-Arasu or even earlier? The words

of Tiru-Navukku-Arasu are so bald and all the literature

down to Perum-Parrap-Puliyur Nambi is so silent that it

is impossible to believe that the hymnist of the eighth

century had in mind the tale of the chronicler of the

thirteenth century.

^ {a) eurr^ aSisor^^eusar

(SiUL^uth CJ^n'osrprp uS^esr^fbJ^oHwiB^

eS^Qurr^iu eurr^sustru LjfreS

uurr&Saj (ipu^ lU/B^fiWsrdcr.

(^) eufi^ wrru^ urPQujiT^.
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The next question is whether Tiru-Navukku-Arasu, when
he speaks of a Vacaka, refers to Manikya-vacaka. The sug-

gestion has been so fully examined and so completely refuted

by the late K. S. Srinivasa-Pillai that one is very doubtful if

Prof. Nilakantha-Sastri would have touched on it at all if he

had been aware of the refutation. At an}^ rate, till those

arguments are met we may take it that the attempted identifi-

cation has wholly failed.

We may now pass on to consider the view that Manikya-

vacaka claims that the miracle was enacted for his benefit.

If this view is well founded, it may be difficult to maintain

that Tiru-Nayukku-Arasu was earlier than Manikya-vacaka.

Prof. Nilakantha-Sastri and Mr. K. G. Sesha-Aiyar, on whom
the Professor relies, have both realized how essential the point

is as a link in the chain of evidence, and have drawn attention

to some verses in the hymns of Manikya-vacaka which they

believe to support this view.^ Mr. Sesha-Aiyar’s exposition

has been thus summarized by Prof. Nilakantha-Sastri :
‘ There

are at least half a dozen references to this fact in the Tim-
Vacakam, among which attention may be drawn in particular

to the double entendre in line 17 of the Tirii-Aminanai, the

direct personal reference in line 45 of the Tirubponnucal and
the vivid impressionist reference to the miracle in lines 25

and 26 of the Anandamalai' The three examples cited

specifically will repay scrutiny and render unnecessary an

examination of the rest of the ‘ half a dozen references’.-

^ See K. G. Sesha-Aiyar’s paper in TA. (1909), i, No. 4, pp. 16-35.

2 The following renderings are based on Pope’s version of the Tiru-

Vasaham, which appeared in 1900, that is, before 1905, the year from which,
according to Prof. Nilakantha-Sastri, should date the present confusion about
the date of Manikya-vacaka. Pope had undoubtedly before him the work of

Param-jyoti in which the anteriority of Manikya-vacaka to the Tevaram Trio
is set out, and yet Pope’s translation assumed that Manikya-vacaka referred in

his hymns to miracles which were ancient in his days and that he did not

mean that any of them had been worked on his behalf. With the object, how-
ever, of helping my readers to look at those hymns from the point of view of

Mr. Sesha-Aiyar and those who agree with him 1 have recast Pope’s version

in such manner that the English reproduces the almost colourless character of

the original Tamil.
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The portion of the Tiru-Ammanai relied on runs thus

:

Ammanay, Look ! Sing we the unending raptures

Given by Him who rode a horse to loose the bond.^

A double entendre is detected in these lines as two inter-

pretations are possible,—the thraldom from which deliverance

is effected by the Lord being that of the bonds of existence

(if we are content with a philosophical interpretation) or the

bondage of imprisonment (if we would imagine that the

miracle is alluded to). A number of objections, however,

could be offered to the latter interpretation. The double

entendre may be plain enough if we look at the lines in the

light of the Manikya-vacaka legend, but to do so would be to

assume that the legend was current centuries before Perum-

Parrap-Puliyur Nambi. That an ancient tale had it that the

Lord had once upon a time performed the miracle of the

metamorphosis and that Tiru-Navukku-Arasu was referring

to that ancient legend may perhaps be admitted. What
remains to be proved is that the miracle was worked for

Manikya-vacaka, but the available evidence comes from a

century much later than Tiru-Navukku-Arasu. Further, to

grasp the true import of the lines we shall have to look

at the setting in which they appear. No pastime is more

familiar in South India than the ‘ Ammanai ’—a game in

which a girl or a group of girls keep tossing balls while

they sing a tuneful song. Following an ancient literary

convention, Manikya-vacaka has cast his hymn in the form

of a song for the game, and the words of the song express,

at least ostensibly, the thought of the girl or group of

girls. Though in the hymn some philosophical truths are

charmingly expounded and some devotional attitudes are

aptly illustrated, the words come from the mouths of the girls

and they embody their thoughts, feelings and experiences. As

the legend does not tell of girls having been imprisoned the

girls could not have said that they had been released from

prison : the words could refer only to their emancipation from

^ ufi^LD u/r9aju u.fJGiop QarresisTL^rresr

jifiB^uPeOfT ^esrfh^d' urrQ^fEi sfremihwfT^iu,
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the bonds of existence. Again, it is very doubtful if a poet so

finely attuned to the sublime as Manikya-vacaka would have

yoked, though in a double entendre, the noble sentiment of a

soul’s emancipation to the incident of his release from prison.

Let us pass on to a study of the vivid impressionist’

reference to the miracle in lines 25 and 26 of the Ananda-
malai, the ‘ Garland of Rapture *:

Thou mad' St the jackal a charger I

Did’st work enchantments all

!

The mighty South King's Madurai Thou fill’st

With madness, Perum-turai’s Lord

To a mind which is not biased by the Manikya-vacaka legend

the hymnist appears to treat the miracle of the metamorphosis

as an ancient one and to refer generally and vaguely to the

numerous miracles which the Lord had worked in the world

and to add that the presence of the Lord at Madurai,

—

enshrined as He is in its sacred fane,— is a source of infinite

gladness to the people of the kingdom of the Pandya. The

lines are perhaps susceptible of another rendering as well

:

Making the jackal a charger

And working enchantments all

The mighty South King's Madurai Thou hlTst

With madness, Perum-turai’s Lord !

Even so, the words need not imply that the miracles were

being worked at the time of the composition of the hymn, for

otherwise we shall have no option but to conclude—with

nothing in the Manikya-vacaka legend to support us—that

the ‘ enchantments all ’ were also worked at the same time as

the metamorphosis of jackals into horses. Further, Manikya-

vacaka is a poet who was steeped in the contemplation of

the Lord and the marvel of the Lord’s ‘ enchantments all

so entranced was he by the abundance of the Lord’s grace

that he saw miracles in all that happened in the universe : he

was confident that for the devotee’s sake the Lord would

work endless miracles and even re-enact ancient ones. When
a poetic mind is so preoccupied with the miraculous and

^ uffituiTSi^ ^ireoQiDioeorr

Quififju Gui^^nrix) Guf^fE^of^fOiurriL.
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feels that the miracle is not an ever-present possibility alone

but the merest routine of the Lord’s ceaseless activity and

grace, rarely does it take note of time in terms of the past or

the present. It would, therefore, be no marvel if Manikya-

vacaka’s words left*us in doubt whether a miracle of the Lord
is dated in the long distant past or in the lifetime of Manikya-

vacaka himself.

We may proceed to investigate the * direct personal

reference in line 45 ’ of the Tirup-Pon-Usal,—the song of the

‘ Sacred Golden Swing ’
:

From glorious mountain height to earth He came,

Ate plenteous food, arose upon the lower seas,

In magic form upon a charger rode, and made us tiis !
^

The reference to Manikya-vacaka cannot be made out unless,

the ‘us’ in the last line means only ‘me’ : it is not enough

to say that he referred to himself ‘honorifically’ in the word

‘us’ ; it must be shown that the inclusion of others in the

reference is impossible. These lines could be interpreted in

two ways—to mean that the incidents of the descent, the

feast and the ascent were the earlier scenes in the play in

which the Lord ‘ upon a charger rode or to mean that those

incidents were distinct and unrelated. While it is obvious

that the legend is not based on the first interpretation, the

second would make it clear that Manikya-vacaka says that the

Lord ‘made us His’ as much by descending from the mountain,

eating plenteous food, and rising upon the lower seas as by

riding the charger. It follows, then, that the mountain, the

gastronomic and the maritime episodes were enacted for the

person or persons for whom the equestrian miracle was staged.

As we do not, however, come across any such incidents in the

Manikya-vacaka legend, we have to infer that the reference is

not to Manikya-vacaka but to a number of other persons.

We are led to the same conclusion if we look at the context

in which these lines are set. The hymnist has composed the

^ Q&rr6VQjen!T&

jFfreo eu(p^s6GtCB

0nr6Ou9«ijurfl (5ix>;r)(?«iT€fer(B [E€»ii)ajfr€5rL.fr€5r,
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hymn—the ‘Sacred Golden Swing’—as a song to be sung by

girls as they keep rocking in a swing. The stanza in which these

lines appear concludes with a refrain to be sung in chorus

:

And while our full hearts melt, move we the golden swing,

In other stanzas too of this hymn we have a similar refrain

:

Ye guileless, bright-eyed ones, move we the golden siving^^^

Ye maids, whose jewell*d bosoms heave, move we the golden swing,

^

When the words of the song express, as they ostensibly do,

the thoughts of the girls who sing the song, how are we to

discover in them an allusion to Manikya-vacaka ? The girls

say, ‘the Lord “has made us His” perhaps Manikya-vacaka

might come within the scope of the word ‘us’, but the word

cannot be so* interpreted in the context as to exclude the

girls and confine the reference to Manikya-vacaka alone. So
much for ‘the direct personal reference’.

Thus, on an examination of the instances specifically

brought up in support of the legend, we find that any reading

of the legend into the verses of Manikya-vacaka is wholly un-

warranted. His hymns are vivid records of the varied religious

experiences through which he passed and, incidentall3% of

his abiding faith in the abundance of the Lord’s grace and,

therefore, of the endless number, the infinite variety and the

surpassing marvel of the miracles. He could work in proof of

His grace, but nowhere does Manikya-vacaka say that any of

the miracles he mentions was worked for him. The hymns are

perfect in literary shape and many of them are cast in the

conventional forms which are common in a highly conven-

tional literature, and any reading of the hymns which fails

to take note of the conventions is bound to be wrong. The

attempts at reconstructing the Manik^’^a-vacaka legend out of

his hymns will succeed only when literary forms and conven-

tions are wholly ignored.

Another argument in support of the anteriority of Mani-

kya-vacaka to the Tevaram Trio is that the traditional lists

^ G*u/T6&r@yr^ eon’L^rrQLDrr,

* OuncTfTif Qeu^ «6ror idl^sSit G'ufr6&r@na= 60frL..fr(5iX)n-,

^ (tpcsDuSif ©urre&rgpna: eorru,rrGtDrr,
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of the Pandya kings place Arimardana, the master of Manikya-

vacaka, earlier than Kubja or Sundara, the contemporary of

Jnana-sambandha. Of the traditional lists referred to, the

most shining example is the one found in Param-jyoti’s

Tint-Vilaiyadal Puranam, but none of the lists can be traced

more than three or four centuries back with any certainty.

Even a casual perusal of Prof. Nilakantha-Sastri’s book on

the Pandyas shows that as early as the eighth or the ninth

century A.D. it had become difficult for the genealogists of

the Pandyan court to frame a succession list of the Pandyan

kings which was even approximately correct. Why then lay

strifes on a tradition which is far from reliable and why exalt

it over other evidence not so nebulous or suspect ?

As against the succession lists, it is instructive to turn to

the TirU’Vilaiyadal Puranam of Perum-Parrap-Puliyur Nambi

which might belong to about 1300 A.D. In narrating the

Manikya-vacaka legend, Perum-Parrap-Puliyur Nambi makes

the Pandya king who was Manikya-vacaka’s master allude to

a miracle performed by Siva for the saint Sirut-tondar,^ who is

said to be referred to by Jnana-sambandha in one of his

hymns as his contemporary. In the judgment of Perum--

Parrap-Puliyur Nambi, the poet Manikya-vacaka was not

earlier than the Tevaram hymnists and his opinion is certainly

entitled to greater weight than that of persons who came much

later. His is the earliest of the works embodying the Manikya-

vacaka legend ami it is strange that later works should be

considered more authoritative even though it is admitted that

they ‘ are not perhaps very valuable to the historian

The only other contention of Prof. Nilakantha-Sastri

which need be considered is that Manikya-vacaka is referred to

by Sundara, one of the Tevaram Trio, in his Tiriit-Tondat-

Tohai, for which he relies on the arguments of Mr. Sesha-Aiyar:

here again he does not even advert to the able refutation

^ Q^ns0€i£0 LDrr LD6tr6nr eSlfi^uu Qeuuesr

utreoa mih^LD

{hioso l9iL L-oPsoi <s655r(Jt- [B€0€0u^ (uirfra^ mioeofTosr

QiDeo eS^uu^ urra esreoectri)) (un’djen ©disr 30:52
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of SrinivasarPillai. Perhaps, Prof. Nilakantha-Sastri did not

think it necessary to explore fully how far Nambi-Andar
Nambi and his successors are reliable. To justify his want
of faith in the facts they record, Prof. Nilakantha-Sastri has

lighted on ‘ the case of another saint Serut-tunai, mentioned

in the Tirut-Tondat-Tohai of Sundara. The argument is

developed thus: ‘This saint is referred to by Sundaramurti,

as a king of Tanjore, Tanjai-mannavan, Nambi-Andar
Nambi m^kes no mention of his having been a king at all

evidently because in his days nothing was known about such

a ruler of Tanjore. And a little later, Sek-kilar in his Periya

Pwmnam actually makes a rich cultivator. ..of this king of

Tanjore. It is thus clear that Nambi-Andar Nambi and his

successors were not always able to interpret Sundaramurti

correctly and there is therefore nothing unnatural in supposing

that they went wrong over the interpretation of a phrase of

Sundara which is alleged to be a reference to Manikya-vacaka.

Now, this Serut-tunai is the saint who sliced off a queen’s

nose for the offence she had committed of smelling a flower

intended for the Lord. Both Nambi-Andar Nambi and Sek-

kilar agree that he was a native of Tanjai (Tanjore) of the

Maruhal sub-division and Sek-kilar adds that he was a

devotee of the Lord at Tiru-Arur. A well-known book^ would

have shown that in the periods for which inscriptions are

abundant the city now known as Tanjore was not included

in the Maruhal sub-division and that a sub-division of the

same name covered areas adjacent to Tiru-Arur. Prof.

Nilakantha-Sastri cannot be unaware that the hymnists Tiru-

Navukku-Arasu and Jnana-sambandha have sung hymns
on the Lord at a village called Tiru-Maruhal and that the

village stands about ten miles north-east of Tiru-Arur. On
these facts, the inference would have been justified that Serut-

tunai’s Tanjore is not the well-known city of that name

which lies about thirty-five miles west of Tiru-Arur but is the

village lying north-east of Tiru-Arur and not much more

than ten miles away. A little further enquiry would have

1 SII., ii. (Intr.)
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revealed the fact that almost due south of Tiru-Maruhal and

only three miles off—that is, about seven miles north-east of

Tiru-Arur— there stands a village bearing the name E^st

Tanjore (Kilat-Tanjavur) and that the village plumes itself

on having had Serut-tunai for one of its distinguished citizens.

Perhaps, Prof. Nilakantha-Sastri fell into this error as he

assumed that there could be only one Tanjore and that

Sundara had styled Serut-tunai a king. Terms such as the

one used by Sundara to describe Serut-tunai’s occupation

apply not only to kings but also to much lowlier persons

such as headmen of villages or other minor celebrities.^

The statements of Sundara, Nambi-Andar Nambi and Sek-

kilar and also local tradition would all have stood reconciled

if only Serut-tunai had been taken to have been a notability

of Kilat-Tanjavur instead of being elevated to the throne of

the Cholas. Now that the only instance offered in proof

of the dictum that ‘ continuity in religious tradition seems

to be quite possible with a break in secular historical tradition
'

has proved a broken reed, we shall await other evidence in

support of the generalization.

Let us now turn to a consideration of Mr. Sankara’s

contribution. Short as his article is, he has drawn into the

discussion a large number of difficult and unsolved problems

of South Indian history : on all those points he pronounces

facile ipse dixits and on a series of such decisions he bases

his conclusions about Manikya-vacaka’s date. To traverse

his arguments is an impossibility within the limits of an article :

the task would require almost a treatise. It should be enough

for our present purpose to investigate Mr. Sankara’s methods

and outlook as evidenced by the article now underconsideration.

^ The word is iD^msu^. Jnana-sambandba, a mere Brahman, is

called A/Tj^oj/r tnfisreoreBr, ih<sa

etc., in the last stanzas of his hymns, and he is called LSlfrion-

Lju iBsir LD^esTisr by Nambi-Andar Nambi in his Aludaiyapillaiyar Tim-

Andadiy 2, and ^gforflftuoj/T sirreueo^ in his Tiruc-Sanbai Viruitam. The
similar word Oa/rgCTt for instance, is used for ' king ’ as well as for * lord * or
* master * or * headman*. The author of the Tamil Kanakku-Adiharam is called

G&rrjpjsssisiiuufi’ GstrLDtr^ i^^eoeu^ arrfi OujeifrusuGssr^
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He contends that Manikya-vacaka refers to the miracle

of the transformation, but he does not even notice that

Manikya-vacaka nowhere alludes to the miracle of the re-

transformation : is not an allusion to it n^^cessary if we are to

repose confidence in the traditional accounts of his life ? He
accepts legends set out in the Tiru-Vilaiyadal Piiratiam

of the ‘ thirteenth century’ A.D. to determine the outlines of

the life of a saint whom he would assign to the seventh

century^A.D. and he accepts succession lists of the Pandyas

which became popular about the sixteenth century to deter-

mine the chronological position of that saint. At the same

time, he brushes aside these authorities when he finds it

necessary to take the saint to Kerala at the dictation of a

tradition of doubtful age and authority. To fix the date of

the building of a temple which he admits was in existence

about 600 A.D. he relies on the statement of a writer a full

thousand years later. He accepts without demur the authori-

ties which would appear to embody a tradition of a single

Sangham—a tradition of late origin except for a very doubtful

reference in one of the Sinnamanur grants—and he does not

ask himself whether those authorities do really negative the

possibility of other Sanghams having existed : he does not even

allude to the other tradition of the three Sangams which was

current from about 850 A.D. and he does not consider those

very authorities when it comes to a question of deciding

whether the poets of the Sangham were devotees of Siva

without exception. He accepts the tale that surrounds the

Tiru-Valluva-Malaiy but he does not ask himself how old

the tale is and on what authority it rests. He takes Nambi-

Andar Nambi and Sek-kilar to be fairly reliable authorities

but he would ignore them when they fail to make Jnana-

sambandha, Seraman-Perumal and Nedu-Maran the contem-

poraries of the poets of the Sangham or Sanghams : he does not

even suggest how such reliable authorities happened to err on

this point. He accepts the traditional biography of Pattanattup-

pillai when it makes him the preceptor of Bhartrhari without

even hinting that while Bhartrhari lived about 650 A.D. the
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author of the traditional biography of Pattanattup-pillai does

not seem to have been earlier than about 1600 A.D. ;
nor

does he allude to the tradition that Pattanattup-pillai's son

was Arunagirinatha, a poet of the fifteenth century A.D. Nor

does Mr. Sankara mention even that one of the biographies

states that Sendanar was the contemporary of Pattanattup-

pillai and that he has been assigned to the opening years of

the eleventh century A.D.

^

Is it any wonder then that such methods lead him to

varying conclusions ? Down to about 1923, Mr. Sankara was

of the opinion that the Sangham age was in the second century

A.D. 2; in January 1924 he said that the ‘ Sangham age must

date 500 to 650 A.D.’^ but three months later he declared

that ‘ all theories assigning to the Sangham age a date later

than the third century A.C. must now be given up.^ In 1931

he is convinced that it lay between 650 and 700 A.D.

The outlook and the methods of Prof. Nilakantha-Sastri

and Mr. Sankara in regard to this problem are almost similar.

Neither of them, in appraising a tradition, takes note of its age

or persistence or the sources from which it springs, nor traces

the tradition back through the centuries to its origin and

examines how far, considering its birth and history, it is worthy

Oi"credence. Both of them read more into a literary piece than

the words warrant and do not look into the context in which

the words are set. Instead of starting a fresh discussion

from the point to which previous discussion had brought

us—except when a new interpretation of the facts is attempt-

ed—both of them on two vital points ignore the arguments

and the conclusions of other scholars which prove inconvenient

obstacles with the inevitable result that their conclusions

prove scarcely tenable.

A different solution of the Manikya-vacaka problem

might perhaps be suggested. Legends of the miracle of the

^ .S*7\ (1904), iii, 358-362.
2 QJMS,, (1917 Oct.), viii, 60 ; (1920 Oct.), xi, 74, 83 ;

MCCM„ (1919 Oct.), xxxvii, 134.

3 Q/MS., (1921 Jan.), xiv, 124.

* (1924 Ap.), xiv, 242.
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metamorphosis, the Lord appearing as a cavalier and the

Lord carrying earth must have been current even before Tiru-

Navakku-Arasu and, in those days, they bore no allusion to

Manikya-vacaka. Like the other hymnists, Manikya-vacaka

too glorified the Lord for His many miracles but so fascinated

was he by a few of the miracles, including those specified

above, that he referred to them over and over again in his

psalms. In the three or four centuries that perhaps lay between

Manikya-vacaka and Perum-Parrap-Puliyur Nambi a tradition

must have grown up connecting those miracles and Manikya-

vacaka—based on the circumstance of his being the only

hymnist who has so insistently referred to those miracles—

and the belief must have grown up that he would not have

done so had they not been enacted for his benefit. Perum-

Parrap-Puliyur Nambi does not help us to discover the age

or the reign in which the miracles were worked but he

makes the nameless king who was Manikya-vacaka’s master

refer to Sirut-tondar : Perum-Parrap-Puliyur Nambi must,

therefore, have thought that Manikya-vacaka was not earlier

than Sirut-tondar and his contemporary Jnana-sambandha.

When Param-jyoti or the aufhor of the Halasya Mahatmya
recounted these legends, he must have noticed the reference

in a hymn of Tiru-Navukku-Arasu to the legend of the

transformation and must have concluded that the miracle,

and with it Manikya-vacaka, must have preceded Tiru-

Navukku-Arasu and, consequently, Jnana-sambandha. While

Perum-Parrap-Puliyur Nambi was wholly indifferent to

chronology, Param-jyoti was bent on evolving a chronologi-

cal scheme for the miracles and, having regard to the facts

before him, he placed Manikya-vacaka earlier in the time-

scheme than Jnana-sambandha. The only objection to his

arrangement was the view of Perum-Parrap-Puliyur Nambi

but Param-jyoti must have thought that the wholly un-

chronological Perum-Parrap-Puliyur Nambi was not a safe

guide on questions of historical sequence.



MANISM.

By M. a. Shustery, Esq.

While Mithraism^ and Christianity were yet opposed to

each other as two rival religions in Europe and Asia, the

Romans attacked Seleucia and destroyed that city, the last

stronghold of Greek culture in the East. Hence afterwards

Aramaic became the lingua franca in Western Asia, par-

ticularly when King Abgar of Osroene was converted to

Christianity and made that language the medium for the

Christian literature. During this period religious and poli-

tical revolutions took place in Persia. Balash on Volagasoes

the Third caused the collection and edition of the long neglect-

ed Avesta. In the revival of Zoroastrianism princes of iSouth

Persia took the leading part, specially the family of Papak

whose son Artaxerxes defeated Artabanus, the last Parthian

emperor, and founded a new dynasty which lasted for over four

hundred years. In the West though Christianity was gaining

ground, Mithraism itself was undergoing important modifica-

tions. It was becoming a mixture of Neo-Pythagoreanism,

Judaism and Mithraism and other cults of Eastern Europe and

Western Asia. Christian gnostics such as Marcionites believed

in the existence of two principles between which was a third

intermediate one—a mixture of good and bad who was the

creator of the world. The origin of the human soul was

divine but entangled in the material world. In order to re-

lease the soul “ full goodness ” sent his son Jesus, whose task

was to destroy other ‘'full evil” and the creator of the mate-

rial world. Valentinians believed that Jesus was an emanation

of the Supreme Being, Ophitas of Egypt taught that the

material world was created in opposition to the will of God
;

that the divine Christ was united with Jesus the man, to

destroy the empire of evil. It was during, this chaos and

great upheaval of religious thought that Mani whose • mother

was a Parthian princess and whose father named Patak or

Papak was a respectable gentleman of Hamadan (in North-

West Persia) born in a village named “Mardinu” situated
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near Ctesiphon, the then capital of the Persian Empire, during

the reign of Artapavana (Artabanus), the last of the Parthian

kings, in about 215 A.D. He received a careful education
and was brought up in the capital. At an early age he com-
pleted the study of astronomy', medicine, ancient philosophy,

fine arts and music. Like other great Iranian saints, authors

and reformers, such as Alberuni, Nasir Khusroe, Sadi and

Rumi, he had made long journeys in search of knowledge.
He had travelled in Transoxiana, Western China and perhaps

India. According to one tradition, he received his first

revelation at the age of thirteen, and proclaimed his new
religion when he was about twenty-five or thirty years old.

He gained many followers which naturally roused jealousy

and hatred in the hearts of Zoroastrian priests, w’ho next to

the king were wielding great power in the country. They
persuaded and induced the reigning king who was rather

w'ell disposed towards the young reformer to stop his further

progress. Shahpur arrested and put him in prison, but after

his death his son and successor Horrnazd set him free. This

freedom he did not enjoy long, for Horrnazd died after a

short reign of one year, and the new king Bahram again arrest-

ed and caused him to be crucified in the year 276-77A.D.
Thus died the first great historical reformer of Persia,

who, as Mr. A. Bevan says, “ had originality of conception

which entitled him to be regarded as a genius of the first

order”. He lived for about sixty years and his missionary

activity lasted for over thirty years. His followers were
fiercely persecuted both by Zoroastrians in Persia and Chris-

tians in the Roman Empire and therefore were forced to

take refuge in Transoxiana, Chinese Turkistan and even

India.

His Philosophy :—Though deep and original it is present-

ed in a dogmatic and mythical form and for a superficial reader

it appears to be crude and illogical. His dualism is uncom-

promising but definite and positive. He believed that light and
darkness are two elements opposite in nature. That the visible

world and human* existence which have the characteristics
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of constantly changing are mixtures of light and darkness.

In other words he was expounding the theory of Sankhya

philosophy in Babylonian style and Persian language. He
illustrates his philosophical views in a cosmological myth.

That darkness whic*h he thought a feminine principle was

stationed below and light above. Darkness gave birth to

evil who invaded the dominion of the light. The King of

Light created primal man to repel the invasion. Primal man
was vanquished and saved from complete defeat through the

timely help of the King of Light, but lost a portion of his

light elements which mingled with the darkness. To rescue

this imprisoned portion of light, the King of Light created

the Universe. In brief Mani’s philosophy is based upon two

eternal, independent opposite elements, which you may call

light and darkness or Spirit and Matter. That worldly exis-

tence is material and evil but contains sparks of light. Human
beings should strive to release themselves from the bond-

age of darkness or matter by abstaining from anything

material. But in the Zoroastrian doctrine, the world with its

living things is a creation of Ahuramazda and hence good

in its nature. It becomes evil when Ahriman creates sin,

misery and death. Therefore, man should not abstain from

worldly pleasures but enjoy them in such a way as to

prevent all Ahrimanic mischief in them. Zoroaster’s view

is optimistic while Mani is a pessimist. Zoroaster asks

us to face and overcome the evil while Mani teaches to

renounce the world. In formulating his ethics Mani has

assigned twelve virtues to Light. They are the following :

—

Wisdom, Meekness, Fidelity, Faith, Love, Myster\-, Under-

standing, Knowledge, Benevolence, Insight, Space (or Heaven

of Light) and the Earth of Light. A similar number of

vices should have been assigned to darkness. Again the

Earth of Light contains five elements, viz,^ mild breeze,

cooling wind, bright light, quickening fire and clear water.

The same number is found in the Earth of Darkness.

That is mist, heat, gloomy darkness, scorching blast and

vapour.
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ManVs Religion :—A series of divine revelations have

been made and wisdom conveyed from time to time^ to

humanity by the messengers of God. Such were Zoroaster in

Persia, Buddha in India, Christ in Western Asia and finally

Mani himself the last prophet in Mesopotamia. His opinion

about Jesus is very confusing and contradictory. His true

Christ is the primal man whom God created out of his own

substance and sent to the world of Darkness to release the

imprisoned souls. Christ was not in need of food nor could

he suffe’r death. He had a shadowy form as of a human

being and hence his apparent crucifixion had no truth.

Mani w^as opposed to the teachings of the Old Testament and

was anti-Jewish to the extent of even condemning Moses and

other Judaic prophets. Emancipation is possibly liberation

of soul or the luminous element from the dark (material)

element. He believed that worldly existence was an evil

and therefore asceticism or renunciation of all worldly

pleasures was necessary. Man’s outer self is dark, wicked and

criminal from which he should strive to release his inner self,

the spark of light by repentance and abstinence. He thought

that a number of souls are of luminous substance and hence

strong enough to release themselves easily
;

others weak and

hence should go through a longer process. And yet there are

bodies not containing any light in them. These after their

death have no salvation and remain for ever united with the

darkness. This division of the human souls has resem-

^blance to the Satva, Rajas and Tamas of Indian philosophy.

On this basis, he divides humanity into three classes

(1) The Elect, (2) The Hearers, and (3) the Wicked. The
Elect are those who are capable of practising the teaching

of renunciation. They are called “ Siddiqin ” and again

in themselves are divided into three grades. They had to

abstain from certain things which he named “ Seals

The first Seal was abstinence' from flesh and certain other

kinds of food and drinks. They had to live upon food given

by the Hearers. They were prohibited from killing animals

or injuring a green plant or cutting twigs or even to pluck
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fruits. They were forbidden to acquire wealth and property.

They could not store for themselves more than one day’s

food and one year’s clothing. They had to live in celibacy

because according to Mani sexual relations strengthen evil

propensities. The higher grades of Elect were called Moal-

amin (Teachers), Mushammasun (Administrators) and
Qissiseen (Elders), corresponding to the Christian grades of

Cardinals, Archbishops and Bishops. There were twelve

Elders and seventy-two Administrators and a comparatively

larger number of Teachers. There was one supreme head to

whom others were subordinate and who used to be elected by

them. Hearers or ordinary followers of Mani, were permit-

ted to marry, to enjoy the pleasures of life and even to eat

flesh. They had to respect and help the Elect who were

their teachers and guides in religion and they had also to

follow the commandments of Mani, that is, to abstain from
idol worship, falsehood, covetousness, murder, theft, magic,

fornication, hypocrisy, neglect of duties in daily life and to

believe in the four supreme essences, that is. King of Light

or God, His light, power and wisdom. The Manists had to

pray four or seven times in the day facing towards the

sun where the primal man and pure spirits were supposed to

live and carry on the work of the redemption of humanity or

towards the moon where the mother of life was seated or

towards the north the abode of life. They had to fast seven

days in each month also; Sunday was the fasting day for the

Hearers and Monday for the Elect. Thus about a fourth of

the year used to pass in fasting. Ablution was necessary

before each prayer.

Salvation :—The Elect who lead a pure life, after death,

ascend to the moon, and passing from other luminous regions,

their souls are carried by the Angels to the paradise of pitare-

vazarg (great father). The Hearer’s soul had to be purified

and undergo a longer process before joining the souls of the

Elect. Prayers were addressed to the God of Light, Kingdom
of Light, Angels and Mani himself in the style of Babylonian

hymns.
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End of the World :—The object of human life was to

separate the light (the inner self) from darkness or the physi-

cal self and when this was done the necessity of a worldly

existence was no more. The end is a complete separation of

light from darkness the first remaining above and the second

below.

Mani's Known Works:—According to Alberuni and

other Muhammadan writers Mani and his successors had

composed a considerable quantity of literature on religion.

The following are said to have been written by Mani himself.

The medium of language was Pahlavi or Syriac. When the

seat of the Chief Bishop was transferred to Samarkand,

Turko-Iranian* dialects also were used :

—

(1) Sifruhlsrar (the book of secrets) in which a descrip-

tion of various Christian sects and conception of the Old

and New Testaments was given.

(2) Sifrtd-Jahaherah (the book of T3
Tants or Demons).

(3) KitabuUhadye-vat-tadbir (the book of guidance and

precept) in which fundamental principles of Manism were

explained for the Hearers. This book was translated into

Greek and Latin for those Manists who lived in Europe and

Africa.

(4) Shahpit.rgan

:

The name signifies that it was dedicat-

ed to Shahpur, the reigning king in which a description of the

delivered souls and those associated with darkness including

heaven (which was supposed to be flat) is given.

(5) The book of activity.

(6) The book of unknown contents.

(7) The book of Mani’s twelve gospels—on prayer and

the invented alphabet of Mani.

(8) Other small treatises.

Rise and Fall of Manism :—Babylon, which was situated

very close to Ctesiphon, the capital of the Persian Empire,

was the earliest seat of Manism where his successors resided.

In spite of fierce persecution by the Christians in the West
and by the Zoroastrians in the East, Manism made con-

siderable progress and found many followers. Among the
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noteworthy converts were Prince Piruz, brother of the King

Shahpur and the celebrated Augustine in the West. Never-

theless Manism was a failure in Persia. The reasons will

follow. Mani's appearance was simultaneous with the rise of

a new dynasty wliose rulers were characterized by fresh

vigour, aggressiveness of policy and imperialistic ambition.

The Persians were at the height of their military glory. Their

armies were victorious everywhere and a doctrine of strong

asceticism with broad cosmopolitan views could not be wel-

come. After the fall of the Sassanian Empire its successors

the Arabs treated all non-Muslims of Persia alike. Perhaps

they could not make any distinction between a Manist or

Zoroastrian. In the meanwhile a large number of Persians

were converted to Muhammadanism. Among the converts

some had an honest conviction and others apparently pro-

fessed Islam but adhered to their old belief. Mahdi the third

Abbasid Khali f thought it a great danger to the Muslim com-

munity. Unfortunately Manists like the followers of other

future religious movements in Persia, such as Sheism and

Bahaism, were permitted to conceal their views. The reason

for such precaution was the intolerant spirit of their country-

men. According to the author of the important Pahlavi work

known as ^‘Sikand gumanigvijar ” (doubt dispelling explana-

tion) dated ninth century A.D. the Manists had secret societies

and esoteric circles where laymen whom they could rely on

were admitted and arguing on religious questions gradually

were converted to Manism. This usage was reported in an

exaggerated way to the Arab rulers. Mahdi and his succes-

sors took strong measures and deported, imprisoned and killed

a large number of new converts and even some Arabs who
were suspected of being Manists. Such men were called

“Zindig ” a corrupt form of the word “ Siddiqin ” which

meant “Elect’* among the Manists. During this period

most of the Manists took refuge in distant countries ; some
even migrated to India and Chinese Turkestan. Manism
survived in Central Asia up to the rise of the Mongols when
finally its followers were wiped out of existence. Mongols

6
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slaughtered wholesale both Muslim and Manist. In the

fifteenth century A,D. Manists are said to have been found in

Malabar and even in Ceylon.

Causes of Failure :

—

(1) Its strong ascetic teaching at a time when it was
riot suited to the political and social conditions of Persia.

(2) Its peace-loving features.

(3) Its cosmopolitan views when the Persians were

most militant and imperialistic.

(4) "Its readiness to adapt itself to the local conditions

and circumstances.

Manism and Zoroastrianism :—Like Zoroastar, Mani be-

lieved in two eternal and hostile forces of light and darkness

but Zoroastar’s conception is inclined towards monotheism

making Ahiira much superior to and more real than Ahriman,

whereas Mani’s dualism is uncompromising and hence more

decided. Zoroastar assigns seven Assistants or Amesa Spentas

to Ahura but Mani who was an astronomer preferred the

number twelve. Zoroastar’s religion was national and Mani’s

universal. Zoroastar believed in holy war and aggressiveness

in the cause of his religion but Mani wanted peace and per-

suasion. Zoroastar condemned asceticism, fasting and all

unworldly acts, whereas Mani advocated the opposite course.

His Elect were forbidden even to injure noxious insects or

reptiles which was foreign to the teaching of Zoroastar.

Mani believed material existence to be an evil and sought

.salvation through the suppression of the bodily desires, but

Zoroastar taught that the world is good and in material life

man can find the means of spiritual development. Instead

of annihilating he should regulate his worldly desires. Zoroastar

had reconciled and harmonized the material with the spiritual

Hfe but Mani made a decided separation irreconcilable.

;
. Buddhism and Manism :—There are certain similarities

between the two though in essence they are quite indepen-

dent of each other, Manism is Aryan in spirit but

Semitic in form. Both take a pessimistic view of life but their

^guments proceed on completely different lilies. Buddhist
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asceticistn seeks to. stop physical activity with a view to

breaking the chain of ‘^Karma” but Mani’s asceticism is to

release the atoms of light mixed with darkness. Both Buddhism

and Manism based their ethics on a two-fold morality, one for

the Elect and another for the ordinary followers. In both

religious priests live on charity given by householders.

There is a wheel of Karma among Buddhists and so too with

Manists but Mani’s wheel is made up of the twelve constella-

tions of the Zodiac each representing a bucket drawling and

pouring the released portion of light from the darkness into

the sun and the moon, the two great reservoirs of light.

Buddha is silent about the soul while Mani has paid full at-

tention to it. On the other hand Mani is silent on the theory

of transmigration. Mani’s views are poetical and metaphysi-

cal but Buddha’s are ethical and psychological. On the whole

Mani’s system of philosophy has more in common with the

Sankhya School of Indian thought.

Manism and Islam Both have a fixed number of daily

prayers, and prostration and ablution before prayer. The Manist

had to fast seven days in a month and similarly in early Islam

Muslims had to fast three days which was changed afterwards

into one month each 3^ear. Like the Manist the Muslim believed

the human soul to be a combination of light and darkness, as the

author of Akhlaq-e^Jalali says “ In essence the soul is light

mixed with darkness Mani recognizing past revelation

called himself the Seal or the last messenger of God. So did

Muhammad. Mani rejects all the Semitic prophets and

Muhammad is silent about Aryan reformers. Both believed

that the true Christ was not crucified. Both were strongly

opposed to image worship. Muhammad’s doctrine was Semi-

tic both in thought and language but Mani’s external Semitic

appearance contains an inner Aryan mind. Both have given

similar names to a number of angels such as Gabriel, Michael,

Sarael, etc., but Muhammad’s are Semitic and Mani has added

Persian names, such as Naresaf, Paredun, Zaevan, etc. Muham-
mad’s attitude like that of Zoroastar is militant and aggressive

but Mani like Buddha and Christ is quiet and peace-loving.
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Christianity and Matiism have a close ’ resemblance in

several points such as baptism, communion, immortality and

initiation. Mani believed in renunciation and ahimsa (harmless-

ness) as the highest virtues but Christianity teaches love and

self-sacrifice as the noblest ideals. In both there are grades

of priests with one supreme head ; but Mani’s Elect had no

sacerdotal functions. Mani’s Christ is pure light, imperish-

able and hence eternal ;
whereas the Jesus of Christianity is

both mao and god in entirety. Both taught the doctrine of

redemption but in different ways.

Summary .—It is an Aryan religion expounded in Semitic

stj'le and language. It has many points in common with

Buddhism, Zoroastrianism and Christianity but on careful

study we understand that it is quite independent of all and

has its own characteristic features. It spread over many

parts of Asia, Europe and Africa and considerably influenced

Christianity and Islam. In both these religions were found

men who at heart were Manist. In brief Mani taught a life

of strict morality through abstinence from worldly pleasures.

He failed not because there was any defect in his teaching

but because the human mind of his age could not be lifted up

to the height of his ideal.



STUDIES IN BIRD.MYTHS.
No. XXXVI.

By Prof. S^rat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L.

[On a Lohta Naga Etiological Myth about the Origin of the

Plaintive Call Note of the Bengal Green Pigeon.]

The Bengal Green Pigeon {Crocof)us phoenicopteriis) is known
in Hindi as Hartal and in Assamese as Hdi thd or Bor Hdi thd.

To the Nagas of the Naga Hills, it is known as Indihgii, This

bird is found at the base of the Himalayas from Oudh to

Assam and is extremely common in Bengal and Bihar. Its

colouration may be described as follows :
—

“ Forehead to the

eye, lores, chin and throat greenish yellow. Cran to nape,

upper cheeks and ear-coverts ash-grey. Hind neck bright

chrome followed by a band of pure grey, '('he remainder of

upper plumage, wing-coverts andinner most secondaries yel-

lowish olive-green. Upper tail-coverts the same, but sometimes

tinged with grey. Tail above grey with basal band of olive-

yellow. Greater wing-cov-erts and secondaries boldly edged

with yellow forming a conspicuous bar. Centre of abdomen,

vent and thighs yellow with deep green-grey centres.”

These Bengal Green Pigeons frequent open but well-

wooded countries and are common in gardens. Usually they

remain on the plains but are sometimes lured into deep forests

by the abundance of some favourite berries and fruits. They
have regular hunting-grounds. The excellence of the flesh

renders them a great table-delicacy. Their call-notes are most

beautiful soft whistles, very much like the whistle of a human
being. They feed on all kinds of fruit, especially those of the

various fig-^tr-ees and grains.

The Lohta Nagas -are a Mongoloid tribe living in the

Naga Hills of the North-Eastern Frontier of India.' They

inhabit a' tract of territory that, may be roughly described as

the drainage area of the Middle and Lower Doyang River and

its tributaries down to the point where it debouches into the

plains. .
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These Lohta Nagas must be familiar with the Green

Pigeon and its call-notes and have therefore fabricated the

under-mentioned myth to account for the origin of the

plaintive call-notes of the Bengal Green Pigeon :

—

In the far off times when birds and rats and squirrels

could talk to one another, the Bengal Green Pigeon {Crocopus

phosnicopterus) sold her young one to the squirrel {Sciurus

palmarum) in exchange for three nuts. The Green Pigeon said

^to the squirrel :
‘‘ Give me three nuts and, in lieu thereof,

you may take this young one of mine.” Thereupon the

squirrel took the chick but gave the Green Pigeon two good

nuts and one.which was devoid of a kernel. When the Bengal

Green Pigeon took away the nuts and cracked them, he

•found that two w’ere good and one had no kernel in it. He,

therefore, went to give them back to the squirrel and said

to him :
** Take back your nuts and return me my young

one.”

The squirrel was, at that time, roasting the chick and

watching the fat that was dripping with a hissing noise into

the fire. Addressing the Green Pigeon, he said, ” Here is

your young one. Take it.” Saying this, he handed the chick

to the Bengal Green Pigeon. When the latter saw what

had happened to his chick, he would not take it ; but went

away uttering loud lamentations :
“ O, O, akaw, akaxv ow. ”

It is for this reason that the Bengal Green Pigeon upto this

time, cries O, O, akaw, akaw

From a study of the foregoing myth, we find that :

—

(1) The^ Lohta Nagas are accurate observers of bird-life

and are charmed by the soft and mellifluous call-note of the

Bengal Green Pigeon.

(2) In fact, so exact are their observations of the habits

of this Green Pigeon that their rendering of the call-note

of this bird, namely, *‘0, D, ahaw, akaw ou>”, is a very

correct transliteration of the natural tones of this bird.

1 article entitled : Folk-Stones in Lohta JVaga.** By J. Pilliks,

I.C.S., pablisbed in the Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal N.S., Vol. XXII, (1926), No. 17.
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(3) The system of barter or exchange of goods is preva-

lent among the Lohta Nagas.

(4) An over-abundance of the feelings of filial affection is

foreign to the nature of the Lohta Nagas, because, for worldly

advantages or for substantial gains, they can barter away

their own children.

(5) The Lohta Nagas appear to be over-sensitive to

feelings of grief, for they have represented the Bengal Green

Pigeon as being overwhelmed with grief when he got back his

chick dead.

(6) The Lohta Nagas appear to be fond of the delicate

meat of the Bengal Green Pigeon, for they have depicted

the squirrel as having roasted the chick of this bird most likely

for food. [In this point, the Lohta Nagas are wrong, for

squirrels are graminivorous mammals.]

(7) The Lohta Nagas appear to be devoid of the sense of

justice. The Lohta Naga myth-maker ought to have meted

out condign punishment to the wicked squirrel for having

practised deception and given a bad nut in lieu of a good one

to the Green Pigeon. He ought also to have awarded some

sort of solatium to the Green Pigeon for the loss of his

chick.

(8) Like all other races of Nagas, the Lohta Nagas also

do not possess the conception of there being a line of demar-

cation between mammals and birds on the one hand and

human beings on the other. To them a mammal or a bird is

as good as a human being, for the primitive Lohta Naga

myth-maker has made the Bengal Green Pigeon talk like a

human being with the squirrel and has represented them as

entering into a commercial transaction by means of barter.



STUDIES IN PLANT-MYTHS.

No. XIV.

By Prof. Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L.

[On an Ancient Indian .Etiological Myth about

the Evolution of the Palasa-Tree.]*

The Palasa-tree (Butea frondosa), which belongs to the

Order Leguminosece, is otherwise known as the Dowrny-

branched Butea. Its Sanskrit name is Kinsuka, in Bengali

it is known as Paldsa and, in Hindi, as Dhdk. In the

Oakhini language, it is also called Paldsa. In Tamil, it is

known as Pa'rrsa-maram. In Telugu, it is called Telia-

tnoduga and, in Burmese as Pouk-pin.

It is a small tree bearing deep purple flowers. It grows

all over India. Dr. Hooker states that, “ When in flower the

Dhak-tree is a gorgeous sight
;

the masses of flowers resem-

bling sheets of flames, their bright orange-red petals contrast-

ing brilliantly against the jet-black velvety calyx. ” The

dried flowers, which are called tecu, are used as a j’ellow dye.

The bark of this tree is also used for colouring blue and for

purposes of tanning. A beautiful ruddy-tinted astringent gum

is.also. obtained from the bark of this tree. This gum was,

a.t one time, supposed to be the Kino of commerce, and is

now frequently substituted for it. The seeds of this tree are

a. powerful apthelmintic which can very advantageously be

substituted for santomine ; the gum is used in dysentery and

diarrhoea; the flowers are administered to enceinte women in

cases of diarrhoea and applied externally in orchitis. Arugh

cordage is prepared from its root-bark which is also used for

manufacturing paper. It is reported that its seeds are eaten

in famine-time.

As this tree grows all over India, it is very likely that it

also grows in the Punjab and the extreme north-western

• This paper deals with the same subject as that treated of in my
“ Studies in Plant-Myths, No, which was lost in the press. This paper

should, therefore, be taken as the substitute for the lost one.
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frontiers of India, which were first occupied by the Indo-

Aryans on their entry into India. These early Aryan settlers

in India were thus acquainted with this tree and were

charmed by the gorgeously coloured flowers thereof. In fact,

they were so mucli moved by the beauty of its flowers, that

they fabricated the undermentioned myth to account for its

evolution. It is as follows :

—

Once upon a time, the gods requested the goddess

Gayatri to go to the celestial regions and bring the Soma-

wine for Indra. Disguising herself as an eagle, Gayatri started

on her quest for the sacred creeper which grew upon a

celestial mountain named Mujavana. On her arrival in the

celestial regions she found that the creeper was growing in a

place which was carefully guarded by sentries. But, not-

withstanding this, she eluded their vigilance and, seizing the

creeper with her eagle’s beak, flew away therefrom uttering cries.

Attracted by her cries, one of the sentries named Krishanu

discovered the goddess as she was stealing away the valuable

plant and shot an arrow at her deityship. But the bolt

missed its. mark but, striking the creeper, knocked one of

the leaves from off the vine. This leaf fell upon the mundane
region below and grew up into the Palasa-tree with its

bunches of crimson flower.* It might be stated here that there

are three variants of this ancient Indian aetiological myth,

which bear a striking similarity to the Greek myth of Prome-

theus’s stealing f^re from heaven. The first version is con-

tained in the Aitareya Brahmana. The second one is to be

found in the Satapatha Brahmana. The third variant is

contained in the Rigveda. The Aitareya version narrates

that the Soma-creeper grew in the region occupied by the

Gandharvas who kept company with the celestial nymphs.

The gods, knowing this weakness of the Gandharvas, trans-

formed a goddess into a damsel of exquisite beauty and

obtained the Soma-vine from them in exchange for her. But

in the Satapatha version, we find it stated that the goddess

For this myth, vide Indian A^atnre Myths. By Shovona Devi. London,

M?LcmilUan & Co., Ltd., 1919, page 28,
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Ga3
^atri succeeded in carrying off the Soma-plant but was

overtaken by the Gandharvas into whose possession it fell.

But it was subsequently obtained from them by the same

stratagem as has been described above. But the myth,, as

given in the Rigveda, states that the goddess Gayatri, assum-

ing the guise of an eagle, carried off the Soma-vine from the

celestial regions. There is still another variant of the myth

which is known as the story of Garuda and the Moon-bowl

of Nectar, the Sanskrit word meaning both Moon and the

Soma-vine.

From a study of the foregoing aetiological myth, we

find that— .

(1) The ancient Indo-Aryans were keen and accurate

observers of nature and were attracted by the conspicuous

foliage and flowers of the Palasa-tree.

(2) They also possessed fine aesthetic sensibility and

therefore,, charmed by and appreciated the gorgeous and

beautiful colourafioh of the flowers of this tree.

(3) As they were ignorant of the laws of biology, they

could not scientifically account for the formation of gorgeous

colouring of its flowers. They, therefore, fabricated the

foregoing myth to account for its evolution.

(4) The leaf of the Soma-vine, which was knocked off

by the arrow and fell upon the earth, was miraculously

metamorphosed into the Palasa-tree.

(5) Most likely, some ruddy-hued sap of the creeper also

fell upon the earth and was similarly metamorphosed into

the gorgeous crimson-coloured flower of the tree.

(6) We also find therefrom that the gods and goddesses

of the Hindu Pantheon resorted to deception and treachery

to attain their selfish ends and aims.



REVIEWS.

Annual Bibliography of Indian Archaeology for 1929.

{Published by the Kern Institute^ Leyden?^

THIS Bibliogiaphy is complete particularly with regard to publica*

tions appearing in India. We are glad that the effort of the

publishers is supported by the enlightened policy of the Imperial

Government of India and the Government of the Dutch Indies. We
congratulate the authorities of the Kern Institute in having been

able to obtain from that veteran French Indologist, Mon. Sylvain

Ldvi, a fascinating account of his great discovery at the

Barabudur (Borobudur) in 1928, and to secure from Dr. Victor

Goloubew a lucid description of the excavations conducted by

him at Angker and Annam ;
we congratulate the Institute for

these and for a sketch of the archaeological explorations carried

out in Ceylon. Other matters ot interest dealt with in the

introduction relate to the researches and discoveries in Baluchistan,

Kurdistan and Luristan. We deplore with the editor. Dr. Vogel,

that it has not been possible to include in this volume, short

notes on the excavations at Mohenjaodaro, Taxila, Nalanda,

Nagarjuna Konda and elsewhere. But it may be permissible to

point out that within the space of an introduction to Jin annual

bibliography, it will not always be possible to give an exhaustive

introduction on these topics. Further, as they are dealt with in

detail, in the memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, any*

thing more than barely drawing attention to these leading topics

will be hardly necessary. S. S.

Tolkappiyam.

(With a short Commentary in English.)

By P. S. Subramania Sastri, M.A., Ph.d.

{Publislud by the Journal of Oriental Research, Madras,

Price Re, 1.)

This interesting brochure is an English translation of

Tolkappiyam (Volume 1), the oldest Tamil grammar treating of

Phonology now^^awnt in three volumes.

The book consl^s of nine chapters such as

QipnifiiBOiSiOtih

,

etc., all in Sutras.-
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The author, who is also a Sanskrit scholar, has shed much
welcome light by his critical and comparative study of the old

Tamil commentaries of Ilampiiranar^ Nachinarkiniyar^ etc. He
has taken great pains to explain their relative merits and

demerits with the help of the Taitfiriy^a and Atharva Veda

Prltisdkhyds together with the aid of Bharata’s Ndtya Sastra.

The author also attempts to prove that Tolkappiyar followed

the Vedas to a great extent in writing the grammar and cites

authorities in support. Further, the author has explained

and according to the canons of Tamil grammar,

which could not be understood by Pandits versed only in Tamil.

It is a matter of some regret that the author should rename even

the Sutras in.English as it makes the reading somewhat difficult.

The transliteration in Roman characters of the Tamil Texts is

useful for people unacquainted with that script. The get-up of

the book is good and the price moderate. N. C.

The Kadambakula.

By G. M. Moraes, M.A.

{Preface by Rev, H, Heras, S,J,)

{Published by B, X, Furtado Sotis^ Bombay, Price Rs, 15.)

Mr. G. M. Moraes is already familar to us by his ‘ History of

Mangalore*. In this work, Kadimbakula, he has given a scholarly

and accurate account of the Kadambas, which illumines some of

the dark recesses in the history of the Karnataka. It is also im-

portant as a short compendium on the political vicissitudes of

the Deccan from the dawn of the Christian Era to the rise of

Vijayanagar. The chapters pertaining to internal history offer

new and interesting vignettes of the social and political life

of the people. The chapter devoted to the architecture of

the Kadambas deserves special notice, for Mr. Moraes has tried to

add a new style, the Kadamba Style, to South Indian architecture,

perhaps in the wake of the late Rev. Tabard who gave us the

“ Hoysala Style,” for the most outstanding development and

phase of Indian architecture.

Opinions are conflicting as regards the religion of the early

Kadamba kings. It is difficult to assert whether Kalidasa visited

the court of the Kadambas or of the Vakatakas. On these

ntatteri^, however, unfortunately, it is not possible to subscribe to
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the views contained in the book under review; for the author

appears to support his theory of Kalidasa’s visit to the Kadamba

country on the reference to ‘ Kuntalesvara ’ but it has to be

observed that the Vakatakas also had conquered parts of the

Kuntala kingdom aifd bore that appellation.

The book is beautifully got up with fifty-six illustrations

on art paper and contains a foreword by Rev. Father Heras

whose scholarship and interest in South Indian history are

so well known. The work of Rev. Father Heras and his collabo-

rators in the field of historical research ought to be ^ii example

worthy of emulation elsewhere. V. R.

The Rukminikalyana Mahakavya

OF Sri Rajacfiudamani Dikshita.

{Publishers : The Adyar Library^

The Rukmiuikixlydfta Mahakuvya is a work of Rajachudamani

Dikshita, the poet-laureate at the Court of Raghunath Naik of

Tanjore, who was a patron of Art and Letters in the South.

This Kavya is in ten cantos of which only the first two have been

published along with a gloss by Sri Balayajnaved^vara. The

publishers seem to have been unduly apologetic for their praise-

worthy endeavour, and indeed Dr. C. Kunha Raja has written also

“An Apology for Classical Poetry,” as his foreword to the book.

It is perhaps intended as a “vindication” of the claims of the

so-called “ artificial poetry,” usually condemned for its use

of hackneyed phrases and ideas. But Sanskrit poetry, however

‘artificial’, belongs to a higher species, inasmuch as the* eternal,

recurring problems of life have always been the subject-matter

dealt with in classical literature ;
and it also possesses a

flexibility and variety of metre and prosody, unknown to Occiden-

tal languages. Thus it could never fail in its appeal to readers

of^ all ages and climes. The Pandits of the Adyar Library

deserve the thanks of the public for bringing to light a new

volume of Sanskrit Kavya. V. R.
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Memmrs of the Archeeological, Survey of India*

NO. 42.

(An ARCHiBOLOGICAL TOUR IN UPPER SWAT AND ADJACENT
Hill Tracts.)

By Sir a. Stein, K.C.I.E.

This memoir from the pen of that prince of explorers, Sir A. Stein,

gives the results of his archaeological tour undertaken in the

year 1926, in that no man’s land on the Indian borderland.

Though Col. A. Durand was the first to penetrate this region,

in the cobrse of a political mission, he had neither the time nor

the inclination to study the ancient relics, famous in the history of

Buddhism. Dr. Stein’s was the first attempt at investigation into

these relics, the expedition being mainly archaeological.

The Swat Valley (Uddyana of Yuanchwang) was a flourish! ng

seat of Buddhism in the days of the Chinese pilgrims, and Sir

Auriel found the remains of innumerable stupas in decay scat-

tered all over the country. Hills and valleys have derived their

names from one or another ruined stupa near by. A few minutes’

search in the bazaars of Birkot brought to light coins belonging

to the Indo-Greek and Scythian dynasties of old. Huge relievos

of Buddhist angels and kings formerly carved on the face of the

rocks are often found sadly disfigured today. The damage is

attributed to Mussalman bigotry.

This important tour of Dr. Stein was also utilized to locate

some of the leading forts connected with Alexander’s invasion.

Aornos of Alexander the Great is sought to be identified with the

Pir-Sar Hill Fort. The people of the Swat Valley still maintain

their ancient industries of wood-carving and weaving which form

their main occupation even today. Further researches in these

seemingly limitless and almost virgin field of the practical

archaeologist are bound to be productive of fruitful results to the

antiquarian. V. R.

Taliru*

(^Edited and Published by the Karnataka Sangha, Mysore^

This and the other books reviewed in the following pages show how

a revival of Kannada literature is taking place in the several

districts of the Bombay and Madras Presidencies and in the
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Mysore State, They are all the more welcome as they are

attempts at giving a modern touch to the language and the

materials contained in them.

“Taliru"’ contains a collection of twenty-nine poems by twelve

living authors and they are all original productions except one

which is a translation of Shirley's “Death, The Leveller." Mr. K. V,

Puttappa, a leading poet amongst the more youthful of the authors,

has composed “Taregalu,
" “ Magibarutide,

" “Mungaru" and

“Lalitadri." His portrait of the stars is very good while his descrip-

tion of nature in “Lalitadri" rivets attention. Mr. T. N.

Sreekantiah's “Dantada Bachanige" is full of pathos. “Bilimugilu"

or the white clouds, “ Ancheyavanu " and “ Beediyolage

Aleyuthihajarivalu*’ also deserve notice.

Tavare.

By Srinivasa.

(^Published by the Kartiafaka Sangha^ Bangalore^

Mr. MASTI VenkatesA Iyengar, the author of the fourteen

kavites contained in this book, is also well known by his assumed

name of Srinivasa and needs no introduction. He is a master

in the art of writing short simple stories and in composing

elegant verses. His description of the lotus in modern Kannada

verse is very appealing. In “ Mambi” he depicts his pet dog in a

simple and most natural manner, born of affection and primeval

instinct. “Kanakadasara Kathegalu" are short anecdotes in blank

verse, narrated in a homely way. His poems appeal to young

and old, men, women and children and they are as easy to under-

stand as they are simple to read and to get up. They are never

tiresome and are welcome in picnics, holiday gatherings and at

the fireside as well as at school.

Hakki Harutide^ etc*

(The Jayakarnafaka Mandalay Dhar7efar ,)

The Geleyara Gumpu of Dharwar are publishing a number of books

every year for some time and this is one of them. It contains thjrty-

eight pieces selected from various modern authors, composed in a

new style, following the present vogue apd variations in prosody.

Ambikatanayadatta’s “Hakki Harutide" is Jtn excellent poem
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describing a bird soaring in high altitudes. “Chaluvina B^te’*

and “Chaluva Olavu^* resemble the other compositions of Ananda-

Kanda in beauty and imagination.

Mangana Meravanige and Tirukara Pidugu are two more

publications of the Jayakarnataka Sangha. The “Meravanige*^ is a

collection of short stories in the modern Kannada of Dharwar

and includes a well-written story of “Fakeeravvana Punya’\

*‘Tirukara Pidugu” contains three farces in the ordinary spoken

Kannada of the land from the pen of Mr. T. P. Kailasam, full of

rollicking fun throughout, and a one-act play, called “Halegandu”

being a pure invention and “ Rayara Maduve, a description of

modern Hindu society, by Krishna Kumar. All these are more

or less protests against social customs and manners and full of

caustic irony, sarcasm and ridicule. Even so, they form delightful

reading.

Yagakshairiya Sadhu Settara Charitre.

BY Kayangadi Nanjappa.

We are here given the origin, progress and development of the

Sadhu Setty community in the only book on the subject available.

This praiseworthy effort deserves encouragement.

Sri Bhagavadgita.

(^Edited by Sri Tirupaihi Trichamir Sriman Madhva

Siddhantahhivriddiiikarini Sabha. Price 0 -12 -0 .)

The editor Mr. Pandurangi Krishnachar gives in this book,

besides the -original Sanskrit text, a Kannada translation of

the Gita by Sri Sesha, in easy Kannada verse. The book is well

got up and deserves to be in every Hindu home. V. C.

Mandodari.

BY c. K. Venkataramiah, Esq., M.a., ll.b.

A Kannada Drama published by the Karnataka Sahitya Prakatana

Mandira. Bangalore Press, Price Rs, 1-8*0.

Mr. C. K. Venkataramiah, the talented author of ‘ Mandodari \

needs no introduction to the Kannada reader. Mandodari, herself,

is one of the repifled heroines in the Ramayana. In the book

under review the author has tried to assimilate ideas based on
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the several versions of the Ramayana and to introduce certain

changes in the legends of Mandodari for the purposes of his

drama. The epics of the Ramayana as well as of the Maha-
bharata continue to engross the public mind till the end of time.

Bhasa's Pratimandtdka and Vedanta-Desika^s Hamsa-S'indesa

are some noteworthy departures from the orthodox versions of the

Ramayana. While Kalidasa follows Valmiki in his Meghaduta

he follows Padma Parana in Raghuvatnsa. Nagachandra of about

the twelfth century has also left off the beaten path in his great

Kannada work—the Pampa Ramayana, Mr. Venkatarami^h’s effort

in dramatising ‘Mandodari’ in Kannada is quite welcome. Mandodari

is no ordinary heroine in Indian legend or tradition. Hanuman’s

vivid description of her as given by Valmiki shows .how near he

was towards mistaking her for Sita : identifying her with the

daughter of Janaka, he danced for joy, though he did not take

long to realize his error. It is not strange therefore that Mr.

Venkataramiah should attempt in his drama to clothe Mandodari

with all the virtues of Sita, so that they would fain have become

as it were two flowers on one stem and daughters of common

parents. That feeling of oneness and endearment between the

wives of two heroes about to meet in mortal combat has been very

well developed and brought out by the author. He has also

departed from the generally accepted canons and made Mandodari

die from a shaft which is aimed at Ravana but which strikes

and kills her. Further Ravana as a creation of Mr. Venkata-

ramiah is not the tragic hero whom no destiny endures. He only

desires to capture Rama and he would then deliver up Sita to him,

pure and undefiled. A similar idea is expressed in the Pampa
Ramayana (XIV. 110-119).

The language is modern and contains naturally a number of

Sanskrit words generally used in Kannada literature.

S. S.

Pygambar Mahomed.

By C. K. Venkataramiah, Esq., M.A., LL.B.

Mr. C. K. Venkataramiah’S work clothed in elegant literary

style on the life and teachings of the prophet is welcome especially

as we have no account of the Prophet in Kannada. A sketch of

the founder of a religion, counting forty crores of people in its
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fold, compiled from various sources, is bound to be, as it is, of

absorbing interest.

While the birth of Mahomed is given as the 29th August in

the year 570 of the Christian era, the commencement of the

Hijira begins from the 2nd July 622 A.D. commencing from the

day he reached the city of Yatrib. No reason is given why it

should be so. The opposition which Mahomed met in the course

of his propagandistic mission against idolatry is vividly set forth

by the author. Mahomed^s successes very soon made him
practically the uncrowned king of Medina.

In the sixth chapter, the author deals with what made
Mahomed great, the foremost characteristics being his forgiveness

towards his enemies, his living the life he recommended for others,

his feeling that all are one in the eye of God, his untainted

honesty and his capacity to guide people in the right path.

The personality and character of the Holy Prophet is given in

Chapter XIII in great detail. The spirit of Islam and its main

tenets are well summed up in a separate chapter. This well written

brochure deserves wide circulation.

Halliya Kathegalu.

By C. K. Venkataramiah, Esq., M.A., LL.B.

Another literary effort of Mr. C. K. Venkataramiah consists of

five short stories in Kannada depicting the life, manners and

customs of the villagers, reprinted from “ Rangabhumi The

author’s intimate acquaintance with the life of the folk with

which he deals and the language they employ in their houses are

clear from the work under reference. Besides Mr. Venkataramiah

is not without humour to judge from these stories. He has given

us Kamalamma, Beerakka, Rangegowda, Badayi Boraiah, and

Seebehannina Sastrigalu who cannot be easily forgotten.

Garatiya Hadu "" and Bisilugudure

(^Published by the Jayakarnafaka Granthamala^ Dharwar)

“Garatiya HADU”, the fourth publication of the Jayakarna-

taka Series, has 500 Tripadis dealing with domestic life with

which w^e are all familiar, in a very realistic way. Hindu ladies
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will particularly welcome these songs which ^hey know so well and

which depict their ideals of life so accurately. A glossary of

unfamiliar words is given at the end.

“ Bisilugudure the second selection of short stories, is the

fifth in the same series. New in tone, rather sparse in plot, the

stories are yet interesting in developing character. The descrip-

tions of Nainital and Muktiyatre may be specially mentioned.

V. C.



NOTES.

Siladitya^-Vardhana or Chalukya?

Thp inscnption in old Kanarese characters of the seventh century

A.D. found at the village of Gaddemane(Shimoga District, Mysore

State) has attracted considerable attention on account of a sug-

gestion that it refers to the famous Harsa of Kanouj under the

name of Siladitya. The suggestion has been accorded a mixed

reception/, but I am sure that it would have been turned down

summarily if it had been possible to point to another Siladitya

nearer Shimoga than the Vardhana of Kanouj. It may perhaps

be worth while pointing out that we know of another Siladitya,

SryaSraya Siladitya, - who was the son of a brother of the

Chalukya King Vikramaditya land who flourished in the latter half

of the seventh century A.D. He was siy\tA yuvardja and he seems

to have been the head of a province.^ It is not unlikely that in

his youth he was employed on the southern borders of the

Chalukyan territories and fought the battle chronicled in the

inscription. The fortunes of the Chalukyas at about this period

in the neighbourhood of Shimoga have been such as to lend con-

siderable support to the suggestion I am making. The question

deserves detailed discussion ; but this short note commends

the claims of the Chalukya Siladitya in preference to those of

his namesake among the Vardhanas.

T. G. Aravamuthan.

1 MAR, 1923: 30, 83; JRAS, 1926; 487; IHQ, iii, 788-89; QJMS,

xxi, 356.

2 El, viii, 229, xiv, 148 ; JBBRAS, xx, 40 ;
Tr. of Vienna Or, Congress,

Aryan Sn., 1888: 211.



CORRESPONDENCE.

Jaffna^ 21st July igs

• History of Jaffna.

TO
The Editors,

The Quarterly Journal of the
Mythic Society,

Bangalore.
Dear Sirs,

May I seek the hospitality of your columns to make an appeal

to your numerous readers who are conversant with the Mediaeval

history of South India for assistance by contributing from their

stock of information for the reconstruction of the History of Jaffna?

A line of Kings called “ Ariyas also called Arya Chakra-

vartis, ruled Jaffna, the northern part of Ceylon, from the

tenth to the end of the sixteenth century A.D. with their seat of

Government at Nallore called Sinkai Nagar in Jaffna.

The Portuguese who extinguished the independence of Jaffna

destroyed all historical and epigraphical records ;
and what history

Jaffna possesses to-day is based on legends collected during the

time the Dutch held sway here. From some fragmentary verses

that have survived, it is known that the Arya Chakravartis

belonged to Ga?iga Vamsa; their ensign was the bull; they were

the guardians of Rameswaram ((^s^^sirojsom) and after the

decline of the Cholas they succeeded to the supremacy on the

sea.

Ibn Batuta saw the Government of Arya Chakravarti sending

out naval expeditions to fight the Muhammadans on the Indian

Coast, From the contemporary history of South Ceylon it is clear

that Arya Chakravarti was an ally of the Pandya^ and in the battles

between the Cholas and the Pandyas, Arya Chakravarti appears to

have fought the Hoysalas
;
and a Jaffna poet while praising the

prowess of his patron, Arya Chakravarti, refers to a battle thus:—

“ The King Arya Chakravarti going up to Canera foiight’th^

CanereSe and defeated thefn'at Andra Valli and' he, having first

cut off the trunk of the fierce elephant of the ^Hoysala (King),
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punished him/’ Dr. Krishnaswamy Aiyangar speaks of villages

near and beyond Rameswaram bearing the name of Aryakudi.

There is tradition that people from Jaffna settled down at

* Tiruvunnamalai, the influence of Arya Chakravarti having

extended there. ' *

About the year 1478 A.D., Jaffna was defeated by an allied

army led by a Sinhalese General and immediately after, accord-

ing to the Portuguese historian De Couto^ a fleet of ships sent by

the Canerese King appeared before Colombo with the object of

punishing the Sinhalese King.

After this defeat, the Jaffna Kings seem to have dropped the

title Chakravartis, but they came to be called by the names

Pararajasingham and Sekarajasingham,

In the zenith of Vijayanagar’s power, the Kings of Jaffna

appear to have acted as Agents, collecting tributes from the

Sinhalese Kings and fqrwarding the same to the Suzerain Power

—Vijayanagar. A tradition attributes the fall of Jaffna to a

prince called Sangla alias Sangili whose mother was a princess

from the Royal household of Vijayanagar. This prince succeeded

to the throne of his father by assassination and the quarrel which

resulted between him and his half-brothers led to the Portuguese

being invited to the assistance of the half-brothers to regain the

throne. The Portuguese at last wiped out the independence of

' Jaffna.

I shall be thankful if you will kindly open your columns for

the publication of historical information from contemporary

sources your readers may be pleased to contribute re, Jaffna

history of the^mediaeval period,

R. C. Proctor.

The Malabar Christian’s Date for Manikka-Vachakar and
for the Foundation of Quiion.

Trivandrum^ 14th August 1931 ,

SIR,
In his article entitled ‘The Date of Manikyavacaka’ published

\Xi The Quarterly Journal of the Mythk Society, Vol, XXII, No. 1,

Mr, K, G. Sankara Ayyar attempts to make the Malabar Christian

tradition appended to my Malabar Christians and Their AncUfit

Documents, yield the date 680 A,D. for MSpikka-Vachakar’s
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reconversion of some St. Thomas Christians of Malabar (vide

reprint of his article, pp. 5 and 6). He does so by

—

() wrongly interpreting the very well-known phrase
«ff)^^fr6i965r(?p used in almost all old Malabar
Christian documents, and

() unwittingly putting in the word ‘ later ^ after ffnmu)®

an€0 ih \ and

(c) wrongly interpreting ‘ (fnmiOiS as ‘ 315 years’.

fBib^GL- ap^^rfS)96siQr[) afr60Lb is to the Malabar Christian a

very familiar phrase with a very definite meaning. To him it

means nothing more or less than the Latin phrase ‘ iu A?ino

Domtninostru' which appears in English as ‘ in the year of Our

Lord’ and stands for the abbreviation A.D. to which some

modern writers prefer A.C., i.e.^ Anno Christi (rather than After

Christ). The above Malayalam phrase for Anno Domini as well

as the Christian era came to be used in "Malabar only after the

advent of the Portuguese in A.D. 1498, although Marignolli,

Marco Polo and other Europeans must have used the era and the

Latin phrase in their letters or diaries written while they were on

or near the Malabar Coast prior to 1498. {Bih(ipGu arb^^rreSioi^Qro

arrevih means A.D., and A.D. alone. It is capable of no other

interpretation, A.D. is also referred to in Malayalam as Misiha-

kkalam (L^^$i^rr3arr€Vih)^ i.e„ the year of the Messiah. A year

315) of the Christian era is also referred to as

ffr>mu)(S frib arreoth (or [rnfniO(S AireviL)^ which means ‘in

the 315th year after the birth of the Lord Jesus the Messiah,

aireoib (kalam) here means year, and not time as is well known to

those acquainted with old Malayalam documents.

And Kartkavu here is not the creator or St. Thomas, but

or FfCpfftT uP^ssnorr^ which is equiva-

lent to the English translation (the Lord Jesus the Messiah) of the

original Greek and Syriac of the New Testament. Maran (koir^^)

‘is a Syriac word meaning Our Lord in English and

in Malayalam. St. Thomas is never referred to in

Malayalam as ftitbdpGu To us, St. Thomas Christians,

he is
‘ iBihdpQu mdsuDir \ Our Apostle.

It will be better at this stage to quote here the passage con-

taining the words wrongly interpreted by Mr. Sankara Ayyar.
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^ihiSfeo Goj^j^ssenna^ sireod) fBib(tpQL, arb^^ir

eSdfrQir sneow Ff sum 5?t^Piprfl60g)n»rfl#^
, . .

,

nsu-iisgii

€Uf0LtGufr^ ff»miu(S arreoib LDfretR^dsQjtrffaQfTihfE

€UIB (^)

Two distinct events are recorded here :—

.

(1) In A.D, 2gs the indigenous Christians of Niranam
and of Quilon (both in Travancore) adopted some of the customs

of the Vejlala Christian refugees from Kaviripattinam (Puhar) and,

when they were thus going on,

(2)

, in the year 31$ came a sorcerer named Manikka
Vfichakar.

It will, therefore, be seen that no addition of 293 and 315 is

possible at all, nor is there any means whatever of bringing in

72 as Mr. Sankar has doiifc (p. 6 of reprint).

It must be borne in mind also that, according to Malabar

Christian tradition, the above-mentioned defection caused by

Manikka Vachakar took place definitely before the coming to

Cranganore (Muziris) in Cochin of the foreign Christian merchant

prince Thomas Cana and his hundreds of Christian companions in

345 A.D., one of the few very precise dates preserved in Malabar

Christian tradition my article on ‘Thomas Cana* in The

Indian Antiquary, LVI, 1927, pp. 161 sqq, and LVII, 1928, pp. 103

The value of this tradition and these dates can of course

be questioned, and no one can vouch for its accuracy.

Malabar Christian tradition is positive also regarding the

date 1 M.E. (or 825 A.D.) for the foundation of the city of

Quilon by the Persian Christian merchant prince Maruvan Sabriso,

to whose church in Quilon was granted the still extant Sthanu
Ravi copper-plates of about A.D. 880 well-known to antiquarians.

In Hindu tradition embodied in Keralotpatti the merchant is

called Kollattu Yavari iuneurrfi)^ the Quilon Merchant.
True, the city of Quilon had been in existence before 825 A.D.
So we have perhaps to regard Sabriso’s founding of Quilon as a

r^r-founding of it. The destruction of Quilon just a few years

before 825 A.D. seems to be referred to in the expression
'*Qa(T^eoib />., such-and-such a year after the destruction

of Quilon found in the Tamil work MaturniUata Varalaru

.^$0 eufjeon^) (Sen Tamil Series, 27). In old inscriptions a Quilon

year is referred to as. such-and-such a year after (^an^^eoii
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‘ the appearance of Quilon and Sabriso, the merchant, is twice

called “ Sabriso who founded this city and obtained possession

of it (^ihfhauib aemQ fSCJfrp^D U)(i^siJir6br MiS^ifCSanfr) in the above
Sthanu Ravi copper-plate of r/mz 880 A.D.

T. K. Joseph.

A Note on Manikkavachaka.

7/25, Nacchiappa Chetty Street,

Mylapore, Madras,

In an article contributed by Mr. K. G. Sankara Aiyar on

Manikkavachaka in the July number of the Journal (pp. 45—55),

he considers the true name of the saint to be Sivapadya siva.

Tamil scholars think that it is a compound of two Sanskrit words

and pfidya, the latter connoting ‘ One who is attached to the

feet of another*. VVe also read under Sivapadya in the Tamil

Lexicon, ‘Saiva devotees attached to the feet of Siva

In the Koil Tiruppanriiyar viruttam, to which he refers, there is

nothing to show that * Sivapadya * is a name given by his parents

to Manikkavachaka. The stanza in question reads thus:

—

sU(fi)Sijn 0 eofio'oT n €iiSor ojjoCoi 19 eveisv Dot:

,^oLurra^iU6tT <^\i;T)ii.u 6t)u

s>omQuiLj Lf.ppil©u.T^^5i£T7^

01
/
6V €n ^asuiT 4’^ffluL9uu(Srr

,

Free translation : Poets who do not understand the purport

of what is given in Tirukkovai, which has Tirucchirraml^alam for

its central idea of Him—the presiding deity of Tillai and sung

by the Saiva devotee of Tiruvadavur who h as understood Tiru-

vachaka, will sing many stanzas and thus make others laugh.

Again, the word Padya is no new word for the 'J'amils, as we

find mention of the same in Manimekalai in unp^^Uiotr

unu^LD uso'ofhhanih/^,* Hence there is no warrant to hold that the

name is one given by his parents.

2. It is stated that Nambi Andar Nambi has counted Tiru-

vachaka as one of the sacred canons. On the face of tiic stanzas

in Naml)i*s biography, better known as Setthmient of the Canon

it seems to be correct but on a critical examination of the stanzas

it will be found that some of them are interpolations.f

* Manimekalai 10, Mantram Kodutta Kadai, hue 35. -

t Sen Tamil, Vol. XXVI, p. 297 et^ seq, particularly pp. 483-487. *
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3. As to the incorrect translation of the verse found in the

Leyden grant,* all I have to say is that this is the interpretation

given by many a scholar. Even Burgess and Natesa Sastry hold

the same view. They write that ‘ He, Indra of Kings, begat

Aditya Rajaraja also called Karikala, the c;-est jewel of the Sola

family.’ t And Sanskrit scholars also interpret it likewise. That
novel interpretation may also be plausible but has no bearing

here. Moreover, Nambi explicitly refers to an Aditya and not to

a Rajaraja which point has been lost sight of by Mr. Sankar.

SOMA SUNDARA DESIKAR.

Cf. p. 47, QJMS, f6t July 1931

t Archaolos^icai Survey of Southern Indiat Vo I. IV.



EDITORIAL.

Our Patron, His Highness the Maharaja, Sri Krishnaraja

Wadiyar Bahadur, after a prolonged and arduous pilgrimage to

the Maaasa Sarovara and Mount Kailas, returned to the Capital.

We offer him our most loyal and sincere welcome on the successful

completion of his tiriha-yatra.
%

sic sis

We congratulate the Lokamanya Mofat Wachanalaya of

Shirhatti on their celebration of the Golden Jubilee on 1st August

1931.
*

* *

We deeply regret to record the tragic and early death of Sir

Steuart Pears, Chief Commissioner of the North-West Frontier

Province, by an accidental slip down a deep near Nathiagali

on September 9, 1931. During the period he was amidst us as

British Resident in Mysore, he endeared himself to the people of

the State by his deep sympathy and generous kindness as well as

by his easy accessibility, courtesy and desire to help the needy.

His interest in the work of the Mythic Society of which he was

an Honorary President was immense and we desire to convey to

Lady Pears our condolences in her bereavement.

* Ht

We have also to notice, with equal regret, the demise of Mr.

C. W. E. Cotton, Chief Secretary to the Government of Madras.

Mr. Cotton was a member of the Mythic Society from its found-

ation and evinced great interest in its work. His inaugural

address at the Kerala Society was an example of his intimate

knowledge of South Indian History and was a testimony to his

great interest in the antiquitfes of this country. Our heart-felt

condolences go to Mrs. Cotton in her bereavement.
*

*

Swami Nikhilananda in his interesting article on the Sringeri

Math in the Prabuddha Bharata for June 1931 takes it for grant-

ed that Sri Vidyaranya was Madhava, son of Chawundabhatta and

conqueror of Goa. That has been shown to be incorrect by Rao

Bahadur Narasimhachar.

« *

In the Vedic Magazine for some time past, Pandit Chamupati

has been giving a sketch of the life of Sri Krishna which he
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continues in the issue for June and July 1931. His account takes

into consideration the several attacks made upon the avatar of

Sri Krishna and endeavours to explain them in a manner satis-

factory even to the layman.

He

In the Epigraphia Indica for January 1929, Prof. J. Ph. Vogel

of Leiden gives the text and translation of the Prakrit Inscriptions

from a Buddist site at Nagarjunikonda, with an introductory note.

These furnish some valuable historical information regarding the

three rulers of the Southern Ikkhaku dynasty, though that

information is very meagre. Buddha is called a scion of the

Ikkhaku dynasty. Certain expressions found in these also occur in

the Prakrit copper-plate grants of the early Pallavas.

4c

Rai Bahadur Daya Ram Sahni edits a Sunga Inscription in

the Epigraphia Indica for April 1929. Babu Jagannath Das

Ratnakara of Ayodhya first brought it to the notice of scholars.

This is the first inscription on stone or metal so far discovered

which mentions the celebrated founder of the Sunga dynasty,

Pushyamitra, and helps us to compare the literary references to

this ruler contained in Divydvadana (XXIX), the Mahabhasya

of Patanjali (III-2-123), the Vishnu and the Bhagavata Puranas

and the Malavikagnimitra of Kalidasa. The interpretation of

sashtena or the sixth son of Pushyamitra gams support as against

the sixth in descent from the founder. The script is Brahmi in

character and earlier than that of the inscription of Rudradaman

of Girnar.
4t

^ 4c 4c

Mr. R. Srinivasaraghavaiengar discusses whether the Rock

Sculpture at Mahabalipuram generally known as Arjuna^s Penance

is such or Bhagiratha’s Penance as suggested by Von Goloubew or

otherwise, in the Indian Antiquary for June 1931. Mr. Iyengar

considers it to be Vishnu^s Paradevata Paramathya and gives the

heading to the article. Where Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar and

M. Goloubew differ from each other and from Mr. Srinivasaragha-

vaiengar, each supporting his own conclusions, it is difficult to

decide. Tradition, it may be . observed, however, connects it

with Arjuna’s Penance ; and the circumstances and the context

jippear ,to justify it. • •

*
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Dr. Pran Nath considers, in another article in the same issue,

that Artha-Sastra was probably composed between 484 and 510 A.D,
and assigns the following reasons

: (1) The author of the Artha-
Sastra lived somewhere near the sea-coast in a country which
abounded in {a) sea-ports, (j)) ships sailing for pearl fishery, and
{c) pirate vessels and where conch shells, diamonds, precious
stones, pearls and coral were also important items of import.

(2) In the section relating to the management of the crown lands,

it will be found the king of Kautalya possessed landed properties

in Aparanta, Asmaka, Avanti, Jahgala and Anupa-desa, all compris-

ing a political unit identified generally with Konkana,* Kaccha,

Surashtra, Sind (Aparanta), some parts of Rajaputana (jahgala),

Maiwa with its capital at Ujjain (Avanti), the tracts along the

banks of the Narmada and 'lapti (Anupa-desa) and Travancore
(Apte) or Maharashtra (Herr Meyer and Dr. Shama Sastri) (Asmaka).

(3) A consideration of the historical evidence about the existence

of the political unit referred to by Kautalya suggests that the

Malwa empire continued as a political unit from 126 A.D. to 510
A.D. within which period the composition of the Artha^Sastra

must fall. He thinks it was subsequent to the defeat of the Hunas
by Skandagupta in 458 A.D. and his occupation of the Kathiawar

Peninsula (Surashtra). In the July issue of the same periodical

(I.AX the learned Doctor refers to his fourth ground (4) Prag-

Hunaka-Gandhara Countries (484-510 A.D.) after the repulse of

Skandagupta and the capture of the North-Western Punjab in

465 A.D. Under the authority of the Huna conqueror Toramana
and of his son Mihiragula who ruled over a consolidated dominion,

evidently the Hindu rulers, exposed to the attack of the cruel

Huns, did not like to give any chance of complaint to them. (5)

The countries of the Malwa Empire fulfil the conditions of

Kautalya’s Janapada,

Amongst his other reasons are Kautalya considering coinage

as a royal prerogative which was not so regarded till the Greek

conquests of India and the Artha-Sastra advocating ideals and

culture which are non-Indian. This, however, conflicts with the

earlier view fixing the date of Kautalya or Kautilya in the fourth

century B.C. when a large nation state in India is not* generally

considered to have been formed. Further, doubts have been cast

on the original text of the Artha^Sistra^ whether it was in verse or

prose. And Dr. Pran Nath considers that the verses containing
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the author’s name do not help in fixing his date or in suggest-

ing that the state of society depicted in the Hvork is pre-Buddhist

and says that there is no means of ascertaining whether the tradi-

tion handed down to Dandin about the authorship of the work

was based upon fact Dr. Nath, however, would believe the original

work to have been in verse. [Cf, Sept. 1931, p. 174.] While

opinions on these matters may differ and there may even be in

accuracies in the English translation of the Artha-Sastra as

suggested by Dr. Ganapati Sastri and also by a writer in the

Indian Historical Quarterly (Vol. VII, No 2, June 1931), the value

of Dr, Shama Sastri’s pioneer work cannot be gainsaid,

!S *

In iht Prabuddha B/iarata for July 1931, Mr. V. Subrahmanya

Iyer begins an exposition of ‘Avasthatraya’—a unique feature of the

Vedanta. One’s life is known to cover the three states,—waking,

dream, and deep-sleep stages, i ,e., Jagrat, Svapna and Sushupti.

The waking stage, however advanced, accurate or scientific one’s

knowledge of this state, is yet defective according to the Vedantin

for purposes of philosophic or the highest truth, since it ignores

the other two states. Hence to realize what life in totality means,

the experience gained in the three states should be co-ordinated.

Now, Avasthatraya does not ignore even an iota of the data of

life. The reason of the Vedantin comprehends and co-ordinates

the experiences of the three. While the great thinkers of Europe

and America approach each of these from the physical, physiolo-

gical or psychological side, which confines them to the waking

state only, the metaphysical—not the mystic—aspect as based on

Avasthatraya has scarcely been touched upon by them. Tadatmlya is

ultimate philosophical knowledge and is attained by mental and

moral discipline of a high order required for a determined pursuit

of pure truth. Avasthatraya is a means of reaching Reality and

the problem of Reality is approached through the Jnana, Bhakti

and Karma Margas. Sat-chit-ananda appears to have been some-

what very ‘ generally used here. The article is concluded in the

August issue in which the Reality of Ideas and the Reality of

Awareness are further considered, Avasthatraya, recently, has been

discussed notably by Messrs. Y. Subbarao and K. A. fcrishna-

swamier. An article on Avastha-Panchaka dealing with Turlya and

Turiyatita would be welcome,

« *
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Of the several interesting articles published in the Indian Histo-

rical Quarterly for March 1931 (Vol. VII, No. 1), attention may be

drawn to Mr. R. Rama Rao’s concluding article on the Origin of

Madhava-Vidyaranya Theory in which Madhava, brother of Sayana,

is considered separate*^ from Vidj^aranya, the Jagadguru of Sringeri.

The writer agrees with Rao Bahadur Narasimhachar that Madhava,
brother of Sayana, was different from Madhava Amatya, but differs

from him in his identification of Madhava with Vidyaranya. This

view of the writer does not appear convincing. (See QJM.S,,
XXI, No. 4, p. 428.) Further, who Vidyaranya was before he be-

came a Sanyasi has not been discussed; nor are we told whether

Vidyaranya has to be identified with Sivadharma of Swatattva

Ratnakara [Bk. IV, Chap. 12, verse 7].

%
^ *

In the Journal of Indian History for April 1931 (Vol. X,

Part I), noticing the work of Rev. H. Heras on the ‘ Beginnings of

Vijayanagara History \ the review^er says that ‘ the author succeeds

in reinforcing the theory of Kannada origin m., that the

foundation was by the Hoysalas to avert the Mussalman invasions

at the north of the Empire. But ‘ his views regarding the fabri-

cation of the story of Vidyaranya by the ascetics of the Sringeri

Mutt and incidentally his views regarding the philosophy of these

ascetics may not find general acceptance.* The suggestion is

therefore possible that while the original town of Vijayanagara may
have been started as a bulwark against Mussalman aggression

by Ballala III, Vidyaranya assisted in the foundation of the great

Hindu Empire of the fourteenth century.
*
«

The introductory note in the Annual Biblioy^raphy of Archceo-

logy\ reviewed in these pages, refers to the excavations in Annam
(Trake). The religious centre of the ancient city consisted of

eight Brahmin temples. The principal shrine must have been a

building remarkable not only for its vast dimensions, but also

on account of the quality and quantity of the sculptures which

supplied its plastic decorations. In the middle of this sanctuary,

there stood a sandstone altar of imposing size, adorned all round

with a frieze in high relief, representing a succession of musicians

and female dancers. Temples were raised on a platform decorated

with raised ornaments and mouldings.
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Amongst the inscriptions found was a Sanskrit one, discovered

by Mon. Claeys, belonging to the reign of Prakasadharma of the

seventh century A.D. which records the construction of the temple

in honour of the great poet and rishi Valmiki, the celebrated author

of the Ramayana.

These confirm the view propounded by the Greater India

Society, regarding the Hindu colonization of the Further East

under Brahmin auspices, of whom Kaundinya was the foremost.

^

The Journal of the Bombay Historical Society for September

1930 (Vol! Ill, No. 2) contains a number of interesting articles.

On ‘ A Newly discovered Image of Buddha near Goa \ Rev. Heras

brings to bear his unrivalled scholarship and acute vision and

shows that Buddhism existed as a fact in the West Coast. Another

article relating to ' The Remains of a Pre-Historical Civilization

in the Gangetic Valley ' by Dr. A. Banerji Sastri is of absorbing

interest and is profusely illustrated.
*

The Report of the Research Department of the Bhandarkar

Oriental Research Institute, Poona, for 1930-31, draws attention

to the fact that its application regarding the Institute's Post-

Graduate classes to the Bombay University is receiving sympa-

thetic consideration by the Syndicate and the Academic Council.

In the meantime, on the recommendation of the Local Inquiry

Committee of the University, the provisional permission given by

it to carry on post-graduate tuition work at the Institute continues.

*

I'riveni—Vol. IV, No. 2 (March—April)—contains a note on

the Frescoes from Kerala by Mr. K. V. Ramachandran who refers

to the paintings on the walls of the Siva shrine at Trichur and

compares them to those of Ajanta. ‘ The loveliness of woman is,’

he says, ‘ an eternal pre-occupation with art, not only at Bagh or

Ajanta or Belur and Bhuvaneswar, but also wherever Brahmanical

influences have prevailed, from Khotan to the ends of Indonesia.’

In the Telugu Periodical Bharati (Vol. 8, No. 7) published

on the 7th July 1931, there is a most informative article on the

Saptarishis or the Great Bear Constellation and their Forward and

Retrograde Motions. As the location of these stars in the path of

the twenty-seven asterisrasis used for purposes of fixing long periods,
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nay, even a^es and according to some the date of the Mahabharata

War and other Puranic incidents is determined from the position

of this constellation in the firmament, the discussion of this subject

by Mr. N, Jagannatha Rao will be found very instructive.

•

In the course of a very interesting and highly instructive note

on ‘A Stucco Head from Central Asia’ belonging to the Fourth

to Fifth Century A.D. and included in the Ross Collection,

Dr. Ananda Coomarasamy says in the June number of the

Bulletin of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Vol. XXIX, No.

173), ‘ the Stucco art is. ..vastly superior to that of the Gandharan

productions in the stone. The influence of the latter in India was

purely formal, brief and superficial, because there already existed

a vigorous and well-established sculptural art. In Central Asia,

where the Northern Iranians had previously used only a symboli-

cal and non-representational style, and had not depicted the

human form until a time when the Greek models became known to

them, the Hellenistic tradition left deeper traces. When ulti-

mately the immediately derivative period had been passed (viz,,

when the Gandharan stone style had already decayed, and even

in the Mediterranean Hellenistic art was in full decline). Central

Asia created out of this inheritance (in combination with formal

elements of Indian origin) an entirely new and living art which

may fairly be called autochthonous, essentially a product of

Iranian genius, and of more than provincial significance. The

productions of Hadda (in Afghanistan)^ and Tash-Kurgan in the

Tarim Valley, north of Kashmir* evidently represent the classic

stage of this development, and remembering the contacts which

at this time united distant parts of Asia by intimate cultural links,

it is of interest to note that this classical period of Central

Asian art coincided with the analogous conditions represented in

India in the contemporary Gupta Period : in both areas the

gracious and cosmopolitan types and styles now established were

destined to retain their prestige ever afterwards.^ These and other

discoveries of paintings and sculptures in this part of Asia have

added a new chapter to history, revealing an art ‘ embodying

Indian, Hellenistic, Iranian, and finally Chinese elements

1 Barthoux, J. Les Fohilles de Hadda, 1930.

Strzygowski, J., The Afghan Stuccos of the N, R. F. Collection, 1931.

8 p

2
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in varying proportions,* not ‘an inorganic combination of in-

congruous elements * * like the Greco-Buddhist art of Gandhara,*

but expressing indigenous energies, astonishing living qualities,

and a * true ’ style*. In Afghanistan, the use of stone for Buddhist

sculpture represents a natural consequence of the original Indian

influence
; the later developed Stucco art may be regarded as of

northern origin.

Writing on ‘ Paharpur * in the Modern Review for August

1931, Babu Sarojendranath Ray describes its site as representing

one of the noblest historical places in Bengal and a most ancient

and precious archaeological spot so far discovered there. In

another article, three Vishnu sculptures from Hmawza or old

Prome in Burma are described by Babu Niharranjan Ray. In

this place which has yielded the earliest Pali inscriptions up till

now discovered in Burma relating to the subject-matter of

Hinayana Buddhism are to be found relics of Brahmanical

influence associated with Vishnuvite tradition so far brought to

light within the Peninsula.

In the Viswa-Bharati Quarterly(yo\,%^ 1930-31, Part III) for

June 1931 is published the Presidential Address of Vidhushekara

Bhattacharya in the Vedic Section of the Sixth All-India Oriental

Conference, Patna, December 1930, on ‘ Vedic Interpretation and

Tradition*. He approaches some of the fundamental problems

in the interpretation of the Veda with special reference to those

who hold it as an inspired and sacred heritage, and find it a

great source of peace and happiness in their lives. Veda is

a treasure and a most precious inheritance of the past to huma-

nity at large while to the Indians it is the ultimate source of

their end and aim. It is universally accepted that the text of

the Vedas has been preserved quite intact. It is only in the

interpretation of Vedic texts that differences of opinion arise, of

which the following mystic mantra from the Rig^Veda may be

given as an example :
—
w am qt^i am i

arrf^q^ ii

It means: Four are his horns ; three are his feet; his heads

are two and hands are seven. Bound with a triple bond, the

strong one roars loudly ; the great God enters into mortals.
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According to Nirukta-parisishta, he is a Yagna. The four

horns are the four Vedas ; the three feet are the three savanas

(or pressing out of Soma juice at three periods of the day) ;
the

two heads are the two libations ;
the seven hands are seven metres

and the triple bond constitutes the three-fold scripture, Mantra,

Br'ahmana and Kalpa.

But Patanjali, the commentator of Panini, takes the God as

speech, the four horns being four kinds of words ;
the three feet

comprising the three periods of time ; the two heads are two forms

of speech
;
the seven hands are seven case-endings

;
and the triple

bond refers to the three parts of the body that help in uttering

speech.

There are many other interesting explanations as well on

which space forbids us to dwell. It stands to reason to say that

consistently .with the context only one of the explanations can be

the correct one and the difficulty is to find out what that is amidst

the bewildering maze of interpretations put by the highest authori-

ties. The aim of the distinguished President has been to find

out what explanation the Rishi or the author of the text himself

intended.

Mr. Suniti Kumar Chatterji deals with ‘ Some Problems in the

Origin of Art and Culture in India’ in his paper read before the

Fine Arts Section of the Sixth All-India Conference at Patna last

December and published in the same issue of the Visvabharati,

Of the several questions which he puts to himself and to which he

endeavours to find an answer, may be mentioned ; Did the

people of the Veda—the Aryans among whom the hymns origi-

nated—attempt to translate into wood or stone the visions they

had of Ushas and of Indra, of Rudra and of the Asvins ? What
success did they attain, if that attempt was ever made? Collecting

the available evidence on this matter in a masterly way he

concludes that ‘ the oldest objects of national culture in India

that we can associate with a people of Aryan language and culture

are the Maurya artifacts which take us only to a few centuries

B.C.’ He then proceeds to discuss in detail the objects of culture

of other families—the Austric, the Dravidian and the Tibeto-

Chinese. In the concluding paragraphs he arranges Indian art in

ten strata : The Pre-Aryan Art of India ; Rudimentary Art, mostly

borrowed from Assyria and Babylonia ; the Art of Aryan Persia;
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the first expression of an Ancient Indian National Art ; Advent
of Greek influence in Indian Art ; the Art of Amaravati and
Madhura

; the Classical Gupta Art ; the development of Art in

different parts of India into mid-mediaeval and late mediaeval and
called local schools such as those of the Pallava, Rashtrakuta, etc,;

the art of Indo-China and Java ;
and the Buddhist Art of Serindia,

China, Korea and Japan.

4:

‘ The Sources and Nature of Puru^a in the Purusasukia ^

is

the heading of an article by Mr. W. Norman Brown, of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania in the Journal of the American Oriental

Society for June 1931 (Vol. 51, No. 2). It throws a flood of light

on the interpretation of the word ‘ Purusa ^

as given in the Rig

Veda. He says that Purusa does not, as generally understood,

represent a primitive conception of the Cosmos as a great man :

he cannot be compared as others do to the Norse world-giant

Ymir or the Germanic Tuisto, Mannus, between whom aad

Purusa a genetic relationship is often found. But Purusa has

his chief importance as a blend of the derivative elements drawn

from the sphere of the related deities Agni, Surya and Vishnu and

perhaps faintly re-echoing an old folk-notion. Purusa * seems a

blend of characteristics of (1) Agni, as the typical male, as the

essence of plants, waters, all that moves and stands, and the

sacrifice, as the lord of immortality, as the lord of the sacrifice

and the sacrifice itself; (2) Surya, as rising above the worlds to

the place of immortality ; (3) Vishpu, as the encompasser of earth,

air and sky. Purusa is both the essence of creatures and also

the inclusive principle, the first principle, the ruler, the immortal,

the eternal.- He is neither Agni, Surya nor Vishnu alone, nor is

he a combination of the three. He is a combination of charac-

teristics derived from them, fused in a rather shadowy way in a

new unity, with especial reference to the Sun .... he is most

significantly a secondary derivation from notions established

antecedently in the R. V. The authors of our hymn no more

thought of the world as a human being than did the composers of

the Bfhadaraf.iyaka Upanisad think of it as the sacrificial horse

i£AI,, i). The emphasis in the hymn is not on the man-like

nature of Purusa, but on his qualities of universality and his

functioning as the sacrifice, which last is of predominant impor-

tance.’ In this connection, it has to be observed that Purusa in
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the Purusa-sukta of the Rig-Veda is, as it were, merely the

personification of this entire universe as set out beautifully in

the Bhagavad Gita. In describing his Virata-Form to Arjuna

Lord Sri Krishna says : In hundreds and in thousands see my

forms, 0 son of Pritha! various, divine and of various colours and

shapes. See the Adityas, Vasus, Rudras, the two Asvins and

Maruts likewise. And O Descendant of Bharata ! See wonders

in numbers unseen before. Within my body, O Gudakesa! See

to-day the whole universe, including ( everything) movable and

immovable, (all) in one and whatever else you wish to see.

“ I stand supporting all this by but a single portion of

myself.” [S. B. E., VIII, pp. 91-2.]

The Bangalore Amateur Dramatic Association has been doing

useful work in the field of literary publications for several years

past, with which our readers are familiar. In addition to a

number of popular works dealing with social topics and with the

dramatic art, were published under their auspices the Kannada

monthly, ‘Ranga Bhumi’, which we hope to see soon revived.

Their new undertaking in the shape of an English Quarterly

called the ‘Theatre^ ought naturally to appeal to a larger audience.

The two numbers that have so far appeared contain articles of a

high class. In India, this is, perhaps, the first journal to deal with

dramatic art as such, and it is further welcome for this reason.

In adapting the ancient dramas to a setting so as to suit the

requirements of the modern stage and in translating classical

dramas to modern languages, a great deal of useful work has

* already been done in the past. But it cannot be said that

they are adjusted to suit the busy conditions of this age.

We hope that this important work will be done by the Journal.

The editor of the Theatre^ Mr. V. Bhaskaran, is well known for

his literary talents and journalistic experience. Messrs. G.

Venkatachalam, art-critic and K. Sampatgiri Rao of the National

High School are associate editors. They have several prominent

men including Mr. T. Raghavachari of Bellary on the advisory

board. We wish the concern every success; and we bope that

lovers and sympathisers of dramatic art will ensure the success

of the Journal by extending their liberal patronage by enrolling

themselves as patrons, or as life members or at least as ordinary

subscribers.



THE TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
MYTHIC SOCIETY.

Bangalore, 29th July 1931.

V. P. Madhava Rao, Esq., C.I.E.,

in the Chair.

The Twenty-first Annual Meeting of the Mythic Society was

held in the Daly Memorial Hall on Wednesday, the 29th*Jiily

1931, with Mr. V. P. Madhava Rao, C.l.E., Retired Dewan

of Mysore, in the Chair. In offering a most hearty welcome

to the distinguished statesman, the President of the Society,

Rajakaryaprasakta Rao Bahadur Mr. M. Shama Rao, spoke

as follows:

—

Gentlemen—Allow me on behalf of the members of the

Mythic Society to tender our hearty welcome to the veteran

statesman, Mr. V. P. Madhava Rao, c.i.e,, who has kindly

accepted our invitation to preside on the occasion of the

Twenty-first Annual Meeting of our Society. A few days ago,

I casually met Sir K. P. Puttanna Chetty in one of my mor-

ning walks, and he expressed great pleasure that we had, to

use his own words,
‘ dug out ’ Mr. Madhava Rao from his

seclusion, to take part in the functions of this day. It struck

me at the time, that the expression ‘ dug out ’ was a very

happy one, for, as you know, the main work of the Mythic

Society consists in a sense in its excavations in all fields of

human activities, if only they bear on their face marks of

some claim to a little antiquity. The members of the Mythic

Society, most of whom are young men, have no desire to

place themselves under the banner of the league of youth.

They would far rather be the members of a league of old age.

They love everything that is old : old friends, old books, old

times, old manners, and if I may add, old statesmen also. To
Mysore belongs the credit of having discovered the great

talents of Mr. Madhava Rao and of giving the lead to

Travancore and Baroda, to utilize them also. Though it
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is now many years since Mr. Mstdhava Rao retired into

private life the States that employed him have not for-

gotten him. It was only a short while ago that the

Travancoreans invited him into their midst to express appre-

ciation of his services to that State. While in service in our

own State, Mr. Madhava Rao always enjoyed the reputation

^of being a statesman of progressive views tending towards

social uplift, and the broad-basing of representative govern-

ment. It is a pleasure to us all that he still enjoys physical

heakh and mental vigour and I am sure I echo your senti-

ments when I say that we heartily wish him to enjoy these

blessings for many years to come.

And now, Sir, I request you to accept on behalf of the

Mythic Society our cordial welcome to ^his hall which is as

much a tribute to the great services of the Society’s first

President, the late Father Tabard, as it is to the generosity of

His Highness the Maharaja of Mysore and of His Highness’

Government in enabling its members to carry on the research

work in the past activities of the human race and to throw

light therefrom on the advancing conditions of life.

Mr. S. Srikantaya, the General Secretary and Treasurer,

next read the Annual Report for the year 1930-31 :

—

THE REPORT.
The Committee of the Mythic Society have great pleasure

in placing before you, this evening, a Report of the Society’s

activities during the year 1930-31.

Membership -—The membership continues to be steady.

We regret to observe the large arrears of subscription of our

resident members and appeal to them to remit their dues early.

We also appeal to all our members to introduce new members

and thereby increase the strength and stability of the Society

and of its valued periodical.

We offer our hearty congratulations to our Honorary

President, the Hon’ble Sir S. E. Pears, on his being knighted,

to our Honorary Vice-President, Sir C. V. Raman, who has

achieved the signal distinction of being awarded the Nobel
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Prize for Physical Science, and to our members, the Hon’ble

Mr, C, W. E. Cotton and Dr. Leslie C. Coleman, on ,their

becoming the recipients of the titles of C.S.L and CJ.E.
respectively during the year. The Committee also rejoice

with the rest of their countrymen in India that one of our

Vice-Presidents, Amin-ul-Mulk Sir Mirza Mahomed Ismail,

has been representing, in a most worthy manner, Mysore and

several other Indian States in the councils of the British

Empire.

We deeply regret to record the death of the following :

Sir Richard Carnak Temple who was one of the foremost

orientalists of our time and who was intimately connected

with the Indian Antiquary from its inception up to the last

day of his life
; Rev. R. Zimmerman, a distinguished scholar,

particularly of Sanscrit literature and Oriental research

;

Diwan Bahadur P. R. Narayana Iyer ; and Messrs. V. R.

Gutikar, K. T. Paul and A. T. Setlur. We offer our

condolences to the members of their bereaved families.

Meetings ,—Several ordinary meetings of the Society were

held during the year. Mention may be made of the follow-

ing lectures which were delivered under the auspices of the

Society : Ratnakrishna, the Indian Saint by Swami Sri-

vasananda ; The Kadambas of Banavase by Mr. V. Ragha-

vendra Rao ; Sayings of Basavanna by Mr. M. Venkatesa

Iyengar ; Vijayanagara and Vidyaranya by Mr. S. Sri-

kantaiya ;
The Keladi Dynasty by Mr. S. N. Naraharaiya

;

The Trend^of Modern Philosophic Thought by Sir Hari Singh

Gour.

Journal, —The Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society

is, as usual, published promptly and the standard of the

contributions is maintained at a very high level. A new

feature is the editorial columns introduced from the year

under review. They are useful for inviting particular attention

to noteworthy researches during the period and for making

short references to important articles published in learned

periodicals bearing on oriental literature. The change in

ijm size of the Journal and the: insertion of the Hoysala crest
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on the cover have been well received. Besides, minor

improvements have been made in the get-up of the Journal

and in the arrangement of the matter contained in it.

The exchanges with the Journal of the Society have

considerably increased during the past years and it is proposed

to delete from the list such publications as have not been

received regularly for some time. All the renowned periodi-

cals of the world on the subjects of study connected with

our aims and objects continue to be sent to us and we
take this opportunity of acknowledging our indebtedness to

the editors of the various periodicals who have been kind

enough to assist us in completing the lacunae in this section

of our Library.

We have put on the sale list a few of our publications

and reprints including the proceedings at our Annual Meet-

ings. It is also under contemplation to reprint in book form

important articles from our Journal, in consultation with the

authors. These require financial obligations on our part and

a benevolent attitude on the part of the authors. Nothing

however, will be done which may strain the limited resources

of the Society.

Library .—A large number of books and periodicals was

received during the year by presentation from authors, pub-

lishers and the various governments in India; and additions

were also made by purchase. We desire to express our

gratitude to the Government of India; the Government of

Mysore
; the States of Hyderabad, Baroda, Travancore,

Cochin, Kashmir and Puduccottai ; the Oxford University

Press, Messrs. D. B. Taraporevala Sons & Co. and other

publishers ; the various universities in India and several other

institutions and authors who have presented us with a number

of their publications. We have also to thank again the

Director of Public Instruction in Mysore for his continued

sympathy and patronage in this behalf.

We have been able to bring the series of the Mysore

Aaschasological Reports with us up to date. Those of the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and
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Ireland^ the Indian Antiquary Q.nd the Epigraphia Indica B,ve

now nearly complete. These, added to the entire volumes of

the Epigraphia Carnatica and a large number of the Reports

of the various Circles of Archaeology and Epigraphy in India,

are a valuable asset to the Library. As regards the other

periodicals, our efforts are meeting with success and we expect

to be in possession of the full series of many of them at no

distant date. A large number of volumes were bound during

the year and over a hundred more are in the course of binding.

We shall thankfully receive from members and other sympa-

thisers, odd issues of any research periodical so that we may
have as exhaustive a collection as possible. We shall also be

thankful for the presentation of the Reports of the several

Circles of Archaeology and Epigraphy in India including

Burma and of the Indian States. The Supplement to the

Catalogue of Books in the Library has now been issued and

is for sale at eight annas a copy.

The Library was completely re-arranged during the year

with the assistance of one of our members, Mr. V. Ragha-

vendra Rao.

' The Government of His Highness the Maharaja of Mysore

were pleased to accord us permission to exchange or sell our

duplicate volumes, as we thought fit. Most of them as have

now been marked out for exchange or sale have been removed

from the main Library and a list of them is under preparation.

Additional accommodation for the Library and the Free

Reading Room is urgently required but we are, at present,

unable to make adequate provision. We look forward to the

generous patronage of Government and of the philanthropic

public to enable us to do so.

Reading Room.—Over sixty periodicals are made available

to the public in the Free Reading Room attached to the

Society. Some daily newspapers are also subscribed for. The

number of visitors attending the Reading Room was over

3,000 during the year.

Daly Memorial Hall.—The Hall and its premises are

taaintained in good condition. , In our last Report, we referred
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to the NVant of accommodation and to the necessity for adding

two rooms and a verandah in the rear ; but that was not possi-^

ble. The Government were unable to comply with our

request at that time and it is proposed to renew the request

at a more convenient opportunity.

Finance .—The subscriptions which are Rs. 5 and Rs. 3

a year respectively for local and mofussil members can hardly

pay the price of the issues of the Journal that are supplied

free to the members. Nevertheless, in the hope that a low

subscription will induce a large number to become members
of the Society and participate in its activities, it is not pro-

posed to raise them now.

The grants from the Government of Mysore and the

Government of India are being received as usual.

The accounts of the Society have been duly audited and

certified correct by our Honorary Auditor, Mr. T. M. S.

Subramaniam, to whom our thanks are due.

The statement of accounts for the year shows that the

Society has managed to have a credit balance. Our Reserve

Fund stands at Rs. 11,650. A considerable amount has been

spent on the purchase of books, missing volumes and numbers

of valuable periodicals, as also on binding and on subscription

to newspapers. Notwithstanding the substantial help we
receive from the Government of Mysore and the Government

of India, we find it very hard to meet our current expenses:

our idea of increasing our activities and of quickly building

up a large Reserve Fund has not been satisfactorily accom-

plished. To make the Society and its valuable Library more

useful to the members and students engaged in research, an

additional establishment and buildings are necessary. We
are pressed for space even to keep back numbers of the

Society’s Journal which are in constant demand. Increase

in life-memberships, donations and contributions towards the

Reserve Fund of the Society and the institution of endow-

ments on the part of the generous public are a sine qua non

for any material augmentation in the usefulness of the Society’s

activities.
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We take this opportunity of expressing how glad we feel

at the progress Mysore has achieved during the fifty years

after Rendition.

We desire to express our deep gratitude to our Patron,

His Highness Sir Sri Krishnarajendra Wadiyar Bahadur, the

Vice-Patron, His Highness Sir Sri Kantirava Narasimharaja

Wadiyar Bahadur, the Government of His Highness the

Maharaja of Mysore, and the Hon’ble the British Resident in

Mysore tgr their continued and unabated support and sym-

pathy.

In proposing the adoption of the Report, the President,

Mr. Shama Rao desired to record the Society’s appreciation of

the excellent work done by their indefatigable Secretary, Mr.

Srikantaiya. On being seconded by Mr. K. H. Ramayya, the

proposition with this amendment, was carried.

Then the election of the office-bearers and the committee

was taken up. Rajasabhabhushana Mr. K. R. Srinivasiengar

proposed that Mr. Shama Rao be re-elected President of the

Society for the ensuing year. In doing so, he said that after

the death of Rev. Father Tabard, Mr. Shama Rao, so well

known for his erudition and scholarship, was unanimously

elected President, year after year. Mr. Shama Rao assisted

by his energetic and able Secretary, Mr. Srikantaya, was carry-

ing on the activities of the Society efficiently and had spread

its reputation far and wide. Mr. F. R. Sell seconded the

proposition which was passed unanimously.

Mr. D. Venkatramiah proposed and Mr. Masti Venkatesa

Iyengar seconded that the Committee be reconstituted for the

ensuing year with the President and the following office-

bearers and members. The proposition was duly adopted :

—

Vice-Presidents .*

Sir Mirza M. Ismail.

Mr. K. S. Chandrasekhara Aiyar.

Mr. P. Raghavendra Rao.

Mr^ K. R. Srinivasiengar,

Mr. K. Chandy.
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Mr. C. S. Balasutidaram Iyer.

Mr. C. S. Doraswaroi Iyer.

Mr. K. Matthan.

Mr. R. Narasimhachar.

General Secretary and Treasurer :

Mr. S. Srikantaya.

Joint Secretary

:

Mr. A. V. Ramanathan.

Editors :

Mr. F. R. Sell.

Mr. K. Devanathachariar.

Mr. S. Srikantaya.

Branch Secretaries :

Ethnology :—Mr. C. Hayavadana Rao.

History:—Rev. C. Browne.

Folklore :—Mr. B. Puttaiya.

AND
Mr. P. Sampat Iyengar.

Dr. R. Shama Sastri.

Mr. N. S. Siibba Rao.

Mr. A. R. Wadia.

Dr. M. H. Krishna.

CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS.
The Chairman then delivered amidst great applause a

very interesting and instructive address in the course of

which he referred to the Ptirananurti and the poet Kapilar’s

description of his patron Pari of Perambu-nadu, a ruling

chief of the present Madras and Chingleput districts. Kapilar

accompanied the two daughters of Pari after the latter’s demise

to find worthy husbands for them and took them to the court

of a well-known potentate, Irungo-vel of Tuaravathi, who

had descended from a line of forty-nine monarchs and who

was also known as Puli-kadi-mal or the slayer of the tiger.

It was suggested that this Tuaravathi might have been the

Dorasamudra of the Hoysala Ballalas, and a further doubt
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was cast upon the identification of the eponymous Sala.

It was noteworthy that according to the Annals of Rajasthan
by Col. Tod, there was a Tuaravathi in northern India

belonging to the dynasty of Tuars. It was not unlikely that

Irungo-vel of Kapilar might have been the Aranya-Kowal or

Aranya-Camala of Col. Tod. From these emerged a few im-

portant questions for consideration by scholars :

—

(1) The relationships between the princes Krishna,

Vijaya and Ballala IV, the last of the historical Hoysalas, of

whom we do not hear after 1346 A.D.

;

(2) The relationships between Aranyacamala and the

eponymous 3ala, if the former can be found to have been a

historical personage, associated with fighting a tiger, according

to Kapilar (Puli-Kadi-Mal) ;

(3) The identification of Tuaravathi referred to l^y

Kapilar
;
and,

(4) The tradition connecting Irum-Ko-Vel with the

Agniculas.

Mr. Madhava Rao then proceeded to say a few words

on the work of the Society during the past twenty years. He
said :

—

“You have secured a decent site where you have erected

a beautiful structure amidst picturesque surroundings. An
excellent and well-stocked library is yours. Leading oriental

periodicals are available to the research student on your

reading desk. In spite of the low subscription for your Jour-

nal, you have been enabled to build up a small reserve 'fund.

More than all these, within the portals of your Society have

gathered together an enthusiastic band of young men devoted

to research under the distinguished banner of your worthy

President. The name of your learned Quarterly Journal has

travelled all over the world. These are no mean achieve-

ments for a Society which is but twenty years old and I

congratulate the authorities of the Society on this splendid

accomplishment.

“May the love of India and an abiding and affectionate

interest in its past, its present and its future endure! May
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the study of Mysore and its people prosper ! In this Society

of antiquarian researches so carefully nurtured by Rev.

Father Tabard in his day, and now by your distinguished

President, Rajakaryaprasakta Rao Bahadur Mr. M. Shama
Rao, historical activities are kept alive. The Institution is,

besides, a happy conjunction of Indian and European mem-
bers. I repeat my good wishes for the continued prosperity

and usefulness of the Mythic Society.”

Rev. Father C. Browne proposed a hearty vote of thanks

to the Chairman and made a touching reference to his interest

in antiquarian researches. He also incidentally referred to

the interest Mr. Madhava Rao took in sports by presiding

about twenty-four years ago over one of the functions of the

St. Joseph’s College. The proposition was enthusiastically

received. The function came to a close with three cheers to

His Highness the Maharaja of Mysore.
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THE MYTHIC
Statement of Receipts and

Receipts Amount •

Rs. A. P.

1. Opening Balance 995 3 9

2. Subscriptions

—

Resident Members .

.

172 8 0
Moffussil Members .

.

663 9 0
Life-Members 35 0 0

3. Grants

—

Government of Mysore 2,100 0 0
Government of India 300 0 0

4. Interest and Dividend .

.

771 4 9

5. Recoveries from Staff .. 215 0 0

6. Sales 186 12 0

7. Hall Charges 91 0 0

Total .

.

5,530 5 6

Reserve Fund

—

1. Mysore State Loan 6^% Stock

2. Mysore State Loan 6j% Bonds

3. Mysore State Loan 5% Bonds

4. Mysore Bank Share (one)

At Face Value
RS.

. . 9,850

200

.. 1,500

100

Bangalore City, )

July 1931. S

Total 11,650
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SOCIETY, BANGALORE.
Expenditure for the year igso-sr.

Payments Amount

•

Rs. A. p;

1. Establishment

—

Pay of the Staff 1,092 0 0
Lighting Charges 246 15 0
Bicycle Account 30 10 0
(harden 87 15 0
Livery 18 8 6
Electrical Accessories • 35 7 0
Premises •

.

58 0 0

2. Journal

—

Printing 1,750 0 0
Postage 303 4 6

3. Library

—

Supplement to Catalogue 90 0 0

Books Purchased 312 14 0
Subscriptions to Newspapers 105 15 0
Book Binding 149 4 0
Miscellaneous 24 12 0

4. Advances to Staff 00 o 0

5. Bank’s Charges 7 10 0

6. Stationery and Miscellaneous 245 6 0

7. Subscription to Horticultural Society 11 0 0

8. Investments .

.

475 0 0

9. Closing Balance 302 12 6

Total .

.

5,530 5 6

Details for Closing Balance

—

Rs. A. P.

1. Bank of Mysore (as per Pass Book) 79-1-9

Deduct cheque not paid 1-4-0 •• .. 77 13 9

2. With the Curator • • .. 15 8 7

3. With the Branch Secretaries •• 9 6 2

Total .. .102 12 6

Certified correct. S. SRIKANTAYA,
T.M.S. SUBRAMANIAM, General Secretary and Treasurer

9



Books received during the Quarter ending
30th September 1931.

Presented by

The Authors-*

1. —by Venkataramiah.

2.
5Jj.^5SjciriJ--by C. K. Venkataramiah.

3. sJoorfji^cSo—by C. K. Venkataramiah.

4. Studies in Vijayanagar Polity—by K. Iswar Dutt.

5. Classical Sanskrit Literature—by R. Vasudeva Sarma.

6. Beachside Songs—by R. Vasudeva Sarma.

7. Buddhistic Studies—by Bimala Churn Law.

Government of Mysore—

I. Mysore Administration Reports for 1929—30 :

1. Railway Department.

2. Forest Department.

3. Krishnarajasagara Works.

4. Dept, of Health Quarterly Reports—Vol. II—4.

5. Do. do. Ill-—

L

6. Joint Stock Companies.

II. Bill to amend the Hindu Law as to the Rights of Women.

Ill, History of Mysore—by Wilks : Edited by Sir Murray

Hammick.

Jayakarnataka* Dharwar—

2 ^

!3A»U07lOCloe.

Messrs. B. X. Furtado & Sons. Bombay—

Kadamba Kula—by George Moraes.

Superintendent of Archaeology. Travanoore—

Travancore Achaeological Report for 1929—30.

Bhandarkar Oriental Institute. Poona—

Report for 1930—31.

Calewtia Uniyarsity—

Journal of the Departrpent of Letters—Vol. XXI.

Mysore UnfyersHr—

0(0^ 0 —^by Raghavanka.
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Government of India—

An Archaeological Tour in Gedrosia (Memoirs of the

Archaeological Survey of India, No. 43)—by Aurel Stein.

Kamatalca Sangha, Mreore—

a/N. Murthy Kao.

Mr. M. P. Somaeelchara Rao—

1. >J0?» R_by M. S. Puttanna.

2. ssrtt^naaoej *55-»?n3(5Sj_„{)y m. S. Puttanna.

Mr. P. Ratfhavendra Rao—

I. Mahabharata : translated by P. C. Roy. ParVas— Adi,

Vana, Santi (2 Volumes), Drona, Anusasana, Bhisma,

Udyoga, Kama, Sabha (2 copies), Salya, Virata, Stree,

Souptika and Ashvamedha.

II. Ramayana of Valmiki : translated by R. T. H. Griffith.

Volumes—II, III, IV and V.

III. Bhagavadgita according to Maddhvacharya—by S. Subba
Rao.

IV, Vali Episode in the Ramayana—by B. Ramakrishna Rao.

Purchased

1. Indian Annual Register—by Mitra, 1930—Vol. II (July

—

Dec.),

2. Government of Japan—by N, Kitazawa.

3. A History of Japan—by Hjsho Saito.

4. Friendly Siam—by Ebbe Kornerup.

5. Points of View—by Sir 'W. Davies, etc.

6. More Points of View—by Archbishop of York, etc.

7. New Discoveries relating to the Antiquity of Man

—

by Sir Arthur Keith.

8. Parade of the Living : A History of Life on Earth

—

by J. H. Bradley.

9* World in the Making—by Count H. Keyserling.

10. The Drift of Civilization—-by C. J. Abbot, etc.

11. Our Changing Civilization—by J, H* Randall.

12. Power of India—by Michael Pym,
13. Peeking to Lhasa—by Sir F, Younghusband.

14. Science and Human Progress—by Sir O. Lodge.

15. Indian Ferment—by H. G Alexander.

16. The Life of Vivekananda and the Universal Gospel

—

by Romain Rolland.



MUGHAL BIBLIOGRAPHY.
MESSRS. D. B. TaRAPOREVALA SONS & CO., are to publish

shortly an annotated bibliography of books and manuscripts relat-

ing to the Mughals in India on Art, Science, ‘Biography, History,

Geography, Travel, Literature, Philosophy, Religion, Economics,

Sport, etc., etc., which is now being prepared. Every effort is

•being made to make the bibliography as complete as possible.

Authors desirous of having their works included in the Bibliog-

raphy are* requested to send particulars of their books or

magazine articles to the Editor, ^'‘Indian Literary Review'', 190,

Hornby Road, Bombay, as early as possible. 'Phe full title,

author’s name, -number of pages and illustrations, year and place

of publication should be clearly mentioned. If possible, a very

short summary of the contents also should be given. If any

persons or Institutions happen to have any unique manuscript,

full particulars of the same may be kindly given.

NOTICE.

The Mythic Society having been registered as

an Associate Society of the Royal Asiatic Society of

Great Britain and Ireland, Rule 105 of the Rules of

that Society governing the privileges of members of

Associate Societies is published for information :

—

“Rule 105.—Members of the Asiatic Society of Bengal and

of Branch and Associate Societies are entitled, while on furlough

or otherwise temporarily resident within the limits of Great

Britain and Ireland, to the use of the Library as non-resident'

members, and to attend the Meetings of the Society other than

special General Meetings ; and in the case of any Member of any

Society aforesaid applying for election as a member of the Royal

Asiatic Society, nomination as laid down in Rule 4 shall not be

necessary.”

S. SRIKANTAYA,

General Secretary and Treasurer,

Mythic Society.
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TULU INITIAL AFFRICATES AND SIBILANTS.

By L. V. Ramaswami Aiyar, Esq., M.A., B.L.

In two papers of mine [./OR (1929) and lA (1931)] I had

tried to discuss the nature and affiliations of the initial

affricates and sibilants of Dravidian from a general stand*

point. I had pointed out therein that the initial affricates-

and sibilants are differently distributed among the different

dialects; but of all the dialects, Tulu in this matter offers the

most complicated (and therefore the most interesting) set of

features, inasmuch as we find here native words with the

affricates c- and/- and the sibilants .4- and s-, in initial positions.

None of the other dialects shows such a large number of

native words with c-, /-, and s- initially (in different forms).

It would be useful to attempt to classify these Tulu forms-

with reference to the local variations and to the possible

history of each of these initial sounds, as reconstructed with

reference to the cognates in different dialects. Though no-

evidence is available in Tulu in the shape of literary or

inscriptiofial matter, it is possible to pursue our enquiry

inductively with the data now available for us.

Our rnethod of procedure—the only possible one in the-

circumstances— is to classify the Tiiluva forms, to compare
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them with cognates of other dialects and to outline perspec-

tives by the application of rules of phonetic change of which
we can be more or less certain in Dravidian.

The problem df the initial affricates and sibilants of

Dravidian is an extremely complicated one, and its final and
unequivocal solution may never be possible, in view of the

absence of direct evidence attesting the primitive character

of these forms. All the same, we have to utilise the materials

at our disposal as best we can, and adumbrate views.

L Tulu words with initial r- or /- and significant cognates

from the other Dravidian dialects.

(a) Words with c- or y-, followed immediately by -a- ;

—

canna (handsome)

—

cf, Kannada canna, Tamil

sem-, set?- 'straight).

cdcu (to stretch)

—

cf. Kannada cdcit, Tel. tsddsu^

Tamil sdy (to lean)—^common Dr. base* kd-^ (to

move, etc.)

cdpce (mat)

—

cf. Kannada cdpe (mat), Tam. sdppai

—south Dr. id-, cd-< common Dr.* ha-,

cadar-, kedar- (to be scattered)

—

cf. Kami, cadar-^

hedar-y Tam. hadar^ etc.,—common base

with iV-.

caliy call (cold, wetness) 1 —cf. Tam. iali^ Kami.
cammi (dampness) 3 ca//, (?) Kui jlli (cold)

(?) Kuvukh cae' (to get wet), Tam., Kann., Mai.

tan, Tel. tsan-ntllu (cold water), Tulu tanpUy

savpu (cold)—common Dr. base* tap, tan-.^

catfcB (litter)

—

cf. Kannada catta (flatness), Tam.
satt-ai (frame)—common base tatt- (to hammer
out into shape).

catti (pot, spittoon)

—

cf. Tam. safti, Kann. cafti, etc.

—common base tatf-, given above.

carce (head)—the more common form in Tulu is

tarcp, talw, while sub-dialectally saloe is also

^ Vid£ my paper on “ Deictic Word-Bases” in Antkropos (1931),

2 of tan- may have been secondary and derived from original

through assimilation occurring in the common compound tan-ntr (cold water).
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found

—

cam is a rare^ sub-dialectal form in Tulu

—c/. Tam. taUai, Kann. iale^ Kui tldu [result of

accent-shift and aphesis], Gdndi tald—common
base has initial t- only.

cdrce (coconut tree)—the more common forms are

tdm^ tal(B [the latter in the Brahmins’ colloquial]

— c/. Tam. tdl-ai (coconut) occurring in line 9

of verse 17 of Purandnuru :

QatnlL^iresi^—cam (coconut) in Tulu*isamre

sub-dialectal form. The common base has initial

t- only.

Significant points to he noted in the above

(i) The first four instances, it will be seen, are common to

Tulu and Kannada and all of them go back to original bases.

(ii) The next four instances are derived from original t-

words and here again all of them appear to be identical in

Tulu and Kannada.

(iii) The last two instances are rare sub-dialectal forms

and not common at all in Tulu.

(6) Words with initial c- or j- followed hy the front

vowels -e and -i :

—

ciiidi (rag)—c/. Mai. sindn (piece, rag), Tam.

Jcittru (fragment), Tam. ktr, (to tear), Tel.

cintsii (to tear)—base kir- (to tear).

cipu (bunch)—also Tulu sipii and Mpit with the

same meaning—c/. Tam. Mai. stpu—the

original base has initial k-.

cikka (small)—identical with Kann. eiJeka (small)

and ultimately related to Tam. Hr-, Kann. kir-,

Tulu kir- (small).

^ In my “ Materials for a Sketch of Tulu Phonology ” (to be published in

the forthcoming Grierson Commemoration Volume). I have tried to demarcate

the Tnluva sub-dialects which vary with communities and with areas. Here

we need only remember in reference to initial t-, s~, c-, and that, while

certain forms are common sub-dialectally, there are others which are not so

•common even in the sub-dialects and which crop up even there only occasion-

ally in certain “corrupt” speech-varieties. These are described in this essay as

rare sub-dialectal ” forms.
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cirhce (turning)— a rare sub-dialectal form with

the more common sub-dialectal forms in Tulu

being tirkw, slrlcce, with the same meaning

—

common Dr. base tit-.

celii (scorpion)—rare sub-dialectal form, the more

common ones being tela and selii— cf. Tam.,.

Kann., Tel., Mai. tel, Brahui telh (scorpion).

The common base has initial t-.

, cihk- (to be entangled)—rare sub-dialectal, the

more common sub-dialectal forms being tikk-,

sikk-, sikJc- ; cf. Tam. sikk-, Tel. cikk-, Mai.

• fikh, Mai. tirakh- (to be thronged), Tam. tikk

(to stutter), Kann. sirlc-, sikk-, Kui sell- (to be

entangled). The original base is tir-k-.

ciiif- (to burn) cf. Kannada

—

si~ (to be scorched),.

Tam. kind- (to hiss, be angry)—original base

jinja (full)—rare sub-dialectal form, the more com-

mon word being dinja (full), dinj- (to be full)

which words are related to Mai. ting- (to be

crowded). The original base has t-.

Significant points :

—

(i) The first five forms are derivable from k- originals.

These c-] forms have been discussed by me elsewhere.^

Here we need only note that some among these five fortns are

common to Tulu and Kannada.

(ii) The other forms with c- are rare sub-dialectal ones

in Tulu, the more common ones being those with t- or s- (or

in the case of cikk-, /- also). In all these the initial c- goes

back to an original t-.

(c) Tulu words with initial c- or j- followed by back

vowels :
—
cucc- (to pierce)—rare sub-dialectal, the more com-

mon form being tucc- which is related to south

Dr. tir-, fur- (to open).

cii- (fire)—ver}^ rare, tu, sii being far more common.

^ Vide my paper on “ The Dialects of Dravidian ” {Edncational Reidew^

Madras, 1931).
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coll (skin, bark)—again a very rare sub-dialectal

form heard in the corrupt speech of the Tuluva

holeyas —the more common forms (which how-

ever are sub-dialectal) being tol, soli—cf, Tam.
toffalj Tel. tolj Kann. tdl, Mai. toL

juttn (tuft)

—

cf, Tam. surutUi (coil), Tel. tsiiitu,

etc., all of which go back to hur- (to be coiled,

shrink, contract).

jonkce (bunch, cluster)—the Tulu verb song- (to

swing) is related to Tam., Kann., Mai., Tel.

tong- (to be suspended), Kuruhhtong-, Kui iong-

with cerebralisation of the dental t. The

original base has initial t-.

Significant points :

—

(i) juttn (tuft) with its Tula cognates siind-, sunmt-

and many cognates with c-, or s- (as the case may be) in

the other dialects, goes back to old hnr-^ kir-, hiir- Mr-

[which find modern representation in forms occurring in all

the dialects].

(ii) All the other forms are very rare. It will be seen

later that in Tulu c- followed by back vowels easily becomes

the dental sibilant s-.

II. Tulu words with initial s-.

(a) Tulu forms ivith s- folloxved by -a - :

—

sani- ( to become cold) —c/. Tulu tampu (coldness)

sampn (coldness) i and Tam., Mai., Kann. tan^

Tel. tsannillu (cold water).

sappH (mistake)—sub-dialectally alternates with

tappii which is identical with the Tamil, Kann.,

Tel. and Mai. tappu (mistake, etc.).

salcB (head)—sub-dialectally alternates with talce

(head)—common south and central Dr. base

has t- only.

sajapu (piercing)—rare sub-dialectal form, the more

common sub-dialectal form being tajapu—cf,

Tam. tar-^ Kann. tar-^ etc. The original base
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form has t- [Tula is normally < south

Dr. -r-l.

sdim (death)) —common to all Tula sub-dialects, the

sat (to die) ) rare tai- (to die) appearing only in the

Pombada speech where initial s- has a tendency

to become t- ; cf. for the common TuUi form,

Tamil sa-, Kann. sc?-, Mai. ca-, Gdiidi sai, Kui

sd-, Kurukh kite-, Malto ke-, BrSlhiii kah-,

,saliy call (cold) —the s- forms in Tulii are

sattcBy cattcv (litter) ) rare sub-dialectal ones; for

the c- forms, see above.

Significant points :

—

(i) We shall find later that Tuju has developed the native

initial s- in a large number of forms, even Skt. c-^ and s- be-

coming naturalised as s- in Tulu.

(ii) We have to distinguish between those s- forms that

are common to cr// Tula sub-dialects from those which occur

only in some; in the above list sani- (to become cold) and sai-

(to die), sdvu (death) belong to the former category while the

others to the latter.

(h) Tula words with initial s- followed by the front

voivels -f-, -e- ;

—

sikk- (to be entangled) - sub-dialectally alternates

with tikk- ; for cognates, see above.

siri- (to turn)—sub-dialectally alternates with ?/>/-

' which appears to be more common

—

cf. Tam.

Kami., Tel., Mai. tiri (to turn), Kui tij-y tih-, ter-

(to turn, etc.), Gdndi tirit-.

sipce (sweetness)—sub-dialectally alternates with

tip<B and sometimes with ^ipce- —c/. Kannada

si (sweet), Tam. ti (sweet), etc.

sigur (to sprout)—sub-dialectally alternating with

words having initial c- and i-.

serce (wave)—sub-dialectally alternating with terce,—
cf. Tam. tiraiy terai (wave), Kami, tere (wave),

^ Cf. Tula sanke for iankhuy sakli for iakti, sakra for cakra, sukra for iukray

sumbana for cumhana, sora for c6r(ty etc.
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Mai, tira. The original base is tir- (to turn).

[Basal > -e- before an open vowel in the

next syllable.]

sini- (to correct)— Again sub-dialectal, the other

formi l)eing tird-^ Hrd-
; c/, Tam. tiruttu (to

correct), Kann. tiddn, Tel. trippHf and Mai.

tiruttu. The original base is tir- (to turn)

which is represented also in Kui ter-pa (to wind)

and tih‘pa (to turn), etc.

Significant points :— *

(i) There are no s/- or se- forms in Tulu which are

common to all sub-dialects.

(ii) Even the few sub-dialectal instances given above are

less frequently heard than corresponding words with f-.

(c) Tulu words with initial s- followed by or -o- .*

—

sit (fire) \ Except stidu which is common to all

sii‘ (to see) [Tulnva n^d, the forms alternate sub-

sud- (to burn) dialectally with words having initial

sudaru (lamp) t-. The other dialects all show in a

greater or lesser degree initial affricates or

sibilants beside cognate ancient t- forms. I

have tried to trace this entire set of ancient

forms to til (fire, to be hot, etc.) elsewhere.^

sutt- (to wind) ) These also belong to an anci-

stiriiU (to turn round, lent set of forms with repre-

to contract)
[

sentatives in all Dr. dialects

suU (whirlpool) ) (except Kuru/^/^ and Brahui

where we have only cognates), having initially

c-,y-, 5- or S-, by the side of others with ancient

k’. I consider k- to be original.^

suri-, suli- (to flay)

—

cf, Tam. toll (to flay), Kann.

toli, etc., and tol (skin).

sung' (to nod, be drowsy)—sub-dialectally alternates

with tuAg'\ cf. Tam., Kann., Mai. tuhg', KuruAft

^ my paper on “The Linguistic History of a few south Dravidian

Words ” in Vol. XXI of the Calcutta University Journal of Letters,

2 Vide my “ h Dialects of Dravidian “.
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tUngul (sleep), Brahfli tugh- (to sleep), KQi stittg-»

The original base has Note that Tula and

Kfii alone have s- forms.

sol- (to be defeated)—sub-dialectally alternates with

toi- (to be defeated)

—

cf. Tam., Kann., Mai.

tdl-,

s6j- (to appear)—sub-dialectally alternates with toj-

—
cf. Kann. tor- (to appear), Kui tdnj-, Tam.

tondr-^ Tel. tsopu (appearance).

‘sdm (shoulder)—sub-dialectally alternates with tdlu.

The cognates in Tam., Kann., [‘arm* in Kann.],

and Mai. show t-.

Significant points :

—

(i) The first two .sets of instances should be differentiated

from the rest inasmuch as they belong to two ancient groups

which have representatives with initial c-, k- or s- in most
dialects.

(ii) Among the others, the cognates in other southern

speeches generally show t- only, while cognates with s- are

found in Ktli alone. While the fondness of Tulu for initial

5- is conspicuous sub-dialectally, Kui shows s- uniformly in

initial positions.

III. Tulu words with initial y-.

() Native words with s- followed by -a- are rare even
sub-dialectally.

() Similarl}^ native words with 5 - followed b}^ or -o-

are also very rare, the reason probably being that 6 + back
vowel, easily changes to s- [cf. the following Tulu adaptations
of Sanskrit words : Tulu sukra (for Skt. kukra), sambhu (for

Skt. sambhu), etc.]

(c) There do occur a few words with initial s- followed
by -i- or -e-, but these are sub-dialectal and less frequently
heard sub-dialectally than their alternants wdth initial

or S-.

kiguru (sprout)— tiguru, ciguru.

kerce (wave)

—

scree, terce.
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Mpce (sweetness)

—

sipce, tipw.

Hrd- (to correct)

—

sird-, tird-.

[For cognates for these, see above.]

IV. Occurrence of initial c-, s- and

[A] c-

() c- followed by -a- :

—

We have seen above that there are three groups in this

categor}^, that one of them {carw ‘ head \ cdrce (coconut tree)

is rare even sub-dialectally and that another grouj? appears

to be identical in Tulu and the neighbouring dialect Kannada
Avhich has loaned out to Tula a very large number of words

of every-day use.

Tlie words catta

caiti

canna

cadar-

call

-do not have sub-dialectal alternants in Tulu itself but are

-commonly used in the whole of Tuluva na(Ju. Can this set

be considered to form part of the ancient inheritance of Tulu

or does it represent only a part of Kannada loan-words ? The
-question is not easy of solution in view of the absence of

liistorical evidence regarding the past condition of Tulu, but

two facts may be noted here:— (i) that (except cadar-) none

of them are verbs and that even cadar- has an alternant hedar-

in Tulu exactly as in Kannada with slightly differentiated

meanings as between the variants ;
(ii) that all of them

are identical in meaning and structure with the corresponding

Kannada words
;
and finally (iii) that none of these words

show unique Tulu features. Probably, therefore, these words

are Kannada loans.

() c- followed by -i-, -e- :

—

Except cikha (small) which is undoubtedly a Kannada

loan-word, the other cf-, ce- words of Tulu are sub-dialectal

in occurrence. Mostly, these words have in the other dialects

i- cognates.
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(c) c- followed by -o- .*

—

As we have already noted, cxi-, co- words are rarely heard

in Tula even sub*dialectally, the more common sounds before

-W-, -o- being s- or f-. Here again the cognates of other dialects

show t- mostly.

[B] s.

() s- followed by -a- :

—

Tw'o groups have been distinguished by us here ; common
Tuluva words like sani- (to become cold), saf- (to die); and

sub-dialectal words alternating with t- words, like sajapit

(piercing), sappu (mistake), etc.

The cognates in the other dialects show t- for both these

groups,

() s- followed by -f-, -e- :

—

These are all sub-dialectal in occurrence, the variants

having or (or rarely c-), and the cognates of other dialects

showing mostly t-.

(c) s- folloxvedhy -o- ;

—

We have two groups here as in (a) above: one group

[ancient and comn^on to a large number of all Dravidian

dialects, particularly southern and central] constituted of two

sets of words represented respectively by sud- (to burn) and

suit (to wind) ; and another group consisting of s- forms sub-

dialectally alternating with t- words.

Herd again, the cognates of other dialects show t‘ for the

second group, while in the first group (as we have already

seen), etc., has cognates with t- on the one hand and

others with c-, s- or s- on the other ; and sultry etc., have

cognates with i- on the one hand and others with c-, i- or s-

(as the case may be) on the other, the k- forms being

original.

[C] i-

Only a few Tidu words with occur and even these are

snb-dialectal Further, all of them are followed by front

vowels only.
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V. The probable history of Tulu c-, s .

I have tried to show in my papers published in I

A

and
JOR that the initial sibilants, and affricates c- and are

derivable either from ancient k- or from ancient t-.

So far as Tula is concerned, with the exception of a few

words, the forms with initial c-,/- and s- appear to go back to

ancient t- forms.

Tulu, like Kannada, Kuru^/^ and Brahui, possesses a very

large number of presumably ancient k- words which have

been palatalized in certain Dravidian speeches by the influence

of front vowels {vide my paper on The k- Dialects of

Dravidian”).

Consistent with this feature, we note that the large major-

ity of the Tulu words (with initial c-, j- or s-) given above

are traceable only to ancient t- forms. This fact emerges

directly from the analysis of the meanings and from the

existence of cognates with initial distributed among all the

dialects, southern, central and northern.^

[A]

{a) c- folloxved by -a- .*

—

If we eliminate as Kannada loans the words showing

identity of structure and meaning in Kannada and Tulu, we
have to consider here only rare sub-dialectal carce (head) and
edrw (coconut tree).

Here, the palatalization of original can be postulated,

as the immediately following -a- is in modern Tulu undoubt-

edly “ front ” in character, tala and tdl (/)- the respective

cognates of these words in other south Dr. dialects show^ only

an -a- or -a- with more or less a back value ; but in the Tiflu

words there has been a development towards ‘^frontalization

the final -a?- [the Tufu representative of Tamil -af and Kann. -e]

is distinctly palatal and under the influence of this final -ep,

^ The fact that every Dravidian dialect—southern, central aad isorthern

-^possesses in large numbera elementary verbs and nouns with initial it-, and

that these words in the different dialects could be shown to be inter-allied

structurally and semantically, directly points to Ithe original and ancieot

haraeter ol Dhravidie in initial positrans of these words.
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the basic -a- has also acquired in modern enunciation a for-

Avard value.

(h) c- followed by -t-, -e-.

Here again, the sub-dialectal c- may very well have been

the palatalized resultant of original t-. Palatalization of initial t-

by immediately following front vowels has occurred in Kannada

and in a few instances in Kui, and the change here in a few

sub-dialectal Tiiju words may have been parallel and ancient.

The fact that in certain instances the alternant s- appears

as a sub-dialectal variation can be explained as a further

change of c- to s- under the influence of s- which (be it noted)

has developed nuinerouhly in Tulu sub-dialects through direct

fricatization of t- before dorsal or back vowels.

(c) c- followed by -o-.

These, as we have seen, are extremely rare even sub-

dialectally.

I am inclined to consider that, in view of this rarity and

further in view of the fact c- cannot arise by palatalization

before the back vowels -//- or -o-, the original change should

have been fricatization of ^- > s- as represented in the sub-

dialects, and the further change of this x- in a few rare and

extremely “corrupt” forms of speech to c- under the influence

-of common words with initial c-.

[B] K
se- words of the sub-dialects of Tu]u may all have

been due to palatalization of original t-. The occurrence of

variants like tigur-, cigur-y sigiir- and sigur- directly shows

the stages of development : t- > c- > 5- > x-. That a c- stage

should have preceded a 4- stage would be clear from the fact

that in the palatalization of t- the retention of the occlusion

would normally produce only c-.

[C] .s-.

{a) si-y se- words are sub-dialectal alternating in all in-

stances with and in a few instances with c/-, and

, St-, 6*e-. s- in all of these may therefore be considered to be

^ultimately due to the palatalization of original ^-.

(6) Now we come to words with s- followed by -/t-, -o-.
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Of these we shall treat about the ancient sets first.

(i) and- (to burn)

su, tu (fire), etc., etc.

These have cognates in other Dr. languages, with t- on tho

one hand, and c-, s- or s- on the other. I have tried to show

that the basic form from which all of these are derived is fii-

or tt’ meaning ‘fire’, ‘heat’, ‘light’.

Was it palatalization or fricatization that operated here?

The presence of c- and .s'- in some of the southern derivatives

need not necessarily lead us to think of palatalization, for in

these dialects c- or s- may have been the result of the tendency

to uniformity with a general fondness to tolerate only a parti-

cular initial sound. I have shown elsewhere that Tamil

uniformly has the sibilant s-, and Telugu and Mai. c-. This

general fondness, it is j)ossible, may have affected the frica-

tized resultants of fu-.

But at the same time we cannot forget that tu-y the base,,

cannot easilv be dissociated from fl- its ancient variant, and

that it is possible that the vowel of iu- may itself have had a

“ front character
;

if so, the process of change may have

been one of palatalization.

The question of the exact nature of the change of t- > s-

in this group has on the whole to remain open.

(ii) aiitt- (to wind)

sand- (to roll), etc.

The cognates of other dialects show Jc- on the one hand, and

also C-, 5-, s- (as the case may be) on the other. Tulu itself

has kiinint-, kurul- (to roll, shrink) which are undoubtedly

cognate. k~ cognates are found in all dialects, while central

Dr. shows s- cognates and south Dr. has, beside the h forms

allied words with c-, y- or s- as the case may be. I have

tried to show that the original base here is knr-, kir- signifying

‘small’, which base has given us numerous derivatives

meaning ‘small’, ‘to shrink ’ etc.

^ 67. the alternating and in Kann. hr-, kur- (small), Tam. tira-, tura.

(to open), tin-, colloquial tun- (to eat), til-ans^-y tul-ang- (to be bright), ml ,

coll, niil- (to stand), etc.
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If A- is original here, how did k- change to c-, s- or s- ?

The only conceivable process is palatalization : h- > palatal

plosive [c] > affricate c- > s- > s-. The presence of the back

vowel in many modern forms may militate against this

view ; but the original base form (as we could reconstruct it)

appears to have had a vowel with a front tonality which

induced palatalization. The existence of Kuru/cft liir- (to

turn back), Brahiii kar (to be turned round) on the one hand,

and of Tam., Kannada, 'rulii kiir- (small) and its derivatives

by the side of kir- (small) and its niimarous derivatives on

the other, would point to the ancient alternation of kir-

with the primary meaning ‘ reduced, small

(iii) sai- (to die)

sdvu (death)

The cognates of all Dravidian speeches except KuruA//, Malto

and Brahui show c-, s- or s- (as the case may be). Kurn/^/t

has khe-i Brahui kah’ and Malto ke-.

The character of the basic vowel is not uniform, but

varies between -a- and -e-.

Palatalization of k- induced by the influence of a front

vowel may therefore be postulated here.

(iv) We now come to those sub-dialectal instances of

Tulu where s- followed by -a-, -u- or -o-, corresponds to the

i- cognates of other Dravidian speeches. These words are

unique in Tulu, a few parallels being found only in Kui

:

sung-, tuhg- (to sleep)— Kui only mng-
sol-, tol- (to be defeated)

sup-, tup- (to spit)—Kui only sup-

s6j-, toj- (to appear)—c/. Tel. tsopu (appearance)

soli-, toll- (to flay)

suka, tilka (weight)—only parallel for initial s-

:

Kui stika

selu, telu (scorpion)

sales, talcs (head)

sampu, tampii (coldness)—c/. Tel. tsannillu (cold

water)

sappu, tappu (mistake)
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There appears to be little doubt that the sibilant s- of

these instances most of which are unique in Tula, is the result

of the fricatizatiori of f-. This fricatization of t- > s- occurs

occasionally in the corrupt colloquial of the illiterate masses of

Tamil nadu and Kerala: c/. corrupt Tamil sogayal iovtogayal

<chutney), sodai for todai (thigh), etc., and corrupt Mai. sokku

for tokku (gun), sodann- for todann- (to begin), etc, Sub-dia-

lectally, this fricatization appears to have been to a certain

oxtent normalized in Tiilu.

VI. Conclusion.

The results of onr discussion may be summa^rized thus :

—

(1) Most Tula words with c-, i-, 5- appear to be derived

from original

(2) Palatalization of t- in one class of Tula sub-dialectal

words and fricatization of t- in another class (with immediately

following -W-, -0 -, -a-) are the processes of change that have

operated, the former taking the following course:

—

t- (+ -e-) > c- > s- > S-,

and the latter being direct

:

^ (+ -e/-, -0 -, -a-) > s- (through the removal of

occlusion).

f-

1

Before front vowels

(-/-, -e-)

a few sub-dialectal

forms with c-, s- or s-

Before -a-

j
few instances

of fricatization

1

Before -0-

1

old set of words . Unique Tulu fri-

common to all Dr. catization of^ma
number of words.

1

Large numbers of

dialects, derived

from tu-f fl- : Tulu

words common s- or t-

to^ all sub-dialects

of Tulu and com-
mon to all Dra-

vidian sj^eches.



MANDOOKYA UPANISHAD.

By Dr. M. Srinivasa Rao, M.A., M.D.

The Mandookya Upaiiishad is the shortest of all the

Upanishads and gives a succinct but clear exposition of the

philosophy of Advaita. Its very brevity seems to have been

to many an insuperable obstacle to a proper understanding

of its cpntents. Sri Goudapada, the revered Guru of Sri '

Sankara, prepared a Karika, a collection of verses expounding

the philosophy in somewhat greater detail. This Karika has

been so highly thought of, that it has been raised almost

to the level of the Upanishads and revered accordingly. All

the same, to men of mediocre intellect, even this was found

to be insufficient and Sri Sankara had to write a Bhashya or

commentary, ex[)laining in great detail, the philosophical

principles dealt with in the Upanishad and the Karika.

The necessity for the Karika and the Bhashya is due

to the fact that the great majority of men cannot think

seriously about any question and are content to adopt others’"

opinions. A few may begin to think in earnest but the

process is so difficult and troublesome that they stop short
‘

and accept opinion based on insufficient data and reasoning.

It is very few that will not yield but overcome all difficulties

and arrive at opinions which cannot be shaken. It is to*

this last and select class that Sri Goudapada and Sri

Sankara belong.

Even with the help of the Karika and the Bhashya, only

a few, at the present day, can be said to have mastered the

truths inculcated in the Mandookya Upanishad. The Karika

and the Bhashya have been written in the Sanskrit language

which has now ceased to be in common use and is studied only

by a select few. In the present-day conditions of life iit

India, English has become the medium of communication

among all parts of the country. Only a handful kn6w

Sanskrit. Men of education think in English and use it in

their speech to the neglect of Sanskrit and the various
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vetfia^ulars. This may be deplorable but is a fact to be

iacld. Hence the apology for the use of a foreign language

in the attempt to popularise Advaitic truths expounded in

the U[)anishad, the.Karika and the Bhashya.

In the following pages nothing is omitted that is

essential to the proper understanding of the Upanishad. Only

a few unimportant things, which are not likely to appeal to

modern Hindus, are not alluded to. The excellence of

the Mandookya Upanishad consists in the fact , that no

assumptions of any kind are made. When an assumption is

once made, there is no reason why we should not make as

many assumptions as we like. Such a method saves one

from the necessity of hard thinking. Taking some things for

granted, and subsequently trying to find reasons for supporting

them is a much easier method of thinking than beginning

with no pre-conceptions and trying to find out the truth and

reality underlying all phenomena perceived with the aid of

the senses. It is necessary to face the fact first and think

patiently till a new philosophy emerges. This will set free

our minds and permit honest thinking.

It is hoped that the opinions of some of the western

* philosophers quoted and the few observations thereon will

elucidate the teachings of the Upanishad.

The Upanishads in general and this in particular are

intended for all people who, with an open mind, will take the

trouble to think for themselves. The student need not be of

a high grade ot intelligence indulging in philosophical specu-

lations and metaphysical subtleties. Men of average intellect

capable of understanding all the experiences of the three

states of waking, dream and sleep and of reasoning thereon will

benefit by a study of this Upanishad.

In the Mandookya Upanishad, Om is taken as the

symbol of and as the means for realizing the true nature of

the self or Atman. The Taittireya Upanishad also says

Om is Brahman” and “All is Om'\
Whatever one may do, one cannot get out of one’s self.

The universe outside of us can exist only in so far as it
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can and does affect us. Therefore the only object of philoso-

phical investigation can be one’s own self and its content.

Whatever one wishes for is for the satisfaction of one’s own
self. The world exists for each one of us. The self does

not exist for the sake of the world. Each man is born by

himself and he has to die by himself. So what is to be

meditated upon and investigated is one’s own self. If one is

at all thoughtful, he will ask “ why and how did I come into

this world of precepts and concepts? Is there any ultimate

reality and if so, can I know it ? ” In trying to answer these

questions, he will have to fall back on himself and on the

method of introspection.

All the worldly experiences of every human being are

comprised in the three states of waking, dream and sleep.

Outside these three states, no experience is possible. Com-
monl}^ and especially in the western countries, nil the stress

is laid on the waking experience which alone is believed to be

real, the experience of dream being relegated to the back-

ground and that of sleep being altogether denied. Some
go so far as to consider dream and sleep as appendages of

waking.

This Upanisliad points out the true philosophical method*

of taking a comprehensive view of life, by considering the

whole of human experience and not confining its attention to

only one, the waking state, to the exclusion of the other two.

One studying this Upanishad recognizes that philosophical

speculation based on the experience of the waking state

alone can lead to no final result. This is w^ell seen in the

case of the western philosophical systems, which neglect

dream and sleep. Vedantic truths can be established only

by reason based on the experience of all the three states.

These three states are common to every person and nobody

can be said to be free from them. A man may keep awake

as long as he likes, experiencing all the objects, and the

pleasures and pains accruing from them, but sooner or later,

he will be compelled to go to sleep. Deprivation of sleep

is felt to be the greatest punishment that one can be subjected
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to. Every sleeper experiences dreams. On waking he

forgets most of them and may have faint recollections of

dreams which he had just before winking. However this

may be, everyone fefls sure that he slept.

Everybody recognizes that in the waking state, there is a

perceiver who perceives numerous objects believed to be

outside of one’s self. These latter may be called by the

name of percepts. Very few stop to consider wliether there

can be any percepts without the perceiver, but, nobody

disputes that the perceiver is apart from and independent

of the percepts. The perceiver may feel attached to the

percepts or detached from them. He may, in the former case,

feel vaiious emotions such as pleasure, pain, desire, anger,

fear, etc.

In the dream, as long as the state lasts, the dreamer feels

that he is perceiving various objects apart from and indepen-

dent of him and may be drawn by them or repelled by them.

The emotions felt in the dreaming state are exactly like those

felt in the waking condition. To the dreamer, all the dream

enactments are quite real and he does not then feel that they

are in any wa}^ unreal. But after waking from dream, he

compares such of the dreams as he may remember, with the

waking state and declares that the latter only is real,

condemning tlie dream as wholly unreal.

All of ns feel that in the state of deep sleep, we have no

experience of any kind comparable to that of the other two

states. The “ 1 " of the waking and the “ I ” of dream both

disappear in sleep. During sleep, nothing is perceived and

it is only after waking that a man can say that he knew
nothing and was happy. In other w^ords, one is conscious of

not having been conscious of anything. To enable him to

say this, consciousness must have been present but perceiving

nothing, as there was nothing to perceive.

These three states are altogether independent of each

other. They do not succeed each other as they appear to do,

when one thinks of them in the waking state. Time, space

and causation are characteristic of waking and dream. But
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the time of the waking state is not continuous with that of

dream. Each state has its own exclusive time unconnected

with the other. So also, the space of waking is not conti-

guous with that of dream. The space experienced is peculiar

to each state. The tw^o states of waking and dream have no

sort of relation with each other, though it is commonly

believed, in the waking condition, that dreams are caused by

the impressions or Vasanas of the waking state. Many dreams

are quite new experiences unrelated to any in the waking

state. Some dreams even seem to be omens of what is going

to happen to the dreamer in the near or distant future.

The waking and dream worlds show no contiguity to

each other. Tlie dream world is real while the dream lasts

and the world of the waking state has as much reality during

the waking condition. The waking ego is different from the

dreaming ego. The physical body, the mind, the senses and

the objects are different to the two egos. The only common
factor is the undifferentiated consciousness.

During sleep, there is no ego or non-ego, no subject or

no object. The mind and its inseparable correlate the world

as experienced in waking and dream are absent, but there

is no unconsciousness as some profess to believe. In fact we

can never conceive unconsciousness. In sleej) there is just

simple consciousness, transcending time, space and causation.

The waking ego and his world and the dreaming ego and his

world dissolve in the consciousness intuited in sleep, and

forming the connecting link between the two. The consci-

ousness is common to the three states and is all one and is

the wdtness of the three states. Hence this consciousness

spoken of as Brahman or Atman, is the only source of

both ego and non-ego. The ego is essentially the witness^

and becomes the know'er or perceiver when associated with

intellect.

If one takes the sum total of one’s experiences into*

consideration, one cannot but say that the perceiver is one

and the same, that is, himself, but that the percepts are

different and apart from himself. A thinking person would
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also feel that his self is the central factor round which

all the percepts appear to move. Whatever beliefs he may
have about the nature of the percepts, he can have no doubts

about the reality of his own self.

The Upanishnd takes the fact of this triple nature of

one’s experience and symbolises it by Om. Words are

necessary for explaining anything including Brahman. And

so, to Brahman, both Parabrahman or the higher Brahman

and Aparabrahman or lower Brahman, is given the name

Om. To show that what is described in words as Brahman is

not something remote and somewhere the Upanishad says

this Atman is Brahman ” pointing by a gesture. to one’s own

self or Atman. This is also known as Pratyagatman, that

is, Atman present in or limited by the body.

Out and Brahman or Atman are described as being made

up of four Padas or, better, Matras, which are to be understood

as something serving as instruments of knowledge.

At first are described the Padas of Atman and subse-

quently those of Oni. The first Pada of Atman is Viswa,

wdiose sphere of action is the waking state. He has nineteen

avenues of communication with the outer w'orld, for cognizing

external objects and enjoying them. These are the five

organs of sense, five organs of action, five Pranas or life-

breaths and the four factors of Antahkarana, the internal

organ, comprising mind or Manas, intellect or Buddhi,

memory or Chitta and egoity or Ahankara. Viswa enjoys

gross or Sthoola objects in the waking condition.

The same Atman is seen in all living beings and 'all

living beings are seen in the same Atman. According to

Isavasya Upanishad, whoever sees all living things in the one

Atman and the one Atman in all living beings, he is not

troubled by anything. So Virat, who forms the combination

of all living beings in the gross state, is the same as Atman
in the form of Viswa.

The second Pada of Atman is Taijasa whose sphere

-of action is the state of the dream and who is conscious of

internal objects and is the enjoyer of subtle impressions.
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That is to say, he experiences in dream, the mind and its

impressions. Just as Virat is the combination of all gross

bodies, Hiranyagarbha is the combination of all subtle bodies..

He is therefore the same as Atman in the form of Taijasa.

The third Pada of Atman is Pragna, whose sphere is deep

sleep, cognizing no objects and only identified with Bliss

which is characteristic of Atman. The combination of all

Pragnas is known as Avyakrita or the unmanifested, who
is the same as Atman in the form of Pragna.

In answer to his repeated questions as to what the self

is, Prajapati refers Indra first to the physical body, then

to the self in dream and lastly to the self in deep sleep,

where it becomes identical with Brahman. There, it is not

connected with corporeality and there is no plurality. When
a man is taught and feels that he is not a mere aggregate

of body, senses, Manas and Buddhi, but is pure conscious-

ness, he raises himself above the illusion of the body and

knowing Brahman, becomes Brahman. In deep sleep,

knowledge of the Upadhis and of differences is removed

and not knowledge in its entirety. P'or the know^er, there

is no interruption in knowing.

The Lord of all is the source of‘all the variegated world.

In him all beings have their origin and dissolution. As he is

in all and cognizes everything in the three states, he is

known as the All-Know’er. He dwells in all beings and

governs them and hence he is Antaryamin. In his natural

form of consciousness, he is the Lord of all.

He experiences the three states of waking, dream and

sleep and relates them to himself by his memory, “that

I am Visw^a, Taijasa and Pragna are but different names

of Atman. Visw^a, acting through his" sense-organs, sees

a variety of forms. Closing his eyes, he remembers them

and sees them again in the form of impressions or Vasanas,

as if in a dream. In the actual dreaming condition, he

remembers the impressions of the waking state and re-enacts

them in the mind. Therefore, Taijasa who is in the mind,

is the same as Viswa. When the activity of the mind in the
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form of memory is stilled, Viswa becomes one with Pragna

who is mere consciousness, as the mind is not active. But
as Pragna is not conscious of his identity with Atman and on
awaking acts as if he is ignorant of that identity, Pragna
in the state of sleep* is said, by one in the waking state, to be
covered by Avidya or Agnana. This Agnana acts as the

seed of the waking world in which there is Anyathagnana,

that is, mistaking one thing for another. Really in sleep

there is no Avidya or ignorance, but a man after waking says,

“ I knew nothing in sleep ” and thus the one expe*riencer in

the three states resides in the body in a three-fold way as

Viswa, Taijasa and Pragna. Atman of the nature of ‘sat’

or be-ness and ‘chit ’or consciousness, forms the basis for

the superimposition or Adhyaropa or Adhyasa of Viswa,

Taijasa and Pragna. This superimposition of the world on
Atman is got rid of by a proper knowledge of Brahman and
that is Moksha or release.

Consciousness intuited in sleep forms the connecting

link between the waking-ego and the dream-ego. Sleep

has two aspects and more attention has been paid to that

aspect in which we cease to cognise the world consisting

of ego and non-ego. The other aspect is the identity of

sleep with consciousness, dimly recognized by the expres-

sion used by the sleeper after waking, “ I was happy This
consciousness is persistent through all the three states

waking, dream and sleep, and enables us to refer them to the
seif.

From this point of view, the term creation of the world

is a misnomer. Man has an ingrained notion of causality

and cannot get rid of the idea of the world being an effect,

the cause being Iswara. Such people attribute the creation of

the world to the glory of Iswara. Others say that it depends
on the will of God or that it arises from Time.

Some assume that Brahman is transformed into the
world. If so, the transformation must be either partial or

total. In the first case. Brahman becomes subject to division

and consequently not eternal but subject to the laws of space
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and time. • In the second case, Brahman would be before

us as the world and there can be no need of a search for it.

Therefore, Brahman cannot be taken to be either partially or

wholly transformed into the world and the whole plurality of

appearances simply rests on Avidya. In other words, we
simply superimpose the world of appearances on Brahman.

A thing does not become divided because ignorance

takes it to be divided. The appearing change or transforma-

tion rests merely on words. That is to say, names and forms

constitute the world of egos and non-egos. The whole

extension of the world is a mere illusion and differs from

the illusion of a dream only in the fact that the world-illusion

lasts till the Jiva realizes Brahman, whereas the dream-illusion

is refuted every day on waking from sleep.

. Some also assume that divine activity proceeds in and

through Chit-sakti and that cause and effect are identical,

both being Brahman. But this is not a final answer to such

questions as how the one becomes the many, how the

immutable can yet change, how the Infinite can be identical

with the finite, and how pure intelligence or Chit-sakti can

evolve out of itself an effect which is inert and having no

intelligence. The mediation of Chit-sakti serves no useful

purpose. It may command faith and adoration but gives

uo explanation of how things have come about. In the light

of reason, Chit-sakti offers no final solution of the j)rol)lem

of creation or that of the one and the many.

Others say that creation means the subtle becoming

gross. This also is no good, as the question is how do name
.and form of the gross arise from the homogeneous subtle.

How does the Sookshma become the Sthoola ? What are the

•agents involved apd what are the instruments employed ?

To say that the latent becomes patent, is giving no

^explanation of creation. It affords no answer to such

questions as how does the latent become the patent. What
was holding the process in check ? If the two are identical,

is one justified in giving them different names ? The
difficulties of causation are thus ever present.
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There are also those who hold that the Lord created

-everything for his own enjoyment or for his sport or that it is

the nature of Iswara to create and that he does so. One
of the nature of Iswara cannot have any desires unsatisfied.

To attribute desires to such a Being is not possible.

Those who believe in the creation of a universe by a god

who forms no part of it and is extraneous to it, are

confronted with the solution of the problem of evil. Evil

is then to be regarded as being included in the act of

creation. Of course no religiously-minded man wHl assent

to this. That is why some philosophers take God to be

one though the highest and most perfect among the finite

individuals contained in the Absolute. But' this conception

shows no way out of the difficulties about the evil. It

only exists outside God limiting his power. As any finite

being has an inherent element of defect, an evil in itself,

a finite god also has some evil inherent in him. Thus a

finite etliical god, however exalted, cannot be an adequate

object of religious devotion. A. E. Taylor thinks that

‘‘ anything less than the Absolute is an inadequate object of

religious devotion and that the Absolute itself has the

structure which such an object requires. ” At the same time,

he admits the fact “ that we cannot represent the object

of our worship to ourselves in an individual form of sufficient

concreteness to stir effectual emotion and prompt to genuine

action without clothing it in imagination with anthropo-

morphic qualities, which metaphysical criticism proves

inapplicable to the infinite individual. ” He then says, “ I do

not think that we need shirk from the conclusion that

practical religion involves a certain element of intellectual

contradiction. ” Taylor is prepared to consider the possibility

that there may be within the Absolute many finite beings

of a superhuman power and goodness, with whom man
may co-operate for ethical ends. In other words, polytheism

is possible but cannot be either proved or disproved.

All the speculations about the Absolute, God, Ultimate

Reality, etc., are based on the experience of the waking
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state only- and therefore cannot give any firm basis for

religion, ethics and aesthetics. And so, it is no wonder

that Taylor confesses that “ metaphysics iidds nothing to

our information and yields no fresh springs of action. It is

finally only justified by the persistency of the impulse to

speculate on the nature of things as a whole .”

Georges Clemenceau “In the Evening of My Thought”

says, “ Bergson declares that evolution creates, as our need

requires, not only the forms of life, but the ideas that enable

the mintf to understand both it and the terms that serve to

express it. These are high-sounding phrases. They all

come from the inability to tell us what is meant by the word

‘ creation
”

So, creation of the world is said to be due to nothing but

Avidya which is wrong knowledge and knowledge by which

we mistake one thing for another. This is nothing more

than a confession of our ignorance to ‘ explain ’ the creation

of the world. But to satisfy the human craving for causation.

Brahman is represented as becoming a subject. The subject

identifying itself w'ith mind and intellect, becomes an ego

which separates itself from the object or non-ego. While

the subject merely witnesses without forming attachments,

the ego wants various things, wills to obtain them and

thus separates into the waking world. When the ego acts

in order to satisfy its requirements, good, bad and indifferent,

it developes into an actor and enjoyer. Therefore any

theory of creation is more unintelligible than the world

itself. Looking upon the world as the effect of an unknown

cause, is the same as affirming that both are phenomenal

in nature. After waking from sleep which is the same

as con.sciousness, we perceive the world. This conscious-

ness is a matter of daily intuitive experience. Therefore

it appears reasonable to take the w'orld as a manifestation

of consciousness.

The fourth Pada of Atman is known as TurTya which

is not cognisant of internal or external objects. Words can

only refer to relations, qualities, actions, etc., and as Atman
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is devoid of such, no words can possibly describe it as

such and such. Therefore, words can only be used to

signify that it is not this or not that. From this it should

not be supposed that it is pure void or negation or Sunya,,

because a superimposition is not possible without an under-

lying basis. For instance, siiperimposition of silver and

of a snake cannot be said to occur without mother-of-pear!

and rope respectively. As A. E. Taylor says, “ All proposi-

tions, directly or indirectly, refer to real existenc^ Hence

it would be self-contradictory to assert that nothing exists.’^

It may be said that Pranii is held in Atman just as

water is held in a pot and so Atman may be described

in words. But it is not so, as Prana is a mere superimposition

on Atman and is quite as unsubstantial as the silver in

mother-of-pearl. There can be no real relation between

the substantial and the unsubstantial, that is, that which

has no real existence. The Turiya has no limiting conditions

and can never become the subject of any instrument of

knowledge. It does not undergo any modifications and

therefore is not a causal agent. It is not like a Guna or

quality inhering in a Dravya or substance, as in Atman there

are no qualities whatsoever. So it is not possible to describe

it in any words.

Turiya is not to be thought of as a something apart from

the three Padas, Viswa, Taijasa and Pragna. If so there

would be no way of knowing Turiya and the teaching of

the sacred texts would be useless. Turiya is that on which

are superimposed the three states waking, dream and sleep

or Viswa, Taijasa and Pragna. When the superimposition

of the snake on a rope is got rid of b}^ a true knowledge, the

knowledge of the reality of the rope arises at the same time.

Similarly when the superimposition of the three states,

or, in other words, of the world of Samsara, on Atman is

got rid of, the full knowledge of the reality of Turiya

arises at once. Therefore, we need not seek any other

Pramana or other instrument to know Turiya* In sleep

there are no obstacles to the comprehension of the reality
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tut there is a lack of instruments like mind, intellect, etc.

Therefore, true knowledge can be acquired only in the waking

-State. The dawn of knowledge means release from all bonds

of Samsara. When consciousness is recognized as the only

reality, waking and dream will come to be looked upon as

absolute non-entities.

When the superimposition of Viswa, Taijasa and Pragna

disappears there ceases to be any differences or duality,

such as t^he knower, the known and the knowledge. As

Atman can be understood only through negation, it does

not become the object of knowledge, that is, it cannot be

seen. Because it is unseen, it does not lend itself to

experience. It cannot be grasped by organs of action. In

the absence of any signs for recognition, it is uninferable.

Hence it is unthinkable and indescribable by words.

As the experience of the three states of waking, dream

and sleep are referred to one and the same Atman, not

subject to any changes such as increase or decrease, the

Atman is one continuous stream of consciousness. As the

consciousness of Atman forms the sole means for knowing

the fourth, the Turlya is also the continuing stream of

-consciousness.

As the Turlya is devoid of all limiting conditions of the

states of waking, dream and sleep, it is ever peaceful, not

subject to changes, non-dual and devoid of all differentiations.

Totietermine the real nature of Turiya, it is necessary to

consider the characters of Viswa, Taijasa and Pragna. An
effect js that which is brought about as the result of some-

thing else. The cause is in the form of a seed, bringing

about something as a result of its action. Agnana or Avidya,

that is,' not knowing the true nature of Tattva or reality and
Anyathagnana, that is, wrongly knowing the reality as

something else, such as the body, etc., form the seed and

the fruit respectively, that is, cause and effect. Viswa and

Taijasa are bound by both these, cause and effect, and are

*cnmeshed by them. But the Pragna is subject to cause only,

;that is, Avidya, not knowing the true nature of reality.
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Agnana and Anyathagnana do not exist in Turiya. If the

cause Agnana or Avidya is a real entity, it can never be

destroyed and then there would be no true Advaita or

non-duality.
^

Viswa and Taijasa are aware of duality, the product

of the seed Avidya as something other than Atman and as^

being outside of themselves. But Pragna in sleep is not

conscious either of his own true nature, nor of anything else.

The other two are bound by Avidya, ignorance of TJattva and

by wrong knowledge of one thing as another, that is, the

product of Avidya.

Turiya is beyond all this and remains a.s tlie eternal

witness of everything. There is no room in Turiya for

Avidya or for its product. Non-cognition of duality is

common both to Pragna and Turiya, but the former is united

with sleep in the form of cause. This sleep is nothing more

than not knowing the true nature of reality or Tattva

and is the cause of cognition of specific objects in the waking

and dreaming states. So the binding cause Avidya or sleep

is never associated with Turwa who is the eternal witness

of everything.

When a Jlva superimjiosing both dream and sleep-

on his own Atman and merged during the waking state in

Samsara or phenomenal world, is taught b}’ a Guru to the

following effect, you are not of the nature of cause and

effect, but ‘that thou art’ ”, he will come to have true

knowledge of reality or Tattva, and Tuilya will be revealed

to him as his own Atman.

All empirical action and plurality are as true as are

-dream phenomena, until awakening comes. Then the effect

may be unreal but the perception of it is real and is not

removed by awakening. In the non-reality of the world of

appearances, the soul remains real. The teaching is directed

to the soul and thus it does not cease, when the w’orld of

appearances ceases.

It may be said that only when the phenomenal world of

duality disappears, that the knowledge of Tattva may be said
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to arise; but as long as it persists, there can be no non-

duality. This objection seems to be founded on a misconcep-

tion. If a thing exists, it can disappear. But the duality

spoken of as this world, is a mere superimposition or Maya.^

As it is only superimposed like a snake on a rope, fl really^

does not exist. The snake superimposed by Maya on a rope,

never existed in the rope and does not disappear on the dawn

of knowledge.

Moreover, knowledge of Brahman destroys the pftenome-

nal world, not ph3^sically but metaphysically. In other

Avords, one who has realized Brahman, might perceive the

world, but having at the same time the knowledge of

non-dual reality, he is not affected by the world. Thus

when properly considered, no sort of a world exists or

disappears.

One ma)^ retort, how does the duality of a teacher, a

pupil and the scriptures ever disappear. The truth however

is, that all this talk of a teacher, a pupil and the scriptures

is a part of the superimposition and is useful only for the pur-

pose of the initiation of the pupil, before the rise of knowledge.

If as the result of initiation, a true knowledge of reality,

Tattva, arises, there will be no duality in the form of the

world.

Coming back to Om, which is taken as the symbol of

Atman, its Padas or Matras are U and M, which respec-

tively correspond to Viswa of the waking state, Taijasa of the

dream and Pragna of sleep. In pronouncing Om, also known

^s Pranava, A and U become merged in M, just as Viswa and

Taijasa become merged in Pragna, The Om as a whole

corresponds to Turiya, free from Padas or other differentia-

tions. Constant contemplation of Pranava leads one to the

realization of Turiya as his own Atman.

{To be continued)







THE HUNDRED-PILLARED MANDAPAM
AT CHIDAMBARAM.

]^y S, R. Balasubrahmanyan, Esq., B.A,, L.T<

PART h

The Hundred-Pillared Mandapam at the Nataraja temple

in Chidambaram has a long and chequered history. It is

situated west of the ‘ Sivaganga* (the Holy Tank) and^south of

the * Amman * temple (Temple of the Goddess) and between

the second and the third enclosures. I shall try to trace its

history so far as epigraphical evidence permits.

The veteran South Indian epigraphist, the late Rao
Bahadur H. Krishna Sastri, has written in the Annual Report

on the Archceological Survey of India (1908-1909), ^‘The

high towers of most of the famous temples of the South must

have been built in the time of Krishnaraya, as also the pic-

turesque and extensive additions known generall}^ as 100-

pillared and 1000-pillared mandapas. We frequently hear

of ‘ Rayar Gopuram * which means the Tower of Rayar (i.e.,

perhaps Krishnadeva Raya)”i This has been quoted with

approval by the author of the new edition of the Mysore

Gazetteer (Vol. II, Part III, page 1879).

High Towers.

The question arises whether there were high towers

before the days of Krishnadeva Raya. My answer is in the

affirmative. The Tribhuvanam temple (in the Tanjore District)

said to have been built by Kulottunga III is an instance.

While the vimana and the main structure is after the

model of the Brihadisvara temple at Tanjore, the towers

at the outer enclosure are like those styled ‘ Raya Gopurams ’

by Mr. Krishna Sastri. Further, I shall give another

instance which may settle the point beyond^ doubt* An
inscription from Attur in the Chingleput District dated in the

fi|th year of Sakalabhuvanachakravartin Kopperunjingadeva

1 Page 181, note 4.
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records the gift of this village by this chief for “the

building of the southern entrance of the temple of Tiruchif*-

*

rambalamudaiyar at Perumbarrappuliyur Chidambaram)

as a gopura of seven storeys”.^ Kopperunjinga’s date of

accession has been fixed b\^ calculation at 1243 A.D. So that^

at least by the middle of the thirteenth century, such high

towers were not unknown in South India. We often find

references to QanLjffLD'^ in Tamil literature. This-

means to^er with seven storeys.

The 1000-Pillared Mandapam.

When did the thousand-pillared mandapams come into-

vogue in South India ? Did they exist before the days of

Krishnadeva Raya or at least before the Vijayanagar days ?

So far, my search to find epigraph i(,:al evidence for the

iSfenstruction of thousand-pillared halls before the days of

Vijayanagar has not been fruitful. A number of inscriptions

refer to a place called ^ AyirattaH ' which literally

means “the thousand-temple These inscriptions range

from the days of Rajaraja I to those of Kul5ttunga 1. There

is a further reference to a “Palace of Ayirattali”;""^ and another

inscription^ mentions a coronation-hall of the Colas at

Ayirattali

—

^uSir^^<sffluS€0 Q^^rr^efreomiSlCoSL^s

But we cannot say definitely whether this term has any

reference to the existence of a hall of a thousand pillars. In-

this conn'ection, it is very interesting to note that Sekkilar,

the author of the Periyapiiranam (“ Life of the 63 Saivite

Saints of the Tamil Land is said to have composed his work

in the thousand-pillared mandapam at Chidambaram.

Umapati f§ivachariyar who has written in verse the life

of Sekkilar® writes:

—

' 1 285 of 1921.

2
. 249 of 1911. 254 of 1911, 304 of 1911, 350 of 1918, Nos. 578 and 57>

of S././. . V.
3 163(^iOf 1906,

4 49 41890 .

® &ekkildr’S%vamigal Puninam,
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Q^is&tijftunir ^^a/^Sstr iqmesfl Q^etDOJuj/r snoieoir

ttj/r^ eSletriaQiu

fiiBjS Q^it<^ Qp^&iir QeuQjf^ssriT /sir^neunem LfirtreoBr^^, ”

Th US there is a clear literary reference to a thousand-pillared

mandapam at Chidambaram at least in the days of Umapati

Sivachariyar, who lived in the early part of the fourteenth

century, if not in the days of SekkiJar, who was a contempo-

rary of the Cola king Anapaya, generally identified with

Kuldttuhga II of the twelfth century. However there is

no epigraphical evidence to substantiate the statement.

Even supposing there were a thousand-pillared mandapam in

the twelfth or fourteenth century, it is not possible to say^

whether it was the same as the present structure.

The 100-Pillared Mandapam.

If Mr. Krishna Sastri held the view that even the hun-

dred-pillared halls began to be built only during Vijayanagar

days, exception will have to be taken. We have such halls at

Tiruvadi, near Panruti and at Chidambaram, both in the

South Arcot District. Both were built by a Cola chieftain*

called Naralokaviran who was a famous general and minister

of Cola kings, Kulottunga I and Vikrama Cola—the eleventh

and the early part of the twelfth centuries. Both these

inscriptions are verses in Tamil and describe the building

activities of this chief in the temples at Tiruvadi and Chidam-

baram. Here are extracted the relevant portions of the

inscriptions :

—

(a) Tiruvadi Inscription {fic^eu^etus) 369 of 1921.

u>*^Q^erFIQ^iT iL@sisru.upssi0 laneow^nujireo^

(sniusirs;^ LD&jr&tr

QsrrL^ffQptru. eiSs^Qsiteikri^nia QaiKSp

QsiJL^nir
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(6) Chidambaram Inscription (120 of 1888).

** iLSOisOjb(^e06U(5t!s>n‘ujn&) ^pjxi/dsfrdo a)6wrz-.u#C?^

^do'^uj l9 an^id '^^Qs^iu sssiLomsnm—Qsneoeoth

^^eija&arL^trm Q^jrm ^eiruuffltu ^ppeo
fi

Q^enf^emL^rreBT O^/rcOTreroL-ttj/f QsQm^”^

The above inscription is found outside the first Prakara

on the north side of the Nataraja temple. In the hundred-

pillared hall, there are a few inscriptions on the pillars of the

hall. Oi>e set of them refer to “ Svasti Sri Vikrama Cola”.

Hence it has to be inferred that this is the very hall built by
Naralokavira, who should have dedicated it to his overlord,

Vikrama Cola and named it after him.

Thus it is clear that the hundred-pillared halls came to

be built at least as early as the beginning of the twelfth

century A.D.^
PART II.

Naralokavira—the Builder of the lOO.Pillared Mandapam,

Sources :

—

The sources relating to the history of this chief are :~

() Literary—The Vikrama Colan Via, This Tamil

work mentions the achievements of this chief.

** (e€uike6iSuS^ifE]sf^L^iTiT (sS^ j^iEJ Osndvevp^iEJ

Qsnikisp^LD

iBiTL^fTpi^Quj® QeuduQeupir ^jdQsirisi

"Qaj(dp^ sireSlisJsiT Qan^uh,^*

() Epigraphical ,

—

(1) 374 of 1908—Neyvennai—23rd year of Kulottufiga I,

(2) 369 of 1909—Siddalingarnadarn—Saka 1025—King

Jayadhara.

(3) 207 of 1923—Tiruppulivanam— 45th year of Kulot-

tufiga 1.

1 *$././., IV, No. 225, pp. 33-34.

2 For a long time, the hundred-pillared hall at Chidambaram yvas kept

•closed. •Last year I noticed the existence of these inscriptions and -drew the

attention of the authorities of the Epigraphical Department of Madras. They
have since copied them.
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(4) 97 of 1927-28—Tiruppugalur—2nd year of Vikrama

Cola.

<5) 250 of 1925—Tirukkadavur—4th year of Vikrama

Cola. •

(6) 175 of 1919—Tribhuvani—5th year of Vikrama

Cola.

(7) 128 of 1896—Madiirantakam—6th year of Vikrama

Cola.

• (8) 367 of 1909—Siddalingamadam—Rajendra Cola II.

(9) 473 of 1919—Kan 9ipuram-Naralokaviran’s building

activities.

OO) 120 of 1888—Chidambaram—Verses detailing the

building activities of Naralokavlra.

(11) 369 of 1921—Tiruvadi—Verses detailing building

activities of Naraloka.

(12) 98 of 1908—Tiriipputttir—3rd year of Parakrama

Pandya.

(13) 131 of 1908—Tirupputtur— 12th year of Parakrama

Pandya.

(14) Inscription Nos. 220, 633, 634 and 798 of the List

of Inscriptions of the Pudukkottai State, found at

Koffaiyur in the Tirumeyyam Taluk of the State.

They refer to the temple called “Naralokavlra Vinna-

gara Alvar Koil ”—called in modern days
—

‘ Karukamanikka-

Perumal KoiT.

From No. 6 {supra) w'e learn that his name was Arum-

bakakilan Madurantakan Ponnambalakuttan alias Porkoyil

Tondaimanar residing in Manavil. He had various surnames

like Tondaiyarkon, Naralokaviran, Manavilareru, Manavil-

kuttan, Arulakara, Sabhanartaka, Kalingaraya, Manavatara,

etc.

He was a resident of Manavil in Tondaimandalam

—

Manavil was a place in Manavil-nadu belonging to Manavil

Kottani in Tondaimanclalam (175 of 1919

—

No. 6 supra). This

place has been wrongly identified with Eyil in South Arcot or

Kami. But it should have been situated on the southern
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bank of the Pennar.^ He was a famous minister and genera!

of Kul5ttunga I and Vikrama Cola. He claims credit for

victories over the kings of the Pandya countr}^ of Kollam^

Kongam, 'Orissa’ and Kalingam.

From the provenance of his inscriptions in. the Pandj^a

country (Nos. 12, 13 and 14 supra) and his assumption of the

title of Madurantakan, w^e have to infer that he was respon-

sible for breaking the power of the Pandya contemporary.

Further,^ the reference to the Naralokaviran hall and Saudi

(service) in inscriptions of the contemporary Pandya king

Parakrama Pandya should point out that the Pandya king

had to submit to Cola supremacy.

Discussing No. 11 (supra), the Government Epigraphist

holds the Naralokaviran of this record " to be different

from the Naralokaviran of the Ramnad record” (Nos. 12 and

13) and postulates two Naraldkavlras. He further opines that

‘ Naralokavira ’ may probably be "one of his (Parakrama

Pandya’s) surnames. But there is no warrant for such a

theory. Parakrama Pand
3
^a was a contemporary of Kulot-

tuhga I and Naralokavira claims to have conquered the Pandya

king. Hence it is but proper to assume that the Ramnad
records also refer to the same hero as the one eulogized in the

Chidambaram and Tiruvadi records and there is not sufficient

reason or evidence for the duplication of Naralokavlras.

He was a very pious man. He was devoted, with equal

impartiality, to Vishnu and Siva. He is said to have con-

structed the kitchen room, a mandapa, the prakara walls,,

and set up a recumbent image of Hari (Vishnu) at the Arulala

Perum^ temple at Kah9ipuram. At Kottaiyur(in the Puduk-

kottai State) was built another Vishnu temple called after him.

The Siva temple at Siddalingamadam was built by him.

He made extensive building works at Tiruvadi and Chidam-

baram, among them the hundred-pillared mandapams in these

two places.

1 Vide ^ Q s&nnLLQiBKsSp QsfrilL^ui ’— I, No. 86.
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Is Naralokavira surnamed Tondaiyarkon the same as

Kariinakara<Tondaiman, the hero of the expedition to Kalinga

described in the Tamil poem—Kalingattupparani ? No.

Karunakara belongejl to Vandai Nagar and belonged to “ meap

Qwn^mp ujStoiTiS^ oiiijf (geo^eosisar." On the other hand,

Naralokavira was a resident of Manavil and was the chief of

Arumbakkam ;
and he belonged to a different caste.

Qaietriresar Qpiressresti^iun Q/snm."

This was the hero who built the hundred-pillare^ manda-

pam at Chidambaram.

(To be continued.)



TEMPLE LEGENDS IN TRAVANCORE.

By a. Padmanabha Iyek, Esq.

Though all Hindus have common deities for worship, the

management and inner working of the temples and the mode

of Puja or worship differ considerably in various parts of

India. The system of temple worship in Malabar is unique.

While c^ste distinction in other parts of India permits of

certain elasticities, it is very rigidly observed here, to the

extent of one of a higher social scale being considered polluted

if touched by another of a lower status. That being the case,

the method of worship is nece.s-sarily strict. The Santliiharan

or officiating priest in a temple is polluted if touched even by

a Tamil Brahmin and can get rid of the pollution only after

dipping himself in cold water, because bathing in water that

is warm is always considered not sufficiently holy.

In Travancore there are, it has been calculated, nearly

10,000 temples and 15,000 other places of worship for Hindus

alone—in the shape of groves for the propitiation of serpents,

goddesses, etc. Many of these are private institutions, having

been endowed by pious Hindus hundreds of years ago.

When starting the temples the custom was to hand over landed

properties of considerable value to members of their own

families or other trustees who met the necessary expenditure

for the temples from these properties. Thus, a large amount

of landed property, valued at about Rs. 2 crores, is held by

these temples.

With these prefatory remarks, I shall proceed to the

narration of some legendary stories that are associated with

a few important pagodas in Travancore. To all English-

knowing people, both in India and elsewhere, Trivandrum is

familiar as the capital city of Travancore and the modern

headquarters of the administration and the residence of the

maharajas or rulers of the State. But to Hindu devotees

and other orthodox Hindus mostly of North India it is

known as Ananthasaymam which means sleep or rest of
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Anantha, an incarnation of Vishnu or Tiru Ananthapuram
which signifies Puram or city of Anantha or Lord Vishnu.

The modern name, then, is the anglicised form of the latter.

The following intepesting legendary tale is supposed to

account for the origin of this temple which is largely resorted

to by pilgrims from all parts of India—a legend in the veracity

of which all Hindus believe.

A Sanyasi or ascetic by the name of Divakara Swamiyar

was, in accordance with his daily routine and practice, doing

Pooja on the banks of the sacred river, the Ganges, at

Benares for a long time. One morning, in the course of his

Pooja, a small child disturbed him and obstructed the pious

course of his task. The Sxvamiyar put up with the disturb-

ance for some time but soon lost patience. He got angry

and elbowed the little intruder away, when the little lad

became invisible. Just as the lad disappeared, an astral

voice to the following effect was heard :
—

“ If you want to see

me again, you must go to AnantJiankadu,'' This set the

Swamiyar thinking that he had made a great mistake in driv-

ing away the youngster. He got troubled in mind and said to

himself thus:—“It w^as Lord Vishnu who presented Himself

before me and I am sorry that I drove Him away without

knowing it. It was for this very pur[)ose that I have been'

performing this Pooja for these long years and when He did

come before me and blessed me with His appearance I failed'

to take advantage of it. Now that He has disappeared from

this place, I do not know where I shall be able to see Him.

I have further been told that, if I should see Him again,

I should go to Ananthankadii, I do not know where this

Kadti (or jungle) is. But I can ill-afford to miss His sight

and must find out how I can get back the object of my
ambition.” Thus perplexed in mind, the ascetic left the seat

of his daily Poojfa and began his wanderings. He travelled*

far and wide throughout the Indian continent and at last

rested almost despairingly at a place 6f the whereabouts of

which he knew absolutely nothing. He was cogitating as to

how he. could attain. The height - of his desire w'hen he heard
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a human voiqe angrily giving expression to, the following ;

—

you persist in crying like this, I will throw you in the

Ananthanhadu (or jungle) close by.” The disconsolate and

dejected Divakaran’s hopes revived and he set about enquir-

ing as to whence the human voice came. When advancing

a few paces, he saw a Pulaya woman and approached her.

On being queried, she said that her child having become

rowdy and troublesome, she threatened it saying that she

would throw it away into the Ananthankadu if it continued

crying. The Pulaya woman then took the Swamiyar to the

Kadu or jungle of his search. It was found to be a wild and

bushy jungle with a few tall trees here and there. The
JSwamiyar resumed his Pooja in this jungle and gained the

object of his weary peregrinations. For, it is said that a big

lliippa tree {Bassia longifoHa) fell down suddenly and it is

supposed that the Lord Vishnu took that form under the

name of Sri Padmanabha, Even to-day Sri Padmanabha

is worshipped in a lying posture and there are three doorways

one at the head, another at the feet, and a third at the belly.

As for Divakara Swamiyar, it must be said that he

felt extremely glad at having been able to see Vishnu or Sri

Padmanabha once more. He continued his Pooja in the

usual manner. One important item in connection with Hindu
Poojas is the offering of Nivedyam which takes the form of

cooked rice. The Pooja performer cooks the rice and, after

offering it to the deity with the usual ceremonies, shares it

with one or more Brahmins who may chance to be present at

the temple. When it was time for preparing the Nivedyam
the Swamiyar wanted fire to cook the rice. The place was an

utter jungle and the only individual to whom to apply for

any help was the lonely Pulaya woman. Ordinarily speaking,

no high caste Hindu would take any thing from a Pulaya—the
lowest caste in the social scale. But in the present case there

was evidently no helping it and as there was no fire match
box in those days, the Swamiyar indented upon the good
offices of the Pulaya woman for fire and a vessel for cooking

the rice. All the vessels that a poor Pulaya woman could
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boast of were a few articles of earthenware and a few

cocoanut shells. Religious scruples do not generally permit

a high caste Hindu to utilize earthenware vessels from

a Pulaya. The only cooking vessel available was a cocoanut

shell. The rice was boiled by the Swamiyar in the cocoanut

shell and, with a pickled mango said to be got also from the

Pulaya woman, offered to the deity. Just then a Tamil

Brahmin entered the temple and was invited to partake of the

cooked rice. The man who was way-worn and mucji fatigued

said that the quantity of food in the cocoanut shell was too

little even for one man and, therefore, he could not under-

stand how it would suffice for two. So saying, he declined

the offer and went his own way. Soon afterwards a Nambudri

Brahmin entered the temple and being offered the food, he

gladly accepted it. As on each occasion the cocoanut shell

was emptied, it was again full and thus the two men had a

hearty meal.

Some of the incidents in this legendary tale may look

strange and even incredible. But the existence of certain

practices even to-day in the temple lends colour to the ver-

sion narrated above, although it must also be said that other

circumstances may he adduced to account for some of the

current practices. Every Hindu knows that it is not usual

in a Hindu temple in Malabar to offer a pickled mango to

the gods. But it is a fact that even to-day it is used in the

temple of Sri Padmanabha every day along with other

accepted Nivedyams, There is again in the same temple a

golden vessel made in the shape of a cocoanut shell set with

rubies and other precious stones in which are taken the pickl-

ed mangoes; any one who may go to the temple at about 10

•or 11 in the morning can satisfy himself by witnessing it

himself with the contents mentioned above. It may also be

mentioned here that the daily routine of functions in the

temple is preceded by the Pooja of a Sanyasi, who, it is

believed, is a descendant of the first Divakara Swamiyar.

There is also current among the orthodox people a belief that

should the source of fire in the temple fail on any account, it
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should be* supplied by a Pulaya family living to the north-

east of the temple in the midst of paddy lands belonging to

the pagoda itself, because it is handed down by tradition that

it was a Pulaya woman of this family that first supplied fire

to Divakara Swamiyar in consideration of which the family

originally received a portion of land as free gift from the then

Maharajah.

There is another version of the legend. Once upon a time

a Pulaya .and his wife were living in a jungle which went by

the name of Ananthan Kad and were following the peaceful

occupation of a cultivator. One day when the Pulaya woman
was working in the paddy-field, she saw a small child crying.

In appearance the child was exceedingly handsome and

attractive; in fact, it was too fair to be a human child. At

any rate, thus it struck the Pulaya woman. So she looked at

the child keenly; and as it was crying, the Pulaya woman
bathed and, after washing herself, took the child, caressed it

and gave milk from her breast. On being fondled in this

manner the child became jolly and began to play about w^hen

the Pulaya woman left it under the shade of a tree and resum-

ed her work in the field. After a while, she returned and

found a big five-headed serpent playing with the child whom
it latterly carried away in its hood and placed inside a large

hole in a tree and thus the child was protected under the

shade of the tree. The Pulaya and his wife were eye-witnesses

to this scene and worshipped the five-headed serpent and the

child every day, offering them milk and conjee. The news
reached the Maharajah who at once commanded that a temple

should be built in that place, because a cobra is always

associated with Vishnu as his favourite.

Though no authentic information is available as to the

^xact date of the erection of the temple at Trivandrum, the

earliest inscription takes us back to about the year 1165 A.D.

vvhen it is recorded that some additions and repairs to the

ejcisting temple were made. The temple as seen to-day is the

resinlt of the labours of His Highness Marthanda -Varma'

Q,729717,58 A.D,). who rebuilt the pagoda with the spacious.
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verandahs, tall towers, the stone architecture and other

excellent adjuncts which are the admiration ' of modern

engineering and sculpture. It may also be added here that

during the reign , of the same sovereign the idol of Sri

Padmanabha Swamy which, as stated before, is in a lying

posture, was sanctified by being filled with Salcigramoms and

by other means, because it is the belief of the Hindu that

the Pooja of a single Salagramom will give him beatitude

and so when a number of them is propitiated there will

be that heavenly happiness enhanced several-fold. Though

the description of the temple itself, the Poojas performed,

and other aspects of temple life in Travancore will be read

with considerable interest, they have to-be postponed to

another contribution.



HARSHAVARDHANA IN THE KARNATAK.

By Dr. 8. A. Saletore, M.A., Ph.D. (LoijrD.)

{Concluded from VoL XXII, No. 2.)

It may be argued that the designs of Pulake^i’s successors

were merely the ambitious attempts of aggrandisement to

imitate the campaigns of their great king, PulakeSi IL But it

seems move reasonable to suppose that an attempt was made

by one of the Valabhi kings, perhaps just before the western

Chaluk 3
'a branch was planted in Gujerat, under one of the

kings called Silaiitya, to conquer, or to consolidate an earlier

acquisition, the Sahyas, which were certainly within the

jurisdiction of the western Chalukyas; and that either in the

early years of Pulakesi II himself, or more probably in the

years closely following his death, his successors retrieved their

lost honour by founding a branch of the western Chalukya

dynasty in Gujerat. If this be accepted, then the Gaddemane

Viragal might be placed in the seventh century—a supposition

which explains the name of Siladitya as found in the Viragal,

the incursion of a general of that king into Karnataka, and

-especially the fact of the character of the letters being those

of the seventh century A.D.^

This would mean two things

—

{a) The rejection of the identification of Mahendra as

found in the Viragal with Mahendravarman, the Pallava king

;

(6) The rejection of the attempts hitherto made of explain-

ing the relation of Harsa with the western powers; and

especially with Pulakesi IL I shall first deal with the iden-

tity of Mahendra, although I must confess I shall still be in

the sphere of suppositions.

The Pallava king, defeated by Pulakesi II, was Mahendra-

"varman 1.^ If Mahendra, who was frightened, as we see him in

the Gaddemane Viragal, was Mahendravarman I, and if he

^ My. Ar. Report,

2 Fleet: Dynasties of the hanarese Districts (2nd Ed.)* 329; Dr. J,

l^nbreuil : The Pallavas,pm36,
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was the enemy of Pulakeii^ he would have made common
cause with Harsa, when the latter came to the south con-

quering Pulake^i's territories, against an enemy who had

scored a great victory against Mahendravarman himself. But

if the Gaddemane inscription is to be believed, Mahendra

fled having been frightened by the bravery of Pettani Satyanka..

It cannot be that Mahendravarman fled both from Harsa

and Pulakesi. That would have been incompatible with the

position of a great king held by Mahendravarman J. He is

said to have had the title of “ Satriimalla And “ A
Wrestler amongst Foes ” would have been the last person

to take to his heels on the approach of an ordinary

general. Moreover one would like to know, even supposing

the identification of the Mahendra of the Gaddemane Viragal

with Mahendravarman I were correct, what the reason

was which made a Pallava king join hands with a petty chief-

tain and face a contingent under a dashing soldier, who was

not even of the status of a commander. I say that the ally

of Mahendra was only a petty chieftain. In the Viragal we
have only Bedara Raya ” and not “ Bedara Maharaya nor

‘‘Bedara Dandanayaka”. Would Mahendravarman I, king of

the Pallavas, have allied himself, with a mere forest king

(the w'ord Becjaru is generally applied to hunters in the

Karnataka), only to be frightened ’’ by the courage of a “brave

soldier” ? It w^ould have been disgraceful not only to Mahendra-

varman I as king of the Pallavas but also to the great tradi-

tion of the Pallavas w'ho had successfully carried their flag into

the Karnataka about the middle of the seventh century. Then,,

if Mahendra of the Mysore Viragal is not Mahendravarman I

of the Pallava dynasty, with whom is he to be identified? I

believe—but this is only a supposition for the present—that

he may be identified with a Nolamba king called Mahendra..

But here I must confess we have two difficulties—that of

chronology, and that of having more than one Mahendra in»

the Nolamba, or rather a part of the Karnataka, history. It is

^ Ep, Ifui.f XII, p. 225 ;
Rangachari : A Topcgt aphicai List of MS. in tke^

Madras Presidency

^

I, No. 339, p, 169.
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It may be argued that the designs of Pulake^i’s successors

were merely the ambitious attempts of aggrandisement to

imitate the campaigns of their great king, Pulake^i II. But it

seems mote reasonable to suppose that an attempt was made

by one of the Valabhi kings, perhaps just before the western

Chalukya branch was planted in Gujerat, under one of the

kings called Siladitya, to conquer, or to consolidate an earlier

acquisition, the Sahyas, which were certainly within the

jurisdiction of the western Chalukyas
; and that either in the

early years of Pulakesi II himself, or more probably in the

years closely following his death, liis successors retrieved their

lost honour by founding a branch of the western Chalukya

dynasty in Gujerat. If this be accepted, then the Gaddemane

Viragal might be placed in the seventh century—a supposition

which explains the name of Siladitya as found in the Viragal,

the incursion of a general of that king into Karnataka, and

especially the fact of the character of the letters being those

of the seventh century A.D.^

This would mean two things

—

() The rejection of the identification of Mahendra as

iound in the Viragal with Mahendravarman, the Pallava king

;

() The rejection of the attempts hitherto made of explain-

ing the relation of Har4a with the western powers; and

especially with Pulakesi II. I shall first deal with the iden-

tity of Mahendra, although I must confess I shall still be in

the sphere of suppositions.

The Pallava king, defeated by Pulakesi II, was Mahendra-

Tarman I.® If Mahendra, who was frightened, as we see him in

the Gaddemane Viragal, was Mahendravarman I, and if he

1 My. Ar. Report, O.C., p. 8.

* Fleet: Dynasties of the kanarese DistrieU (2nd Ed.), 329; Dr. J.

I>ubreail : The Pallavas, p. 36.
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was the enemy of Pulakeai, he would have made common
cause with Harsa, when the latter came to the south con-

quering Pulake^i’s territories, against an enemy who had

scored a great victory against Mahendravarman himself. But

if the Gaddemane inscription is to be believed, Mahendra

fled having been frightened by the bravery of Pettani Satyanka..

It cannot be that Mahendravarman fled both from Harsa

and Pulakesi. That would have been incompatible with the

position of a great king held by Mahendravarman J. He is-

said to have had the title of “ Satrumalla And “A
Wrestler amongst Foes ” would have been the last person

to take to his heels on the approach of an ordinary

general. Moreover one would like to know, even supposing

the identification of the Mahendra of the Gaddemane Viragai

with Mahendravarman I were correct, what the reason

was which made a Pallava king join hands with a petty chief-

tain and face a contingent under a dashing soldier, who was

not even of the status of a commander. I say that the ally

of Mahendra was only a petty chieftain. In the Viragal we

have only ‘‘ Bedara Raya ” and not “ Bedara Maharaya ”, nor

”Be(Jara Dandanayaka’’. Would Mahendravarman I, king of

the Pallavas, have allied himself, with a mere forest king

(the word Be^aru is generally applied to hunters in the

Karnataka), only to be “ frightened ’’ by the courage of a ‘‘brave

soldier” ? It would have been disgraceful not only to Mahendra-

varman I as king of the Pallavas but also to the great tradi-

tion of the Pallavas who had successfully carried their flag into-

the Karnataka about the middle of the seventh century. Then,,

if Mahendra of the Mysore Viragal is not Mahendravarman I

of the Pallava dynasty, with whom is he to be identified ? I

believe—but this is only a supposition for the present—that

he may be identified with a Nolamba king called Mahendra,.

But here I must confess we have two difficulties—that of

chronology, and that of having more than one Mahendra in

the Nqjamba, or rather a part of the Karnataka, history. It is

^ Ep. IntU^ XII, p. 225 ;
Rangachari ; A Topogyaphkal List of MS. in tke

Madras Presidency

^

I, No, 339, p. X69.
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true that, as I said just a while ago, the Pallavas established a

branch of theirs in Nolambava(Ji about the middle of the

seventh century A.D.i But the history of the kings of Nojamba-
vadi as yet does not admit of clear discussion. Hence we find

the name of Mahendra in 800 or thereabouts and also in A.D.

S70. About 800 A.D. we have Nolamba, the merciful-minded

Cholu Periimanadigal and Mayindra (Mahendra) ruling with the

Kiru-tore (little ruler) as their boundary, and being angry with

Kaduvatti because of his having deceived them, and Vallevarasa

Devaraya attacking the eastern guardian Baruma, and a fight.^

In 878 A.D. Mahendra having pitched his camp in Baragilr,

and having succeeded in his scheme of sowing dissension among

those outside his frontiers dependent on his original territory,

rejoiced at having increased his kingdom and at having become

a supreme king.^ About 870 there ruled Mahendra, and some

persons were busy building tanks.^ This was the son of Pola-

chora Nolamba by a Ganga princess, the sister of Nitimarga.^

In 900 or thereabouts Mahendradhiraya of the Pallavakula was

ruling the Gangavadi Six Thousand.^ An inscription of Dilipa

Nolamba, dated 943 A.D. mentions his grandfather, Mahendra

who had “his two feet bending the crowns of hostile kings like

i\ cow of plenty.’*® There is another Mahendra whom we meet

with while studying the relations of the Gangas with their

neighbouring kings. The youngest brother of Rajamalla

Satyavakya was Bhujagendra (who is also called Bhutarasa,

Yuvaraja inB70), who gained victory over his enemy Mahendra

in Hiriyur (Chitaldroog District) and Sulur, and also in the

Samiya battle.*^ The son of Bhutugendra and Chandrdbbelabba

was Ere3^anga. This ruler slew Mahendra who attacked him.

Mr. Rice has in almost all instances identified this Mahendra

with the Pallava Nolamba king, Mahendra, nephew of

^ Fleet, O.C., p. 318.

^ Ep, Cam., X, Sp. 30, p. 276.

3 Ep. Cam., Xn, Si. 38, p. 95.

* Ep. Cam., XI, Hr. 33. p. 108 ; Ibid., Introd., p. 7.

3 Ep, Cam., X, Bp. 64, p. 151.

» Ep. Cam., XII, Si. 28, p. 92.

^ Ep. Cam., XII, Introd., p. 3.
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Nitimarga.^ One point suggests itself from the history of the

Pallava Nolambas, and that is the following—that it was more

probable for a king of the position of Mahendra of the

Nolamba line to ally himself with a forest king than for a

monarch of the status of Mahendravarman I, the Pallava king,

who could have called feudatories of higher status to his aid.

But the date given to Mahendra by Rice (800 A.D. till about

870), and that given to the Gaddemane inscription (seventh

century) do not agree. This difficulty, however, does

not preclude us from doubting the identity of the Mahendra of

the Viragal with Mahendravarma, the Pallava king.

The attempts made hitherto of explaining the relations

which Harsa had with the western powers, and especially

with Piilakesi II, also seem to be highly unsatisfactory. It

has been said that Dadda II, king of Gujerat, gave protection

to the lord of Valabhi, when the latter was defeated by the

great lord or Paramesvara, the illustrious Harsadeva.^

This has led scholars to surmise that from the year 633 till

the year 642 or thereabouts, the western powers had leagued

themselves against Har^a. Dr. Smith remarks—“The w^ar

with Valabhi, which resulted in the complete defeat of

Dhruvasena (Dhruvabhata) II, and the flight of that prince into

the dominion of the Raja of Bharoach (Broach), who relied

probably on the powerful support of the Chalukya monarch,

seems to have occurred later than A.D. 633 and before Huien

Tsiang’s visit to western India in 641 or 642. Perhaps it

is this which has led Dr. Muzumdar to write that the cam-

paign against Valabhi was between the year 633 and 641 or

642 A.D.^ The following conclusions may be drawm from the

above arguments of scholars :

—

(a) That Har^a’s campaign against Vakibhi took place

between 633 and 642 A.D.

;

(b) That this campaign resulted in a confederation of the

princes of w'estern India under Pulake^i against Harfe

;

1 Catn„ XII, Introd., p, 3. ^ Muzumdar, 0,C., p. 316.

2 Iftd. Ant., XIII, p. 73.

® Dr. Vincent Smith, Early History of India

^

p. 354.
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(c) And that, therefore, the defeat which Pulakeii inflicted

on HarSa followed closely on the heels of the Valabhi cam-*

paign, somewhere betw^een 633 and 642 A.D.

While it is true that the Valabhi campaign may be dated

633 A.D., it cannot be admitted that this war which Pulakest

waged against Harsa, and which ended in the latter’s famous

defeat, took place in or nearabont 642 A.D. How much of

indefiniteness there is about the exact date of the defeat of

Harfia can be gathered from the remarks of scholars who

have attempted to explain the subject. Dr. Fleet alone comes

nearest to the date but, curiously enough, even he has failed to

give us the exact date. Admitting the uncertainty about the

relations of Haria with the western powers, let us confine our-

selves to his warfare with Pulakesi. Dr. Smith writes, ‘ This

campaign may be dated about the year A.D. 620.’’^ Dr.

Mookerjee speaks about the defeat of Har4a but does not

enlighten us as regards the exact date of the battle.^ Dr.

Maurice Ettinghausen writes in his Harsha VanUiana that

the defeat of Harsa at the hands of Pulakesi II might be

placed between 610—634 A.D.^

None of those dates can be accepted when we examine

the activities of HarSa towards the end of his reign. We have

seen, how the militant ideas of a Digvijaya gave way before

the nobler ones of Buddhism. Har6a was under the influence

of Buddhism. His sister was with him. The promise which

he had made while in the presence of the great sage of the

Vindhyas must have been kept alive in his mind by his sister.

We have it on the authority of Huien Tsiang that, as has been

already remarked, he spent the first six years of his reign in

w^arfare, and the next thirty in peace.^ From this same

Chinese pilgrim w^e learn that “Once in five years he held the

great assembly called Moksha. He emptied his treasuries to

give all away in charity, only reserving the soldiers’ arms,

1 Dr. V. A. Smith, O.C,, p. 353.

^ Mookerjee, 0,C., pp. 32*33.

3 M. Ettinghausen, Harsha Vardhana Empereur et Fctte^ p. 4.

* Watters, O.T., II, p. 343.
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which were unfit to give as alms. Every year he assembled

the Sramanas from all countries and on the third and seventh

days he bestowed on them in charity the four kinds of aims
{viz.y food, drink, medicine, clothing). i**

If it be true that in 644 A.D.^ or thereabouts HarSa held

the last quinquennial assembl}^^ and that Har^a was a
devout Buddhist, then the first quinquennial assembly must
have been held in about 619 A.D. A monarch of the type of

HarSa would not have undertaken a great campaign when
he had assumed, if not the red robes, as he had promised the

sage of the Vindhyas, at least the duties of a devout Buddhist-

It cannot be believed that Harsa was engaged in a cam-

paign of any magnitude after the year 620 A.D. when he

seems to have set himself the task of Spreading the influ-

ence of Buddhism over the land. But an exception need

be mentioned here. Even after holding one of his great

Buddhist meetings, the exigencies of the State did not

prevent Harsa from sending out an expedition against

Ganjam.^ The conquest of this province was the last acquisi-

tion of Harsa. But for this exception, the reign of Harsa.

seems not to have been marked with warfare ; and if the evi-

dence of Huien Tsiang can be relied upon, the quinquennial

assemblies were held since the year 619 A.D. Over and
above the dramatic incidents which took place about this time-

during the sad sojourn of Har^a in the forests of the

Vindhyas, and which profoundly influenced his mind, we
must go to the contemporary history of the western Chalukya

king to find out why HarSa gave up all ideas of a world

conquest, and why he never thought of sending any contin-

gent to the south. It will be seen that the evidence gathered

from the inscriptions of PulakeSi II and of his successors

corroborates the testimony of the Chinese pilgrim.

Huien Tsiang himself says that HarSa never succeeded

in subduing Pulake^i. ‘‘ The great king ^iladitya at this time

4 Beal. 1, p. ^14. « Ind, Ant,, XIII, p. 232.

* Beal, Life, O.C., p. 83. * PfiyadarUka^ Introd., p; xxstlii.

4 »
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'was invading east and west, and countries far and near were

giving allegiance to him but Mohalacha (Maharastra under

.Pulake^i) refused to become subject to hirp-’*^ Moreover, we
have inscriptions of Pulakesi himself, of his successors, and

even of kings of another dynasty, the Ra6trakutas,—all of

which speak of the memorable defeat of Harsa at the hands

of Pulakesi. The failure of Harsa to subdue Maharastra,

therefore, might be taken to be an undisputed fact.

I shall first take the famous inscription of PulakeiSi which

Jhas been "till now considered by many to be the earliest refer-

ence to his victory over Harsa. This is the well-known

Aihole inscrijption dated A.D. 634—635 .

It runs thus

—

** Envious because his troops of mighty elephants were

^lain in war, Harsha—whose lotuses, which were his feet, were

covered with the ra}^ of the jewels of the chiefs that were

nourished by his immeasurable power—was caused by him to

Jiave his joy melted away by fear.”^

Dr. Jouveau-Dubreuil, however, says that there is no

reference to Harsa at all in this Aihole inscription. ‘‘It is

noteworthy, says the Doctor, “ that the Aihole inscription

which bears the date 634 A.D., makes no mention of king

Harshavardhana. The documents posterior to it mention the

victory gained by Pulake^in over Harsha. It is probable that

it was about the year 634 A.D. that Harsha vanquished

jDhruvasena II, king of Valabhi
; Harsha wished to extend

bis conquests much more, but was stopped by PulakeiSin.

This event probably took place about 637 or 638 A.D.

This opinion, I believe, cannot be justified. But I shall pro-

ceed to cite more evidence in the inscriptions of Pulakeli, of

his successors, and of kings who belonged to an altogether

new royal family. I shall first deal with the inscriptions of

^he immediate successors of Pulakesi II.

- 1 Watters : 0,C,, II, p. 239. ‘

, . VI.,p.J0
* Dr. Jouveau-Dubreuil : Ancient History ofthe Dekhan^ p. 113 ; ///</. Hist*

G.,II.p.384.
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An undated grant of N'agavardhana, also .called Tribhur

vanalraya, the son of Jayasimhavarma, also called Dhara-

*;^raya, who was one of the younger brothers of Pulakesm,

3ays —“ was Sri Pulakesi Vallabha .,...whp

possessed a second* name (which however is omitted) which

he had acquired by defeating the glorious Sri Harsha, the

supreme lord ,of the northern region. In a grant of Adityar

varma, son of Pulake^in II, W-e read— Satya^raya (PulakeiJO

II; who was decorated with the title of ‘ Supreme Lord:’

•which he acquired by defeating Sri Harshavardhana, th^

warlike lord of all the regions of the north. A grant of

Vikramaditya VI, dated A.D. 675, runs thus
—“The dear

son of Maharaja and Paramesvara, Satya^raya, the favourite

of fortune and of the earth, who acquired the second name
of Paramesvara or Supreme Lord by defeating Harsha-

vardhana, the warlike lord of all the regions of the north.

This is repeated in the grant of 680—681 of the same
monarch,^ and again in the grants of 689—690 of the same
Vikramaditya.^ A grant by Vinayaditya says

—
“ His (ue,,

Kirtivarma’s) son was SatysWraya—the favourite of the world,

the great king, the supreme king, the supreme lord,—who
acquired the second name of “ Supreme Lord ” by defeating

Sri Harshavardhana, the warlike lord of all the regions of

the north. An inscription dated 694 A.D. says—“ His

•son, who "by defeating Harsha, the lord of all the north#

gained another name of Paramesvara, was Satyilsraya Sri

Prithivi-vallabha Maharaja Paramesvara.”"^ In 757 A.D. again

we have the following—“ His Kirtivarma’s) son, who by

defeating Harshavardhana, the warlike lord of all the north,

acquired the title of Paramesvara, was Satya^raya Sri

‘Prithvi-vallabha Maharaja Paramesvara, etc.V® Even. so late

as the twelfth century the memory of the crushing defeat

suffered by Harsa was carefully preserved, as can be made

1 /fid. AnL, IX, p. 123. 5 /. B<»m. B.R,A. S„ XI, Pj 232.

* /nd. Ant., XI, p. 68. « Ind. Ant., VI, p. 87.

« /. Bom. B.K.A.S., XV, p. 226. ^ Ep. Cam., XI. Dg. 66, p.*42,

/. Bam. B.I^.A.S., XI, pp. 228. 230. .
® £p. .Car^., X, HI. 63, p. 15.

*'
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out from Ih^ following inscription dated A.D. 1123

—

** SatyaSraya on his becoming a young man,—for who of the

Chalukyas would deviate from the path of righteousness ?—to
him who conquered the regions, subdued the great king

Harsha, gave more than a hundredfold of their desires, etc.*’^

BuJt-what is more interesting is that this defeat should

have had almost an internatii^nal significance. When the

Ra^trakutas measured swords with the western Chalukyas,.

in connection with the supremacy of the Karnataka, they

recorded their victories in as eloquent a manner as anjr

other royal family did in South Indian history. An
inscription of the Rastrakuta king (dated Saka 690)
named Dantidiirga, son of Indra Raya II, says that that

monarch forcibly with a few soldiers conquered the endless

forces of Karnataka, which were invincible to others, and
which were skilled in effecting defeats on the lord of Kanchi^

the king of Kerala, the Chola, the Pandya, Sri Harsha and

Vajrata, etc. From the above epigraphs we may conclude

the following:

—

() that Harla was always called Sri Har^avardhana

in the southern inscriptions, and never Siladitya
;

() that he did indeed suffer a great defeat at the bands

of Pulakesin II

;

(c) that the memory of this defeat was not only handed

down in western Chalukyan tradition but was also trans-

mitted to non-western Chalukyan tradition as well ; and

(d) that the victory secured for the great western Chalukya

king, Pulakesi, the title of “ Paramesvara ”—a title by which

Pulake^i was known in the history of the South,

The question now is—when was this title of “ Parame4*-

vsivsi ”, which Pulakesi is said to have acquired as a mark

of his triumph over Harsa, appended to his name for the

first time ? It has been taken for granted by most of the

scholars that the Aihole inscription dated 634—635 A,D..

is the earliest record of the victory of PolakeSi. But as

Dr. Fleet has already pointed out, this was not the earliest

i Cam,, XI, Dg, Jl, p. 21. » JSp, XIII, p. 281.
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mention of HanSa’s defeat at Ibe hands of Pulakesi* There
is a grant of Pulakesi himself dated ^ka 535 which speaks
of his victory over a hostile king (or over hostile kings) who
applied himself (or<who applied themselves) to a contest of a
hundred battles. It is the Haidarabad grant which runs thus

—

^‘The favourite of the world, the great king Satya^raya

—

ivho is the abode of the power of statesmanship and humility

and other good qualities, and w^ho has acquired the second

name of ‘ Supreme Lord " (Parameshvara) by victory over

hostile kings (or over a hostile king), who applied themselves

{or himself) to a contest of a hundred battles—issues this

command to all the people, etc.”^

Two objections might be brought against this Haidarabad

^rant—first, whether the clause “of a hostile king ” admits

of a double meaning
; second, wh}^ the name of Harsa

which appears so clearly in the Aihole inscription—although,

its we have seen Dr. Dubreuil has denied its existence in the

inscription— is not to be seen in the Haidarabad grant. If

the defeat which PulakeSi inflicted on *Har4a was so

memorable as to have received recognition even at the hands

of the Rastrakutas, and if indeed all the records of Pulakesi

himself and of his successors make us believe it was so, and

if this Haidarabad grant is the earliest record which mentions

this defeat, then the name of the king who was beaten, and

whose discomfiture made the name of Pulakesi renowned,

would certainly have been given in the grant. Its absence is

a proof that this Haidarabad grant does not speak of the

•defeat of Har^a, and this record is not the earliest record of

the victory of Pulakesi,

To reject these two objections we have to examine the

clause itself and then the course of conquests of Pulakesi

as given in the Aihole inscription. That the clause “ by

victory over hostile kings (or over a hostile king) who applied

themselves (or himself) to a contest of a hundred battles

admits of some ambiguity is evident on an examination of

the same in the original, which runs thus

—

^ Jnd, Ant,y VI, p. 74 ; also Fleet, Z>y. Kan. Dist, (2ad Ed.).
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Dr; Fleet himself admits that the Haidar^ibad grant says that

he (Piilake^i) acquired “ by defeating hostile kings who had

applied themselves (or a hostile king who had applied himself)

to a hundred batttles ” and that subsequent records state more

specifically that “ he acquired it (the title of Parameshvara)

by defeating the glorious Harshavardhana, the warlike lord

of all the regions of the north. *’2

There was no other monarch in North India in the early

years of Pulakesi’s reign to whom this title could be more

fittingly applied than Harsa. He was, as we have already

seen, w'hile only in his teens, sent along with his brother

Rajyavardhana, against the Hunas in the north. Immediate-

ly after his return from the north, he vowed to take revenge

against the Gowda king. It w^as Harsa who, as we have

seen, brought the five Indies under his sway. Even on the

eve of his career he showed his great ability as a commander
by his subjugation of Ganjarn. It is evident, therefore, that

the reference in the Haidarabad grant could be only to

Harsavardhana, who was, indeed, a king who applied him-

self to the contest of a hundred battles. The omission of the

name of Harsa was perhaps intentionally done in order to

enhance the glory of Pulakesi by his victory over a king whose

name was too well known in the whole of the continent. If

so, it has to be remembered that as the orginator of an era, as

a great soldier, as one of the greatest patrons of Buddhism

and as a remarkable royal dramatist, in all likelihood, Harsa

must have been very well known all over the Indian world.

That this reference is the earliest reference in Pulakesi’s

own inscriptions can be made out also by an examination of

the Aihole inscription. The cause of conquests as given

in that famous epigraph, I am afraid, is not in any geogra-

jphical, and is certainly not in any chronological, order. Before

' /fid, A fit., VI, O.C,p. 73.

2 Fleet, Dy. Kan, Dist, (2nd Ed.), p, 351, note (4).
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I examine the Aihole inscription itself, I shall cite the opinions

of Dr. Bhandarkar and Dr. Fleet who were the earliest to-

write about it. Dr. Bhandarkar says the following:

—

“ The date of the inscription (Aihole inscription) from

which the greater portion of this narrative is taken is 556

Saka, corresponding to A.D. 634, so that Pulakesi’s career of

conquest had closed before A.D. 634. Writes Dr. Fleet

—

“ Such is the account given in the Aihole inscription of

A.D. 634—635. It may doubtless be accepted in ij:s general

outlines. That all the earlier events recorded in it took

place before August A.D. 612 is established by the Haidarabad

grant, which shows that Pulakesin II was then in possession

of Badami, and though it does not mention Harshavardhana

by name, implies by the title which was acquired by the

victory over him that that victory had then already been

achieved : and they are probably to be placed in A.D,

608—609.”2

That we are to agree with Dr. Fleet and Dr. Bhandarkar

can be made out by an examination of the Aihole

inscription itself. To begin with, this epigraph had no

royal sanction behind. It is an eulogy
**
by certain Ravikirti,

who during the reign of the Chalukya Polekesi Satya^raya

the western Chalukya Pulake^i II) whom he describes

as his patron, founded the temple of the Jaina prophet

Jinendra, on which the inscription is engraved, and who

uses the occasion to furnish an eulogistic account (prasasti)

of the history of the Chalukya family, and especially of the

exploits of Pulikesin II. In its mode of beginning,

ending, and in its accuracy as regards chronology and

geography, this inscription is not like the one which

might have been ordered to be engraved by Pulakesin II

himself. This inscription begins with an invocation to

Jinendra
—

“ Victorious is the holy Jinendra etc.”^ and ends

^ Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar, The Early History of the Deccan^ p. 39.

2 Fleet, aC, p. 351.

2 Kielhorn, Ep. Ind,^ VI, p. 2.

* Ep,M.,Vl, p. 7.
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'wUh a praise of the Jaina mansion, caused to be built by

the vwise Ravikirti, who has obtained the highest favour of

Satyasraya whose rule is burdened by the three oceans.

Of this eulogy and of this dwelling of the Jina in the three

worlds, the wise Ravikirti himself is the author, and also the

iounder. May that Ravikirti be victorious etc., etc., who

by his poetic skill has attained to the fame of Kalidasa and

and of Bharavi.’*^ The western Chalukya grants begin and

^nd in another manner. Either they speak of the greatness

of the monarchs, as is revealed in the beginning of the

Haidarabad grant of Pulake^i
—

** Hail ! The grandeur of the

great king Satya^ra3^a Sri Polikei^ivallabha whose body by

ablutions performed after celebrating horse sacrifices, and

who adorned the family of the glorious Chaliikyas who are

etc., etc,, and who have had all kings made subject to them

by the mere sight of the sign of the Boar which they had

acquired through the favour of the holy Narayana, etc. '*,2

or they commence with the usual verse in praise of God
Visnu in the form of the Boar, and end with the customary

address to future kings, about continuing the grant, followed

by two of the usual benedictive and imprecative verses,

and the name of the engraver.’’^

The point to be noted is that the Aihole inscription

being an epigraph written by a poet, could not have the

accuracy of an inscription ordered to be engraved under the

royal seal. We see, moreover, the inaccuracy of the geographi-

cal and chronological parts of the inscription. The course of

PulakeiSi’s conquests as given in the Aihole inscription next

deserves to be studied. The first enemies whom Pulakesi

-encountered were Appayika and Govinda, north of the

River Bhimarathi (verse 17). From there PulakeiSi came

isouthwards to Vanavasi which he besieged. This city was

on the Varada (verse 18). Then he came to the extreme

south on the west coast—to the territory of the Alupas, viz.

I p. 12.

^ 2 Iftd. AftL, VI, p, 74.

8 /. Bam. B.RA.S,, XVI, pp. 278-79.
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Alvakheda Six Thousand—which was partly on the Western
Ghauts and partly in Tuluva. He brought under his

influence the Gangas and the Alupas. Then he turned

northwards again apd destroyed a maritime city called Puri

(verse 21), From here Pulakesi is represented as having

gone directly to the land of the Latas, the Malavas and
Gurjaras, who became his allies (verse 22). Then is intro-

duced the defeat of Harsa. The order of events here set

forth is unintelligible. We are to assume that Pula}cesi was

firmly established at Badami when he issued his Haida-

rabad grant. This Badami is near the Malaprabha river,

a branch of the Krisna, in the Kaladgi District, now
called the Bijapur District in the province of Bombay.

It is taken for granted that Pulakei^i started from his capital

Badami. In that case, according to the Aihole inscription,

he went almost in a westerly direction, for the territory of the

two persons Appayika and Govinda, whom he encountered at

the beginning of his campaign, was near the River Bhimarathi.

This is the name given to the River Bhima which joins the

Krisna. Then he suddenly turns in a south-westerly direc-

tion to the river Varada and onwards to the Alvakheda, return-

ing again to the north to subjugate Puri, the maritime strong-

hold of an unidentified enemy. All this is untenable if we

once realiaie that by Saka 535, Pulakesin was already firmly

established at Badami. “ The rajyabhiseka ” or coronation

of Pulakesin II took place on some date, still remaining to be

exactly determined, from Bhadrapada Sukla 1 of Saka Samvat

532 current, falling in 609 up to the Purnimanta Bhadrapada

Krishna 15, the new moon day of S, S. 533 current, falling in

A.D. 610 ; and it may probabl}^ be safely placed somewhere in

the latter part of A.D, 609,”^ If PulakeiJi was indeed crowned

king in A.D. 609 or thereabouts, it is evident that all the

surrounding country was completely within his sway by the

time he was crowned. And any wandering of his from the

capital westwards, and thence southwards, turning afterwards

1 Fleet, p. 351.
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t6 the north, within his own dominions, would look highly pre-*

posterous. If we say that- Pulakesi was consolidating his

territories, it would be going against the tenor of the

Haidarabad grant which says that that grant was issued in

the third year of his coronation, and that it was a command'

to all the people. Further, in the Haidarabad grant it is

clearly stated that Pulakeli defeated a great king. But this

defeat is not at all mentioned in the Aihole inscription. If

the Haidarabad grant is to be accepted—and there is no

reason to doubt its identity—Pulakesi began his wars from the

third year of his reign, i.c., A.D. 612. The Aihole inscription

is dated A.D. 634 and if we are to believe that the events

narrated in it are in any geographical and chronological order^

we are to assume that Pulakesi went on fighting from 612

A.D. till 634 A.D. This assumption would fit in neither with

his position as Paramesvara nor with status of these little

kingdoms w'hich, it is hard to believe, required such a long

time to be subjugated : Therefore we conclude that

—

{a) the Aihole inscription of 634 A.D. is not the earliest

record of Pulake^i’s victories and especially of his victory over

Harsa

;

(b) that the geographical and chronological order of con-

quests as given in it cannot be relied upon ; and

(c) that it is more or less a general resum6 of the con-

quests of Pulakesi written by his court poet.

Having failed to secure any clue as regards the date of

the great victory which Pulakei^i w^on over Har^a from the

Aihole inscription, we fall back upon the evidence as given in

the Haidarabad grant dated Saka 535 (612 A.D.). The evi-

dence of this epigraph is in perfect harmony with the testi-

mony of Huien Tsiang. The Haidarabad grant is a proof of

what the Chinese pilgrim has told us of the ambitious activities

of Harsavardhana. As has been already pointed out, Hiuen

Tsiang represents Harsa as fighting with his enemies during

the first six years of his reign. Now, if we agree with Dri

Fleet in placing the date of accession of Harfe in 606 A.D.

Harfia went on fighting, according to Huien Tsiang, till 612
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A.D.^ and in 612 A.D. HariSa met his greatest enemy. For
in that year, as we have seen, Pulakesi heat a king who had
applied himself to the contest of a hundred battles—a king who
could be no other than the monarch who had just finished

conquering the Five Indies, and was almost planning a Dig-
Vija3/a, when he met with a crushing defeat. 612 A.D., there-

fore, is the date when Pulakesi defeated Harfe. It is based

on the Haidarabad grant of Pulakesi and it marks exactly six

years of warfare which, according to Fluien Tsiang, Harfia

undertook after his coronation. It was just the year when
HariSa, failed in his attempts at a world conquest, laid down
his arms, w'ise as he was, and guided by the deep influence of

Buddhism, as well as by the affectionate counsel of his sister,

Rajyasri, remained contented with the conquest of the Five

Indies, and inaugurated a long reign of peace and prosperity.

This explains to us why he held so many quinquennial assem-
blies of learned Buddhists in the course of thirty years of his

reign
;
and why he never thought of conquering the south of

India which was almost completely within the influence of his

great western Chalukya adversary, Pulakesin 11.

1 Fleet, Corpus IndicornmyVo\, III (Int, of the Guptas)^ 178 (n), p. 316.



iSAVASYOPANISAD.

By D. Venkatramiah, Esq., B.A., L.T.

Foreword

Though classed as one of the major Upanigads, I4a

occupies the smallest compass among them, containing

only eighfeen mantras. It is the last chapter (40th) of

Sukla Yajurveda Samhita and is, in consequence, known as

Mantropani§ad.

Within its narrow limits are discussed a few abstruse

problems, so abstruse indeed that in their elucidation com-

mentators belonging to the same school of thought as the

Advaita have differed considerably. Anandagiri alone has

consistently adhered to the commentary of l§ankara.

The Vedas, in their totalit}’, are divided into the Karma-

kanda and the Jnanakanda. The Mimamsakas regard that

Karma or ritual is the main teaching of the Vedas and Jnana

or knowledge is subsidiary to it. Whereas according to the

Vedantins, the reverse is the teaching of the Vedas. Sankara

holds that with the rise of knowledge Karma ceases to exist.

His teaching is opposed to the Samuchhayavada or the theory

that advocates the combination of knowledge and ritual as

ossential to liberation and whenever the pursuit of Jnana and

Karma conjointly is advocated in the Srti it is meant, as

j5ankara points out, only for those persons who are yet in the

realm of nescience and have not risen to the shining heights

oi pure knowledge.

Now I^a enjoins Samuchhaya as obligatory and condemns,

in unmeasured terms, the pursuit of either Jnana or Karma

singly. Sankara points out that this insistence on the joint

pursuit of Jnana and Karma is only with reference to the

lower order of men, whose spiritual equipment is incomplete.

The Upani^ad has, therefore, two classes of people in view

—

one, those who by their self-discipline are fit to attain the
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highest ideal by the path of knowledge ;
and the second^

those who by performance of works as enjoined in the Sfti

and by meditation on Saguna Brahma^ are fit to attain a high

state of bliss, though it may not be the highest. These points-

will become clear if we analyse the Upanisadic texts with a

view to conveying the specific significance of the different

verses.

Verses 1 and 2 make clear the classification between*

the more advanced and the less advanced on the divine path;:

vv. 3 to 8 expound the nature of the Atman ancf the rest

deal with Karma (works) and Upasana (meditation). The
key-note of the Upani§ad is struck in the very first verse

where we are asked to sublimate the whole universe and think

of God only as the all-enveloping entity. This idea of the

immanence of God and of His sole existence is rendered

explicit in vv. 3 to 8. Hence, we may regard these verses-

as explanatory of the first. Verse 2 enjoins the perfor-

mance of works on all those who, as noted above, are not

fit for the highest knowledge, but are yet seekers after-

God. It is this verse that has given occasion for different

interpretations, some like Uvata holding that work done with

the aim of obtaining release will not affect the person and

hence it is obligatory on him to continue to discharge the

scriptural rites till the end of life. Sankara, as has been

remarked, is positive that this injunction to perform works

till life ends is applicable only to the ignorant (aT^rRJT:).-

Max Muller thinks that in commenting on Badarayana Sutra

(3-4-14) Sankara contradicts himself, but a careful perusal of

the commentary on the said Sutra will make it clear that

Sankara is merely expounding Badarayana, who himself-

permits of an alternative interpretation which however does

not vitiate the doctrine of the superiority of knowledge over

works. In fact. Max MUller, who at first quotes with approval

the explanation of Mahidhara, vv. 9 to 14, which differs horn

that of Sankara, is obliged to set it aside since Mahidhara

concludes like Sankara that both Vidyaand Amrta in the text

are used in a limited sense
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The next point for elucidation is whether the Upanigad
Recommends Jnana (knowledge) cum Karma combination

or meditation cum Karma combination, Sankara’s view

as evidenced from (the Sftis) here and elsewhere is that

the possible combination is between meditation and works

and never between knowledge and works, for Karma has no

place after the identity of the individual self with the Univer-

sal is realized. This realization is the true and highest form

of knowledge and it suffers no association with works.

It may be of interest to note here the passages from this

Upanigad which Sankara has quoted in his commentary on

Brahma Sutras in elucidation of certain fundamental doctrines.

I4a V. 7 is quoted in Sankara’s Bha§ya on Sutras 1-4 in support

of the view that Brahma-knowledge is immediately followed by

liberation and that no additional effort need intervene. Libe-

ration is not something that comes into being as the. outcome

of action as, for example, Svarga or heavenly happiness to one

^ho offers sacrifices to the gods. It is not a thing to be

achieved by following some scriptural injunction. Scriptural

injunction has a place only when something has to be actually

<ione or something has to be avoided and

All this is the province of Karmakanda and not of Jnanakanda

which is concerned with the elucidation of the true nature of

reality and not with the laying down of injunctions of an obli-

gatory character (^fw ^ In 1-4-22 the

same passage is quoted to establish the immutability ot the

Atman as otherwise there will arise no knowledge of the one
unfailing reality. Knowledge that is pure and unassailable

.can only be in relation to the Atman wherein all questionings

are resolved. Compare Mundaka 3-2-6. 3-4-7 is a

Purvapak§a Sutra. The contention is that Brahma-Vidya is

subsidiary to Karma and in support of this is quoted

the Isa T.ext 2 etc.). 3-4-8 is, however, a Sid-

^banta Sutra which controverts
,
the previous view and

^establishes the doctrine that Brahma-Jnana is sui generis and

has nothing to do with Karma.
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Vv. 12 to 14 deal with meditation on Sambhuti an^

Asambhilti, i.e., the, created and uncreated, or as Sankara

paraphrases, Hiranyagarbha who stands for the sum-total of

all creation in its subtle aspects, and Avyakrta or the primor-

dial matter or Pratcfti. Here again the Sfti urges the

conjoint meditation upon Sambhuti and Asambhuti. It

may be taken as illustrative of the general statement made

regarding the combination of Vidya and Avidya. Max Muller

thinks that these are corresponding verses and that SambhuU
should refer to Vidya and Asambhuti to Avidya, the former

meaning the true cause, i.e., Brahman and the latter what U
not real but phenomenal. The decided teaching of this .Upa-

ni§ad, according to Max Muller, is a combination of vyorks and

knowledge. As has been shown above, this position is

untenable. Max Muller misses the point, because he takes

Vidya to mean the highest knowledge which scarcely fits in

^ with the general trend of the Upani§adic teaching. The
use of Vidya in the sense of meditation is well established by

Badarayana in his Sutras dealing with this topic.

The concluding verses of the Upanigad bring into

prominence the attitude of the person w^ho has disciplined

himself throughout life by the pursuit of knowledge and works

and is about to depart from this world on his heavenward

journey. The last utterances of the devotee are remarkable :

it is not the voice of a slave or mendicant but of one who has

reached the shining heights of glory. Worship is here at once

purified and spiritualized. A careful study of this short but

brilliant Upani^ad cannot but edify and ennoble the spiritual

aspirant.

Sankara, anticipating an objection, meets it towards

the end of his commentary on this Upanisad. A free

rendering of the passage will, it is hoped, clarify the position.

Hearing such passages as “ overcoming death by Avidya

one attains Amrta by Vidya” (ibid,, 11), “ overcoming death by

Vinafe one attains Amfta by Sambhuti {ibid., 14) ;
” some raise

a doubt to dispel which we shall make a brief enquiry. What
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% the firound it)f thfs doubt? The word V4dya

Patam&tma.vidya'-the knowledge 6f the highest te&lity;’

Why not take Amrta also in its real sense, viz., final liberatiofl;^

It may be said that Samuchhaya is untenable because .of the

IttOompatibility of Atma-knowledge and Karma. True (say^

the Ptirvapakshin) but the contradiction may not be admitted,,

because the scripture itseTf authorities both compatibility and

non-Compatibiiity. Just as the scripture is the authorit;if for

the performance of works and meditation on some VidyS, it is

also the* authority for their combination or otherwise. For
example, the scripture enjoins that no creature should be

hurt. But it authorizes the killing of goats in sacrifices*

Even so, there is scriptural authority for both Vidya and
Avidya. Now the rejoinder to such an argument is that there

can be no association between Vidya in the highest sense and
Karma. Compare etc. (Katha, I, 2—4)*

If it be said that there is no inconsistency because of the text^

(ibid., 11), the answer is that inconsistency is

inevitable because knowledge and works result from different

motives; are different in their nature; and yield different fruit.

If it be said that since option is not permissible to pursue the

one or the other, none need find any inconsistency in the

pursuit of both^ The answer to this is that their simultaneous

existence does not stand to reason. If it be said again that a

man may punsue knowledge and works one after another, the

answer is ‘ No, because with the rise of knowledge, Avidya is

extinguished altogether and can no longer remain in associa^

tion with Vidya For example, when one understands that

the nature of fire is to emit warmth and light, one cannot

posit in it the opposite qualities, namely, cold and darkness;

compare the text etc. (ibid., 7). When Avidya

IS absent, its effect Karma also must cease.

iti the phtase Amytamasnute ** He attains immortality

the word Amyta or immortality must be taken in a relative

i&erise. If the word Vidyft is to be construed as Param&tma-

Vidyft or the kno^yledge of. the highest ^^'^reality, the text
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etc: {ibid,, 15) wherein the devotee is described as

seelcing^he way to reach heaven, would become irrelevant^

tbecau^e liberation is immediate and there is no journey to be

imdertaken to reach the goal ; compare

The conclusion, therefore, is that works can be conjoined only

with Upasana (meditation), not with Paramatma-Vignana or

the highest knowledge.

' Text.

'

Sri Sankaracharya, in the introduction to his commentary

in this Upanisad, says that the eighteen mantras contained

herein do not deal with the ritual nor form a subsidiary

section of the Karmakanda (Purvamimamsa) inasmuch as

their object is to expound the real nature of the Atman. The
Atman, as described here, is characterised by purity, aloofness

from sin, unity, eternity, incorporeality, all-pervadingness^

etc. Hence, there can be no relation of any kind between the

Atman and ritual. The real nature of the Atman precludes

the possibility of its being an auxiliary to a ritualistic act; for,,

then it would become a product, undergo change, be possessed>

modified, or become an agent or enjoyer. Atman is not some-

thing that can be seen, moulded or fashioned. It is beyond

the grasp of our physical senses and is immutable. The end

and aim of all Upani§ads is the determination of Atman’s

true nature and that is also the aim of the Bhagavadgita and

Mokshadharma of the Mahabharata.

Then has Karma no place at all ? It has a place so long

as one attributes to self, like the rest of the world, plurality^

agency, enjoyment, impurity, contamination of sin, etc. It is

only for such a one that Karma is enjoined. Action is meant

for those who desire to achieve some end either in this or in

the other world. For instance, they may wish for spiritual

power here or in Svarga, that is to come hereafter, and be

conscious of their fitness for acquiring them as evidenced in

the statement :
“ I am a twice-born person, I am not deaf or

dwarf, etc.*' It is for such men as these that Karma is

regarded as binding.
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These mantras are, therefore, to be understood as intended

to convey the true conception of Atman which conception

removes the innate ignorance that shrouds its real being.

They further engender that wisdom by which we can realize

our oneness with the Absolute and thus extricate ourselves

from delusion and sorrow which are the concomitants of

samsara or endless series of lives.

Sankara now proceeds to annotate the mantras since

it has been pointed out tliat they are a lit subject of study by

one whose mind is bent on knowing the Brahman

that their subject-matter (T%«f3T) is the unity of the individual

and universal soul, that the relation between the Adhi-

karl and Vi§aya is well established as one of grahya (fit to be

received) and grahaka (one who receives) and that finally such

a study yields fruit which is no other than liberation. Any
branch of knowledge {Sdstra) to be worthy of study should

^

satisfy these conditions known as Anubhandhachatustaya

The Peace Chant.

^
Infinite is That, Infinite is This

From Infinite Infinite springs

From Infinite Infinite take

Infinite alone remains.

Om, Peace ! Peace ! Peace !

Brahman (That) is infinite, />„ whole or' integral, not fractional; infinite

also is the Universe (This) since it is but a manifestation of God who pervades

it. (Hence) the Infinite proceeds from the Infinite. Now if the Infinite i^

taken, i,/., if the all-pervading Infinite is cognized by true knowledge, the

superimposed Universe vanishes and the Infinite Being alone remains. [Vide

^ankara*Bha$ya on Bfhaddranyaka Upani^adt V. 5. 1.)
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>R9i^ gsfNji w^r: ^r%5srat n i ii

1. By the Lord is all this to be veiled,

Whatsoever in the world doth move
By discarding that thou may’st enjoy

;

And covet not another’s wealth.

I^vara is the indwelling spirit of the universe which must consequently
be understood as but the manifestation of God«

You must clothe the world with God so that God
alone is seen in place of everything. Veil all things by God or as

Deussen puts it :
‘ The entire universe should be immersed in God,

/.<?., the Atman.’ That which, owing to primal ignorance, appears
as something different from Isvara must be regarded, in the light of

knowledge, as ISvara himself.

—not only the world of ours but the universe itself

with all its complex furniture has to be enveloped in the shining glory

of the Lord. .

*

^ ^ fS —by surrendering which enjoy or triumph. The

enjoyment consists in saving one^s own soul

How ? By the knowledge that all duality is naught and that the only
reality is God.

*
’ qualifies

»Do not covet wealth, yours or some one else*s.

The sentence is construed in another way : do not covet ; why ?

is there any one’s wealth?

there is no wealth belonging to anybody.
The world of phenomena when abandoned leaves nothing to be desired.

All things belong to God and all are God. Even when looked at from the
worldly pomt of view one must recognize that the world of sense is dependent
upon the Atman without whose illumination nothing in reality exists. In the

absolute sense everything is Atman itself ; hence there is nothing which can be
the object of one’s desire.

eff^ sTfwrMrs% sr ^ ^ ii ii

2. If thou wouldst live a hundred j^ears

Observe thy duties here on earth

Other way there is none to one like thee ;

'

No taint frdm works to such a man.

It has been declared in the first mantra that the Sel^Atman, has to be
«aved by devotion to knowledge and abandonment of desire * for worldly
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happiness. The second mantra enjoins the performance of karma on those

who are yet unfit for jnana. The question arises whether jnana and karma

are not enjoined on one and the same person. The existence of both in the

same individual has been shown {vide Introduction) to be quite incompatible^

The Jnanayogin is he who has renounced the world and there is nothing that

ritualistic observances can bring to him. In the case of others, performance of

prescribed duties is imperative as otherwise they will incur sin for violating

scriptural injunctions, while yet in the realm of ignorance. The Yugins are

engaged in action in a spirit of detachment only for the purification of Self : Cp^

, Gita, V. 11.

^^T§[^T^^“-~For those who have not acquired the right knowledge*-

performance of duties is obligatory till the full term of their life which

is a hundred years.

TTqf —loc. absolute
;
while you are (doing thus your duties).

^
^ should be taken with

^ ^

sin.

rs.

is not affected,

Nityakarma or obligatory duties such as Agnihotra, as enjoined in the-

scriptures, have the effect of destroying one's sins and should continue to be

performed till the rise of knowledge. No other karma such as kfimya or work

done with the object of gaining some reward as svarga, can bring about the^

desired effect, viz., the purification of the Self.

argali hw % ?iir?nssirn: i

II ^ II

3. Godless indeed are all those worlds

By blinding darkness overspread

And them they reach parting this life,

The witless men, who’ve slain their souls.

This is in condemnation of those who out of ignorance are ever engaged ii»

such works as secure for them rewards like svarga. Such men, the Upanisad

says, after departing this life go to the regions of darkness. In unfigurative-

language, the Sfti means that men who neglect to acquire true knowledge and
are immersed in selfish activities are bound to take on endless births.

.of the demons ; as compared with the blissful state accruing,

from the knowledge of the identity with the supreme, even the regiots

of the gods may be described as that of the Ruk^asas
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srgqr: is also explained as 3Tig-Hl5|g ;
STTOI^m-

those whose one thought

is to cater to their selves; those who cannot resist the attractions of the

world of sense.

regions ; the fruit of karma.

veiled in the darkness of ignorance. The lives

which one has to pass through as the result of karma are indeed

shrouded in ignorance being unlit by true knowledge.

-men who have killed their souls.

Ilow is it ever possible to kill the soul which is eternal? We
•certainly smother our souls by turning away from God and not understand-

ing His infinite wisdom and love, thereby missing the goal of immortality.

As there is no expiation for this sin of discarding the knowledge of the divine

we must, as the fruition of our deeds, take on. recurring births.

4. It trembles not ;
*Tis lone ; than thought

’Tis faster; It, which has gone before,

The senses cannot reach. Outstripped

Is all else that runs, the while It stays.

Being thus, all sin and action springs

From Matarisva (Creation’s Lord).

It has been declared that the ignorant by destroying their souls are lost in

endless samsdra, while the wise attain liberation by safeguarding their souls.

Then what is the nature of the soul or Atman ? This, the present verse

expounds.

—does not move
; movement is from place to place or within

the object itself without change of place (TRWW like milk turning

into curds), and since the Atman pervades all space and is partless

there can be no movement either of the former or of the latter kind,

the one, the single. Though the individuals are many, the soul

is one.

— It is faster than thought even. How quickly we are

transported on the wings of thought to the remotest corners of the
world, we know from experience. But because of its pervading nature
the Atman seems as though it has preceded thought to those far-off

regions. Hence the Atman may be said to outstrip even thought.

ari’igs'igjrh;—The senses

n®r, because they shine, the senses, sight, etc., are called devas)
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fail to reafch //, because It has already gone in advance of them

When it is said that thought, lags .behind^ no wonder

that the senses cannot reach it since all movement of the senses

presupposes the movement of thought.

— The Atman surpasses all 'movements such as those

of mind, speech, senses, etc.

Staying, remaining motionless. The Atman is immutable

and immovable and all its motion is only apparent.

The idea underlying this contradictory description is that one of them,,

movement, is apparent, and the other, t.e., changelessness, is real.

on the premise of the existence of

Brahman, the eternal consciousness.

j
used in a secondary sense, meaning actions

;
movement in

the case of earthly creatures ;
burning, lighting and illuminating and

raining, etc., in the case of gods—Agni, Sun, Parjanya, etc.

wind ;
here used to denote Hiranyagarbha, the Sutrat-

man who is characterized by jnana^akti and kriyasakti. It is the latter

aspect that is emphasized.

Hiranyagarbha, at the bidding of the Lord, assigns their respective

activities to men and gods; cp» etc.’' TatL Up,, II. 8.

rT5T^#: i

cT5?f^I^sn5I?T: II II

5. It moves and moves not too ; ’Tis far

And yet ’tis near
;
within this all

It is, ev’n so without this all.

The same idea as contained in v. 4 is repeated. Well has Sankara said
• rv r- ,

‘ the mantras do not weary of repetition—

.

The paradox

* It moves and moves not ' is to be explained thus—The Absolute is in reality

motionless but only appears to move. Similarly ' It is far and yet is near,’ i e.,

those who remain in ignorance of the Lord may wait for aeons without

approaching Him, but to those who are imbued with wisdom He is near, being

their very Self ; ritl. 30%%=^
Os

again the one all-embracing entity. As constituting the

inner self of the universe and as manifesting itself in names and forms

It interpenetrates the whole creation leaving room to nothing else
;
cp,

*
^ Atman who resides within this all

;

^

^ Narayana dwells filling all that, both inside and

outside.



STUDIES IN BIRD-MYTHS.

No. XXXVII.

By Prof. S\rat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L.

[On a Lhota Naga Etiological Myth about the Evolution

of the Common MynaJ

The Common Myna (Acridotheres tristis) is called in Bengali

Sdlik or Bhdt Salih and in Hindi Desi Mayna, It is found

throughout the whole of the Indian Empire and Kurrna, as

also in Beluchistan and Afghanistan. It also ascends the

Himalayas up to an altitude of 8,000 feet. I have found it

ranging about in large numbers at Kalimpong which is

situated at a height of about 4,500 feet in the Eastern

Himalayas, where 1 resided from March to June 1928. It

used to build its nests and rear its young ones in the chimneys

and eaves of the P.W.D, bungalow in which I stayed with

Tinkari Mitra, Esq., B.E., I.S.E., Assistant Engineer of that

place. So numerous were the young ones that often full-

fledged nestlings used to fall on the floor down the flues of

the chimney almost every day.

These Common Mynas are essentially birds frequent-

ing civilized localities and are not found in jungles and

forests until man has prepared the way for them. They are

excellent pets and common favourite cage-birds with the

Indians. Their extreme conceit renders them very amusing.

They chiefly feed upon insects. They also take fruit and

grain. They often take their seat upon the backs of cattle

and pick off the ticks from their hides. In the evening, they

often assemble in great numbers together with crows and

Pied Mynas in clumps of trees and bamboos, and create a great

commotion by their chattering. This bird is so common
that it is quite unnecessary to give a description of its

coloration.

There is a small bit of romance connected with the

scientific name Acridotheres tristis of the Common Myna. The

great naturalist Linnaeus, at first, thought it to be a poor
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and dull-coloured relative of the gorgeously-coloured Bird of

Paradise and, therefore, nam’ed if tristis— the sad-coloured'\

On this point the well-known ornithologist Mr. F. Finn

says :

—

‘ I am not black in my heart, though yellow in my legs.'

—Shakespeare.
“ It is no wonder that Linnaeus probably having only

seen a Myna stuffed, and concluding from his general style

that he was some poor relation of the Bird of Paradise, called

him Tristis, the sad-coloured, for as a Paradisea he did not

show up well. He has long, however, been degraded to his

proper rank among the starlings, and named with a happiness

somewhat rare among ornithologists, Acridotheres
—

^ the

grasshopper-catcher'—and so he is likely to remain Acridotheres

tristis till the end of the chapter; the general rule being

that a bird always bears the first specific name bestowed on

it.”*

The Lhota Nagas are a mongoloid tribe living in the Naga

Hills of the north-eastern frontier of India. These Lhota

l^agas, numbering some 20,000 souls, occupy a piece of

territory that may be roughly described as the drainage

area of the Middle and Lower Doyang River and its

tributaries down to the point where it merges into the plains.

As the Common Myna {Acridotheres tristis) is found in

Assam and the Naga Hills, the Lhota Nagas must be very

familiar with this bird and its peculiar call-note. They, there-

fore, narrate the under-mentioned myth to account for the

^evolution of this bird :

—

Once upon a time, a man named Kimongthan summon-

sed his wife’s relations together and gave them rice-beer to

drink and addressing them, said : ‘T have cut down a cheutong

tree and made it ready for being used as a sacrificial post.

Go and drag it inside for me ; but do not let a single leaf of

it fall to the ground.” On this, they went and dragged the

tree ;
but its leaves were half withered and they allowed the

The Birds of Calcutta. By Frank Finn, B.A., F.Z.S., M.B.O.U.

Third Edition, Calcutta. Thacker Spink Co., 1917. Pages 53 -54.
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same to fall to the ground. Then they decided not to let the

leaves fall
; and tied them on to the twigs of the tree. They

now began to drag the felled tree. Notwithstanding the pre-

cautions, all the leaves fell off the tree. They were ashamed

to go back to the village and meet Kimongthan. Therefore

they fled away into the forest and the men were metamorphos-

ed into Common Mynas and uttered the call-notes of “/{'yon,

kyon But the women of the party besmeared their fore-

heads with the rice-flour which they had ground up for turning

into rice-beer and called out: ''Woka, woka'\ There-

upon they were metamorphosed into Gibbons or Haskicks. It

is for this reason that the Gibbons or Haslacks have a white

forehead upto the present day.*

From a study of the aforedescribed myth, we find that :-

1. The Lhota Nagas consider it a point of honour to

perform tasks set by their friends and relatives, and consider

it highly disgraceful to themselves if they are unable to execute

the aforementioned jobs.

2. They are over-sensitive to feelings of shame and dis-

grace, so much so that they are unwilling to show their faces

to their friends and relatives whom they have not been able

to assist in any way.

3. They seem to possess magical powers and to be

capable, by means of their knowledge of magic, of changing

themselves into ^ny shape they like. In the preceding myth,

these Lhota Naga men and women, who were directed by

their employer to drag home the felled tree-trunk without

letting the leaves thereof fall to the ground, felt so much
ashamed at not being able to perform the task set them by

their employer that, by means of their inherent magical

knowledge, metamorphosed themselves into Common Mynas

and white-browed Gibbons respectively.

4. It would appear that, as the tree-trunk was required

for being converted into a sacrificial post, the leaves of the

Vide the article entitled: Folkstories in Lhota Naga" by J, P. Hills

published in The Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

S., Vol. XXII (1926), No. 5, pages 308-309.
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tree also possessed some religious sancity and were, therefore^

required for lending additional sacredness to the sacrificial

post. (The ^collector of this myth ought to have added a

note explaining why the leaves are required.)

It would appear from the myth that the Lhota Naga

labourers, who were employed to drag home the felled tree-

trunk, did their utmost to carry the leaves thereof intact.

But their efforts in this behalf proved abortive. So, out of

sheer shame, they metamorphosed themselves into mammals

and birds. The Lhota Naga myth-maker would have done

much-needed justice if he had made the benign gods feel

sympathy for them and restore them to their former human

shapes.



STUDIES IN PLANT-MYTHS.
No. XV.

By Prof. Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L.

[On an Ancient Indian .Etiological Myth about the Evolution

of the Sacred Basil or Tulasi Plant, the Pipal or A§wattha

Tree, the Palasa Tree and the AmlakI Tree.]

The: Tulasi Plant or Hari Plant {Ocymitm sanctum), which

belongs to the Order Labiatew, is one of the mo^t sacred

plants of the Hindus. The Hindus believe that the god

Vishnu or Hari (the Preserver) is incarnate in this plant. It

is for this reason that they worship the plant. Hindu ladies

pour water upon the Tulasi plant to the accompaniment of

the recital of the following mantram or prayer-formula:

—

Text (in Devanagari script) of the Bengali mantram :

—

ii ^ ii

rfWR ^fT%5f55, r^^T—%— II ^ I)

English translation ;

—

1. O Tulasi ! O Tulasi ! The god Narayalja is incarnate

in thee. Thou -art (equivalent to) the pilgrimage-place of

Brindavana.

2. I am pouring water upon thy head. I am praying

to thee so that thou mayst grant me a resting-place in my
moment of death.

After reciting the foregoing prayer-formula, the worship-

ping lady joins the palms of her hands and makes obeisance

to the plant.

The leaves of the sacred Basil or Tulasi plant {Ocymitm

sanctum) have expectorant properties
; and their juice is used

by Indian physicians in catarrh and bronchitis. This juice is

also applied externally to the skin in ringworm and other

cutaneous diseases. An infusion of the leaves of this plant is

used as a stomachic in gastric ailments of the children and also

in hepatic disorders. Its dried leaves are powdered and used

as a snuff in ozoena. Its root is made into a decoction which is

administered in nialarial fevers as a diaphoretic. Its seeds are
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mucilaginous and demulcent and are given in diseases of the

4(enito-urinary sy^tem^. leaves are alsb an efficacious remedy
for the removal of maggots. The juice of its leaves, when
poured into the ears, is a very excellent remedy for ear-ache.

The Pipal Tree or Aswattha {Ficus religiosa), which

belongs to the Order UrticacecB, is a very sacred tree of the

Hindus. Its bark is used in tanning. Its leaves are used by

the Arabs for this purpose. The bark, when boiled in water,

yields a reddish pale-brown colouring substance. It is also

used, along with other barks, in the preparation of a perma-

nent black pigment in Bengal. Its roots, when boiled with alum

in water, produce on cotton cloths a pale-pink colour. In

former times, a paper used to be manufactured from the

fibre of this tree in Burma. But this industry is now dying

out in that province.

The bark of the Pipal tree possesses astringent properties

^nd is used as a remedy for gonorrhoea. It has also matura-

tive properties. It is used as a remedy for scabies. The
berries of this tree possess laxative properties and promote

•digestion. When these berries are dried and powdered and

taken with water for fourteen days, it is reported that this

powder will cure asthma and make barren women fruitful.

TThe seeds of this tree have cooling and alterative properties.

Its leaves and young shoots are used as a purgative and also

^s a remedy for skin-diseases. The bark of this tree, when

aground and made into a paste, is used as an absorbent in

inflammatory swellings.

The Palasa Tree {Biitea frondosa)^ w hich belongs to the

Order Legiiminosce, was well know n to the ancient Aryans for

its gorgeous scarlet flowers. In another paper entitled

Studies in Plant’Myths, No, /X, which has been published in

a previous issue of this Journal, I have described and

discussed another ancient Indian myth about the evolution of

this tree. It is, therefore, quite unnecessary for me to say

anything further on the subject of the Palasa tree.

Then we come to the Amlaki or Aorila Tree {Phyllanthus

,emblica) which belongs to the Order Euphorbiacece, It
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produces fruits which, crystallijzed with sugar, make an excellent

conserve. These preserved fruits are extensively used for

dessert by the Hindus of the United Provinces of Agra and
Oudh and of Bihar. An infusion of the fruits of this tree

and of those of the Terminalia chebula and Terminalia

bellerica, taken every morning, is said to improve the general

health by regulating the action of the liver.

The Amlaki or Aorila tree {Phyllanthus emblica) is also-

considered a sacred tree by the Hindus of the United Provinces

of Agra and Oudh as also of Bihar who consider it an act of

piety to take their meals once under the shade of this tree,,

during the bright half of the month of Kartik (October

—

November), and also to feed Brahmans thereunder. The
Hindus, sometimes, plant the five sacred trees—the Banyan,,

the Pipal, the Nim, the Mango and the Amlaki together.

The planting of these five sacred trees is called Panchabati
and orthodox Hindus consider it an act of great virtue to live

in a grove like this.

The ancient Aryans invented the under-mentioned myth-

to account for the evolution of the Tulasi plant, the Pipal

or Aswattha tree, the Palasa tree and the Amlaki tree :

—

On one occasion the god Siva or Mahadeva (the

Destroyer) was wandering about in the heavenly regions. To
Indra’s enquiries as to who he was, Siva did not condescend

to reply. Thereupon the god Indra, being full of wrath,.

hurled his thunderbolt at Siva. Flames began to issue from

the forehead of Siva and to burn the god Indra. Indra,.

being tormented with the insufferable pains of burning,,

fell at Siva’s feet and^ implored his pardon. Seeing this-

submissiveness on the part of Indra, Siva’s anger cooled down

and he threw the fire from his forehead to the middle

of the ocean. As soon as the fire fell into the ocean, the flames-

were miraculously transformed into a handsome and laughing

male baby. The ocean took this baby to Brahma the Creator

and made it over to him for being brought up by him. To-

this proposal of the ocean, Brahma agreed and began to rear

the boy. Brahma named this boy Jalandhara who subsequently^
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became the king of the Asuras or Titans. Brahma further

conferred on his adopted child the boon that no weapon,
except Siva’s trident, would be able to wound him. When
the boy grew up to manhood, he went to, Lanka and married
Brinda, the daughter of Ravana’s maternal uncle Kalanemi.

Thereafter Jalandhara waged war with the gods and
defeated them. Then he became the king of the heavenly

regions and began to cut off the heads of the gods. At
this, Indra went to Siva and informed him, in pathetic

language, of the gods’ distressed condition. Siva became
angry and promised to punish Jalandhara. Then Siva

began to wage war with Jalandhara. But, by reason of

a boon which had been granted by Vishnu to Jalandhara’s

wife Brinda, Jalandhara had become immortal. Siva was,

therefore, unable to vanquish Jalandhara. Subsequently, the

^ods went in a body to Vishnu and implored for his help

in this time of their distress.

Therefore Brihaspati, the preceptor of the gods, advised

Vishnu to assume Jalandhara’s shape and to go to Brinda and,

by wiles, to lure her from the performance of her austerities

and penances. Vishnu acted accordingly, and, as soon as

Brinda ceased to perform the penances and austerities, Jalan-

dhara was killed by Siva with his trident.

When Brinda discovered the deception that had been

practised upon her by Vishnu himself, she was about to curse

the latter. . But, on the latter’s asking her pardon, she agreed

to immolate herself on the funeral pyre of her husband Jalan-

dhara, Accordingly she immolated herself with the dead body

of her husband. From the ashes of lirinda sprang the Tulasi

plant or sacred Basil, the Pipal or ASwattha tree, the Palasa

tree and the Amlaki tree. It is for this reason the Tulasi

plant i.s called the Hari plant and that, without the leaves of

this plant, the god Vishnu or Hari or Narayana cannot be

worshipped.*

Summarized from the article The Birth Story of the Tulasi Plant, publish-

ed in the Bengali monthly Magazine O Sathi (published from Calcutta) for

Magba 1333 B.S. ( January-February 1927 A.D,), pp. 376-381.
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From a study of the preceding aetiological myth we

find that :

—

(1) The gods even, sometimes, stooped to practise decep-

tion upon others. In the foregoing myth, it is narrated that

Vishnu the Preserver, assuming the shape of Jalandhara,

deceived the latter’s wife Brinda into desisting from performing

the penances and austerities and, thereby, brought about Jalan-

dhara’s death at the hands of the god Siva. This kind of

deception and fraud is justifiable on the ground that it was

perpetrated for the purpose of stopping the war between the

gods and the giants and the slaughter of the gods resulting

therefrom. In a previous paper (Studies in Bird-Myths,

No. XXXV), I have already shown how the domesticated

cock deceived the Sun-god into rising and shining upon the

earth. This act of deception is justifiable on the ground that

it was done for the purpose of preserving all men, beasts an4

birds and all trees and plants which were about to perish for

want of sunshine. I have also shown therein that this kind of

fraud was also justified in the great Indian epic—the Maha-

bharata,—in which it is narrated how the Pandava Prince

Yiidhishthira
—“the Exemplar of Piety'’—brought about the

death of the great Kaurava warrior Dronacharya by falsely

informing the latter that his son Aswatthama had been killed

and (for the purpose of palliating his own guilt) adding, in an

undertone, that Ashwatthama the elephant had been slain.

This act of fraud and deception is justified on the ground that

it was perpetrated for the purpose of putting a stop to the

great war between the Pandavas and the Kauravas, in which

warfare thousands and thousands of men were being killed.

(2) The next noteworthy point in the foregoing myth

is the transformation of the fire from Siva’s forehead into a

male baby. I am not sure as to whether there is any parallel

to it in the folklore of other races and nations. But an

approximate analogue to it is the resuscitation of Ravana,

the Demon-king of Lanka, after he had been burnt into ashes

by the charred mustard-seeds which were cast on him by

Sita. (Vide my article entitled “ Note on the Birhor Legend
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about Ravana*s Abduction ^ Sitd” pii|)li$hed in The Journa

of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society for December 1928.)

The Greek myth about the fabled Phoenix rising resuscitated

from its ashes may also be cited as another instance,

(3) The next noteworthy point in the preceding myth

is the fact that, under the influence of Vishnu’s boon^

Jalandhara, the king of the Asuras, became invulnerable by all

weapons except the trident of Siva. The nearest analogue to

it is the Greek myth about the invulnerability of the Grfek

hero Achilles. He was the son of Peleus, king of Phthia and

a sea-goddess named Thetis. It is stated that, during his

infamy, Thetis plunged her son Achilles in the river Styx, by

which reason the whole body (excepting his heel by which

his mother held him) of Achilles became invulnerable.

(4) The last noteworthy point in the foregoing myth is

,|he growth of the Tulasi plant, the Pipal or Aswattha tree,

Ithe Palasa tree and the Amlakl or Aorila tree from Brinda’s

ashes. As I have already shown in previous papers, the

vegetation-spirit or the vegetable-soul is contained in the

flesh or blood of a human being and, when the flesh is burnt

to ashes, the vegetable-soul blossoms forth in the shape

of trees and plants. This belief is illustrated by many

examples which are to be found in poetry and folklore.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As an administrator, a constitutional monarch and a

devoted and pious Hindu, His Highness Sri Krishnaraja

Wadiyar IV, Maharcija of Mysore, is the foremost prince of his

day in India. To a simple and austere life, he adds a wide

^ind sympathetic outlook and with a heart full of solicitude

for the happiness of his subjects, he has been endeavouring to

promote their welfare and prosperit3^ Not without justifica-

tion has Mysore been acclaimed as Ramarajya and its ruler

hailed as a Kajar§i. His Highness has travelled throughout

India not only for affairs of State, but also to study nature in

her varying moods
;
to see the centres of trade and industry,

of art and architecture
;
and to visit the holy places. Among

these, mention may be made of the famous vale of Kashmir

with its beautiful gardens and brilliant scenery
;
of Badri situate

on the shoulder of a j)eak of the central Himalayan axis in

the Gharwal district of the United Provinces, where Naraand

Narayana did penance to obtain a vision of their Prakrti in

the Svetadvipa
;
and of Kedarnath, also in Gharwal, where the

holy rivers, Ganga and Yamuna, are worshipped : not to speak

of Benares and Prayag in the north and Ramesvaram in the

south. No wonder that the snow-clad Kailasa, lofty and

bright as a royal crown, has had always a charm and a fasci-

nation for this royal pilgrim. No one, not even the scientific

explorer, has escaped the spiritual hypnotism of this abode

of Siva. When the rsis of the Vedas, Kf^nadvaipayana

Vyasa (the compiler of the Puranas) and poets like Kalidasa

and Magha have poured pagans of [)raise on the bewitching

beauty and majestic grandeur of Kailasa, a natural and over-

powering feeling comes to every Hindu to visit, during his

lifetime, this home of the gods and the holy MSnasarovark

below where pious men are said to commune with the devas.

Kailasa: Environs

In the following pages will be found a description of

the places of interest on the way to Kailasa
;
the manners and

customs of the people inhabiting these regions; an account of
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a few of the many Buddhistic monasteries that abound on the

hills ; a vivid picture of the Manasardvara from different posi-

tions ; and a glowing portrait of Kailasa from several angles.

A rigorous, dry and cold climate, the desert nature of the

country where fairs are held but for two summer months in

the year, lack of provisions and even fuel and absence of trade

marts generally make it difficult for travellers and pilgrims ta

resort to this wonderful country which is amongst the

highest ^inhabited parts of the world. Cold is intense and

cracks the skin ; the rarefaction of the atmosphere in these

high altitudes makes one gasp for breath
;
and the six passes-

between India and Tibet are very trying to manage.

Temperature

A pilgrim to Mount Kailasa traverses several hundreds of

miles through varying degrees of climate, temperature, altitude

and scenery. Similar changes are also observable in the flora

and fauna of these regions. At an elevation of 12,000 ft.

the mean temperature at the hottest part of the year is 60°F.

against 10°F. in the coldest part. At 15,000 ft., frost is

only permanent from the end of October to the end of April.

The distribution of vegetation and topographical conformation

largely influence local temperature. The quantity of rain

diminishes as we pass onward across the Himalayan chain.

The snow-line ranges from 15,000 to 16,000 ft. on the

southern exposure of the Himalayas that carry perpetual

snow all "along that part of the system that lies between-

Sikkim and the Indus. It is not till December that snow

begins to descend for the winter, although after September

light falls occur which cover the mountain sides down to

12,000 ft., but these soon disappear. On the snowy range,,

the snow is not lower than .18,500 ft. and, on the summit

of the table-land, it reaches to 20,000 ft. Explorers and

pilgrims to these regions choose the months of June to August

for their journeys.

Flora

The European flora diffused from the Mediterranean

along the highlands of Asia extends to the Himalayas and
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many European species reach the central part of the chain,

while genera common to Europe and the Himalayas are

abundant throughout and at all elevations. At 4,000 ft., the

oak is frequent. Aucuba, magnolia, cherries, pyrus, maple,

alder and birch as well as the araliaceae, hollbollea, skimmia,

daphne, myrsine, symplocos, rubus are met with. At Nainital,

•Cyprus, shrubby vegetation, rosa, rubus, indigopera, desmo-

•dium, berberi boehmeria, viburnum grow well. Higher

lip is found corylus or walnut. Between 6,000 to .8,000 ft.

rhododendrons abound. Cultivation is rare beyond 7,000 ft.

Epiphytal orchids are numerous. Of the coniferae are

found the varieties of podocarpus and pinus longifolia

and, at 8,000 ft., abies brunoniana and a. smithiana.

Between 5,000 to 9,000 ft. is thus an evergreen oak

forest belt. Thence up to 12,000 ft. is the belt of coniferous

forests. At 10,000 ft. the yew and picea webbiana are

common features. There are few fields between 11,000 to

12,000 ft. and here buck wheat and Tibetan barley are culti-

vated, while at lesser altitudes are also grown rice, m^ize and

millet. Between 12,000 to 16,000 ft. there is alpine or

mountain vegetation. Lancea tibetica is abundant below the

Lipulekh pass, at Taklakote, and round the Kailasa mountain

4ip to 16,500 ft. Sharp grass or scrubland is found where the

rainfall is poor. And above 16,000 ft. is all snow. The
nearest approach to the lotus is a small yellow butter

-cup {Ranunculus) found in the water of Manas lake. Myrio-

phylhurns and pond-weeds in conspicuous minute flowers

grow. A few' more small plants—a borage, a crucifer, a

hyoscyamus and grass are found. The water near the shore

contains dead bits of the weeds growing in the deeper parts.

A prominent feature of the Tibetan vegetation is the cushion

habit of many of the species. While some species of plants

bearing flowers dwarf as we ascend, there are others which

grow bigger and bear larger flowers up to a certain limit and

Prof. Kashyap regards this condition as being due to moisture

5ind shelter available but not merely to altitude. Further,

janother peculiarity observable in the colouring of the flowers
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ity, of very dark almost or quite black colour—a very unusual

feature.

Fauna
I

These ranges form a very rich OTological region particn-

larl}’ in respect of birds, to which the forest-clad mountains

offer almost ever}’ range of temperature. The fauna of the

Tibetan Himalayas is essentially European being perhaps the

northera/half of the old continent termed by ;5oologists as the

palaearotic. It is the home of the yak, wild sheep, antelope,

musk-deer of Kalidasa), hares, burrowing

animals including pikas (lagomys), two or three species of

marmot, fox, wolf, lynx, ounce, marten, ermine and wild asses.

Amongst the birds may be mentioned bustard, sandgrouse,

partridge. Waterfowls, ravens, hawks, eagles, owls, magpies,

doughs are common. Reptiles and a few' li;;ards swarm the

localities. Bears and wild dogs called cyon are also met with.

Bats are numerous. Langur, a species of scmnopithecus,

is found up to an altitude of 12,000 ft. The yak gives rich

milk and it has long hair which makes it look like a sheej).

Rope is made of its hair which is also used in making tents ;

its finer hair IS used in the preparation of cloth; its skin is

used for making boats and huts; and its bushy tail is used as

the chamara or fly-whisk in temples and by royalty. Yak
is justly considered tlie people’s friend.

' Tibetan Manners and Customs

The Tibetans met with in these journeyings are nomadic

in their habits and modes of life. Some of them look more

like apes than men in their picturesquely savage appearance.

They are extremely ugly, varying in complexion from jet

black to brown. All men wear large earrings in their left

ear, as do some Arabs. Amongst other ornaments, Bhutia

women also wear necklaces made of the tusk of the musk-deer.

They are foul in their habits and do not wash. An ordinary

Tibetan makes one feel physical revolt. Their cups or drink-

ing vessels are not cleaned after or before use : their dishes
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are made of dirt and flour. They eat with their teeth black

with sordes. Their dress is hard as hide with dried dirt*

Apart from the conditions of life, even superstition puts a

premium on dirt and grease. Their priesthood is, however,

cleaner. Tibetans*eat meat and other flesh, genercilly raw and

dried up. The Tibetans hate frying ; they rarely cook and

when they do so, they merely boil. For fuel, dama root and

stalk and dung of yak, cow, sheep and horse are used. Bellows

are sometimes used to make fire. When the Tibetan has

killed a wild ass, he cuts it up and preserves the fits in his

tent, away from the fire and the taste, it appears, improves with

time. Butter is an important ingredient in the dietary of the

Tibetans : it is also used as oil for lighting lamps in houses

and monasteries and for ornamenting v\alls by making flowers

and animals. The Tibetan coolies make tea with butter and

salt, since they dislike milk which is considered a kind of

urine. Sattu (fried wheat powder) and rarely some kind of

bread are also used. A yak’s rib serves as a spoon. They

take intoxicants. They live in locally made tents and lead

wandering lives, sliifting from j)lace to place, as it suits their

fancy, or wherever they can^ find pasture for their sheep.

They carry ])rovisions for their journeys in their coat pockets

which hold their pipe, tobacco, knives, and bone-spoons, as

well. As a protection against cracks, jaggery paste is used

as a cosmetic to the face, especially by women, though it

makes them look all the more ugly. They know their camp-

ing ground thoroughly. It is a wonder how* thousands of

sheep thrive in this bare and rocky country with only small

bits of grass under clefts in stones. They use neither the

Indian nor the Chinese calendar but that of Turkestan.

There is one leap year in every four but the Tibetan is

always one year behind the Chinese. Their ways of counting

days is strange. Insertion of two seventh days, an eleventh

day without a tenth preceding it, duplication of lucky

days and omission of unlucky days are common features

of the Tibetan calendar. They are w^ell built. Men and

w'omen dress very much alike and, as the men have no beard
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growing, it is very difficult to tell the difference at first

sight. They do not cut their hair but keep it in the centre

in front and plait it like women, following |the Chinese custom

prevalent before the Revolution of 1911. Polyandry is

practised. Generally, the eldest brother ‘marries and, after

two or three months, the woman becomes the wife of the

younger brothers as well. If a widower has a grown-up

married son, then the son’s wife is also the wife of the

father. If a man marries a widow with grown-up daughters,

all are cofisidered as his wives. Talking of polyandry, one is

reminded of an incident in Svami Vivekananda’s life which

is related by Romain Rolland. “ In the Himalayas, Viveka-

Tianda lived among Tibetan races, who practised polyandry.

He was the guest of a family of six brothers, who shared the

same wife
;
and in his neophytic zeal he tried to show them

their immorality. But it was they who were scandalised by

his lessons. ‘ What selfishness 1 to wish to keep one woman

all to oneself.
’ ” So one realizes the relativity of virtue,

as what is right at the bottom of the mountain is wrong at

the top.

Buildings

Buildings in these regions consist of wood and rough

stones with mud paste. In the plains, bamboos, mud and

brick are used. Nice architectural designs are commonly

employed. The dwelling of a Tibetan shepherd is a single

room forming a pit about ten feet square and three to four

feet deep in the ground. Mud paste is spread over the surface

and the roof is covered with waterproof yak hair. Mud ovens

or stoves are used for cooking. A small image of Buddha,

with accessories for worship, is in evidence.

Tibetan Dances

Every religious and social function in Tibet is followed by

dances, either of the Lama or of the devil dance type, though

in recent times the latter has become absorbed in the Lama
dance. In dancing, the men wear masks and baggy trousers

which bulge out as they dance round, while womeh wear

several tassels round the waist that spread out along with
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their skirts, umbrella-like. The accompaniments to dancing

are a Tibetan drum and a pair of brass cymbals. The whole

scene is weird. Bhjitias, as ugly and dirty as the Tibetans,

have curious funeral ceremonies with which are also associated

dancing. On the third day, they set fire to wood which has

been collected and all (men, women and children) assemble

and dance round it to the accompaniment of music with drum
and cymbals, carrying a shield in the left hand and a sword in

the right. From a little cu}>, into which is poured out liquor

made of fermented rice and jaggery from a wood^ bottle,

is served the drink to the dancers now and again.

Tibetan Worship

The common shrines of the Tibetans are made of one or

more stones on which are carved images of the Buddha or

the peculiar Buddhist mantram. The entrance to a Bhutia

village is marked by three big stones calculated to guard

against the intrusion of evil spirits. Incantations are also

used for this purpose. Diseases are considered to arise under

the influence of evil spirits and illness is warded off mainly by

the chant of prayer and rarely by a resort to the very few

drugs available locally.

On the mountain crests, the muleteers generally tie, as an

offering to their deity, a bit of string or rag to a pole fixed for

the purpose of offering thanksgiving for the safety of their

animals over dangerous roads. These rags or flags are printed

with the mystic Buddhist mantram and as they fly in the air

the devotee who offered them is said to get the benefit which

he would have secured had he repeated it.

Here and there, piles of stones smeared with red earth

are seen with sticks to which tied are rags of various colours.

On some of the stones are carved Buddhist prayers. As
flowers are rare, small stones are offered in their stead,

every pilgrim adding one or two stones as he passes by.

When you see religious inscriptions, particularly “ Om mani

padme ham —on rocks, houses, temples; prayer-wheels with

handles to turn them, wind- and water-turned prayer-wheels,
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praying flags^ you feel as if a kind of worship by machinery is

provided. ‘ Prayer made easy ’ is what |one would feel here

as the Tibetans are revolving their prayer-wheels or going

round prayer-walls. When the day ends* and the dark rocks

stand out grim against the sky, all work stops and the people

gather in the squares and open spaces and chant their evenifig

prayers prostrating on the earth. And at the religious festival

of sprii^, the Lamas or monks wear strange and hideous

masks, ifii striking contrast to their gorgeous silk robes. “ Om
mani padme. barn ” means “ O jewel in the lotus flower,

amen !

” “ Om ” is said to close rebirth amongst the gods and

is coloured white Ma ” fights its freedom with the titans

ind is blue ; Ni ” has its duel with man and has the yellow

hue
;
“ Pad ” secures its liberty from the animal and is green ;

“ Me ’’ has to get salvation against tantalus and is coloured

red ; find “Ham” closes rebirth with the inhabitants of hell and

is consequently black. Such is the symbolism of the mystic

praver-wheel.

n. THE HIKING

Leaving Mysore on 18th June 1931, His Highness and

party arrived at Almora on the 24th where they spent three

days in equipping the partv for the pilgrimage. After three

hours’ journey, they reached their camp at Barechina on the

27th and stayed in the forest lodge opposite the Hinsar Estates

‘once the residence of General Ramsay, the Commissioner of

Kumoan Division. They continued the journey in the morn-

ings, to avoid heat, ascending or descending thousands of

feet. The Sarjii (Sarayu) river, spanned by a sus[)ension bridge,

was crossed on the 29th and Ganai reached. The first glimpse

of the snow peaks at a distance was got at Thai on July 1st.

The real Himalayan view at Sandeo was magnificent -the

Pancha Shool, Nanda Devi and Pindari being the chief ones

visible. Askote, a picturesque spot, reached on July 3rd, has

a Rajbar claiming descent from Katryeer or Katripiir kings

who once ruled from Kabul to Nepal and who are referred to

by Hieun Tsiang in his travels.
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Askote—Dharchula
f

Proceeding frojh Askote on the 4th July, the party

crossed the iron br|dge over Gouri-Ganga, which joins the

Kali-Ganga or Sara^a at a spot lower down called Joljibi, a

great trade centre. The march to Balavakote, all along by

the Kali river which divides Nepal from British India, was

mostly uphill, and, travelling on, Dharchula was reached on

the 5th. Near the royal camp, the local people crossed the

Kali on coir ropes with the help of a V-shaped tinker piece

resembling the one used for catapults.

Dharchula—Taklakote

Askote to Dharchula is twenty-three miles and Askote to

Almora is sixty-four miles. This long distance was made with

laden mules and on horseback. But as the route to Khela

was not thus negotiable, a day’s halt was made at Dharchula

to change the transport. Pack mules were given up and

coolies engaged to carry luggage. The route followed up the

course of the Kali river and from Khela onwards began the

real ascent, ‘ Khadi Chadai, ’ done by the sure-footed Bhutia

ponies. I'urther stages were done on foot as the path was

very steep and narrow' and w'as covered w'ith loose boulders

and stones. On the 8th July at Thithila was entered the holy

land and thenceforth the pilgrims were in the country of the

Bhutias amongst the Mongolians. The track from Thithila

was downhill for the first four miles and then uphill for the

next four. The top of a ridge of 10,000 ft. above sca-level

w'as climbed before the descent commenced and the camp of

Galagar w^as reached on the 9th. The 10th w'as a trying time

for tramping between Galagar and Mai pa. The party crossed

the Kali by a temporary bridge on to the Nepal side, doing the

ups and downs through w^hat may be called goat-tracks up to

Malpa. The camp here furnished views of mountain torrents

from both the Nepal and the Indian sides rushing headlong in

fine cascades to the Kali. The march on the 11th to pretty

Budi, nestling on the hill slopes, w'as equally difficult as riding

was unsafe. Next day was accomplished an ascent of 1,000
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ft. in five miles and Qarbayapg, an important stage in the

journey to Kailasa, was reached. Situante at an altitude of

10,500 ft., it. is fifty-one miles from Dhqrchula, seventy-four

miles from Askote and 138 miles from ^Imora, The party

halted here for three days.

The Tibetan Governor called Jangpon residing at

Garbayang had heard rumours that the Mysore party consisted

of armed men and intended to invade the country. Having no

troops or^police of any sort to ward off an armed assault, he

was naturally uneasy and, under pretext of welcoming the

Maharaja, he despatched to the camp his principal military

officer and a village chief to do the spying. Saluting His

Highness by putting out their tongues, w'hich among them

is a mark of respect, they noted clown the strength of the

‘invading army’ and returned. Their misgivings about the

hot-water boilers being machine guns were dispelled by their

victual work being shown.

The Rani of Sanghai (U.P.), a venerable old lady who
was also on a pilgrimage to Kailasa and who w'as accom-
panied by Kumar Khadga Singh Pal, joined the party here.

Garbayang—Taklakote

A descent of about half-a-mile to the bed of the Kali in

front had to be made to go to Kalapani from Garbayang,

before crossing the river to the Nepal side. After five miles

in Nepalese territory. Kali was recrossed and it was crossed

again at Kala'pani, considered sacred as the source of the Kali.

The journey to Siangchun, within a stone’s throw of the snow
patches, was an ascent along a mountain stream and full of

gorgeous scenery with the river Kali flowing below. Early next

morning (17th), the party proceeded on horseback to Lipulekh

pass (16,500 ft.) through winding snowy paths, along a

stream lying in a shallow valley below the Lipulekh ridge, the

furthest point in India. Taklakote, situate on the right bank

of the Karnali river, is the headquarters of a Tibetan Jangpon

and contains a big monastery. His Highness paid a visit to

both the Jangpon and the monastery.
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Taklakotc—Manasarovara

The march tor Rungung from Taklakote on the 21st

July was an easy Ine, with smiling villages and fields on

either side. Next "day, Rungung to Gori-odial was done

through a wide maidan, surrounded by low, bare hills. On the

23rd, Gori-odial was left behind for a journey towards Manas
over barren stretches for some three miles whence began an

ascent to the Gurla pass (16,200 ft.), in the neighbourhood of

the snow-clad Gurla Mandalta range, so called "^rom the

tradition of Raja Mandhatha having performed penance there.

To the immediate right are its two massive peaks, 25,348 ft.

and 22,648 ft. high, unsuccessfully attempted by Longstaff

in 1905. The first glimpse of the snowy Kailasa is got

from the top of the Gurla pass, with its snow-covered cone

in its solitary majestic grandeur. Below it is Rakastal but

Manasardvara is not yet visible. Though the whole range

is spread out before you east to west, yet Kailasa appears

the most dominant feature. After a short descent and a

couple of miles journey on level ground, the party reached

their camp on the shores of the lake.

IIL MANASAROVARA

Size and Shape

In spite of popular opinion, scholars greatly differ

regarding the identity of the Anavatapta lake (the lake

without heat or trouble) of the Buddhist texts with Mana-

sardvara. Ekai Kawaguchi gives the circumference of the

lake as 200 miles and describes its shape as more or less

octagonal and Dr. Rangachar in his printed Diary is inclined

to accept this view. Other members of the party, however^

consider it to be about forty-five miles in circumference, forming

on the right almost a circle. Dr. Sven Hedin considers

it as saucer-shaped, with a depth varying from 68*4 ft. to

over 268 ft. and, with a diameter of fifteen and a half miles at its

widest and narrower in the south than in the north and having

eight monasteries on its shores. Situated in ah extensive basin
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amidst hills, it is most beautifnl. Its water looks blue from
a distance, is clear as crystal and swee\ The lake is fed by

the melting snows of the hills all round. I His Highness and
the Hindu members of the party bathecf in the holy lake,

offered tarpan libations to the manes of their ancestors and
performed Gangapuja,

Description

Manasarovara is full of fish but fishing is not allowed.

Should j|iiy fish be cast up by the waves, the Tibetans dry it

in the sun and use it as medicine for driving away evil

spirits. It is said that flamingoes (^T^^TT**) go to the Manas
at the commencement of the rainy season, to find a safe

.as5dum in the rocks bordering on the lake, when the swell

of the rivers in the rains and the inundation of the plains

conceal their usual food.

To the immediate north of the Manasarovara lie the

ya,st and extensive ranges of the Kailasa mountain, on the

western sides of which rises and flows the Indus river, the

Brahmaputra originating on the far eastern slopes. To the

south is the Ladak range comprising the spurs of the Gurla

Mandatta whence issues the river Karnali. On the left side

of Manas lake itself is to be found the source of the river

Sutlej, while below and to the north-west of the main
Himalayan ranges lie, near the Lipulekh pass, the Zanskar
range of rnountains. Emperor Akbar appears to liave sent

a survey party to these regions. Col. Moorcroft went on his

expedition in 1812-14 to trace the source of the river

Ganges. Others have followed.

Dr. Sven Hedin, who has explored every inch of the

expansive lake by night and by day for weeks on end, finds

nothing to compare with it in his long wanderings in Asia. The
overpowering beauty of a nocturnal sail on the lake is

inoomparable. At night, T seem to hear the gentle but powerful

beat of the great heart of Nature, its pulsation growing weaker

in the arms of night, and gaining fresh vigour in the glow of

the morning red. The scene, gradually changing as the hours
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go by, seems to belong not to earth but to the outermost

boundary of unattaimble space, as though it lay much
nearer heaven, the ryistj^ fairyland of dreams and irnagina*

tion, of hope and yearning, than to the earth, with its mortals,

its cares, its sins, and its vanity. Phenomena like these are

fleeting gusts in the earth and occur once in a lifetime as a

greeting from a better world. Thousands and thousands of

pilgrims have wandered round the lake in the course of

centuries and have seen the dawn and sunset, but have never

witnessed the dis[)lay which we gazed upon from thei^middle

of the holy lake on this memorable night.’ In bright sun-

shine, ‘ the clouds display wonderful tone-effects
;
white and

grey, sharply defined, they lie in different stages before

the mountains and behind them dark blue and purple curtains

seem to hang down. We might be gliding over the bright

floor of a temple hall, its walls richly decorated with flags and

standards, which hang down from golden hooks on the ceiling

of the sky, and touch the dust of the earth with their fringes.

The genii of Siva’s paradise seem to hover round us All

tones are so bright, airy and grey that the landscape which

surrounds us, on a depth of 180 ft. in the lake, like a ring

where the water ends seem hardly real I could live and

die on this heavenly lake without ever growing weary of the

wonderful spectacle always presenting fresh surprises.’ Verily

is the lake Manas worshipped as the mystic reservoir of the

lord of life, belonging to heaven and not to the earth.

The middle of the lake is smooth as if oil is poured upon

it. The crystal purity of the water and its dark greenish-blue

colour are as beautiful as the flavour and monks use this

water in preference to any other. Even the first view from

the hills on the shore of lake Manas causes the pilgrim or the

traveller to burst into tears of joy at the wonderful, magnifi-

cent landscape and its surpassing beauty.

Myth and Legend
Lake Manasarovara (or the Tib. Tsho-Ma-Phan) is said

to be the same as Bindusarovara of Hindu mythology, pro-

duced from the heart of Brahma. It is called ^anau anandat ’
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IV. MOUNT KAILASA
After Manas, the objective of the pilgrims was Mount

Kailasa. Towards this, on the 23rd morning, the party left

Manas camp and proceeded in a northerly direction for Jiew

Gumbaleleven miles distant.

Ttie march from Jiew Gumba onwards was undertaken

on the 24th July. Passing through vast sandy and desert

country, the party reached the Barkha maidan, after

eight miles. All this land might have at some remote time

formed part of the Rakastal as the ground is very little higher

than the bed. of the lake. The Maharaja visited the residence of

the assistant to the Jangpon stationed here and called Tarjun.

A shepherd’s hut was also inspected.

Tradition

Vignupurana describes these parts as the centre of the

lotus of the world, whence run six groups of mountain ranges

or whorls of petals, east and west, their watersheds being

named as separate countries ; two other ranges in the north

and south enclose these on the east and west. Between the

innermost^of all these, Brahma the creator has his throne like

the seed-vessel of a lotus, on his mystic mountain Meru, the

terrestrial north-pole of the Vanaparva. From the holy

city of Brahma the seven rivers of Bharata-Var§a (India)

flow towards the south, the number corresponding with the

Seven Powers or mothers of creation (Saktis). Another mighty

river on the eastern side of the city flows over the tops of the

inferior mountains and runs into the sea through the country

of Bhadrasva (horse’s mouth). On the opposite sides

another river traverses all the western mountains and passing

through the country of Ketumala falls into the sea; while
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iinother, after watering the country of the Uttara Kurus

'<Knru=fish), empties ftself in northern ocean, India or Bbarata

(tortoise) Valga is th^ southern petal of the great lotus, whilo

Uttara Kuru (Yarkanjd darya) is the northern. India and three

other countries extend from the mountain boundaries of Meru

like the petals of the lotus of the world. (Wilson’s Transla-

tion, pp. 166-173.) The seven rivers of the Vedas are the

following:— 1. Ganga, 2. Sarasvati, 3. Satadru, 4. Parushni,

.5. A^akni, 6. Marudvrdha, 7. Vipa9a.

Description

The first European to see and describe Kailasa was Fr.

Desideri in 1715 A.D. The finest view of Kailasa is to be had

from Rakastal. In form, it resembles a tetrahedron set on a

prism. From the middle of its white top a belt of ice falls pre-

cipitously down, and below it stands a stalagmite of ice on to

which a thick stream of water pours from above. The stream

splits up into glittering drops of spray and thin sheets of water-a

grand spectacle, which one could watch with pleasure for hours!

This Indian Olympus lifts its summit in the north under

a cupola of eternal snow, where Siva dwells in paradise with

a host of other gods and goddesses. Himalayan scenery gave

birth to grand myths and colossal imagery. The whole

conception of Siva is a striking reminiscence of the Himalayas.

He is entirely a personification of the Himalayas, as when

the Milky Way is made to fall upon his head, wander

round and round amongst his tangled locks, and issue from

them at last as the Ganges. Indeed, the imagination of the

people may be said to make of their northern ranges one vast

shrine to Him
; for it is far away, they say, across the frost-

bound heights, where the Himalayas are at their mightiest

and India passes into Tibet, that lake Manasarovar lies at

the foot of the great ice-peak of Kailasa. Here is the line of

silence and eternal snow, and here, guarding the north, is the

holy home that Siva loves. If the identity of Manas be granted,

says Ekai Kawaguchi, in his Three Years in Tibet, it could

be argued that Mount Kailasa, by the side of the lake, was
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nature’s manijala, sacred to the memory of the Buddha, which

formed an important station for BudShist pilgrims (p. 38).

The Chinese Texts speak of Kailasa (Kan|; Rinpoche) as rising

high on the shore of Manasarovar (Maph^ myumtsho).

Parikrama

The circumambulation of Kailasa takes generally' two and

a half days. Prostrating all the way, earnest devotees may

go round it in a month. There are some who have done the

parikra|[ia ten times in their lives.

The track for circling Kailasa is steep and dangerous and

ordinary persons hardly, if ever, tr)^ to do it. Snowslips may

kill, while huge boulders obstruct the passage. The outermost

route has a Buddhist temple at each of its four quarters known

as the temples of Kang Rinpoche. Several fantastic rocks of

great size towering into the sky appear before you, giving you

a peep into the snowy Tise beyond as also very large cascades^

over a thousand feet high, many in number each having a

distinct individuality. Some shoot down with great force and

look not unlike the fabulous dragon descending the rock

others milder, a white sheet suspended over it.

Kailasa is not actually on the line of what is generally

known as the Kailasa range of mountains but a little to the

south of it. The pilgrim and the traveller have to cross a dizzy

ridge or pass 18,600 ft. to go to the foot of the sacred peak.

Sherring estimates the parikrama as twenty-five miles against

thirty of l3r. Hedin and Prof. S. R. Kashyap estimates it at

twenty-nine miles. The path of the circuit is bad and walking

is absolutely obligatory. The track near Gourikund rises to a

very great height and the Dolma-la looks almost a death-trap,,

being by far the most striking experience on the way round

to Kailas.

Yak’shorn Temple, facing Mount Kailasa itself, emerges

in the northern section of the Tise group
; then the Hill of

Salvation and then the Hill of Dolma-la, the pass of the

mother of the saviour. On ascending the hill, one sees to the

right a snowy range of the northern parts of Mount Kailasa,
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named in Tibetan Norjingi Phoprang or the residence of king

Kubera, perhaps Alaka splendidly described in the Uttara

Megha of Kalidasa. The crest of the Dolma-la is said to be

the image of the mother of the saviour. At the foot of the

hill where ends the ridge of the Dolma pass whence it looks

oblong, is a frozen oval lake, Gourikund about four-fifths of a

mile in circumference according to Prof. Kashyap, to which

attaches an interesting legend. In ancient times, Kubera and

his family used the water to wash their hands here. A woman
pilgrim bent for the purpose when her baby on the baclislipped

and fell. The guardian deities then met in consultation and

billowed the lake to freeze to prevent such accidents. Round

about the mount stand, it is said, seven ladders by which you

ascend a spacious pinin in the middle whereof is a bell of silver

and a square table, surrounded with nine [)recious stones of

diverse colours. Upon this table lies a silver rose, called

Tamarrapua which contains two women as bright and fair as

pearl—Brigasiri or lady of the mouth and Tarasiri or lady of

the tongue. In the centre of the rose is the image of Sivalinga,

the permanent residence of god.

Above tlie stretch of mortal ken.

On blessed Kailasa’s top, where every stem

Glowed with a vegetable gem,

Mahesa sat, the dread and joy of men.”

From Darchin the party went to Didiphu on the 28th,

Avhere they ascended in the evening a hillock 18,000 ft. above

the sea-level.

The next camp Zindiphu, twelve miles distant, lay through

the Dolma pass (18,599 ft.) and was negotiated on 27th Jul}^

It was the worst stage of the journey experienced, as three or

four miles of very steep and stony ascent reaching the highest

altitude at the Dolma pass or Gourikund were tiresome to the

pilgrims and their animals though the Tibetans did not seem

to feel it.

Monasteries

There are many monasteries but very few of them are

kept clean. Duelling and meditation in complete darkness is
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a most austere form of tsams^ not pecuHar to Lamaism but in

vogue in the Orient. Heads of religious institutions in Tibet

are called Lamas and thos6 that are chosen to that position are

considered incarnations of previous Lamas who are themselves

supposed to be living Buddhas. Most of these viharas are

perched on outstanding boulders, visible from far. The
Taklakote monastery looks like a castle and is well situated,

being about the biggest on this side of Tibet, consisting of

250 biksus. The accessories for worship here include, among
others,la bowl partly made of a human skull which is rather

suggestive of the Kapalikas. Perhaps the monasteries belong

to the Vajrayana sect of the Mahayana School. Serolung

or the golden valley is on the south-south-west of Mana-

sarovar. Gyang-tak-Jompa or white Vajra lies between the

north-western corner of Manas and the north-eastern corner

of Rakas lakes. Yanggo-gompa is the third of the eight

monasteries (Tr. Him. II, p. 132). In Tugu-goinpa, one of the

eight monasteries round Manas is the painting of a fish

god, Mado Gemo, who rises from the waves of the central

lake. This god has seven w'ater-snakes in his hair and the

lower part of his body is like a green dolphin. The lake is

as deep as it is broad, and concentric rings encircle the rising

god. The fish god comes up to greet the god of Tso-mavang,

Hlabsen Dorche Barva, who gallops in a cloud of grey fiery

tongues and smoke on a pink horse, and is armed with spear,

bow and quiver. In the background stands Kang-rinpoche,

the holy mountain. Colouring and drawing idealises the w^hole

(J6., pp. 130-31). The inscription at Tugu-gompa, given for the

enlightenment of the Buddhist .pilgrims, says that in the centre

of Manasarovara, the holiest in the world, dwells a god in

human form, inhabiting a tent made of torquoise and all kinds

of precious stones. In the midst of it grows a tree, with a

thousand branches where as many Lamas live. It has a

double crown, one rising like a sunshade and shading Kailasa,

the other ov'ershadowing the whole w'orld. ICach of these

branches hns an image of god and all these images turn their

faces towards Gossul-gompru In former times, all the gods
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gathered together he^e, and once golden water was fetched

from the lake to gild the face of Hlobiin Rinpoche in Chiu-

gompa, the fifth monastery on a rock in the north-western

corner of the lake, what remained being used to paint the

temple roofs of Tashi-lunpo (/6., pp. 154-55)

Of the monasteries lying on the path round Kailasa, the

Kiangda (Gyangta) gompa is seldom visited by the pilgrim.

The Nyandiphu monastery is four miles from Darchin towards

which two miles of the path lie north-west whence a turn to

the north has to be taken. It is sittiated on a verticlil side of

a rock in a perilous position. A road leads off both sides

of a stream, through a fairly open valley with steep and

perpendicular rocks in fantastic shapes and small waterfalls

here and there, straight north to Didiphu monastery five miles

away, situated north of Kailasa, whose north face will here be

noticed to be extrernly steep. The rectangular space of the

gompa is striking. Thence, Zuntu-gompa, thirteen miles from

Dolma-la is reached, on the ridge that joins the Kailasa peak

to the Kailasa range, at an elevation of 18,599 ft.

Ritual purification, still retained in sacraments and

rubrics in Christian lands, is common to all Asiatic culture.

Lamps are kept perpetually burning with butter for fuel in

Tibetan monasteries and the offering of a lamp by a devotee

is considered very meritorious indeed. It secures him one

of the heavens after death and also otherwise assists his

pitfs a further advancement in the high heavens. Prints from

wooden blocks containing Buddhist canons are taken from

the Lamas in the monasteries by the devotees and are

preserved at home as a protection against diseases and evil

spirits as well as an assurance of prosperity.

V. RETURN JOURNEY

Rakastal

The return journey began on the 28th July from Zindiphu

and when the Barka Maidan was reached three miles from

thence, the parikrama was completed. On the 29th, the party

encamped again on the borders of Manasarovara. To avoid
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the Gurla pass, a slight deviation was now made and the party

encamped at Lakando on the Rakastal. A hillock, some two

and a half miles round at the base, divides Rakastal and

Manas lakes and, where it slopes into a ravine, it looks as

though there w^as a channel of communication for the water

from one lake to the other. When once in a decade or two

heavy rains fall in this region, the waters of the Rakastal are

said to flow into the Manas. Hence, guide-books on Kang
'Tise and Mount Kailasa describe the relation between the

lakes as Ihat of a husband and wife. Rakastal is called in

‘Tibetan Lakgat Tso or Langak Tso. It is also referred to

as Lagang just as lake Manas is called Mabang or Mavang.

In Sanskrit, it is known as Ravana-hrada so called from

fierce-voiced Ravana’s traditional lifting of the Mount
Kailasa. It looks like a long calabash. It has many islands,

one of which is a huge white mass, said to be formed of the

broken shells of thousands of eggs of the traditional swan. It is

roughly of the same size as lake Manas but more varied in out-

line, sending out irregular arms in various directions and more

picturesque than its more sacred neighbour. To the north

and west, its shores pass into a swampy level ground which

makes it lack the perfect beauty of Manas. Both the lakes

are said to freeze completely in w inter w'hen people walk over

the ice to go to the islands in the Rakastal to collect swan’s

•eggs, walking over the Manas being sacrilegious.

On the" north side of a slightly indented bay of the

western shore of lake Manas is a cinnabar-red hill and on the

inner side of the shallow bay has been traced by Dr. Sven

Hedin, a hollow with its bottom lower than the surface of the

Saras and filled with salt water ; on the west of this swamp
lies the lowest dip in the isthmus which separates the twun

lakes, over which runs the pilgrim’s road.

Twin Lakes

Regarding the controversy as to the existence of a

•channel of communication between the lakes, it is now gene-

arally accepted that such a channel does exist, though it is stil
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contended whether water is contained in it at frequent inter-

vals or not. In October 1846, travelling in these regions,

Strachey came upon a ‘large stream 100 ft. wide and three

ft. deep, running rapidly from east to west, through a well-

defined channel, ’ which was an outlet of Manasarovar.

Rider visiting it in the same period of 1905 says :
“ Skirting

the lakes we rode across the low hills, which close in on the

western side, to look for the outlet, which Moorecroft had

not been able to find, which Strachey had found, and

Mr. Savage Landor had claimed to have discovered (did not

exist. We struck the channel a mile below the pittlet, a small

stream only partly frozen over, this we followed up and found

that it did not flow from the lake but from a hot-spring, at

which we found and shot some Mallaras. We then followed

a dry nullah to the lakes and proved that Strachey was, as

was to be expected, quite correct. No water was flowing at

this time of the year, but the local Tibetans all agree that for

some months in each year there was a flow during the rainy

season and the melting of the snows, f.e., about from June to

September. As a rise of about two feet in the level of the

lake would cause water to flow down the channel this a[)pears

quite worthy of belief. The length of the channel between

the two lakes is about three miles.” According to Dr. S.

Hedin, in olden times the water of the Manas flowed over

a pass named Pakchu-la to the Garya-chimbo. Prof. S. R.

Kashyap says the ridge between the two lakes is not high and

where the gap begins near the Jiew monastery perched on a

cliff on the northern side of the gap, the ground consists of

gravel and water could certainly flow through this gap from

the Manas to Rakastal. He supports this view of his from

personal observations made on 28th July 1922 and 17th July

1926. It is strengthened from the experiences of others in

1924, 1925, 1926 and 1928, including that of Mr, D. P. Rai

who in August 1928 crossed the channel between the two

lakes in which a stream about three feet deep was flowing.

It is also probeible that there is an underground flow of water

from Manas to the Rakastal. thence into tlie same stream of
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the Sutlej. Stagnant water in the Rakastal confirms it.

N. S., XXV, pp. 225-227.)

On July 31st Rungung was reached through a shallow

valley, much lower in altitude than Gori-odial. The follow-

ing day, the party arrived at Taklakote whence they visited

Kochernath ten miles away. The monastery there contains

several statues of clay and brass. The Hindu Trirnurtis

are said to be worshipped in this place. Dr. Rangachar

describes these handsome metallic figures on copper

pedestals and with a prabhavali, at a farther end of the hall in

the temple to be Rama, Laksmana and Sita. He adds that on

the sides of a small room ‘ stand two painted giants made of

clay about eight feet high, one of which perhaps represents

Ravana. ’ He considers the images of Rama, Laksmana and

Sita to have been cast in South India though it is not possible

to say when and how they were removed to Tibet. Apart

from the monastery being located on a river bank like a South

Indian shrine, he is inclined to suggest that probably the

temple was originally Hindu and was subsequently used as a

Buddhist monastery. He further mentions ‘seven painted

clay images of rsis or saints, all seated cross-legged, and in an

attitude of prayer, but with their hands in various attitudes

denoting what they call miidras’ and says they are known as

saptarsis; there are again ‘two hideous figures of Kala and

Kali ’ in another room of the monastery and the party next go

to the first ftoor of the building where they see ‘ a clay image

of Kali and Laksmi installed in a large library ’.

As regards these interesting observations of Dr. Ranga-

char, it may be pointed out that they have no more support

than the claim of the Buddhists that the images of Kr§na,

Balarama and Subhadra in the temple of Jagannath are the

Tri-ratnas symbolizing Buddha, Sangha and Dhamma, the

last being considered feminine. While it may be conceded

that the Tibetan Buddhist worships certain gods, it has yet to

be proved whether the images referred to by Dr. Rangachar

as Rama, Laksmana and Sita do not represent the Tri-ratnas.

Again, the image identified with Ravana might be the figure
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of a Buddhist yaksa. The saptarsis of Dn Rangachar

may likewise be the Amitabhas orDhyani Buddhas in different

Yogic postures and gestures. Kala and Kali worship forms

part of Buddhist Tantrism and that cannot therefore be taken

to support Dr. Rangachar’s suggestion.

Bagesvar and After

On 4th August, the party camped at Pala towards Lipulekh

and five miles from Taklakote. On the 5th, they crossed the

Lipu and proceeded straight to Kalapani without halting at

Siangchiin. On the 6th August, they were at Garbayang and

on the 8th they proceeded straight to Malpa avoiding a

halt at Budi. The route was very difficult, dangerous and

tiresome, with a bright and powerful sun. The march

from Malpa to Galagar on the 9th was the nastiest and

most dangerous and between Thithila and Khela on the

11th were witnessed heavy rain, swollen hill-streams and a

tiresome climb down through Khadi Chadai. On the 14th

was reached Askote where the party halted for another day.

The Rajbar Saheb invited some of the visitors to tea on the

15th evening. The journey to Sandeo on the 16th was very

pleasant and refreshing, ]>eing a cool and pleasant morning.

But the next dax’s journey to Thai was one of heat and

perspiration. They reached Berinag on the 18th on a cloudy

day, the way being an ascent. Next day, His Highness and

party went to Saniodhar, twelve miles from the camp, where

they had a verx enjoyable time. The journey on the following

day was equally pleasant. Picturesque Bagesvar, situate

right on both banks of the Sarju rapids, was the royal residence

on the 20th. Bagesvar to Binsar, a distance of seventeen

miles, involved steep ascents and a tiresome journey but the

beautiful and cool Binsar amply compensated for it and the

party remained there for two days and proceeded to Almora

where on the 25th and 26th His Highness resided. Motoring

on the 27 th to Kathgodam, reaching Hard war on the 28th,

they left via Delhi for Bombay whence they arrived at Poona

oh the 4th September. From there travelling by special train
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through Arsikere, the Maharaja and party arrived safely at the

Capital on Monday, the 7th September 1931.

Reception to Maharaja

The fame of the Mysore sovereign as a just, wise and

kindly ruler is widespread : the rustic peasant of the

Himalayan ranges has heard of the Rajarsi of the south.

At Almora, people came to see him and presented big-sized

cardamoms
; at Ganai, on the evening of the 29th, the ryots

turned up to have a darsan of the Maharaja
;
at Dharchula,

H is Highness granted an interview to Svami Anubhava-

Tianda of Rainakrishnasrama, a couple of miles from there

towards Khela
; at Garbayang, he visited a school which

consisted of thirty ill-nourished children, who greeted the

Maharaja with welcome songs ; at Taklakote, he visited the

Jangpon’s residence and the adjoining monastery
;
and at

Darchin, he visited the quarters of an Assistant to the Jang-

pon called Tarjun. The Assistant, like the Governor at

Taklakote, played on Tibetan instruments and sang to show

his gratification at the visit of the august prince. At the

latter place was also visited a shei)herd's hut. Of many
another monastery visited during this period may be mentioned

Gangta-gompa, the biggest of the monasteries on the path

of the parikrama of Kailasa, and Kochernath for which

a special journey was undertaken on the return pilgrimage

and the residence of the Lamas at Kochernath. At Saniodhar,

the villagers assembled and showered flowers U[)on the royal

pilgrim as he passed by. Likewise at Bagesvar, he had a

most spontaneous and enthusiastic reception on his arrival.

Leading citizens presented an address to him to which the

Maharaja made a suitable reply. At Almora, he granted

several interviews ; and bestowed rich and liberal presents upon

all those whose services had been secured for this journey.

At the several monasteries which he visited, he was

-eagerly and enthusiastically received with blessings from

the priests and he made rich and suitable presents to every

one of them.
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Mr. Sadeg Z. Shah, who accompanied His Highness on

this pilgrimage to Kallasa, beautifully sums up his impres-

sions in the following fine doggerel :

—

“ Our beloved Maharaja did lead all the way,

His kindness and charity words fail to say,

Oh Lord of the Kailas, to you we all pray,

To guard and protect him each hour of the day.”

VI. CONCLUSION

For ages, Matiasarovara and Kailasa as also the surround-

ing [)arts have provided an attraction and an enchantment

peculiarly their own. We have heard that Yudhisthira, in

days of old in the Dvapara Yuga, according to the Mahabharata,.

went with his brothers and Draupadi on a pilgrimage until

they came to Himavat which they crossed : that beyond it

they beheld a vast sandy desert and that they walked on until

they saw Mount Meru, the foremost of peaks, which supports

the paradise of gods, the Svarga. Hindu and Buddhist

pilgrims in countless numbers have been pouring in since the

creation. Akbar the Great is said to have sent a survey

party to trace the source of the Ganges in the sixteenth cen-

tury. Explorers like Moorecroft, Sven Hedin and others have

visited these regions and recorded their experiences. In

modern times, there does not a[)[)ear to have been any

instance of a monarch’s pilgrimage such as we have recount-

ed in these plages.

Kailasa stands for Siva or Sambhu the beneficent and for

Parvati the beautiful and the joyous, termed Soundarya

Lahari and Ananda Lahari. Where even beautiful buildings

and gardens inspire how much more wall Kailasa, the very

home of Siva and Parvati, kindle the divine spmrk in us I

Our Maharaja has visited man}^ places of pilgrimage and

has, as a result of these yatras, translated the inspirations

obtained into exquisite works of art in the State. Rightly

does Lord Sri Kjr^na say that all forms of beauty and

magnificence are His Vibhutis or special manifestations.
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What wonder then that Sri Sankaracharya prayed in

the following very touching verse in Sivananda Lahari for

the pleasure of worshipping Siva in His Abode at Kailasa:

—

%5iTT I

“If I could only live in Kailasa abounding in gold and

gems and be in Samba’s presence with his ganas, I will put up

my joined hands over my head and shouting ‘O Vibho (Source),

Samba (Beneficence), Svamin (Lord), Parama Siva (the

Supreme God) protect, I will spend away pleasantly Brahma

Kalpas (thousands upon thousands of years) as if they were

seconds.”

We wish our beloved Maharaja a happy and long life and

many more opportunities of infusing into his subjects ideas

and ideals of spiritual culture and enlightenment.



REVIEWS.

Harischandra Kavya Sangraha.

(Mysore University Kannada Publication Series: VoL /,

Government Branch Press ^ A/ysore. Re. /)

pWlTH Prof. B. M. Srikantia as chief and Messrs. T. S. Venkann-
^ aiya and A. R. Krishna Sastri as editors, this series has been
.Started by the authorities of the Mysore University and the first

to be undertaken in the series happens to be one relating to the
story of Harischandra, ever the truthful. It is not a new work
but a well-known old one revised, abridged and edited to attract

the general public and to suit the purposes of higher studies,

Raghavanka is perhaps the first amongst those who wrote in

modern Kannada and the excellence of his style and metre can
be seen from the choice selections contained in the book.

It is a pleasure to observe that in editing this work care has
been taken to preserve the continuity of plot and development of

characters as well as the best verses from the point of view of

style and diction. 116 pages of textual matter with different

readings are given together with a glossary of words running into

23 pages. Further, an introduction of 69 pages is evidently

modelled on the well-known annotated editions to the plays of

Shakespeare and it may be said without hesitation that this

Kannada classic deserves it.

Whether the author belongs to the early half of the twelfth or

the later portion of the thirteenth century, there seems to be no
doubt that he lived at a time when the field for the growth of

vernacular literature was ready. His date and times are clearly

discussed in the work with reference to contemporary events and
literature. Born at Pampa on the banks of the Tungabhadra,
with Mahadeva Bhatta for his father and Rudrani for his mother,
he seems to have been a contemporary of Devaraja of Pampa,
Narasimha Ballala of Dorasamudra and Pratapa Rudra of Warangal,
confirming the view of Dr. Kittel and others. This is accepted by
the editor (Mr. A. R. K.) in preference to that of Rao Bahadur
Narasimhachar. He was perhaps a Saivite and the author also of

Siddharamapurana and Somanathacharitre amongst others. After
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giving an outline of the story in its fine setting according to .the

author, Mr. A. R. Krishna Sastri discusses the various legends^ of

Ilarischandra. Ailareya Brahma^a (VII, ch. 3), Sankhyaydm-

Sraula Sutra (XV, 17—52) and Vedartha Dipika relating to ‘Big-

Veda (1-24) contain the earliest references to Hafischandra. Vayit^

Brahmanda and Brahma Furanas have lengthy and Linga an4

Siva Puranas slightly different accounts of the story. They have

all been correlated in the version of the Ilarischandra legend gi^iCn

in the introduction to this work. Advantage has also been taken

to sift, if possible, history out of legend in these stories. The

moral of the story, its style and diction have been duly considered.

The only other important work on this subject previous to it was

the Chanda Kansika' Nataka in Sanskrit which closely followed

the Markandeya Putatia, We congratulate Mr. A. R. Krishna

Sastri on the most scholarly and instructive introduction he has

given to a study of the story of Harischandra.

S. S.

Drg-Drsya Viveka.

An instructive enquiry into the nature of the ‘ Seer * (Drk) and

‘Seen’ (Drsya) handled in a masterly way is contained in this

brochure by Svami Nikhilanandaji of Sri Ramakrishna Asrama,

Mysore, with an illuminating foreword contributed by Mr. V.

Subrahrnanya Iyer. The senses perceive objects of sense; they

(senses) in their turn are cognized by the mind and that (mind)

again is seen by the Atman (Self). The real and only ‘ Seer there-

fore, is the Atman. Everything else comes under the category of

‘ Seen Hence, of the seen (whose characteristics are Exjstence-

Consciousness-BIiss as also forms and names), only Existence-

Consciousness-Bliss is real and the rest (forms nnd names) are

unreal. In other words, Brahman (Existence-Consciousness-

. Bliss) is the substratum for Maya (illusion of forms and names).

The confusion of the real with the unreal is Avidya (ignorance)

.and it is the cause of one’s sufferings in the world. Therefore,

knowledge (Vidya) which shows that the difference between gods,

men, animals and even the five elements, 77 .5 .,. ether, air, fire»

water and earth, is only of names and forms and that their com-

mon substratum is Existence-Consciousness-Bliss leads to a true
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dlstlimination between the leal and the unreal. After this discrimi-

l^atron, one becomes indifferertt to everything of the empirical

v^orld. This extreme non-attachment is what is called Samadhi,

be.it Savikalpa or Nirvikalpa. The realization of the Brahman
(Existence-Consciousness-Bliss) in the Anda (Universe) and Pinda

(Human Body) leads to the identity of y\tman and Brahma as in

the Mahavakyas of (That thou art), ar^rr%r ( I am
Brahman), 3^4 Wfl (This Atman is Brahman) and ^
(Consciousness is Brahman). In this connection, it may be useful to

quote theiollowing famous couplets of ?>ri Aankaracharya :

—

^ II

sru 3inf^JT«arr sfl^i silra Jrm; i

3^ %^s?ti%i^)R: ii

N. I.

Kharoshti Inscriptions,

{Corpus Ifiscriptiofium Indkarum^ VoL //, Part /.)

DR. STEN Konow’S excellent volume on “Kharoshti Inscrip-

tions’^ is the result of stupendous industry extending over a genera-

tion and it contains all the information available on the subject.

He examined and obtained the estampages and photographs of

the originals of most of the Kharoshti inscriptions preserved

in India or contained in the principal Indian museums
;
and

secured from the authorities of the British Museum and the Royal

Asiatic Society the photographs of inscriptions in their posses-

sion : the India Office prepared for his use an excellent Plaster

of Paris cast of the Mathura Lion Capital and the French

Authorities placed at his disposal reproductions of the Kharoshti

records preserved in the French Capital. The innumerable

remarks on the Kharoshti inscriptions scattered through various

books and periodicals have also been collected in this work ; and

for all these, every student of research feels grateful to the author.

A bold departure made by Dr, Konow is the attempt at

reconstruction of the inscriptions instead of their reproduction
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as they are found. Though this has given rise to some contro-

versy and much criticism, I am inclined to think that this goes

a great way to help the student in grasping the real meaning of

the inscription instead of his being confused by the possibility

of conflicting meanings owing to the inscription being recon-

structed according to the fancy of the student. In any event Dr.

Konow has shown how best the inscriptions could be constructed

and construed. In place of the chaos and fancy which hither-

to obtained, an order and system has been introduced into the

textual readings. His attempt to draw historical and chronolo-

gical conclusions as embodied in his learned chapters on
“ Historical Introduction ” and “ Eras used in Kharoshp Inscrip-

tions have been much criticised by scholars. Although there

are some points w^here one finds it hard to agree with the author,

there are, however, many that carry conviction. Again, whether

one agrees with or differs from him, one cannot help admitting

that Dr. Konow’s learned conclusions are bound to exert much
influence on all future attempts at the construction of a historical

and’ chronological structure based on these inscriptions. Speak-

ing of the inscriptions themselves, it may be observed that only

two Kharoshti records have been found which have been executed

by or by the order of Greek Chiefs. It is not possible to say

to what extent the Greek Rulers made use of Kharoshti for their

purposes. The bulk of Kharoshti inscriptions belongs to the period

of Indo-Scythian conquest and they were the first to mark their

founding of an Indian Pmipire by introducing eras of their own.

The Kaniska Era is used in inscriptions found over a wide area,

from Sarnath in the east, to Khawat in the west, and from

Jalalabad and Manikiala in the north on to Bohawalpur in the

south. Some inscriptions have also been found in localities

where there is no reason to suppose that Kharoshti was ever in

common use such as Kumrahar Terra Cotta Plaque Inscription and

F^hyar, Kanhiara and Karnal Inscriptions. Regarding the object

or purpose of these inscriptions, it may be remarked that almost

all of them record some donation or pious act and the aim of the

donor is sometimes mentioned. Mostly, these have to deal with

Buddhist donors and in several cases the gift is made to the

Buddhist order of the four quarters. The names of the Buddhist

schools mentioned in the inscriptions show that it is the Hinayana

which is represented.
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widely in the dicipherment of a number of these inscription^.

Any possible reconciliation seems to lie in a thorougher and more

scientific knowledge of Kharoshti and its several variants. As

these inscriptions are the foundations upon which we have to

build the history of India during the earlier periods of its chequer-

ed career, this important work must be pursued with vigour. With

regard to the origin, period and area of Kharoshti, Biihler has

shown that the Kharoslui characters are derived from Aramaic

in common use for official purposes all over the Achaemenian

Empire during the period when it comprised North-Western India.

Some features of it, such as the vowel system and the compound

consonants, point to the conclusion that the alphabet was elabo-

rated with the help of Brahmi which must have been in existence

for some time previously. The alphabet was in use in the third

century B.C. and continued to be so for more than half a mil-

lennium, the last-known inscription dating from fifth century A.D.

The Kharoshti area proper may be defined as extending from

about 69^^ to 73°-30'E. and from the Hindu Kush to about 33*^ N,

There can be little doubt that its place of origin was Gandhara,

perhaps more especially Taxila. From a historical point of view

the reign of Huviska (the last of the great Kusaras) closes the

period covered by Indian Kharoshti inscriptions.

Dr. Konow accepts the view of Biihler regarding the Kharoshti

script that the name was in India considered to mean “ the

script invented by Kharoshta but he, however, thinks it quite

possible that it was due to a popular etymology of an ^ramaic

word meaning ‘ writing ’ which sounded like Kharotfa and was

Sanskritized as Kharoshfa, There is reference to a tradition

which ascribes the invention of the script to a rsi (sage) called

Kharoshta, ‘lip of donkey' and it receives much force if the Yaksa

Kharposta mentioned in the Mahdmdyuri is recognized as a

tutelary * deity of the towns of North-West India, and if the

Chinese rendering of his name as “ hide of donkey " be accepted.

There, seertis to be a consensus of opinion that this script is cftlled

Kharoshti as the documents which have come to us from Central

Asia are often written on the hide of the camel or the donkey

Karposfa. {Kara —donkey +;>^j/a=hide.)

The printing and get-up of this splendid volume, which

contains several plates and a map, leave nothing to be desired.
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t)r. Sten Konow deserves the thanks of all students and lovers of

India for having completed this laborious and useful work.

S.S.

ArchsBological Survey of India, Annual Report, 1926-27.

The Report contains a mine of information regarding the excellent

work done during the year under the several sections of conserva-

tion, exploration and research, epigraphy and museums.

Exploration received much financial assistance and as a

consequence, excavations were made at many places. Of the

noteworthy discoveries made the most outstanding were as

follows :

—

(1) The discoveries at Mohenjo-daro, Harappa, Nal and other

sites in Northern Baluchistan belong to Chalcolithic Age and

throw much light on the Indus culture and on the affinities between

it and the cultures of the same age in Sistan, Transcaspia, Persia

and Mesopotamia.

(2) The excavations at Taxila have brought out a unique hoard

of silver plate and gold and silver jewellery of the Scytho-Parthian

Age.

(3) In Bihar, the mediaeval Buddhist monasteries of Nalanda

have yielded a beautiful collection of bronze and copper images.

A number of interesting facts has been revealed concerning the

construction of the wooden fortifications of Pataliputra, capital of

the Mauryan Empire.

(4)

^In Bengal, at Paharpur, the colossal temple of early

mediaeval period, which proves to be the oldest and largest of the

monuments in that part of India, is found decorated with a lavish

array of sculpture, partly Buddhist and partly Brahmanical in

character. These and the finds at Nalanda bear witness to the

inffuence which Brahmanical Religion exerted on Buddhism during

Mediaeval Ages.

(5) In Madras two groups of Buddhist buildings were Un-

earthed at Gummadiduru and Nagarjunikonda, They were found

to comprise a fine series of reliefs belonging to the famous

Amaravati School of Indian Sculpture.

(6) At Old Prome, in Burma, the untouched relic chamber of

a Buddhist Stupa of the sixth or seventh century A.D. proved a

wonder-house of votive offerings.
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Sir John Marshall l\as given an illuminating note on the Indus

culture based on the discoveries made at Mohenjo-daro and

Harappa, and it will amply repay study ; yet attention may be

drawn, in particular, to the following :

—

“ Whatever the extent, however, of the Indus civilization

within India itself, there is no question that it formed part and

parcel of the wideflung Chalcolithic culture of Asia and Europe,

which extended from the Adriatic to Japan but was focussed

primarily in the great river valleys of the south : of the Nile, the

Euphrates, the Tigris, the Karun, the Helniund and the Indus/^

Of the epigraphic work done, collection of Kannada inscrip-

tions in the Bombay Presidency being of peculiar interest to Kar-

nataka a reference thereto may not be out of place. 240

inscriptions were copied in all, two being of the early Western

Chalukyas, 20 of the Rashtrakutas, lOl of the later Western

Chalukyas, 18 of the Kalachuryas, 11 of the Hoysalas, 15 of the

Yadavas, 4 of the Sindas of Yelburga and 5 of the kings of Vijaya-

nagara, the rest being unassignable to any dynasty. Both the in-

scriptions of the Western Chalukyas refer to the reign of Vijaya-

ditya, though neither of them bears any date. The Rashtrakuta

dynasty is well represented in this collection. The inscriptions

of Kalachuryas do not add anything material to our knowledge

of them. Of the Hoysalas, Vira-Ballala II is the only king

whose inscriptions have been secured. Only three kings of the

" Yadava dynasty are represented in this collection,—Sihghana,

Krishna (Kannara) and Ramachandra. The latest inscriptions of

the past year’s collection are those of two Vijaj’anagara kings

—

Achyutaraya and Sadasivaraya. The strong plea put forth by

Sir John Marshall in his “ Introduction ” in support of private

excavations to supplement departmental work deserves an adequate

response from the philanthropic public. For nowhere in the

world has such an undertaking been possible without private

enterprise and munificence going to the aid of governmental

support. The two amendments which Sir John proposes to the

Ancient Monuments Act provide for the exercise of adequate

supervision over operations of private excavators, and they are

undoubtedly essential.

The letterpress of the report and its general get-up are

excellent. The large number of beautiful plates considerably

enhances the usefulness and excellence of the work. S. 3^
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The Antiquities of Sind.

The Antiquarian remains in Sind may be divided into three

classes. The first consists of pre-historic remains and rude stone

monuments of uncertain age. ‘Flakes’ and ‘cores’ constituting the

flint elements of the Neolithic Stone Age are not uncommon.
And the valleys among the hills in the west contain dolmens,

cairns, circles and other specimens of such primitive erections.

In the second are the remains of tlie pre-Muhammadan, Hindu

and Buddhist periods, represented now by the ruins of stupas,

old cities and forts, which are scattered over the country, more

especially along the old and now dried-up courses of the main

streams. The third consists of the Muhammadan remains, mostly

the elaborate tombs of rulers and saints, those of the latter being

always considered of far more importance than those of the

former. Of mediaeval remains, there is practically nothing in

Sind or, at least, little has as yet come to light, save in the far

away south-eastern corner in and about the towns of Virawah

and Nagar-Parkar.

The numismatic antiquities of Sind are very meagre. A
few Indo-Sassanian, one or two Indo-Parthian, Kushana and

Kshatrapa, some badly preserved specimens of Arabic coins,

imported and local, and a very few small pieces in thin

copper impressed with Sanskrit letters, are about all we have

as yet for study. The later Muhammadan rulers used Kabul or

Delhi coins, being at different times, to some extent, tributary to

those powers.

Of the interesting finds made in the course of the excavations

may be mentioned the following : (1) The colossal standing stucco

figure of Buddha or Bodhisattva covered with gold leaf and (2)

a fine standing image in bronze of Brahma, three feet two inches

high, both found near Mirpur-Khas. The image of Brahma has

four clean-shaven faces and the hair is elaborately worked. It

haa but two arms, the left hand having the Jnana Muflra form

and the right indicating the Abhaya posture. It has a cloth from the,

Vfaist to the ankles and an uttariya or upper cloth hanging over

the left shoulder. The sacred thread hangs .over his left shoulder.

And the eyes are half closed as if in meditation.

Of the mausolia, remains of which are found everywhere, it

may be said that they are, as a rule, great cubical blocks' of
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Save for the decorated facade, the other three walls are often

bald, plastered areas relieved only by rows of shallow panels.

There is but one door to most of them. There is seldom a porchl

or any advanced shelter to give a sense of dignity to the entrance^

Notwithstanding these defects, the sacred order makes them to some
extent imposing, 'rhough elaborately emblazoned with enamelled

tiles, these cannot be said to be architectural successes. They are

rather heavy and clumsy in outline and, to some extent, are only

saved by their elegant finials and in a few cases, by the very

effective finish to the dome, the ornamental lantern, a very rare

feature in India. Of a more pleasing type are the few stone-

pillared buildings, decorated with surface carving, after the

manner of Fathpur-Sikri, the best example of which is the mausol-

eum of ‘Tsa Khan at Thathat*’. Marble is sparingly used in Sind

and that only upon grave slabs and railings within the buildings.

The identification of old sites, however fascinating it may be to

the student of antiquity, has been made extremely diflScultin Sind

by the constant shifting of the waters of Sind and the many names
the strearris have been known by.

This brilliant volume ably compiled by Mr. Henry Cousens,

M.R.A.S., is a veritable store-house of information regarding

not only the antiquities of Sind but also of its past history.

The many splendid plates appended to the book and the illustra-

tions given in the body of the work are of high value and greatly

help the student of antiquity. And we echo the view of Mr.

Cousens that a further volume might well follow enlarging our

knowledge of Sind long before the Arab invasion.

N. I.

.

Annual Report of the Archaeological Department,

Mysore, 1929.

Dr. M. H. Krishna, Director of Archaeological Researches in

Mysore, and now Professor and Head of the Department of

History in our University, is to be heartily congratulated, on the

excellent Annual Report for 1929, the first to be published by him,

and the interesting supplement relating to the excavation at

Chandravalli. We are glad to note that our suggestion to

improve the quality of the paper and binding of the Report haa



beien adopted. And the size has also bpen made uniform wHh
the Epigraphia Carnatica Series.

It is to Ije rei^retted that the allotment for repairs of temples

has been made on too parsimonious a scale. They deserve a

more generous recognition at the enlightened hands of the

Government.

The Hoysala temple (thirteenth century) at Belaguli, Hassan

District, has been freshly surveyed. A C.P. grant from Kolhapur,

deciphered with great trouble, gives valuable information about the

early Rashtrakuta Empire in the sixth century A.D. The rock

inscriptions of the Kadamba Mayurasarman is a most interesting

find, being in Brahtni script and in Prakrit : it throws new light

on the history of the Dekhan during the third century A.D. The

Pandurangapalli plates also disprove the popular notion that

Panduranga Vitthala was a late creation.

Dr. Krishna’s great interest in Numismatics prevailed upon

the Government to sanction a special office for the purpose from

1st July 1928 but it has since been closed. Of the MSS. found,

attention may be inviteS to Dhanavastu, describing the hidden

treasures in South India and the means to get at them. Another

furnishes further information regarding Haider’s career. The story

of the life of the Bedar King Kampila’s son Ramanatha,.a valiant

Karnataka ruler who is said to have opposed the advance of

Mohamed Tughlak into the Dekhan, is contained in another MS.
We may observe in passing that a translation of this MS. has al-

ready been given in these pages Vol. XX, Suppt. No. 2).

The temple of Vasantika at Angadi or Sosevur, the birth-

place of the great Hoysalas, has been visited and a photo of it

taken (Plate III. 2). Dr. Krishna has found time to visit, among

other places, Devanur, the home (?) of the famous Kannada poet

Laksmisa. The Lakshmikanta temple has been described and

an account of Laksmisa belonging to the Bharadvaja gotra and

the Sri Vaishnava sect (?) has been given. Whether he was born

here or at Surapura and whether he was a . Sri Vaishnava or a

Smartha Brahmin belonging to the bhagavat sampradaya are

matters of dispute on which the last word has yet to be said.

Of the grants may be mentioned a C. P. grant No, 90

(p. 159 el, seq.) recording a gift of a village Heddase by Prince

Marappa of the Vijayanagar dynasty in 1347. Its language and
paleography are far from suspicion and it follows the genealogy



Jof E,C.^ VIII, Sb. 375^. Madhava is mentioned as a navigator 6f

the deep sea of government, surpassing even Brihaspati in

wisdom, and as a disciple of Kriyasakti whose relation to Madhava

was like that of Sankara to Bhargava. Bollarasa referred to is

perhaps the son of Madhava, known as Boltarasa in VI,

Kp. 6 of 1369 (the / being an error for /). His work referred to

is identified with Tatparyadipika. Three other records call for

notice in this connection, No. 113 (p. 190) and Nos. 115 and 116.

No. 113 (1368 A.D.) refers to Madhavanka ruling Banavase

12000. Nos. 115 and 116, of which No. 115 has already been

discussed in LA,, IV, p. 206, record grants, for the management

of five mutts, to a Saiva priest Chickkadevaraya Odeyar, son of

Lakulisvaradeva Odeyar, a preceptor of the king of kings, spiritual

guide of the universe, and delighter of the inhabitants of Kailasa.

These increase the difficulties in solving the problem of the

identity of Kriyasakti, Vidyaranya and Madhava Bharadvaja.

Extraordinary interest naturally attaches to the excavations

at Chandravalli which are of far-reaching importance. Ancient

monuments on the Chitradurga Hills already referred to in

E, C, XI take a large space in the Report, with a separate

supplement recording the progress of work done. After a

comparative study of eight others to be found in I,A„ XIV, p,33,

E, C., VII, Sk.263, Ep,Ind„ XIV, p. 153, Rp, Ind„ VI, p. 84, Ep,

Tnd„ I, p. 2, E.C„ VII, Sk. 264, LA„ IX, p. 100, Ep. Ind„

VIII, p. 143, and Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 24, Dr. Krishna has fixed the

paleographical and historical position of the Chandravalli Rock
Inscription (Plate XI) set up under the direct orders of Mayura-

sarman to record the construction of a reservoir of water by him.

In its neighbourhood* have been discovered the lead coins bearing

the names Gotamiputra, Pulamavi and other later Satavahana

rulers. The Rock Inscription is historically valuable as it records

the victories of the Kadamba over the Traikuta, Abhira, Pallava,

Pariyatrika, Sakasthava, Sendraka, Punnata and Maukhari King«

doms. The date assigned to it is circa 258. The notes on the

inscription are informing. In No. 12, p. 73 (1062 A.D.) we are

told that Nripakama Hoysala was also called Rakkasapoysala.

The Record of the excavation at Chandragiri issued as a

supplement forms only a portion of two more instalments being

promised in due* course. Its importance requires wide publicity

at the earliest possible opportunity. There is a feeling abroad



tbaf work such as this.having no monetary, value may be closed

down. But such undertakings cannot always be evaluated in

terms of money as a study of the past is an important lesson for

the present and a true guide for the future. That works of

this kind have an immense cultural value has been amply

recognized in Europe and America where private organizations

have been set up to carry on excavations and investigations

all over the world. The excellent results achieved at Ur, Egypt

and elsewhere are notable examples. It is very much to> be wished

that an Indian Trust will come forward and take full advantage

6f the opportunities afforded by the recent Amendments to the

existing legislation in British India in this behalf.

S. S.

The Thakur’s Jealousy.

Bv Frank r. Sell,

Principal and Professor of English, Central College,

Mysore University, Bangalore.

{Oxford University Press. Price Rs. t-4-0^

This publication, in simple and elegant prose, is the second

Indian historical romance, written by Mr. Sell, the first being

Bhint Singh. Into a narrative historical in the main has been

woven epic, legend and tradition in varying proportions to

build up an interesting and enthralling romance. The story

portrays many of the incidents which resulted from the incessant

intrigues of the Thakur of Urai in order to restore his clan of the

Pariharas to power and re-establish a Parihara dynasty. The

bbok is profusely illustrated and contains many drawings made

with great care to acquaint the reader with the dress, appearance,

manners and customs of the far off days of Prithviraja. The

Thakut's Jealousy deserves to be in the hands of all, old and

young ; and as a text-book in the High School, and in the

University it would supply a long-felt want.

S. S.



CORRESPONDENCE
Cranganores

Cochin State^

25th October igsi*

The Kadambas of Vanavasi.

DEAR Mr. Editor,

Much interest has, of late, been aroused and evinced in thft

history of the Kadamba dynasties of the west as well as of the

east, or more precisely of the north-west and north-east of the

Deccan, and research scholars have made use of all the

recent archaeological discoveries and ancient epigraph ical records

to produce a correct version of it. Yet, it seems, they are not

agreed on several important points, but hold divergent and

conflicting views regarding the mutual relationship of the Kadam-

bas, their religion and worship, their diplomatic and marital

alliances, etc. The field of research being vast and unsettled,

and therefore open to all, anybody is at liberty to enter it and to

try his luck there however ill-equipped he may be for the real

and useful work, and with this apology I beg to add here some-

thing new, though insignificant, about the Kadambas of Vana-

vasi : *

The traditional founder of the dynasty was one Mukkanna
of divine parentage ‘‘having been born to Siva and Parvati under

a Kadamba tree and blessed with three eyes and four arms**—
a characteristic feature of Siva. The name Mukkanna is the

exact Dravidian equivalent of his Sanskrit name Trilochana

both meaning ‘one having three eyes*, Siva himself. The
Kadamba tree was the emblem of this royal house of which the

original and sacred home must have been the Kadamba forest or

grove, and it may hence be said to be ‘ Kadamba-Vana-Vasi ’

‘the dweller in, or the resident of, the Kadamba forest or grove*.

Now I shall draw the reader*s attention to a Stotra (prayer) con-

sisting of eight stanzas or verses and addressed to Tripurasundarl

{Brihat-Stotra-ratnakara^ No. 77, pp. 176-176—Bombay Edition)

*
( 1 )

“ The Kadambas of Ranavasi ** by V. Raghavendra Rao, Q.J.M^S.^

XXI. No. 4 and X;CII, No. I.

(2) The Kadambakula ’’ by G. M, Moraes, reviewed in XXH, No. 2,

pp. 218-219 of the
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in which the goddess is described as Kadamba-Vana-Chdrim\
‘ Kadamba- Vana- Vastni '

,

‘ Kadamba^ VanaSdld * and
‘

Kadamba-

Varm’-Madhyaga^' all of which mean ‘Residing or dwelling in

the Kadamba forest or grove ; and the epithet ‘ Trilochano’

Kutumbifti- meaning Trilochana’s or Siva's consort, occurs several

times. The repetition of these descriptive epithets several times

in the Sfotra, would naturally suggest its special reference to Siva

and Parvati or the divine couple in any other form, enshrined in

the Kadamba forest or grove which has been supposed to be the

sacred home of the Kadamba dynasty of Vanavasi (Vaijayanti)*.

The sacred shrines of the goddesses are supp6sed to be generally

situated in, and known as ‘ Kavus' (=sacred groves or forests)

in Malabar. During Lord Krishna's childhood spent in the

.\Vrindavana ' forest among the* shepherds, their party is said to

have once gone to “ Ambikavana " the Goddess Ambika’s grove

or forest shrine, situated close by the Sarasvati river and to have

!worshipped there both Siva (Pasupati) and his consort {Bhaga-

vata-Puranay X-34). The Goddess ‘
’ is said to dwell

4n * Andnda-Kdnana ' (the forest of bliss) north of Veeresvara and

east of Chandresvara both of whom seem to be Siva :

—

”ii

{Pudmapurana : SankafanamasJlUaka

Jt therefore appears more probable that the Kadambas of

Vanavasi were the followers of the Saiva cult as Mr. G. M.

Moraes state sin his recent work {Kadambakula) and not Vaishna-

vi,tes as they seem to be regarded by Mr V. Raghavendra Rao

:^hp says that “ the tutelary deity of their family was Jayanti

(Banavase) Madhukesvara, a form of Vishnu."* On this point

,^lso opinion varies, as others seem to regard this Madhukesvara

as a Saivite deity. For instance, Mr. R. Subba Rao in his

lecture on “ The Eastern Kadambas " summarized and published

in The Hindu of Saturday, October 31, 1931, is reported to

have said that “ the eastern Kadambas were in no way connected

with those of the west and were the followers of the cult of

Siva and assisted the Ganga Kings in building the Saivitet

‘The Kadambas of Banavase” by V. Raghavendra Rao, M.A„

0,/. M. 5. ..July 1931, p. 5$.

t But (f, Ind, 4nt,, Vol X, p. 252, 1. 25.—
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temples of Madhukesvara, Dharmalingesvara etc. Here ^gain

opinions seem to differ much as some scholars hold that the

Kadambas of the West Coast had migrated to the East Coast,

t

Burma and even to P'arther India beyond the seas in the east

and settled there with their culture and civilizationj which were

planted, grew and flourished there.

If the Stotra above referred to really refers to the divine

couple—Siva and Parvati—who are supposed to have been the

parents of the ancient Kadamba dynasty of Vanavasi which ruled,

at least, over a part of the Kuntala country, the next question

that excites curiosity is who was its author r The verses are generally

held to be Sri Sankaracharya’s composition. But the age of ^heir

ascetic world-teacher of the Vedantic or Advaita philosophy was

later, by a century and a half, than the celebrated regime of

the Kadambas of Vanavasi which is assigned to the period

c, 250—600 A.D. But if, on the other hand, the. poet Kalidasa had

visited the Kadamba court at Vanavasi or Vaijayanti which was

the capital of the Kuntala country, as an ambassador of Chandra-

gupta II, Vikramaditya, seeking the hand of a Kadamba princess,

for his Emperor^s son, as Mr. Moraes holds, the Stotra in question

might probably .be his composition during his sojourn at the

Kadamba court.

These random suggestions or guesses may be the result of mere

fancy or curiosity but yet it may receive at the hands of learned

scholars the consideration that it deserves.

K. Ramavarma Raja.

Yoga, Personal Hygiene.*’
To •

The Editor,

Thk Quarterly Journal of the
Mythic Society,

Bangalore.
Sir,

The review of “ yo,^a^ Personal Hygiene by Shri Yogendra
{Post Box 481, Bombay

; priced Rs. 10) led me to read the origi-

nal work itself. I find that it repays deep study. The illustrations

' t *‘Sea Power in the Early South Indian History” by Prof. S. V.

Venkataswara, M.A.*, L.T., Q. /. M. S., April 1926, p. 264.

. . The Kadambas of Banavase, ” Q,J. M, S,, July 193L p. 63,
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of the various asanas and other Yogic processes of Shri Yogendra

reveal an unusually practical and rational scheme of living.

Even though done in a popular form so as to benefit the lay

reader, the work does not lack in either scientific or academic

details. I was much pleased to observe that the actual field of

personal hygiene covered by practical Yoga effectively dealt with

matters of daily life from the point of view of physical health of the

ordinary individual. It is indeed wonderful that the modern

notions of personal hygiene should have been contained in the

ancient Yogic works. With his vast knowledge of Yogic practices

and his experience of modern ideas of clean-living and high-thirtk-

ing, Shri Yogendra has, in his scientific exposition of the subject,

SO simplified the old traditional practices, in some instances to

such an extent, that to the unwary it looks as if the book is a

modern work on personal hygiene pure and simple
;
but the critical

reader and a devoted student of practical Yoga will see that there

certainly is no departure from the standard Sanskrit works on

Yoga on which it is really based.

I quote below, by way of illustration, some verses from the

Gheranda Samhita regarding danfa dhoufi which show how accu-

rate Shri Yogendra^s version of that practice is :

—

[v. 26] I

[v. 29] ^ i

[v,^30] 3?®3ffe5rw’T^: i

5R: II

[v. .
8

1 ] fjf 35I:.gH; I

Shri Yogendra deserves great credit for presenting us with a

highly rational and scientific treatise on this particular aspect of

practical Yoga, and 1 do look forward to the other volumes in this

important series with eager interest,

S. K,



EDITORIAL.

The recent demise of Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasadi Sastri,

a profound Oriental Scholar and Indologist, fills us with sorrow.

He was a recognized authority in Ancient Indian History, an

active member of the l^oyal Asiatic Society of Bengal of which

he was President for several years, and an author well known still

more in connection with his work on the genesis of the Saivagamas,

and the exotic influences on Indian Astronomy and Astrology.

Nearly fifty years ago, it may be recalled, he discovered the Newari

MSS. on Astrology which bore traces of the existence of works

in Sanskrit on Greek Astrology written by Greek Chiefs in

India at the dawn of Christianity.

* *

Mr, Vedam Venkatachala Iyer whose death we have to

record in this issue was a distinguished Lawyer at Nellore and

a good student of Sanskrit. He belonged to a family well known

ifor classical studies, his brother being the late Prof. V. V^enkata-

raya Sastriar of the Madras Christian College. Of the several

contributions of his to the periodicals of the day may be

mentioned liis articles on the Seven Dvipas in the

Y. *

In Maji tn India for April to June 1931, discussing the

priority or posteriority of the Tantric literature affiliated to the Hindu

and Buddhist religious systems, Hr. Bhattacharya says that the

cult of Bhuladamara furnishes a concrete example for comparative

study. In this paper which was originally read at the Sixth Session

of the Oriental Conference held at Patna, he seems to consider

that the Hindus were probably the first to develop their pantheon

from which Buddhism and Jainism picked out their gods for

building up their own, though of couse in the Tantric age in the

seventh century the Buddhists were the first to claim a full,

scientifically classified and thoroughly efficient pantheon
;
and that

doubtless several important Hindu deities, for example, Kali,

Tara, Bhadrakali, Sarasvati, Manjughosha, Chinnamasta, etc.

.were originally Buddhist In conception and character, later on

bodily incorporated in the Hindu pantheon.

9 F
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“ Buddhist Tantrism ” is the subject of another short article

by Dr. Bhaltacharya in the Prabuddha BAarata for October 1931.

Unduly severe criticisms have been made regarding the influence of

the Tantras and Tantric culture on the general public but no one

need be so simple-minded as to believe that Tantric teaching

contains nothing but what is immoral or vicious. On the contrary

they have made a great and remarkable contribution to the world

of thought and culture. It may be said that the ‘Tantras begin where

Raja-Yoga and Hatha-Yoga end.’ While these ‘ give control over

the mind and body, Tantric practices give different powers as

different mantras are practised or different deities are wwshipped.’

For Yoga means commingling ; the individual soul is called the

Jivatman while the highest spirit is called the Paramatman
;
and

the Yoga comprises the commingling of the two taking place. The
chief complaint against the Tantra is that it permits women to

enter its fold, encouraging immorality. But it has to be pointed

out that the Dakshinachara or the right-hand path is to be followed

first after which Vamachara or the left-hand path is permitted.

In the human body both the male and the female parts exist and

it is the commingling of the two that rouses the Kundalini.

W’here a neophite is unable to bring about this condition, associa-

tion of women is provided for that purpose.

Dr. Bhattacharya very concisely discusses the vexed question

of ‘ idolatry * in Tantric worship and explains the creation

of diverse types of gods and goddesses loipuja. The true founda-

tion of the conception of the pantheon is first attributed to certain

abstract ideas represented by means of symbols or gods or goddesses

whose comiqg into existence could be explained only by those

thousands of Yogins who have visualized them in the past or can

be told only by those who even to-day visualize them while in

intense meditation which produces Sushupti when in the Chittakasa

appears in distinct forms later on developing into the form of a

full-fledged deity.

In the September issue ot The Journal of the American

Oriental Society, Mr. G. \N

.

Briggs discusses ‘The Indian Rhinoceros

as a Sacred Animal’. In folklore and religion it plays the

same part as the unicorn from ancient times. The unicorn

was the supporter of the British Royal Shield at least as
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early as the sixteenth • century ; it belonged to the symbolism

of the mediaeval church as the type of Christ and. the emblem of

purity; and its prototype is to be found in the Cossack Standards

of the sixteenth century. Curiously enough, a Greek manuscript

of the fifteenth century of the Proverbs of Solomon has a painting

showing the unicorn and depicting a Buddhist story which was

brought from India in the seventh century. 'Jo the pre-Christian

millenniums also belong numerous representatives of the unicorn,

going back to at least c, 3000 B.C.

The remains of man are associated with extinct species of

rhinoceros in pre-historic sites in Europe. The horn of the

animal was regarded as an antidote to disease and used as a vessel

to counteract poison in liquids. It was known in China when it

was imported for sacrifice by Han Wu Ti. In India, its

existence is spoken to by Ctesias, Aelian and Strabo and its horn

was used for a like purpose. The so-called unicorn ram of the

Himalayas is only a Barwal sheep with its horns artificially fused

while they are budding. The rhinoceros now exists from Assam

to Borneo and in the Nepalese Tarai in three different varieties.

Mythologically the Chinaman regards it as the king of animals

and full of gentleness. Its remains are found in Harapa and

Mohenjo-daro. Asoka declares it as a sacred animal. Manu says

its flesh gives pleasure for twelve years to the manes and is

productive of satisfaction for endless time (III, 271 and 272). As it

bows its head slowly like an elephant, it is considered sacred to

Siva called gandalin in the Mahabharafit, and Sri Rama is credited

with the possession of a hide of the animal. The Pandavas once

killed a rhinoceros and used its hide as a vessel to offer water to

the Sun, perhaps under the advice of Brahma !

* ^ i

Prabuddha Bharata for September 1931 has an article ‘ In the

Dock of the Accused ’ by the Editor in which the life of Sri Krish-

na is subjected to much appreciative criticism. We doubt very much
whether all the legends relating tc Krishna are eferable to one

and the same individual. Vasudeva Krishna of the VrSni race is a

historical figure who played a considerable part in the Kurukshetra

War and in killing Sisupala and Jarasandha, and others. Gopala

Krishna appears to have been a character borrowed from the fables of

the Ahirs or Abhiras, a nomadic race of non-Aryan cowherds amongst



wbptn strange stories of the adventures of a gopala (cowherd) boy

Avere common. This aspect does not appear to have been noticed

by the editor of the Prahuddha Bharata, His reconciliation of

the two Krishnas may, however, be referred to. The love of the

Gopis towards him has been explained by him to be ‘That intensity

of love which the worldly people have for the sense-objects may be

mine in my love for Thee ’ in the words of Prahlada. The perso-

nality of Sri Krishna is not made up only of his life at Brindavan

where he was leading a pastoral life ; Sri Krishna in worldly life

and as a teacher should also be considered. While in Brindavan

he was the centre of supernatural attraction, every one, friends,

mothers, Gopis, etc., being magnetically drawn towards him, recog-

nizing him as an incarnation, enigma and mystery, it should be

remembered he was all the while unattached. In the city of

Mathura, he dons a new role, becoming a fighter, a statesman and

a kingmaker, and enters into a world of facts and reality proving

himself equal to the occasion. His life of activity was the living

illustration of Karma Yoga such as he taught afterwards. Sri

Krishna unfolds himself as a deliberate religious teacher first in

the battle-field of Kurukshetra and reveals his spiritual personality

to his favourite Arjuna. The earlier Krishna will be understood

and appreciated better through Krishna of the Gita who says :

“ Occupy thy mind with Me, be devoted to Me, sacrifice to Me,

bow down to Me. Thou shalt reach Myself
; truly do I promise

Relinquishing all Dharmas take refuge in Me alone ;

I will liberate thee from all sins; grieve not. The fullest

manifestation of the divinity on earth is here.

% *

In the Indian Historical Quarterly for June 1931, Mr. Nihar-

ranjan Ray refers to a Surya Icon from a Dasavatara Temple,

Pagan. The description of the icon given by the Superintendent

does not appear to justify its identification with the Sun as he

himself says some of the elements usually associated with such

an image are lacking and it is unfortunate that the writer should^

still seek to equate this icon with the Sun. Besides, it is now

conceded that the Surya icon was introduced into India from

^ Persia by the Mehiras and there is a tradition to show that a son

qf Krishna by Jambavati sought their help to instal and conduct

the worship of the Sun in a temple constructed by him in Mulasthan.



(Multan). Mr. Ray has further followed the inaccurate accounts

of Mr. Gopinatharau on his ‘ Surya ’ images in South Indian

temples.
Hs

In the same (June) issue, Mr. S. V. Visvanatha disagrees with

Childers regarding the meaning of Pali as a series or row or line

and goes on to say that the word means in Tamil the dwelling

place of munis. In this he is undoubtedly incorrect. Pali is

perhaps derived originally from Sanskrit pata according to

Buddhist scholars
;
others derive it from Patali of Pataliputra, ta

being dropped in the Pali language in its change from Sanskrit.

The writer’s view is further inconsistent as, if accepted, it would

mean that Pali was posterior to Buddhism whereas it was the

language of the Magadha Kingdom and the Buddhists only used

the language. It may also be noted in passing that the language

of the Jains is Ardha-Magadhi or Arsa.

‘Tat-tvam-asi’ or ‘That thou art’ have received various interpre-

tations and given rise to several schools of thought ;
and yet

continue to exercise the minds of men to this day. Dr. Mahendra-

nath Sircar has written on this subject in the September and

October issues of the Prabuddha Bharata. He considers there

is no distinction between the Cosmic Being without and the

vivifying Self within and regards the conclusions of the Upani-

$adic Mysticism as just and correct. The human spirit is one

with the Divine
; the urge in human life is always an urge to

embrace more life, more light. The finite is anxious to overcome

its finitude and get over the shortness of its being. The revelation

that the spirit which' shines in man is the spirit which illumines

the cosmos, gives freedom, ?>., the possession of the Absolute :

apd unless man is installed thereto, his freedom is a shadow.

This consciousness lifts the soul aboye creative urges and instals

it in its nativistic identity. The finite thus feels its identity with

the infinite.

j

, Spirit denies contradiction, the badge of finitude and

Ulusoriness and not of reality which does not contradict itself.;

Now^ growth implies constant denial of previous stages while

reality does not. Hence the solitariness of the Absolute is the

end of the, quest, for the Absolute is the vast and the immortal.



standing 6n its own glory and shows that to be the great where

nothing is seen, known or heard.

Spirit has its analytic expression in the finite and its synthetic

expression in the infinite: and beyond the expression it enjoys an

identity. But contradiction is the shadow of being and is true of

expression. The Upani^ads do not confine the spiritual life to

expression, they lay more emphasis upon transcendence. And
since contradiction is true of expression, it can be the best law of

expression, but it cannot be reconciled to identity.

Contradiction has a great force in the spiritual life as it sets

aside the fixed ideas and formed habits of realistic consciousness,

and creates in man the aspiration for the infinite life. Spiritual

life always means transcendence, and in fact is not possible un-

less the limiting references and restraining influences can be set

aside. The finer meaning is conceived, the finer life is realized

through the reception of the wider spirit and life by contradiction;

and finallj', the reception of the infinite life is possible through the

denial of the finite self, and in this self-denial the Truth of

Tattvamasi emerges as the great truth in spiritual life. Dr. Sircar’s

analysis of the experience of the soul in its pilgrimage to the

infinite deserves careful study.

That the game of chess was invented in India for the solace

of a weeping widow, who mourned the loss of one of her sons in

*a battle with his brother is the Iranian view of the game according

to Dr. Sir Jivanji Modi in the Journal of the K, R, Cama Oriental

Institute^ No. 19. For the origin of the game, reference may be

made to Asiatic Researches, VoL II, pp. 159-165.

Mr. Satindranarayan Roy, in the Journal of the Bombay

Anthropological Society^ Vol. XIV, No. 6, writing on ** Some Strange

Worships ” refers to Gomukhi Saligrama as bringing good luck to

the worshipper. An indigestible ball of compressed hair and

vegetable fibres thrown out of a cow’s mouth is said to resemble a

pagoda and considered as very auspicious. In some islands of

Melanesia, a big stone with a number of small stones underneath

it, like a sow with a litter, is regarded as a good omen multiplying

^igs in the pen and so is the cow throwing out a ball like this.

Evidently, his idea is that this superstition is responsible for the

preference shown to this particular variety of Saligrama.
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In the October issue of the Prabuddha Bharuta, Prof. Venka*

tesvara (till recently of the Mysore University) attributes the

absence of a tragic sense in later Sanskrit poetry *to the influence

of the Brahmans but does not give sufficient proof for this con-

clusion. There is a school of thought which holds, that the

introduction of the Sutradhara was due to Brahmin influence but

that does not appear correct as most of the Sutradharas were not

Brahmans. The reference, besides, to ‘the boyish freaks’ of

Asvatthaman is inconsistent with the characteristics of this hero

in the Mahabharata story and in the well-known Kannada tragedy

of that name" adapted from the Ajax of Sophocles, a review of

which appeared in the (2,/,M.S,

4e )|e

In the Triveni for July-August 1931, Emily Gilchrist Hatch
contributes an informing article on “ Theories of the Drama—
Aristotle 7'r. the Indian Theorists ” and concludes from her study

of the Indian peoples, their manners and customs, as a back-

ground of the drama that it is a distinctly Indian product suited to

their genius and temperament, the happy ending being tradi-

tional to them as against suffering which was an essential element

of the Greek tragedy.

« lie

The Eastern Buddhist for July 1931 has a nice article on “The
Shingon School of Mahayana Buddhism ” by Beatrice Lane Suzuki.

Shingon means ‘ true word ’ and its teaching is esoteric ; this

school is popularly known in India as the Vajrayana or Mantrayana.

It was started by Nagarjun, a South Indian Brahmin convert

;

here the ordinary 'I'rikaya or three bodies in one Buddha is taught

and to it the Buddha of Four Kaya or Bodies is added by the

Shingon. Hosshin or Dharmakaya is the reality of Shinnyo

(tathata) the absolute substance pervading all objects in the

universe ; Hoshin or Sambhogakaya is the body of bliss and

blessing obtained in consequence of the meritorious deeds performed

in numberless existences ; and Ojin or Nirmayakaya is the one

in which the Buddha appears as teacher in some place, in some

time, in the world, as for example, the Buddha Sakyamuni who
appeared in human form in a human world. To these is added

the Fourth Body by the Shingon which says that the Kengyo or

revealed doctrines were taught by Sakyamuni in his transformed



Books received during the Quarter ending

31st December 1931*

Prescanted by
Aiinamalai University—

Calendar for 1931-32.

Director, Zoological Survey of India—

A Report ’of the Human Relics recovered by the Nag;a Hills

(Burma) Expedition for the Abolition of Human Sacrifice

during 1926*27 (Bulletin No. 1)—by B. S. Guha and

P. C. Basu.

Dacca University—

1. Convocation, 1931 : Speeches.

2. Speeches at the Opening of the Muslim Hall (1931).

3. Pamphlet of General Information, 1931-32.

4. Annual Report for 1930-31.

5. Word Frequency in Bengali and its relation to the

teaching of Reading (D.U.B. No. XIV)—by P. C. D.

Choudhury,

6. Arab Invasion of India (D.U.B. No. XV)—by R. C.

Majumdar.

Indian Historical Research Institute, Bombay—

Pallava Genealogy—by Rev. H. Heras.

Government of Mysore—

Administration Reports :

1. 'Government Press, 1930-31.

2. Season and Crop, 1929-30.

3. Hospitals and Dispensaries, 1929-30.

4. Stud Fjirm, Kunigal, 1929-30.

5. Meteorological Department, 1930-31.

6. Health Department, Qly. Apr.-June, 1931.

7. Military Forces, 1930-31.

8. Department of Health, 1980.

9. Sericulture, 1930-31.

10. Mysore Representative Assembly Proceedings : Birth-

day Session, June 1931.

11. Mysore Archaeological Report for 1929.

12. Excavations at Chandravalli : Supplement to above.
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13. Mysore Legislative Council Proceedings : Budget

Session, June 1931.

14. Economic and Social Conditions of Labour in the

Kolar Gold Fields— by M. A. Srinivasan.

15. Mysore Administration Report for 1930-31.

Shrine of Wisdom, London^

Plato, Two Dialogues of : A New Translation—by the

Editors.

Sri Ramafcrishna Aehrama, MFsore—

Drg-Drsya Viveka : An Enquiry into the Nature of the
‘ Seer * and the ‘ Seen *—by Swami Nikhilananda.

The Authors—

1. Historical Gleaning—by Bimala Churn Law.

2. Some Kshatriya Tribes of Ancient India—by B. C. Law.

3. Ancient Mid-Indian Kshatriya Tribes—by B. C. Law.

4. Life and Work of Buddhaghosa—by B. C. Law.

5. Heaven and Hell in Buddhist Perspective—by B. C. Law.

6. Sri Chitra Bhupala Satakam (Sanskrit)—by C. P. Subrah-

mania Aiyar.

Oovemment of India—

1 .

2 .

8 .

4.

6 .

6 .

7.

8 .

Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey of India,

1927-28.

Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1929.

Census of India, 1911 : Vol. I, Pt. I.

Do. do. Pt. II.

Do. 1921 : Vol. IV, Pts. I & II.

Do. do. XXIV, Pt. II.

Do. do. XIII, Pt. I.

Do. do. XIII, Pt. II.

Bihar and Orissa Government Printins^

Journal of Francis Buchanan : kept during the Survey of the

District of Bhagalpur, in 1810-11—by C. E.A. W. Oldham.

Madras University—

1. Calendar for 1931-32, Vol. I, Pt. I.

2. Do. do. Pt. II.

Government of Burma—

Burma GazetWr ; Maubin District, VoL A,—by Tin Gyi,

A.T.M.
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The Pefaee* ftireore-*

Diary of a Pilgrimage to Lake Manasarowar and Mount

•Kailas with His Highness the Maharaja of Mysore in 1931

—by N. Rangachar.

Mraore University—

Philosophy and Life Values (Sri Krishnaraja Silver Jubilee

Lecture, 1930)

—

by Sir S. Radhakrishnan.

Messrs. V. Rameswamy Sastrulu A Sons, Madras—

Mahabharata : (Southern Recension): Vol, I—Adi-Parvam,

Pt. I—Edited by P. P. S. Sastri.

PurchneedI:

Varahamihira’s Brihat Jataka—by V. Subrahmanya Sastri.
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PALI TRACTS IN INSCRIPTIONS.

By Dr. Bimala Churn Law, Ph.D., M.A., B.T.

India.

Asoka’s Bhabrn Edict .—Much light is thrown on the

development of Pali canonical literature by the lithic records

of Asoka. •

The first inscription that deserves notice in this connec-

tion is the Bhabru Edict. It opens with a declaration of

Asoka’s deep and extensive faith in the Buddhist Triad and

of his firm conviction that the utterances of the Buddha are

but gospel truth. It then enumerates certain Dhammapari-

yayas or canonical texts selected out of the Buddhist scriptures

then known to him for the constant study and meditation

not by the clericals only, but also by the laity and that with a

view to making the good faith long endure. The texts

referred to by A46kaareas follows:— (1) (<?) Vinaya Samukase

or the exaltation of discipline, Patimokkha—Rhys Davids,

J.R.A.S., 1898, (b) Tuvatthaka Sutta (Sutta Nipata)—Prof.

Bhandarkar, (c)^ Sappurisa Sutta (Majjhima) and, later, a

Vinaya tract in the Anguttara, Vol. I—Prof. Mitra, (d) The

Patimokkha—Prof. Oldenberg, (c) SiAgalovada Sutta (Digha)
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called Gihivinaya, and {f) Anumana Sutta (Majjhima) called

Bhikkhuvinaya. (2) (a) Aliya-Vasani—Prof. Barua, (6)

Ariyavariisa (Anguttara), Vol. II, p. 27—Prof, Kosambi,

(c) Ten Ariyavasani enumerated in the Samgiti Suttanta

(Digha), 1898. (3) (a) Anagata-bhayani—Prof.

Rhys Davids, and (6) Anagata-bhayani (Anguttara), Vol.

Ill, p. 103. (4) (a) Munigatha—Prof. Rhys Davids, and

(6) Muni Sutta (Sutta Nipata), I, 12, p. 36. (5) {a) Moneya
Sute—Prof. Rhys Davids, (b) Nalaka Sutta (Sutta Nipata),

III, 11, pp. 131-34—Prof. Kosambi, (c) Nalaka Sutta minus

the Prologue—Prof. Barua, and (d) Moneyasiitta, J,R,A,S,f

1898. (6) (a) Upatisa Pasine—Prof. Rhys Davids, (b)

Sariputta Sutta (Suttanipata), IV, 3 6, pp. 176-79—Profs.

Kosambi and Barua, and (c) The questions of Upatissa in

the Rathavinita Sutta (Majjhima). (7) (a) Laghulovade

—

Prof. Neuman, (b) Rahulovada Sutta (Majjhima), ii, 2, 1,

Vol. I, p. 414—Prof, Rhys Davids, and (c) The Amba-

latthika Rahulovada Sutta (Majjhima)—Prof. M. Senart.

These are the Dhammapariyayas or canonical texts which

have been identified differently with Suttas of the Pali canoni-

cal literature. At the time of As5ka there had already grown

up a Buddhist literatuee from which the Emperor selected

seven Dhammapariyayas which, in his opinion, would serve

his purpose, that is, making the good faith long endure. It

is generally accepted by scholars that Buddhism is the basis

and source of inspiration in regard to As5ka’s Dhamma. The
Singalovada Sutta of the Digha Nikaya and the Mahamangala

Sutta of the Sutta Nipata enumerate just those courses of

conduct which Asoka was never tired of inculcating on the

minds of his people and it is easy to understand how greatly

the texts of the Rock Edicts 9 and 11 were inspired by the

Mangala Sutta. Now there are the two scriptural texts which

have been particularly reserved by Buddhism for the lay

people to read, contemplate and practise. The style of

composition and the subject of discussion ip the last portion,

of the KalsT, Shahbazgarhi and Mansherah versions of R. E.

IX are almost similar to those in the Katbavatthu (composed
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by Moggaliputta Tissa in the third council held under the

patronage of Asoka) and the Samannaphala Sutta respectively

(Bhandarkar and Majumdar, Inscriptions of Asoka, pp.

34-36). M. Senart points out that the use of the phrase
“ Dhammadana ” must have been suggested to Asoka by a

verse from the Dhammapada—“ Sabbadanaih dhammadanaih
jinati”.

On the monuments of the second century B.C. the names
of donors of different parts of the building are inscribed and
in many cases with their titles. Some of these titles are very

important because they have been derived from the well-known

divisions of the Buddhist canonical literature. Among these

epithets have been found the following :—Dhammakathika,
Petakin, Suttantika, Suttantakini and Paficanekayika which

refer to the Buddhist books. They conclusively prove the

existence of a Buddhist literature before the date of the

inscriptions. This Buddhist literature had divisions known
by the technical names of Pitaka, Nikaya, Suttanta and

Jataka. Again the Nikaya is said to have five divisions. There

were not only the Pitaka, the five Nikayas and the Jatakas

but also distinct groups of reciters known as the Bhanakas.

Barhut Inscriptions .—The inscriptions on the inner

railing and gateways of the Buddhist Stupa at Barhut in

Central India throw interesting light on the development of

Pali literature. Barua and Sinha in their Barhut Inscrip-

tions ” have broadly distinguished the inscriptions as Votive

Labels and Jataka Labels, grouping the former as they occur

on the gateway-pillars, the rail-pillars, the rail-bars, the

coping-stones, and the isolated fragments, and grouping the

latter as they are attached to different scenes in accordance

with the accepted Jataka-outlines of the Buddha’s life.

That the bas-reliefs on the Barhut Tope illustrate several

scenes from the Jataka stories can be shown by the fact that

the titles of the Jatakas inscribed on the bas-reliefs correspond

to those in Pali Jiterature. The titles inscribed on the bas-

reliefs, e.g., Vitura Punakiya, Miga, Naga, Yavamajhakiya,

Mugapakaya, Latuva, Chadantiya, Isisingiya, Yaih Ijamanp
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av^y^si, Hansa, Kiriara, Isimigo, Janako raja, Sivala devi,

Uda, Secha, Sujato gahuto, Bidala Jataka, Kukuta Jataka,

Maghadeviya and Bhisa Haraniya correspond to those found

in the Pali Jataka books, e.g., Vidhura Pandita, Nigrodha,

Kakka^a, Episode in Maha Ummagga, Mugapakkha, Latnkika,

Chaddanta, Alambusa, Andhabhuta, Nacca, Candf'kinnara,

Migapotaka, Mahajanaka, Dabbhapuppha, Dubhiyamakkata,

Sujata, Kukkuta, Makhadeva and Bhisa* Again, in the

Barhut Stupa we find some scenes which have got no title

inscribed on the bas-relief. But a close examination of the

pictures engraved on the railings enables us to identify

some of the scenes with those in the Pali Jataka stories.

The names of such Pali Jataka stories are, e.g., Kurungamiga,

Sandhibheda, Asadisa, Dasaratha, Mahakapi, Cammasataka,

Aramadusaka and Kapota.

An Inscription found at Sdrndth ,—The Museum at

Sarnath shelters a huge, more than life-size, image of a stand-

ing Bodhisattva. At the front and back of the pedestal of

the image, as well as on the umbrella over his head, there are

three Pali inscriptions inscribed in the third year of the reign

of Kaniska, the great Kusana king. The text of the inscription

relates itself to the subject of the first sermon delivered by the

Buddha to the five brahmanas immediately after the sarnbodhi

at Sarnath. It is not exactly a quotation but is rather of the

character of an abstract of the original subject from the

Mahavagga (1, 7,6).

(a) “Chattar-imani bhikkhave ar (i) ya-saccani (6) Kata-

mani (ca) ttari dukkha (m) di (bhi) kkhave ara (i) ya-saccarh

(c) dukkha-samuday (6) ariyasaccani dukkhanirodho ariyasac-

cam {d) dukkhanirodho-gamini (cha) patipada.”

Translation :—Four are the Noble Axioms, ye monks!

And what are these four ? The Noble Axiom about suffering,

ye monks, the Noble Axiom about the origin of suffering, the

Noble Axiom about the cessation of suffering, and the Noble

Axiom about the way leading to the cessation of suffering.

{Catalogue of the Museum of Archaeology at Sarnath, No. D,

<c) 11.)
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Bunna.

A Gold-Leaf Manuscript.—A manuscript* in every way
similar to the palm-leaf manuscript so common in India and

Burma but with leaves of gold, twenty in number with

writing incised on one side, has been discovered within a

relic chamber unearthed at Hmawza.

The writing is in characters of an early South Indian

script of the Kanara-Telegu type, and may be assigned to the

fifth—sixth century A.D.

The manuscript contains extracts from the Abhidhamma
and Vinaya Pi^akas, together with those mentioned above, the

earliest proofs of Pali Buddhism in Burma. The MS. begins

on the first page with an extract giving the chain of causation

(Paticca-samuppada) and ends on the last page with ‘ Itipi so

bhagava araharh sammasarhbuddho, etc.* enumerating the

qualities of the Buddha. This manuscript may be assigned

to the sixth— seventh century A.D. {Rep. Arch, Sur. India,

1926-1927, p. 200.)

Maiinggan Gold Plates.—Two gold plates bearing an in-

scription in Pali, very closely allied to the Kadamba script of

the fifth century A.D., of Southern India, were discovered at

Maunggan, a village near old Prome, Burma. These two
plates begin each with the well-known Buddhist formula:
“ Ye dhamma hetuppabhava tesam hetu, etc.” which is

followed in the first, by 19 categories from the Abhidhamma
in numerical order and, in the second, by the no less well-

known praise of the Triratna. (Rep. Arch. Sur. Burma,
1924, p. 21.)

Bawbawgyi Pagoda Stone Fragments.—In 1910-11, while

clearing a small portion of the debris round the Bawbawgyi
pagoda of Hmawza (old Prome) three fragments of a stone

inscription were discovered. Their characters are the' .same

as those of the Maunggan plates; and the script may be
referred tq the sixth century A.D. It contains an extract from
the Vibhanga, a book of the Abhidhamma, and corresponds
to pa^ 144 of Mrs. Rhys Davids’ edition. (Rep. Areh^ Sw;
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Burma, 1924, p. 22.) The two gold plates and the stone

fragments halve been elaborately treated by Mon. Finot in his

article “ Un nouveau document sur le buddhisme birman ’’

—

,a new document of Burmese Buddhism—published in the

Journal Asiatique, Vol. XX, Juillet Aout, 1912, pages 121 ff.

Text of the Inscriptions referred to above.— (First gold

plate, Maunggan.) (1) Ye dhamma hetuppabhava tesarii hetu

tathagato aha tesan ca yo nirodho evarhvadi mahasamano ti

(2) Catvaro sammappadhana catvaro satipatthana catvari

ariyasaccani cutuvesarajjani pancindri\ ani panca cakkhuni cha

(3) Asaddharaiiani satta bojjhanga ariyo atthingiko maggo
navalokuttara dhamma dasa balani cuddasa buddhaiinani

attharasa buddha dhamma ti.

(Second gold plate, Maunggan.) (1) Ye dhamma hetup-

pabhava (te) sa (m) hetu tathagato aha tesan ca yo nirodho

evamvadi mahasamano ti iti pi so bhagava araharh (2) Sam-

masambuddho vijjacarana-sampanno sugato lokavidu anuttaro

purisadhamma sarathi sattha devamanussanarh buddho

bhagava ti (3) Sakhyato bhagavata dhammo sanditthiko

iakaliko ehipassiko opanayiko paccttarh veditavvo vinnuhiti.

The first plaque begins with the well-known formula.

After that it enumerates 19 categories in a progressively

numerical order: 4 iddhipadas, bases of magical power,

4 sammappadhanas, good deeds, 4 satipatthana, subjects

of meditation, 4 ariyasaccani, holy truths, 4 vesarajjani,

confidences, 5 indriyani, senses, 5 cakkhuni, eyes, 6 asadha-

ranani, special knowledges of Buddhism, 7 bojjhanga, ele-

ments of the Bodhi, the noble way of the 8 elements, 9

lokuttara dhamma, supernatural states, 10 Balani, powers,

14 Buddhannani, knowledges of the Buddha, and 18 Buddha
dhammas. The second plaque begins in the same manner. It

is followed by the well-knowm hymn (praise) of Triratna. See,

for example, the Anguttara Nikaya, II, 56. The script may
at first sight be said to belong to Southern India, and have

striking affinity with the ‘Kanara-Telegu’ script of Bfihler.

,

.. Text of the .Eragmmtaryt Stone. Inscriptions referred to

na samphus (i) tattam vedanakkhando
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sannakkhando safikkharakhando (2) ditthivipphan-

ditam ditthi ayam vuccati chalayatanapaccayo phasso tattha

katam (a) (pha) ssa paccaya vedana
|

yam ceta (s) i

(3) Sannojanam ga (ho) patilaho abhiniveso paramaso

kummaggo.
Translation :—(1) (the contact), the fact of coming

into contact, the vedanakkhanda, the sannakkhanda, the

samkharakhanda, constituent elements of sensation, percep-

tion and confections (2) quarrels of opinion, this is

what people call opinion (ditthi). Touch comes from the six

organs of sense. What is the sensation which is derived

from touching. That which in thought (3) chain,

inclination, contagion, bad path

The text is probably an extract from a canon which

is difficult to be traced. It presents considerable similarities

with certain passages of the Dhammasahgani. It could,

therefore, be found in a treatise of Abhidhamma and perhaps

one of those which are still unpublished.

The Kalyani Inscriptions of Pegu .—The Kalyani in-

scriptions of Pegu (Burma)* were erected in c. 1476 A.D* by

Dhammaceti, King of Ramannadesa or ancient Pegu, and

record the history of the establishment of Buddhism in

Burma, and its gradual evolution through many vicissitudes

of fortune. The main object in founding the Kalyani-sima

appears to have been to afford to the priesthood of Ramanna-

desa a duly consecrated place for the purpose of performing

the uposatha, upasarnpada, and other ecclesiastical ceremonies,

and indirectly to secure continuity in their apostolic succession

from Mahinda, the Buddhist apostle of Ceylon. The object

of the Kalyani inscriptions is to give an authoritative ruling

on the varied opinions of scholars with regard to ordination

and. to prescribe a ceremonial for the consecration of a sima.

The Kalyani inscriptions are situated at the western suburbs

of the town of Pegu. They comprise ten stone slabs, more or

less broken to pieces and scattered about. The lahguiAge

^ Taw Seinko

—

A Preliminary Study of tfCe Kdlydipi Ihsertptions^^Pe^y%
Vol. XXIII, 1893. ' .

J
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jof- the' first three stones is Pali and that of the rest is

Taking, being a translation of the Pali text.

^
Pali Tracts and Interpretations of Pali Texts ,—Owing

to want of a large number of priests well versed in Tripitaka,

learned, wise and able, and who could, after meeting and

consulting together, investigate as to what was proper or not,

disputations arose amongst the Buddhist Order of Pegu with

^regard to the performance of ecclesiastical ceremonies, such

as the consecration of a sima and the upasampada ordination.

Each thera gave his own interpretation, and the king himself

joined in the disputations. In course of these disputations

citations were made from various Buddhist authorities, most

important of which was the Atthakatha. The following tracts

collected here were incidentally made use of by the theras

and the king in their discussion as to the performance of

ecclesiastical ceremonies of consecrating a suna and upa-

sampada ordination.

(1)
‘ Anvaddhamasam antidasdham anupahcdhanti *

A tthalcathdydm.

Some theras could not rightly interpret these words

mentioned in the Atthakatha, and would like in the exces-

sively rainy region of Ramannadesa to perform the upasam-

pada ordination in an udakukkhepasima consecrated on a river

or lake, which was devoid of its respective characteristics.

(2) Dhammaceti, the king, in repeatedly investigating

and considering the rule of the Vinaya as regards the conse-

cration of a sima, as interpreted by the authors of the Attha-

kathas, tikas, and pakaranas, consulted both the spirit and

the letter of the following works, controlling the Atthakatha

by means of the Pali, the tika by means of the Atthakatha,

and the pakarana by one another, and at the same time, by

collecting what was gone before, and what came after the

Vinayapali, the Vinayatthakatha, the Vinayatika called the

Saratthadipani, the Vinayatika called the VimativinodanI,

the Vinayatika written by Vajjrabuddhithera, the Mati-

katthakatha called the KaAkhavitara^ together with* its tik5,

the Vinayaviniccayapakarana together with ita , tik&, the
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Vinayasangahapakarana, the Simalafikarapakarana and the

Simalankarasangaha. To the king who repeatedly investi-

gated and considered the question and interpreted the ruling

of the Vinaya according to his light and knowledge.

(3) 'Yasma hi vassdnassa catusu mdsesu' iti Attha-

hathayam*

This short citation purports to say that the rainy season

comprises four months, during which lakes and rivers become

filled with water and during which season the under-robe of

a bhikkhuni crossing a stream of such description at any

place, is wetted. On such a mahanadi such a udakukkhepa-

suna may be consecrated, and the upasam[)ada ordination

performed in it will be valid and inviolable.

(4) There existed an old sima whereon the Kalyani-sima

came to be built and consecrated later on. It was, therefore,

necessary to desecrate the old sima, for otherwise the new

sima would be null and void, because of the doubtful defeat

of the junction and overlapping of simas. The king accord-

ingly had preparations made for performing the ceremony of

desecrating the existing sima in accordance with the procedure

expressly laid down in the Atthakatha. He then proceeds to

interpret the passage of the Atthakatha in question.

(5) With regard to this subject of desecration of an

existing sima, and consequent consecration of a new one, a

question is made from the Vimativinodani :

—

Keci pana idisesu pi viharesu chapancamatte

bhikkhu gahetva, viharakotito patthaya viharaparik-

khepassa anto ca bahi ca samanta le^dnpate tattha

sabbattha mancapamane okase nirantaram thatva,

pa^hamam avippavasasimaih tatosamanasamvasakasiman

ca samuhananavasena simasamugghate kate, tasmim

majjhagata te bhikkhu ta samuhaneyyum. Tato gama-

sima eva avasisseyya. Na hettha simaya va paricchedassa

va jananam angam hoti. Simaya pana anto thanaih

samuhanessamati, kamrnavacakarananc’ ettha angam.

Atthakathayaih khen(Jasima'm pana jananta avippavasaih

ajananta pi samuhataya vuttatta gamasimay’ eva ca
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avasitthaya tattha yatharucikam duvidham pi simarh

bandhitun c’eva upasampadadi-kammarh katun ca

vattatiti vadanti. Tarn yuttam viya dissati ;
vimamsitva

gahetabban ti.”

Translation :—There are some theras who, in the

case of such viharasimas, would convene a chapter of five

or six priests, would station them in a continuous row of

places, which are each about the size of a bedstead, and

whose distances are determined by the fall, all round, of

stones thrown, first from the extremity of a viharasima, and

then towards the inside and outside of its limits, and would

successively desecrate an avippavasasima, and a samana-

sarhvasakasima. If either a khandasima or a mahasima

exists on that vihara, the priests standing, as they do, in the

midst of these simas, would, from a mancatthana, certainly

desecrate the sima, and the gamasima would remain. In this

manner, it is not essential to know the sima or its extent.

But it is necessary for the reciters of the kammavaca to say

‘ We shall desecrate the inside of a sima (and act accordingly)’.

It is stated in the Atthakatha that those who are aware of

the existence of a khan<Jasima, but not that of an avippavasa-

sima, are qualified to effect both desecration and consecration

and then thus, although the extent of a mahasima is unknown,

desecration may be effected. On the authority of this

statement,Jhey say that at any selected spot on the remain-

ing gamasima, it is appropriate to consecrate the two kinds

of simas, and to perform the upasarhpada ordination and such

other ceremonies. This dictum appears to be correct ; but

it should be accepted after due enquiry.

(6) When the existence of an old sima is not known

it is said in the Atthakatha :

—

“ Atthakathayanca purana-simaya vijjamanattam. va

paricchedam va ajanantanarh simasanugghatassa duk-

,
karatta mahantam vayamam akatva yena va tena va

vayamena samuhananavasena simasamugghatam sandhaya

ye pana ubho pi na jananti ; te n’eva samuhanitun ca

labhantiti vuttarh.”
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Purport :— both classes of sima are not known,

the sima should not be desecrated or consecrated. This

dictum of the Atthakatha does not, however, mean to indicate

that, although the existence of the sima to be desecrated may
not be known, if great exertion is put forth that sima will not

be desecrated.

Reference to Puli Texts :—Besides these quotations from

and interpretations of Pali texts, there are a good number of

references to Pali texts in the Kalyani inscriptions in the

way of adducing arguments or citing authorities. The three

Pitakas are more than once mentioned, the Vinaya having

the honour of being mentioned most. But most often

referred to is the Atthakatha of the Vinayapitaka. Other

texts are the Patimokkha, the Khuddakasikkha, the Vimati-

vinodani, the Vinayapali, the Vinayatika called the Sarat-

thadipani, the Vinayatika written by Vajirabuddhithera, the

Matikatthakatha called the Kankhavitarani together with its

tika, the Vinayavinicchayapakarana together with its tika,

the Vinayasangahapakarana, the Simalankarapakarana, the

Simalankarasangaha, and other texts relating to the Vinaya-

pitaka.

An Inscription of A.D. 1442.—The inscription of B.E.

804 (1442 A.D.) is among those collected by Forchhammer
at Pagan. The Governor of Taungdvvin and his wife made
various gifts to the Buddhist Order and this inscription com-
memorates this memorable event. The pious donors not only

made gifts of monastery, garden, paddy-lands and slaves, but

also offered to the bhikkhus a collection of texts. The
importance of the list of texts lies in the fact that it not only

helps us in fixing the chronology of many Pali works, but

also enables us to form some notion of the point reached by

the Sanskrit scholars in Burma in the fifteenth century for

the list contains a number of titles of Sanskrit works.

The list of texts contained in the inscription may be

given here :— ,

(1) Parajikakanda ; (2) Pacittiya; (3) BikkhunIvibhaAga

;

(4) Vinayamahavagga ; (5) VinayacOjavagga ; (6) Vinaya-
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parivara
; (7) Parajikakanda-atthakatha

;
*(8 Pacittiyadi-

ati^hakathap
; (9) Para jikakanda-tika

; (10) Terasakan(ja-0ka;

(11) Vinayasangraha-atthakatha (the greater); (12) Vinaya-

sangraha-atthakatha (the less); (l3)Kankhavitarani-atthakatha;

(14) Khuddasikkha-tiika (ancient)
; (15) Khuddasikkha-tika

(new) ; (16) Kankha-tika (new)
; tl7) Vinayaganthipada ; (18)

Vinaya-uttarasincaya-atthakatha
; (19j Vinayasincaya-tika

(later); (20) Vina
3
’akandhaniddesa

; (21) Dhaminasahgani
;

(22) Vibhanga; (23) Dhatiikatha
; (24) Puggalapannatti

;

(25) Kathavatthu
; (26) Muhuamaka; (27) Indriyayamaka

;

(28) Tikapatthana
; (29) Dukatikapatthana

; (30) Dukapattha-

na
; (31) Atthasalinl-atthakatha ; (32) Sammohavinodani-

atthakatha
; (33) Pancapakarana-atthakatha

; (34) Abhidham-
rha-anutika

; (35) Abhidhammattbasahgaha-atthakatha
; (36)

Abhidhammatthasahgaha-tika
; (37) Abhidhammatthavibhava-

nHika ; (38) Silakkhandha
; (39) Mahavagga

; (40) Patheyya
;

(41) Silakkhandha-atthakatha
; (42) Maliavagga-atthakatha

;

(43) Patheyya-atthakatha
; (44) Silakkhandha-tika

; (45)

Mahavagga-tika ; (46) Patheyya-tika
; (47) Mulapannasa

;

(48) Mulapannasa-atthakatha; (49) Mulapannasa-tika
; (50)

Majjhimapannasa
; (51) Majjhimapaimasa-atthakatha

; (52)

Majjhimapannasa-tika; (53) Uparipaimasa
; (54) Uparipannasa-

atthakatha; (55) Uparipannasa-tika ; (56) Sagathavaggasam-

yutta ; (57) Sagathavaggasamyutta-attihakatlia
; (58) Sagatha-

vaggasam\Hitta-tika; (59) Nidanavaggasaihyatla
; (60) Nidana-

yaggasarhyutta-citthakatha
; (61) Khandhavaggasarhyutta

; (62)

Khandhavaggasarhyutta-tika
; (63) Sajayatanavaggasamyutta

;

(64) Salayatanavaggasarh} utta-atthakatha
; (65) Mahavagga-

samyutta ; (66) Ekadukatika-anguttara
; (67) Catukanipata-

aftguttara ; (68) Pancanipata-ahguttara
; (69) Cha-sattanipata-

aAguttara ; (70) Attha-navanipata-angiittara
; (71) Dasa-

ekadasanipata-anguttara ; (72) Ekanipata-anguttara-atl^ha-

katha; (73) Dukatikacatukanipata-anguttara-atthakatha
; (74)

Pancadi-anguttara-atthakatha ; (75) and (76) Anguttara-tika

;

(77) Khuddakapatha text and a^thakatha; (7§) Dhammaipada

text and atthakathS. (79) Udana text and atthakatha; (80)

Jtiv«rttalca text and ut^bakatha; (81) Snttanipata text and
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atthakatha; (82) Vimanavatthu text and atthakatha ; (83)

Petavatthu text and atthakatha ; (84) Thera (gatha) text and

atthakatha; (85) Theri (gatha) text and atthakatha; (86)

Pathacariya
; (87) Ekanipatajataka-atthakatha

; (88) Duka-

nipatajataka-atthakatha
; (89) Tikanipatajataka-atthakatha

;

(90) Catuka-panca-chanipata-jataka-atthakatha
;

(91) Satta-

attha-navanipata-jataka-atthakatha ; (92) Dasa-ekadasanipata-

jataka-atthakatha
; ( 93 ) Dvadasa-terasa-pakinuaka-nipata-

jataka-atthakatha
; (94) Visati-jataka-atthakatha

; (95)

Jatattaki-sotattaki-nidana-atthakatha ; (96) Culaniddesa
; (97)

Ciilaniddesa-atthakatha
; (98) and (99) Mahaniddesa; (100)

Jataka-tika; (101) Diima-jataka-atthakatha
; (102) Apadana ;

(103) Apadana-atthakatha
; (104) Patisambhidamagga ; (105)

Patisambhidamagga-atthakatha
; (106) Patisaitibhidamagga-

ganthipada; (107) Visiiddhimagga-atthakatha
; (108) Visud-

dhimagga-tika
; ( 109) Buddhavainsa-atthakatha

; ( 110)

Cariyapitaka-atthakatha
; (111) Namarupa-tika (new); (112)

Paramatthavinicchaya (new); (113) Mohavicchedani ; (114)

Lokapannatti
; (115) Mohanayana; (116) Lokuppatti ; (117)

Arunavati
; (118) Chagatidipani

; (119) Scihassaramsimalini J

(120) Dasavattlui
; (121) Sahassavatthu

; (122) Sihalavatthu ;

(123) Petakopadesa
; (124) Tathagatuppatti

; (125) Dham-
macakka ( Pavattanasutta ?); (126) Dhammacakka-tika

;

(127) Datliadhatuvarhsa
; (128) Dathadhatuvariisa-tika ; (129)

Culavamsa
; (130) Dipavarhsa ; (131) Thupavaitisa

;
(132)

Anagatavarhsa
; (133) Bodhivamsa

; (134) Mahavarhsa; (135)

Mahavamsa-tika
; (136) Dhammadana (in text Dham-

mandan ?) ; (137) Mahakaccayana
; (138) Nyasa ; ( 139 )

Than-byun-tika
; (140) Mahathera-tika ; (141) Rupasid-

dhi-atthakatha
; (142) Rupasiddhi-tika; (143) Balavatara

;

(144) Viittimoggallana
; (145) Paucika-Moggallana ; (146)

Pancika-Moggallana-tika
; (147) Karika; (148) Karika-ttka;

(149) Lingatthavivarana; (150) Lingatthavivarana-tika; (151)

Mukhamattasara
; (152) Mukhamattasara-tika ; (153) Maha-

gana
; (154) Culagana

; (155) Abhidhana ; (156) Abhidhana-

tika; (157) Saddaniti ; (158) Cnlanirutti ; (159) Culasandhi-

visodbana ; (160) Saddatthabhedacinta ; .(161) Saddattha-
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bhedacinta-tika
; (162) Padasodhana

; (163) Sambandha-
cinta-tika

; (164) Rupavatara
; (165) Saddavatara

; (166)

Sadhammadipaka ;(]67) Sotamalini ; (168) Sambandhamalini

;

(l69) Padavahamahacakka (Padavatara ?) ; (170) Nvadi

(Moggallana) ; (171) Kataca (Krt-cakra ? ) ; (172) Mahaka
(Kappa or Kaccayana ?) ; (173) Balattajana (Balavatarana ?)

(174) Suttavali ; (175) Akkharasammohacchedani ; (176)

Cetiddhinemiparigatha (sic) (?) ; (177) Samasataddhitadipani ;

(178) Bijakkhyam
; (179) Kaccayanasara

; (180) Balappa-

bodhana; (181) Atthasalini; (182) Atthasalini-nissaya ; (183)

Kaccayana-nissaya
; (184) Rupasiddhi-nissaya ; (185) Jataka-

nissaya; (186) Jatakaganthi ; (187) Dhammapadaganthi-

nissaya
; (188) Kammavaca ; (189) Dhammasatta ; (190)

Kalapapancika (panjika) ; (191) Kalapapancika-tika ; (192)

Kalapasuttapratifinasaku (patiniiapaka ?) tika
; (193) Prindo-

tika ; (194) Rattamala ; (195) Rattamala-tika
; (196) Roga-

nidana ; (197) Dabraguna
; (198) Dabraguna-tika

; (199)

Chandoviciti ; (200) Chandaprutti (Candra-virtti) ; (201)

Candrapancikara (panjika) ; (202) KamandakI ; (203) Dham-

mapannapakarana ; (204) Mahosatthi (Mahosadha ?) ; (205)

Subodhalarhkara
; (206) Subodhalaihkara-tlka

; (207) Tanoga-

buddhi (?); (208) Tandi (Dandin ?) ; (209) Tandi-tika
; (210)

Cankadasa ; (211) Ariyasaccavatara ; (212) Vicitragandha ;

(213) Saddhammupaya
; (214) Sarasangaha ; (215) Sarapinda

;

(216) Patipattisangaha ; (217) Siilacharaka
; (218) Palatakka

(balatarka ? , logic for beginners ?) ; (219) Trakkabhasa

(Tarkabhasa) ; (220) Saddakarika ; (221) Kasikapruttipalini
;

(222) Saddhammadipaka ; (223) Satyatatvavabodha (?) ; (224)

Balappabodhanapruttikarana ; (225) Atthabyakhyam ; (226)

Ciilaniruttimanjusa
; (227) Manjusatikabyakhyam

; (228) Anu-

tikabyakhyam; (229) Pakinnakanikaya ; (230) Catthapayoga (?)

;

(231) Matthapayoga (?) ; (232) Rogayatra (on medicine?);

(233) Rogayatra-tika ; (234) Satthekavipasvaprakasa (?) ; (235)

Rajamattanta ; (236) Parasava
; (237) Koladdhaja

; (238)

Brihajjataka
; (239) Brihajjataka-^ika ; (240) Dathadhatuvamsa.

and tika; .(241) Patigaviveka-tika : (242) Alamkara-tika (on

Subodbalamkara^) (243) Calindapancika (commentary on
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Co ?); (244) Vedavidhinimittanirutti-vannana; (245) Nirutti-

byakhyam; (246) Vuttodaya; (247) Vuttodaya-txka
; (248)

Milindapanha (in text Malinapanna)
; (249) Saratthasangaha

;

(250) Amarakosanissaya
; (251) Pin^onissaya

; (252) Kalapa-
nissaya

; (253) Roganidanabyikhyam
; (254) Dabbraga^-

tika
; (255) Amarakosa

; (256), (257) and (258) Dandi-t>ika

;

(259) Koladhvaja-tiika
; (260) Alamkara

; (261) Alamkara-
tlka; (262) Bhesajjamanjusa

; (263) Yuddhajeyya (Yuddha-
dhyaya ?) ; (264) Yatanaprabha-tika (Ratana ?) ; (265)
Viragdha; (266) Viragdha-tika; (267) Cujamanisara

; (268)

Rajamattanta-tika
; (269) Mrtyuvancana

; (270) Maha-
kalacakka; (271) Mahakalacakka-tika; (269-271 Qaiva works ?)

;

(272) Paraviveka (commentary on Parahita?); (273) Kacca-
yana-rupavatara

; (274) Pumbharasarl (or karasari in text ?)

(275) Taktavatara (Tattvavatara ?) ; (276) Taktavatara-tika

;

(277) Nyayabindu
; (278) Nyayabindu-tika

; (279) Hetubindu
;

(280) Hetubindu-tlka
; (281) Rikkaniyayatra (?) ; (282) Rikka-

niya\'atra-tika
; (283) Barittaratakara (Vfttaratnakara ?)

;

(284) Shyaramitikabya (?) ; (285) YuttisaAgaha
; (286) Yutti-

safigaha-tika
; (287) Sarasangaha-nissaya

; (288) Rogayatra-
nissaya ; (289) Roganidana-nissaya

; (290) Saddatthabheda-
cinta-nissaya

; (291) Paranissaya
; (292) Shyaramitikabya-

nissaya (?) ; (293) Brihajjataka-nissaya
; (294) Rattamala

;

(295) NarayuttisaAgaha.*

Ceylon.

Tali Texts referred to in the Inscription of Pardkramabdhu
at Galwihdra, Ceylon.—{1) The Vinaya books

; (2) The
Khuddasikkha

; (3) The Patimokkha; (4) The Dasadhamma-
sutta

; (5) The three Anumana suttas
; (6) The Mulasikkha

;

(7) The Hera^sikkha
; and (8) The Sekhiya.

• Fqf details, readers are referred to M. H. Bode’s TAe Pali UUraiure
af Burma, pp. lOl-KW.
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By D. Venkatramiah, Esq., B.A., L.T.

{Continued from VoL XXII, No. 3.)

=^TsscJTR ?r ii % ii

6. He who within his very self

Perceives the beings all
;
alike

Doth find his self in beings all

From nothing then in repulsion turns.

When the sense of duality disappears after the realization of the unity of

being, there is no room for one’s dissatisfaction with anything in the world.

All is within the self and the self is within all ; hence love and hate, likes and

dislikes have no objects to encounter. The seeker after truth finds that God
who is his inner self pervades the whole creation, from the imponderable ether

to gross objects like rocks and plants. To him therefore there can be no

doubts, fear or pain. Again all moral precepts, whether injunctive or prohibi-

tory, apply only to the samsarin. The jivanmukta or the liberated person is

above such injunctions and he is not governed by the ordinarily accepted

ethical code.

himself
;

‘
^ is another reading.

—sees, understands,

r

^^r^^5f^«TT^~by that very knowledge, because of his recogni-

tion that nothing exists besides the Atman.

is another reading
;
he is not worried or

agitated.

For more or less an identical exposition of the nature of Atman, cf. S7>ef.

and Sankara Bhdshya on IX, 10 of the Bhagavadgtta.

^ II '» II

7. What time the wise one sees all beings

Transmuted into his very self

—

To him who unity perceives,

Where then is doubt ? Where then is grief ?

AH our delusions and griefs are to be traced to avidya and they disappeat

the moment the light of knowledge illuminates our hearts* When one’s

individual self expands into the universal self there is no room for fear, no
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room for sorrow ; in other words, wkh the disappearance of Ignorance the

ultimate cessation of samsara ensues inevitably.

8. He has encircled all, the bright

The bodiless, woundless, nerveless

The pure, untouched by sin, the seer.

Sage, omnipresent and self-born
;

And He in fulfilment of right

Assigned all acts to eternal lords.

This mantra describes Atman in his pristine condition.

^:-3TRJ?r—Atman.

encompassed the whole universe. He ha^

like ether pervaded all.

3^ 3^ (SIW) bright, shining.

being without the subtle body.

unscathed, unhurt.

—w'ithout having ner\es.

These two epithets, 31 and indicate that He is devoid of

the gross body

uncontaminated by nescience. This indicates that

Atman is de\oid of the causal frame or avidya, the karana§arira.

aTTi7r%4-w'rwi^ transcending both merit and demerit.

is described in Srutis and Smrtis as ’TIT since it also leads to future

births.

one who sees the past and by implication the present

and the future. He is the all-seer,

—ruler of mind, all-wise

transcendent ; one who is stationed above all.

—self-existent.

as per eternal law ;
fit in

with the right means for the fructification of karma.

enjoined duties (in order that the creatures of the

earth may reap the fruit according to their karma).

5n^«r: ?WI¥3T:~ht* for eternal years. The phrase is explained as

Jr3rfq%¥«r:—(He assigned duties) to iPrajapatis known

M Samvatsaras: (f. I Up,\—^.

a T
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The of creation is entrusted to Prajapatis or Lords of ^cyclic creation

who carry on their duties as ordained by Him.

gi, WPW, g^, The^e words have to be

regarded as masculine in gender to fit in with etc., the epithet

of

9. Into the boundless tracts of gloom

They enter who in works alone

Their solace find, and more profound

The chaos they enter who are lost

For aye in meditation deep.

Perhaps it will conduce to clearness if we follow Sankara’s analysis of the

mantras so far. The first verse enjoins absolute renunciation for the attain-

ment of divine knowledge; the second prescribes duties ritualistic and secular-

to those who cannot on account of their worldly-mindedness attain to the height

of spiritual knowledge. This two-fold classification is further based on the

ground of distinction between the results accruing from karma and jnaiia.

Works even of an obligatory nature cannot procure freedom from samsara

while jnfina leads directly to liberation. Mantras 3-8 describe the true nature

of Atman -condemning in no uncertain terms the lives of those whose

thoughts never rise above the present. The central teaching of the Upa

nifad is addressed to such men as have crossed the three orders of life,

brabmacharya, gj-hasta and vanaprasta and entered upon the final state of

sanyasa or renunciation ; cf*** Sveta^vatara imparted to the^cetics this most

sacred knowledge cherished by the holy §is

—Svet, up., VI, 21. Cf, also mantra 7. Neither

works nor meditation, nor their combination will avail the wise.

The verse under comment is with reference to those who long for the

sweets of life and so are assiduously engaged in works. For them works and

meditation together and not singly are enjoined, nay devotion to either of

them to the exclusion of the other is severely condemned. It is to be noted

that both reason and scripture point to a combination of acts and meditation

only in regard to the second class of men whose spiritual equipment ill fits

them for the acquisition of jnana leading to liberation.

—blinding darkness.

% rrt—that which is different from

knowledge, />., karma, works ;
jnana and karma are opposed to each

other. Those who arc always engaged in the performance of sacrifices

like agnibfitra are lost in utter ignorance.

- —they enter a r^ton of even greater darkness. Who ? ^ 5
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IflR those who are engrossed in

the meditation of some deity forsaking works aI|ogether,
^

here means meditation or upasana and not jnana.

The Sruti rightly condemns mere meditation in even stronger terms than

mere works inasmuch as a life of isolation, however conducive to the develop*

men! of one's mental concentration, is somewhat unsocial in character. Action,

on the other hand, enriches individual life and tends to the well-being of

environment. Still one ought not to go away with the impression that the

object of the mantra is to condemn either karma or meditation when performed

alone, since the scriptures enjoin elsewhere their separate performance and set

down also separate rewards for them. What is meant to show here is the

superiority of their combined performance.

I

5% 53*1 Wkmt ^ iMo II

10. Different, the fruit that vidya yields

And different is the fruit indeed

That avidya yields ; thus have we heard

From mighty spirits who to us

Have expounded clear this self-same truth.

lit*^ knowledge,

here used in the sense of upasana or meditation ; cf.

one attains a lordly state by meditation.

lit*, nescience, here means karma which is opposed to meditation ; cf,
*

one attains the region of the fathers by sacrifice. The substance

of the passage is that one result, viz,, the region of the gods follows from

meditation, and a different result, viz,, the region of the manes follows from

the performance of ritual. The mantra concludes by saying that through long

generations eminent teachers have held the doctrine that jnana and karma
lead to distinct results.

- ^—those preceptors ; Jf:—to us ; works and

meditation.

have expounded, taught

;

q^fVRf:—this teaching has come down by long tradition,

11. What vidya is and what is not

How fruitful they w'hen both conjoin,

Who^ this perceives shall transcend death

By that which other than vidya is.

And deathlessness by vidya gains.



, rXhe reward that a life of meditation yields is ooatr-asted with that which
accrue^ by a faithful performance of the prescribed ritua). and
are taken lo mean,' as in the preceding verses, meditation and ritual respectively.

9Tftitr5!T%i—by agnihotra and other ritualistic prac*

• tices.

^TR ^ ?n5TR—activities both
mental and bodily prompted by natural impulses deserve to be termed

death, since they frustrate a man's acquiring spiritual enlightenment.

By the performance of duly enjoined ritual one is enabled to suppress
. such degrading activities.

by meditation on I§vara or Hiranyagarbha.

identity with the Saguna or the qualified Being

meditated upon.

gets.

The mantra emphasizes the fact that one and the same person is competent

to go through the two disciplines simultaneously, that of meditation and of

ritual. Amfta here mentioned is not the final beatitude but an exalted condi-

tion of bliss. The supreme bliss of Brahmahood can be attained only by
right knowledge.

^ ^ ^ II n II

12. Into the boundless tracts of gloom

They enter who their solace find

In what unborn is and more

Profound the gloom they enter who
Are lost in that which born is,

Having pointed out the dire consequences of following singly the path of

works and of meditation and having commended their combined observance,

the scripture now emphasizes the desirability of meditation on both the prim-
ordial source of creation known as avyakjrta and the first-born Hiranyagarbha,

the creator of the worlds known as vyakrta.

' that which is unborn ;

* what is born is sambhuti,>i>., Hiranyagarbha (vyak|-ta),

who stands for the sum-total of all subtle bodies aad is the first in

the order of creation. Prior to Him, and different from Him, is Maya
the primordial principle, Asambhuti known also as avidya or

avyakfta. It Is this beginningless avidya that under the guidance of

I§vara is the cause of world-manifestation. The Sruti Condemns
devotion to either vyakfta, the effect ox the differentiated, symbolized
in Hiranyagarbha or avyakfta, the cause or the undifferentiated,

symbolized in Maya and enjoins meditation on^ ^oth.

(asambhuti) must be taken to mean M^a and not Brahma,
because Brahma bein(j inwataWejcaims^^tiireci^y ,l?#.the originating
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’cause. Like deep sleep
,
(§3%) where the liorrdws of life ar^slabsent,

. prakftilaya, merging in the original cause Maya also puts an end to

samsara for a whole cycle and is therefore worthy* of . being sought.

It is impertinent criticism that no reward can be expected

from prakfti which is insentient, for it is always I^vara that grants

,
rewards Anandagiri.

^ w M n

13. Different the fruit which springs from that

Which borfl is and different the fruit :

Which springs from that which borii is not

—

Thus have we heard from mighty spirits

Who this self-same truth have taught.

Here is pointed out the importance of devotion to both vyakfta and
avyak^ta or meditation on the first of beings, Hiranyagarbha and the

inexplicable principle of Maya whose association with the Absolute starts the

creation of the multiplex universe. In the case of those who are unfit for the

highest knowledge devout contemplation on these two entities is enjoined,

known as vyak^tavyakrtopasana. Meditation on Hiranyagarbha

secures to the devotee the well-known eight kinds of yogic powers while
meditation on avyakfta secures what is termed prakftilaya or a

state of unconscious bliss. This state is akin to the bliss of deep sleep

(5gf^) and lasts through a whole kalpa, but with the new creation it

vanishes and the self starts on its fresh career assuming a different body.

IMY II

14. What begotten is and what

Perishable too, who knows them both

By the perishable he transcends death

And bliss he gains by what is born.

The mantras preceding have made it clear that meditation on Hiranya-

garbha results in the destruction of sin arising from every kind of unrighteous

thought and deed and that meditation on avyakta, Maya, the beginnings

less,principle, the stupendous energy of Idvara, results in prakftilaya or that

form of bliss in which the individual is merged in this primordial 6akti by whose

aid ISvara enacts the drama of creation. The same idea is emphasized in

this verse also* Now to get at this sense we have to construe sambhutim

{^) in both the first and second verses as asambhutim (81^).
This is tfie emendation of Sankara. Different interpretations have been

^offered by pther qonjmentators who in their exposition have missed: the central

•teaching of the ypani$ad, which is, that works and meditation alone qap

suffer association and not works and the knowledge of the Absolute. •
. . . . t



became ^ tbe wmld. ie dertrMtiHe. it fa here

used for Hira^yagarbha whose work it is, the effect being pot for the

cause, lit is by meditation on Him that one attains power and

wealth and overcomes all sin incurred by pursuing an ungodly,

unrighteous and covetous life.

»reH?IT in the teKt)-3l»llf^'?l?R*II—by devotion to MIya
or prak|‘ti.

-dissolution in prakrti which is tbe kind of salva-

tion advocated by a school of philosophers—the Paurinikas.

?Tf# gjwnng II II

15. By the golden bowl the face of Truth

Is covered, the which remove, O Pu§an,

That so I might the Truth perceive,

I who abide for ev’r in Truth.
0

Sankara now summarises the Upani§adic teaching. The authority of the

scriptures is limited to the injunction of works and meditation from the

performance of which one can be sure of rewards. The endless series of

births and deaths goes on till as the result of a life of action and meditation

all multiplicity is merged in the root cause. This is known as the prakftilaya.

The tree of samsara with its branches, flowers and fruit is now merely in the

form of seed. In such a state the distracting particularities have vanished
and the j!va finds repose in the primal cause though shrouded in nescience.

It is clear, therefore, that works and meditation cannot bring the highest bless-

ing to man. By renouncing all desires and getting a true insight into the
nature of God, does one obtain the real object of his quest. Then he grasps
tbe truth that the Atman is all in all. Thus in this Upant^ad we find two
courses laid down, one requiring effort (pravfttilakshana) and the other renun-
ciation (nivi-ttilakshana) for the attainment of release. The first which
consists of a combination of works and meditation is intended for those who,
while di£:harging their duties, are gradually attuning their lives to the attain*

meat of the highest knowledge. In their case, karma Is indispensable from the

moment of conception till they leave their mortal coil behind them. The
second is with reference to those whose souls are alit with divine wisdom
and to whom therefore neither karma nor meditation is of any avail.

The verse under comment describes the manner in which the man who has led

a life of service and contemplation prays when about to depart from here to

the great luminary, the Sun, who like himself is the seat of tbe Lord.
The moral and spiritual elevation of tbe devotee Is apparent here since he is

now convinced that tbe same God who resides in the Sun resides in him also.

Hance he is emboldened to pray to the Sun to withdra^v the luminous veil

that dassles his sight and prevents him from gaining the direct vision of the

Lord ; rA V, 5.
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that the san is a disc oi mere light*

by a covering lid which bides the object within, that object
being the Brahman. *

-of Brahman who dwells in the sun's
orb.

veiled, covered up.

3^"S[R—door ; or his real nature ; ///., the face.

I SesR.—o , sun.

^PTr?5J—open, remove.

—(1) aiggiir, for me who am following

the path of righteousness ;

or

{\)
f̂or me who am satyadharma, because I have become
identified with you by meditation on you who are
satyadharma.

-for knowing you, the embodiment of Truth

itself. The immortality here sought as the reward of karma and
upasana is relative

—

The verses 15—18 form the 15th Brahmanam of Up*^ V.

StFSliq^ I

21%^ ^ p«r: II

11 II

16. O Pusan, Lone Wanderer, Yama
O Surya, Prajapatya, withdraw

Thy ra}s, gather up thy light

;

What thy most blissful countenance

Is, that I shall behold. I am
That Person who within thee dwells.

the sun so called because he bestows diverse

gifts on the world.

wandering or travelling alone*

or the only seer.

—Yama, the sun is so addressed because he controls all

#W5n?I*T:).

smRt ^^nsit 'St because he ta^es up
all the rays, lives and moisture.

511^*1^ -because the sun is born of Prajapati or Hiranyagarbha.

—disperse your rays.



^-gather up, withdraw,

% ^1%;:—ydUr burning light,

^ that which is your most auspicious countenance,

^ —i shall see it with thy grace,

^S#[-3n^9IW«W:—rie who resides in the sun's orb,‘

Person.

—that Person I am,

Sankara notes that the devotee does not entreat like a servant but realizing

that the same ISvara finds abode both in himself and the sun claims as a

matter of right the vision of the Lord,

For an explanation of the macrocosmic and raicrocosmic aspects of

Brahman; viJe Ankara's comment on Bra^^. SttL, III, 3—21.

^ mi (I U

17. And may my inner breath proceed

To join the vaster breath immortal,

Let this my body to the flames

Consigned to ashes wholly turn,

Om ! Hiranyagarbha, remember;

Agni, remember all my deeds;

O, Hiranyagarbha, remember,

Agni, remember all my deeds.

The yogin when parting this life offers his last prayer to God thus : Let

my bodily breath become one with the universal breath, viz,^ Hiranyagarbha

who sustains Tor all time this world^life ; let my gross body after the etheric

has left it, be burnt up to ashes ; O God, now that the time

has come, forget'me not, but remember and grant Thy rewards, even as I

{Reserve them.

—let the breath which is now animating my individual self

commingle with the life-breath of the universe Hiranyagarbha or the

aggregate subtle self. The breath (q?^:) is here used to denote the

lingaSarira purified by works and meditation. It is this lingaSarira

that migrates into other worlds or takes on different births. It is

also called yatanafiarira as it experiences pleasure and pain.
f. w •

^^^•^Because the yfigin meditates on God with his mind concentrated

on the sacred symbol ‘ Om *, * Om ' itself is regarded as Hira^iya-

\ ga^bha, Agni or Adftya. ,,

^ Hiranyagarbha, addressing the personaf God.



—whatever you have to

remember in relation to me, now recollect since the time has come.

this is»addressed to Agni

(a variant of Aditya)i Kemember also the worship and sacrifice I

have offered thee from my boyhood.

The repetition of the last sentence is to indicate the devotee's eagerness

in his invocation to God.

^ Jfq sqr^sTi ^ ^gjrifSr \

18. Lead us along the propitious road

O Agni, that we the wealth may gain

;

Thou knowest all the deeds we’ve done,

Thou knowest all the thoughts we’ve thought

;

O shining one, efface from us

Our crafty sins
; in abundance now

We offer words of praise to thee.

Again the devotee prays to the Lord to show him the right path.

»rnfr% c[%wjrnTf^?is| f%lrw—the attribute

g, good, in supatha indicates that the devotee is anxious to avoid the

southern path or the path of smoke which

has to be traversed again and again without coming to the end of

samsara. Hence the path of light or the northern path (^Tl^Tf^^Tln)

is sought, from which there is no return to mundane existence.

the wealth in the case of the devotee

is the reward for his life of works and meditation, namely, a happy

state of existence in the Brahmaluka.

who having followed the injunctions relating to karma and

jnana deserve the fruit thereof.

—all.

^I—works or meditation or thoughts,

having known.

destroy.

—all our crafty and vile sins.

sr4 aitspn*!:—purified by this disciplinary cout-so

we shall attain our heart's desirei.

fifea *r4 H #f0t 3^4
and we shall utter words of praise arid salutation to Thee, O
since being about to quit this life we are no longer able to serve Thee

in* other wiys.

is the Upani§adic teaching.
.



SOUTH INDIAN SfiRPENT-tORS.

By R. Kalyanasundakam Aiyar, Esq., B.A., L.T.

Folk-Lore and History .—The study of folk-lore is a matter

of absorbing interest to men of all climes and ages, and

is full of fascination to students of psychology in the study

of the primitive mind. Historians have always found in

it an inexhaustible storehouse of information affording ample

material to the building up of the history of the ancient

peoples. Considered in this aspect, the beliefs of the masses

and even their superstitions acquire a new meaning.

South-Indian history is still in the making and has to

be reconstructed from a mass of material that lies scattered

about us. The study of South-Indian folk-lore and the

cult of the snake, for e.xample, may throw a new light and

open a new vista of research to the historian. The object of

this article is to attempt to record as faithfully as possible

some of the popular beliefs and ideas current about serpent

worship.

Serpent Worship .—A mass cult :—All classes of Hindus

venerate the serpent, and men and women worship it in every

part of India. There is no reason to suppose that serpent

worship is purely a high-class cult. When the Aryans pene-

trated into South-India, they came face to face with a people

who had already attained a degree of perfection in the realms

of art and thought. The worship of the snake and idols had

attained a vast popularity, so much so it is quite probable to

hold that the Dravidians did not borrow serpent-worship from

elsewhere. The Aryans evidently purified the indigenous

faith and welded it into a coijimon cult ; and Nagas came to

occupy a subordinate place in the Hindu pantheon. The simi-

larity between the two cults and modes of worship lend

'Support to the view held by some students of history that

the Aryans were only sons of the soil and, not aliens who

migrated into India.



Local Legends.-—ThQ mdi]ox Puranas abound in legends

of serpents and their worship. But we are concerned in this

article only with the legends and beliefs current in the South.

Lord Nataraja of Chidambaram is believed to have been first

worshipped by Adise§a under the name of Patanjali in

company with Vyaghrapada. Patanjali is also the name of the

great Sanskrit grammarian, who worshipped the Lord in his

mystic dance, and wrote the great commentary on Panini’s

Sutras. The legend runs thus:

—

1, The king of serpents Adisesa had heard from Lord
Vi^nu of the mystic glory of Siva’s dance in Darukavanam.

Eager to witness the dance, he went to Mount Kailas and

made severe penance. Lord Siva revealed himself to Se§a

and directed him to Chidambaram, where he would perform

the dance for another devotee Vyaghrapada. Sega reached

Chidambaram by an underground passage and emerged from

a Biladvaram (opening) near the Ananthe^varan temple at

the western extremity of the town. He then met Vyaghrapada

and both attended the holy dance of Lord Natiraja on

the Thai Pugyam day. The place, where he emerged, is

believed to form the present Nagaseri Tank (i.e., the place

where the Nagam hissed out). This Adifega not only

worshipped Sri Nataraja but also set up a small Lingam

near the Biladvaram and worshipped it in the name of

Ananthesvara {i.e., Lord of Anantha, f.c., Adi^ega).

2. The same AdiSega (Patanjali) in his original form

with a thousand heads is said, according to the legend, to have

taught his commentary upon Panini to a thousand disciples

from behind a screen in the thousand-pillared hall in the

temple. One of the disciples in disobedience of his master

pushed aside the screen, curious to have a look at his great

Guru. Thereupon, the poison-breath of Patanjali burnt all

the disciples to ashes. The disciple who drew aside the

screen was cursed to become a Brahma-Rakgasa. The cur^,

however, was to become void on the disciple teaching his

Cotnmehtary to others -who sought after it. The Brahma*

vRakgasa took his abode on a peepul tree close by, and



taught grammar by writing it upon the leaves of the tree and

dropping them down. Some of the leaves were eaten away
by the gra^jing sheep. It is for this reason that the missing

portions of the great commentary go by the
.
name of

Aja-Bhak§a

Serpent Idols ,—Women of all castes worship the serpent

tb’get progeny. Sterility in women is ascribed to Sarpa

iapa the curse of the serpent), either in this life or

in the previous one. Hence, the worship of the serpent.

Usually, stone images representing crossed serpents or single

ones are placed at the foot of the aj5vatha and nim trees

and worshipped. Some make images of snakes and drop

them in wells after worship for the same purpose. Women
of the lower classes worship serpents after marriage on the

Go-Puja day, in the Tamil month of Thai. No names of

serpent gods are used in folk-worship, though in the Pura^s

the eight serpents (A^^a Nagas) go by the names of

Anantha, Vasuki, Karkotaka, Pingalaka, Sanka, Padma, Maha-

padma and Dak^aka.

Worship of Live-Serpents .—Living serpents are wor-

shipped in some places. A living serpent is said to be wor-

shipped in Nagarkoil. There is a Siva temple at Thirukala-

cheri near Tranquebar. In the temple, there is a Lingam
(Naganatha) which is covered by an ant-hill. The daily

worship consists, beside other things, in placing a bowl of

milk in front of the Lingam to be sucked up by the serpent.

The priest withdraws to allow the serpent to drink the milk.

Worshippers also pour milk into the ant-hill, and a hissing

noise resembling that of a snake sucking the milk is heard.

The serpent is an old one and does not harm anybody. It

quietly withdraws into the ant-hill at the approach of men.

This was witnessed by the writer some thirty-five years ago.

Association of Serpents with Subrama^ya^ Sdstha and

Mdriamma ,—Serpents are not only associated closely with

the two gods Subramajjya and Sastha (Ayyanar), but also

with Mariamma. . Goddess Mariamma is a Dravidian deity

md her emblem is;the serpent. Serpents build their nests in
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the 'shrines of Ayyanar a>nd Mariamma, as probably ’ they are

pituated outside village limits. The association of the serpents

with Subramanya is probably due to the fact that it is the

favourite ornament of Lord {§iva.

Sastha is another name for Ayyanar. He is the son of

Hari (Vi§nu as Mohini) and Hara (Siva) according to the

Puranic legends. No wonder then that he is associated with

serpents. Sastha has long been a popular deity in South-India.

The name (Sattan) found in ancient Tamil works is

no other than Sastha (Ayyanar) and villages, e.g.,

(Sattanur) in Tanjore district are named after the god,

Ayyanar may, therefore, be regarded as one of the ancient

deities and he represents the unification of the two cults,

Arj^an and Dravidian.

Marriage between ^kvatha and Nim Trees ;
Its Signifi*

cance ,—The a^vatha tree is Visnu and represents the

Aryan cult. The nim tree is sacred to Goddess Mariamma
and is Dravidian. Serpents are sacred to both, and. worship

of the stone image of the serpent at the foot of the a^vatha

and nim trees will propitiate both deities. In the so-called

marriage of the two trees, one finds a unification of the two

cults—Aryan and Dravidian—and the common efforts of both

to propitiate the serpent and ward off its evil. It may be

noted that nim leaves are a powerful antiseptic and are used

as antidotes to poison and to charm away evil spirits.

Serpents as Omens .—Serpents are generally regarded as

bad omen. However, if a serpent crosses your path to the

right, it is not supposed to be bad. There is a Tamil proverb

which says “ Mattai (Snake) Valarn, Kutti (Cat) Idam If

one dreams of a cobra dancing, it is supposed to bring

prosperity. But if it hisses, it is bad for the dreamer. If

a -white snake bites in a dream, it is a sign of coming

prosperity. Some say the appearance of a snake in a house

portends evil. It is also said to remind one of a forgotten

vow to God Subramanya or Sastha. Again, serpents of white

colour and thiTi size are supposed to be auspicious and big

and black ones inauspicious.
^

r. r.:
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Serpents and Agriculture .—Serpents are held sacred by

the agricultural communities of South-India. They are

believed to contribute to the fertility of the soil and the health

of the cattle. It is probably for this reason that a large

number of pujaris (priests) in serpent temples come from

agriculturists like Padayachis (Vanniyakula Kshatriyas). Ser-

pents are believed to build their nests in’ places where there

are springs of underground water. The presence of water-

springs at a small depth generally contributes to the fertility

of the soil. Moreover, the serpents build their nests in fine

pulverized soil. Such a soil must certainly contribute to its

fertility.

Snake-Treasure .—Snakes are believed to guard treasures

underground. It is not difficult to understand how they come

by them. Primitive people in their eagerness to save their

wealth from the robbers or invaders took the treasure to the

serpent gods and deposited them in their nests for safe

custody.

There is yet another and more plausible reason. When
a new shrine is inaugurated in Southern India, the custom

from time immemorial is to deposit precious stones and gold

—South-India was then rich being a self-governing country

—under the pedestal of the idol. Since the live-snakes were

worshipped in their nests, the inauguration ceremony was

attended with deposit of gold and precious stones in the

nests.

Nagaratnam .—According to the popular belief, as

serp,ents grow old they begin to grow shorter and shorter.

Then they develop wings. The poison gets solidified and

forms the Nagaratnam or Manickam. In search of prey

it deposits the Nagaratnam on the ground and with the light,

it locates prey.

The serpent is believed to make a present of the precious

stone to anyone with whom it is pleased. Such a stone was

presented to a girl in Tellicherry and is still preserved. This

story is vouched for by a graduate-friend of the writer, who
is a distant relation of the girl.
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Snake-Charming.— is a separate caste of profes-

sional snake-charmers called Pidarans. They are akin to

Kuravas or Dombas. They are supposed to be under a curse

of comparative sterility. If a snake-pidaran pulls out the

poisonous fang of a snake, or otherwise ill-treats it, the curse

will light upon him; otherwise he is free.

There seems to be some truth in the notion that cobras

are charmed by fine music. There is a particular tune in

South-Indian music called “ Punnaga Varali ” which fasci-

nates the snake. The pidarans pipe such a tune on their

instruments and blow over the head of the snake with their

breath and catch them. The poison tooth is extracted. The
snake-charmers chew some narcotic, like tobacco, and stupefy

the snake with their breath. The docile snake then dances to

the tune of his music.

A Serpent in Anger.—As a rule, serpents do not bite,

unless they are provoked. When a Sarai (the hoodless snake)

is offended, it is supposed to lash its tail on the ground. It is

believed to be a female snake. A cobra hisses and even bites

in anger. Serpents develop poison in the hot season of the

year and in rocky places, and also on the approach of New
Moon and Full Moon days.

Some serpents are supposed to be immortal and they are

the Brahmin snakes! Even snakes do not escape the curse

of the caste system 1

Protection from Snake Bites.—{a) Medical Means ;

—

(1)

A plunge-bath from head to foot in cold water is believed

to be good in the case of snake bites.

(2) A copious draught of plantain juice extracted from the

inner stem of the plantain tree, is usually given to the patient.

(3) The juice of a green herb called ‘ Periyanangai ’ or

‘ Siriyanangai ’ acts as a good antidote to snake poison.

(4) Strychnine (Etti) and tobacco are also given.

(6) Magical Means :—(1) There are serpent specialists who

effect cures by incantation of mantras, and charming away

the poison by nim leaves. In such cases, the charming is

effective only when the serpents have not been killed.
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The writer knew of a District Munsiff at Mayai^aram

(Madhva by caste) who attained wide popularity for charming
by mantras. If it was a cobra-bite^ the mantra brought

instant relief. If some other snake, it took some days. This

was about the year 1897. One of his disciples was a Post-

master in a village near Mayavaram and he effected several

wonderful cures by the same mantra. The rule is that he

must take no fee from the patients ; otherwise, the mantras

will be ineffective.

(2) The pujaris in some of the snake-temples administer

a cold bath to the patient and give draughts of cold water

mixed up with holy turmeric paste. It is supposed to effect

a cure.

(3) The following hymns occur in the daily Sandhya

worship of a Brahmin and are supposed to ward off

serpents ;

—

sn?r: f5ri% i

ivsrq; 5nff Hr ii ii

HWTt i

HT II X II

H? % HxS ?Tfr!RrT: I

1. “O Narmada! (Goddess) I bow to thee every

morning and evening. May thou save me from the poisonous

snake I

”

2. “ O Astika, son of Jaratkaru ( a great sage who
married a sister of Vasuki), O far-famed true one I protect

me from snakes.”

3. “ O glorious snake, may good come to thee ! Remem-
ber the words of Astika at the end of Janamejaya’s sacrifice,

and go far away from me.”



MANDOOKYA UPANISHAD.

By Dr. M. Srinivasa Rao, M.A., M.D.

(Continued from Vol. XXII
,
No. 3.)

The unreality of duality may be established solely by reason-

ing without the aid of scriptures. A consideration of the

nature of dreams is very important for this purpose.

A dreamer is conscious of various objects in his dreams.

They appear to be outside of himself. Almost anything seen

in the waking state may also appear in the dream. In the

former state, we are conscious of unlimited space in which

objects, large and small, are cognized to be in their usual places

and positions. Thinking in the waking state, of how^ and

w'here these objects could have been located in the dream, we

conclude that. unlimited space is not available to the dreamer.

The dreamer himself at the time of dreaming does not notice

any want of space and everything from an elephant to a pin

seems to have its allotted and requisite space. The incon-

gruity, so apparent to the w^akeful person, is not at all felt by

the dreamer at the time. The notion of space in the w’akeful

state is just peculiar to that state and is suited to it. One

has no right to expect that the same notion should hold good

in the quite different state of dream. The notion of space in

a dream is peculiar to that state alone and is just suited to it.

But, all the same, the person in the wakeful state concludes

that dream objects are unreal.

It is well to recognize that what is unreal is not necessa-

rily non-existent. Though the dream-objects are pronounced

in the w'aking state to be unreal, the speaker does not mean

that they did not exist during the time the dream lasted

but thinks that, as compared to the objects in the waking

state, they are unreal. As Edmond Holmes says in his

“ Experience of Reality reality is only of degrees. In fact,

in speaking of ultimate reality, we recognize gradations in

reality. We speak of a higher and a low^er self, a deeper ai^
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a shallower, a wider and a narrower. It is in the self that we

have expression of the different degrees of reality and the

quest of ultimate reality must be carried on in the self.

The conception of gradation in reality is obviously anti-

dualistic.

Similarly, notions of time are peculiar to each state and

one has no right to expect that what holds good in the

wakeful state must also apply to the dreaming state. While

dreaming, a man may feel that years have passed over him,

while to one awake and beside the dreamer only a few

minutes may have elapsed. Also a dreamer may be conscious

of having gone to a distant country reached ordinarily by

some months* journey and being engaged in some work there.

But on waking from his dream, he finds himself in the place

where he slept and not in the country he is supposed to have

gone to in his dream. The persons that the dreamer met in

his dream would not confirm his statement of his having seen

them and conversed with them. While dreaming, the person

would feel no surprise whatever at finding himself so far from

his own home and in so short a time. Everything appears

real to him and he behaves quite as he would have done, if he

had been in the wakeful state. It is only after waking that

he feels how impossible it was for him to have gone to distant

countries and experienced so many things which now appear

strange to Jiim. The space and time orders of waking and

dream are quite different and have no spatial or temporal

connection with each other. So, after waking from dream,

the man decides that the dream experiences are unreal, in

contrast to his present waking experience. Many experiences

of the dream appear to be absurd, grotesque, wild and disor-

derly when considered in the waking state. But when dreams

do occur, they appear to be quite real and their incongruity is

not felt at all. They are just appearances presented to

consciousness by the active mind and they are accepted at

their face value.

A dream is not recognized as such while it lasts and so

we cannot study dream phenomena with the same care which
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we can bestow on waking phenomena. We cannot predict

the kind of dreams we are to have. It is commonly said that

dreams are the expression of repressed desires. This is not

invariably true. The plots and incidents in a dream have no

relation whatever to w’aking experiences, feelings or desires.

Dreams cannot be explained on any single theory or theories.

It is -the causal instinct that forces us in the waking state to

find a possible cause of dreams. Various stimuli may come

from the activities of stomach, liver, intestines, heart, lungs,

brain and parts of the nervous system, emotions, incipient

volitions and suggestions from others. Some one or more of

these are taken for granted as causing dreams.

Day-dreams, w'hich many people indulge in, are in the

same position as actual dreams. Though awake, the mind

is elsewhere engaged in its own activities and apparently

oblivious to the immediate environment of which other people

are conscious. It is only if particular attention is drawn to

the present, that the person awakes from his day-dream and

notices what others are conscious of. If the day-dream had

been of a pleasant nature and unlike the actual present, the

awakened person will have no reason to be grateful to the one

that disturbed his dream.

The appearances presented to consciousness in the dream

are capable of producing the feelings of pleasure and pain,

anger and fear and so on. All the senses are in full operation

in a dream and so also the organs of action. In dream the

blind may see, the deaf may hear, the dumb may speak and

the cripple may run.

From all that has been said above, one fact stands out

clear and that is what is seen in dreams and day-dreams

consist of appearances presented to consciousness. They are

taken as real for the time being but, when they disappear,

they are looked upon as unreal.

The Vedantin wants the same reason to be applied to

what is experienced in the waking state. The phenomenal

world is hothin^ but a series of appearances presented to the

consciousness. If those of the dream are held to be unreal,
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there is every reason to hold that the appearances of the

waking state are also unreal. In all cases, the activity of

the mind is responsible for these appearances. In many
people, the mind is extraordinarily sensitive and active and

the objects presented to consciousness are numerous and
variegated and they are accepted as matters of fact. There

are others in whom the mind is not so active and what they

notice is much less than what others, more sensitive, do.

There are also people whose minds are markedly torpid and

almost inactive and to these the phenomenal world is far

more restricted than in the case of others.

Effects of drugs such as alcohol, ganja, etc., are seen in

people addicted to their use. These drugs, in the preliminary

stages of their action, so stimulate the mind that what is

perceived under their influence is far more pleasure-giving

and stimulating than in the case of ordinary persons. With
increasing doses, the mind ceases to be stimulated but

becomes more or less torpid and inactive. The world to such

people shrinks and is quite different from what it is to others.

Thus reason leads us to look at things in their proper

perspective and to conclude that the waking state experiences

have no more claim to reality than those of a dream.

Among the Western thinkers, F. C. S. Schiller is one of

the few who attach as much importance to dream as to waking

experience. He considers that the dream phenomena are as

real as those of the waking state. Bertrand Russell also says

^‘The creative as opposed to the critical mechanism is the

sarne in waking life as it is in dreams’* and “if modern

physics is to be believed, the dreams which we call waking

perceptions have only a very little more resemblancie to

objective reality than the fantastic dream of .sleep.” And
again “ It is not logically impossible that my life may be. One

long dream, in which I merely imagine all the objects I

believe to be external to me.” At any rate, no thinking

person can deny that a dream is known as such, only when

one is awake. Intrinsically, there is nothirfg to distinguish

dream from waking. Each is real within its own limits. . .
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When the mind is altogether inactive as in deep sleep,

there is no world at all. Nothing of the nature of a varie-

gated universe is presented to consciousness and there is no

perceiver, no percept, no perception, no pleasure, no pain and^

in fact, nothing to remind one of a world. The world dis-

appears as if it had never been, showing that it is the

activity of the mind that is at the root of it.

One may ask if in deep sleep there is identity with

Brahman, how can individuality come back on waking? If a

drop of water is put into a large body of water, one can

never be sure of getting the same drop back again. This

analogy is not consistent with facts. There is nothing to

distinguish one drop of water from the rest of the water, but

in the case of Jivas, karma and knowledge differentiate one

Jiva from another. The continuity of consciousness of

external objects proves that the same Jiva wakes as went

to sleep. The upadhi-complex of one Jiva is sufficient to

differentiate him from all others. In death also, the individu-

ality of the Jivas is kept up by karma, knowledge and the

upadhi-complex forming the subtle body. These are carried

on to a new birth, where the balance of karma remaining from

the previous existence will be worked out. It is only in the case

of those who have realized Brahman that no new birth is

possible. But, the actually fructifying karma in any particular

existence must run its course in spite of the knowledge gained.

The objects of the waking state are like a mirage having

no existence either in the beginning or in the end. A mirage

comes into view only in particular conditions. It does^ not

exist either in the morning or in the evening. It is only

when the sun is hottest on dry sandy desert that the pheno-

menon appears. A thing that does not exist in the beginning

or in 'the end, does not also exist in the interval.

We do not know that the objects appearing in the waking

state have an existence prior to their appearance and we

do not know how they end in sleep, when they disappear.

Being present only i^n a stated interval, they have no claim to

reality. But the ignorant people regard them as real.



It may be objected that the objects of the waking state

cannot be unreal, as they serve particular purposes. For
instance, food and drink are useful in assuaging hunger and

\hirst but the food and drink appearing in a dream do not

serve such a purpose. The objection has no force as the

facts noted are not true. The food and drink seen in a dream

do serve their purposes in the state of dream. One in the

waking state may partake of food and drink to his heart’s

content and so feel no hunger or thirst. But if he happen to

sleep, he may dream that he has been hungry and thirsty for

a long time, the food and drink of the waking state having

been of no use to him in his dream. The converse also holds

good. A man may dream of having fully satisfied his hunger

and thirst, by eating and drinking in the dreaming state but

immediately on waking may feel hungry and thirsty, the food

and drink of dream having been of no use to him. It is not

right to expect that the same objects will be of use in both the

states. The objects of one state will be of use only in that

state and not out of it. So if the food and drink of the

dream are unreal, those of the waking state are quite as

unreal. Moreover, objects in both states have a beginning

and when the state is over, have an end and therefore both

are unreal.

It may be asked : who creates the objects ? who cognizes

them ? and \\:ho forms the basis for memory and knowledge ?

The final opinion of Vedanta is that Atman of the nature of

consciousness by his own Maya creates all objects out of

himself and cognizes them himself. No one different from

Atman is the basis of memory and knowledge. Atman first

determines, in his own mind, what to create and then finally

creates objects as external to himself. Internally, in his mind,

he creates desires. Though internal mental impressions or

vasanas remain in the mind unmanifested and though exter-

nal objects are manifested and visible to the sensory organs

such as the eye, their differences depend upon the instruments

of cognition, the mind in the one case and th^j sensoty organs

in the other, and not upon anything real in their nature : for
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they appear to be Similar so far as their reality is concerned*

in dream as well.

JIva corresponds to the soul of the Western philosophical

systems which make hardly any distinction beween soul,

consciousness, mind, ego and spirit. Any of these terms is

used indiscriminately when Jiva is referred to. No attempt

has been made to establish the soul as distinct from the

physical body. Some assume that God creates the souls,

conferring immortality on them at the time of their origin.

Others assert that souls have &o origin at all, but remain

immortal. In contrast to such assertions, the Upanishads

hold that the soul or Jiva is nothing more than the Conscious-

ness limited by the physical body, senses and intellect, in the

waking state. It is the actor and the enjoyer as long as that

waking state lasts. But in sleep, it relapses into the con-

sciousness free from the ego and the non-ego. Therefore, the

soul or Jiva is not a created thing and like consciousness is

immortal. Waking, dream and sleep are separate manifes-

tations of the one reality, consciousness. When conscious-

ness manifests itself as ego and non-ego, both ego and non-

ego appear as real, because the one reality consciousness

underlies both. Whatever is cognized is, for the moment,

real. Opinion may change later on when any illusion is

detected. But the reality of an object as an appearance is

confined to that state alone, either waking or dream, in

which it is perceived. For instance, the snake is real till it

is discovered to be a rope. Whether a thing is real or unreal

depends upon how we interpret it. The innumerable

dream experiences are all real for the time being and \Vhen

they disappear leave no traces of them behind.

Plurality is repugnant to Vedanta as consciousness is

non-dual. Empirical experience shows a plurality of egos

and non-egos, but this empirical reality is not of the same

grade of reality as consciousness. For all practical purposes,

it is real.

The conviction of our own reality is founded on intuitive

experience. We cannot deny our own existence nor conceive
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bf our non-existence. We have a certainty of experience of

the three states and hence feel our reality intuitively. It is

impossible for anybody to convince us of our unreality,

Jiva or the individual soul is the first product of thought

of Atman, The very nature of Jiva consists of the relation

of cause and etfect, as shown by his statements ‘T do this**

and “I am subject to happiness and misery**. Though the

Atman is pure and free from ail relations, he superimposes on

himself the idea of Jiva, like the superimposition of the snake

on the rope. The Jiva, who*s himself the product of sbper-

imposition, becomes the basis for all subsequent superimposi-

tions. His knowledge is derived from his varied experience

and his memory corresponds with his knowledge. From
this he comes to have a knowledge that a particular thing is

the cause giving rise to a particular result, the -effect. He
differentiates between action, instruments of action and

results of action and creates external and internal objects

such as Prana or life-force and the like. From a memory
of these, new experiences arise. Thus, he creates numerous

kinds of external and internal objects, binding them together

with the relation that some are causes and others are effects.

When people, in imperfect light, superimpose a snake on

a rope, they commit the initial error of not determining the

nature of the rope. If the real nature of the rope had been

previously established, there would have been no superimpo-

sition of anything of the nature of a snake. Similarly, a

man does not determine beforehand that his Atman is of

the nature of pure, non-dual consciousness in contradistinc-

tion*to the medley of worldly experience bound by the relation

of cause and effect and, in consequence, superimposes on

Atman, a Jiva, life-forces and a variety of other objects.

This superimposition is the Maya of Atman and by it he

believes himself to be deceived. Maya is wrong knowledge

or belief that a non-existent thing exists. Just as one builds

castles in the air, Atman by his Maya makes the phenome-

nal world appear and is deceived by it himself^ that is to say,

be looks as if he were deceived. When one comes to believe
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that any particular thing is Tattva or reality, he superimposes

on himself something which has no real existence. When

one comes to think of a thing as belonging to himself, he

imparts a relation which does not exist.

Though Atman is the inseparable basis for the superim-

position of Prana and other objects, ignorant people convince

themselves that Atman is something separate from the

objects, just as the snake is believed to be separate from the

rope. To enlightened people, however, Prana and other

things do not exist apart from Atman, just as a snake does

not exist apart from a rope. He who knows conclusively

that apart from Atman, there can be no superimposed objects

and that Atman alone remains without any snperimpositions,

that man is devoid of all doubts. He ma}’ and can deter-

mine that such and such is the meaning of a particular

portion of the Vedas and that such is the meaning of

another portion. He who has no right knowledge of Atman

cannot understand the truth of the Vedas properly.

When once it is established that duality is unreal

or false and that there is only one real non-dual Atman,

then it also becomes clear that all worldly and Vedic experi-

ence is referable to wrong knowledge or Avidya. In that

case, dissolution, creation, a person bound by Samsara, or

working for release, or a person released from bonds of

Samsara, all these cannot be true. In the absence of creation

and dissolution, the real truth is that there can be no one

bound, etc., as creation and dissolution can be predicated

of a thing that exists and not of a thing that does not exist.

The horn of a hare, which does not exist, can neither be

created nor destroyed. To speak of non-duality being subject

to creation or dissolution is also a contradiction in terms.

Though the world is a manifestation of the one reality

consciousness, we start 'with the error of conceiving plurality

and distinctions as real, independent of the basic reality

consciousness. In addition to opposing self to non-self, we

transpose the oharac^teristics of one to the other. The

subject is regarded as one among the objects and as an
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accidental occurrence in an external objective world and
conversely the world is considered permanent and real,

while the subjfect is looked upon as a negligible element in it

appearing and disappearing in time. The soul or Jiva is

identified with the body and is supposed to be born, to grow

and die. Unceasing existence and persistence are ascribed

to the world which is presumed to continue during sleep. It

is we that conceive of the ideas of life and of reality and still

we are content to look upon the world as the source of both.

Vedanta describes all this as mistaken transfe’rence

of the characteristics of subject to object and of object to

subject. This belief men try to account for by the theory

of Maya or Avidya or nescience.

Though it is a fact that in sleep vve become one with

consciousness, we have no knowledge of that fact. To acquire

it, vve must engage in enquiry during the waking state

with the aid of the subtlest powers of reflection. We come

into touch with the world only in the waking state and in our

notion of the world, sleep and dream are excluded and have

no meaning. It is the self that experiences the three

states and the world is an appendage to one of them, that is,

waking. For purposes of enquiry, one must turn upon one’s

own self and the three states which he experiences.

The world is but a mental superimposition like the

superimposition of a snake on a rope. The mentally super-

imposed form of a snake and other things are not created in

the rope, nor destroyed there. The rope-snake is not born

in the mind nor destroyed there. It is not right to say that

it is born in both rope and mind and destroyed in both.

Therefore as duality is mere mental superimposition, it has

no birth or death. In the controlled state of the mind and

in deep sleep, duality is not seen at all. Duality, being a

mere mental superimposition, has no real existence and hence

the real truth is that creation and dissolution cannot be

referred to it.

To some it might appear that the illustration of the

rope-snake is not appropriate for the rope, on which the
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snake is superimposed, is also an object of superimposition.

There is, however, nothing wrong with the illustration, for

before the knowledge of the non-existence of tHe snake, the

rope was not the subject of any siiperimposition. In cases

of superimposition, we speak of this rope, this snake, etc.,

while the rope, the snake, etc., have special different features.

What we imply by “ this'^ always remains unchanged ; and

this ** is the real basis of all superimposition. Moreover,

all disputants admit the priority of existence of the super-

impos*er and that without him, there can be no superimposi-

tion at all. So the basis for all superimposition is this Atman.

Even when the superimposition is shown to be unreal, there

remains the Atman who is non-dual and requires no proof of

his existence. Everybody knows intuitively that he exists.

Even to deny one’s existence, one must predicate a conscious

Atman already existing.

All such ideas I am happy ”, I am miserable ”, ” I am
the enjoyer ”, “ This is mine ”, etc., are all superimposed

on Atman, while Atman itself remains unchanged as their

substratum and is never absent in any of these conditions.

The intention of the scriptures is to remove the superimpo-

sition on Atman, such as “I am happy”, etc., and not to

assert that Atman is of the nature of unhappiness. If

unhappiness is the real quality of Atman, it should be in

Atman always. If Atman is by nature unhappiness, one

cannot superimpose on Atman the idea such as “ I am
unhappy ”.

All qualities are really superimpositions on Atman, who

is devoid of all qualities. Superimpositions are inauspicfous

for like the snake-rope, they create fear and other feelings.

In the non-dual state, there can be no fear and therefore it is

auspicious.

When the phenomenal and sainsaric world is looked at

from the point of view of the real and non-dual Atman, it

do^s not exist in the form of a variety of objects different

from one another. When the rope is examined in proper

light, there is no snake different from it. In ordinary
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Vyavahara/\ve believe that there is a variety with differences.

But as all superimpositions are on Atman, they are npt

different one "from the others nor are they independent of

Atman.

Knowers of Brahman thus realize Atman as the only

realit}'. They are free from all evils such as attachment, fear,

anger, etc., are acquainted with the conclusions of Vedanta and

are ever engaged in study and contemplation. Such alone

are able to realize Atman who is devoid of all superimposed

objects and who is non-dual on account of the absence 6f the

world in which are extended a vast variety of objects.

After understanding what non-duality is realizing ‘‘
I am

Parabrahman ”, transcending all wants such as hunger, etc.,

and knowing that the directly experienced unborn Atman is

beyond all worldly concerns, one may take part in worldly

affairs like any ordinary person. He does not proclaim him-

self to be a knower of Atman and does not feel himself to be

superior to others. He behaves in such a way that he does

not see any being second to himself. This is the true test of

his having realized Brahman.

This is quite different from what is spoken of as mysti-

cism. By various ascetic practices, self-mastery is sought to be

attained. Some ascetics go so far as to mortify the flesh, kill

the desires and annihilate self-hood. This argues a desire to

show off, to gain reputation for sanctity, supernormal power

and control" over occult forces of nature. Similarly, self-

pauperization may go too far, may be mere ostentation or

desire to shirk ordinary duties. This may also cause a

narrowing of one’s sympathies and interests. What is

required is the inward detachment from material possessions.

It is possible to be in the world though not of it. Humility

also should not be allowed to take the form of self-abasement.

Though the unreality of the world has been established

by scriptural authority and appeal to reason, people of limjted

intellect find it impossible to reconcile themselves to the

existence of a non-dual Brahman out of all relation^ to them-

selves. They see others like themselves, have dealings with
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them and see persons being’ born and die every day. Birth

and death are so common and inevitable that any doctrine

which deals with them as unreal things appear to them
incredible. Moreover, the average men and women have a

religious consciousness and they seek for a higher personality

than themselves, for worship and adoration and invest him
with omniscience, omnipotence and all auspicious qualities.

They adopt a conditioned Brahrnan as a personal God and

worship him as a means of attaining Moksha. Through

wrong knowledge or Avidya, they are incapable of realizing

the unborn Atman present both without and within, think

their own selves or Atmans to be inferior beings, think that

they are born and are existing in the manifested Brahman and

that, through a course of worship and devotion, they would in

the end attain Brahman.
This attitude of the generality of people is not to be

wondered at, when we find that eminent scientists such as

Bertrand Russell are troubled with the same doubts and are

not sure of what to think but zealously seek for something

‘‘eternal”. According to Russell, man is but “ the outcome

of accidental collocation of atoms”. In his essay on “ A
Free-man’s Worship, ” he says, “ To abandon the struggle

for private happiness, to expel all eagerness of temporary

desire, to burn with passion for eternal things : this is ernanci*

pation and this is the free-man’s worship.” Russell does not

say anything about consciousness. Is this also “the outcome
of accidental collocation of atoms”? He speaks of “the

passion of eternal things”. How does he deduce the existence

of anything “ eternal ” and why does man “burn with passion”

for this ‘ eternal ’ and with what end in view ? And, after all,

what kind of ‘emancipation ’ can this be ? He speaks of the

liberation being effected by “ a contemplation of fate ”. But,

liberation from what? Is he conscious of any bondage from

which he wishes to be liberated ? How can “ contemplation

of fate” be of any use in bringing about this much-desired

emancipation ? •He ^Iso advocates the abandonment of “ the

struggle for private happiness ”• Happiness as such can
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only be private and individual. There is no such thing as

public happiness. Even if every one in this world is happy,

each individual can be aware of this only in his own mind

and this happiness, derived from contemplation, must be only

private. All this vague and unsatisfied desire for ** emanci-

pation ” from “ private happiness ” and “ temporary desire ”,

only shows that every thoughtful and thinking man* wants to

get beyond the region of happiness and desire, but does not

know how. Russell does not speak of any personal God and

communion with him after death. He thus shows a logical*

mind which refuses to be satisfied with a mere assumption.

He places the waking world on the same plane of reality as

the world of dream and recognizes that the phenomena in

both states are changing but fails to see that the conscious-

ness which notes them remains the same. If he had also

pondered over the experience of deep sleep, along with that

of waking and dream, he could not have failed to predicate

the eternal existence of consciousness. Instead of the vague

hankering after something ‘ eternal he would have lighted

upon the eternal consciousness as the basis and foundation

of the waking and dream worlds and he would have seen the

impermanence of * temporary desire ’ and ‘private happiness’.

Russell’s apparent difficulty is the unaccounted for existence

of individual souls and the appearance of this plural, diversified

universe. Contemplation of his experience of the three

states of waking, dream and deep sleep, would have proved to

him the non-existence of diversity in deep sleep and therefore

its impermanence. What appears only in two states cannot

claim any reality or permanence. But, unfortunately for

Russell, he is so imbued with the Western scientific spirit

that he is afraid of letting go what he deems the only reality

to be found in the experience of the waking state.

Moreover, the Western thinkers are labouring under the

disadvantage of believing that whatever ought to happen

must happen in this one and single earthly life and that,

succeeding this, there is either heaven for the few or hell

for the many. But we of the East cannot be prevented from
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hoping that great thinkers like Bertrand Russell will, i;i a

future life on this earth, be placed in positions in which this

way of thinking will come easily to them, when the renunci-

ation or liberation for which they are vaguely hoping now
will accrue to them on their realizing their identity with the

eternally conscious and blissful Atman.

Therefore, it is necessary to lay great stress on the non-

dual Brahman known as Bhooma, realizing whom there is an

end to all limitations created by Avidya.

For purposes of illustration, the supreme Atman is

compared to Akasa which is very subtle, without parts and

all-pervading. Just as the Akasa enclosed by a number of

jars is the same as the unenclosed Akasa, so the Jivas or

Kshetrajnas or knowers of Kshetra (body) are identical with

the Paramatman unlimited by the bodies. Just as Akasa

may be said to be born in the form of Akasa enclosed

in jars, so Paramatman may be said to be born in the

forms of Jivatmans limited by the bodies. There is no

such thing as real birth. The five elementals Akasa, Vayu,

fire, water and earth, their combinations forming the sensory

organs and bodies, Jivas, etc., are superimposed on Paramat-

man in the same way that a snake is superimposed on a rope.

Therefore, Jivas may be said to be born from the combination

of the elementals. For the instruction of dull-witted persons,

wherever the Srutis refer to the birth of Jivatmans from

Paramatman, it should be understood to be in the same way

that Akasa enclosed in jars may be said to have their birth

in the unlimited Mahakasa. When the jars are broken, the
•* •

enclosed spaces become one with Mahakasa.

Similarly, when the combination of elementals forms

bodies, etc., the Jivatmans may be said to be born and on the

dissolution of the bodies the Jivatmans become one with

Paramatman. Therefore, really there is no birth or death

of Jivas.

The dualists may say : if one Atman resides in all bodies,

then whatever Happens to one Atman, such as birth, death,

happiness, misery, etc., must also be related to all the other
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Atmans and actions and their results must get mixed up.

The Vedantin will reply that it is not so. Just as any dost,

smoke, etc., bontaminating the space enclosed in one jar,

will have no elfect on the spaces enclosed in the other jars,

so happiness and misery of one Jiva cannot alTect other JIvas,

Just as Akasa is believed to be soiled with dust, smoke,

clouds, etc., which are really superimposed on it by wrong

knowledge or Avidya, similarly happiness, misery, etc., are

superimposed on Atman, through Avidya creating mind and

other limitations. In this state of superimposition, that is'

in the experience of the wakeful state, there is nothing wrong

in attributing bondage and liberation to Atman. All dispu-

tants are agreed in accepting the experience of the waking

state due to the activity of Avidya-created mind, but nobody

holds that the true reality or Atman is only as real as

Vyavahara. So the theory of the multiplicity of Atmans has

been uselessly formulated by the logicians such as Sankhyas

and Vaiseshikas.

If it be asked how experience, which depends on the

variety of Atmans or Jivas, can be said to be due to the

superimposition of variety on the One, non-dual Atman, by

Avidya, the Vedantin will reply. In this wprld Akasa is one

but on account of its being enclosed in different articles such

as a large jar, a small jar, houses big and small, etc., it comes

to be spoken of as being big or small, according to the forms

it is supposed to assume. Again, it serves different purposes

and looks different in our experience, according as its action

is ‘‘ fetching water “ storing water ”, “ living purposes ”,

etc. Our varying experiences due to the variety of forms,

etc., in Akasa, are not really to be found in Akasa. From

the true point of view, there is no variety in Akasa at all.

Our experience, depending on the seeming variety in Akasa, is

simply due to the limitations superimposed on it in the form

of jars, houses, etc.

Similarly, the Jivas, differentiated from one another by

the limitations of their bodies, are in the same position as

the Akasa enclosed in jars, houses, etc. Therefore, wise
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people have considered all this deeply and have come to, the

conclusion that Atman is all one without any differentiation.

The jar-enclosed spaces are not modificatfons of Maha-
kasa nor are they parts of it. Similarly, the Jiva is never and

nowhere a modification of or a part of Paramatman. There-

fore, the experiences depending on the appearances of variety

of Jivas is unreal.

Just as the experiences of form, action, etc., are depen-

dent on the knowledge of the differentiations of jar-enclosed

Akasa, so our experience of birth, death, etc., are based on
our'knowledge of the differences in the embodied Jivas. So

also is the appearance of misery, action and its results in

Atman due to the differences in the embodiments and has no

reality. Those who cannot discriminate Atman from his

concomitant embodiment see him as subject to evils such as

misery, action and its results. Men of discrimination do not

see Atman associated with misery, etc. Thirsty living

creatures superimpose on a desert, water, foam and waves,

while in reality there is no water. So all the evils, superim-

posed by ignorant people, do not really exist in him.

The bodies take their origin in the Maya of Atman,
that is to say, are superimposed on Atman and have no

reality. They are exactly like the bodies of persons seen in a

dream.

(To be continued,)



APH^RESIS AND SODND-DISPLACEMENT
IN DRAVIDIAN.

By L. V. Ramaswami Aiyar, Esq., M.A., B.L.

The gradual and unintentional ” loss of a short unaccented

vowel or syllable at the beginning of a word is described as

Aphaeresis in phonology. In English, for instance, we know
that this change underlies the development of words like

squire from esquire, down from adown, limbeck from alimheck,

^fention from attention, colloquial nkiii or kiu from thank you»

A similar change has been recorded in some words of the

Middle and New Indo-Aryan speeches, e.g., Prakrit lau from

dldbti, Pali ddntm from iddmm, Pali lankdra from alafikdra,

Pali from Bengali tisi (linseed) from atisii

bhitar (inside) from abhyantara, dumura from udunihara, chila

(was, remained) from dchila, etc.

The loss of an initial short vowel or of a short syllable is

also a striking phenomenon underlying the development of

words in certain dialects of Dravidian. This change is not

found to occur in all dialects of this language-family
;
yet the

change is neither isolated nor sporadic in the speeches in

which it occurs, but it is found to be present in varying

degrees of intensity. Wherever it occurs, it is characterized

by such interesting peculiarities that it deserves to be treated

as one of the most important among the phenomena associat-

ed with the inter-dialectal divergences of Dravidian phonology.

No systematic classification of these Dravidian instances

has so far been attempted by any scholar.

^

I propose to adopt tentatively the term Aphaeresis to

describe this change in Dravidian. A simpler and less

imposing term Aphesis has been recently popularized by

Anglicists with a restricted application to the change so

far as it is applicable to the history of certain English

words ; but as the phenomenon in Dravidian is far more
^ ‘

4

^ Some Telugu instances have been collected together by K. V. Subbayya

In JPrmfidU StndUs^ 1 1 ,
pages 44 and 45,
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complex and varied than in English, I think it would

be desirable to retain the older word for the Dravidian

phenomenon. It would be necessary, however, to remember
that the peculiarities and variations characteristic of this

phenomenon in Dravidian are such as might necessitate

the use of a special terminological unit for the Dravidian

change; but since the term Aphaeresis has familiarity in

its favour, we might retain it provisionally for describing the

Dravidian phenomenon.
n.

Four main types of Aphaeresis can be distinguished in

Dravidian
;
and in the case of each of the first two types, it is

possible to mark off two sub-types also.

[A]

A^. The loss of an initial short vowel of a word, imme-

diately preceding the medial consonants /, r, (y), (and rarely d),

as a result of which these consonants become the initial

members of the new words and the vowels which originally

followed them in the second syllable now become the members

of the first syllables, unaltered in character

y

though lengthen-

ed in some instances.

Ao. Same change as the above, with one difference, viz.y

that the vowel of the original second syllable is adapted or

assimilated (in character) to the vowel undergoing Aphaeresis,

[B]

The disappearance of a short vowel of the initial

syllables of words with consonant-i4;7/c7^/^^ immediately

preceding r and I in Kfii and r only in Telugu, as a result of

which the original initial consonants combine with r or / (as

the case ma}- be) to form consonant groups initially in the

aew words
;
the vowels of the original second S3dlables now

become parts of the first syllables, with their original character

unaltered and with or without lengthening.

^ The consonants so appearing are usually the plosives and the labials v

and In Kfii, a tew werds with s- antaut look like aphgeresized forms
;
but

I cannot say how far they are Dravidian.
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Bg, Same change as the above, except for the fact that

the character of the vowels of the original sbcoird syllables

becomes assimilated or adapted to that of the aphaeresized

vowels.

[C]

The loss of the short vowel of the initial syllable of

certain Tamil-Mal. words in colloquial enunciation. These

words show in the literary dialect as well as in the colloquial* a

long -a- in the second syllables.

LD]

The disappearance of initial short vowels in the colloquial

enunciation of certain words and expressions carrying with

them a high degree of “ affectivit}*

It has to be noted that the operation of A is alw’ays

subject to the condition that the vowel (which disappears) is

immediately followed by one of the follow'ing consonants :

—

/, r, d for Ktai

;

/, r, and rarely a few^ others for Telugu
;

h foi* Tulu and I and r in Gondi.

Similarly, in B the vowel undergoing Aphaeresis should

be followed by I or r for Kui, r alone for Telugu.

These facts, as we shall see later on, are important in

connection wdth our inquiry into the factors contributing to

the origin of'^Aphseresis in the dialects concerned.

III.

Distribution.

A
Kui [before /, r, j, d]

Telugu [before /, r, d]

Tulu [before /, r, rf <rf]

G6n<Ji [before / and r\

C
Tamil

Mai.

B
Kui [before r and /]

Telugu [before r only]

D
Tamil •

Mai.
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It will be seen that Aphaeresis has been very active in

Kui and Telu^gu, in a lesser degree in Tula and least in

G6ndi, but we may note here that even in l^ui and Telugu
the change has not been absolutely uniform, inasmuch as

(i) every word satisfying the conditions mentioned above
for the operation of the change has not undergone

the change
;
and

(ii) there are words (either chronologically different or of

sub-dialectal occurrence) in Telugu and Tulu which

show side by side the aphaeresized and the non-

aphseresized forms.

We have therefore to classify the conditions of occurrence

of Aphaeresis in each dialect with special reference to these

divergences.

Before doing so, I shall give below the instances them-
selves from the different dialects.

IV.

Illustrations.

Kiti.^

Aj. (1) Before r :

(to be worn away).

rd-h’Cj (to cause to rub to-

gether
; to wear by

friction)

re-s-a (to rub, chafe)

—cf. Tel. nfyu (to be rub-

bed) beside orayiiy Tam.
oray-, Mai. omy-, dnrs-,

[
Kann. ore-, ores, Tulu ore-,

ores-, Kann. urd-, iidd-,

ri-va (to burn, as of fir-e)

—

cf. Tam, cri-, Tel. eri-, Kann.

///7-, Tuhi eri-, iiri-, G6ndi eri-t- (to ache),, Kur.

or-, ur- (to be heated or burning), oh (to burn).

^ The verb-formatives and verb-extensions of Kui are of iwo types: (i)

older ones retained in all conjugations and (li) new semi-formatives appearing

orily in some conjugational forms, [^Vide Winfield’s Gr., pages 857 and 858.]

The final -a of Kui verbs is an enunciative. Verbs with semi-formatives are

classified by Winfield as weak verbs with the endings -pa, 'va, -ba\ the others

containing the older affixes and verb-extensions (hyphenated in this essay from

the enunciative, as in rc-s^a) are called strong verbs by Winfield. The

cognates given in this esjay would show the relationship of the Kui affixes to

the older Dravidian ones.
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(2) Before I :

lai (iFiside, within)—c/. Tam. ///, Kann. oi, Tel. 16, G6ncji

Ion, ton (house), Kur. uld (inner room), (?) Br.

lira (house).

Ida^ (young woman)! c/. Tel. ela, (young, tender),

Id v-enjn (a youth) JTulu lattn, lamhu, Tam. //-ci-, Mai.

e/-cT-, Kann. el-e-, Tulu elli, elya,

le^ng-a, de-fig-a, Kuvi lai- (to break, burst)— c/. Tam.

od-ai, [The interchange of I and d is a sub-

dialectal occurrence in Kui.]

(3) Before Kui j :

[Kui -/-in medial positions sometimes corresponds to-r-,

-r- of the southern speeches, as in Kui dj- (to cool down)

beside dr- of the south, Phulbani Kui inija (to transgress)

beside Tam. mlm, paja (to hew, cut) beside pari, pari of the

south, vejgn (firewood) beside viragit, veragii (wood, fire-

wood) of Tam. and Mai. C/. in this connection the correspond-

ence of Tulu medial -/- to -r- of the other southern speeches

as in dj- (to dry up), dji (six), tajap (to cut to pieces), lij- (to

ooze), majod (freckle, pimple) beside Tamil dr-, drii, tarai-, iir-

and Mai. marii respectively.]

jd-pa (to descend)

—

cf, Tulu japp- beside erag-, Tam.

irang-, erang-, Tel. eragit, Kann. erag- (to come
down, bow down, etc.).

jd-pa (to beg, beseech)

—

cf. Tam. era-kk- (to crave, beg),

Kann. ere-, Tel. ertivit (loan), etagu (to prostrate,

salute).

Ag. . (1) Before r :

rt (two)— c/. Tam. ir-, irandn, randu, Kann. ir-, eradti^

Tu]u raddii, G6ndi rand, irur (couple), Kur. er^

irb, Br. ird, irat (two).

—
cf, Tam. ir-u-tt^ Kur, il-d- (to.

be erect), ij- (to be in an upright

position).

rt-nd-a (to be stable)

ri-s-a (to steady, cause

to stand firm).

^ It may be noted that, as in this case, a Kiii instance belonging to

may have an aphaeresized cognate in Telugu belonging to
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ro (one)—cf, south Dr. or- [and its developments ondrUy

ofijiy otidii^y G6n(Ji or-, Kur. orof, ort- (one), Br,

asit (one).

riini-a (to roar)

—

cf. south Dr. uruniy iiniin,

(2) Before Kui [which in the following instances

corresponds to -I- of Tam., Kann., Mai. and to other sounds

in the other dialects] :

—

rii-va (to plough)

—

cf. Tain., Kann., Mai. ///-, Tulu lira

(ploughing), Kur. iiy- (‘ to plough ’ as in iiynd

xossjia
'

to plough and dig ’).

ri-va (to weep, cry) cf. Tam. a/-, Kann., Mai. o/-, Tulu

ar-, Tel. ed-ii-tsUy Kur. olox-y Br. (h)ogh.

(3) Before / :

hhigi (white, fair, shining;—c/. Tam., Mai. coll.

vola/ig- (to shine), Kann. behvig-y Tulu bolang-»

(4) Before d :

de-nj-a (to be raised) 1

—

cf. Tam., Mai.

deh-h-a (to cany on the shoulders) KodaguerZ-.

(raised ground)— c/. Tam., Mai. ei-n-ppu (raising,

raised house, construction, etc.), Kur. erpa

(house, hut, building).

di-g-a (to touch)

—

cf. Gondi it- (to touch), south Dr. id-

(to place, etc.).

ddhjii (moon), beside Idnju, Kuvi lehju— cf. Tam. nildy

Mai, Id, Karkadi iialdy, Gondi tialdnj (full moon),

Tel. uela (moon).

ddJ:a (distended, replete)

—

cf. Tam. ad-a-kk- (to fill),

Kann. ad-a-kk- (to pile ii[)), Tulu ad-a-pa

(bundle), Tel. ad-a-k-amn (w hat is contained).

Telugu.

A^. (1) Before r, r :

• rdyu (to be rubbed)

rdyi (stone)

1 Tamil-Mal. sound / corresponds to different sounds in other dialects:

these are indicated below
;
the conditions, so far as they are capable of b^ing

classified,^ will be found in my paper on Tam. /.

Tam.* f Kann. Tel. Tulu Kui.

I 4^*' / r.

I

—see under Kui rdk above.
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(2) Before d

:

da beside erfama (left)—c/. Tam., Mai. eda-m (left), Kann.,

Tulu eda.

Ag, (1) Before Tel. I ^

:

li’tsu (to get up)

—

cf, Tam. Kann., Mai. e/-, Tula

la-kk-, Kiivi re- (to ascend), Badaga yle-.

le- (not, no), the base of negatives like leka, ledu—cf, Tam.

il-adii (not-it), Kann., Mai. illa^ Kuvi {h)ille,

Gdndi (h)ille, {h)ailley negation-word.

/d (within, inside) used generall)']

—

cf, Tam. w/, ' and

as the locative post-position other cognates mention-

lonit (inside, heart, mind) ed under Kui lai above.

le (young, tender)—see under Kui la'a above.

ledi (antelope)

—

cf, Tam. iladi^ Tulu eralce,

(3) Before Telugu d [which corresponds in a number of

instances medially to / of Tamil, Kann. and Mai.] :

—

debbadi (* seven-ten,’ ‘ seventy ’)

—

cf, Mai. elu-padn, Tam.

en-badUy Tel. edu (seven), Tulu elu,

digti, digu (to alight, get down) ^

—

cf, Tam., Kann.,

dintsUy dintsu (to let down, leave) >Mal. to comedown,
dinkn (to die) Jetc.), Tulu ili, tit,

(to lie hidden), beside —c/. Tam., Mai. ad-

adaguiiohe depressed, concealed)) (to be contained,

etc.), Kann. adag-, Tulu ade- (to be concealed),

deng (to be hidden).

(4) Befcrre r

:

—
cf. Tam., Mai. var-,

Kann. bar, Kui,

Kiij:. bar-, Br. bar-,

(5) Before v and d in the following only :

—

The demonstrative pronouns vadu, vtdu (he), vdru, vtni

(they) and their oblique forms, the oblique forms of adty idi

^ lamp-a^a (weariness)
^

-—cf, Tam., Mai. al-a-y- (to roam about, be

[Kittel explains this word in weary), Tulu, Kann. ale-^ alas (to become

Kannada as being formed of weary), Tel. alay- (to feel weary), Tam.
Kannada alapu (weariness) alang-,

and the ending -ate appear*

ing in ubbate^ drbate^ etc.]

ra- in the infinitive, imperative

and causative of vatsu (to

come)
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(she, it), avi, hi (they) and the oblique forms of the interro-

gative pronouns edi and evi.

It is probable that the accent-displacement* which led to

Aphjeresis in these instances was due to the combined influ-

ence of psychological factors and of analogy.

(6) Before k or g in the following only

kd-dn (< agadu ‘

it does not become’ ‘it is not so’)—

cf. Tam. dg-d-du.

kd-ni, negative participle of ag^ (to become).-

ia-ndi, negative imperative of ag (to become).

• kd-v-iiitsii, causative of the negative of ag-.

gorti (finger-nail, talon)—c/. Tam. ugir, Kann. ugur, Tulu

ttgnr.

Tulu.

A,. Before I ;

himbii, latfu (young, tender)—see Kui hia above.

lakk- (to get up)

—

cf. erh- (to rise—see Tel. le-tsu above).

lumh- (to wash) beside sub-)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. alamb-.

dialectal altiinb- (to wash)JTel. alatn-, Kann. alamb-,

alllb-.

lepp- (to call) beside sub-)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. vili, Tel.

dialectal volepp-, volepp-, \pili-p-, Toda pirs-, birs-.

olepp- 3

hipp-i to measure)besidesub-)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. ala-, Kann.

dialectal alapp-, alapp- jala-.

(2) Before J [.< r, r, y] :

japp- (to descend)—see Kui japp above.

japp- (to select) beside sub-)

—

cf. Tam., Mai., Kann. dy-.

dialectal ajapp-, dy- 1

1 Cf. also the adverbial particle -g& (.-kd) of Tel., as in taijdrigd (like

father). It is to be observed that Aphxresis has affected those conjugational

forms of <ig-, which have been associated with a high degree of " affectivity ”

— ^e- in /edit, leka, etc.

A few verb-forms of Tel* atin (to say) also show the change

nd'ka beside ana^ka

ndkumtt „ anakumu

ndni ,» anani

• ndfi n

In anuntu (say thou !) and auu4u (say yel) the change does occur.
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(3) Before d :

t/ar® (fence, boundary \vall)|_c/. Tam., Mai. aduru
beside* aduru (sub-dia- /(boundary),
lectal) j

dari-p- (to shiver, tremble) beside")

—

of, Kann., Tel.

adur- (to tremble) jadur- (to shake,

quiver), Tam. ayar-,

[In the following instances: Tu]u dental d- stands for

older -J-
;

for this change, c/. Skt. danibha appearing as

damblia in Tulu, lA (Jabbi (box) appearing as dabbi in’Tulu,

dera (caravan) as Tulu dera ; cf. also the same change of *d to'

d in Telugu instances like digit (to alight) and digu.^

damhadi (agreement, reconciliation) |

—

cf, Tam., Mai.

dambadi-y-^ [udanibadi, coll.

danibadi-p-? (to be reconciled, etc.) iodanibadi.

dambadi-s- j )

dd in ddgayi (left hand; \ — cf,Tc\.da,cdamay

damnia Oeft) Kui deba, Tam.,

datta (left) as in dattakai (left hand)rMal., Kann. eda(ni),

dattu (left side)—beside sub-dialec- Mai. eda-tfu (on

tal eda (left side) the left side).

dakJca (trouble, hindrance)')

—

cf, Kann. ada (obstruc-

beside adakka with the >tion), Tel. (to

same meaning Jhinder), etc.

(to cast away) beside sub-diaO ^ ,77
, , 7,7/ V

/

—

cf, Kann. adakk-,
lectar adaick- (to cast away) J

dapp- (to plough) beside sub-dialectal adapp- (to plough).

dabbii (crack) beside sub-dialectaH—cf Tam., Mah
aduru (crack), adar- (to crack) fadar-, adaU, Kann.

adaU,

deng‘ (to lie hidden) beside adang- — c/,Tel. rferg, Tam.,

(to be compressed, concealed) jMal. adang-, Kann.

adag-,

dekkatti (nut-cracker)—c/. Mai. adekka-katti Cnut-knife'

used by those who chew betel with areca-nut).

dekkdru (space between the legs)

—

cf. Tuju idee (space

between) and kdru (leg).

Tam.,
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dekkdji (bracelet) beside sub-dialectal idekkaji with the

same meaning, [kafi ‘glass bracelet’
—

‘glass’ is a

Marathi loan in Tuju and Kannacja.]

A^. (I) Before r :

reddu, ruddu (two)—see under Kui ri (two) above.

renJue (wing of bird)—see under Tel. rekka,

(2) Before I :

land’ (to lead a vagabondish life)—see under Tel.

lampa la,

ledii, ledce (denying)—bonowed from Tel. (?)—see Tel.

ledu. Apart from the instances in A^ and Ag mentioned

above, the following Tiilu forms also evidence an aphaerestic

change :

—

The proximate demonstrative personal pronoun mdlii

(she), beside the remote form dltt (she) -c/. Tam., Kami, ival

(she) and aval (she).

The proximate plural third person pronoun mo hdu and
meru (they), l)e^ide the remote forms d-kulu and dm—cf,

Tam. ivaigaly ivar
; avaigaly avar,

[Aphajresis has affected only the proximate forms,

the reason for the difference probably being that in the remote

forms the accent on the first syllable was preserved for

psychological reasons.

C/.also Tulu midii (here) with aulu (there).]

Gondi,

Before r :

descend)— see under Kui jd’pa (to

descend) above.

randuy rendxi (two)—see under Kui ri above.

rony Ion (house)—see under Kui lai above.

Kannada,

[The instances are rare. Most of them are probable

Telugu loans, as they are found only in the Mysore dialects
;

the precise circumstances of the borrowing cannot be easily

determined.]
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(1) Before r:

rdyi^stone)—

M

3’s. Kann.

—

cf. Tel, rdyi,

revti, revu (landing place)—Mys. Kann.—c/. Tel. revu.

rekkcy rekke (wing)—Mys. Kann.—cf. Tel. rekka, rekka

retta (double)

—

cf. Tam., Mai., Tel. retia.

(2) Before I :

(beauty), beside alambu—cf. Tam. aluvn (delight).

[B]

Kui.

[The following points have to be noted in connection

with the cognates of Kui words given below :

—

Kui r, r correspond to r, r, d or [ (Tarn., Kann., Mai.)

of other dialects.

,, I corresponds to / or / of other dialects.

,, h- corresponds mostly to />- and rarely to v- of

other dialects*

,, g- corresponds sometimes to k-.

Among the affixes, -s- corresponds in some instances to

•t- and in others to -y- of other dialects. The Kui reinforcer

{cf. the reinforcer -/>- of Tulu) serving the function of -/e-

or -kk- of Tamil and Malayalam, is a semi- formative in Kui,

The older formatives and verb-extensions are retained in

Kui ‘‘strong” verbs, while the semi-formatives -p, -b and -v

appear in certain conjugations of what Winfield has described

as “ weak verbs.]

Bj. (1) Before r:

bru^ga^ pnihga (to be plucked out)

—

cf. Tam. piduhg-^

coll. Tel., K^nn. pidi (to seize), Kur. ptidug-

(to pluck out).

grengay grehja (to moan)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. karat- (to calf,

cr}^* Kann. hare- (to call).

gr(-pa (to cremate)

—

cf. hari- (to be burnt to cinder),

Kann., Tel. kari (black), G6n(Ji harv- (to burn).

hro (pungent)

—

cf. south Dr. kadii (excessive) as in Tam.

kadtimbuli (excessively sour), Kann. kadu-kampti

(excessive fragrance).
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kre-figa (to be shaken)—c/. Tam. hulung- (to be shaken),

Tarn., Kann., Tel., Tula kuluk- (to shake), G6n4i haretig-

(to be shaken).

mrt-eilji^ (son)— c/. Tam., Mai., Kann. mari (child),

Gondi marri (son), Tel. maraka (young one), Br. mdr,

malh (son).

priii^ (worm), Kui fix—c/. Tam., Mai., Kann. puhi, Tel.

priivvuy pitrugiL, puriwii, Tula puri, Gontji Kiif.

poc-go (insect), Br. pih

B,.2. (1) Before r:

(afraid), fern (confused, bewildered)—c/. Tam., Mai.

veri (intoxication, fury, perplexity), Kann. ber-a-gu

(alarm, astonishment).

grd-p-a (to cross) \

—

cf. south Dr. kada-, Kann.

grd s-a (to pass a kade-y Kiif., Goijd kar- (to

thing over or through) [crawl through).

Kuvi gid- (to cross) /

grd-mh’Ci (to learn)

—

cf, Tam. kat'k-y Mai. kalk-, Kann.

kali
y
Tel. har-a-fsu (to teach), G6n(Ji kar-i-t.

krddi, krandi (tiger, leopard)—c/, south Dr. kat^adi

(bear).

kro-h-pa (to lower, reduce)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. kiirai-kk-y

Tel. htrafa (reduction), Kann., Tulu kiire- (to be

diminished).

kidu (ear), beside kirn
; Kuvi kriyu (ear)

—

cf. Tulu kir-m-
hilu (ear-wax).

kroga (fat, tallow, suet)

—

cf, Tel. ktovvxi (fatness), Tam.
kohippUy Kann. korpUy korbuy kobbti.

^ If a form like Tulu pmi or Gon^i part is the immediate ancestor of Kui

priuy then the instance belongs to Bj
; but if the variant pirn is the immediate

source, then pfin would belong to Bg. Cf. kliit. kilu (clay), vliu, vilu

(wind), the cognates of which in southern Tamil are respectively kali and

vali.

2 Kui klai (threshing floor) may be compared to Tam., Mai. kal^am and

Kann, kala which are supposed to have been adapted from I A khala. Kui

br64i (banyan) can be confronted with Gdntji baroli ; Kfli kfua beside kura

{cf, Mundari krtfa) also shtiws Aph^eresis
;

but these forms may be non-

Dravidian in origin.
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hrai (3/oung female buffalo or goat)

—

cf, Tam., Mai.

hadd (male calf), coll. Tam, kiddy, G6ri4i hurra (bull

calf).
*

hru-mb-a (to sink beneath) )—cf, Tel. hrunhu (to sink),

hru-va (to sink) beside ^//ra>Kann. kugg-, hunk-, hunc-(Xo

(to fall) ) become low, be depressed).

mrahnu (tree)—c/. Tel. mrdnu, Tam., Mai., Kann.
mara(in), Kur., Malto maun, Gondi inard.

mra-fig-a (to be lost, mislaid)

—

cf, Tam., Mai. marai- (to

be lost to view), Kann. mare-, Tel. marugu.
mrdii, mrdo (daugliter), beside maro—see under mri-ehju

above.

mriti (scar)

—

cf. Mai. (wart), Gondi ;;/crrd (wart, scar,

pimple), Tu] 11 (pimple, wart), Kann. are (con-

cealment, cover).

mru-fig-a (to be torn)

—

cf. Tam. muri- (to be broken, cut),

Kann. muri- (to break), Tel. mun- (to cut to pieces),

G6n(Ji muri-t- (to be dislocated).

prhida (paternal uncle), besidel— c/. GCndi per% (elder

pero (paternal aunt) Jaunt)

prddi (old)

—

cf. Tam., Kann. pala (ripe, old), Tel. prdta

(old), Tulu para, Kur. pannd (to ripen, become old),

Gondi panj- (to become ripe).

prt-pa (to roll uj))

—

cf. Tam., Mai. piri- (to roll, twist),

Kann. /)ar/ (twist), Br^hui pirr- (to twist involuntarily

of the body), pinn- (to twist), pirgh- (to twist rope).

—
cf. Tam. peri-ya (great, large),

prtsa (tall, high, lofty) K^nu. pere- (to increase), Brahui

pri-pa (to be tall) (to swell), G6iKli^dr- (to grow

/big).

priu (roll of string or fibre)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. piri (roll).

prenu (bone), Kuvi pleha (bone)

—

cf. Gdndi pedeka (bpne),

Kann. pedasti (hard, inflexible), Tel. pelutsu, pelutsu

(hard, brittle).

fr^*&a (to wander about) —cf. .routh Dr. tir- (to turn),

tro-ng-a (to be rolled) Tel. trippu (to turn round),

tfu-k-a (to oscillate) G5n(Ji tiri-t-.
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trii-ng-a (to be pierced) —
cf, Tam. tira-, coll, tara-

tru-k-pa (to bore, pierce) (to be opened), Mai. tura-,

tru-va (to be pierced) Tel., Kann. tera>,

vre-ja (to bend back) —c/. Tel. vrelu (to hang down),

vre-pa (to return) Mai. vil- (to return).

vrt-fig-a^ vri-va (to be untied, loosened, disintegrated)

—

cf, Tam. viri- (to be loosened), Kann. hiri-, Tel. vrUti,

(to go to pieces).

vri-va (to descend)

—

cf. Tel. vrdlu (to alight).

i^ri-s-a (to scratch, write)

—

cf. Tel. vrdyu, Tam., Mai.

zarai-, Kann., Tulu hare-,

(2) Before 7 :

bliu, vUit, beside vilti (wind)

—

cf, Tam. vali^ G6ndi vari.

JcJiu (clay) beside kiln—cf. Tam. kali-man (clayey soil).

gla-h-pa fto mix)

—

cf, Tam. kal-a-kk- (to mix), Kann.

kalas- (to be mixed), Tel. kalangti^ kalagu (to be

agitated).

fidu (head), Kiivi frdyu—cf. south Dr. tala, G6n(Ji

fald, Mai to talid (hair).

gU-ng-a (to be muddy)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. kul-ai- (to be

mixed to the point of softening).

mlau (bamboo)

—

cf. Tam. (shoot), Kann, mule, Mai.

inula, Tel. mula, Mai. mula (reed, sprout, bamboo),

pid-pa (toenquire, ask, question)

—

cf. Kann. pel- (to speak,

order), Tel. paluku (to utter).

pli-ng-a (to be cracked)!

—

cf. Tam. pilakk-, Mai. pVar-,

hldr (opened) JKann. pilig- (to break, burst).

Telugu.

Bg. Before r only :

krinda^ (below)

—

cf. Tam., Kann., Mai. Ml, Tuju Ml, ktr,

Kur. kita, kiyya, Br. he-, ki-, keragh.

kriinkii, kukn, kukkit (to sink, as the sun)—see Kui kriiva.

^ Many instances of Tel. /• in B correspond to tlie unique sound of

Tamil, Kai\nada and Mala^^ajam. Our list shows the following : krinda,

krakku, krolu (tube), krovi^ gruUtt, groyyi, tragic, proddu, pruvvM, mringu,

mregn, vrelu (to hang).
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kr&yu (to rinse mouth and spit out water)—c/- Tam.,

Kann. Mr- (to vomit, emit), Mai, Mr-, Tulu Tear-,

hrdlu (to'drink, eat, enjoy)—c/. south Drl jfcwdi- (to drink),

kud-u-tsu (to drink).

krakJcu (to vomit)

—

cf. Kann. halk-, Tam., Mai. kakk-.

krowu, kovvu (‘fatness’ > ‘insolence’)

—

cf, Tam. koluppu,

Kann. korbit.

hrungu (to be bent)

—

cf, Tam., Mai. Tam. kurang-,

Mai. hurung-, Kann., Tulu kugg-, Tel. kurra (short),

Br. kiirr- (to contract), kur- (to roll up).

krefii (calf)

—

cf, KCli krai (calf), Tam. kadd, Mai. ka4d,

kidd, kiddvu, G6ndi kurra,

krolUf krdvi (tube)-—c/. Tam. kulal, kolal (tube), koldy,

Kann. kolati, kdvi (tube), kolal (flute), Tulu kolavce

(tube).

kro-, krotta (new)—c/. Mai. kumkk- (to sprout afresh),

kuruttu (sprout, new bud), Kui kdru, kora (sprout, bud),

G6n(Ji kov-s- (to sprout), Kur. kor-,

krdlutsu (to sound, cry)

—

cf, Tam., Kann., Mai. kutal,

koral (sound), Tam. korai-,

gruddi (blind)

—

cf, Tam., Kann., Tulu, Mai. kurudu,

grullu (to rot)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. kulu (what is softened,

rotten, etc.), G6ndi kukki-.

groyyi (pit)

—

cf. Tam., Kann., Mai. kuli (pit), Tulu gur%

trippufio turn), beside tirug—see under KCu tre*ha above.

tr&gu (to drink)—c/. Tam., Mai., Kann. t&l- (to be

lowered), Kann. tar-gu, Tulu tar-, tal- (to be depressed),

Br. dar- (to go down).

trdyu (to be pushed)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. tora-tt- (to push,

drive awaj’). Kiii trS-p-a (to press something forward

with fingers).

trom (road, way)—see under Kui tru-dg-a (to be pierced)

;
above, and Tam. tvrai, to^ai, etc.

proddit (time, morning)

—

cf. Tam., Mai., Kann.

Baraga hlottu (the sun), Tu|u portuf'T&trn p6du, ^tc.t

Gdndi o-ppof (then), Kfii e-^-6d (when ?).
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proisu (to nourish)

—

cf. Tam. pot'tW-, Mai. pol't'-, Kann,

pore-y Br. pot- (to hatch).

pru-tsu (to rot)

—

cf, pruwu (worm) below,*^G6n<Ji puriH-

(to rot, etc.).

prelu (to chatter)

—

cf. Kann. pU--, pH' (to speak).

progu (heap, collection)— c/l Tam. por-u-rtd- (to be joined,

to suit), Tel. pond’ (to be joined), por^u-d (to come
into clash, to fight), Tiilu pord’ (to be joined).

pruwu, purugu, puruvu (worm)—see under (to rot)

and K6i prtu (v\orm) above.

mrdnu {.tree), beside mara in mara-gdlu (wooden leg), etc.

see under Kui mrahnu above.

mringu (to swallow)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. vilung-, coll, mulung’,

Kami, mriiig-, ming-, G6n(Ji ming, Kur. moa; (to eat any-

thing except rice).

mroyu, beside morayu (to sound)— c/. Tam. moray-, Kann.

more- (to hum).

mregu (to smear)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. melug-,

mrabbu (obscurity, darkness, dimness)

—

cf. Tam., Kann.,

Mai. maravu.

WTorfw (stump of tree, bluntness)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. muradu,

Kann. moraau (roughness).

mrdlu (to be fatigued )—cf Tam. 7naral (dizziness), Kann.

marul.

proyya (oven)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. pori- (to fr}), Tel. poratu

(to fry), Kann., Tula puri (to parch, roast).

vrdyu (to write)—see under K6i vrisa above.

vrelu (to hang)—cf Kann. .bilal (hanging), Tam. vil- (to

fall), Tulu buT’ (to fall).

vrilu (to go to pieces)

—

cf. Tam. viri-.

vrilu (finger)

—

cf. Tam. viml, Kann., Tulu biral, biral.

Baduga* .

. The type of change underlies the formation of a

number of Baraga words with 1. I take the following

Instance’s frow LSI, Vol. IV and from the Baraga bible.

The sound-values of some of the words have been verified by
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me with the’ help of the gramophone records published by the

Madras Government. The change, it may be noted here,

occurs only in'connection with /.

(to speak)—c/. old Kann. new Kann. hel-, heU

blu- (to fall)—c/. Kann. bill-

hlottu (the sun)

—

cf. Kann. foludu

yle- (to rise)— c/. Kann. el-

ite- (to hear)—c/. Kann. iel-

ble (corn)

—

cf, Kann. bile

hloye (river)—c/. Mai. pula, pola

glattu (neck)

—

cf, kaluttu

hid (waste)

—

cf, pdlu

etc., etc.

[C]

The following Tam.—Mai. words lose, in colloquial

enunciation, the vowel of the first syllable:

—

Tamil tol-l-dyiram (nine hundred)

—

tldyiram. [Here certain-

ly the length of the medial syllable with -a- has attracted the

primary accent to itself from the initial syllable whereupon

the vowel of the initial syllable is elided in the colloquial.]

uildvu (moon, moonlight)— Tam. wZd, Mai. nld, Id,

paid, coll, pild (jack tree)—Tam. pld, Mai. pldvu,

vild (wood-apple)—Tam. via, very conspicuous in the

compound vld-m-balam (ripe wood-apple).

hadd, kidd, kdddy (bull calf)—Tam. kdd, Mai. kddvu,

purd (pigeon)—Tam. prd, Mai. prdvu,

Tam., Mai. literary uvd (fullness, full moon, new moon)

—Mai. vdvu (full moon or new moon).

Tam., Mai. uld-v-Udal (to take a walk)—Mai. Id-tt-,

Tam., ard-v-udal, ird-v-udal (to file)—Mai. rd-g-, rd-v-.

The problem of the origin of the long -d- of the

second syllable of these literary words is difficult of a satis-

factory solution. (Vide infra,)

It might, nevertheless, be noted here that the Aphaeresis

of the vowel of the initial syllable in the collpqnial enuncia-

tion is connected with the length of the medial -4%
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IDI

A strong degree of affectivity appears to be the reason

for Aphseresis in the colloquial forms of certain words in the

southern speeches.

Tam.— Mai. dd for idd (here it is !)

,, do idd (here indeed it is !)

Mai. uWa ,, in'na ( < indd ‘ here it is ’ < * take

it').

Kann. di (stroke, blow) for idi,

Coimbatore Irnla Idri (painful cry) for atari from

alar- (to utter a distressed cry).

The factor conditioning this change is certainly the

high degree of “affectivity ” associated with these expressions

in the colloquial. The above instances are some which I

have personally observed myself ; it is possible that the

colloquial varieties of other Dravidian speeches might furnish

similar instances.

It was probably the same factor of “ affectivity ” that

gave rise to the Telugu forms kddu, ledu, etc., from original

agadu [negative neuter Aorist of ag- ‘to become’] and
iladu (not-it), etc., respectively. Whereas kddii, ledu, etc.,

have become fixed in the literary dialect of Telugu, the

instances listed above are confined to the colloquial of the

respective dialects in which they occur.

A conspicuous instance of this type in English colloquial

\s nkiu ! or kyu ! for thank you ! when conventionally express-

ed. Prof. Chatterjee ({). 278 of ODBL, footnote) explains

the loss of the initial syllable here as being due to the fact

that “ the high pitch in which the second syllable is pro-

nounced makes the preceding one almost inaudible, altliough

normally it is the stressed syllable in this sense-gronp.“^

^ A. Schmitt (page 91 of his Untersuchunzen zur allgemein Akienilehre)

tells us: In erstaunter Frage :
“ nein (wirk) lich ?*’ kann der Starke Kontrast

zwischen Tiefton der ersten Silbe des Wortes “ wirklich und Hochton der

letzten Silbe dazu fuhren, dass die erste Silbe stimmlos wird. Auch von

*• (dan)ke !” “ (bi)Ae !'' hdrt man in nachlJtssiger Unterhaltung oft nur die

Jctsten Silben,*’
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V

Definition of Conditions.

General,

We have seen above that each of the types A and
B has two varieties in one of which the vowel of the

original second syllable remains unaltered in character while in

the other it is assimilated to the aphaeresized vowel. Instances

of the second variety are more numerous than those of the

first in Kiii and Telugu.

These two varieties are not different essentially, inas-

much as the features involved in each of them are fundamen-

tally alike except for the vowel assimilation characteristic of

the second variety of each t\ pe. In both varieties, the change

takes place before r or I chiefly; and in both we find instances

of the lengthening of the vowel of the original second syllable.

We shall, therefore, not be justified in refusing to recognize

their probable intimacy of relationship in origin and occurrence.

Kiii,

The largest degree of change is attested in the central

Indian dialect Kui. The types of Aphseresis [A] and [B]

are represented by the maximum number of instances in

this dialect. The consonants before which Aphaeresis takes

place in this speech are r, I, j and (rarely) d.

An examination of the list of instances would show that

(i) short vowels short initial syllables alone are

aphaevesized

;

(ii) many cases of Aphseresis are attended by the length-

ening of the vowel of the second syllable (with or without

vowel assimilation)

;

(iii) in many cases the character of the vowel of the

second syllable is assimilated to, or affected by, that of the

aphseresized vowel—vide and Bg above

;

(iv) the change, though general in the circumstances

defined above, is found to be absent in certa*in cases most of

which are sub-dialectal variants;

—
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-mara (to give birth to).

krtu (ear) beside Mru,

mrdu (daughter) beside maro,

plieri (tail of peacock) beside pili.

priu (worin) beside

vlm^ (wind) beside vilu,

liiu (clay) beside kilu,

kriia (wife) beside kura,

(v) some aphajresized words have cogmles, with allied

meaiiings, which either do not evidence the change or have

un^lergone different developments:

—

mrdu (daughter))
^

mrietlju (son) J

mrihiga (to be torn)

—

murpa (to split wood).

vrisa (to scratch, write)

—

verka (to scratch a part that

itches).

truk
pierce hole)

—

tuspa (to bore, pierce).
trus pa )

grtpa tto cremate)) ^kdmba (to scorch).

broil) j ^Arara (to be hot).

jtijaiio be turned back).

\tihpa (to cause to turn back).

(vi) a few instatices exist of other non-aphieresized- native

words with short initial syllables immediately followed by

I or r ;

—

grehpa (to broi

Ireba (to be lurned)-

^ Whether (worm), vilu (wind), kilu (clay) are the immediate

ancestors in Kiii of priu^ vliuy kliu respectively is not clear. It is possible, if

the analogy of kirn (ear— ct\ ru|u kir- iu kir tn-hilu ‘ ear-wax *) holds good

here, tD regard Kfii etc,, as older K0i forms wliich gave rise .to the

aphaeresized variants
;

in this view we shall have to postulate a still older

metathetical change :

p/ru < * puri—cf. Tii|u puri (worrn), Gdn^i pun
vilu < ^ vali—r/". Tam.W/* (wind), ,, vari

kiln <5 * kali—cf, Tara, kali (clay) ; one cannot say, however,

whether the apbaeresized forms pfiu^ vliu, etc., are not directly formed from

pufit vali, etc., according to and whether the variants />//*«, vilu are

not secondarily derived from the apbaeresized words. The history of these

Kdi words is obscure,

^ It Should be»noted tli^at Kdi words which possessed or developed origi*

nally a long vowel in the initial syllables, followed by I or r, did not undergo

the change of Aphseresis. This rule applies to the other dialects as well.
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kel-pa (to invoke deity)

—

cf. south Dr. Ml- (to ask), G6n^i

kefij- (to ask).

kalu (liquor)

—

cf. south Dr. kallu (toddy).

kiri inba (to turn)-- Tam. kirukku (giddines.s), Te).

krikku, Kup. kir- (to turn hack).

gor-p- (to aim at, hit the mark)

—

cf. Tam., Mai. Awn (mark,

aim), Kann. gottu, gortu, Tel. gurlu (aim, intention), Tel.

gurintsu (to intend).

tin (clear, shining)—c/. Tam. teli, Kann. lili, Tel. tella

(white).

Telugu.

Both types of Apha;resis [A] and [li] are rc|)resented in

Telugu
; but, so far as [B] is concerned, the consonant

before which the change occurs is r only. Further, the

instances in each case are less numerous than in Kui.

Here too w e note that

(i) short vowels alone are aphasresized and these vowels
are generally of the ‘closed’ variety.

(ii) the lengthening of the vowel of the second syllable

though not common in the type [B], is frequent in [A].

(iii) the assimilation of the vowel of the original second

syllable to the aphasresized vowel is common.
We have seen above that the changes [A] and [BJ are

more or less general in Kui in the circumstances defined

above. The e.\ceptions to the rule are few and mainly sub-

dialectal in occurrence. • In Telugu, however, Aphseresis (to

the extent to which it is found) is not so general as in Kui, in-

asmuch as many words fulfilling the requirements for the

change are not affected by the change :

—

karag- (to melt), kuri- (to rain, fall), eri- (to burn), torag-

(to flow, rush), poral- (to roll over), marug- (to be concealed),

piri- (to twist), tttrvg- (to cram in, insert), etc., etc.

(iv) the older un-aph»resized words or their cognates

exist side by side with the aphaeresized forms
; if they are of

general occurrence, the meanings are carefully differentiated,

while in a few instances they appear as sub-dialectal variants.
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orayu (to be rubbed)—rdyu (to be nibbed).

ehku [ < *elJcu < (to rise)

—

le-tsu (to get up).

vatsu (to come), stem retained for most conjugations

—

rd- in the infinitives rd-ka^ rd-v-adamu^ etc., in the

imperatives and in the causative.

eraka (wing, ril), shoulder)—rehka (wing, leaf of door,

anything resembling a wing).

ela (young, tender) as in ela-naynpu (tender smile), cla-niru

(coconut water), etc.

—

le, as in U-nela (young moon),

le-tdta (fine garden).

olavu (secret intelligence) [ < o/ < ul]—ld (within).

ahyu (to be weary, etc .)—lampata (weariness).

edania (left) as in ethinia ceyya^ etc.— dd. as in (left

eye), etc.

alu i^even)—debba(1t [ <^^edtihacU ‘seven-ten’].

(tgu (to become), stem for most conjugations

—

kd, stem of

certain negatives of agu.

}

linigu (to turn, rove, etc.)

tirupu (turning)

tiri (twist)

tirigi (again, back)

tera (opening)

tenigu, teravu (wa\', road)

toragu (to be pushed)—
viriyu (to be loosened) 1

tirigu (to break to pieces) J

morayu (to hum )—mroyii

purmul, V^ /(worm, insect)

—

pruwu.
puruvu)

Tulu.

ifikku (to be turned)

irikku (twist)

irippu, causative of iirugu,

from (road, way)

This dialect shows Aphaeresis much less extensively

than Kui and Telugu. Type [A] alone is represented, and

even here the change is not so frequent in words with

r and I, though Tulu does show a number of unique cases of

the aphaerestifi changfe in words wuth d < Vowel-lengthen-

ing is absent.
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Sub-dialectal variants exist without Aphseresis :

—

Folk-Tuju lamb- (to wash), beside Brahmins’ dialect

alamb- (to wash)

„ lepp- (to call), beside Brahmins’ dialect

volepp-

„ jappa- (to choose), beside Brahmins’ dialect

ajapp-

„ (JaJci-y dakk-y beside Brahmins’ dialect

a<hikk-

„ kipp- (to measure), beside Brahmins’ dialject

alapp-y alapp-

Kanna^.

The ver}^ few instances of llie type [A], found in the

Mysore dialect of Kannada speech, resemble so closely the

corresponding aphaeresized forms of Telugu that it is prob-

able that these are Telugu loans. The borrowing may have

been fairly ancient, as some of the instances are attested in

literary texts.

Gondi.

The instances are few and these belong to the tjpe [A].

f and I are the consonants involved. The vowel of the

original second syllable is found lengthened in ton.

Tamil-Malaydlam .

The important types of Aphseresis, viz,, [A] and [B] are

entirely absent in Tamil-Malayajam. [C] and [D] affecting

the colloquial enunciation of certain words are governed by

“ affectivity ” and not by any of the factors conditioning [A]

and £B].
Kufukhy MaUoy BrdhuL

So far as we could see, there are no instances of

Aphseresis in these dialects.

VI

InSuence of the Factors Involved.

[A]and{B\

We have seen above that the important features involved

tn the types of Apbieresis [A] and | B] are the following:

—
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(i) The change affects initial short vowels or short vowels

of initial syllables.

(ii) The vowels so aphaeresized are, generally speaking,

‘ closed

(iii) Vowel-lengthening (of the original second syllable)

accompanies the change in Kui and less frequently in Telugu.

(iv) The change occurs in Kui immediately before the

consonants r, l,j and rarely rf, in Telugu before r, I and d for

[A] and t for [B], in Tulu before r, I and d < d [A], in Gdndi

bef9re r and I [A].

(v)» Vowel assimilation is very common.

(vi) We may also note that, in most of the instances of

Kui, Telugu, Tulu and G6ndi, the formative elements are

conspicuous.

The features (i), (ii) and (iii) irresistibly lead to the postu-

late of the influence of a kind of accent-displacement under-

lying the types of Aphaeresis [A] and [B], The loss of short

vowels in initial syllables (or the loss of the entire initial

syllables in Kui) accompanied by the lengthening of the

original second syllable (in greater or lesser degree, according

as we are concerned with Kui or Telugu) is a phenomenon
that has to be associated with a redistribution of accent

resulting in an increase of accent in the original second

syllable and a conspicuous decrease in the first syllable. This

is what we are led to expect fiom general principles of

phonetics and phonological processes.

Even where (as in Tulu, Gd^^i and in some cases of

Telugu) no lengthening of the vowel of the original second

syllable is involved, the dropping of initial short vowels (or of

short vowels in initial s\ llables in Telugu) has in some degree

to be attributed to a strong decrease of accent on the first

syllable.

The normal rule of accentuation in Dravidian is that

radical syllables carry primary accent, the formatives the main

secondary accent, and the other syllables (if any) the subsi-

diary accent. TJiough t^e character of what we call accent in

Dravidian whether it is stress or pitch or both) remains
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yet to be investigated experimentally, there is hardly any

doubt as to the fact that an examination of the features of

accentuation in the south Dravidian speeches to-day reveals

this scheme as the normal rule.

When now we consider the features (i), (ii) and (iii)

mentioned supra in relation to (iv), viz,, that most of the

instances that have undergone Aphaeresis have conspicuous

formative elements in them, we are led to query whether the

peculiar accent-displacement miglit not have been in , some

degree due to the iutroductiori of the formative elenients

themselves. As we shall see below, other inHuences have

also been active, and if the formative elements did exercise

influence at all, it should have been but partial and contri-

butory. Unfortunately, we know as yet much too little of

the history of Dravidic accentologx', on the one hand, and

of the conditions of the development of format ives, on the

other, to be able to determine precisely the part played by

these formative elements in this unique accent-disturbance

in Kui and Telugu- The fact that there certainly occurred

a strong displacement of accent in connection with con-

spicuous formatives in a large number of words of Kui

and in many “popular’’ words of Telugu is, however, an

inference which directly emerges from the lists of words

themselves. Without expressing any opinion about the

part played by these formatives in the accent-displacement,

I would merely record here the fact of the presence of

conspicuous formative elements in most instances of Aphie-

resis.

A close examination of the Kui and the Telugu instances

listed above would reveal that in most cases the change

appears to have occurred in connection with words showing

(i) formative suffixes (both noun-forming and verb-forming),

(ii) verb-extensions, or (iii) compounded elements.

Ktn,

(i) The older formatives or verb-extensions are tonspicu^

pus in instances of “ strong ” verbs like the following ;

—
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rd-g- (to be chafed) 1 , _
re-s- (to rub, chafe) J"

or-e-s-

Tarn, ir-u-tt-

rt-nd- (to be stead} )
*)

ri-s- (to steady) I

gr-Vpa (to cremate)

—

cf, har-i- (to be l)urnt to cinder)

mr-i-efiju (son)—cf. soutli Dr. marly marl,

jjr-i pa (to roll)—c/. pir-i-

mru-ng-a (to be torn)

—

cf. Tam. muri-

^lo-ng-a (to be muddied)—c/*. Tam. koha-ng-

krc-ng-a (to be sliaken)

—

vf. Tam. kul-u j)g-

pru-ng-a (to be plucked)—cf. Tam. pid'U~ng-y coll. Tam.
jMifu-fig-

New semi-formatives (appearing in some conjugations of

verbs) have been developed in Kui (vide Winfield’s 6V., page 57);

to tljis class would belong cases like the following :

—

ja-pa (to descend^

j(i‘pa (to beg)

tru-va (to be breached), etc., etc.^

Telugu.

(i) A very conspicuous suffix -f is prominent in cases like

the following :

—

krod-u (to drink, eat, enjoy)

—

cf. kiifi-

krdlu (tube))

—

cf. Tam. kuj-al,

krCvi (tube)J—c/ Kann. kolavi.

krod-utsa (to sound)

—

cf. Tam., Kann. kitral, koral (noise,

sound).

That formative elements had something to do with the displacement of

accent and consequent Aphaeresis in Kui is also illustrated by the following: —

pte^4^ (paternal uncle)— (paternal aunt)

While in the former the formative element is conspicuous, in the latter

the absence of a similarly conspicuous formative element appears to have
stood in the way of Aphwresifs, The words are related to Gdn^i pert

(elder aunt) and to south Dr. per-vya (big, great), etc.

Another instance is furnished by kirn (ear) a variant of knu (ear), the

plural of which is^invariab|y kri'ka with Aphxresis, vowel assimilation and

voweMeugthening. While in the singular number hint is allowed, the plural

with '•ka is invariably aphxresized.
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triluXio hang)

—

tf, Kami, bil-al (hanging), Tam. vil-al

(falling).

vrelu (finger)—c/, Tam. vir-al, etc.

vrUu (to go to pieces)

—

cf. Tam. vir-{dyaL

Indeed, some of these Telugu verbs with -/*, showing

Aphseresis, appear to have been formed on an original basis

with -a/ or -ih

Other formative suffixes are conspicuous in instances like

proddUy trovay mrabbUy progUy gruddi, rdyUy the cognates of .which

in other dialects show the same suffixes. •

(ii) As for verb-extensions, instances like the following,

wdien compared with their cognates in other dialects {vide lists

supra) would show that the older verb-extensions are retained :

mringUy krunkuy etc.

delbadi (seventy) is a compound with a prominent second

constituent.

VII

The Influence of the Liquids I and ; .

A very significant feature of Aphaeresis of the types [.\]

and [B] is that the change occurs mainly in connection with

ly r and rf.

Kui words with medial consonants other than Z, r and rf,

and Telugu words w ith medials other than r for [B] and I and

f for [A] are not, generally speaking, affected by .Apharesis.

The change was thus connected in some manner with I

and r particular!)'.

What exactly was the part which these sounds played in

the,process ?

An answer to this question might be envisaged if we
inquire into the treatment of I and r in the Dravidian dialects.

Preliminarily, we might note that cacuminal r has

become alveolar r in most of the dialects with which we are

concerned.

(a) In initial position.s of original native words of Dravi-

dian which have not undergone Aphaeresis, I and r do not occur.

The literary dialects of the south, like Tarnil and Kannada,
showed such a strong aversion to I and f in initial poaitiotiB
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that when Indo-Ar
3
’an words with initial i or r were assimi-

lated in these speeches, a prothetic short vowel was incorpo-

rated before I and r in the adaptations:— *

Tam. arasan, arayan— IA raja

,, ilengai — „ laAkd

,, urumm — „ rtipa

,, arakku — „ raksa^ rakka

„ itavi — ,, rnvi

(A) In medial positions, I (1) and show a strong tendency

to •coalesce with consonants through syncope of medial

syllables and llien to disappear altogether:

—

Cf. Tam. elumbu (bone), Kami, efw, iliivu^ elumbu^ v\ith

Tel. emniu,

Tel. kelaka (side, cheek) with Kami, kekke (cheek), Tula

kekke (cheek, neck).

Tel. nekkonu (to be fixed) from nelakonu,

Tel. mluda^ ^ninmla^ valda (big).

Cf. al.so Telngu colloquial kaddu with literary kahdu

(it happens), mddu with valadn (do not, must not).

Kami, kuluku, kulku, kttku (shaking).

Kami, beku, old aorist of future of bel with the affix -i'W.

Mai. kakk- (to steal, etc.) from kalk.

Coll. Mai. vikk- (to sell) from vilk’.

Cf. Tamil irvikk- ( ), Kann.

„ erudii (bull), „ erdUy Tel. eddu

,, erurmi (buffalo), „ emm^

,, urukku (steel). „ ukku

„ karapjm (blackness), „ kappu, „ Jcappu

jmruppu (dhal), „ „ pappu

,, pamttil

parti
parity 1.

„ nerippu (fire), „ nippu

„ yeruma* (greatness), „ permey „ pemme

# I

, Syncope is l^ound in Telugn colloquial in connection with also;

{or for e<f<ida^ katf^u lot kaifHptt^ etc,
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Now, the older tiealment of rand I in the south Dravi-

dian speeches as reflected in Tainil, Telugn and Kannada
would show that

—

(i) the articulation of r and I in initial positions could

be stabilized only if protected by prothetic vowels cairying

with them a certain degree of accent

;

(ii) in medial unaccented syllables syncope sometimes

affected r and I and led to the coalescence of these sounds

with other consonants and then (in some instances) to their

subsequent disappearance.

These facts would seem to imply that in Dravidian the

stability of these two sounds 1 and r could he effectively

secured only in the presence of a cerlaiii degree of “ protect-

ing ” accent on the syllable of which r or / was a constituent.

Applied to the phenomenon of Aphairesis, tliese facts

may have to be interpreted thus :

—

For reasons all of which we cannot now clearly define,

n Kui and Telugu there was a strorig redistribution of accent

which caused a disturbance of the normal rule of Dravidian

accentuation, viz., that the radical syllables carried with them

the primary accent; hut this redistribution appears to have

occurred mainly in connection with syllables containing

/ and r. The effort to preserve and define the articulation ol

medial I and r which in unaccented [)ositions lend to coales-

cence and disappearance, appears to have led to the trans-

ference of the primary accent of the words fiom the initial

syllable.s to those with I or r and thence to the gradual dis-

appearance of the vowels of the initial syllables.

This is the only possible explanation that we could give

for the phenomenon with the materials at our command.
The absence of direct evidence regarding the history of the

change in Kui and Telugu prevents ns from making the

matter more precise than this.

vm
The chronolog)- of these changes in the different* dialects

concerned cannot be deterqiined, About the past history of
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Kui, Tujii and G6ndi we do not, and possibly cannot, know

anj’thing at all. As for Telugii, v\e fiiid the aphseresixed words

from the earliest times that we know of, tu., the'period of the

oldest extant literary texts. In the face of these limitations

of data, it is difficult to mark off the period or periods when

these changes may have occurred in the different dialects.

Again, whetlier indeed there uas a stage common to

Telugii, Kill, Tulu and Gondi, in whicli Aphaeresis of the type

A or B may have taken place, is more than we can say with our

materials. Aplueresized words from bases common to two or

more of these dialects are the following :

—

Kiii Telugu Gondi Tula

ri (two) retia randn rnddu

"!*i (.0 „.b,
resa) ^

rdyn (to be rubbed)

lai (within) 16 khm
Wa (tender, yoimg) Ic laltv, latnbu

japp- (to deM'enid) regg-

(leba (left) (id dd-, datln

le-tsu (to get up) hkk-

rckke')

kriim (to sink) knoiku

ddgu (to be hidden) de/tg-

mrdhnu (tree )—mnhiu

treha (to bi^ turned )—trippu (to turn)

truva (to be pierced )—trains (to dig, pierce)

pran (rice)—prdlu [PI.]

trisa (to write)—vrdyu

vringa (to fall to pieces)

—

x^tlu (to go to pieces)

hroga (fat )—hrowu (fatness)

,
vreja (to bend back)—vrHu (to hang dow n)

krdi (caif)—krepu (calf)

An examination of the above list of correspondences,

showing as it does differing formatives in many instances,

would render it ^lifficuU for us to ascertain how far the change

cropped up at a cornn^on stage, especially in view of the
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absence of evidence regarding the history of each set. But

as the same bases Jiave been affected by the change in the

different diale'fcts, the possibility of an early stage common to

these dialects need not necessarily be ruled out.

IX

AVe have now to take up the phenomenon of the dis-

appearance of the vowel of the initial syllables of certain

words of Tamil and Malayajam in colloquial enunciation.

A proper explanation for the origin of Aphseresis here

would depend upon the question of the origin of the unique

-d- appearing in the medial syllables of Tamil literary words

of the type listed on page 464 above.

Other native words than those mentioned above with

"medial long *d- are the following :

—

ayid, asd (languor)— e/. ayar- (to be weary)

atd-v-udal (to mingle), beside ala-v-ndal (to mingle)—^* »/«-

[Both words are found as verbs in Puran&nurti.]

umvtt, und (food)

—

uiy (to eat), un (food, meal).

[Both forms occur in Pufan^niiru ]

uyd (suffering) [t/. Tolkappiyam uydve-y-uyafigal], beside

uyavu (suffering [occurring in the old KaliKogai] and uyavtidal

(to suffer)—^, uy-.

hudd, kudavti (bend, curve)—ef. the base hid- (bending).

hirav- (to sink, as in disappointment)

—

of* ktiraV (to

shrink).

uU (procession), uld-v- (to move about) [found in old texts

like Pufapporul venb&m&lai] beside nlav- (to move about).

* uvd^ beside uvctvu (full moon, new moon) of koii^av-,

ka4d- (to interrogate), beside kadavu (question, interrogation).

iurd. suratm (shark), the latter occurring in Pufan&niirw-

fwrd (honey, toddy) [Kufal], beside mram with the s?me

meaning [Padit't'rupattu].

[C/ in this connection the following also r--

tayam, fayd (kindness) < IA dayd

kard-m, kard, Imravu (alligator) < I A griha

- ird^ imvu (night) ? lA fdtr%\
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The following points may be noted in connection with

these instances :

—

() The long -d- (in the native verbs and nouns given

above) is unique in Tamil.

() In most cases, Tamil possesses variants with

short -a-.

(c) Both sets appear to be ancient in origin, as they

occur in old texts.

^

Though no definitive conclusions regarding this -d- are

possible in the present state of our knowledge, the following

considerations might be useful in envisaging certain per-

spectives:

—

If tile analogy of the Sanskrit instances given above is

of any value, then we may have to recognize the individuality

of the -d- in the native instances given above. In this view,

a (ef. a- ‘to become') may have be^cn an independent particle

strengtliening the meaning of tlie bases on which tlie native

words in question have been formed.

mr (smelling) | d ‘what smells’, ‘toddy’, ‘honey’.

kud (bending) -| d ‘bend, curve’.

(eating) ~1 d ‘food*.

al (mingling) ! d ‘to mingle’.

This suggestion that -d- of these Tamil words is an

original and independent particle is, it has to be observed,

strictly tentative. If it is to be accepted, then, the aphae-

restic change [C] in the colloquial enunciation of the words

given on page 464 above should be ascribed to thefact that

the syllable with long -d- attracted to itself the primary accent

of the initial syllable which thereupon lost its vowel. The
process then would be slightly different from that which was

operative in the types of change [A] and [B].

The difference may be represented thus:

—

[A] and [B]

Accent-disturbance intensified by the factors (i), (iii)

and(iv) in certain dialects unique accent-displacement in

^ Cf, Sdtra 255 of Tolk&ppiyam (£][attadig^ram}.

6 f
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The cock bird answered :
“ Have patience. I shall mete

out terrible pupishment to this wicked sea/’ Having said

thus, he flew away and summoned together all the birds of

the world for the purpose of waging war with the sea.

Then the battle of the birds with the sea commenced in

grim earnest. The birds were armed with all kinds of

weapons, and they hurled them at the sea. They also swooped

down on the sea-beach and, scratching up the sand, threw

it into the sea for the purpose of silting it up. In this

way, the battle raged fiercely for days and days together.

But the birds were unable to cow down the sea and compel

it to give back the stolen eggs. Being baffled in this way,

the birds, in despair, at last appealed to their king—Garuda

—for help.

Sympathising with the distressed condition of the birds,

king Garuda came bearing the chakra or tl)e flaming discus

of his master Vishnu, the Preserver, for the purpose of drying

up the waters of the wicked sea.

“ O mercy ! mercy !
” cried the sea, tenor-stricken at the

sight of the weapon of fire. “ Don’t throw the chakra.

Here are the eggs of the tittiva birds.”

Thus the battle ended in favour of the feathered

combatants. The tittiva couple had their eggs restored to

them, and the sea solemnly promised never to harm them

again.*

From a study of the foregoing myth, we find that :

—

(1) The ancient Indian myth-maker has, in this myth,

inculcated the great moral lesson that ” Pride goeth before

destruction and haughtiness before a fall ”.

(2) The ‘‘Battle between the Birds and the Sea”
symbolises the contest between unaided forces of the air and

the sea-god Neptune.

(3) When the Forces of the Air were aided by Divine Fire,

the former triumphed over the Forces of the Water,

Fables and Ffdklare, By Sovana Davi, London \ Macmillan ^ Co.,

t4d.>19l9. Pages 51—53.
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(4) The chakra or discus of the God Vishnu, thfe

Preserver, represents Divine Fire.

(5) When the Forces of the Air threatened to dry

up the waters of the sea by means of the scorching beams

of Divine Fire, the Forces or Powers of the Water were

cowed down ; and the former triumphed over the latter.

It would not be out of place to mention here that the

foregoing myth is contained in the collection of ancient

Indian fables entitled : Hitopadeslia or Salutary Advice.

This work is based mainly upon the Panchatantra in which

twenty-five of its forty-three fables are found.



^STUDIES TN PLANT-MYTHS.
No. XVI.

By Prof. Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A,, B.L.

[On a Bengali AEtiological Myth about the Origin of the Husks

o{ thh Rice-Grains or the Grains of the Paddy-Plant.}

Rice or the Grain of the Paddy-plant {Oryza Sativa), which

belongs to the Order Graminece, is known in Bengali and

Hindi as Dhdtt or Chdwl, in Tamil as Nelln or Arisi

,

in

Telugu as Bii/m or Vudlu, and in the Burmese language as

Sdbd. Rice is the most important of the Indian food-grain

crops and is the staple article of diet of the people of Bengal,

Assam, Burma, and parts of Madras and Bombay. There are

more than three hundred well-marked varieties of rice. The
two principal classes of rice, which are usually cultivated, are

the autumn and the winter varieties. These are again sub-

divided : rice which is sown broadcast and that which is

transplanted. The varieties of this food-grain are distinguish-

ed according to the quality of the husked rice, the long, fine,

white and fragrant kinds being regarded as superior. The rice

produced on uplands is generally superior to low-land rice.

The Patna and Pilibhit table-rice hold the first place. Rice

is eaten boiled and is also made into flour and cakes. It is

not a nutritious food as it contains only nine per cent of

nitrogenous ingredients and eighty-nine per cent of non-

nitrogenous constituents. In medicine, it is used for poultices,

and various preparations of it are used as diet for sick

people. The straw of the paddy-plant forms a valuable

fodder for cattle. It is also used for thatching huts, and is

also suitable for the manufacture of paper.

The following myth is narrated among the Bengalis tt)

account for the origin of the husks of the rice-grains or the

grains of the paddy-plant :

—

In ancient times, grains of rice devoid of hutk used to be
produced on the paddy-plants. On one occasion, the father of

the Rij&of the country died; and his arnddha ceremony was
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celebrated with great iclat. A great banquet was given ; and ^

thousands and thousands of Brahmans were iiivited to this

feast. A very greedy Brahman was one of these invitees

;

and he so much overgorged himself on the delicious viands

which were served at this banquet, that, while rinsing his

mouth after the meal had been partaken of, he vomited

out all the food he had eaten. This he did by the margin of

a field in which paddy plants containing huskless rice were

growing. The result was that, after vomiting out the food,

the gt'eedy Brahman again became so very hungry that he

began to pluck out handfuls of the huskless rice and to munch

and gulp down the same. Seeing this strange event, the God
presiding over fields and agriculture in general

appeared on the scene, and being greatly angry with the greedy

Brahman and his monstrous gastronomic feat, pronounced

the curse to the effect that, from that time forth, all paddy-

plants would bear grains of rice covered with husks and that

men would have to husk the grains of paddy so that edible

rice may be produced therefrom. It is for this reason that

at the present jtime all paddy-plants produce grains of rice

covered with husks.*

From a study of the foregoing aetiological myth, I find

that :

—

(1) It affords an object-lesson against greediness and

over-eating, and inculcates the lessons that both these habits

produce sickness and ill-health, and should,^ therefore, be got

rid of.

(2) In the very beginning of the universe, the Great

Creator^ being actuated by the desire of saving all mankind

from all labour, created food-stuffs which men had simply to

collect and gulp down.

(3) But men misused this blessing and became greedy

and voracious. At this, the Great God became angry add

deprived men of this blessing.

* For this «eUol9gical myth, see the Bengali book entitled i Afguii

/anmaMM (or TVi/ Wirnderful Birth Si0ri€s'\ Calcutta: 1329,

pages 1-^5*
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(4) • It also inculcates the economic truth that the vora-

ciousness of the people and the consequent over-consumption

of the food-Stuffs of a country might result in the economic

distress of that country and that it is for this reason that the

people of a country should be abstemious in the matter of its

food and drink.

It will not be out of place to state here that an aetiologi-

cal myth, closely parallel to the foregoing *one, is also

prevalent among the Santals who are a pre-Dravidian people

living in the Santal Parganas which are situated to the west

of Bengal. It also accounts for the origin of the husks of the

rice-grains or the grains of the paddy-plants and is to the

following effect :

—

In the far-off times when the Santals lived in Champa,

Kiskus was their Raja. In those times, the Santals were

simple in their habits and religious by disposition. They

worshipped the Supreme Being whom they named the

Thdkur Baba. Then grains of rice devoid of husks grew upon

the paddy-plants in the fields; the cotton-plants produced

cloths which had been woven from before ; the people were

so cleanly in their bodily habits tiiat they had not to undergo

the trouble of picking the lice out of each other’s hair
;
and

men’s skulls grew loose upon their heads so that each man
could lift off his own skull, and, after cleaning it* replace it

upon the top of his head.

But the afore-described l)enehcent and kindly provision

of good and convenient things was destroyed by the wicked-

ness of a servant-girl of one of tlie Raja's. When she used to

go to the fields for the purpose of answering nature’s calls, she

would pluck off handfuls of unhusked rice and eat the same.

Then again, she would clean her hands when dirtied by cow'-

dung, by wiping the same upon her own cloth. These dirty

habits of the Santals so much angered the Supreme Being

Thakur Baba that he deprived mankind of the afore-mentioned

benefits he had conferred upon them. As the result of the

punishment meted out by Thdkur Biba^ graim of rict cohered

with husks began to grow upon tite paddy-pUmts ; and the
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cotton-plants produced only raw cotton and men’s skulls

became fixed upon their heads so that these cjould no longer

be removed for purposes of cleaning.***

From a study of the preceding Santali aetiological myth

we find that :

—

(1) It affords an object-lesson inculcating that men should

be cleanly in their habits.

(2) It further teaches that cleanliness is next to godliness

and confers health upon mankind.

(3) Then again, it further inculcates that whoever is

dirty in his or her bodily habits and practices, will be afflicted

with diseases.

(4) The similarity between the Bengali and the Santali

myth is remarkable with this much difference only, namely,

that the former denounces greediness and voracity ; whereas

the latter condemns dirtiness and uncleanliness.

(5) Considering the close similarity between the two, the

presumption of mutual borrowing naturally arises. But it is

difficult to say whether the Santals borrowed it from the

Bengalis or vice versa.

* B'or this Santali aetiological myth, see the folk* tale, ei^titled
**

BegimtiHis of fkitigs** in C. H, Bompas's folklore of the Santal Pargonas

(published by David Nutt, London, 1909), pages 401-404.



THE MYSORE GAZETTEER*

By S. Srikantaya, Esq., M.R.A.S.

L INTRODUCTORY

The idea of a Gazetteer for Mysore first took shape in 1867.

H. Wellesley and B. Krishniengar worked at the Mysore and

Kolar districts, in pursuance of a policy of publishing a

volume for each of the eight districts in the State
; the general

work and the gazetteer portion was later on handed over ^to

Mr. Rice ; and a work known as Mysore was first issued to

the public in 1876. This was better than anything which

Hunter was able to do even for Bengal. With the multipli-

cation of archasological and epigraphical material available

during the next two decades, a revision was called for and

was undertaken by Mr. B. L. Rice, the revised edition itself

appearing in two volumes in 1897. Mr. Rice’s monumental

work for Mysore and its several dynasties is enshrined in the

Bpigraphia Carmtica and elsewhere.

During his retirement in England, Mr. Rice found time

to publish a concise account of Mysore and Coorg from the

Inscriptions, and it was intended to publish a revised edition

of his Mysore along with the Census Report of 1911. That,

however, not being possible, the work of revision was entrust-

ed to Mr. V. R. Tyagaraja Iyer, Rao Bahadur R. Narasimha-

cl^r being desired to undertake the historical portion. Even

these were not accomplished for several reasons, and the

entire work was finally entrusted to the competent hands

of Mr. C. Hayavadana Rao in February 1924, What might

at first sight appear as a delay in the publication of the

Gazetteer is really not so as will be abundantly clear from the

immense task which Mr. Hayavadana Rao had before him.

It was contemplated that the revised edition should fully reflect

not merely the progress in historical work or the results-in

other departments of the State but that it should include the
'“"V"

*
' — —

;

—

^ In Five Volumes. Revised and Edited by Mr. C.fHayavadena Keo«

Cdvemment Press, Bangalore. Ks. 30 per set.
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changes introduced in the administration of the State during

the past thirty years. There is thus presented to us in these

pages the evolution, from the dim antiquities to its present

condition, of Mysore, one of the most progressive administra-

tions in the world. In Mr. Hayavadana Rao’s hands, the

original first volume is comprised in volumes 1-4, while

the second volume has expanded into 1,500 pages. The
second volume of the revised series extends to over 3,000

pages and deals with the history of Mysore through the

ages^up to 1930. By his unrivalled knowledge and prodigious

industry, Mr. Hayavadana Rao has been enabled to give

us a connected narrative of Mysore and its people and we
congratulate him most heartily on the success which has

attended his efforts.

Mr. Rice’s honoured name is omitted from the cover:

illustrations are lacking
;
no attempt has apparently been

made to insert blocks or wood-cuts of the excellent photo-

graphs of Mysoie available; even the maps, which appeared in

the previous edition, have been cut out ; bibliography should

have been fuller; a consolidated index should have been

prepared and appended ; floral design with the gandabherunda

in the centre is an improvement on the cover, but the

binding is not as good as it ought to have been
; Volume V

is too huge and cumbersome to handle ; and to avoid foot-

notes, authorities have been incorporated in the body of the

text but, to the general reader, this is not a very convenient

method. The delay in the publication of the work has also

necessitated a long errata list at the end of each volume. The
spelling of proper names has been changed to suit the Govern-

ment’s approved system. The changes introduced in the

general plan of the work and arrangement of matter make

the*Ga2etteer a new work altogether.

No review of a work like Mr. Hayavadana Rao’s covering

over 6,000 pages of matter and dealing with the vicissitudes

of a country from, ^he misty dawn to the twentieth century,

in all dfepartments of life and activity, can be comij^rfihensive

and it is not pretended to make anything like a survey of
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the volumes under review. I shall only attempt to invite the

attention of the reader to a few salient points.

Volume I: Descriptive

The first volume of the revised edition is descriptive,

and in this we are referred to Haider’s attempt to establish

navigation of the Tnnga River (p. 8). M 3^sore rocks are of

the archaen formation and explain the absence of coal in

the State. The geological strata represent the most

ancient epoch of the earth’s crust, far anterior to the sedi-

mentar}^ formations in which fossil records of ancient plants

and animals have been preserved. Of the earthquakes,

which are of the harmless variety, a Nelamangala inscription

mentions one which occurred in July 1501. An asreolitc

weighing 11^ lbs. fell near Maddur at 7 A.M. on the 21st

September 1865, with a report like the firing of a cannon

ball. The observation under meteorology that some relation

seems to exist between the rainfall and the number of sun

spots and that years close to the sun spot maxima and

minima are periods respectively of heavy or light rainfall,

instanced by a few cases (pp. 48-49) deserve more detailed

examination. In the chapter under botany, the length of

roads having avenue trees of various kinds might have been

given : we have heard it said that there arc nine crores of

trees on these roads. Under horticulture in the Hangalore

district, we find illustrated in the Lal-Bagh, the remarkable

adaptation of the plants to the outdoor cultivation of plants

from different parts of the world—South and North America,

Cape of Good Hope, South Sea Islands, Australia, China,

Great Britain and Mexico. These plants, which in their

natural habitats are found at various elevations, are all growing

luxuriantly here in the same soil and under the same

exposure as the tropical plants of India. The Mysore lemurs

are said to mimic the spotted owl {athene brama) in their

screeching. Dealing with the family elephas, the elephant

which was a' part of the fighting forces of the country under
the Hfiadus down to historical times and an emblem of the

famous Ganga dynasty of Mysore, represents mythologically
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the conception of eternity, Ganesa, denoting bodily and

mental strength though its reputed intelligence and sagacity

are not borne out by the structure of the brain.

II. ETHNOLOGY
A comprehensive and up-to-date account of ethnology

and caste is contained in this first volume. Mr. Hayavadana

Rao has devoted a lifetime to the study of this important

subject and his contributions are of very great weight. The

deductions so far made cannot be treated as final, for an

exainination—physical, lingual and ethnographical—has only

just begun and much remains to be done before anything like

satisfactory data can be made available for drawing scienti-

fically accurate conclusions on racial origins and distribution

of races in South Iiidifi. Anthropometry, as a test of race,

has not \et yielded much useful result but some broad

characteristics may be noted. Palfeolitliic man has left no

representatives; and evidences are to be found embedded in

pleistocene deposits, the remains being mostly chipped stone

implements. Ilejre, as elsewhere, he must have been a rude

personage. He was followed by jieople of the neolithic age

whose implements and weapons, in much greater form and

variety, were made by chipping and subsequently by grinding

and polishing suitably hard and tough stones: as in his day

drilling stone and other hard materials was familiar. Also,

the art of making pottery had been discovered. Neolithic

remains are found in West-Hill, French Rocks, Seringapatam

and Srinivasapiir, while the palaeolithic ones are traced near

Banavar, Holalkere, Hosadurga and elsewhere (pp. 135-36).

The people of the Iron Age whose remains are found widely

scattered in the Mysore State are regarded as having been

^ probably the direct descendants of the neolithic people.

Thp present population of Mysore might ethnically be

considered as comprising at least three primary elements,

following Bruce-Foote, the Pre-Dravidian, Dravidian

and the ‘Aryans the Pre-Dravidian includes the Fo»est and

Hill Tribes, the Irula, Kadu Knruba, Sholiga and Kadu Golla:
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and he is ethnically related to the Veddas of Ceylon and the-

Sakais of the Malaya Peninsula.

Caste

There are thirty-four dominant castes and tribes in

Mysore, of whom, seven are essentially Kannada in origin, two

are Telugu long resident in the State, two more are Tamil

settled in Mysore time out of mind, eight were originally

Telugu and are now Kannada also, speaking the prevailing

language of the area in which they are found (p.* 142).

North-west of Mysore is subject to Southern Mahratta influ-

ence; north-east is semi-Telugu, coining on the borders of

the Bellary, Anantapur, Cuddapah and Kurnool districts ; the

east and south are semi-Tamil, partaking of the character-

istics of the neighbouring territories; while the west comes

under the influence of the Malayalee. Southern India up

to the Krishna is regarded as one ethnological block, in spite

of intrusion from physical and linguistic points of view, and

lends itself to broad, though not universal, generalization.

There has been much, too much speculation about the

origin of caste, which is perhaps a pontifical denial of the

brotherhood of man. Robertson and Abb6 Dubois consider

it a great safeguard of social tranquillity and an indispensable

condition of progress in certain arts and industries. Sir

Alfred Lyall and Dr. J. N. Farquhar express the same view.

Certain results which followed may be set down. It was a

thoroughly social institution : it absorbed the aborigines : it

preserved the Hindu race and civilization and their family

institutions : the division of labour and of work in the Hindu

castes was at best comparable to that of the mediaeval trade

guilds of Europe : and it obviated the necessity of a Poor

Law in India.

Mynort Castes : General Characteristics

Amongst the general characteristics of the Mysore castes^

some of whom belong to the right-hand or the left-hand

section #or the nine or eighteen panas, may mentioned the

following There is no evidence of polyandry, while «mong
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a few kudike or a form of marrying another husband during"

the lifetime of the first exists. Mother-kin (Mutterrecht)

persists amongst the Kurubas, Bedas, etc. Pre-marital

communism, post-marital license, divorce and polygamy
are looked upon with suspicion, though the last may be

resorted to for the sake of progeny. Forms for widow
remarriage are prescribed among the lower castes. The
influence of religion is clearly traceable in female chastity

being highly prized. Restrictions on marriage are based on

linguistic, territorial and other considerations and endogamy
is the essence of tlie caste system, exogamy amongst primi-

tive communities being probably a survival from an earlier

culture. Totemism was once widely prevalent as can be seen

from kula or bedagu. Of the unusual or curious customs may
be mentioned couvade amongst the Korachars in Shimoga,

amongst whom when a wife is delivered of a child, the man
undergoes confinement : circumcision is practised amongst
the Bedas of Chitaldrug and to them pig is taboo as food.

Considerable reference to caste is found in proverbs. The
Sanketis are Smarthas from Madura and the mixture of

Tamil and Kannada in their speech is thus explained (p. 224).

The Kammc country appears to have been to the east of

the Kolar district (p. 222).

Language

The chapter on languages discloses not much of fresh

,
material since Rice’s day and Dr. Caldw'ell’s Comparative

Grammar is still the ruling authority. We are yet far,

unfortunately, from a scientific study of the Dni,vidiai:i

languages. Kannada claims about forty-five lakhs of people

as against nine of Telugu and two and a half of Tamil speaking

persons.

Literature

* As regards literature, attention might be drawn to the*

fact that Prakrit was a cultivated language in the State as

attested by the ^atavahana and Kadamba inscriptions. It is

needless to add that the story of the development of the
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Kannada language and literature has received adequate treat-

ment in the work. Haider created a sensation in England
according to Ehglish writers of the period and Tippu Sultan

was noticed by contemporary authors. Sir Walter Scott

pictures the reign of Haider Ali in his Surgeon's Daughter and

Dr, John Leydon bursts into poetry on the vanity of human
wishes, profoundly inspired by the death of the Tiger of

Mysore, and evidently reflecting the circumstance that Sri

Ranganatha overlooks the downfall of the Mahomedan power

in the Slate.
>

Religion

We have no evidence wortli recording about the [)rc

historic religion of the palaeolithic man. With tlie neolithic man,

in Mysore as elsewhere, a nascent fetishism might be predicated.

He perhaps believed in a ha[)py fntuie life of eating and

drinking, when children would need their plaj things and

men their customary implements. Objects found with the

remains and pre-historic stone circles may have a religious

significance though not a religious bearing.

In South India, there is no gap between them and

the Iron Age men w ho descended from the former directly.

The Iron Age people continued the burial usages of their

predecessors and perhaps had a similar belief in future life,

e.g., the beliefs of the Irulas, Todas, Sholigars, etc., may be

taken for comparison. Sculptural cromlechs and other memorial

stones in South India attest their prevailing practices.

We do not know how far the jungle tribes and castes

found* in South India can be identified with the pre-Dravi-

dians. Nevertheless, certain religious beliefs and tendencies

they exhibit may be noticed. While we cannot define

their indebtedness to their alleged ancestors, the palaeolithic

men, we yet find Irulas, for instance, still constructing stone

circles, worshipping fetishes in the shape of water-woyn

stones under the shade of frees and revering their totem

animals. ^These perhaps point to a belief in spirit life as

being common to most primitive races all the world over.
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Animism
The basis for any discussion of the development of the

Dravidian religion and the influence of the pre-Dravidian up-

on them is rather scanty and it is not possible to affiliate

the Dravidian to any well-known families of religion.

Animism was once widely prevalent among the Dravidians,

traced to a belief in spirits and a fear of the evils which they

inflict, but little connected with morality. Their doctrine of

immortality lay in the continuance of the earthly life else-

where*. To them, divine motherhood was a physical fact and

she took oftentimes a double form. Their worship of the

gramadevatas, etc., is well known. While only goddesses

were fond of animal sacrifices, offering of he-buffaloes to Mara

in Manjarabad may be referred to.

Vedic Hinduism
The story of the Brahman or rather the Aryan migration

into Southern India has not yet been placed on any historical

footing and here, as elsewhere, Mr. Hayavadana Rao sum-

marizes the several views upon the subject. The only liglff

derived from the inscriptions does not take us beyond the

second century A.D. But it is permissible to agree with Mr.

Rice that Brahmanism must have established itself in high

favour in the early centuries before the birth of Christ. If

Baudhayana may be reckoned as a southerner, if Apastambha

belonged to the Andhra country and if we remember the

former’s references to the peculiar South-Indian customs and

laws, much support for Rice will have been canvassed. It

might be added that Siva was worshipped in the form of a

linga in the early centuries of the Christian era.
*

Unlike the Dravidian, the Aryan religion looked above

and not under the world, cared for gods and not for ghosts.

Whether the celebrated Siva acquired the form of Vishnu and

Vishnu gained the great and famous form of Siva in order

to fulfil the Vedic dictum that the two were one; and

whether the Saivns worship Him as Siva, the Vedantihs

as Brahma, tl^ liuddhists as Buddha, the Nya^kas as

Karta, the Jainas as Arhat and the Mimamsakas as Kanha»
7
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"" we may have to remember that the worship of Siva was from

an early period associated especially with Lakulisa, an ancient

teacher, perhaps of the first century A.D.

Jainism

Jainism which was older than Buddhism was, according

to unvarying Jain tradition, introduced into Mysore by

Bhadrabahu, the last of the Srutakevalis and his royal disciple

Chandragupta Maur3?a (321-297 B.C.), following a great

twelve-year famine. Support has also been obtained for

this view from references contained in literature and lithic

inscriptions and it is further stated that V. A. Smith

veered round from his ‘ somew'hat unbelievable ’ standpoint to

‘a solid foundation in fact’ (c/. Vol. II, Chap. III).

Buddhism

The establishment of Buddhism in the State was the

work of Asoka, grandson of the Mauryan Emperor. While in

the third century B.C. Northern Mysore was under its

influence, the decline of Buddhism was complete in the

eighth century A.D.
Brahmanism

In his account of later Hinduism, Mr. Hayavadana Rao
refers to several leading Brahman sects, of which naturally a

great deal of attention is bestowed upon Sankara and his

philosophical system (pp. 299-308). The date of Sankara

is a much-debated point. Sir John Fleet gives 625-655 A.D.

K* T* Telang would put him earlier. Max M filler refers to

A.D. 788-820, from Sankara’s reference to Sambandar as

Dravida sisu in the Saundaryalahari, a period acceptable to

Mr. Hayavadana Rao. But the article in the Jignas^^ based

on the Kancbi^ Dvaraka and Govardhan lists, Punyaslokaman-
jari, Sushama and Gururatnamala takes it at least to five

centuries B.C. after a discussion of the several authorities

and texts that bear upon the subject. Besides, Dravida sisu

may be Sankara himself.

Mr. Hafavadaoa Rao, quoting Prof. Jacobi, suggests that

Sankara^ doctrine of Maya was derived from Buddhism,
is 00. doob^ that the whole system <4 SftQl(oni''s
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philosophy hinges on the absolute identity of the individual^
soul with the Braliman and his great and original contribution
is the doctrine of Maya or cosmic illusion. The germ which
can even be traced in the Upanishads attains its classical

form in Sankara’s hands. In order to clear any misunder-
standing that may possibly exist in the minds of the readers as

regards Buddhist traces in the theory of Maya as propounded
by Sankara, it may be stated, at the outset, that according to

Sankara as well as according to every sj^stem of Hindu
philosophy, illusion is called Maya or Avidya and that is

responsible for the supposed duality between the Supreme
Soul (God) and the individual soul (atman). According to the

Buddhists, there is no soul, either individual or supreme,
and, consequently, the Buddhist is not at any trouble to

find out a reason for the differentiation between the two.

The Buddhist says that everything is changing ceaselessly

(Kshanika Vada) and, hence appearances which constitute the

world are undependable. Another fundamental difference is

that while the Hindus assert that, though the appearances

are illusory the itiatter behind them (adhisthana) is real (satya),

the Buddhists deny even this substratum, their system being

therefore rightly regarded as sunya vada or pure nihilism.

Their theory of creation out of nothing was therefore con-

demned by Sankara in unmistakable terms. Still another

matter ma\' he mentioned, when on this subject. Sankara

did not promulgate the worship of any deity—Siva, Vishnu

or any other. He recognized the worship of Siva, Vishnu,

Devi, Surya and Ganapathi as Sastric under the panchayatana,

as a i^esort to those who desired Savikalpapuja, and con-

demned the worship of others as unsastric.

Speaking of Sringeri, Mr. Hayavadana Rao calls (p. 306)

thfe government subsidy to the Jaghir against the abolition of

the supari halat since 1906, erroneously as a grant. He
further says that the Jaghir expenditure incurred in feeding

md presents exceeds the income and that to make up the

deficity the S\%mi of the Mutt is constantly engag^ in long

ihd protracted tours for the purpose of receiving contributions
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"from disciples. This is again wrong. The Sringeri Svami

tours but rarely and then, it is not to fleece the people, his

disciples, as suggested. The veneration in which the Sringeri

Guru is held all over India sufficiently negatives the implica-

tion.

The discussion of the dates of the Gurus of Sringeri

(Vol. I, pp. 307-08) requires verification and the identification

of Vidyara^ya (1331-1386) with Madhava, the brother of

Sayana, the celebrated author of Parasara Madhavlya,

Sarvadarsana SaAgraha, etc., as he says, needs further

elucidation.

Mr. Hayavadana Rao’s theory (Vol. I, p. 323) regarding

the fusion of Siva with Vishnu, and later of both with

Brahma, into the ‘ now * well-known Hindu trinity, is open

to very serious objection. The position of these gods and

their ‘later’ reconciliation was not the result of any arbitrament

by the several peoples who worshipped them but the earliest

references to the Hindu trinity are traceable to the Rig and

Atharva Vedas. They alt sing to the purport ‘

’, etc. And we cannot help regretting that in such a

standard work as the one under review, such an error should

be allowed to creep in while comparing the highest con-

ceptions of Hindu divinity.

Liogayetism

In his narrative regarding the Lingayets, Mr. Rao refers

to the inflaence of Kashmir Saivism on Southern, India.

While Its influence on the revival of Saivism cannot be gain-

said/ it has nothing whatever to do with Lingayetism. His

treatment of the Pasiipatas might have been fuller. Like their

brothers who were also Saivites, they were catholic in their

teaching and they did not break away from the traditional

Vedic faith. They eultivated Vedic and philosophical learning

and lived in amity with the followers of Vishnu and, even

jaina. The religion of the Pasupatas, however, made Siva the

^ transcendental god and they afltrmed that Siya as Pasnpati

was the operative e^tise. How far Baaava, the Veerasaiva
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founder, was indebted to the teachings of these sects which/
if anything, only struggled against Brahmanic ^control rather

than against Vedic belief does not appear. Besides, these

Veerasaivas are Sakti-Visishtadvaitins, whereas the Pasupatas

are f^aivadvaitins and the Kashmir Saivites are either Saiva-

dvaitins or Saivavisishtadvaitins. The Veerasaivas and Kashmir

Saivites have consequently little in common between them.

Bhakti or love of God and a course of moral and spiritual

discipline leading to the attainment of samarasya with Siva is

thqjr method of redemption. The Lingayet resembles the

Roman Catholic in his implicit obedience to a Guru.

Islam

The earliest introduction of Islam into Mysore was about

1294. Witli the attack of Malik Kafur on Dorasamudra in

1310 and the story of the Sultan’s daughter falling in love

with a Hoysala prince who repulsed her overtures are traced

the first beginmngs of the religion of the Prophet in the State.

The fir.st seiious settlement of the Mahomedans, however, may
be said to have begun with Ranadullakhan about 1637.

Christianity

Among.st the followers of Christ, the Dominicans under

De Severao came to Mysore in 1325 and there appears to

have been a Christian Dew^an at the court of Vijayanagara

in 1445 A.D.
Population

Mysore seems to have been populated from time im-

memorial and the dress of w^omen was always very becoming

and modest. In the malnad parts of the State which .once

contained very flourishing and populous towms, the actual and

natural population has been diminishing due perhaps to

excess of deaths over births, the unusual prevalence of

malaria and water-borne diseases, and marriages being less

fertile than in the maidan parts.

QL HISTORICAL

Volume H of the Gazetteer consists of four pa^ts, each

part separately printed and bound, dealing with the historical
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'portion, extending to over 3,200 pages. It carries the reader

from the earliest and Puranic ages to the present day. The
first part (1930) deals with the sources and periods of Mysore
history, comprising antiquities, written records, coins, books,

art and architecture, sculpture and painting, archaeological

and other work and information gathered from these. All

available material has been utilised and the scholarly work of

Rice, Narasimhachar, Krishnasastri, Venkayya and others as

also Archaeological and Epigraphical Reports, the Records of

Fort St. George, numismatical data, facts gleaned from

literature, etc., have all been drawn upon in compiling this

narrative. Research is not a mere mechanical registration

of records and imagination and perspective are es.sential

to clothe with flesh and blood the kings of long ago. A
correct version of the account of the reign of Krishnaraja

Wadiyar III has been based on original documents discounting

the myth of maladministration.

The early history of Mysore continues up to 1336 A.D.

or the foundation of the empire of Vijayanagara, and is

followed by the mediaeval period which closes with the battle

of Talikota or Rakkas Tad,agi in 1565. The modern period is

considered under six sub-heads:

—

(i) Expansion—1610 A.D. Conquest of Seringapatam

and the expulsion of the Vijayanagara Viceroy

^ by Raja Wadiyar.

(ii) Consolidation—1704 A.D. Death of Chikka Deva-

raya.

(iii) Usurpation—1799 A.D. Death of Tippu Sultan,

Fall of Seringapatam and Restoration of the

Hindu dynasty.

(iv) Restoration—1831 A.D. Assumption of adminis-

tration by the Government of India.

(v) Commission—1881 A.D. Rendition in favour

of Chamaraja Wadiyar.

(vi) Post-Rendition—From 1881 A.D. Witnesses
,

the

^ celebration of the Silver Jubilee of Krishnaraja

Wadiyar IV.
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Early History

Under Pre-history and Proto-history in Chapter II, are

referred the decay of the low, rude culture of the palaeolithic

man and the existence of the evidences of the neolithic who
used polished stone, pottery, drilled stone and other imple-

ments, whose direct descendants were perhaps the Iron-Age

men, under whom progress of art was made and whence
descended the present inhabitants. The Mahabharata war

married an epoch bringing about a fusion of different races,

alKjut the tenth century B.C. or a little before the commence-
ment of the Kali Yuga, and Ramayana recorded the

adventures of a Solar king Rama, once a real ruler. Agastya

was a conspicuous sage in South India, who gave rise

to a cult, and was perhaps the forerunner of the last

Aryan migration to the south. Whether he brought letters

to the south and civilized the people there we cannot say.

His greatness, however, is attested by his identity with

one of the most brilliant stars in the heavens, viz., Canopus.

Weber says cannibals once existed in the Deccan. Kamma-
sandra (near Nelamangala) on the Arkavati river is associ-

ated with the traditions of Vatapi and it i'’ doubtful if

Yelwal near Mysore is not named after Ilvala. Of the sages,

Gautama at Seringapatam, Kanva at Malur (Channapatna),

Vibhandaka on the Tunga (Sringeri), Markanda at Bhadra

(Kandiya), Dattatreya who establishes oneness of the Hindu

trimurtis at the Bababudans and of the Asuras, Guhasura

in Harihara, Hidimba at Chitaldrug, Baka in Rahman
Ghar, and Mahisha at Chamundi are among the fajmiliar

traditions. While the Vanara Kingdom of the monkey race

is identified as Kishkinda near Hampe, the Jaina Ramayana

in Hale-Kannada traces the genealogy of the kings of

the Rakshasas and the Vanaras up to the expedition of Rama
and introduces us to the Vidyadharas with their capital

at Jlathnapura (Cbakravalapura). It is important to observe

thkt the SilaHaras of Karahata were known ^ Vidya-

4haras#
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Haihayas

The Haihayas, a foreign tribe (Wilson), of Scythian

origin (Tod and Wilson) were connected with a race of a

similar name which first gave kings to China, and Haihaya is

said to be a grandson of Yadu. These overran the Deccan,

drove Bahu, seventeenth in descent from the Solar Piiru-

kutsa from the Mahismati (on the Upper Narmada river), the

restorer of the dominion of the Nagas. Sagara, born in the

forest, was a conqueror and a great ruler and was an example

of liberality in endowing lands. He nearly exterminated the

Haihayas and others when Vasishta forbade further slaughter.

Then, the Haihayas made their capital at Ratanpur (C, P.)

where they were ultimately deposed by the Mahrattas in

1741 A.D. This dynasty approximately ruled from the

second to the eighteenth century A.D.

The famous Kartivirya Arjuna was a king of the

Haihayas. Jamadagni was a nephew of Visvamitra and his

fifth son by Renuka was Parasurama who avenged the death

of his father, in the seven Konkanas. Surahhi is identified

with Sorab. A temple of Renuka at Chandragutti marks

her sati, while Kolahalamma at Kolar is said to have been

erected in Renuka’s honour, from Kartivirya .\rjuna having

been there slain. At Hiremagaluru (Kadur district) is a

singular memorial in the temple of Parasu (the axe of the

hero), and its ancient name of Bhargavipuri connects it with

him as He is a descendant of Bhrigu. Rishya Sringa (Kadur

district) is the place to which the birth-place of Rama is

ascribed. Kama's route from Panchavati (Nasik) on the

Godavari to Ramesvara lay through the Mysore Tableland

and several places are pointed out in this connection.

Similar tradition connects several places with the heroes of

the Mahabharata. The Janamejaya grants and several others,

most of which, however, are described as spurious, may be

referred to. Since villages identifiable in these grants

still exist, Rice felt they may not be palpable forgeries. The
grants themselves may be genuine, being long ^nte-dated for

security. Htslorically, however, their value is little.
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Archaeological

In Chapter III, the archaeology of the historical period

and epigraphy are dealt with. 1,400 inscriptions incident-

ally furnish data of great historical value, though their

primary object is to record grants for religious and other

purposes. Inscriptions proper are really official notifications

of a more or less public nature, dated or undated, reciting

facts, simple or complex, usually found engraved and not

written, on stony surfaces or metal plates, being intended to

be permanent records of the matters to which they refer.

The antiquity of the Mysore coins is dealt with in Chapter IV

undqi: numismatics. Puranas or punchmarked silver and lead

coins, the Satavahana coins, a Chinese brass coin belonging

to the middle of the second century B.C. found at Chandra-

valli, and Roman coins may be mentioned. Chapter V is

devoted to sculpture and painting. Monuments in wood and

stone in Mysore have something unique to offer to the critical

student of Indian art. Fragments of carving are not idle

curiosities but the highest specimens of art, being a symbolical

representation of an idea and suggesting not a mere imitation

of nature.

Temple Architecture

Image worship is older than the time of Buddha and is

contemporaneous with if not anterior to Patanjali, the

systematiser of the Yoga system. It is said that Buddha

himself was a follower of Yoga before his enlightenment

and the Gandhara sculpture is referred to as an illustration.

Image worship was common in Yaska’s time and was well

known at least in the third century B.C. The Garuda Starnbha

of Antalkidas (
175—135 B.C.) at Besnagar shows that

worship of V^asudeva could not be later than the second century

B.C. An advanced stage in the development of Vishnu

and Siva cults had been reached by the fifth century A.D,

Sculpture

Sculpture ^
coiisisted of things made of w op4 stone,

precious gems, i.c., crystal, diamond, ruby, etc., and metals
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i.e., images made for processional purposes. Wax moulds
^ Monged to the eighth century A.D. and metal casting was
older than the tenth. Agamic writers also add earth, ivory

and brick and lime, the latter particulcirly for vimanas. Of
the different classes of sculpture, the Mathura School has no
representative in Mysore nor are there any of Bengal, Assam
and Orissa: the early Chalukyas of Badami have left no
direct examples but there is evidence of their influence in the

north-west of Mysore between the fifth and eighth centuries

A.D. ; there are traces of Pallava sculpture in the monu-
ments in Mulasthana at Nandi; and the Chalukyan or more
appropriately the Hoysala dominates Mysore and evidently

influenced the ideas of even builders in the Dravidian style

in Mysore, Bangalore and Kolar. Thus a trikutachala temple

in the Dravidian style occasions no surprise and the florid

ornamentation and delicate tracery of the Hoysala school

permeates the Dravidian architects of later days.

Mr. Hayavadana Rao gives a catalogue of the several

icons of the Hindu pantheon found in the Mysore temples,

but the leading features of the different styles of sculpture,

and the grouping of sculptural specimens later on would have

been more useful.

Nandas and Mauryas

In recounting the history of Mysore, Mr. Hayavadana

Rao furnishes a full account of each dynasty and then draws

particular attention to the share of Mysore in its vicissi-

tudes. While this method multiplies matter, it neverthe-

less* makes for thoroughness of treatment and has thus to be

welcomed. Nandas who were the predecessors of the

Mauryas (E.C. VII, Sk. 225) are allotted to the fifth century

B.C. ; they governed Kuntala {E.C., Sk. 236) and from tHem

descended the Kadambas. These renowned Nanda.s themselves

succeeded the Saisunagas. The fifth from Saisunaga was

Bimbisara (circa 582); the real founder of Magadban^'imperial

l^wer, vcflio married a Lichcbavi Princess pf Yaisali and bad

liy her a son« Ajatasatru* His grandson was Udaya whose sou
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waSf NandivardJiana. His son Mahanandin had an illegiti-

mate son Majhapadma Nanda, the usurper (413 B.C.) whose
eight sons were familiar in connection witK Alexander’s

invasions.. Nandagudi (Hoskote) is said to be the capital of

Uttunga whose nephews the Nanda Princes, imprison-

ed by him, obtained their release and seized the kingdom

through the machinations of Chanakya. Likewise Mankunda
near Malur (Channapatna) is associated with Vijayapalaof the

solar race.* While background for these stories is lacking,

the’' legtrnds exhibit a close connection with the account of

the rise bf the Kakatiya family of Teliigu rulers (Vol. V,

ppl* 36-37).' Chandragu[)ta Maurya was a respectable person,

no^ ^f bAse origin, and a relative of the early Nandas. A
surcessfiiPtevolution brought him into prominence. He first

appbfirs Trs h' N-outhful adventurer in the camp of Alexander,

fleeing froiVi Nanda (Justin), and then proposing to Alexander

(Plutarch)? His abdication and retirement to Mysore are

corrtiined ?h the Bhadrabahu tradition. Mr. Hayavadana Rao
follows the generally accepted interpretations (pp. 460-74)

ahd'^s regards Dr. Shamasastri’s identification of Chandra-

gupt^ of‘ rtie Gupta dynasty relevantly suggests that his

chrdrioiogy *i‘s defective. Bindusara’s (298-72 B.C.) military

exploits extended to Mysore, Kadamba kings claimed descent

from Nanda, and early Pullava inscriptions regard Asoka as

one dj the ancestors of the dynasty. In the seventh century

A.D. a Chalukya monarch, it is said, subdued the Mauryas

in the Konkans. The Asokan edicts in Mysore are in Indo-

Pali characters. The break-up of the Mauryan Empire

about 185 B.C. led to the accession to power of the dynasty

of the Sungas (185 B.C. to 73 B.C.) who were followed

by th| Kanva§ (73-28 B.C.)

Andhras

, Then came the Andhras, Satavahanas pr Andhra-

bhrityas* Their official religion was Brahmanisrn .though

there are recorded* their donations to Buddhistic in#itutions.

Xheir connection with Mysore is established and their rule ih
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* its northern parts proved. Mr. C. H. Rao's statement that

Kanishka founded the Saka era of 78 A.D. (p. 494) accords

with the views of Sten Konow, Jayaswal and others, A relic

of Satavahana rule is that the king’s name is associated

with the name of his mother (E.C., VII, Sk. 176, Sk. 263,

7.4., XIV, 333, etc., refer to these kings).

Kadambas

The Kadambas have already been dealt with in separate

articles in this Journal (QJJi.S., Vol. XXI, pp. 313-324

and Vol. XXII, pp. 56-64). He places Mayurasanna at

about 200 A.D., following Dr. Shamasastri but does not

state whether the date is acceptable to him. His period of the

Kadambas (the third to sixth century A.D.) while opposed to

Dubreuil, is supported by palaographical evidence. Religious

and social life under the Kadambas, their contribution to

history and their importance would have made a welcome

addition. Brihad-Banas or Mahavalis are of great antiquity

and their connection with the north-east of Mysore is to

be found in the inscriptions at Mulbagal from the first to

tenth century A.D. The Vaidumbas are to be found in

Bowringpet, Bagepalli, Mulbagal and Chintamani Taluks

(itf.4./?., 1921, §59).

Pallavas

The powerful dynasty of the Pallavas succeeded the

Andhrabhrityas in the regions where the Telugu language is

now spoken. In some grants, these rulers profess to be of

the Bharadvaja gotra but the Puranas mention them along

with* the Yavanas. Pahlavas are now considered different

from the Pallavas who radiated in all directions from their

capital at Kanchi. With the abandonment of the Parthian

origin, they are traced to the Cholas and Nagas, and Krishna

Sastri deduces therri from an intermingling of Brahman and

Dravtdian tribes. If the theory of their foreign origin be un-

tenable, the suggestion of the transference of hatred between

the SeleOcidae and Arsacidae from Mesopotamia td India

is far-fetched, and the causes of the war between Cbalukyas
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and Pallavas must be traced elsewhere, e.g., in the religious dis-

putes between the Saivites and Vaishnavites as suggested by

Venkayya, According to a copper-plate of Rayak6ta, Asvattha*

man,* the Brahman founder of the race, married a Naga woman

and the son born of that connection was Skandasishya and

thence arose the Pallavas. In the Ep. XV, 246, they

are regarded as Brahmana-Kshatriyas, like the Kadambas,

Nolambas,and Matsyas of Oddavadi, t.e., as being Brahmans

in origin and Kshatriyas by profession. Regarding the

dynasties of the Pallava kings, it has to be observed that there

are Prakrit charters from about the third to fourth century

A.D. showing that the court language was once Prakrit.

Their connection with the Andhras enables Krishna Sastri to

fill up the gap of a century. From the fifth to the sixth

century A.D, they employ Sanskrit charters and their lithic

inscriptions belong from the sixth to eighth centuries. The line

of Nandivarman Pallavamalla, who, on account of his tender

age and as having descended from Bhirnavarman, the younger

brother of Simhavishnu, was elected by the nobles, was also

called Gangapallava. The history of the different branches of

this dynasty has been sketched (pp. 537-80). The Nolamba

Pallavas were overrun about 974 A.D. by the Ganga King

Marasimha. The Chola conquest and the occupation of the

Western Chalukyas were other episodes. The social life

in the ninth century A.D. can be gleaned, among others,

from Velurpalai 3’am and Tandantottam plates. The Brah-

man religion was reasserting itself, Vishnu and Siva temples

became abundant, and learned Brahmans as spiritual pre-

ceptors of kings had large gifts of land. The high State

of Sanskrit education is evidenced by the Bahur Plates

(p. 58^).
Gangas

The sway of the Gangas may be roughly described to

date from the second century A.D. to the eleventh century,

"
• 5.// , II, pp. ?61-74 ; MM H,, 1916, p. 114 ; S L/., I, pp. 13-14 ; Ep.

Ind.% V, *pp. 49-5>; Virakurcha II, pp. 342-61 ; Ep, XVIII,

pp. 115-24).
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The Gangaridae Calinge is not connected with these. ^ 'the

GangaSi however, are referred to by the Greek writers of

Alexander’s time, by Virgil, Valerius Flaccus, Curtius find

Pliny among others. Their traditional stories "find ttheir

lithic records are referred to (pp. 586-92). Several Ganga
copper-plates have been discovered, not a few of them being

regarded as genuine. A discrepancy in the week day, or

a more accurate reading of a date is not per se sufficient

to condemn a grant. In palaeography, it is impossible to

draw a hard and fast line and recent grants have confirmed

Fleet’s test and Rice’s conjecture. For a proper reconciliation

of dates given in the copper-plates with what is contained in

lithic inscriptions, a systematic village-var survey is essential.

Plenty of references to the social, economic and religious life

of the period is given.

Chalukyas

Between the fifth to the eighth century the Chalukyas were

in the ascendant in the north-west of Mysore. Apart from their

Puranic origins, their real source is far from clear. Ivon

Kanpur of Hiuen Tsiang is perhaps Banavase, not Koppana,

Anegondi or Golkonda. Pulikesi II exchanging presents in

Persia is said to be represented in the frescoes in Ajanta, but

it has not been accepted (/././/., IV, Pt. II, p. 33). It is

again a debatable point whether Siladitya has to be identi-

fied with Harsha (p. 716).

Rashtrakutas who succeeded them played an important

part in Mysore. These were Rattas or Rajput Rathors.

Amoghavarsha’s trans-Indian reputation may be observed

(B.O., XI, Chit. 76 and 49). The Arabs paid tribute to

Rashtrakiita rule with which they were in friendly relations.

Of the Rashtrakutas, Nripatunga (pp. 738-46) receives detailed

notice. He is the author of Kavirajamarga and he may
have received support from Sri Vijaya.

Vikramadttya VI (pp. 800-26) w^as a Jain but catholic

in his patronage. There was a Satva revival at Banavaaei

etc., and K&i4mukhas gained roj^l fayoiic. The
Kalimukhas seemed to have belonged to Mavara-Koneyft*
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Santati of the Parvatavali (Sk. 99) and their head and

heavenly seer and emperor was Divyajnani Kasmira Deva.

Kalachuryas

,
A short but eventful period in our history was that of

the Kalachuryas, under whom, within a short space of twenty-

seven years, Veerasaivism developed into a strict* and militant

type. Kannada literary effort was stimulated and the more
ancient Buddhist and Jairia faiths suffered eclipse.

« Cholas

Mr. Hayavadana Rao’s account of the Cholas, a very old

royal line going back to the fourth century B.C., is the most

exhaustive narrative we have till to-day and 408 pages are

devoted to it. He still adheres to the second century theory

of Karikala, which is being given up by Tamil scholars. He
does not agree with the view that Kulottunga Chola II per-

secuted Ramanujacharya and controverts it by referring to the

inscriptions which describe him as a liberal-minded king. A
detailed review of the economic, social and religious life

in the Chola period is given from 850— 1250 A.D. We
may also note that the economic history of South India as

derived from inscriptions has since been published under

the auspices of the Madras University.

Hoysalas

The history of the Hoysalas has also been narrated in

the pages of this Journal (QJ.ALS., Vol. VII, pp. 292-309

and Vol. VIII, pp, 61-76). After detailing it, Mr. C. H. Rao

gives us a picture of their religious, social, literary* and

artistic life under each ruler instead of in a separate chapter

with j^view to emphasize their just importance. Ballala III

(1291—1342 A.D.) frequently resided at a place variously

described but perhaps Hampe or its vicinity and the transi-

tion from their rule to that of Vijayanagar, as I hav§ re-

in$trked in iny Vijayanagara Lectures, was not marked by ^ny

bloody Conllict^anA in all probability there was a clpib alliance

betweep the two dynasties.
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Pandyas

Frequent Pandyan incursions broke up the Chola

Empire and its collapse paved the w'ay for Mahomedan

incursions whose invading armies marched through the

Chola country. The Pandyans were the next to fall and

fort)' years of Pandyan occupation of the Chola territories

were followed by half a century of Mahomedan usurpation

in Southern India. These were not without their repercus-

sions on the Hoysala Empire whose capital was twice sacked

by Malik Kafur. Under the banner of the V^ijayana^ar

kings the Hindu princes united and a Vijayanagara prince,

Kampana II, ultimately drove the Mahomedan garrisons

from Madura.
Vijayanagara

In his interesting sketch of the Empire of Vijayanagara,

Mr. C. H. Rao rightly believes in the Karnataka origin of the

empire and the influence of Vidyaranya in the foundation. He
scrutinizes the views of Sewell in the light of inscriptions and

corrects them. For example, the story of Devaraya I giving

his daughter in marriage to Firoz seems unfounded (p. 1549) ;

and the suggestion that Devaraya II ascended the throne

through his elder sister, who was perhaps married into the

Babamani family, has to be given up, since it is now known
that Devaraya II had a younger brother called Pratapa

Devaraya and it is he who is referred to in Nijagrajat prapta

(pp. 1570-71). The first and the second usurpations have

been adequately dealt with. Krishnadevaraya is the test of

Vijayanagara rulers and, in spite of his brilliant achievements*

ffambraya is an usurper. The great battle with which the

Empire fell recalls the remark of Csesar Frederick that the

defeat of the Hindus was due to the treachery oft their

Mahomedan armies led by Ain-ul-Mulk.

Socdal Life
•

Social life in the middle of the fifteenth century
dominatq^ by religion and castes were crystalliaed into waters

tight compartments, retarding social pr<^ress and development.
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Under the Vijayanagarn kings, foreign trade with all parts

of the world increased. With the absence of a necessity

for sinking religious differences, they became unable to unite

and keep the foreign aggressor at bay. But thO good of the

Empire to South India cannot be too fully set out. People

of South India are the children of that Empire—in religion,

social life and philosophic ideals. Spread of “Saivism and

Vaishnavism, literature and fine arts, architecture and

sculpture, learning and the secular arts flourished. With these

as a ‘valued -heritage to posterity, the Vija3'anagara Empire

lives, though dead and its fall marks the passage from the

mediaeval to the modern world, ushering in the greatest

•transition in the history of South India.

In the later history of Mysore, the exaggeration contain-

ed in the alleged treatment of the Jangamas has been pointed

out ; that the events of 1831 did not justify the Government

of India taking the administration of Mysore from Krishna-

raja Wadiyar III has been established; and the. lives of

Haider and Tippu are given a proper setting. Characterized

with a fulness
_
of detail, accuracy of information and an

insight into the originals, the modern history of Mysore

has been sketched from every point of view.

IV. ECONOMIC

Vol. Ill (1929), pp. 430, is well called the economic as it

is concerned with the economic welfare of the people of the

State. The economic conference, agriculture, irrigation,

mines and minerals, electric power, arts, industries and

manufactures, commerce and trade, co-operative societies,

means of communication, rents, prices and wages, famine’and

economic condition of the people are the topics dealt with.

Most of the matters included in this volume is fresh and

indicates the progress achieved by the State under thfe regis

of Krishnaraja Wadiyar IV, the present Maharaja.
,

V. ADMINISTRATIVE

-VpJ. IV (1920) is administrative. The systetp of ad-

^inistration from the days of the Mauryas to 1831 iasketched
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in Chapter I, followed by an account of the administrative

machinery up to 1855—the non-regulation period. The
transition period followed up for another six years and the

Regulation period comprised the years between 1863— 1881.

The system of administration since the Rendition— Revenue
and Survey Departments, Inam Settlement, Excise Adminis-

tration, Protection, Local Self-Government, Life Assurance,

Army, Technical Departments, Public Instruction, University,

Muzrai, etc. has been sketched, as usual, with thoroughness

and lucidity.

VI. GAZETTEER

Volume V of the work under review, printed in 1930, is

a stout and unwieldy volume, containing nearly 1,500 pages

including the index. In plan it follows the earlier edition,

district-var. The first section is descriptive, detailing situa-

tion, area, boundaries, physical aspects, etc. The next section

gives the historical and archaeological notes and these are

followed by the economic, administrative and gazetteer

sections.

CONCLUSION

Connected with many a legend enshrined in the

Ramayana and the Mahabharata, not to speak of the palaeoli-

thic or the neolithic periods, the ancient history of Mysore is

both varied and interesting. In the course of his expedition

to searcb for Sita who was carried off by Ravana, Sri Rama-
chandra is generally admitted to have passed through the

Mysore Plateau. In attempting to rescue her, Jatayu was

mortally wounded on the Jatinga Ramesvara Hill (Mk. 27 )

and Hanuman crossed the Cauvery River at Ramanathapura

(Ag. 53; Yd. 25, 26), its tributary Lakshmanatirtha being

named after Lakshmana. On the return journeyy Rama
passed through Avani, Nandi (Cb. 22) and Mulkunte

(Tu. 14).

As regards the Mahabharata, Kaivara may be Ekachakra-

pura (C]^ 86, 87) ; Kuntidevi built a temple at Chickaballapura

(Cb. 29) ; and after the performance of the Rajasuya sacrifice,
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the Pandavas came to Belgami where they set up five lingas,,

(Sk. 126). Matsya, capital of Virataraya, is Hangal in Dhar-
war, just over the north-west border of the present Mysore.
The edicts and inscriptions of Asoka belonging to the first

half of the third century B.C. have been discovered. Mysore
was under the sway of the Haihayas and of the Nandas \vho
ruled over Kuntala (Sk. 225). Northern parts of Mysore were,

perhaps, also under Mauryan rule. The Satavahanas and
the Mahavalis or Banas occupied Mysore territories in their

day.* The first indigenous dynasty of the Kadambas w’as well
knbwn even in the Western World. The Gangas of Talakad
ruled over Mysore for nine centuries and were succeeded by
the essentially M\’Sorean dynasty of the Hoysalas which could
take its place amongst the most glorious dynasties of South
India : and Vijayanagar as an offspring of the national efforts

of the Hoysalas and others laid the foundations of an empire
which yet lives to-day in the affections of the people of India.

The Mysore Rajas who succeeded to this heritage have
contributed their valour and genius to the building up of the
great edifice which has been recounted by Mr. Hayavadana
Rao. With chapters in bold relief on the Hoysala princes,
the Vijayanagara Viceroys, the Palayagars of Ikkeri and
other Palayapats, the Mahomedan Sultans and the Mysore
Wadiyars, names like those of Vishnu v^ardhana, Kempe-
gowda, Jagadevaraya, Chikkadevaraya and others would
emerge from obscurity and take the place which is due to

them among heroes famous in Indian history.
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Sri Ramayanada Aniarartha or Mokshamarga Pradipike*

By Yedatore Subbarao.

{Pnice Rs . 6.)

The work before us is not the first and there have been several

attempts which have been previously made to give a philosophical

meaning to the Ramayana story. The struggle of the Jlvatma to

become one with or to realize its identity with the supreme soul has

been portrayed in the sthula fashion as the parable of the Ramayana.

The pancha pranas with the upa-pranas, the indriyas (both

jnanendriyfis and karmendriyas) and the shat-ripus have all been

personified and given human forms, being made to assist or array

against Rama, the Jivatma. Lakshmana who is said to be the five-

headed Ananta, is, for instance, the five-stranded prana. Janaki

is the divine love for mukti, the attainment of which is obstructed by

Ravana, ten-headed or possessed of the ten indriyas. Rama is

helped in this by the marutas or the pranic currents. It may bt

possible, therefore, to compare the story of Rama with the rousing of

the kundalini sakti in the human body, the object of which is also

the realization of the supreme soul. But the identification of the

chief places given in the epic with the chakras does not appear to l)C

wholly justified: nor is the progress from one chakra to another sati.s-

factorily compared with the episodes in the Ramayana. Nevertheless,

we congratulate the author on his laudal>le attempt to give an esoteric

meaning to the legends of Rama and wc trust, in a revised edition,

experience gained from Yoga practice.^ wall be brought into fuller

play towards the completion of the work. To explain these in

Kannada is not easy but Mr. Subbarao has done his best to acquaint

the ordinary reader with his views.

S. S.

JyotirvinodmL

By Mr. N. Venkatesa Iyengar, B.A,

{No. /. Sri Kantirava Narasimharaja Paripo$hila Karnataka

Vaiinanika Granihamala. Karnataka Sahitya Parishad, Rs.

Tars exiftllent Kannada work is the translation of Camille Flam*

mariem’s Astremwny to women in French translated "into English and
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known as Francis A . Welby’s Astronomy for Amateurs. His Highness *

the Yuvaraja^s munificent gift of Rs. 2,500 has made this valuable

publication possible. It contains 289 pages of interesting and up-to-

date matter relating to our knowledge of the heavenly bodies and has

four appendices dealing with : (1) Translations of Kannada words

used, (2) English or Greek equivalents of the twenty-seven asterisms

described in the lunar mansions of the Hindu astronomers, (3) the

names of the stars, planets, comets, moons and the like referred to in

the text and as known to Western astronomers, and (4) a general

appendix, all these alphabetically arranged to facilitate ready

refi^rence. Eight pictures illustrate the appearance of the firmament

or the starry heavens at the time of the four principal equinoxes of

the year. Certain clusters of stars are shown : we are taken through

the nel)uhe in Orion, Andromeda and Dogstar
;
and we can see how

Jupiter and Saturn appear at a distance. The famous Halley and

Biela Comets are also included among the numerous illustrations in

the work.

For a simple yet forceful style, elegant diction and clear

exposition, the book leaves nothing to be desired. As a handbook of

astronomy, we commend the work to every reader of Kannada.

S. S.

Inscriptions of the Pudukottai State. (Two Volumes.)

{Published by (he Government,

^

We welcome the two volumes published by the Government of

Pudukotta containing the texts and lists of inscriptions found in the

State up to 1929, under the able editorship of Sir T. Desikachari.

Tlie State is rich in places of historical interest going back at least to

the dawn of Christianity—as attested by the Brahmi inscription.

The Sittannavasal caves and frescoes compete with Bagb and

Sigiriya in their importance. The Kudimaimalai record, as a treatise

on music, is unique and refers to systems unknown to modem Indian

music&ns. Other inscriptions range from the time of the PaUavas to

the downfall of the Vijayanagar dynasty. The State was often the

cockpit of South India in the fratricidal strife between the Cholas

and Pandyas and* several times changed its masters according to

political vicissitudes. The Government deserve our thanks for

making* these ayaila*ble to the public.
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The Pallava Genealogy.

By Rev, H. Heras, SJ.

The History of the Pallavas has many unsolved problems, the

foremost among them being the order of succession from the period

of the Prakrit charters to tlie final Pallava overthrow by the Cholas,

Admittedly, the famous Velurpalayara and Vayalur lists repeat

several names, including even Puranic ones. Krishna Sastri

attempted to simplify the long list of Pallava kings. And Rev.

Heras has seriously em])arked upon this problem in the work under

review. By a rigid and critical examination of the Pallava

genealogy, he has reduced the number of the rulers of the dynasty

to twenty-four. It is not easy to differ from the methods of

Rev. Heras in arriving at this result, though perhaps one still feels

that a too rigid or sweeping simplification and identification of namc.s

has been made as, for example, in the equation of Sivaskanda-

varman with Kumara Vishnu. It is again considered too much
to suppose that the Pallava kings had their capital at Kanchi from

the very beginning but this fact is clearly indicated from the dis-

covery of the earliest inscription of the dynasty—the Hirehadagalli

plates of Sivaskandavarraan. The Tables are a valuable adjunct to

our study of the Pallava history.

R.

The Haihayas of Tripuri and their Monuments.

{Memoirs of the Archeological Sun'cy of India, No, 2],)

The work under review unfortunately docs not add to the

meagre knowledge we have regarding the important dynasty of the

Haihayas of Tripuri, from such well-known antiquarian scholars

like Cimningham, Hiralal and others. Nevertheless, Mr. Bannerjea

has done well in putting together important information scattered in

several places. Nor can it be said that the account of the monu-
ments i.s COTiplete. He does not tell us, for instance, whether the

star-shaped designs of the Hoysala temples were suggested by the

circular garbhagrihas of the Chedi Kingdom. We feel all the more
that the great and unrivalled scholarship of Mr. Bannerjea has l>een

lost to us and it will take long before the several gaps in the history

of this dyfesty can be filled up. It is interesting to observe that

the Chedi Era of 249 A.D. is called the Traikuta and also the
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Kalachuri Era, although there is no apparent relationships or other

alliances between these dynasties or between the earlier or thef later

Kalachuries or the Haihayas. But evidently, Mr. Banherjea confined

his attention to the monuments in the country of the Haihayas and

he was besides handicapped by the paucity of material to present a

satisfactory essay on the subject. What he has given, however,

amply compensates us. Though wc are unable to •say how this

dynasty came to an end, from their monuments and inscriptions, like

the Bilhari Inscription, the newly discovered Gurgi Inscription and

others, we learn that Saiva ascetics were very influential in the

cou»try and that most of their inscriptions refer to spiritual

guidance imparted by the monks to the rulers of the country.

The plans and illustrations are excellently done and we are

gratified that this monograph has, though late, been made available

to the public.

R.

The Southern Recension of the Mahabharata.

Critically Editld by T. P. S. Sastri, B.A. (Oxon.), M.A.

The Mahabharata occupies a position of importance in all

investigations regarding the literature and civilization of Ancient

India, as it is a repository of information on political institutions,

sociological matters, and religious and philosophic systems. As

R. C. Dutt aptly described, “
it is no exaggeration to say that the two

hundred million.s of Hindus of the present day cherish in their hearts

the story of their ancient epics. No single work except the Bible

has such influence in affording moral instruction in Christian lands

as the Mahabharata dnd the Ramayana in India.^' The Maha-

bharata, the history of the Bharatas, is therefore sure to live as the

greatest heritage to posterity left by our ancients. And none will

deny the necessity for a critical and authoritative edition of this

work. All the editions so far issued have some drawbacks and leave

sometHing to be desired. What is, therefore, needed is a scientific

and critical edition with the several variants duly noted, the text

itself being critically sifted and well established by correlating the

different provincial texts in order to arrive at the original.

. The Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, has under-

taken Such afli edition and has issued, so far, five •fascicules.

But Mr. P. P. S. Sastri says rightly that Dr. Sukthankar’s edition
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is the Northern Recension and that since an equally critical and

authoritative Southern Recension is badly needed, he has taken up
the work now tnider review.

I entirely agree with Mr. Sastri in his view that the Brahma-

Gariesa episode is a late Northern intruder and has no place in

the Southern Recension. He seems also right in his opinion that the

Kumbakonam edition cannot be considered a Southern Recension

at all inasmuch as it not only maintains the Gane^a episode but

also preserves in the main, the scheme of chapters and verses accord-

ing to the Northern System. As regards the method in working

out the new edition, there is a fundamental difference between

the B.O.R.I. and Mr. Sastri. While Dr. Sukthankar proposes to

constitute the text of the Mahabharata as closely as possible to

Vyasa's version of it, Mr. Sastri’s edition is to choose one thoroughly

reliable and representative manuscript as the principal text and add,

by way of critical apparatus, the more important variations of

readings found in four other different manuscripts which are in-

disputably Southern.

Two Volumes—Adi Parva—Parts I and II, have been so far

published. I congratulate the publishers on the neat letter-press,

the fine get-up and very handy size of the publication. It is hojKjd

that it will be possible to insert in the book, illustrations in colour,

every attempt being made to visualize the ancient times by producing

the costumes and manners in vogue at that }>eriod. An index

giving the first letter of the verses may also lx* usefully added, if

the necessary additional expense be not prohibitive. It behoves ihc

Indian Princes, merchant-princes, nobles and the jmblic at large to

help the enterprise and make it a success. No apology is needed

for concluding this review with the following prayer of Sri Parama-

hamsa Svami Brahminanda to Kf^nadvaipayana Vyasa, the author

of the Mahfibharata ;

—

N, 1.



History of Mysore.

By Mark Wilks.

(.Ediied b^y Sir Murray Hamtnick, Mysore Government Press,

1930^)

“ The Historical Sketches of Southern India ’’ by Wilks, a favourite

with South Indian historians, had become scarce, «ince its public-

ation a hundred years ago, and the Government of Mysore deserve

the thanks of all for making this classic available to the public.

.As Wilks’ account of Mysore is eminently readable and it often

gi^^cs authentic first-hand information regarding contemporary events

and as a Resident in Mysore, he had access to several State papers

and could write with authority, its usefulncbs and value as a

chronicle of contemporary events cannot be gainsaid. However,

the early history of Mysore as given by him requires to be checked

and revised in the light of the enormous mass of epigraphical

and numismatical information now available.

The early rajas of Mysore, for example, were not heartless

despots draining the ryots of their last pie nor were Haider and
Tippu really the ferocious bigots as suggested by Wilks. Mr,

Narasimhachar has referred us to the humane aspects of Tippu

Sultan’s administration in his Archaeological Reports. Sir Murray
Hammick has added a brief account of the life of Wilks and

given occasional footnotes relating to the identification of places

and references to later works. But they do not materially add to our

knowledge, unfortunately
;

perhaps, Sir Murray has done well in

preserving the integrity of Wilks' work, leaving to others a critical

study of My.sorc History in a separate volume. Mr. C, Hayavadana

Rao has indeed summarized the later History of Mysore in the

revised edition of the Gazetteer.

B.

Two Dialogues of Plato.

{Translated by Editors,, '"The Shrine of Wisdom^^ London, 4/6 net,)

The new translation of the First Alcibiades and the Meno by the

Editors of “ The Shrine of Wisdom ” will be warmly welcomed

by all students of philosophy. In the First Alcibiades, there is on

the on^ hand the maieutic (obstetric or assisting) form of dialogue

through which our latent reasons are called forth leading us to
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Wisdom. On the other, Socrates leads his liearers to the Beautiful

by the amatory science, whereby one ascends as far as to the Good.

In tlie Meno, the disputalive method is used and one is made aware

of one’s own ignorance. These two Dialogues well express two funda-

mental and closely related truths. For while the Fir.^t Alcihiades

shows the means whereby the soul may arrive at a knowledge of

its real self, the Meno makes it clear that the soul inherently

possesses innate ideas of truth : that it is immortal and that it re-

collects rather than learns truth.

The most important piinciple of Plalo'.s Dialogues i.^ the

knowledge of ourselves and as the First Alcihiades conforms to this

it may l>e said to be the beginning of all philosophy. Similar are

the inquiries and investigations regarding Self made in the Sacred

Books of the Hindus. The Aitareyopanisad discusses about it as

below :

f?^n% II II

Who is this Self wliom we think of ? What amonf; all things

is that Self ? It is ihut by which one sees visible object.-
;

l)y which

one hears sound
;

by whicb one smells something
;
by which one

speaks ; by which one discriminates k'tween a good and a bad'

thing.

3l%rT?|: ysiR il>?r?l|vfrrT4ra-

^jflslT |R I sn^si^

smi^R II II

It is what is called heart, the sensorium, consciousness, activity,

ideation, rea.son, intellect, knowledge, power of grasping, attention,

meditation, alertness, memor>% determination, resolution, vitality,

desire, will—in short, all uspects of Rea.son,

^1030311^ ^ #^3!Tf5T =tif?rai(Si =?rJsrinR: gw
31^^ sirfSr arnH ^ t fil a?i!^ si#t afj-

^ asrraf^ sw im 11

It is ffrahma, Indra, Prajapathi, all the gods, five elements

(earth, air, ether, water, fire), plants bom fr<»n seeds, and creatures
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of all kinds, born from eggs, from uterus, from dirt as also horses,

cows, men, elephants including those that fly or move—in short, all

lives, movable or immovable, that are led by Rea'son or possess

Reason. For the world is led by Reason and rests in Reason.

II V II 5^1*1.

It (Self) hiiving got over this world with the help of Reason
and having obtained. all objects of desire in the Heaven, became

immortal.

N. I.

The Mysore Tribes and Castes. Vol. IV.

{Mysore Goverumenl Prcss,^

This volume is on a par with those already issued as regards quality

of material, l)ulk of the book and its get-up. As many as forty-

three tribes and castes in Mysore have been treated and a fund of

information has been given under each tril>e. There are, however, a

couj)le of points in which the reviewer feels unable to agree with the

learned author—Rao Bahadur L. K. Ananthakrishna Iyer. There

seems to l)e no attempt made to minimise the number of castes by

grouping them under some well-known major divisions. On the

contrary, every sul^-caste and even a section of a sub-caste has been

exaggerated and elevated into the position of an independent caste

or tril^c. I may mention, as an instance, the Okkalu. In this

volume, Kotte Okkalu, Morasu Okkalu and Reddi have been

separately treated instead of being treated under the head of
**

Okkalu Equally indiscriminate is the way in which the book

is illustrated as most of these serve no ethnographical purpose

whatever. Nevertheless, the publication deserves to be in the

hands of every ethnologist.

N. I.

Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey of India,

1927-28.

This^ is the first volume issued by IMr. H. Hargreaves, Sir John

Marshall having been placed on other duties after a distinguished

and brilliant record of service for twenty-six years as theliiead of the

Department. Though there were no sensational discoveries during
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* the year, yet considerable additions have been made to our stock of

knowledge. A detailed survey of Baluchistan and Waziristan has

revealed remains in these parts dating from the early Chalcolithic

civilization to historical times, thus proving that that culture was

wide-spread all over Western Asia. Excavations conducted at Jukar,

sixteen miles north of Mohen-jo-daro, show traces of Chalcolithic

culture and it is surmised that the place was destroyed before the

Arab conquest of Sind. Further spadework at Sarnath has brought

to light one apsidal temple and finely polished octagonal pillars of

the Asokan epoch. Excavations at Paharpur till now in the hands

of the Varendra Research Society and Dr. Bhandarkar have been

since taken on hand by the Government. The great vihara ' of

Dharmapala was cleared of debris and identified; exhibiting a

wealth of terracotta materials, similar to those of Sravasti and

Nalanda delineating the folk-life of the people in plaques of rare

beauty. Further diggings were undertaken at Nagarjunikonda

where were found eighteen ancient inscriptions and several valuable

sculptures. On the strength of these inscriptions, it is .sought to be

identified with the Sriparvata of Nagarjuna, though as recently

pointed out in the /. //. (>., whether this was the home of the great

Nagarjuna of tlie Vajrayana School or the later one, may still be

questioned.

Brahmi inscriptions of Mauryan times were found incised in

caverns cut on the hillock near the Pugatur .station on the Erode

and Trichinopoly line. Another record e.5tablishes the existence of

Karur in the third century as Karuvur. Some 271 Kanarese inscrip-

tions were copied during the year, belonging to the Fhalukyas of

Kalyani, the Rashtrakutas, the Kalachuryas and others. The letter-

press, the photpgrai)hs and the get-up have been us usual quite in

keeping with the former publications.

S. S.

Pranayamm.

Popular Yo(;a, Vol. 2—Part I.

[i*Kaivalyadhama JLonavla ((?, /. A). Prict Ps.

Srzmat Kuvalayananda, the Editor of the well-known journal
“ Yoga-Mimamsa has planned to publish a series of books on
** Popular Ydga of which the first part is devoted p the practical

study of Pra^yftma ; and of the eight varieties mentioned by
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Svatmarama Suri in his Hatha Pradipika, two types, viz , : Ujjayi

and Bhastrika, are discussed therein.

An anatomical note on the parts of the body that play an im-

portant role in respiration as also of the physiological effects of

breathing and its control has been given. Though a chapter has

been devoted for the explanation of the “ Physiological and Spiritual

Values ” of Pranayama, very little, unfortunately, has been said on

the spiritual aspect of it. The Author could, no doubt, have shown

how, on the physical plane prana manifests itself in the animal body

as breath through inspiration (Sah or Sakti) and expiration (Ha or

Siv^)
; how the male principle of prana throws out, while the female

principle draws in in accordance with the nature of Sakti as Sabda-

brahman or Kula-kundalini and how breathing itself is a mantra

called Ajapa (unrecited) as it is said without volition. He might

have, with advantage, shown how the niidis are conduits of prana;

how through them the solar and lunar currents run : how by

Pranayama, prana is made to run through Susumna and how, after

passing through the chakras, it is made to leave the body through

Brahmarandhra.

The illustrations and the glossary, not to speak of the appendices,

increase the usefulness of this excellent, instructive and interest-

ing publication, and the other volumes arc looked for with eager

interest.

N. 1.

Hosa Huttu.

By a, N. Krishna Rao, Esq.

{Published by V, G, T, Agency^ Baftgalore,)

This pamphlet is a collection of essays in forcible and vigorous

Kannada on the renaissance in Asia, and of the topics discussed, two

chapters are given to the republican upheaval in China, the rest deal-

ing \jith historical figures in India and with Indian art and culture.

Eight half-tone portraits have added to the value of the book.

R.
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Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy

for the Year ending 31st March 1929*

Much good work was done during the year : eighty-four villages

were visited, 542 inscriptions copied, twenty-two copper-plates secured

and 206 photographs taken. A list of photo-negatives stored in the

bfhce (corrected up to 21st March 1928) was published, and two

Urdu inscriptions copied during the year were got deciphered. It is

worthy of notice that scholars and private parties continued to take

interest in epigraphy as will be seen from the large number of

requisitions for copies of transcripts and for estampages of inscrip-

tions. The earliest inscription in the collection (Xo. 1, App. A‘) is

a fragmentary record engraved on an odd copper-j>latc received from

the Collector of Ganjam. The language is Sanskrit, the characters

l}eing those of the sixth century A.D. resem!)ling that of grant.< of the

Kadamba kings Kakusthavarman and Mrigesavarraan and of the

Sarabhavaram plates. Of the inscriptions in the year’s collection

mention may be made of the following as being of some historical

importance :

—

Inscription No, 55 (p. 11^ found in the Svayamprakiisesvara

temple in Sivapuri village, records a political compact between

Rajendrasulan alias Nishadarayan and Kai.idiiU—Sundarattolan

alias Turv’arapativejan {cf, also No. 65, p. 12). No. 62 (p. ll) is a

long composite record of the time (third year) of Tribhuvanachakra-

vartin Sundarapandya, i.e., perhaj>s Maravarman Sundarapandya I.

No. 144 (p. 18) is a Pallava inscription from Scnaivaykkal,

engraved evidently on a hero stone, bearing on it the figure of

a Brahman W'earing the sacred-tliread, with an arrow piercing

his neck. Nos. 120 and 121 (p. 16) .show that the Pallava king

Tellajrnnda-Nandivarraan and the Pandyan Maranjabaiyi^n \ ara-

gupa-Maharaja were contemporaries. No. 228 (p. 25) in Tlrtha-

purisfara temple in Tiruvadatturai village states that as the

Hoysala king Narasimhadeva destroyed the country and the temples

and took away the images of gods, Udaiyanayakan alias I'evara-

majagiyar Vs^arajan, a mudali of Nayanar Vai^akovaraiyar, set

up in the temple of Tiruvaratturjii-ubaiya Nayaipiar, the images

of Atkornja Nayaka and his consort with a prabh^ iiad of

Tiruvadav^r Perumal. No. 343 (p. 35) in the TiruppaleSvara

temple in^Tiruppalaivanam traces the genealogy of Tammu-Siddhi

from (the Telugu-Cho|ar chiefs) Kalikiila*Chd]a ^ of the Solar
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Race through Madhurantaka Tilunga Vijja, Nalla-Siddha,

Siddhi and Betta. No. 460 (p. 44) at Kudupu in the Mangalore*

Taluk is interesting as it mentions that in the reign of Bukkaraya

of Vijayanagara in S. 1297, Raksasa, Kartika Su. 1, Thursday,

a gift of money and paddy was made to Vidyaranya-Sripada of

Sringeri for feeding Brahmans and for offerings to the temple

of Sarikaradeva. No. 461 (p. 44) in the Anantapadmanabha-

svamin temple in Kudup village, mentions Mainda-Heggade.

The king is mentioned with the titles of Pandyachakravarti,

Basavasahkara, Rayagajfinikusa. No. 464 (p. 44) in the Maha-
liugesvara temple in Kavaru village mentions Basavanna Odeya
as* governing Mangalur-rfijya under the king’s orders. No. 467

(}>. 44) in the Somathesvara temple in Somesvara village mentions

Tryambakadeva-Vodeya as governing Mahgaluru-rajya. No, 469

(p. 44) in the Durgfi-Paramesvari temple in Kulai village mentions

Hadapada >fadarasa, son of Pandarideva as governing Mahgaluru-

rajya. No. 470 (p. 44) in the same temple mentions Naganna*

Odeya, son of Madarasa-Odeya as governing Mahgaliiru-rajya.

No. 475 (p. 45) S. 1298 from Vulaybettu refers to a teacher

V'idyagiritlrtha-Sripada. No. 486 (p. 46) S. 1,S25, on a slab in the

prakara of the Sahkaranarayanaswamin temple in Chantaru village

of Udupi taluk mentions Mahabaladeva-Odeya as governing Bara-

kuru-rajya and refers to Sahkararanya-Sripada, a disciple of

Vidyaranya. No. 526 in the Nemisvara Basti in Varanga village

gives the ancestry of the Alupa king Kulasekhara and mentions his

queen Jakalamadevi and three other persons of whom an interesting

account is given on pp. 79-80. No. 204 (p. 23) refers to tlie image

of Vatfipi-Ganapati, perhaps indicating the conquests of the Pallava

king Narasimhavarman over Badarai.

Valuable and useful appendices have been given for purposes of

ready reference and detailed information. With the addition of

])lates and the text of inscriptions, this publication is bound td prove

still more useful in the future than it has been in the past.

S. S.
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An ArehsBolagical Tour in Gedrotia.

{Memoirs of Archaological Survey of India, No, 43 , rpjf.)

. By Sir A. Stein.

Sir a. Stein, well known for his tours and travels of exploration,

who has added considerably to our knowledge of Serindia, and the

Indian borderland, the Swat Valley, has now enriched our knowledge

of Ancient India, by contributing a monograph which embodies the

labours of his researches in Gedrosia. This waterless desert con-

quered the iron constitution of Philip’s warlike son Alexander and

later became a trophy of Chandragupta who won it from the compa-

nion of Alexander. Thence on the region falls out of the purview of

Indian history. Sir Stein has now succeeded in rousing our attention

to the importance of this province, which fully shared with

Mohenjodaro, the pulsating movements of the Chalcolithic civili-

zations. For it has revealed to us a wealth of pottery, figurines of

bulls and goddesses, skulls of the neolithic period, all indicating a

close affinity to the great Indus culture. Besides, its dialect, the

Brahui, is closely allied to the Dravidian dialect.s, suggesting marked

affinities in various directions. The more is our regret, therefore,

that we are unable to get at the root cause of the desiccation of these

once fertile fields of culture.

R.

Jainism in North India.

(Longmans^ Green <5^* Co.t Loudon^ ^93

2

, £ 22$,)

Mr. Chimanlal J. Shah, M.A., has brought out, in book form,

his thesis to the University of Bombay for the degree of Master of

Arts, wherein he gives a history of Jainism from its origin in

800 B.C. to the end of the Gupta Period in 526 A.D. As Rev.

H. Heras, S.J., in his Foreword points out, “ two limits will be

found in this history of Jainism by Mr. Shah—^one geographical,

the other chronological,” viz,, geographically to North India (Arya-

varta of Rev. Heras) and chrmiologically, at A.D. S26 w%en

Vallabhi council a list of canonical works of Jainism was finally

^drawn up. In his fairly lengthy account, Mr. Shah has tried t<|,show

that; at least from the days of Plr^va or from 800 B.C. down to the

supposed conversiem of the great Vikrama in the beginnin|[ of the

Christian Era and, to some extent even throughout the Kush&^a
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and the Gupta periods, Jainism was the most powerful religion in
*

the North. Nevertheless, we cannot help echoing the following

statement of Mr. Shah :

—
** However, until the numerous Jaina

inscriptions, and manuscripts which exist ever>"where in the North
are collected and translated and until plans are made of the

architectural remains and statistics gathered, it is idle to speculate

either about the extent and strength of Jainism in the North or

about its vicissitudes during its existence there. The book is an

excellent attempt in the right direction and leaves nothing to be

desired even in the matter of the letter-press, illustrations, contents,

bibliography and index.

It is No. 6 in the Series of “ Studies in Indian History of

the Indian Historical Research Institute, St. Xavier’s College,

Bombay—an Institution which is doing much to help aspiring

historians in their commendable quest after truth, under the inspiring

lead of Rev. Father Heras.

N. I.

Palayagars of Hagalwadi and History of Ikkeri.

By M. S. Puttanna.

{Published bv M, P. Somasekhara Rao^ B.A., LL,B,, Bangalore.^

The late Mr. M. S. Puttanna was well known for his Kannada

novels and books of historical interest. To his study of Palayagars

already issued are added these two small volumes on the Palayagars

of Hagalwadi and Ikkeri. While the Palayagars of Hagalwadi

were not notalde for anything, the history of Ikkeri is a brilliant

chapter in the history of Mysore. The chieftains of Ikkeri, better

known as Keladi, preserved the culture of Mysore from the inrush of

marauders after the decline of Vijayanagar. Their impartial

patronage of rival religions and a careful land revenue system

deserve to be remembered. Mr. Puttanna has given us a very

interesfing and readable account of these rulers mainly based on the

ICannada and English materials available, the Portuguese and

French archive.s being unfortunately a sealed book to many. This

history deserves warm welcome and we thank the publisher Mr.

Somasekhara Rao for continuing the praiseworthy work of his

father.
‘ ^

R.

%
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The Mysterious Kundalini*

By Vasant G. Rkle.

(/?. B, Tarapof evala Sons & Co.^ Bombay, Price R$,

Dr. Rele^S aim in this work, as has been observed in tiie reviews of

the previous editions, is to explain the Yogic j^hciiomena in terms of

Western anatomy and physiology. Regarding his statement that the

Kundaliiu corresponds to the right vagus nerve, there have been

naturally considerable differences of opinion, Be>ides, it has to be

remembered that the object of Yoga is the control of mind, which is

like Maya and which like it creates by its incomprehensible f)6wer

of imagination both the moral and jdienomenal world, possessing the

power of Vikshepa (creating doubt) and Avarana (.hiding or cover-

ing). What maya is to the macrocosm (Universe), mind is to the

microcosm (man), maya is the energy of I<vara (creator) in

the Universe, mind is the energy of Jiva (soul) in man. .\nd as

Nature is not a mixture of all the gases, mind i> not a bundle of all

nerves.

Prana is universally pervading Sakti and is the source of life

which organizes out of matter what are called living forms. When
prana goes the organization which it holds together disintegrates*

Each of the cells of the living !>ody has a life of its own. Breath-

ing is a manifestation of the cosmic rhythm by whi^h the whole

universe moves and according to which it aj)j>ears and di.sappears.

Vayu as universal vital activity manife>ts it?>elf on entry into each

body in ten different ways and of its function > in the body the chief

ones are prana (approj>riation), apana (rejection), vyana (distribu-

tion), udana (self-expression) and .samana (equipoise). It i.s the

control of these dasa or pancha pranas (pranayama), that helps one

in getting any control of the mind and its vrittis (modiffcatioii.s).

Pranayama is the means to KumlalinI Yoga.

The rousing of Kuncjalini is a Laya Yoga, that is, the YOga of

dissolution or upward movement or Nivritti. It h the op{>i>sitc of

Pravritti or Sri§ti (evolution) and the order of this dissolution is as

follows:—Prithvi (earth) tattva of which smell is Jnanendriya

and* feet are the Karmendriyas is dissolved in Gandha-tanmitra at

Muladharachakra. This Gandha h taken up to Ma^ipura and in

it Spas (%ater) tattva of which taste is Jnanendriya and hands are

Kamindriyas is dissolved in Rasa-tanmitra. It is then taken to
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Svadhishthana where Tejas (fire) tattva of which sight is Jnanen-

driya and anus is the Karmendriya is dissolved in Rupa-tanmatra/

That then is taken to Anahata and in it Vayu j(air) tattva of

which touch is Jnfmendriya and genitals are Karmendriyas is

dissolved in the Sparsa-tanmatra. That in its turn is taken to

Visuddha wliere Akasha (ether) tattva of which hearing is the

Jnanendriya and mouth is the Karmendriya is dissolved in Sabda-

tanmatra. That again is taken to Ajna where it and manas are

dissolved in Mali at. That is dissolved in Siikshma Prakriti which,

in its turn, is united with Parabindu in Sahasrara.

'Thus the control of a chakra which is connected with some

paVticular chilta vrittis or modiheations of the mind helps to the

control of its tattva as also its Karmendriya and Jnanendriya and

leads to the control of the next higher chakra with its tattva and

indriyas and so on. As one succeeds in getting control of the

successive chakras, one progresses in his control over the tattvas

(element.-^) or acquires siddhis in Yogic language and finally

conquers death itself. Without an adequate consideration of these

aspects, no work on Yoga or Yogic practices will be complete.

N. I.

Buddhistic Studies.

Editkd by Bimala Churn Laav, Ph.D., M.A., B.L.

{'Illacker Sphtk cv Calcutta^

With the ])ubliralion of this book. Dr. Bimala Churn Law adds

yet anotlier volume to the long and valuable .series of interesting and

instructive studies of Buddhism upon which he has. for many years

past, i)ecn usefully engaged. In “ Heaven and Hell in Buddhist

Perspective '' Dr. Law put before the reader the Buddhist idea of

Heaven and Hell; in “Some Ksatriya Tribes of Ancient India”

and “Ancient ]Mid-Indian Ksatriya Tribes” he gave a narra-

tive <)f the history, manners and customs of some Ksatriya tribes of

ancient India together w^ith a detailed historical and geographical

account of some ancient Ksatriya tribes of Mid-India (valley of

V|)fer Ganges and its tributaries) respectively ;
in Life

^

and

Work of Buddhaghosa ” he presented us an illumining portrait of

the most celebrated commentator of the Theravada Scljpol of Bud-

dhism and tn “ Historical Gleanings ” he published a collection
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of six essays dealing with subjects of historical importance. The

book under review contains as many as thirty-six interesting mono-

graphs contributed by such renowned Eastern and Western scholars

as Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Dr. A. B. Keith, Dr. D. R. Bhan-

darkar, Dr. B. M. Barua^i Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Haraprasad

Sastri and Dr. Bimala Churn Law. This short Encyclopaedia of

Buddhism and Buddhist Literature is bound to be of immense use

to all students of Buddhist History, Literature and Religion and

Pali, the canonical language of the Buddhists.

N. I.



EDITORIAL.

In the Indian Historical Quarterly, December 1931, Mr. K. G.

Sesha Aiyar writing on Kulasekliant Alvar and his Date,” says

that Kulasekhara, one of the twelve Alvars, the celebrated Vai.?9ava

Saint of South India, was l)orn on 29th January 527 and died in

594 A.C., after having lived for 67 years.

The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, January 1932,

contains an illuminating contribution on The Gahadavalas of

Kanauj” by Sahityacharya Pandit Bisheshwar Nath Reu. Ihe origin

of Gahadavalas is traced to the Rashtrakuta Chandradeva, and these

rulcr.s were so called ))ecause of their .sway over Gadhipur, i.e.,

Kanauj. The Kingdom of Kanauj once more came into the posses-

sion of the Rashtrakutas with the conquest of Badaun about

V. S. nil (A.D. 1054) and their occupation of Kanauj. They ruled

over Kashi (Benares), Oudh and, perhaps, also over Indrasthana.

Mr. Bijanray Chatterjee answers in tlie Modern Reiieui,

February 1932, the question “ Did Insulindia get Mahayana Cult

from Bengal ? ” Though the writer disagrees with Dr. Stutterheim’s

identification of Dharmapala of Bengal with Dharmasetu (supposed

to be the father-in-law of King Parangakaran), he falls in with

the view of Professor Coedis that Vajrayana was already known in

Sumatra in 684 A.D. ancf depending on other evidences such as thi

influence of Nalanda there and the Kelurak inscription wherein

mention is made of a Mahayanist Guru from Bengal visiting Java,

he says he can point to Bengal as the source of the Mahayana and

Tantrayana cults in Java and Sumatra.

11! the same issue of the Modern Revieu>, Devaprasad Ghosh

dikussing “ Gajasimha ”, says that this motif, a plastic translation

of the proverbial rivalry lietween two of the most powerful denizens

of-tMl forest, is a typical Indian decorative device. The virnter

shnws how this ornament which consists essentially of

ing on a couchant elephant, is displayed with considerable “

rowing attitudes and manifold combinations in every nook and
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comer of the stately temples and how in Orissan architecture is

grasped its profound significance as a theme and its perfect suitability

as a decorative motif. By way of comparison, the writer has shown

how the fierce conflict between the lion and the bull was portrayed

by the ancient Persian artist. After discussing the symbolic inter-

pretation of this motif and quoting all available authorities on the

subject, Mr, {Jhosh comes to the inevitable conclusion that as a

symbol it epitomizes indomitable force and victorious power’’. After

dealing with the origin of the motif and its development, he says :

“ As protecting divinities of the sacred shrines and guardians of the

gate, the Gaja-Simhas of Orissa compare favourably with gigtmtic

Egj^ptian sphinxes, the colossal Xinevite bulls and the formidable

Chinese lions.
”

Rev. H. A. Popley in his article on “ Music in India : Yester-

day, To-day and To-morrow ” in the Ifindustan I^evieic, Januarv-

March 1932, gives an idea of the extent to which the art and

science of music had attained in the early days of the Aryan people

by referring to the musical instruments mentioned in the Rig Veda

and to tlie rules of chanting of the Sama Veda. He then traces the

development of Indian music, calling attention to jatis mentioned

in the Ramayana. He next deals witli Xatya Sastra containing an

account of the Science and Art of Music, belonging to the sixth

centurj' of the Christian era. This work is compared with Snaj)i>adi-

garam (a Tamil work of the same jKTiod as Xatya Sastra) to sliow

how the Dravidian art develo{)cd along its own lines without being a

Inere imitation of the Ar}'an. The musical treatises by scholars

and musicians are referred to for describing the principles and

practices of the music of their day, such as Sangita Ratnakara

by S&rangadeva.

*

The ** Disposal of the Dead in Tibet ” according to Rev. Walter

Asboe in Man of March 19.12, comprises three ways : (I)^ Chop-

ping the body %into pieces and scattering them in all directions
;

(2) cremation on a funeral pyre
;
and (3) burying or throwing the

corpse into the water,
*

The ^umanisff Bangalore, which has been doing quiet, good

work^ we regret tb note^ has decided to cease pukicatitm and we



hope it will be possible ere long to revive the issue of this

periodical.

In the I?uHan Jlistorkal Quarterly for Deceml^er 1931 Dr,

Coomaraswamy in his article on the Origin of the Lotus Capital ”

says that the Capital was in use in the Vedic and Epic times and that

the Indians inlieritcd the carpenter\s tradition in a country where the

art in wood was succeeded by that in stone. But in Persia the

imilders inherited a mason’s art, and became experts in working

in limeslone. When Asoka commenced his building activities,

the ^Persian Palace had been already burnt down for nearly half

a century.

In tlie .same i.ssue, Dr. Pran Nath, dealing with the scripts on

the Indus alley Seals, finds that these seals and Indian punch-

marked coin.'i contain mostly the names of gods and goddesses, in the

manner of those existing in early Elam and Babylonian seals.

Acco])tance of these views will no doubt make for a revolution in

Indian historical calculations.

In tlie Journal of the American Oriential Society (December

1931) Dr. Hopkins contributes an article on the Divinity of Kings in

the Vcdic and Epic times. The king who was a royal divinity or

who was half divine in the Vedic times, became in the epic period

himself a divine incarnation or a representative of Vishnu ;
the divine

attributes however being attached only to the office and not to thj^

individual.
***

It is with deep regret we record the demise of His Highness

the Maharajah of Cochin, a Vice-Patron of the Society for ^veral

years.
3|t**

• The Society has sustained still another loss in the untimely and

premature death of one of its Vice-Presidents, Rajamantrapravina

Mr. a. S. Balasundaram Iyer. After a very brilliant University

career, he joined the Mysore Civil Service in 1897, whefe he

served j,n various capacities with considerable distincti<m and was

selected to the4Eb£;ccutive Council to the Government of His Highness
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the Maharaja of Mysore a few years ago, where he w<m universal

regard and esteem by his unswerving loyalty, high sense of duty,

efhcient discharge of his functions and a wide and sympathetic

outlook. His affable manners, genial temper, social habits and

pleasure of sport made a large circle of friends and admirers. He
had also developed deep and wide cultural tastes and was one

of the most widely read and well informed of Mysore Civil Servants.

He. was greatly interested in the activities of the Mythic Society

-of which he was a zealous member from the very beginning and

latterly its Vice-President.



Books received during the Quarter ending

31st March 1932.

Presented by:—
8mllh«otiian Institution. Washington—

1. Recently Dated Pueblo Ruins in Arizona (S.M.C. Vol. 82,

No. II)—by E. W. Haury and L. L. Hargrave.

2. Yaksas, Part II (S. I. Freer Gallery of Art) 7-by Anand

K. Coomaraswamy.

3. Creek Indians—Modem Square Grounds of the: (S.M.C.

Vol. 8S, No. 8)—by J. R. Swanton.

4^ Report for 1931.

5.
' Human Hair and Primate Patterning—by Gerrit S. Miller, J.

Messrs. V. R. S. g: Sons. Madras—
Mahabharala: Southern Recension, Vol. II, Pt. II (Adi-

parvum)—by P. P. S, Sastri.

Messrs. D. B. Taraporevala Sons & Co.—

My.sterious Kundalini: (III Edition)—by Vasant G. Rele.

Madras University—
sJjtrt- 0—Edited by A. Venkatrau and H. Sesha-

iyangar.

The Authors—

1.
eoao’aqjr

j^y

2. Tibet—Some Geographical Observations in Western:

(Reprint from J.A.S.B., XXV—I)—by S. R. Kashyap.

Government of Mysore—

1. Stores Purchase Committee Report, 1930-31.

2 to 6. Meteorology in Mysore: Reports for 1926, 27, 28, 29

and 30—by C. Seshachar.

7 to 11. Rainfall Registration in Mysore: Reports for 1926,

27, 28, 29 and 30—by C. Seshachar.

Mysore University—

1. Place of Science in the Development of Mysore AgricultClij?

—by L. C. Coleman.

2. Mysore Tribes & Castes, Vol. IV—by L. K. Anantha-

,
krishna Iyer.

Government of Ceylon—

.^igraphia Zeylamica, Vol. Ill, Pt. 4 (Archaeological Survey of

Ceylon)—by S. Paranavitana.

IUtlv«lF<M«iun.. Lonavl»-

Pr&nSySma, p. I (Popular

Uyaaanda.

Yoga Series, Vol. II )—hf Kuva-
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itikfnataka Sahilya Parishat. Bangalore—

—tjy Venkatesa Iyengar.

V. C» T. General Agency, Bangalore—

—by
Covemment of Burma—
Burma Gazetteer: Thaton District, Vol. A.—by U. Tin Gyi.

Meerrs. Longmans, Green Sk Co., Ltd^ Bombay—
Jainism in North India—by Shah.

Kallasli Jalbhoy Seth, Bombay—
Seth Family—History of—by S. K. Hadivala.

Dacca University-

Old English Morphology (D. U. B. No. XVI)—by B. K. Ray.

Purchased

1. Indian Annual Register, 1931, Vol. I, (Jan .-June)—by Mitra.

2. Sociology—by Herbert Spencer, Vol. I.

3. Do. do. Vol. II.

4. Bombay Archaeological Report for 1901.

5. Religious Thought and Life in India—by Monier Williams.

6. Ratnagiri and Savantwadi District Gazetteers (1880).

7. Chanda District Gazetteer (1909).

8. Bellary District Gazetteer (1904).

9. Malabar and Anjengo Districts Gazetteer (1908).

10. List of Sanskrit Manuscripts in Southern India—by
G. Oppert, Vol. I.

11. Do. do. Vol. 11.

12. Tolemism and Exogamy—by Fraser, Vol. I.

13. Do. do. Vol.. II.

14. , Do. do. Vol. III.

IS. Do. do. Vol. IV.

16. Maps of Ancient Kashmir, etc.

17. The Jatakamala of Arya Sura. English Translation—by

, J. S. Speyer.

18^, The Rise of Bombay—by S. M. Edwardes.

19. Memoirs of Sir Robert Peel—Part 1.

20. Do. do. Parts 2 & 3.

21. Lord Connemara’s Tours in India, 1886-90 : by J. D. Rees.

22. Problems of the Future—by S. Lainge.

23* to 32. Canada Museum Bulletins.

33. Tour of late Sri Chamarajendra Wadiyar—by Wm. Hayes. .

34 to 39.*" History of the British Empire in India—by ThOmton,

Vols. I to VI.



List ot Books on Indian History received from the

Library of the Office of the Director of

Public Instruction, Bangalore.

1. Ananda Ranga Pillai’s Diary, Vol. I.

2. Do. do. II.

3. Do. do. III.

4, Do. do. IV.

•5, Do. do. V.

6. The Story of Madras—by G. Barlow.

7. SerMorcoPolo—by Cordier.

8. Early Travel in India (1583-1619)—by Foster.

9. Selections from the State Papers of the Governor-General

of India, Vol. I—by G. W. Forrest.

It). Do. do. Vol. II.

11. The Far Eastern Tropics—by A. Ireland.

12. . The Rajputs—A Fighting Race—by Thakur Sri Jesraja-

singhji Seesodia.

13. Sources of Vijayanagar History—by S. K. Aiyangar.

14. Mediaeval India from Contemporary Sources—by S. Lave

Poole.

15. Vestiges of Old Madras, Vol. I—by H. Davison Love.

16. Do. do. II do.

17. Do. do. III do.

18. Do. do. Index do.

19. A Pepys of Mughal India—by N. Manucci.

20. Cults, Customs and Superstitions of India—by J. C. Omey.

21. Report on the Architectural and Archaeological Remains in

.

the Province of Kacch—by D. Pranjivay Khakhar.

,

22. Mysore—by C. S. Raghunatha Rao.

23. Mysore and Coorg, Vol. I—by B. L. Rice-

24!** Do. do. Vol. II do.

25. Mysore Inscriptions, do.

26. Edicts of Asoka in Mysore—by R. Mukcrji.

•2T. Manual of Coorg—by T. Richter.

28.
.
Moslem Architecture—by G. T. Rivoria.

29. • Histoy of the Imams and Seyyids of Oman—flby Salil-

Ibn^azik.
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Hindu Feasts, Fasts and Ceremonies—by S. M, Sastri.

'M. Civilization in Ancient India, Vol. I—^by R. • Chandra
‘

Dutt.
^

32. Do. do, . ; Vol. II do.

33. Alberuni’s India, Vol. 1—by E. C. Sacluiu, .

34. Do, do: Vol. II do.

35.

^ Histor)i and Pliflosophy * of Sikh Religion, Pt. I— by
Khazan Singlr.

36. Do, * "^do: . r do. Pt. II.

37. Scinde in the Forties-^-^by* A. F. Scott.

38. Native Rule in M^^re—by M. Shapia Rao.

39* History of Auraiigaz^, Vol. I—by J. N. Sarkar.

40. Do. do. «
' Vol. II ^ddr •

41. Do. f dp. Vol. Ill '
do.

42; Atlas of the Mysore. State (1902).

43. The Mysore District Gazetteer:
^

44. Collections of Statues relating to India., Vol. I (J285-I83a^i^

45. Do.. * do. Vol. 11(1856-1881).

46* Sdpplejaienft to* ' - do. 1881;

47: Winks’ H^tory of Mysore, Vol. I—by Wilks.

48. ':‘- Po. 5 Vol. II do.

49. J^edget'a^ Sword, Vol. I—by B. Wilson.

50. Do. Vol. II d6.

51. Early Records of British India—by Wheeler.

52. Ancient India

—

by S. K. Aiyangar.

53. Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies, Vol. I^—by
A^ J. A. Dubois.

54.
' Do. do. Vol. 11.

55. Cunninghain^s Ancient Geography of India —by S, N.
Majumdar.

56. Piers Plowman Histories, Junior Book VI—-by E. H.
Spalding.

57. Hindu India from Original Sources, Part I*—by S. K.
Aiyangar. *

.

58. New Readings from Indian History—by W. H. Huttofe.








